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Foreword

These two volumes are composed of source documents
commissioned by the National Science Foundation in
preparing the second Five-Year Outlook on science and
technology for transmission to the Congress. The Five-
Year'Outlook is required by Title H of the Science and
Technology Policy, Organization and Priorities Act of
1976 1Pub lic Law 94-282) and is the responsibility of
the Director of the National Science Foundation
(NSF).

The first of the Source Volumes consists of 17 chapters
prepared by the National Research Council about human
resources, natural resources and environment, research
frontiers, research systems, and new technologies. These
chapters offer the views and opinions of individuals who
are actively engaged in research.

Volume H consists of the views of individuals selected
by two private organizationsthe Committee on Sci-
ence, Engineering and Public Policy of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS),
and the Avid Science Research Council (SSRC)and
11 Federal agency reports. The papers written for the
AAAS committee deal with public policy problems as-
sociated with science and technology. Those written for

iii

SSRC focus on current developments in social and be-
havioral science disciplines. The Federal agency papers
deal with anticipated problems, opportunities and con-
straints related to science, technology, and public policy
from the perspectives of the missions of these agencies.
Voluine II also includes a selected, annotated bibliog-
raphy of published sources and a subject index to the
two Source Volumes.

The views and opinions expressed by the non-Federal
contributors to the Source Volumes do not necessarily
reflect the policies of the National Science Foundation
or the U.S. Government. Nevertheless, in the opinion
of the National Science Foundation, the contributions
provide a useful range of petspectives on near-term op-
portunities and problems in the relationships of science,
technology, and other areas of public concerti. As the
Five-Year Outlook on science and technology 1§ not in-
tended as an exhaustive treatment of all the issues as-
sociated with any given topic, it highlights those aspects
of topics that NSF considers most significant. The Source
Volumes complement the Five-Year Outlook by provid-
ing further indepth discussion as well as supporting evi-
dence and argpment.
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Preface

The,first Five-Year Outlook for Science and Technology
prepared by the National Academy of Sciences was de-
livered to the National Science Foundation in March
1979: This second Outlook follows the general pattern
of that document in portraying selected facets of science
and technology as they pertain to the disciplines them-
selvesfrom solar-terrestrial physics to cognition to
mathematicsand as they affect national concerns
from water resources to the management of radioactive
wastes to. transportation.

The immediate purpose of this and the preceding re-
port is to aid the National Science Foundation in re-
sponding to the Congressional request, as expressed in
the National Science and Technology Policy, Organi-
zation, and Priorities Act of 1976, that Congress and the
people of the United States be informed in a continuing
manner of conditions which might warrant special at-
tention within the next five years, particularly those that
involve:

current and emerging problems of national signifi-
cance, that are identified through scientific research.
or in which scientific and technical considerations are
of major consequence; and
opportunities for, and constraints on, the use of new
and existing scientific and technological capabilities
which can make important contributions to the reso-
lution, of these problems.

Frederick Seitz served as the study chairman, assisted
by a resident vice chairman and a steering committee
whose membership was derived largely from those re-
sponsible for the preparation of individual chapters of
the report. The design,of this report is premised on the

desire to build on the contents of the first Outlook and
to include several of the vital areas not dealt with in the
first report. Therefore. to the general discussioilin the
first report on energy has been lidded a report the
management of radioactive wastes; similarly. tho con-
siderable discussion of reductionist biology in the first
is joined by ecology and systematics in the second: that
of the structure of matter by solar-terrestrial physics: that
of U.S. demography, by world demography: that of a
description of the health care system by a report on
biomedical research on a limited list of major afflictions
In like manner. some of the vital areas not reviewed in
the first Outlook are now in the second. while others
have been deferred. This report. thus, includes chapters
on chemistry and mathematics, but. for lack of space,
does not deal with, for example. economic science and
agricultural research. These and other topics will be con-
sidered in future reports on the Five-Year Outlook for
Scientce and Technology.

Like the first report, this second Outlook has under-
, gone several formal reviews. Its early Contents were
evaluated and given mid-course corrections by the steer-
ing committee. Each chapter was subsequently reviewed
in detail and revised in response to comments from those
expert in its subject. In addition, the Governing Board
of the National Research Council reviewed the entire
manuscript prior to its final revision before delivery to
the National Science Foundation on March 31, 1981.

The names in this volume of those who wrote it and
those who reviewed it testify that its preparation engaged
a wide spectrum of the very best of American scientists
and engineers. That this volume exists at all is due di-
rectly to the knowledge, thought. and care they brought
to its preparation.

xix
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Observations

\` Inflation, unemployment, regulation, energy, produc-
tivity, disarmament, balance of payments,

ti innovation...."
"Migration, world population growth, food shortages,

Changing age distribution, mineral supplies...."
"Disease prevention, environmental protection, con-

sumer activism, radiation, weather prediction....;'
"Recombinant DNA, nuclear wastes, cancer,

cholesterol...."

Each of the abo \'e cue words has been made familiar by
repetition in the news media. Each relates in greater or
lesser degree to some aspect of science or its applications
to technology. Each is a matter of major consequence
to our society to be addressed by appropriate, informed

_public policymakers.ft)is our purpose in these Five-Year
lAtlook reports to provide current summaries of various
aspects of science and technology which may be useful
to those involved in formulating such policies: The ob-
servations below are offered as a.perspective from which
to view these several summaries.

THE ENDLESS FRONTIER

Scientific research and the development of new tech-
nology already had been important aspects of American
life for at least a century, but it was the success of science
and technology in World War II that finally stimulated
the deveL, _gent of explicit policy by the federal gov-
emment. In the 1945 report, Science, The Endless Fron-
tier, our government was encouraged to share the faith
of scientists that the advancement of science is unques-
tionably in the public interest, that scientific knowledge
should be cultivated in its own right and, legitimately,

xxi

be fertilized by pr,',,ric funds. That report supported the
belief that applications of scientific knowledge would
make the nation militarily more secure, increase the food
supply, improve the public health. expand the economy,
and in ,diverse ways enhance the quality of daily life.
Recognizing that both the findings and the fruits of sci-
ence are unpredictable, it averred that the support of
science by the very best scientists in all disciplines would
redound in time to the nationaUnterest. Acceptance of
these beliefs, as embodied in tlie charter of the National
Science Foundation, was a historic landmark, the formal
marriage of science and the government, a bond that has
dramatically and permanently altered the history of both.

What a remarkable period it opened! Science flour-
ished as never before. Armed with powerful accelerators,
physicists studied the nucleus of the atom to reveal struc-
tures never anticipated. Improved optical telescopes and
spaceborne sensors using the entire electromagnetic
spectrum revealed a wondrous universe filled with pre-
viously unimaginable celestial bodies, while geophysi-
cists, reading the clues in cores drilled in the sea floor,
offered us "plate tectonics"a grand synthesis that pro-
vides an !improved understanding of the position and
contours of continents, of earthquakes and volcanism,
and of ore body formation. Chemists developed a family
of powerful synthetic techniques, giving us pesticides,
herbicides, new drugs, new textiles, polymers and plas-
tics, and a safer food supply. Experiments in quantum
physics gave birth to the laser. The invention of the
transistor transformed electronics, made possible the
modern computer, and revolutionized the communica-
tions industry. Military requirements and a buoyant air-
craft industry paved the way for commercial Jet aircraft.
All the while,. biological understanding was moving to

iCS



the molecular. level, acquiring extraordinarily powerful
insights into the nature of life, the functioning of living
Mrs, tissues, and organs. the nature of the genetic ap-
paratus. the.process of biological evolution, and those
aberrations of human biology known as disease.

As the relationship of government to the research and
development process expanded, the idea:was widely ac-
cepted that henceforth it would be in the public interest
for government to support fundamental research, defined
in the broadest possible context. However, nth single
agency would be uniquely retponsible for this mission.
Certain agencies of government would support those
areas of science and technology for which government
itself, was intended as the principal consumer, for ex-
ample. the Department of Defense, the Atomic Energy
Commission, and the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, the predecessor agency of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Departments
of Health, Education, and Welfare and of Agriculture
developed powerful facilities and programs to support
research that is clearly in the public interest and for which
there is no logical, strong, nongovernmental mechanism
of support.

A special agency for the broad support of fur,dameptal
research was createdthe National Science Foundation
(NSF). Universities increasingly became the principal
loc* for the conduct of fundamental research, whereas
most of the applied research and d. velopment financed
by the mission agencies used the facilities and resources
of America's technological industries, the products of
which, for a period, became dominant in world markets.
And 1,4C prospered as never before.

CHANGES

For almost two deLades, the unique position of the United
States in world science, in the world economy, and as
the world's political and military leader was essentially
unchallenged. Thereafter, a series of circumstances acted
collectively to erode that unique global position: the war
in Vietnam, the beginning of uncontrolled inflation, the
sudden rise in oil prices, the inability of American pe-
troleum production to keep pace w ith domestic con-
sumption. growing American dependence upon a variety
of other nations for :diverse nonfuel minerals critical to
the economy , the combination of extended life spans and
reduced birth rates which markedly altered the age dis-
tribution of the American people, and the consumer and
environmental movements which gave rise to legislation
formulated to redut.e hazards in the food supply, in air
and water, workplace and home, while maintaining the
amenities of the physiLal environment. Simultaneously,
there arose powerful competition with ,%merican

science and technology as Western Europe and Japan
emerged from th, ashes of World War H while the SOk let

0

Union, committed to a strong national scientific en-
deavor, embarked on a major buildup of strategic and
tactical weapons capability. It is in the combination of
these and other circumstances, rather than in any one
alone, that are to be found the roots of current anxiety
for the future of the American economy.

In very rough terms, American fundamental research
now constitutes somewhat more than one third of the
world total, with the remainder divided' approximately
equally between Western Europe and Japan on the one
hand and the nations of the Soviet bloc on the other. As
these Five-Year Outlook reports make plain, American
science remains at the forefront in virtually every dis-
cipline. That is to say, Americans continue to publish
a considerable percentage of all significant scientific pa-
pers and give a fair share of the major papers at inter-
national meetings. Numbers of Americans are interna-
tionally recognized as leaders in all fields and American
laboratories operate many of the more powerful instru-
ments whose capabilities pace the progress of science.
In general, that is a valid estimate, but it does not afford
one a sense of the direction of current trends in the
relative strengths of American and overseas science.
Neither does an examination of simple tables of annual
expenditures for research afford much insight.

To get a reading on such trends, about 200 particularly
knowledgeable American scientists were asked to com-
pare their perceptions of the quality of American re-
search, in their on disciplines, with that done else-
where. The respondents work in such areas as condensed-

matter physics, chemical synthesis, photosynthesis, neu-
robiology, child development, fusion, cognitive science,
and macroeconomic modeling, as well as in two applied
areas, new drug development and large integrated cir-
cuits. For most of these areas of science, informed
impressionsfor that is what they wereproved to be
much the same. Earlier American dominance has been
succeeded by increasingly impressive international com-!
petition which, in the main, American scientists welcome
for the broader resources and collaboration it makes
possible.

Numerous significant foci of first-rate research have
developed in Western Europe and Japan. In a few in-
stances, European laboratories moved to the forefront
by acquiring unique, powerful new instruments as yet
unavailable in this country. However, of no discipline
was it .said that leadership had clearly left thd United
States behind, in several fields, American research re-
mains the world standard of excellence. If these assess-
ments describe a trend, it is not clear how long American
Science will continue to be at the forefront of virtually
all disciplines, particularly if support for research as a
fraction of Gross National Product continues to decline
in the United States while it rises in some of the countries
which are our most successful competitors.

Science itself is an open-ended endeavor. Information



and understanding gathered anywhere can be used by
scientists everywhere. Rarely canscientific information
that is not classified for military purposes long be held
proprietary. Nevertheless, over time, economic rewards
come to the country that is first to discover, since it is
also likely to be first to invent and to apply..

But the history of the last decade bears witness to the
fact that open-endedness does not hold equally true for
technology. Markets can be saturated and the huge U.S.
,domestie,and export economy appears inviting to the
iproducers of technology everywhere, many of whom,
in fact, design expressly for the export market. Although
the ,U.S. balance of trade for manufactured goods has
been affected very seriously thereby, few, if any, major
innovations generated elsewhere underlie the successful
invasion of the American market by foreign technolo-
gies. Some have represented the marriage of purchased
U.S. eXpertise with cheaper foreign labor. Some, more
serious, have been made possible by cost reductions
based on i.nproved manufacturing technologies, and oth-
ers,have come about thi-ough improvements in,the qual-
ity, reliability, and price of. technologies which in many

.cases were initially of U.S. design.
This circumstance has led to assertions of a decline

in the innovative capabilities of American industry.
When innovation is defined as the entire ,process from
the conception of a new or modified technology to its
ultimate implementation or marketing, there would ap-
pear to be some justification in that charge. Whether this
partial innovative failure has its origin in inflation, in
lack of investment capital, in deflection of company re-
sources or of`the attention, of management fkp the in-
novation process to the requirements for compliance with
regulation, or in yet other institutional barriers ,to in-
novation is not a judgment which will be attempted in
this volume. What can more appropriately be asserted
here is that, from the standpoint of current industrial
research activity, there is every reason- to belie've that
American industry is potentially as fully innovative as
ever, that the research end of the technology pipeline
continues to be full of exciting new ventures and pos-
sibilities whichgiven opportunitycould assure
America's place in the forefront of innovative technology.

If the American economy is to grow in a socially
desirable way, the scientific-technological sector of the
economy must be given its full share of opportrinity in
the future. The technological competition now offered
by the entire industrialized world will remain a fixture
of the global economy. Indeed, that competition surely
will become even more intense. Moreover, just behind
current sources of competition is a set of newly emerging
nations deliberately preparing to secure places in the
same system, for example, Brazil, Mexico, India, as
well as such recognized achievers as Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, and Singapore. For the most part, their
manufactured products will enter potentially saturable

markets whose expansion depends on the growth of the
world economy.

only a wholly new technology, such as television or
the digital computer, can create a new open sector of the
world economy. America's place in that competitive
arena can be ascrsed not by quota-type protectionism but
by maximizing its competitive edge, by returning to the
forefront of the technological innovative process, and by
utiliing fully the unique fundamental research capacity
and the huge industrial research capability already in
place.

In our mixed system of private/public enterprise, the
development of technology to be marketed and used in
the private sector is a function of the private sector itself.
The government may assist, as it has in the development
of standards, in logical spinoffs such as those in the
aircraft industry or, occasionally, when it is apparent
that the costs of development may exceed the resources
that can be brought to bear by entities in the private

)r, as is true for nuclear energy. Othenyise, the role
of the government with respect to industrial research and
development is that stated by Congressman George
Brown:

The federal government has generally taken the
position that, in an essentially capitalist economy,
it is not its role to directly support efficiency and
innovation in the process of production. Rather,
these should result from the financial Eincentives
provided to industry. However, when this process
weakens and the nation's economic position is af-
fected, it becomes government's role to find ways
to either increase incentives or decrease disincen7
lives toward a healthy industrial economic, climate.

In other nations engaged in technological innovation,
government policy is highly supportive of industry, par-
ticularly that segment seeking export markets. Yet, to
quote Congressman Brown agein:

In the United States, an adversarial relationship has
developed between /industry and government. If we
are to succeed in enhancing innovation and pro-
ductivity, we must follow the lead of other nations
and develop more cooperative attitudes and behav-
ior between industry and government. Our eco-
nomic planning, both on the national and individual
business level must be long term. and must not be
directed at just what is politically hot today or just
what shareholders want today. We must plan and
act for the future.

There haw been many attempts to calculate the'eco-
nomie :eturn on the national investment in fundamental
research. All such calculations necessarily must remain
somewhat suspect. But all do agree that that economic
return has been enormous. Indeed, it is at least arguable
that, over time, other investment modes would lose their
growth potential were it not for the expansion of op-
portunity ultimately made possible by fundamental re-
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.
search. In an ever sh9inking, overpopulated world of
finite mineral resources, where arable lands may be
reaching their carrying capacity for human populations,
further improvements in the human condition will require
that we live by our productive imagination and wits,
using scientific understanding for the development of
ever more effect's e and efficient technologies. The one
resource which is still unlimited is man's ability to seek
?ut, to comprehend, and to find the paths and institutions
through which his new comprehensions can be translated
productively into social purposes.

The question for the federal government is not whether
to support fundamental research, that decision lies behind
us. Rather, we require a means of determining the ap-
propriate magnitude of that support. We need a com-
prehensive reevaluation of the mechanisms by which
support is administered and provided, by which,choices
are.made, and by which resources are allocated. In this
regard. it at least should be remarked that the federal
support of fundamental research, expressed in constant

dollars, grew from World War fiscal year 1967,
after which it dropped significahtly. Since fiscal year
1975, federal research support has climbed to slightly
more than the 1967 level. But allocations for fields of
research have changed dramatically within that time with
little debate concerning the associated rationale. Mech-
anisms for decisionmaking and for research support re-
main much the same. This is a circumstance that warrants
careful scrutiny and consideration, now that it is under-
stood that fundamental research is not a luxury for an
economy that can afford italthough that may have been
the histonc factbut a vital neciessity if we are to achieve
the social and economic goals to which we aspire.

THE SECOND FIVE-YEAR OUTLOOK

As indicated in the Preface. the present NRC volume
and the first NRC Five -Year Outlook report should bc
regarded as successive stages, w ith this volume com-
plementing its predecessor. Thus, the presentations of
Planet Earth, The Living State, and The Structure of
Matter in the first NRC Five -Year Outlook are followed
now by presentations on Sun and Earth, The Science of
Cognition, Chemical Synthesis of New Materials, and
Some Recent Developments in Mathematics. The De-
mography of the United States in the first Outlook is
succeeded here by The, Demographic State of the World.
A general treatment of:the Health of the American People
is followed up a more detailed consideration of Some
Major Human Diseases and of Directions in Nutrition
Research, to appreciate these fully , it may be necessary
to refer to some of the material in the earlier presentation
of The Living State. To the earlier chapters on Computers
and Communications and on Materials are added chap-
ters on Prospects for New Technologies, Research in

Industry, and Issues in Transportation. A general treat-
ment of problems of Energy is supplemented by treat-
ments of Fuel Science and Technology and of Radio-
active Waste Management. Toxic Substances in the
Environment is paralleled by treatments of Water Re-
sources, Ecology and Systematics, and Plant Disease.
Finally, the summary of Academic Science and Graduate
Education is followed here by a comparison of the modes
of support and conduct of research in Europe vs ith those
in the United States. It must bc recognized, however,
that large elements both of the scientific endeavor and
of American technological enterprise remain untreated
in the two Outlooks. It is our hope that they will be
considered in future NRC Outlook reports.

ON THE STATE OF AMERICAN SCIENCE

The two NRC Outlook reports make it evident that
American science, which was relatively underdeveloped
at the turn of the century, is approaching maturity. Sev-
eral streams have fed this advance: the inherent interest
and the enlightenment provided by science; .the creation
of graduate and medical schools by American univer-
sities; the needs of increasingly sophisticated industry
for well-trained scientists and engineers; the intense na-
tional interest in improving the public health; the chal-
lenges agad accomplishments of applied science in war-
time; the use of science as an instrument for establishing

,national prestige in the international competition for the.0
minds of men: and the possibilities generated by the great

rise in national wealth which came with the development
of what once seemed our limitless natural resources.

As stated earlier, U.S. scientists are now effectively
engaged in research and development in essentially all

the major areas of science and technology. The tre-
idous success of these endeavors is evident in the

remarkable panorama of scientific accomplishment por-
trayed in these two volumes.

The chapter on Sun and Earth describes the remarkable
ingenuity, careful planning, and clever instrumentation
that has been used to gain further insight Into the physics
of the sun and the manner in which the sun's radiations
govern the properties of the gaseous layers surrounding
the earth, determining their chemical composition and
the nature of both the magnetosphere and the ionosphere
with important implications for radio communication.
Solar energy, a fraction of which is directly used for
plant photosynthesis. is largely absorbed at the earth's
surface, from where it ultimately stokes the engine which
creates weather in the lower atmosphere. Nevertheless,
the extent to which meteorological phenomena are de-
termined by anatuons in the emanations from the sun
remains uncertain.

The chapters Chemical Synthesis of New Materials
and The Science of Macromolecules suggest that :them-
ists have the gifts of wizards, capable of creating in the
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laboratory any stable chemical structure that cat.
imagined., The chemical properties of such newly =,y,:-
thesized materials are fairly predictable, but predict uns
of their physical properties an still somewhat chancy.
Surprise is still the order of the day. Nevertheless, a
sufficient basis of understanding has been established to
suggest that synthetic chemistry will have an ever more
productive future in tailoring molecules to order for the
diverse purposes of man.

Like so many other aspects of our civilization, how-
ever, the future of the chemical industry will be affected
markedly by the supply and price of energy and feed-
stocks, particularly of hydrocarbons. Natural gas and
petroleum fractions are the normal feedstocks for much
of the chemical industry, including agricultural chemi-
cals. Until recently, the price of the raw material has
been only a small fraction of the total cost of the final
product, but that circumstance is changing rapidly. The
future of the entire chemical industry may turn signifi-
cantly on the availability and prices of methane and
higher hydrocarbons. We can turn hack to cotton, wool,
and leather tor our apparel, but not for the myriad in-
dustrial uses orsynthetic polymers or for the thousands
of other synthetic compounds now deployed in our di-
verse economy.

A recurring theme in the chapters on basic science and
on technology is the way in which the findings and the
instrumentation developed in one area of science find
application elsewhere.

The first NRC Five-Year Outlook portrayed the man-
ner in which the development of solid state physics and
the computer and communications industries have gone
hand in hand, each stimulating and making the other
possible. A not dissimilar circumstance has existed in
the field related to synthetic polymers and their various
applications in fibers and plastics.

As indicated in the chapter Directions in Nutrition
Research, much of our current understanding of the func-
tioning of vitamin D is traceable to decades of work on
the stereochemistry of organic molecules, on the kinds
of molecular rearrangements occasioned by the absorp-
tion of light, and on the diverse physical instrumentation
now employee to help decode the structure of molecules.
Or note the statement in the chapter On Some Major
Human Diseases describing the kaleidoscopic inter-
change of ideas from one research area to another:

Who could have predicted...that studies of the ge-
netics of skin transplantation in mice would provide
a principal clue to understanding rheumatoid ar-
thritis in man; that a variant in the structure of the
sulfonamides developed as antibacterial agents
would make possible management of glaucoma of
the eye, or that the combination of a viral infection
and inappropriate formation of an antibody to some
structure on the surface of one's own cells could
give rise to a family of diverse diseases?

Such int:xweav:nifs occur no less in the physical sci-
..x.ces and in the development of new technology. For

:Impk. the theory of pi a tectonics provides a mean-
gal framework for resource exploration of commer-

cially useful minerals and hydrocarbons. Yet this great
new synthesis of geophysical understanding owes its
creation to the curiosity of paleontologists about the shell
structures of almost microscopic creatures found in cores
drilled in the ocean floor, to painstaking surveys over
the ocean floor to detect magnetic polarities in seabed
rocks, to inquisitiveness about the geography of the Ha-
waiian Islands, to matching the flora and fauna on dif-
ferent continental borders, to a maze of work on the
properties of chemical isotopes, and to the iinaginative
application of that work to the dating of ancient rocks
and sediments.

It is an inspiring fact that lasers, invented out of the
insights afforded by quantum ph have spawned
new arts and technologies. They en, 'c more pre-
cise alignment of untold different physical arrangements,
including tunnels built under riverbeds or drilled through
mountains. Lasers are the basis for one approach to con-
trolled fusion, are used to repair damaged retinas, and
are at the heart of the instrumentation which makes pos-
sible the detection of fleeting intermediates in chemical
syntheses. They also are used to drive photochemical
synthetic processes in the laboratory and may soon find
similar commercial application.

The chapter On Some Recent Developments in Math-
;emetics reveals the delight of mathematicians that the

most abstruse mathematics occasionally finds application
in extremely practical circumstances. Elsewhere in this
volume (Ecology and Systematics), ecologists express
their fervent hope that mathematicians will continue with
their recent successes in the treatment of nonlinear equa-
tions in order to help them study living communities that
are not at equilibrium but move from state to state when
recovering from large ecologic disturbances such as
earthquakes, fires. or droughts.

In sum, the scientific enterprise will be seen as an
extraordinarily dynamic system. The practitioners of
each field successively attack in increasingly sophisti-
cated fashion the layer of questions revealed by previous
research. In the process, they find new surprises and
unsuspected arrangements which generate more ques-
tions as well as more opportunities for applications to
human welfare.

In the best American tradition, the American scientific
enterprise has been highly pluralistic. Fundamental re-
search is performed in universities, in nonprofit research
institutes and hospitals, in industrial laboratories, and
in the government's own laboratories. The work has been
suppored by a multiplicity of federal agencies, by state
governments and a few municipalities, by private foun-
dations and voluntary public giving, as well as by in-
dustry. Furthermore, the entire system has provided an



example of the classical American compromise between
egalitarianism and elitism. That compromise was ent.rely
acceptable when the sum of such support enabled the
continuing healthy growth of the scientific endeavor.
However, the system is now under considerably greater
strain than it was when the current federal expenditures
for basic research were developed several decades ago.

In the decade and a half since the support of research
ceased to grow, the fully trained scientific community
has more than doubled. The intrinsic costs of doing sci-
ence also have doubled more or less, largely as a result
of the increased costs of essential instrumentation and
the need for the larger teams required to address more
complicated experimental situations. Under these cir-
cumstances, the project grant system not only has been
unable to provide reasonable numbers of the major, rel-
atively expensive (for example, S100,000-$1,000,000)
research instruments that are needed at the leading edge.
of most disciplines, but it has markedly reduced the mean
penod of project support and frequently offered support
in amounts insufficient to enable the succesful conduct
of a proposed project. It also has denied support to many
investigators with successful track records and has sig-
nificantly reduced support for the training of the next
generation of scientists. At the same time, the drain on
vmversity resources created by the expanded academic
scientific endeavor, along with difficulties in the funding
of higher education, has required the expenditure of al-
most one third of the total funds otherwise available for
the support of research to defray the associated indirect
costs of researchincluding those necessitated by in-
creasing government regulation.

The most precious component of the entire system for
research is the relatively small group of generally ac-
know !edged leadersthose whose insights and creativity
fashion the intellectual structure of the scientific disci-
plines. These, the architects of science, are easily iden-
tified by their peers and by the managers of the grant and
contract programs of.pe federal agencies. Supporting
them and their most promising associates at an adequate
level is the site qua non of the entire enterprise. The
thousands of other scientists who constitute the bulk of
the enterprise are, collectively, no less essential. Indeed,
only if the entire system is operating effectively can
future leaders receive training, initiate their careers, and
be identified.

Science-supporting agencies with closely defined mis-
sions, such as space and defense. may utilize external
peers to assist in decisions concerning research priorities
and research performers, but it is clear that ultimately
their decisions must be based primarily on quality. How-
ever, those agencies with rather broader senses of mis-
sion. such as the National Science Foundation and the
National Institutes of Health, whose programs in the
aim are fashioned by selecting among proposals vol-
untarily submitted by the scientific community --largely

its acadeMic componenthave had to function in tile
atmosphere of continuing tension between egalitarianism
and elitism that has characterized the Republic since its
founding.

While support for the scientific enterprise was grow-
ing, those agencies could finance not only the best and
the next best but also relatively lesser science that was
widely distributed geographically. Generally, this was
justified on the ground that it would improve the quality
of science education and thus inspire some students in
'what are, from the research standpoint, lesser institutions
and thereby satisfy our egalitarian views concerning the
use of tax-derived funds. But, as indicated above, fi-
nancial support of scientific endeavors effectively stopped
growing in fiscal year 1967, while the intrinsic costs of
research have continued to rise. This circumstance may
necessitate that the science-supporting agencies sacrifice
their egalitarianism in sufficient measure to assure that
the very best, whose contributions will determine the
quality of the national future, are fully supported.

These complex circumstances occasioned the com-
parative examination, reported herein in the chapter on
research in Europe and the United States, of the patterns
and mechanisms of research support now operating in
several European nations. This chapter makes no rec-
ommendations concerning which of the ,arrangements
found in the United Kingdom, France, and Germany
might be usefully transplanted to the American scene,
but it does provide a mirror with which to examine our-
selves in order to consider how we might contemplate
remodeling aspects of the American scientific support
system in the light of our changing financial circum-
stances and demography.

Meanwhile, it should be feasible to protect the sci-
entific community from the unnecessary drain of an ever
increasing load of paperwork, to use funds in such fash-
ion as to increase significantly the mean period of project
support, to provide adequate stable support to distin-
guished productive scientists, and to protect the course
of basic research from well-meaning but short-sighted
pressures for early applicability or "relevance." If
American science, which has been so extraordinarily
productive for three or four decades, is to maintain its
pace as world leader, our society also must find ways
to provide the scientific community with the advanced
instrumentation which is at the very heart of scientific
progress.

EDUCATION IN SCIENCE

This Outlook has not treated explicitly the status of ed-
ucation in science. Nevertheless, the reader should be
aware of certain large and highly relevant problems.

A series of recent reports has rendered evident the
deterioration Of school science. Public attention has been
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dramatically called to the functional illiteracythe lim-
ited ability to read and writeof a significant fraction
of secondary school graduates. But a far greater fraction
is illiterate with respect to science and the trend is in the
wrong direction. It may be that the more gifted students
will somehow find their way to become successful sci-
entists, but an increasingly technical world creates de-
mand for very large numbers of at least minimally sci-
entifically literate personsas citizens and as members
of the labor force. The latter point is particularly com-
pelled by comparison of our circumstances with the in-
tensive secondary school experience in Japan, now our
most effective industrial competitor, and in the Soviet
Union, our potential competitor or adversary in other
senses. Surely the circumstances warrant the full atten-
tion of responsible persons in each dimension of the
education system, local, state, and federal.

The previous Outlook noted that our demographic
trends are leading to declining numbers of college-age
students, and will until the mid-1990's, which have re-
sulted in a lack of suitable opportunitias for academic
employment for young scientists because of dec.:ning
student enrollments. This foreshadows a shortage of re-
search scientists two decades hence. Some acceptable
interim solution is urgently required.

A rather more acute problem of opposite character is
developing with respect to highly trained engineering
manpower; ShortageS'are now evident in industry. Mnre-
over, there are numerous vacancies on engineering fac-
ulties and much of the engineering graduate student pop-
ulation consists of foreign students intending to return
home. If not reversed, this shortage may prove to be a
limiting factor that will pace the revitalization of the
U.S. industrial economy.

Of yet another character is the changing mood of
young physicians concerning the attraction of a career
in academie-medicine as clinician-teacher-investigator.
Whereas, two and three decades ago, more than one third
of medical students aspired to such careers, that fraction
has now diminished very markedly. This is evident in
vacancies en medical faculties and in the steady decline
in the number of applications for research support sent
to the National Institutes of Health by persons with M.D.
degrees. The causes for this trend are poorly understood.
They appear to include an increased desire for immediate
social relevance as compared with the more intellectual
and tong -term rewards of research; the large discrepancy
in personal income as compared with private practice;
the large personal financial requirements of medical grad-
uates who are often heavily in debt when they leave tt,eir
medical training; the instability of research funding, and
the difficulties of clinical research engendered by some
irritating aspects of regulation, for example, the need for
"informed consent" before the investigator may ex-
amine tissue routinely taken at surgery, much less a
sample of blood or excreta. Much of the great progress

in medicine for three decades is owed to the work of
dedicated academic physician-investigators. And there
is yet much for them to do. Reversing the current trend
by whatever means are required is an imperam e for our
society.

ON SCIENCE-BASED TECHNOLOGY

Concern for adequate energy supplies is a central fact
of American life, as indeed it must be for the whole
world. The first Five-Year Outlook scanned this problem
area, summarizing the constraints and some of the op-
portunities lying before us. Tnat essay on energy em-
phasized the great potential and desirability of conser-
vation measures, i.e., more efficient end use of mailable
energy in order to minimize demand. However, that as-
sessment concluded that such measures alone would not
suffice and that serious attention must be given to ex-
panding the energy supply.

What makes the short-range problem so severe, be-
yond the violent increase in the price of imported petro-
leum and the potential hazard of a sudden, politically
motivated cessation of petroleum supplies, is the simul-
taueous awakening to Lord Acton's aphorism. "All en-
ergy pollutes." Growth of a nuclear power supply has
been inhibited by public concern for associated hazards,
both real and imagined. In mew of the immediate and
probably continuous constraints on the supply of petro-
leum, it would seem offensive that oil continue to he
burned under boilers in large utility or industrial plants,
yet the practice persists. The use of coal is limited by
concern for emissions that may include carcinogens. ra-
dioactivity, and sulfur and nitrogen oxides that contribute
to air pollution over cities. Furtherniore, coal combustion
has been regarded as the principal contributor to the
phenomenon of acid rain, although It appears that there
are also other major contributors to this process. Only
less immediate is a concern for the buildup of atmos-
pheric carbon dioxide and the possibility of a "green-
house effect" which, in the next century, might alter
regional climates significantly. The timing of such a phe-
nomenon will depend upon the rate of increase in the
worldwide combustion of wood, coal, oil, and natural
gas. If recent estimates adjusting that rate downward
prove valid, the "greenhouse effect" could be deferred
beyond the middle of the next century, but it remains
a serious prospect.

One solution to a part of these perplexing problems
would be the development of a domestic synthetic. fuel
industry on a scale sufficient to reduce, if not eliminate.
the need for petroleum imports. This, how e% er. would
present its own set of en% ironmental hazards. Even apart
from political and economic considerations, our country
must appreciate that it cannot assume that the petroleum
we may wish to import will necessarily be mailable.
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Indeed. a recent report from the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis. the most comprehensive
analysis published to date of future world energy re-
quirements and supplies. suggests that by the year 2000
North America must become self-sufficient in fossil
fuels. Yet most forecasts indicate that total energy use.
in the United States. currently about 78 quads (quadril-
lion British thermal units) per year. will increase by 15
to 20 quads in the next two decades. Staying within such
bounds and achieving something like self-sufficiency
will require vigorous efforts to conserve energy and im-
prove the efficiency of its um., increasing use of natural
gas, enhanced oil recovery techi.'qUes. and the devel-
opment of a commensurate capability for the extraction
and refining of shale oils and for the gasification and
lique;action of coal. The technologies for these purposes.
alprig with their prospects and constraints. are reviewed

/ in the chapter Fuel Science and Technology. It asserts

that, whereas present methods for the conversion of coal

and oil shale are now relatively unsophisticated. these
methods will evolve rapidly ith contiirling nations'
needto become cleaner. more efficient, and perhaps
even less costly.

The principal source of demand for liquid fuels will
continue to be the nation's transportation system. The
chapter Issues in Transportation portrays. anions other
things, the response of the U.S. automobile industry to
the challenges of foreign-made automobiles Consider-
ing the dominant position of the automobile in our eco-
nomic life, much turns on the outcome.

One aspect of automobile manufacture, herein men-
tioned only in passing. is the inevitable growing use of
robots in this and many other manufacturing industries.
Introduced both for economy and for precision of man-
ufacture that contributes to the quality of the product.
such processes are being adopted widely here and
abroad. Highly automated plants also can raise produc
tiv ity and thus effectiely offset cheaper labor costs in
other countries. Such developments. if applied domes-
tically. will help to expand the U.S. economy in desirable
ways. But they also summon the specter of what has
been termed "jobless economic growth. The resultant
dislocationsonly temporary, it is hoped will demand
serum:, attention both by industry and the public sector

The previous NRC Five-Year Outlook explained why
one must take a conservative position when estimating
the time at which fusion or active solar energy trans-
forming systems may make large-scale contributions to
the American energy economy. Nuclear energy based
on fission has been demonstrated to be practical. but it
is now, in effect, being withheld from further develop-
ment in our country. This current national posture. which
is not based on formally stated policy but is nevertheless
operating. has arisen, ostensibly. from two sets of con-
cerns, the possibility of a catastrophic reactor accident.

and the hazards alleged to be associated with the ultimate

disposition of radioactive waste.
The report of the Academy's Committee on Nuclear

and Alternative Energy Systems indicated that, taken
overall, a nuclear energy, system based on light -water
reactors has the smallest environmental impact and

the lowest risk of any of the alternative major energy-
providing systems to which we may now turn, Even if
a catastrophic accident were to occurthe chance of
which is exceedingly small. although not 'ero the total
number of lives lost might well be less than that asso-
ciated with the direct use of coal for similar purpose
aggregated over a number of years. Choice between
them, therefore, is a political, not a scientific. decision.

The second concern, management of the radioactive
wastes, appears to be publicly less well understood. and
is a source of public worry primarily iat reason. To
help provide enlightenment, the present volume offers
the chapter Radioactive Waste Management The chapter

concludes that:

The available ev idence supports a substantial degree
of confidence that the technical aspects of geologic
isolation can be managed in a manner that will pro-
tect the public.

Moreover, it indicates that:

As with defense wastes, there is no technological
urgency about immediate selection of a permanent
isolation option for high-level waste from the nu-
clear power industry ... Nevertheless, because of
widespread public concern about the hazards of ra-
dioactive waste, it remains in the national interest
to proceed expeditiously with plans for permanent
isolation Iof the wastes).

Thus, it would seem that we have a sufficient body of
understanding in hand to permit an early, political deci-
sion concerning the future of nuclear energy.

The question of reprocessing spent nuclear fuel is not

treated in the chapter. Such reprocessing would involve
the isolation. preparation. and transportation of essen-
tially weapons -grade plutonium. As a result of current
concern for the dangers of proliferation and for possible
theft by illegal groups, current U.S. policy forbids re-
processing, a policy which also would act to prevent
commercialization of fast breeders. if they were devel-
oped to the point where they might be used. However.
it should be recognized that the entire problem of the
management of permanent isolation of radioactive wastes
would be simplified if the spent fuel from light-water
reactors were reprocessedas it probably v. ill be in other

countries.

RISK/BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

Concerns which permeate both NRC Five-Year Outlooks
and are prominent in public discussions of technology
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are those for safety and for avoiding adverse 'effects on
the public health. In place is the Delaney Amendment
to the rood and Drug Act which renders it illegal to add
to any foodstuff any material known to be carcinogenic
in any species of animal and at any dosage. This law,
in effect, places an infinitely negative value on the fact
of carcinogenesis regardless of the magnitude or location

,of its incidence. The original tenrit of the water quality
legislation, which called for zero levels of pollutants in
the effluents from factories and cities discharged into
streams, were enacted in a similar spirit.

Discussions of these matters hinge on the quality of
data that relate some form of toxicity to the presence of
a chernical species in the environment and the reliability
of the data that relate the dose to the incidence of such
adverse effects. Unfortunately, there are few instances
in which the data are of sufficient quality to permit re-
liable extrapolation to entire populations under reason-
ably predictable conditions. Yet. once the safety of a
given material has been, called into question, that fact'
itself demands resolution and decision by government
action. Each such decision has proved troublesome. The
associated risks and benefits are generally incommen-
surable, they may affect entirely different populations
at different times or places. All to frequently. the risks
are known only as a result of tlie exposure of a modest
number of animals to relatively/ high doses. rarely is there
reliable information concerning the effects of exposure
to the low doses that might actual!: he experienced in
practice by human beings; There is wide disagreement
concerning the validity of extrapolations from high to
low doses and across species. Finally, translation of ad-
verse effects on the 'public health into economic terms
comparable with those of the dollar costs of risk abate-
ment remains fraught with difficulty.

No simple technique is available to enable decisions'
to be made under most such circumstances. The best one
can ask at the present time is that both risks and benefits
be assayed by panels of competent, qualified scientists
and that the results of their findings, in turn, be delivered
to an appropriately authorized body, appointed to make
regulatory decisions with the full understanding that what,
is to be made is in part a politicalnot a scientific
decision. This is not to suggest that scientists or groups
of scientists need avoid advocacy; it is to argue that there
must be a clear demarcation Of the processes of analysis
and of advocacy.

The acceptability of a given risk and its social weight.
as compared with the associated benefits, is necessarily
a political decision into which may be factored moral,
ethical, ,octal, and economic values and even consid-
erations of national security. It should be clearly under-
stood as such. There can be no better illustration of this
circumstance than the status of the risks.associated with
radiation, which are known with greater precision than

are those of any of the chemical pollutants that are
sources of concern. This knowledge derives not only
from studies using thousands of experimental animals
subjected to varying dosage levels, but also from the
data available from the medical histories of the irradiated
survivors of the bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasak Al-
though those data do not permit direct evaluation .f the
consequen,1:es of exposure to very low doses of radia-
tionsuch as those that might be encountered outside
a nuclear power plantthey do come close enough to,
permit reasonable extrapolations. Since the theory of
how radiation induces cancer is itself somewhat contro-
versial, there is disagreement concerning the manner of
that final extrapolation. However, barring truly cata-
strophic accidents, both current schools of approach to
that extrapolation agree that the increased cancer inci-
dence due to possible irradiation of the general public,
arising from the operation of nuclear power plants. is so
low as to be essentially without statistical meaning. The
effect. then. may be said to represent a slight and prac-
tically indeterminate increment to the current mortality
due to cancer.

Perhaps the best news yet to arrive from Hiroshima
and Nagasaki is the report that, in a biochemical genetic
study of 18,946 children of irradiated survivors. involv-
ing electrophoretic examination of 28 different proteins
present in normal blood. only one somewhat question-
able indication of a mutation that would not have been
observed in any other comparable population ofhpanese
children was detected. These facts are here recorded not
so much in support of an expanded nuclear -nem, pro-
gram. but as an indication of the need for an institu-
tionalized procedure in our society for separating the
analytical process for the assessment of risks and benefits
from the unavoidably political process of decision-
making.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

Two chap _:rs of this NRC Outlook are devoted specif-
ically, to the vitality of our technological resources and
our'abilities to use themProspects for New Technol-
ogies and Research in Industry. Both chapters are sources
of encouragement in that they offer vistas of a techno-
logical future involving exciting. apparently feasible new
technologies that are working their way through the sys-
tem. Both will repay the reader with heightened appre-
ciation for the breadth of the applied research and de-
velopment enterprise and its continuing strength.

However, neither edition of the Outlook treats the
history of some specific. innovative technology already
in the marketplace. It would be useful to understand how
the germ of the original idea arose, what decisions wen;
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required within die innovating company in order to in-
itiate the research trail; when, how, and by whom' a
decision was made that the matter had genuine promise
and warranted deployment of the relevant resources of
the company; when the decision to enter the development
stage was reached and what factors influenced that de-
cision; when that information was made available to the
marketing division of the company, and what difference
that fact made to the course of development itself. Such
a Jale should be told in some future Outlook. if indeed
such a history can be reconstituted.

The chapter Research in Industry describes both ac-
complishments and problems. Basic research. as defined

in industry, is found to be a healthy, vigorous enterprise.
althbugh there are major industries which. it can be ar-
gued. do not support a sufficiently vigorous research
enterprise. e.g., automobiles, mining. metallurgy Each
of the areas discussed involves recognition of the serious
effects of rises in the price of energy or of feedstocks
In several of the contributions, concern is expressed for
what is depicted as the rather heavy hand of regulation.
This problem is strikingly evident in the discussion of
research in the pharmaceutical industry, where regulation
has increased markedly the cost and the time required
to bring a new drug to the market and. hencPhas raised
the market price ofine' drugs It is not clear how much
additional protection the current level of increased reg-
ulation has afforded the public, but it has slowed down
the flow of new drugs, reduced the number of companies
with financial resources adequate to engage in the de-
velopment of new drugs. and rendered it effectively im-
practical for a pharmaceutical company' to consider the
development of drugs for any but the major diseases
Would somewhat less stringent controls be more com-
patible with the overall pUblic interest?

The difficulties of translating research into marketable
products and processes vary for each Indust!). Still. there

are some rough parallelshigher energy costs, the ef-

fects of inflation. the need to improve productivity while
simultaneously achieving higher _panty in the product
line itself. and responding within governmental regula-
tion to competition from companies in other countries
which can operate under different rules. For example.
it now seems appropriate to reexamine aspects of anti-
trust legislation and Its implementation with respect to
the research and development sector.

Taken as a whole, the picture that emerges is.onc in
which It is not the pace of research that limits the apparent
innovative capability of these industries. Accordingly,
an appropriate concern at the governmental level for the
next several years would appear to be to seek federal
policies that might encourage research and development
by industry and facilitate the processes.whereby capital
intensive industry is able to exploit its innovative ideas
in the marketplace.

xxx
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The Demographic State of the World is an engrossing
chapter which carefully states its premises with regard
to future demographic projections. It is evident that pop-

-ulanon growth will continue to be relatively slow in the
industrialized nations for some years to come, whereas
relatively rapid population growth is inevitable across
the developing world. This situation gives rise to a com-
plex set of future realities which will exert pressures on
the land. water, energy. and mineral* supplies, as well
as on what remains of the world's forests. particularly
the tropical forests.

One matter which emerges with particular force from
a reading of this chapter is the danger of overaggregating
or averaging data. As the chapter explains, the gross
water resources of the planet probably are ample to man-
age a global population of nine billion, but that does not
mean that we will avoid severe water shortages in spe-
cific geographic locales still subject to rapid population
growth. for example, in Egypt. Similarly, the aggregate
total of grain production in the world could suffice to
feed us all, but that does not mean that there will not be
acute food shortages in many quarters of the globe, some
of which may well become chronic and serious.

It has become evident that the industrialized nations
of the world cannot conceivably engage in capital trans-
fer to the developing nations on a scale sufficient to
manage these huge problems, even with great sacrifice.
If, however. they wish to minimize the possibility that
burgeoning populations elsewhere will generate, irresist-
ible pressures that will destabilize the world political
situation. the industrialized nations must engage in ex-
tensive efforts to assist the developing nations to learn
how to manage their problems and opportunities. This
means assistance in the development of adequate infra-
structures. including educational systems, as well as in-
digenous agricultine arid industry. Particular emphasis
should be given to the support of light industry and
research and development programs which will, one day.
enable the developing nations to manage their own affairs

more adequately . Some such technical assistance pro-
grams are in existence today. funded and managed by
the United Nations and b:, a series of bilateral arrange-
ments. But their sum is far from adequate for the task.
This cupmstance constitutes a huge challenge to the
scientific and technical communities of the industrialized
world. It also requires the sympathetic understanding,
the wisdom, and the courage of the peoples and gov-
ernments of the nations of the already industrialized
world.

A principal lesson derived from these Outlooks is that
science and its application repeatedly solves problems
only to generate new ones. That, of course, is the prin-
cipal conclusion to be drawn from the chapter on de-
mography. In the developing nations, a modicum of san-
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itation, agricultural improvement, and nutritional
understanding has had a profound effect on death rates,
particularly of infants and children, but without a com-
mensurate feedback effect on birth rates. Ironically,
therefore, the humanitarian application of that modicum
of knowledge, of sanitation, nutrition, and agriculture
that has reduced infant death rates has acted to increase
population size and thereby denied to those same pop-
ulations much of the benefit of the growth of their own
industrial economies. Indeed, whereas agricultural pro-
duction in some of these nations, taken in the aggregate,
appears to have kept pace with population growth, the
numbers are frequently misleading since a small fraction
of the population in each country is eating much better
than in the past, while the circumstances of much larger
numbers of persons may actually be deteriorating.

Yet another example of the creation of problems by
solving other problems is evident in the chapter On Some
Major Human Diseases. This chapter makes it obvious
that the extraordinary progress achieved in the United
States and other industrialized nations in bringing under
control the infectious processesdiseases which, until
only recently, were the principal causes of deathhas
reduced infant mortality rates and extended life expect-,
ancy at all ages. Tuberculosis, pneumonia, typhoid fe-
ver, syphilis, and infantile diarrhea, for example, have
been succeeded by heart disease and cancer as the prin-
cipal causes of death. As a result, a significant fraction
of the population spends much of the last decade or two
of life disabled in greater or lesser degree by chronic
ailments. It is these diseases which now place so great
a burden upon the health care delivery system; and pre-
cisely because there are no quick cures and no truly
'definitive therapy, these diseases have increased health
care costs markedly. Current care can provide, in the

E-3
main, only supportive management and symptomatic
therapy. As the previous NRC Outlook noted, this in-
creased life expectancy coupled to a reduced birth rate
has also altered dramatically the age distribution of the
American population, with profound social conse-
quences. Consider, for example, the fact that, when the
present Social Security system was enacted, there were
II workers in the labor force for each person over 65;
today, there are less than 4.

As the chapter stresses, in almost no instance is there
as yet definitive understanding of the causes or course
of development of the major disorders of later life (their
etiology and pathogenesis). Indeed, although there have
been extremely heartening developments in the manage- t)
ment of these illnesses, and some progress has been made
toward their prevention, any hope for definitive preven-
tive or curative measures must await the acquisition of

sufficient understanding of fundamental human biology
to make rational, effective approaches possible. Fortu-
nately, progress in such understanding, summarized in
this chapter, has been proceeding apace. That progress
lives us reason to hope.

rt Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, the chapter Plant
'1Disease affords a striking parallel to that on human dis-

eases. Agricultural progress has been made possible by
the development of extraordinarily productive strains of
those crops that are planted for food and lumber. Such
selection, however, leads to monocultural practices
which, in turn, can render entire crops vulnerable to the
onslaught of disease. The previOus NRC Five-Year Out-
look described the manner in which recent understanding
of photosynthesis, cell biology, and genetics has been
utilized for the development and selection of superior
producing plant strains. The current Outlook chapter
summarizes groups of diseases to which plants are vul-
nerable, and discusses the mechanisms being developed
to contend with them. The principal stratagem available
is to breed new plant strain which are genetically re-
sistant to a given invading microorganism. This has been
accomplished without first gaining a complete under-
standing of the basis for this resistance, that is, what the
gene does that makes the resistance possible. This prac-
tice is now being supplemented by a variety of appli-
cations of current understanding of biochemistry and cell
biology. Although this approach is in its infancy, it ap-
pears to offer great promise.

We end where we began: science and technology in
the United States are mature and highly productive,
judged by any standard. With understanding and support,
these endeavors not only can expand further and generate
new opportunities as yet Unimagined, but they also can
be of inestimable value to far country in dealing with
complex problems now and in the future. The scientific
and technological communities, and the institutions in
which they work, recognize that °challenge and their re-
sponsibilities in meeting the problems ahead. To do so,
they must communicate with other sectors of our society,
especially those responsible for formulating and imple-
menting the national policies which will govern our abil-
ity to utilize the results of scientific and technological
progress for the benefit of all society. This volume, we
ho-pe, is a step in that direction.

Frederick Seitz
Study Chairman
Five-Year Outlook

Report

April 1981

_Philip Handler
President
National Academy of

Sciences
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1 The Den-lographic State of the World

INTRODUCTION*

Most of the more_developed countries' have birthrates
too loWto replace their populations. Their low rates of
birth are associated With high proportions of women in
the labor force, the diminishing stability of marriage,
and a consifinptjon;society that emphasizes the produc-
tion of goodSitaTher than the reproduction of people.
Americans see?ri.:Aeat 'need to arrest the approach of
a stationary pOpglatiokthe governments of France, Aus-
tria, and- especially' the countrieS.Of Eastern,Europe-are-
doing Whatihey;-can to reveise,the dovhiturn of,fertility.
TheToPplationfprobledis in the more developed coun-
tries -are,,,,not- toti7feiv or too many people, -but include
such fa-066' as a prospectively disadvantageous age dis-

tritintion;sorrie effects of internal and external migration,
:and.a ipatial distribution 'not:eVeryWhetesbngruent with
economic opportunities. -*;

These::Probleins, are slight compared with those that
Wee the two; thirds Of the T`planet' counted as the less
developed C,Onittriesi_ Many-ofthese show rapid tech-
nological and; but, at the Same-tine,

Demographic terms are defined at the encl'Of the chapter.

the number of their poor is increasing; this certainly
applies to India and possibly to Brazil. Population growth
handicaps the ability to accumulate capital and presses
on resources. Recent energy and materials shortages have
brought this aspect to general consciousness. But pop-
ulation also hurts in another way that did not arise in the
nineteenth. century, when masses of workers were im-
portant -for the early stages of industrialization. In the
more advanced and automated production of the late
twentieth century, human muscles lose their economic
value. Unemployment becomes a major problem of the
poor countries in particular.

Only a small part of the population problems reveal
themselves in the planetary figures. On the optimistic
supposition that bare replacement will be reached early
in the twenty-first century and that mortality will -con-
tinue its present decline, the ultimate world_population
will be 9 billion, attained late in-the twenty-first century.
It will thus double from the present total. Current,pNg-
ress-in agriculture and industry suggests that World food
and other production also could, double in the next ct.n-
tury. On a global view, one ,could be-moderately san-
guine' about the population- resource relation and even
the population- capital ratio for an ultimate 9 billion
people.
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Such optimism is not justified when individual coun-
tries are considered. At present growth rates, Bangladesh
has little prospect of attaining a satisfactory balance be-
tween its population on the one side and land and capital
on the other. Not many of its 90 million people are likely
to be able to sustain themselves by selling television
sets, automobiles, and ships to the rest of the world.
Egypt is creating a modern industrial machine and send-
ing out skilled labor to the oil-producing countries but
the growth of Cairo presents intractable difficulties, as
does the narrowly circumscribed tillable area of the Nile
valley. Mexico, despite even more advanced industry as
well as oil wealth, has some of the same crushing dif-
ficulties as Egypt, both require increasing food imports
for their rapidly expanding urban populations. Brazil is
more advanced industrially than either Egypt or Mexico,
but the energy price increases of the 1970's have deferred
the hope that its phenomenal economic advance would
soon reach the poor part of its population. Brazil's plans
to use alcohol derived from sugarcane for fuel raise in
sharp relief the conflict between expanding the industrial
sector and feeding the poor. Nations of-rising income
from Polaild to Tanzania suffer chronic balance of pay-
ments deficits.

The increase in life expectancy, at the rate of half a
year per year in less developed countries, while births
ha'w remained high, has produced crowding in areas that

f,up,Jo World War II had abundant space. Thus, 'Burma,
fy.WtAti 15 million people before World War II, could export

116i 4 million tons of grain; today, with over 30 million
"iieople, it has no surplus for the world grain market, add
another 15 million people and it probably will have to
import food. In a further stage, one can imagine Burma's
forests overcut and its oil reserves exhausted, so that it
will have no funds to pay for food imports. This is what
can happen with dynamic population numbers and a
static economy.

Therefore, it is inevitable that a realistic discussion
of population will refer to individual countries. The c;.- m-
pactness and simplicity of a global overview have to be
relinquished if the implications of today's population
trends are to be appraised. A fresh water shortage for
the world as a whole could not occur for centuries, but
it is here now for parts of the United States, not to
mention Egypt. If the forests of the U.S.S.R. were ac-
cossible to the population of Bangladesh, there would
be no firewood problem in either country. With free
movement of grain around the world, no one would be
hungry and the reserves needed to cover year-to-year
fluctuations could be small.

If the problem disappears when one considers issues
globally rather than nationally and regionally, it is in
some sense created artificially when one disregards pos-
sible technical changes. Just as the world's population
will at least double before.it becomes stationary, so the
world's resources will be multiplied by advancing tech-

nology in the century ahead. The technical progress of
recent centuries is going to be maintained in some de-
gree, although difficulties in spreading the technology
to poor countries can be expected. The trouble is that
it is easier' to isualize population growth than it is to
picture technical and economic change. In this chapter,
an effort is made to take both into account.

No one studying population should forget that tech-
nological advances could overcome all of the concerns
about a population growing from 4 to 9 and perhaps to
12 billion. If nuclear or solar energy on a sufficiently
large scale were to become available, or if tomorrow
someone were to find a means of extracting energy in-
expensively by controlled fusion, then cheap fertilizer
and hence cheap food would be provided. Splitting of
water would bring forth a hydrogen economy, with in-
definite amounts of clean-burning fuel for transport, heat-
ing, lighting, and industry. Materials could not possibly
be scarce once fuel was cheap, since much of the earth's
crust could be used. Alternatively, many billions of pea
pie could live prosperously with present-day technology
if capital were accumulated with single-minded
determination.

The disappointments of the last decade have demon-
strated the inadvisability of counting on technical leaps.
Such leaps are hard to plan and if they come, they can
have unexpected unfavorable consequences. It is pos-
sible to learn to extract coal cheaply and use it within
acceptable limits of pollution, but it is not possible to
learn to burn coal without producing carbon dioxide.
Given that the distribution of population over the earth's
surface has taken accot of local food productivity,
however roughly, any major change in global tempera-
tures which might result from high concentrations of
carbon dioxide could be disastrous even if the world's
total food supply were increasedwhich there is no rea-
son to assume would result from a rise in temperature.

To have faith in science and technology, and to pursue
promising leads that would relieve shortages of energy
and materials and enable larger populations to live better
is one thing; to count on near miracles That would solve
the population problem at one stroke is quite another.
The serious student of population wants to see intense
activity in both basic science arid its technological ap-
plications, as well as in the operation of the economy,
that woulOake the globe fit for more people to live oii;
to pursue single dramatic solutions is not as promising
a strategy as making smaller changes along many lines,
with emphasis on those lines that are labor intensive.

Applications of science and technology are too large
a subject for the present chapter; they will be treated in
the succeeding chapters of this volume. Here it is enough
to say that it is never sufficient to ask whether the earth
can sustain 4 or 9 or 12 billion people. The question is
always whether the advances of technology can keep
extending resources at rates that will accommodate pop-
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ulation increases and permit a rising standard of living,
country by country, in an imperfectly coordinated world.

An encouraging feature of the post-World-War-II pe-
riod is ,the rapid increase of human capital in virtually
all countires. The spread of education at several levels
and the accumulation of industrial skills are probably
more important than any shortages of physical caOtal
or resources. In this chapter, emphasis is placed on the
components of population change. Thus, the chapter
begins with mortalitythe present levels and differen-
tials among countries, between the sexes, and among
social classes. It continues with fertility, where the range
of uncertainty is greater and the implications for future
population are more difficult to forecast than for mor-
tality. Migration then is treated in some detail. A few
years ago, it was thought that, with the filling up of the
Americas, the last great international movement--across
the Atlantic from east to westwas over. That has
proved to be wrong. Refugees from East to West Ger-
many and from Vietnam to the United States, guest-
workers from southern Europe and western Asia to north
ern Europe, legal and illegal movementacross the
U.S.-Mexican border, from Bangladesh to northern In-
dia, from ex-colonies to ex-metropolisesthese are a
few of the migration currents since World War II. It

would be idle to suppose that the total movement will
diminish in the future, although the directions of the
streams may be expected to change. Finally, the relation
of population to resources is considered briefly.

MORTALITY

Deaths are one component of population change; the
others are births and migrations. Changes in the death
rate have been responsible for most of the change in
human population groWth during the twentieth century.
At the turn of the century, the death rate of the human
population was on the order of 30-35 deaths per 1,000
population per year. By 1950-55, it.had declined to about
19 per 1,000 and, by 1975-80, to about 11 per 1,000)
Most of the recent change has occurred in less develope
regions, where crude death rates declined from approx
imately 23 per 1,000 in 1950-55 to an estimated 12 pe
1,000 in 1975-80. During the same period, more d
veloped countries as a group experienced a decline fro
only 10 to 9 per 1,000, their decline being impeded y

the aging of their populations. Only a small fraction of
the decline in death rates in less developed regions has
been offset by declines in birth rates during this cent ry,
the result is that the world population grew at unpr ce-
dented rates in the period 1950-80.

Other measures of mortality are better indicato s of
a population's health and longevity. Life expectan -y at
birth has increased from approximately 47 years in 950-
55 to about 57 years by 1975-80 for the human pu-
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lation as a whole. For less developed regions, the cor-
responding figures are 43 and 55 years; in more devel-
oped regions, 64 and 71 years. The magnitude of these
achievements is suggested by the fact that in 1900 no
country in the world had a life expectancy as high as the
world average of 57 years in 1975-80.

These mortality improvements have been distributed
unevenly. As indicated by the above figures, improve-
ments have been slower in the more developed countries
as they approach the limits to longevity under current
medical knowledge and practices.

Male longevity has improved more slowly than female
in the post-World-War-II period in these countries. For
example, in the United States, male life expectancy grew
by 3.7 years between 1950 and 1977 (from 65.6 to 69.3),
whil7 female life expectancy grew by 6.0 years (from
72.2

1

to 77.7 years).' Among less developed countries,
Latin American populations appear to have experienced
a sl wer than average mortality decline in the last dec-
ade but, once again, the explanation may lie at least for
so e countries (Cuba, Costa Rica, Uruguay, and the
co monwealth of Puerto Rico) in their location at the
up r end of the range of observed life expectancies,
w ere progress is slow.

For countries in sub-Saharan Africa, neither trends nor
c rrent levels are known with precision. The evidence

n mortality levels in the region supports only the crudest
ssessment of current conditions. The United Nations
stimate of life expectancy of 47.1 years in sub-Saharan

Africa in 1975-80, which is probably the most reliable
one available for the region, must be viewed in this light.
All one can say is that mortality, especially in West
Africa, is very high.

There is even less information about mortality levels
in China, for which the United Nations assigns a life
expectancy of 64 years in 19i5-80. A more recent, un-
published analysis of data covering a part of the Chinese
population in 1975 indicates for that part a life expect-
ancy of 60-65 years and a crude death rate (total deaths
divided by total population) of 8-10 per 1,000. The larg-
est less developed country with reasonably reliable data
on mortality is India. Its nationally 1,,presentatil,e Sample
Registration System (SRS) probably includes about 90
percent of deaths that fall within the sample frame. It
yielded a crude death rate of 16.5 per 1,000 in 1970-72
and 15.0 in 1976. SRS data have been combined with
those from other sources to produce an estimate of life
expectancy in India for the 1961-71 period of 45.5 years
for females and 47.9 for males.' Life expectancy prob-
ably has increased by several years since that .period.

FACTORS INFLUENCING MORTALITY TRENDS IN LESS
DEVELOPED REGIONS

The factors responsible for declines in mortality vary
from time to time and from pace to place. Much of the

r.) )
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research that attempts to identify these factors for less
developed countries in the postwar period has focused
on the island of Sri Lanka. The, reasons for this concen-
tration are a dramatic decline in mortality and the avail-
ability of good regional data on both mortality and pres-
umptive causal factors, particularly the prevalence of
malaria before and after a successful antimalarial cam-
paign. The current consensus is that the antimalarial cam-
paign of 1946-47 reduced the island's crude death rate
by 4-5 per 1,000, representing about 40-50 percent of
the decline that occurred ill crude death rates between
1936-45 and 1946-60.3 Other important contributors
were improved nutrition an better organization ofhealth
facilities. This order of magnitude for the effectiveness
of antimalarial campaign ' is probably not seriously in
error for Mauritius, Ven zuela, Guatemala, and India,
other countries with mo erate malaria endemicity and
successful antimalarial c mpaigns.

Longevity, is being increased' rapidly in many poor
countries-and-regions. erala state in India, Sri Lanka,
and Cuba all 'had life xpectancies in the upper sixties
or above in 1970-75 d spite quite low levels of income
(less than $200 per ca ita in U.S. dollars in Kerala and
Sri Lanka). Each of th se populations has a health system
oriented toward deli Bering basic services to the entire
population, with emphasis on rural areas; each has a
large-scale, govern ent-sponsored nutritional supple-
mentatidn program; and each has achieved unusually
high levels of literac .6 But each is also a relatively small
population with a w 11-organized administrative structure
commanding,popul r support. It is not clear how readily
their success can 4e transferred to other areas.

With an averse e life expectancy of about 55 years,
less developed co ntries have completed about two thirds
of the transition from preindustrial mortality levels to
those characteristic of a more developed country. But
they still show e ormously high death rates among their
poorest! population sectors, as revealed by recent infor-
mationion soci economic differences in mortality. Their
white Collar o well -educatethurbanites enjoy life ex-
pectancies si lar to those of more developed countries,
while rural illiterate groups have levels that are 15-30
years lower.71Multivariate analyses of several bodies of
data suggest; but cannot prove, that the literacy, or ed-
ucational attainment, of mothers is one of the most im-
portant factors in a household's mortality level.8

1
Mortality at an Early Age

The death rate from diarrheal diseases in infancy and the
second year of life continues to be high. These diseases
are more prominent than they were in more developed
countries at equivalent mortality levels, and they may
help to explain why mortality below the age of ;ive is
often high relative to mortality above the age of five in
less developed countries.9 Problems become particularly

49

acute around the time of weaning, when a child often
first comes into contact with contaminated food and loses
immunities transmitted through breast milk or acquired
in utero. These problems sometimes result in a local
peak in the age-curve of the death rate around the time
of weaning, as in Guatemala and Senegal.

While Latin American and Asian countries have re-
duced malaria death rates to a: small fraction of their
earlier levels, the same is not true of tropical Africa.
Malaria probably shortens life expectancy in tropical
Africa by some four to eight years; infective mosquitoes
continue to be many times more common in parts of
Africa than in other regions. Low incomes, a widely
dispersed population, and we ik health services contrib-
ute to the malarial death rate. What can be done is vividly
illustrated by an insecticide spraying campaign in a vil-
lage in Kenya, where the crude death rate was reduced
from 24 per 1,000 to 13.5 per 1,000 in two years. No
change in mortality occurred in the control village.'° But
international initiatives against malaria have lost much
of their momentum since the 1950's.

Continued progress in reducing mortality in less de-
veloped countries does not require scientific or technical
breakthroughs but only the spread of relatively few basic
preventive and curative procedures throughout entire
populations. Oral rehydration for diarrheal disease, boil-
ing of drinking water where piped clean water cannot
be made available, construction of pit privies, immu-
nization, and insecticide spraying are probably the keys
to success over he next five years and beyond.

MORTALITY IN MORE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Recent declines in fertility in more developed countries
have greatly increased the leverage that mortality con-
ditions exert on the size and structure of the population.
These countries have reached the stage where approxi-
mately 93 percent of those born survive to their 50th
birthday. Therefore, subsequent declines in mortality
will not increase greatly the number of births occurring
in these countries, a number that is projected to be steady
or to decline in many of them. Without the youthful bias
typically imparted to age distributions by high fertility,
what happens to life expectancy, at the age of 50 ob-
viously has major implications for future populations.

This observation gains consequence from the fact that
important changes seem to be under way in mortality
rates at older ages, particularly in the United State's. For
example, life expectancy at age 50 has increased from
24.5 years in 1949-51 to 27.6 in 1978. Much of the
recent improvement is attributable to declining death
rates from diseases of the heart as noted in the next
chapter. The age-adjusted death rate from heart diseases
declined slowly from 3.08 per 1,000 in 1950 to 2.86 in
1965. Thereafter, the decline accelerated rapidly and the
rate reached 2.16 in 1976."
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Several factors are involved in this rapid recent ad-
vance againstlheart disease mortality. There is solid evi-
dence that AMericans are increasingly heeding warnings
about the adverse effects of practices such as cigarette
smoking and high consumption of animal fats. For ex-
ample, the proportion of the adult male population that
smokes cigarettes has declined from 52.4 percent in 1965
to 41.9 percent in 1976. Department of Agriculture fig-
ures show large declines between 1963 and 1975 in per
capita consumption of animal fats.

Perhaps more important than these changes in personal
habits is the diffusion of improved methods of treating
hypertension. The percentage of people with hyperten-
sion who are receiving treatment has increased greatly
over thelakt decade. This increase is spread'throughout
all race-sex groups and may account for the fact that
improvements in life expectancy among blacks from cor-
onary heart disease mortality have exceeded those among
whites in the last decade.12

The United States is still behind several other devel-,7

oiled countries. Table 1 displays estirnates of life ex-
pectancy at birth for the latest available years in five
developed Countries. United States males fall three years
short, of male life expectancy in Japan, Sweden, and
Norway. The U.S. female deficit is about half as large
as the male. In general, the national differences shown
in this table (as well as the sex differences) are dominated
by differences in heart disease mortality. Some of these
differences may have genetic components; it is instruc-
tive, for example, that Japanese-Americans have even
higher life expectancies than the population of Japan

The relatively rapid decline in U.S. mortality from
heart diieaSe in,the last 15 years is more than an erratic

fluctuation;
but there is still scope for additional prog-

ress. Much bf this progress prebably will occur, through
``risk factor inierVention " iii which large groups
are persuaded to Modify their behavior in longevity-
enhancing ways. (The next chapter discusses these risk
factors anc: the changing rates of cardiovascular disease
in considerable detail.) Some community programs of
this type have been successful." Whether advances in

Table 1Ranking of Selected More Developed Countries
According to Life Expectancy at Birth (1970's)

Life Expectancy at Birth

Country Year Males Females

Japan . e.-,:y 1977 72.69 77.95
Sweden tiv,..,} 1976 72.12 77.90
Norway '''. 1975-76 71.85 78.12
United States 1976 69.1 76.7
U.S.S.P 1971-72 64 74

Source: United Naticms Popouittion Division. drawn from official publications and files of Mc
United Nations Statistical fice
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understanding and slowing down the aging process will
occur in the next decade remains to be seen.

Infant and youthful mortality still demand attention.
Although infant mortality has fallen in recent years in
the United States, a number of countries still do much
better than we do. Accidents, homicides, and suicides
are not causes of death on which medical advances will
have much effect btit one can hope for various kinds of
nonmedical alleviation.

One can expect some major social adaptations to cur-
rent and prospective mortality trends:

As the life cycle lengthens, the need for individual
adaptability increases. The lengthening of life is as-
sociated with more changes in the course of the life
cycle: changes in careers, spouses, and residences, as
well as reeducation. Life expectancy at birth for fe-
males in 1900 was 48 years, the same as life expect-
ancy at age 32 today. Instead of being terminated by
the death.of a spouse, many marriages end in divorce.
Education of adults is useful in proportion to the length
of life remaining to them.
Mortality declines at older ages will change the ratio
of the retired to the active labor force. According to
official Census Bureau projections that employ con-
servative mortality assumptions, the number of per-
sons aged 65 and above is slated to increase by nearly
50 percent between 1975 and 1995. The ratio of the
population 65 and over to that aged 15-64 will increase
by more than 50 percent before the end of the first
quarter of the twenty-first century. Faster-than-ex-
pected mortality declines will put upward pressure on
the age at retirement, a pressure that will be accom-
modated partly by the increased vitality of the elderly.
More older people will have to concern themselves
with support for avd care of a parent. Under recent
mortality and fertility conditions in the United States,
34 percent of persons aged 60 would have a living
parent; if cancer were eliminated as a cause of death,
this figure would increase to 42 percent.
The huge sex difference in mortality is creating very
different life cycles for_males and, females. Under re-
cent U.S. conditions, a newborn) American girl can
expect to spend nine years of her life as a widow and
has a 60 percent chance of dying in that state; for
males, the corresponding figures are two years and 22
percent. Recent mortality changes show no sign of
narrowing these sex differences.

Mortality conditions at older ages will stand close
watching in the years ahead. In 1977, the Bureau of the
Census modified its population projections from those
produced in 1975 to incorporate several more years of
data on mortality declines. The result was that the pro-
jected number of persons over the age of 65 in-2000
grew from 28.8 million to 31.87 million, a 10 percent

3 4
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increase in the projection over the course of two years."
But the 1977 projection already appears extremely con-
servative in its assumption that male life expectancy will
increase from 69.1 years in 1976 to 71:8 years by 2050;
three countries have surpassed the latter figure already
and, between 1960 and 1977 alone, U.S. males gained
the 2.7 years that are projected for the next 75 years.
Mortality conditions among the elderly will become par-
ticularly sigriificant wnen the baby boom cohort reaches
retirement age.

FERTILITY

The world's crude birth rate (total births divided by total
population) was about 36 births per 1,000 per year in
1950; it has been reduced by about 20 percent during the
past 30 years and is below 30 today. That is perceptible
progress toward the goal of a stationary population,
where a-crude death :ate of 15 would correspond to a
crude birth rate of 15.

The more developed countries, with one quarter of the
world's-population, had an average crude birth rate of
about 23 in 1950. Since then, there has been a decline
of 32 percent, and the level of crude birth rates today
is about 16 (see Figure 1).

A few of the more developed countries, including both
Germanies, have more deaths than births, and many have
rates of reproduction that, if continued, would result in
a; decline from present population levels. Population
growth among the more developed countries poses no
serious problem of total numbers, but there are many
problems of urbanization and distribution.

The less developed countries present a different pic-
ture. In 1950, their populations numbered 1.7 billion,
and death rates were highmore than 23 per 1,000. The
revolution in mortality has reduced the crude death rate
almost by half to 11 or 12. Fertility was high in 1950,
about 42 per Poo. Thus, the rate of growth was slightly
less than 2 percent per year in 1950. The crude birth rate
has declined from 42 to about 33a decrease of 9 points,
or about 20 percent. Changes in fertility have been dra-
matic in Asia and the Pacific, substantial in Central and
South America, and hardly noticeable in Africa. In Asia,
were the bulk of the population lives, the crude birth
rate declined by 25 percent from more than'41 to 31. In
the Americas south f the Rio Grande, the decline was
about 16 percent--4from more than 41 to less, than 35.
The data for many African countries are inadequate, but
what information exists , suggests a crude birtn_ rate of
about 48 in 1950, perhaps dropping a couple, of points
to 46 by now. Only two,countries in Africa, Tunisia and
Mauritius, have shown appreciable changes in fertility
over the 30-year period. Egypt's crude birth rate declined
in the late 1960's and very early 1970's but, since that
time, it has increased, to 41 in 1979, about the same
level as in 1965.
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Source: United Nations Population Divisaon.

MORE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

With the sole exception of Ireland, all of the more de-
veloped.countries experienced declines in fertility from
1950 to 1978. Declines ranged from about 15 percent
in Spain to more than 25 percent for 24 countries (see
Table 2) and were common to large and small countries,
to capitalist and socialist nations, o European and non-
European populations, to Catholics ar.4 Protestants.
Most of western and northern Europe, Canada, the
United States, and Japan have below replacement levels
of fertility.

A number of more developed countries, chiefly in
eastern Europe (where legalized abortion cam to be
associated with, or indeed produced, the low birth rate),
are making determined pronatality efft,rts, using both
negative and positive means. Negative measures include
tightening restrictions on induced abortion and reducing
the availability of contraceptives. Positive measures are
a liberal increase in wages for couples having three or
more children, interest-free loans for the purchase of an
apartment or house and houSthold furnishings with, for
example, 20 percent of the loan being canceled at the
birth of 'le first child, 30 percent for 'the second child,

35
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Table 2Population (1980) and Changes in Crude Birth Rates (1950-78) in Selected More Developed Countries

Country

Population
(Thousands)

1980

Crude Birth Rate Percent Change

1950 1978 1950-78

The Americas
Canada 24.073 27 15 44
United States 222,159 24 16 33

Subtotal
Asia and the Pacific ti

246,232 24 16 34

Australia 14,487 23 16 33
Israel 3,950 35 25 27

Japan 116.364 28 14 50
New Zealand 3.268 26 17 35

Subtotal 138,069 28 I5 47
Europe and the U.S.S.R C

Austria 7,481 16 12 26
Belgium 9,920 17 12 27
Bulgaria 9,007 25 16 38
Czechoslovakia 15,336 23 18 21
Denmark 5.105 19 12 35
Finland 4.818 25 14 45
France 53,450 21 14 32
Germany, Dem. Rep. 16,864 17 14 17

Germany, Fed. Rep. 60,903 17 10 42
Greece 9,329 20 16 22
Hungary 10,761 21 15 28
Ireland 3.307 21 22 + T
Italy 56.959 20 13 36
Netherlands 14,082 23 13 45
Norway 4,080 19 13 34 ,
Poland 35,805 31 19 38
Portugal 9.856 24 .17 31
Romania° 22.268 26 19 27

Spain 37,378 20 17 15
Sweden 8.262 17 12 30
Switzerland 6,310 18 11 38
United Kingdom 55.888% 17 12 25"

U.S.S.R. 266.666 27 18 32

Yugoslavia 22,328 30 17 43
Subtotal 746.163 22 16 27

TOTAL 1,130.463 23 16 30
Me latest figures available for Romania and Spain are for 1977

Source: W. Parker Mauldin. The Rockefeller Foundation.

and the remaining 50 percent for the third child if born
within eight years. Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Bul-
garia, Hungary, and Romania have shown that such pol-
icies are not without effect.

In addition, a number of other developed countries
have pronatalist ambitions or mild policies: Israel, for
obvious internal and regional reasons of a politico-ethnic
character; France, with a target since 1975 of attaining
replacement fertility or slightly higher; Finland, with
quantitative targets to prevent a decline in population in
any-of its counties; Greece, with a target of ensuring a
population growth rate not much lower than one percent
per year; and Argentina, with various pronatalist meas-
ures such as cash subsidies, housing and medical ben-
efits, and others. The Netherlands reports the goal of
achieving a stationary population, and Japan, that a
stationary, population is "estimated and expected."

Very soon in the more developed countriesand ul-
timately in the less developed countriesthe inevitable
approach of the stationary population will bring impor-
tant changes, not all of them desirable. There will be far
more old people in relation to the Irbor force: the pro-
jections of the Bureau of the Census go from 11 persons
65 and :over in 1940 for each 100 persons 18-64 years
old to 17 by 1960, then rise slowly to 19 by the end of
the century. Even the slow rise is causing trouble in the
United States social security system. What, then, can be
expected when the baby boom cohort comes of age and
the number of persons 65 and over per 100 persons 18-
64 years old goes to 24 in 2020 and 29 in 2030? A
lowering of benefits, or people working to older ages,
are the most, obvious means of avoiding tax increases.

In a sense, the costs associated with people living to
cider ages will be offset by the con.alunity spending less
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on raising and educating children; however, in practice,
the savings on the young are not available to the old.

In indifstry and business, the labor force will be older
than in a timkof rapid population increase, and this could
have tat effe;t on innovation. We do not know to what
degree the creation and implementation of new ideas
calls for neyv people.

LESS DEVEL6PEDCOUNTRIES

There are 92 less developed countries with populations
of a million or more, but 2.6 billion, or 80 percent of
the population of all less developed countries, live in 16
countries with over 35 million people each. Population
data, crude birthrates, and percentage changes for 1965
and 1975 for these countries (except Vietnam) are given
in Table 3.

Less developed countries vary enormously in culture,
level of development, population policy, and changes
in fertility. Brazil and Nigeria do not seek to reduce their
rates of population growth but, in recent years, have
adopted a policy of supporting family planning for rea-
sons of health and as a human right. Iran has tried to
reduce. its. rate of population growth, but it is unlikely
that the present government will continue that policy.
Burma is frankly pronatalist. It recognizes family plan-
ning on maternal and child health grounds, but contra-
ceptives are not easily available and family planning

Table 3- Population (1980) and Declines in Crude Birth Rates
(1965-75 or Later) in Less Develored Countries With Populations of

35 Million or Mott

Country°

Population

(Millions)
1980

Crude Birth Rate

1965 1975'

Percent

Change

1965.75°

China 975 34 20 (1978) -41
India 694 43 36 -16
Indonesia 152 46 36 -22
Brazil 122 42 33 (1977) -21
Bangladesh 89 48 48

Pakistan 82 47 47

Nigeria 77 49 49

Mexico 70 44 37 (1978) -16
Philippines 51 44 34 (1977) -23
Thailand 48 44 33 -16

Turkey 45 41 34 -16
Egypt 42 41 41 (1979) c

Iran 38 45 45 c

South Korea ..... . .. 38 33 23 -31
Burma 35 40 40 c- -

- 23TOTAL 2.523 40 31

Excludes Vietnam with an estimated population of 52 million. infomution on vital rates os er

ume is thought to be unreliable

Figures are for 1975 unless a later year as specified

'No significant change

Source. W Pater Mauldin. The Rockefeller Foundation

clinics are banned. All of the other countries have
adopted policies intended to reduce the population
growth rate.

There has been no significant reduction in fertility in
Bangladesh,_Burma, Iran, Pakistan, Nigeria, or Egypt,
but there is evidence of change in each of the other 9
countries of 35 million or more population. The decline
has been particularly strong (more than 25 percent) in
China, South Korea, and Thailand, and also has been
impressive (more than 20 percent) in Brazil, Indonesia,
and the P!,ilippines.

The rate of population growth in less developed coun-
tries as a whole is down only slightly from its recent
peak (see Table 4). It is now about 2.2 percent per year
with a country range from about 1 percent to well over
3 percent.

After 1965, fertility declined more rapidly than mor-
tality in Asia and Latin America, and the rate of natural
increase was smaller in Latin America and much smaller
in Asia during the last five years than in 1960-65. Fer-
tility and mortality declines were about equal in North
Africa and the Middle East, but in sub-Saharan Africa
fertility did not decline, whereas mortality probably did;
so the rate of natural increase there continued to climb
to an estimated 2.9 percent per year.

The net effect of these differing treads in the less
developed countries was a modest decrease of about 6
percent in the rate of natural increase, from 2.35 percent
in .1960 -65 to 2.21 percent in1975-80 (see Table 4).

`A summary of the eight largest developing countries
follows. These countries have a population of almost
2.25 billion-about half of the world's population. To-
gether, they contain about two thirds of the population
of all of the less developed countries.

0

China (975 million)

China has managed to reconcile Marxist tradition with
population control. The official goal is to lower growth
from 1.2 percent in 1978 to 0.5 percent in 1985 and to

Table 4-Percentages of Natural Increase in Population
(1950-1980)

1950-55 1960.65 1975.80

Percent

Change

1960.65/

1975-80

World 1.77 1.99 1.81 - 9.0
More Developed
Countries 1.28 1.19 0.67 -43.7
Less Developed
Countries .... 1.00 2 35 2.21 6.0
Africa 1.16 2 49 2.91 +16.9
Latin America 2.72 2.77 2.66 - 4.0
Asia 1.88 2.06 1.37 -33.5

Source W Parker kfauldin. The Rockefeller Foundation



zero by the year 2000. Population growth is viewed as
detnmental to capital accumulation, it hinders the ele-
vation of scientific and cultural levels and improvement
of the level of living.' 6 Third and higher order births are
to be reduced and then eliminated, and termination of
childbearing after one rather than two children is to'be
promoted. The means are mobilization of party com-
mittees on all levels, strengthened propaganda and ed-
ucation, a system of rewards and penalties, and improved
family planning services.

Most estimates of the population of China fall within
the range of 950-1,000 million, but a reasonably firm
figure must await the 1981 census. The government has
announced a crude birth rate of 18.34 and a death rate
of 6.29, and thus a growth rate of 1.2 percent in 1978.
These figures are said to be estimates derived from in-
complete data and there may be some undercounting. In
the absence of accurate knowledge, the crude birth rate
is shown as 20 in Table 3. Some scholars speculate that
the crude birth rate might be as high as 22 and the death
rate as high as. 8 per 1,000 population. Whatever the
precise figures, it is evident that China has achieved
remarkable improvements in health conditions and in the
reduction of fertility.

India (694 million)

India has a long history of population censuses and its
total population is known with moderate accuracy, but
the registration of births and deaths is incomplete. Prior
to the mid-I960's, most estimates of vital events were
necessarily based on the censuses. Now, and for the last
15 years, the Sample Registration Scheme (SRS) has
produced estimates of birth and death rates for most of
the states of India and for the country as a whole.

Analysts estimate that the average annual crude birth
rate in India was about 45 per 1,000 population for the
decade 1951-61.'' The latest estimate from the SRS is
34 for 1977, but the SRS probably undercounts events,
and a figure of 36-37 is more commonly accepted. These
figures suggest a decline in the crude birth rate of about
I0 percent from 1951-61 to 1961-71, and another decline
of 10 percent from 1961-71 to about 1977. In 1976-78,
the crude death rate was 14.5 per 1,000.18

There is great diversity in fertility in India. Rural rates
;average 5-7 points higher than urban rates, and rates in

states range from the mid-20's to a high of 40. Six states
report rates below 30 and four have rates of 35 or more.
Uttar Pradesh, with a population of more than 100 mil-
lion, has the highest crude birth rate, 40. and Mahar-
ashtra, with a population of 60 million, has a crude birth
rate of 26.

A distinctive feature of the Indian family planning
program has been its reliance on Nasectomies, particu-
larly in some states. Starting late in 1970, sterilization
"camps" were organized in Kerala. These camps
brought temporary facilities for sterilization Into rural

47)t-
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areas; they were accompanied by considerable publicity
and usually by incentives for acceptors, partly in cash
and partly in simple g..-ts. The cash value of incentives
was of the order of S I5 -20. These camps became quite
popular and were introduced into 16 states by 1972-73.
But a number of problems arose, primarily because of
a lack of adequate postoperative follow-up. There were
some cases of tetanus and death following vasectomies
in one of the camps and the program was discontinued.

During the emergency period, family planning was
pushed to the point of coercion. The number of sterili-
zations increased to 8 million during 1976-77. With the
change of government in 1977, the number of sterili-
zations decreased dramatically to 950,000 in 1977-78,
and then increased to 1.6 million in 1978-79, still below
the early 1970's.

Although India's crude birth rate has fallen signifi-
cantly in recent years and, according to United Nations
projections, may fall to about 26 for the period 1995-
2000, a decrease of almost 29 percent from the estimated
figure of 36.9 for 1975-80, the population will continue
to grow rapidly. The population base is about 694 mil-
lion, an increase of just under one-half by the end of the
century would take the population past the billion mark-
1,037,000,000.

Indonesia (152 million)

Indonesian fertility changed little from 1950 until the
late 1960's. A large -scale family planning program, in-
itiated in 1968 and well organized since 1970, has
brought substantial change durinr 1970's. This is
reflected by a drop in the crude birth rate from 46 per
1,000 in 1965 to 36 in 1975.

The success of family planning has led to optimism
about future fertility. The United Naticins projects a de-
cline from 37.9 in 1975-80 to 24.5 for the period 1995-
2000. A'..hough mortality is expected to decrease sub-
stantially (the crude death rate was 15 per 1,000 in
1978),'9 the Indonesian authorities are considering a tar-
get of replacement level fertility by the end of the cen-
tury. The United Nations figures project a 35 percent
increase in the population from just over 150 to just over
200 million.

Brazil (122 million)

Until recent years, Brazil has had high fertility and a
rapidly growing population. During the past decade and
a half, however, fertility rates have decreased markedly.
The crude birth rate declined from 43 to 37 between
1960-70, and more rapidly since 1970, the crude birth
rate is estimated to he in the range of 31-33 for 1976-
77.'0 Other estimates are even more specific, with one
statistman stating that Brazilian fertility fell 26 percent
from 1970 to 1976.2'

In spite of recent fertility declines, the momentum of
population growth in Brazil remains strong. Contributing
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to it is a low crude death rate of 8-9 per 1,000 (1918).2"
The country's population is projected to be about 200
million in the year 2000,2 with replacement fertility to
be reached in the year 2015, according to the World
Bank. If that materializes, Brazil's population could sta-
bilize at 341 million. Thus, Brazil is likely to become
the,.1r.:,st populous country in the Americas sometime
during the twenty-first century.

Bangladesh (89 million)

Although there is no evidence that fertility rates have
begun to fall in Bangladesh, the United Nations projec-
tions (medium assumptions) assume a decrease in the
crude birth rate from 47 to 35 by the end of the century.
Its crude death rate is about 16.

Projecting these figures, the population would exceed
150_million by the year 2000. If Bangladesh does not
achieve replacemengertility before the year 2035, as the
World Bank projection assumes, the population would
ultimately stabilize at 334 million. These hypothetical
figures illustrate the problem ahead.

Pakistan (82 million)

Like Bangladesh, Pakistan has a low per capita income,
a low adult literacy rate; and a relatively low life ex-
pectancy at birth. Although there are differences of
opinion on the level of the crude birth rate, it is clearly
above 40. In 1,979, the crude death rate was 16.'4 The
Wo-rld Bank/projects a population of 139 million in the
year 2000; and an ultimate population of 335 million.

Nigeria (77 million)

Nigeria's crude birth rate is around 50 and its death rate
17-20.25 The World Bank assumes that Nigerian replace-
ment fertility will not be reached until 2040 and that ,the
population would be i57 million in the year 2000with
a minimum of more than 200 million and a possible
maximum of 435 million ultimately. One can be skep-
tical whether such a population is possible; the fear is that,
if fertility does not decline, mortality will increase.

Mexico (70 million)

Mexico, with a population of 70 million, had high fer-
tility rates and high rates of population growth, at least
until the early 1970's. Since then, the crude birth rate
has fallen by 13-15 percent to 37 in 1978 (the age struc-
ture acts as a brake on the crude birth rate decline in a
high fertility society). In 1977-79, the crude death rate
was 8.26 The major decreases in fertility, did not occur
until a large-scale national family planning program was
launched.

CAUSES OF FERTILITY DECLINE

Low fertility is always found in societies that have be-
come industrialized and modernized, but a high degree

of modernization does not seem to be a necessary con-
dition for achieving low fertility, as the case of China
shows. Some degree of consensus is emerging to the
effect that:

Marital patterns (age at marriage, proportion of re-
productive years spent within marriage) account for
a substantial part of the recent decline, perhaps one
third in developing countries, but marital fertility itself
is the major component.

t"

Social setting, especially health and educatieval sta-
tus, has a close relationship to fertility decline.
Family planning programs have a significant inde-
pendent effect, at least in less developed countries
with favorable social settings, including the three larg-
est: China, India, and Indonesia.

PROSPECTS

Population growth rates in less developed countries are
high. Although they will moderate somewhat during the
next two decades, their momentum will remain high.
This momentum wilt lead to larger and larger absolute
increases in the populations of the less developed coun-
tries during the remainder of this century, even though
fertility rates will continue to decline. country.A typical count
with past high fertility and a current crude birth rate of
about 40 would increase its population by 60 percent
even if replacement fertility were achieved immediately.

Population projections for the year 2000 center on 6
billion. Thus, it is projected that the population of the
world will increase by about 1.5 billion during the next
20 years. Africa is expected to experience the most rapid
growth, more than 75 percent, and Latin America the
next most rapid, with a growth rate of about 65 percent.
South Asia would grow by 55 percent and East Asia by
24 percent, according to these projections. North Amer-
ica and the U.S.S.R. would grow by 17-18 percent.
Europe would grow very slowly, by only 7 percent.

No one knows when fertility will begin to decline,
and at what rates, in sub-Saharan Africa, Bangladesh,
and Pakistan. Nor is there consensus as to what the size
of the world's population will be when (and if) it ceases
to grow. If replacement fertility were reached in every
country of the world by the year 2000, the world's pop-
ulation would not exceed 8.5 billion. But such a rapid
decline in fertility seems unlikely. If replacement fertility
were achieved by the period 2020-25, the population of
the world would grow to 10.7 billion.

MIGRATION

Each year, the United Nations Demographic Yearbook
supplements a general review of population statistics
with a more detailed survey of one particular topic. In



1977, for the first time, it featured international migra-
tion. The data are poor, however, and not easily inter-
preted. For example,.the number of recorded immigrants
from Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) coun-
tries'' into other ECE countries was 57 pt rcent greater
than that of the corresponding emigrants, partly because
of time lags, but mainly because "emigrant" and "im-
migrant" are not defined consistently. With that much
inaccuracy in the documentation of "normal" legal
migration within the region with generally the best pop-
ulation statistics in the world, one must be wary of cdn-
closions about refugees and illegal, or quasilegal,
migrants.

Statistics' on internal migration are usually even
poorer, particularly in a country like the United States
with no identity cards. Data are collected in sample sur-
veys and, inferentially, from questions in the census on
where respondents were limn one or more years pre-
viously,. The "mobile population," defined as those who
resided in different :louses within the United States on
two successive dates, is divided by the Bureau of the
Census into "movers" within a single county- and
"migrants" from one county to another. The latter cat-
egory is divided further according to whether the Mi-
gration was within the same state. to a contiguous state,
or to a noncontiguous state, with international migrants
classified separately. This differentiation is intended to
distinguish shifts in residence that are and are not ac-
companied by changes in job, school, type of neigh-
borhood, and so on; but it is not possible to mark these
socioeconomic boundaries deafly by a geographical
index.

Perhaps the best estimate of the number of refugees
in the world is given in the annual report of the U.S.
Committee for Refugees, a private organization. By its
count, the wars since 1945 have resulted in the flight of
more than 60 million persons, of whom about 15 million
still were not resettled in the mid- 1970's. Although the
figures obviously are not accurate enough to make pre-
cise comparisons. there has been a discernible trend up-
ward. The total can be compared with the entire emi-
gration from all of Europe between 1800 and 1950also
60 million. Refugees are apparently the largest category
of migrants in the world today.

Clandestine movements are widespread. According to
a working estimate used in the late 1970's, one tenth of
the alien workers in European Common Market coun-
tries,'" or a total of some 600,000 persons, were at their
current locations illegally. Following the decision of an
international commission, anyone who knowingly or-
ganized-illegaLmovements or employed illegal :mini-_
grants was to be subject to a punishment to be specified
by each member country. Such controls are hampered
by the citizenry's typical ambivalence toward illegal d-
iens, and often by an ambiguity of the illegality itself.
Britain, for example, reacted to the large influx of un-
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skilled former colonials by imposing new controls
without, however, entirely abandoning the prior goal of
free migration within the Commonwealth.

A somewhat similar situation developed in the region
of the United States bordering on Mexico, where "il-
legal" immigrants are spoken of as merely "undocu-
mented." Although the ..western hemisphere was for-
mally excluded from the Immigration Acts adopted in
the 1920's, consuls in Mexico were instructed to enforce
rigorously the existing laws limiting visas to literate per-
sons who would not engage in contract labor or become
public charges. But, over the longer run, the influx of
Mexicans continued to respondto the demand for labor
in the southwestern United States.

By u-inition, the number of undocumented migrants
is unknown. The number of undocumented Mexicans
apprehended rose very slowly from a few thousand in
the mid-1920's to well over a million in 100, then fell
to several tens of thousands in the followinfdecade,
rising again from under 100,000 in 1966 to over 500,000
in 1973. No useful estimates of the total flow .,r numbers
present in the United States areilvailable.

As far back as we have records, some migrants .have
been in temporary status. Chinese, as a prime example,
generally left their home villages with the intention of
returning eventually; the large numbers who settled
throughout southeastern Asia and elsewhere did so more
or less reluctantly. In Africa, as another example, a vil-
lager would spend some years working in the mines in
order to acquire the means of establishing himself in
village life. Even at the height of immigration to the
United States,,from around 1880 to 1914, a sizable pro-
portion of immigrantsand of some nationalities, even
a majoritycame as sojourners and, after amassing
modest sums, returned home and were able to move up
a notch in their village or small town.

Temporary migrants in Europe, usually called by their
German designation ofGastarbeiter (guestworker), have
received labor permits of varying duration, with which'
they have moved usually from one of the Mediterranean
countries to one of those in northwe;tern Europe. By
1974-75, West Germany had a resident \alien population
of 4.1 million, over 60 percent male, scattered through
most of the country but concentrated in uan-industrial
regicilis, and of diverse nationalities. Because of their
favorable age structure, the aliens' birth rate was almost
three times that of the natives, and thefr death rate was
less than a fifth of the native one. Moreover, although
juridically the aliens were temporary, they were in fact

becoming, or so it seemed, a part of the society. The 15
million or so alien residents of northwestern Europe in
the early 1970's comprised what was often called the
tenth member of the Common Market, larger in total
population than several of the member countries.

The Gastarbeiter institution, however, proved to be
more flexible than some critics believed it to be, as well
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as a more serious problem than its proponents had an-
ticipated. In Switzerland, with a higher proportion of
temporary aliens than any other western European coun-
try, the world-famous amity among language and reli-
gious groups was seriously damaged. Uberfremdung on
French, hyperxenie; in a posOble English translation,
"hyperforeignization") became a large issue in several
elections, which resulted in some major revisions in im-
migration law. In Switzerland and in Germany, however,
it .-3s possible both to import labor when it was needed
and to reduce thesflow substantially when the need dried
up. That there was more difficulty in France and Britain
was due mainly to the fact that those countries imported
labor from former colonies, persons who claimedin
some cases with a degree of successfull equality with
the natives. The question is whether the economic benefit
of the Gastarbeiter program outweighs its social cost.

Among permanent legal migrants, as stressed in the
United Nations Demographic Yearbook, there also has
been a marked change from the past. The major new fact
is that emigration is from the world's less developed
areas. In mid -1974, an estimated 9.5 million emigrants
from those countries were residents of northwestern Eu-
rope, northern America, and Oceania. Latin America,
which once had been second only to the United States
as a target of immigration, has become a region of net
emigration. Between 1960 and 1974, the international

,migration from Asia more than tripled.
The United States is stilt a significant country of im-

migration, with nearly 400,000 newcomers per year.
After the national quotas enacted in the 1920's were
abandoned by the Immigration Act of 1965 (which went
into effect in mid-1968), the sources of immigration
shifted enough to affect the composition of the foreign
stock almost immediately. Even when the nationality is
the same by bureaucratic count, there may be significant
differences between earlier and more recent immigrants.
Virtually, all of the Chinese living in the United States
before the change in law, for instance, spoke Cantonese,
reflecting the province from which their forebears had
come. The new immigrants from (or often through) Hong
Kong speak Mandarin, and they often feel as alien to the
Chinese-American community as to the general Amer-
ican culture.

The advisnry committee to President Nixon on pop-
ulation, known as the Rockefeller Commission, rec-
ommended more stringent measures to block illegal im-
migrants and that every two years Congress consider
whether, "the impact of immigration on the nation's de-
mographic situation" indicated that the number admitted
should be cut. Implementation of this will raise complex
issues.

As a country develops, its urban sector grows by its
own natural increase, by the annexation of new territory,
and by the massive migration of countrymen out of ag-
nculture Into city occupations Those who make this

move successfully are rewarded with better jobs and
incomes, and more varied and comfortable living. Al-
though the rapid urban growth of less developed coun-
tries also derives in part from the better-paying jobs
available in cities, the prevalent rural stagnation provides
a strong impulse. Nonindustrial countries have enjoyed
a remarkable decline in rural mortality; medicines, tech-
nicians, and death-control measures, disseminated from
advanced nations through international agencies, have
shattered the prior balance between the traditional econ-
omy and the rural population. The effects of the growing
disparity between the countryside's resources and the
numbers dependent on them, moreover, have been ag-
gravated by a rise in expectations so rapid as to outstrip
any conceivable improvement in the actual situation.

A very large proportion of this new type of migrant
pushed out of the countryside lacks access to the most
elementary urban facilities. Almost all large cities in less
developed countries are ringed by squatter settlements,
shantytowns of self-constructed huts which, in Latin
America, for instance, may constitute a third or even
half of the city's population. That as many as 50 percent
of the Latin Americans in cities live in these conditions
does not imply the shift in the economy, the degree of
literacy, and the overall urbanity that these data once
would have suggested.

One of the most significant elements of cities' inno-
vating historythe small-family patternarose there
and then diffused among other sectors of society. In the
historic West, urban fertility was lower everywhere than
that in the countryside; for, as a part of their effort to
move up the social ladder, most of the villagers who
came to cities reduced their family burden. The lower
urban fertility that has been routine in the West, however,
is only one of several patterns now to be found in less
developed areas. In various countries, according to the
data available, the differences between urban and rural
fertility are very small.

According to several sample surveys by the Bureau
of the Census, migration within the United States retains
a characteristic behavior pattern. Most migrants are, as
before, young adults, and the proportion of young chil-
dren has become almost as high as that of persons in
their twenties. In other words, there is now greater family
migration in the United States. Although the population
in retirement areas is growing very fast, the persons who
move to them are only a relatively small proportion of
the country's older people. From 1965 to 1978, there
was a net movement of 1.4 million persons out of the
northeast and the north central regions to the South and
West; that is, the historical trend of westward movement
has continued, and the migration out of the South has
been reversed. This combination is typically explained
as a drift to "the sun belt", along with the attraction of
climate in the southern and southwestern states are their
relatively favorable attitudes toward business, their fre-
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quently lower taxes, and their proximity to sources of
energy.

By now, it has become a commonplace that urban
areas havebeen growing in a new way. From about 1920
on, there has been a backflow.from the central cities of
metropolitan areas both to residential suburbs and to
smaller industrial or commercial cities, the so-called sat-
ellites in the standard metropolitan statistical areas*"
(SMSA's): By 1970, two thirds of the national popu-
lation lived in SMSA's but, over the period 1970-77, the
annual growth of the metropolitan population was 0,7
percent, while that of the nonmetropolitan population
was 1.2 percent. Within the SMSA's, central cities lost
population and suburbs grew at a substantially higher
rate than the nation as a whole. That some central cities
have become black is well known; but, in spite of the
stereotype of Mexicans as field workers, Hispanics are
more metropolitan than either whites or blacks, with an
estimated 84 percent of the Hispanic population living
in SMSA's in 1978.

The in-migration to,American cities has changed in
a way analogous to that of the urban centers of less
developed countries. In many cases, the rural-urban
migration of blacks and Hispanics has been based less
on qualifications for city-based occupations than on such
factors as displacement from cotton farming by the me-
chanical picker, a lag behind the rest of the country in
the South's recognkion of civil rights, and growing pop-
ulation pressures in Puerto Rico, other Caribbean and
Central American countries, and especially Mexico.

In sum, both international and internal migration have
been undergoing fundamental change. The models de-
rived from past experience, usually at least implicit in
the interpretation or even the perception of what is hap-
pening today, are at best deficient, at worst obsolete.
The most common migrant in the world today is the
refugee, and generalizations derived from economically
motivated movements hardly apply to this politically
generated flow.

The illegal flow of immigrants, partly overlapping
with that of refugees, is not a temporary phenomenon
that can be disposed of with either an absolute ban or
total relaxation. Although in trouble, the American econ-
omy still provides a life which is so much better than
in most parts of the world that, given unlimited access,
the world's destitute would submerge this country. What
limit to place on access will continue to preoccupy the
American government and public.

RESOURCES

From a rudimentary viewpoint, population and resources
present two sides of the same problem. With double the
resources, including capital, double the population can
be sustained at a given level of comfort. If resources and
the techniques for converting them are fixed and popu-
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lation grows, then a declining level of consumption is
certain. If technology expands indefinitely, then so can
both population and the standard of consumption. It is
the prospects for technological and economic growth that
distinguish those who see a 12 billion population living
comfortably at equilibrium on the earth's e. rface from
those who see the present population at n st doubled
and largely continuing in poverty, with the nations en-
gaged in a bitter struggle for the world product.

Since resources are unevenly distributed over the sur-
face of the planet and by no means in proportion to
population, the division of the world into partially closed
national states adds a political factor to economic and
technological ones. Trade is the means by which avail-
abilities and needs can be made to coincide. Political
and social obstacles to trade and the rational use of re-
sources ought in some sense not to exist; and yet they
are no more to be wished away than physical limitations.

With only a moderate degree of optimism, we may
grant that the planet ultimately will be able to hold com-
fortably 9 to 12 billion people, but the immediate ques-
tion is whether the pace of the growth of population can
be matched by the pace of the advance in materials,
energy, and capital. Any realistic discussion must be
largely concerned with the bridge between the present
state of affairs and the ultimate stationary one. Is agri-
culture expanding fast enough so that the 90 million
Bangladeshis now in place (not to mention the 150 mil-
lion expected in the year 2000) are moving toward a
satisfactory diet? Will new sources of energy be avlilable
before oil supplies are exhausted? Energy is the key to
the release of materials; will energy supplies and the
efficiency with which they are extracted and used in.:
crease fast enough to provide the aluminum and steel
that 6 billion people will need by the end of the century,
and that 9 to 12 billion will require in 2100? The fol-
lowing discussion concerns prospective rates of change
rather than absolute levels of resources.

Global per capita production of cereals has continued
erratically upward. But it has grown more rapidly in a
few more developed countries than it has in the majority
of the less developed countries. The latter have com-
pensated by increases in imports which make them more
vulnerable to shafts in trade, balance of payments prob-
lems, and shortfalls abroad. Whether this situation can
continue in countries faced with mounting energy import
bills and limited export potential depends on the avail-
ability of foreign credit and grants. The uncertainties in
the situation are perplexing arid worrisome. While they
are exacerbated by populmion growth, they would be
there even if population giowth were to cease. iven the
fluctuations of output in the United States and ..,road
and the demand for our cereals in countries with strong
economies, the dependence of some poor countries on
American agriculture could give rise to some difficult
ethical and political problems in the next few years.
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Agricultural production can be efficient in a variety
of ways. The Japanese have achieved high productivity
levels by using relatively little land but a great deal of
labor and chemicals. In contrast, the United States uses
little labor but much land and mechanization to achieve
similar productivity levels."

Both approaches, however, are based on a highly de-
veloped scientific infrastructure and the substantial use
of energy. Given these two ingredients, there appears
to be sufficient flexibility in agricultural production tech-
niques to achieve reasonable leVels of productivity in
most countries.

Roger Revelle" has asked how many people could be
fed and fed well if yields comparable to those obtained
by Iowa corn farmerswhich are not the highest in the
worldwere achieved globally on all arable land. His
answer is a large multipleof the present population. Such
production levels may never be feasible because of or-
ganizational and institutional limitations, but his analysis
is useful in making it clear that the sheer availability of
land is riot the central problem in feeding the world's
growing numbers. Rather, it is the persistent disparity
in the distribution of people on the one side and pro-
duction capacity on the other. Production capacity de-
pends on all of the factors contributing to the production
of foodcapital, scientific expertise, trained manpower,
and adequate institutions, as well as land, energy, water,
and other physical elements.

The National Research Council has made contribu-
tions to knowledge through the several volumes of its
report on food resources." One service has been given
by' calling attention to the possibilities of Leucaena, a
leguminous tree that can fix up to 500 pounds of nitrogen
per acre per year, with some strains growing to 65 feet
in height. It puts down deep roots that enable it to tolerate
drought. Cattle feed on its leaves; its wood is used for
timber and fuel; it holds down soil on slopes that have
been subject to erosion; its pods and seeds are used as
human food in Central America and Indonesia. When
cut, the stumps produce shoots that in some varieties
reach 18 feet in 12 months. There are few more effective
converters of sunlight. The chief problem is to get this
valuable tree disseminated.33

Worldwide per capita production of petroleum appears
to have peaked in 1974. This is the result of the four-
fold increase in prices in 1973-74 which dampened de-
mand, rather than a sign of impending global depletion.
Since World War II, depletion of older working fields
in the United States and elsewhere, along with discov-
eries in the Middle East, led to concentration of'pro-
duction in a small group of countries which, for political
as well as economic reasons, banded together to raise
the price. There are serious dangers in the current world
energy situation, stemming from the fact that importing
countries have become increasingly dependent on sup-
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plies from a politically unstable area of the world, rather
than from the likelihood of imminent exhaustion.

According to H. E. Goeller and Alvin M. Weinberg,
a reasonable standard of living for 10 billion people
would require 60 terawatts of energy.34 This figure com-
pares to about 7.5 terawatts used today and is about
1/2,000 of the energy absorbed from the sun. Can a
60-terawatt world be reached and sustaine035

It can, insofar as the "sheer availability of energy is
concerned. Coal alone could supply the energy needs of
billions of people for several hundred years. Nuclear and
solar sources could do the same for even longer even-
tually.. But each of these sources has potentially serious
problems. Coal dirties the environment. Continued and
expanded combustion of fossil fuels along with defores-
tation could lead to increased atmospheric carbon dioxide
levels which could increase world temperature levels.
Carbon dioxide in the concentration that would follow
the spread of industrial civilization based on coal could
warm the planet, change the windstreams of the atmos-
phere and the currents of the oceans, raise the temper-
ature of' some cold countries, and make some wet coun-
tries dry. While the effects on agriculture would be
negative in some regions and positive in others, there
is little doubt that severe social disruptions could ensue.
If the worst fears of some are realized, we will not be
able to use all of the coal and fossil fuels we have avail-,
able to us.

Nuclear fission avoids increasing carbon dioxide, but
it raises a further set of difficult and dangerous issues,
from the risks of catastrophic accidents to the diversion
of fissionable materials into atomic weapons. If the se-
crets of nuclear fusion can be unlocked and applied at
reasonable cost, most of these concerns will be resolved
(although some radiation and waste disposal problems
will remain). But, for practical purposes, fusion is sev-
eral decades away.

Solar energy creates only minor environmental prob-
lems; the large land areas it requires would be available
in deserts useful for little else. It is the one source that
gives promise of production by the household for its own
use. But to use it in large quantities will require a sub-
stantial lowering of cost, especially in the direct gen-
eration of electricity, as well as storage devices not now
available. To produce significant quantities of biomass
for energy use with today's technology would bring en-
ergy production into direct competition with agriculture
for arable land. Still, solar energy in its various forms,
plus fission, are the best hopes we have for a sustainable
energy future.:

Nonfuel minerals are not likely to run short. While
current plus prospective reserves of some important min-
erals would be exhausted in a few decades at present
relative prices if there is no technological change and no
change in recycling rates, these conditions probably will
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not hold. In the worst cane, global prospective reserves
of bauxite (from which aluminum is derived), for ex-
ample, might be exhausted around 2040, but there are
many other sources of aluminum. If they had to be used
today, production costs would rise by at least 20 and
perhaps as much as 80 percent; with prospective tech-
nological improvements, the crossover price is likely to
decrease significantly over time, certainly bauxite
is exhausted. For some other nonfuel minerals, substi-
tutes can be found easily at costs only marginally higher_
than current levels. In the case of most minerals, the
odds are against concerted cartel action.

Can more abundant minerals be substituted for less
abundant ones without substantial increases in cost? With
three exceptions. Goeller and Weinberg argue that they
canthat societies can turn to nearly inexhaustible min-
erals with little loss of welfare.'6 Detailed studies of
cadmium, zinc, lead, copper, tin, and mercury indicate
that a number of materials such as iron, aluminum, sil- .
icon, magnesium, titanium, and others can be substituted
in many uses. Other studies find that these abundant
materials can be acquired from lower grade ores which
are in nearly inexhaustible supply, provided that suffi-
cient energy is available at reasonable costs, both eco-
nomic and environmental. In addition, glass and cement
from virtually unlimited sources (sand, soda, clay, lime-
stone), plastics, and some materials derived from renew-
able wood and plant sources can be substituted for many
of the minerals that might be exhausted eventually. (A
section of the last chapter in this volume, "Prospects for
New Technologies," offers a detailed description of new
methods of resource exploration.)

The exceptionsimportant resources that are not in
unlimited supplyare fossil fuels, phosphorus, and a
few elements essential in trace amounts for agricultural
production, such as copper, zinc, and cobalt. While re-
serves and prospective is serves of coal, phosphorus, and
these trace elements are adequate for several hunched
years, they are not inexhaustible. Ultimately, phosphorus
and some portion of the trace elements may have to be
reserved for agricultural use and returned to the soil by
recycling agricultural and animal wastes, and perhaps
even bones. But fossil fuels cannot be recycled; even-
tually, a replacement must be found, even for coal.

Recycling can stretch supplies of nonfuel minerals.
It has the advantage that the energy required to put ma-
terials back into productive use is generally less than that
needed to reduce and refine ores. Goeller and Weinberg
point out that, for magnesium, the remelt energy is only
1.5 percent of the energy required to win the metal from
virgin ore; for aluminum, it is 3 to 4 percent: and for
titanium, it is 30 percent.37

There are signs that forests and fisheries are being
overexploited. One sign is the downward trend in per
capita wood production since 1965, another is the decline
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in the surface area of the globe coVered by forest. -Most
of the deforestation is occurring in less, developed coun-
tries where energy price rises,populalion growth. and
the need for additional agricultural land are intensifying
pressures on fuel wood and forested 1694, e_specially in
the delicate ecosystems of tropical forestS. But produc-
tion techniques are'changing rapidly in forestry as well
as in agriculture. Settled farming techniques are begin-
ning to be applied. The change is most marked in the
forestry sectors of more developed countries but, even
in less developed countries, isolated examples of suc-
cessful reforestati3nand village woodlot programs can
be found. The fishing industry is further behind in ap-
plying farming techniques, in iarge part because the tech-
nological problems are more difficult; but research and
commercial activities in this area are increasing. Some
changes are clearly necessary; there has been no increase
in the world fish catch since 1970, despite great increases
in fishing efforts.

Water, air, and land pollution pose serious problems
for those countries that have not mounted the effort nec-
essary to avoid or offset environmental deterioration.
Bora population and economic growth tend to have ad-
verse effects on the environment. But environmental
protection programs are halting many forms of deterio-
ration at affordable-costs

Possibilities for the more sparing use Of materials,
and for conservation by both producers and households,
are extensi,,e. The answer to the question of whether
growth of demand is outstripping supply is inconclusive.
There are some atis of deterioration on a global level
but also some signs of improvement.

The key to the long-run sustainability of life on earth
is energy. If there is sufficient low-cost energy and it can
be used without adverse environmental effects, land can
be reclaimed, seawater can be desalted, fertilizers pro-
duced, low-grade ores mined, metals recycled, and sub-
stitutions made between minerals.

We are told that: "If present trends continue, the world
in 2000 will be more crowded, more polluted. less stable
ecologically, and more vulnerable to disruption than the
world we live in now." Other statements go much
farther:

...our planet is grossly overpopulated...the limits
of human capability to produce food by conven-
tional means have very nearly been reached...more
likely than extinction [of the human race) is the
possibility that man will survive to endure an ex-
istence barely recognizable as humanmalnour-
ished....surrounded by the devastation wrought by
an industrial civilization that could not cope with
the results of its own biological and social folly.'9

Yet, on the other side. ". .the world has been ex-
hausting its exhaustible resources since the first Cave man
chipped a flint, and...the process will go on for a long,
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long tith It is argued that energy and materials are
only a shiall part of the cost of production and- their
prices could double or treble without much effect on the
prices of finished goods; that resources tinder.the ground
are much more extensive than any exploratiOn so far kas_
rmaled; that impending exhaustion of .any Particular-
material would be signaled by a rise in its price and there
would be 'adequate time and opportunity to adapt; that
technical advances permit existing materials to be used
More effectively and the operation of the, market con-
stantly substitutes more abundant for scarcer" materials;
and that technical and administrative advances are more
than equal to the task of safeguarding the environment.

The citizen may well be puzzled by such contrary
opinions provided by authoritative writers. And he will
hear more in the coming years, for the debate will not
be brought to an end soon because one side or the other
runs out of facts to support its position. Yet facts that
would decide the overall issue of whether resources are
the constraining factor on our industrial civilization are
conspicuously lacking.

Our knowledge is an island in a great sea of ignorance.
We do not know how much crude oil and gas lie under
the surface of the land and sea because exploration b
expensive and companies carry on only enough of it to
assure the production of the next few years. The pros-
pects of workable fusion by the twenty-first century can-
not be estimated. It had been hoped that nodules of
magnesium and other minerals would be brought up from
the mid-ocean floor, but tais may be much more exnen-
sive than at first calculated. Food production in poor
countries has been increased by the complex of modern
practices known as the Green Revolution, but the key
question is whether the supplies will keep ahead of pop-
ulation increases. And no one knows how those pushed
out of agriculture in the process Lan be put to effective
work that would enable them to earn their share of the
food.

Because of these and many other unanswered ques-
tions, this report does not attempt to assess the degree
to whicn the further progress of the United States and
the world will be held back by resource scarcity, as
against limits set by shortages of capital and labor.

In the face of uncertainty on so vital a matter as re-
sources, one would be ill advised to choose a middle
point between the optimistic and pessimistic views.
Prudence suggests asymmetry, taking more account of
possible bad outcomes than of equally likely good ones.

I ' ' \;t
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CONCLUSION

Population problems take very different forms in the
more developed and the less developed countries. The
leiss developed countries still face much infectious dis-
ease, to which malnutrition makes many of their citizens

.
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i more susceptible; in the more developed countries, the
question is rather how to bring heart disease antisancet_
under contra, For the less, "developed_ countries,. the
prime ,- .;.iiiesAon .on fertility -.,iS.' when Childbearing will,-,
thine down to levels at which, ths,population would just;
replace itself, more developed countries arc mostlyAelow
,long-term replacement already.

The stability and wholesomeness of the environment
are prominent in the minds of those in comfortableeco-
nomic circumstances; for the poor of the world, such
considerations are subordinate to sheer survivalan
issue-that reveals itself in different attitudes to the use
of DDT against insect pests and in mo,y other ways. For
the more developed countries, the ocean's minerals rep-
resent an immediate opportunity to supplement expen-
sive terrestrial- esources;iiess developed countries would
like to see those minerals left where they are until they
themselves are in a position to join in their exploitation.
The list of real differences is a long one and finds expres-
sion in lively ideological and political exchange.

,The less developed countries have shown rapid -prog-
ress in extending life expectancy over the post-war pe-
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nod, many increasing it by six months per year. Among
more developed countries, progress has been slower; the
United States, for instance, gained 26 years since 1900
to reach-73.5 years by 1977. Differentials are still found
everywhere, for the United States, the most favored sex-
raLe group is white females, with 77.7 years' life ex-
pLtation at birth and a median age at death of 81.1
y ars. This means that half of the white girl children
b rn would live to 81.1 years or more, according to the
mortality rates of 1977.

The resistance to further advances in life expectancy
c n be illustrated by the effort to eradicate, cancer in the
U ited States.The utmost that complete eradication of

ncer could do is to increase the expectation of life by
aE#out two years. Increase in some forms of cancer in

ent years has come about in part because people who
a saved from heart disease are of the age to fall v lc=

cancer. Aside from this, the basic biology of cell
r roduction is not well enough understood that one can

pIPoceed confidently to specifics for the prevention or
c re of cancer. (The unknowns are described in detail
i the second chapter of this report.) How to allocate
r search resources between increasing knowledge of the
b sic biology on the one side and devising specific ther-
a ies on the other will continue to he a problem of sci-
e title administration.

Although no exact figures are available, a recent Pres-
' ential Commission on World Hunger reports that :he
n mber of hungry people in the world is increasing.

ortality increase through famine is a possibility, but
more to be feared is the susceptibility to disease brought
ai)out by chronic malnutrition. Malnutrition is only one
of the conditions that raise the possibility of a reversal
of the downward trend in deaths for the world as a whole.
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;rj*: :,COMpie)k ecology of snails, and of the anopheles
mosquito, resulting in schistosorai as is and malaria, may

'- ..saiiiiifter541i6i'interaction_of these diseases ,,wifir mal
wegPedially threatening

, Unc4ented1Jowj,Irth rates have started to appear
in theinduStriacsbuntries..th:The Federal Republic of Ger-
many: shows 9r 1,009 population in 1978 (against a
death ate of 12);, Austria and Sweden show 11; the
United Kingdom 12; and the Linited 'States 15 Whether,
such h:v rates are a temporary dip or are a durable feature
of advanced industrial societies, no one can yet say. It
is ,known that, with increasing wealth in families, chil-
dren come into conflict with other

But the apparent cost
of children i3 only one element in the decline of the birth

-rate.
Trite 'falling =birth rate is associated with important
changes inithe institution of the family, in which the

-Tinted States, may be the leader., Between ;1960 and
-1975; two-worker, husband-wife families
dren increased from 23, percent-to, 30 percent of all
.Arnerican-liOnseholds; one-worker, ;husband-Wife house-
IW!ds,4r9PPol.from 43 percent to 25 percent; one-worker
households of other typesthose with female heads, and
men and women living alOneincreased from 14'percent
to 20 percent of households. It can be expected that the
one-worker household containing husband and wife will
continue to fall throughout the remainder of the century.

Women increasingly work outside the home and re-
duce childbearing. The divorce rate is high and the pros-
pect of divorce is itself a deterrent to childbearing. A
child is a handicap, both for work and for remarriage,
to whichever member of the couple has to look after it.
Divorce is only one reason for the numerous single-
person households; another is children leaving the pa-
rental home at young ages, long before they contemplate
marriage. In recent decades, more people have had the
means to live alone, and evidently the wish to do so is
widespread. Households consisting only of a woman and
her one or more children are increasing, partly because
of divorce, but also because of a great rise in illegitimate
births.

Should the United States have a national population
policy? Some industrial countries doparticularly those
of Eastern Europe; others, for instance West Germany,
do not. If present tendencies continue, the native United
States population will taper off at only 20 to 40 million
more than we have now, and then will decline slowly.
A variety of incentivesincome tax exemptions, hous-
ing loans, subsidies for child-care centersare now in
effect, but they do not constitute a population policy;
they are far too mild to mqtivate childbearing at the
expense of jobs and careers. Very large sums would be
required to counteract the cost of rearing and educating
children and the wages foregone in looking after them.
In the Russian part of the U.S.S.R., despite enormous
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state expenditures on day-care for children, free medi-
cine, pregnancy leave, and so forth, birth rates are about
as low as those of the United States.

When,. duringlhe late 1950's, the United States Was
showing birthrates that would have Jed to nearly four
children per couple, U.S. promotion of family planning
in less developed countries was unconvincing. Consid-
erable controversy developed in the press around the_

_ world, with frequent use of such words as genocide and
cannibalism. Now that fife United States is below re-
placement, our example is noted, and this kind of crit-
icism of our efforts is seldom heard. The fear of 'excessive
urbanization in the less 'developed countries has helped
make birth ,control more acceptable to citizens and to
governments; overpopulated cities are more conspicuOtiS
and more_ politically exigent than an overpopulated
countrysidei .

The Committee on Demography and Population of the
National Research Council and its staff are seeking more

iprecise information on levels and changesanges of fertility in
,.._ ,

the world. With World Fertility Survey data and refined
techniques for making indirect inferences on birth rates
where direct information is unavailable or incomPlete,
we shotild attain more knowledge of current changes on.
the _several continents.

Demographers watch those numbers with great con-
cern. When an increase in income comes along, two
opposite responses are possible. One, which might be
called the Malthus effect, is to turn the increase in income
into more children. The other, which might be called thee
demographic transition effect, turns the increment in in-
come into a higher standard of living, and then goes on
to reduce births in order to preserve and increase the
higher standard. Current fertility rates tell how far the
demographic transition effect is taking over, from th
Malthus effect.

Europe's fertility decline was accomplished not on 'y
without governmental encouragement but mostly withçiut
contraceptive apparattis. A sufficiently strong motivat on
can overcome material shortcomings. 'Conversely, if
people want to reproducefor instance, in intertrib 1 or

international competition, or for old age security no

amount of contraceptive equipment will make muc dif-
ference. Yet the incipient motivation to reduce f rtility
in the less developed countries can be strengthe ed by
technical advance. A safe, once-a-month pill for omen,
and something corresponding for men, would accelerate
the decline of the birth rate in many countries. I proving
the technology of contraception is one of the ways in
which the United States can make a contribut- n.

As the number of births in the more develqcd coun-
tries falls toward the number of deaths, mi ation will
constitute an increasing fraction of their population in-
crease. In the United States, the present exc ss of births
over deaths of about 1.5 million will last nly a gener-
ation or so, unless current tendencies are eversed. As
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migration comes to provide the largest part of the incre-
ment to the United States , population, it will receive
increasing attention,

Nowhere do the dilemmas of policy, show themselves
niOrelClea4ttlian in inigratiOiy. MigratiOn has changed
frOM a free - ,movement in search of a better life, one in
which' the ancestors of most Americans were welcomed
to]these shores, to a movement dominated by refugees
and illegal entrants. Illegal migration is a response to
genuine economic need not only the need of the, mi-
_grants bUt of _the receiving economy. To keep illegal
migrants out would require either ,a sverity of border
control falitwhicht Americans are not ,prepared, oir else
making erriphyers responsible fOridentifying theiriwork-
ers,, which again seems: politically unacceptable. Even
if measures severe enough to be effective were congenial
to' American publictopinion; they would be found of-
fensiveiv the countries from which the migrants come.

On the other hand, the forces in place, do not point to
any ieasy_legalization. of the migrant flow. Some of-the

_migrants-_econonic utility to employers would be lost
if they were legalized and subject to taxation, unioni-
zation,_and minimum wage standards_ T_ hds, the_Comp-
troller. General -heads a current rport, "Prospects Dim
for Effectively, Enforcing Immigration Laws.'" The

,

many Constituencies involved- impede any clear-cut so-
lution to the, problem of illegal migrants.

The size -and Persistence of the flow of illegal migrants
may well depend less on ourigoemment than on how
rapidly Mexico- and Other countries expand their econ-
omies and control their births. And yet American imports

I - I
of scarce fuels and materials go up with increases in

°--population; legal or not.
The future population of the United States depends on

births, deaths, and migrations. Extrapolating on the basis
of considerations such as the preceding, the Bureau of
the Census gives for the year 2000 a middle estimate of
260 million, and low and high figures of 246 and 283
million respectively. The low, medium, and high esti-
mates assume that we are moving toward 1.7, 2.1, and
2.7 lifetime births per woman from the present level of
1.8.

For the more developed countries, a rise is likely from
the present 1.1 billion to an ultimate 1.4 billion or so,
predicted to be reached within the next two or three
generations. The major variation among estimates is with
respect to the less developed countries; for these, every-
thing depends on how soon they go through demographic
transition. If they have dropped to bare replacement by
2000-05, they will stand at 7.4 billion in 2075 (from
their 1975 2.8 billion); if replacement is 15 years later,
they will reach 9.8 billion by 2075. That puts world
population in the range of 8.8 to 11.2 billion.

The above estimates take the continuing decline of
mortality for granted and vary only on fertility. But it
is legitimate to suppose that mortality will rise if the

1/4(r;,

higher birth rates persist. There are already signs of a
slowdown in the fall of..mortality in some countries.
Some parts of the world are making real progress in birth
control; those that are not could be facing a major in-
crease of mortality.

The population problem is not one and the same for
the world and for separate countries; each country has
its own. Bangladesh has the classical problem of too,
many people on to little arable land. Burma has a good,_
deal of land and rich agricultural production, but a pop7
ulation that is rapidly filling the land; the combination
of a dynamic poptilation and a static economy will bring,
a difficult situation within a very few years. Some have
problems of population distribution. two thirds of In-
donesia's _population. Is concentrated on Java and Bali.
The Soviet Union has a fast increasing Asian population;
in the last census, the Russian part had,dropped to less
than half of the tOtal,.at,least in, children under ten, and
this is of concern to, the regime. France. secs threat7;
ened by Its low birth-rate.; _

It, is easy, to rat'onalize away the population,pro'..lem.
If the poOrest countries would shOw- aF high rates of
econoMic advanCe as Japan and Korea have done, they
would qUiCkly approach_ their demographic trc.nsiion. If
there were no national restrictions on,trade, then even
at the present time food is adequate for all. If the Japanese
would only eat corn rather than rice, they could get
enough carbohydrate per acre; if they could attain the
yields of Japan or Iowa, they could eat plenty of whatever
they want..

It is fair to say that the population problem consists
of the fact that these things are not done easily..Nation-
alism, cultural preferences in food, inefficient agricul-
titre, and urban-centered development are very persist-
ent. So is the large-family culture in many parts of Latin
America, Asia, and especially Africa. To wish these
things away is as unrealistic as to ignore shatages of
physical resources. The control of oil supplies by a dozen
countries, to promote what they conceive to be their
national interests, is as much a part of the energy problem
as the ultimate exhaustion of the oil fields.

Many of the series bearing on the physical capacity
of the earth to sustain population have tended to level_
off during the 1970's, including the world grain yield
per hectare and the world fish catch. The increases of
national economies that were taken for granted in the
1960's are no longer in prospect. Famines or near fam-
ines have occurred in Ethiopia, Bangladesh, Haiti, Indi3,
and the Sahel (Involving six countries just south of the
Sahara). After a long period of decline, relative prices
of raw materials have on the whale increased in the
1970's. No one knows to what extent these changes will
prove to be temporary, or whether the growth of the
1960's will resume. This may be the beginning of a long
epoch of hard times; on the other hand, the world's
numerous resource, environment, and population prob-
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lems may be solved quickly, and growth rates of 10
percent return.

It is not even certain that the climate will allow present
igrain yields to continue. Climatic records suggest that,
in the perspective of historical and geological time, con-
ditions in the present centur4have been exceptionally
favorable to cereal crops. And overall climate could be
favorable but soil and water in short supply in particular
areas. Increasing, carbon dioxide could raise the global
temperature and, make things worse for many countries
by- changing the main currents of the atmosphere and
oceans. Unstable tropical_ soils are being, pressed into
service for needed subsistence crops; in this situation,
more people work the land harder and produce more
desert, which ;results in further pressure on the ecology
of the remaining good land. There are large areas where
crops are. limited, more, by water than by land; in parts
of the J../mted States, the use of ground and fossil waters
is lowe ;nom ;he water table at an alarming rate, as Chaptei'
7, "Water. Re,,ources,.'; explains, while in Pakistan and
elsewhere irrigation and poor drainage are waterldgging
and salinizing the soil._

One should not make these statementsleast of all
in a report on science and technologyas thougl. the
techniques of agriculture and ,the knowledge of ecology
wereigoing to be frozen in their present position. Holding;
rtechniqUe Constant and allowing population: to rise is a

1
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way of creating spurious problems. New sources of en-
ergy would free oil and gas to become feedstock for
synthetics and fertilizers. Cereal plants that fix their own
nitrogen, as do present legumes, are being developed.
Oil-based energy to distill the ocean waters for agricul-
ture is now unlikely, solar energy will have to continue
to produce rainfall for that, as it has from time imme-
morial. However, the timing and place of rainfall to
increase yields might be influenced by, cloud seeding,
now under investigation.

The question is not whether such things can be done,
but whether they can be donevat a rate that will keep up
with population and provide the minimum increase in
welfare that is expected. On the population side, there
will be stability sooner or later; on the resources side,
technology will produce plenty, sooner or later. The
question, is whether technical improvements can occur
at a pace that will bridge the time to this balanced
condition.

(This is where the United States can bring enormous
power to bearthat of its scientific and technological

-eStablishment. It is no longer the world's -richest country
.in per capita income, but its research capacity is une-
qualled. It could develop new technologies that would
multiply resources and make the present surplus labor
of the poor countries fruitful.

Summary and Outlook
The mismatch of population, resources. and capital will
continue to hold the world's attention for the next five,
years and much longer. A supposed population excess,
can only be relative to the means of sustaining popula-
tion. It is , this linkage that makes the problem so con-
troversial:Those who think that the earth contains rich
resources, waiting to be discovered do not foresee pop-
ulation. pressures. Those who think that capital can be

_ easily with a different social,orpmzation see
no reasOn _for population restraint,

1

Yet, recent experience has dampened the optimism
that would let population grow without limit because
new resources and capital can be found or created easily.
We have lived for eight years now in a general energy
crisis. It is difficult to extract coal and burn it without
polluting the atmosphere. Some 23 percent of the earth's
land surface is desert, and an additional 25,000 square
miles become desert each year. The local impact of this
in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, south of the Himalayas,
is catastrophic. Arable land per capita is declining every-
where and the energy needed to raise yields is more and
more costly. Demand for lumber and firewood causes
overcutting and a potentially disastrous shrinkage of the
world's forest area. The world's fish catch seems to have

peaked and could well have entered a long-term decline,
despite more ships engaged.

Even if resources and capital were ultimately unlim-
ited, there is a clear ceiling to the pace at which they
can be expanded. That is what gives importance to sta-
tistics of the increases in population, resources, and cap-
ital, country by country. One way of making the problem
disappear is by taking a global view and showing,ifor
instance, that over two decades cereal production ihas
been going up by 2.7 percent per ycar, and population
increases by only 1.7 percent per year. Detailed data not
only for the world as a whole, but also for individual
countries, are needed. By recognizing that there are in-
dependent national states and an unequal distribution
among them of population and resources, the center of
the problem can be approached.

Thus, this chapter takes up in some detail the com-
poneats of population increase births, deaths, and mi-
grationsfor major countries. A principal finding is that
the populations of the more developed countries have
mostly dropped below replacement levels, but with con-
siderable variation among them. American birth rates
were higher than those of western Europe during the
!950's, but they have fallen m-ire sharply since then.
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American mortality was discouragingly level during the
1950's and 1960's but, during the 1970's, it took a turn
downward. Soviet mortality has been rising.

At first, birth rates in the less developed, countries did
not decline as their death rates dropped. There seemed
to be an impasseno fall in births before*elopment,
but development held back by high birth rates and large
populations. Experience of the late 1970's suggests that
there may be an escape. -An China, Indonesia, and several
other countries, effective government action along with
social changes are resulting in a dramatic decline in birth
rates. The fall is recent and the means of measuring it
are inadequate, but evidence shows that birth rates can
be made to decline before full economic development
occurs. One of the factors that brought about the declines
in recent years has been American-aided programs.

However, even if things continue to go well on the
popu:ation control front, the world's population will be
6 billion by the end of this century, and 9 billion by the
latter half 'of the twenty-first century. Population projec-
tions, are, notoriously uncertain but, assuming continued
progress in the spread of contraception, simple arithmetic
shows that the present annual increase, now 70 thillion_
or so, will exceed 90 million by the year 200p. The
transition to a happier balance between the human pop-
ulation and the earth that is its habitat will not be easy.
If the Chinese can reach their stated objective of a one-
child family, already virtually attained in West Germany,
and the example is followed elsewhere, a stationary
world population living in security and prosperity may
indeed be possible by the late twenty-first centurybut
one must not underestimate the effort and restraint
needed.

The United States has had some part in the progress
made to date and should have larger part. Yet, the
public and its leaders,' are disillusioned about/the benefits

0
of outright gifts of money to the less developed countries.
In what is the largest (if unintended) social experiment
of all time, enormous transfers have gone to a dozen
countries through the operations of OPEC (Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries), but they have not
produced a proportional gain in the welfare of the people
of those countries. An investment in their own human
capital is far more decisive for development than any
physical or financial capital can be. American assistance
generates the highest returns in the welfare of the poor
countries when educational, scientific and technical lead-
ership, rather than money transfers, an 'rovided. This
country's capacity to deNise better.methods for activi-
tiesranging from village industry to contraception to
satellite systems that reveal new resources-ds unparal-
leled. Improved ways of using biogas and solar energy,
new plant sources of protein, textiles, rubber, firewood,
and other necessities will help to raise living standards
in poor countries, especially if they can be applied with
local capital.

Through the United Nations and elsewhere, the less
developed countries have communicated a strong na-
tionalism. They have reminded rich countries of the prin-
ciple of noninterference, and hve stressed that only do-
mestic effort can solve population and other developmental
problems. The principle is a sound one, and it will be
severely tested by growing populations, increasing ur-

tajization, ftiel Shortages, environmental deterioration,
rising foreign debts. Again, the help that the United

States can provide which will be most effective as well
as most consistent with the independence of the poor
countries is in the form of new discoveries and inventions
contributed to the worldwide pool of science and tech-
nology. That contribution is the subject of the remaining
chapters of the NRC volume.

DEMOGRAPHIC TERMS AND CONVENTIONS

MORTALITY
,

Demography has developed ways to avoid the misun-
derstanding that can easily arise because populations
have different or changing age distributions. Thus, the
crude, death rate (total deaths divided byltotal population)
of the United States is higher than that of Veneiuela: 9
per thousand against 6 per thousand. To make a proper
comparison between the two countries, age-specific

death rates (for example, the deaths to people aged
20-24 at last birthday divided by the population aged
20-24) are compared, it will be fOund that, at each age
taken separately. the United States rate is lower. A con

Nenient summary of the death rates is the expectation of
life for a particular year. That for the United States in
1977 at age zero was 73.2; for Venezuela, less than 70.
Hypothetical individuals subject to U.S. 1977 mortality
would live 73.2 years. On the average, real individuals
will live longer than this because, they will be subject to
mortality declining from 1977 levels. The hypothetical
expectation is a good way of comparing countries as well
as different times in the Same country.

To see the effect of particular diseaSes, we calculate
cause- deleted life tables; one of these shows that, if there
were no cancer deaths and all other mortality were the
same as the current rates in the United States, the ex-
pectation of life would be increased, but only by about
two years. That the amount is so small is due to coin-
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peting causes: people whose lives are saved by elimi-
nating cancer are old enough that they soon would die
of heart disease. Such competition among causes applies
less to accidents because these occur in large part to
younger people; it does not apply to infectious diseases,
whose virtual elimination in the United States, combined
with other public health measures, has raised the expec-
tation of life in this country by 20 or more years since
the beginning of the century.

FERTILITY 0
Some of the same considerations apply with respect to
fertility. Thusyhe crude birth rate (total births divided
by total poptation) has been rising in the United States
over the last few years largely because an increasing
proportion of the population happens to be in the mar-
rying and childbearing ages. (These are the baby boom
cohorts of the 1950's.) Demographers examine age-
specific birth rates, for example, births to women aged
20-24 years at last birthday divided by the total number
of women aged 20-24. They combine mortality and fer-
tility to calculate the net reproduction rate, which is the
expected number of girl children that would be bom to
a girl child with .1-le life-table and the.age-specific birth
rates of_-a given year This is the replacement ratio of
the population; 5t, tells how many girl children a girl child
is replaced by in the next generation. In the United States
now, it is about 0.9. The total fertility rate is a little over
double this, or about 1.8 children of both sexes per
womannot enough to maintain the population in the
Icng run. That means that the U.S. population is failing
to replace itself, even though it is still increasing by
virtue, of population momentum that reflects the age dis-
tribution resulting from previous high fertility. If present
age-specific rates of birth and death continue, the native
population would ultimately drop off 10 percent per
generation. ;
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Sooner or later,_all populations, must become station-
ary, meaning that on the average they would neither
increase nor decrease; over the long I n, their net re-
production rate would be unity. A long-run stationary
condition would take the form of fluctuations, in "births
around a net reproduction rate of unity. All of this applies
to the closed population consisting of the present inhab-
itants of the United States and their descendants, and
disregarding migration; migration at present rates would
offset any shortfall of natural increase.

Very different is the condition of the less developed
countries, many with a net reproduction rate of 2 or
more. This means that they double in a generation where
the length of generation (approximate)' he mean age
at childbearing) is usually 25 to 30 ye The rate of
increase of Mexico a few years ago, and of some African
countries now, is as high as 3.5 percent, which implies
a doubling time of 70 3.5 = 20 years. A country that
doubles in 20 years multiplies by 32 in a century. In the
demographic transition, the decline of deaths is followed
at a longer or shorter interval by the decline of births;
each decade of delay in the fall of births can increase
the population by fully one-third. For the poor countries,
the rapid population increase is made even more difficult
by internal migration, specifically, the flow of popula-
tion to the cities, or urbanization. The cities of many
poor countries are increasing at 4 percent or more per
year, which is to say that they double in less than 18
years.

Population forecasts used in this report and elsewhere
an: essentially projections, the working out of conse-
quences of certain sets of assumptions. if past forecasting
experience is a guide, we cannot know the world pop-
ulation by the end of the century even within half a
billion, nor that by the middle of the twenty-first century
within 2 or 3 billion. The projections provided here are
hynotheticAr illustrative only.
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Some Major_Human Diseases

INTRODUCTION

Continuing improvement in the public health has been
one of the triumphs of human progress. The average
human lifetime has extended concomitantly with

proved living standards, the institution of relatively sim-
ple saltation measures, improved nutrition, and the
growth of general scientific understanding. In the twen-
tieth century,, these several processes, in concert, have
resulted in remarkable increases in life expectancy at all
ages, largely because of dramatic declines in the inci-
&nee of and mortality from nutritional deficiencies and
acute bacterial and viral infections (see Figure 1).

As.many as 175,000 cases of pellagra in the American
South, Were ,annually reported in the years between the

k`

:1) firsr and-second world wars; this disease is no longer to
C-3\ '''="c*:seen the,United States. Such microbial infections

as tuberculosis, syphilis, typhoid, diphtheria, strepto-
coccal:SeptKenia, and pneumonia, which collectively
accounted 'Or about 40 percent of all deaths in the United
States in 1900,, represented no more than 4 percent of
all deaths in 1970; Perhaps most dramatic was the decline
in the death rate during the first years of life. In 1900,
only 80 percent ofall babies born reached the age of
five; in 1977, 98.3 percent so survived. Accordingly,

20 40 60 80 100

AGE

Figure 1. Survival of the American Population.

The curve for 1900 depicts the percentage of all people born bdore
1900 who in that year would have been 10, 20, 30, 40 years old. etc..
and who, fact, were alive in 1900. The curve for 1980 is constructed
similarly. The "ideal" curve is a hypothetical extrapolation, with
trauma (extmally generated injury) the dominant cause of death in
early life. Since 1900, life expectancy has increased significantly at
all ages. Because of the remarkable increase in survival during early
and middle years, the survival curve of Americans today need be
improved relatively little to approximate the "ideal."

Source. James P. Fnes. M.D. "Aging. Neural Death. and the Comprenten of Morbidity,"
New England Journal of Methetne. Vol, 303(1980). p. 131. Reprinted by pemossion
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,gross life expectancy at birth increased from 47 to 73
yearS ddring the same period. But this increase has not
'been due entirely to the reduction of childhood mortality.
Since, 1940, the average life expectancy for 20-year-old
white males has increased by four years while that for
white females has increased by almost eight years. Ex-
pressed somewhat differently, more, than 70 percent of
all Whitmales now live to the age of 65 and beyond,
as_dO 84percent_of white females. The figures for 1940
were 58,4,nd 68 Percent, respectively, and for 1900, 39
and-35 Percent, respectively.

Acute iii*tion still comprises a large .fraction of all
illnesses; it islhe outcome that has been so dramatically
altered. MorioveT, as willbe discussed later in this chap-
ter, \some infections may leave, as a residuum, permanent
changes that initiate the development of chronic diseases.

With these changes in longevity and the marked re-
ductioniri mortality due to' acute infectious disease has
come a steady rise in that fraction of humanity which
ultimately succumbs to "degenerative" diseasesdis-,

\eases that Are several ,years in developing, andhat char-
acteristicall; \appear in the later yearS of life. In 1978,
diseaSes 'of:the heart most, prominently, cOroriary, artery,
disease, accounted for ,almost 38 percent of \all deaths.
Related cerebrovascular diseases, pritnarily strokes, ac=
counted for 9 percent of,all deaths, and cancers accounted

for. somewhat more than 20percpt of all deaths. At the
same time, the aging American population eiqfibits an
increased\ incidence of a variety, of debilitating or crip;
pling.disorders which while, responsible for a relatively
small death ,toll, nevertheless cause a large Fraction of
human pain, disability, economic loss, and tragedy.

A principal goal of biomedical research is to reduce
this vast burden of illness and ,prevent premature mor-
tality. But the task is scarcely Simple. In considerable

measure, the etiology (the causative ,faetors)\ of these
diseases of the later years remains obscure, their path-,
()genesis (the development of disease) is not well enough

understood to permit regularly successful intervention,
and. much of the clinical care of their victims ,cuasists
merely of supportive management. Successful future
prevention and, definitive therapy, will probably rest on
an ever more detailed understanding of the fundamental,
of human biology., Until Such ,understanding is in 64,
much of clinical medicine must be Content with "halfway
medical technologies," costly supportive measures that
cannot be definitive,even though they may extend, life.

This chapter will offer ,a brief survey of the current
frontiers. ofknowledge for the two major classes of fatal
disease, .cancer and, atheroSelerosis, the most common
metabolic disease, diabetes mellitus, and one of the most

common of all debilitating disorders, arthritis. Patently,
\these research efforts are of immense importance in their
own right, but in the present context they also serve as

prototypes of how current biomedical science addresses
the entire panoply of human disorders.

ATHEROSCLEROTIC DISEASE

Among the American population at any given time are
more than four million individuals who have overt evi-
dence of coronary heart disease, manifest by a history
of angina pectoris or an acute heart attack. Managing
this population is a major challenge to the American
medical system, and preventing such occurrences is a
major goal of those concerned with-the American public
health.

In the history of science, it has always been considered
appropriate to attempt to explainand deal witha
given phenomenon in terms of such relevant knowledge
as may be available. Seen in retrospect, such behavior
may appear to be that of accepting a series of popular
fads, each prevalent when belief in its fashionable con-
cept of causality is at its height. At some future date,
thehistory of attempts to prevent and treat atherosclerotic

disease may strike a reader similarly.
Atherosclerosis is the name given to a process where-,

in the inner wall of an artery becomes thicker and thicker
due to the formation of a plaque, which as it grows
impedes the flow of blood. The plaque may finally oc-
clude the vessel, thereby depriving the tissue (which it
should nourish) of oxygen and nutrients, leading to rapid
death of cells in the tissue so affected (an infarction).

Early in the history of studies on this disorder, it was
noted that such plaques may, contain unusual quantities
of cholesterol. Since a disease syndrome somewhat re-
sembling human atherosclerosis can be produced in rab-
bits by feeding them diets extremely high in cholesterol,
much clinical and experimental attention has been given
to how the concentration of cholesterol and other fatty
materials (lipids) in the blood plasma relates to the gen-

xesis of coronary heart disease. The= possibility that cho-
lesterol plays a central r.. in atherosclerosis has been
strengthened by the discov,y of a protein in the mem-
bratTs of normal cells that serves as a receptor for cho-
lesterol and is required for cholesterol to pass into the
interiors of cells. The very rare individuals who lack
both of the genes that specify this receptor protein exhibit
very high concentrations of serum cholesterol and gen-
erally die of coronary occlusion before the age of 20.
The cells of individuals who have one of the two genes
contain a subnormal amount of the receptor. Such in-
dividuals have familial hypercholesterulemia; they have
elevated levels of serum cholesterol and develop severe
coronary artery disease relatively early in life.

In the years since World War II, epidemiological ap-
proaches, focusing particularly on diet, have domini-'
much of the research on this disorder. Extensive surveys
were conducted comparing the incidence of and mortality



from coronary heart disease among populations eating
diets high or low in fat, diets varying in their ratio of
unsaturated to saturated fat,* and diets with different
cholesterol contents.

In a general way, several of these major studies ap-
peared to support the thesis that diets generally high in
fat content, particularly those much richer in saturated
than in unsaturated fat and those containing greater quan-
tities of cholesterol, correlate with an increased incidence
of and mortality from coronary art-ry disease. Such stud-
ies have done much to give direction to current trends
in preventing and managing the disorder. However, from
the beginning of such studies, it also became apparent
that there were numerous exceptions to the seeming
rulesindividuals who failed to develop coronary artery
disease while living on diets, considered to be athero-
genic, or individuals who succumbed to coronary artery
disease despite a lifetime on a low-fat diet.

RISK FACTORS

Without an understanding of the pnme etiological factors
that initiate the development of atherosclerotic plaques,
attention turned to other phenomt.aa that correlate with
the appearance of atherosclerosis. These correlates, now
called risk factors, include male sex, age, hypertension,

,elevatedated seru°m cholesterol concentration, diabetes, cig-
arette smoking, sedentary life style, being overweight,
emotional stress, and a "type A" personality (marked
by an overdeveloped sense of urgency, by drive, by
competitiveness). A family history of numerous individ-
uals who hai'e succumbed to heart attacks relatively early
in life is also a nsk factor, although only A tiny frac' 'NI
of all coronary heart disease arises from specific mon-
ogenic disorders. The presence of these risk factors, pre-
sumably operating in concert, appears to account for
perhaps one half of all deaths due to coronary artery
disease; hence, other significant factors must be at play.

'Long carbon chains of saturated fatty acids arc Joined by consecutise single bonds

H H H
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Unsaturated fattr acnls cost= one or more double bonds
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1 1C=C

Po6unsaturated fats contain many double bonds
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For a decade and a half, ,physicians in practice, public
health agencies, and such organizations as the American
Heart Association have emphasized mese risk factors.
Americans have been urged to quit smoking cigarettes,
to exercise at least in moderation, to have their blood
pressures checked and, where hypertension exists, to
follow the advice of their physicians, to reduce their
intake of salt and table sugar, and to bring their weights
down.to accepted norms. They have also beetradvised,
on the basis of less compelling evidence, to reduce the
total fat content of their diets to about 30 percent of total
calories (the American norm has been about 40 percent),
to substitute sources of unsaturated fats (vegetable oils)
for saturated fats (those of animal origin), and to reduce
their intake of cholesterol (which requires reduced con-
sumption of animal fats and particularly of egg yolks).

Beginning about 1966, as shown in Figure 2, the death
toll due to coronary heart disease began to recede. From
a peak age-adjusted death rate of ,243 per 100,000 in
1963, there occurred a steady decline, the rate falling
to 177 in 1977.

The death rate due to stroke declined from just over
100 in 1940 to just less than 50 in 1977, while the death
rate due to hypertensive disease declined from 69 in 1940
to less than 9 in 1977. These two trends must be -attrib-
uted in considerable part to increased awareness of hy-
pertension, earlier diagnosis of elevated blood pressure
in the population at large, and the availability of effective
measures. Among these measures are reducing blood
pressure through both reduction of body weight by di-
etary means and marked restriction of sodium intake,
and a battery of drugs that have proved effective in man-
aging a large fraction of all hypertensive disease. These

1 1
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Figure 2. Mortality Due to Coronary Artery Disease. Stroke. and
Hypertension.

Note All rates arc ageadosted to the 1940 U S population
Source Adjusted Death Rates United States 1940 1977 Dallas Texas American Hon
Assoc:anon. 1978 (updated yearly)
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medications involve combinations of drugs that are
vasodilators (causing relaxation of the muscles of blood
vessels and, therifore, an increase in the caliber of small
arteries and arterioles), drugs which block the receptors
for the nerve transmitters epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine, and drugs that prevent blood clotting. It is

estimated that about 35 million Americans are hyperten-
sive in significant degree (that is, they have casual systo-
lic pressures greater than 160 millimeters of mercury or
diastolic pressures greater than 95 millimeters of mercury

when untreated).
While this generalized campaign was in progress, hos-

pitals around the country developed intensive care and
coronary care units staffed by knowledgeable teams and
equipped to respond instantly to the emergency aspects
of coronary care. Increasing numbers of lay citizens were
taught the rudiments of such care, and emergency med-
ical services around the country were upgraded.

There are experts who ascribe the welcome downward
trend in mortality from coronary artery disease to the
success of the campaign urging people at riskand,
indeed, all peopleto take the recommended preventive
measures. Certainly, large numbers of adult Americans
have stopped smoking; the consumption of dairy prod-
ucts has declined while the consumption of vegetable
oils for such uses as salad dressing, margarine, and gen-
eral cooking has increased. The mean level of cholesterol
in the blood serum of the American population is said
to have declined by more than 5 percent. Many Amer-
icans, including individuals who understand that their
nsk of coronary disease is above average, have taken to
programs of physical exercise. And, of course, emer-
gency medical services have rescued the lives of thou-
sands who otherwise would have died.

All of the evidence indicates that multiple factors-con-
tnbute to an unfavorable outcome in atherosclerotic dis-
ease. The question is whether relatively small improve-
ments in each of a number of risk factors can collectively
result in a significant net decrease in untoward outcomes
of the atherosclerotic process. As observed in several
large population groups in the United States, the mean
concentration of cholesterol in the blood of middle-aged
men has fallen from 233 milligrams per deciliter to 217

milligrams per deciliter, a 7 percent decline. By ac-
cepting the epidemiologically positive association of ath-
erosclerotic disease with elevated blood cholesterol, it
has been calculated that an average decline of 5 milli-
grams per deciliter could result in a 4.3 percent decline
in coronary deaths over a six -year period. all other factors
remaining equal. Similar reckoning indicates that this
4.3 percent decline in cardiovascular mortality would be
trebled by reducing the average diastolic blood pressure
among the same population group by a mere 2 milli-

meters of mercury. If they were also to cease smoking
cigarettes, the three factors together might lead to a net
decline in cardiovascular mortality of about 18 percent.

This result may be compared with the 21 percent decrease
actually observed in the entire population of the United
States from 1968 to 1976.

Clearly, such constructs cannot establish cause and
effect relations among the variables; they are offered
here to counter the facile argument that small changes
in these life style factors cannot make much difference
in a health problem of this magnitude. Should the line
of reasoning behind these constructs indeed prove valid,
it would constitute a startling demonstration of how nar-
row is the margin between health and disease with respect
to these variables.

Even the more ardent advocates of the importance of
risk factors, particularly of the composition of one's diet,
have attributed only a part of the entire decline in the
death rate to the favorable response to the campaign
urging that all adult Americans take "preventive" meas-
ures. There are several reasons for this reservation. The
decline in the death rate started well before the campaign
advocating preventive measures had taken hold in the
United States; the number of people who continue to
smoke heavily (two packs a day or more) appears not
to have declined; the blood pressures of a large fraction
of all hypertensive individuals remain uncontrolled; the
exercise fashion did not commence until the declining
trend in the coronary artery death rate was very well
along; and the diabetes, a contributing factor to cardi-
ovascular disease, of most persons so afflicted is little
better controlled today than in the middle 1960's. All
of these observations suggest that the beneficial behav-
ioral changes that have occurred cannot fully account-for
the magnitude of the favorable trend in the death rate
due to coronary artery disease. Patently, if some
other major influence is at play, knowledge of it would
be most welcome.

There are additional powerful motivations, in addition
to preventing coronary artery disease, for following most
of the recommendations stemming from a consideration
of the principal risk factors. Reducing the blood pressure
of hypertensive individuals is highly desirable of itself;
cessation of ciAarette smoking markedly reduces the risk
of lung cancer and emphysema as well as of coronary
artery disease; exercise in moderation brings a sense of
well-being, which is its own reward; careful management
of diabetes reduces the intrinsic risks from this disease
and may delay the onset of the serious secondary afflic-
tions that occur in the later years of the chronic diabetic;
and maintaining a reasonable weight is both its own
reward and a means cf reducing the possibilities of hy-
pertension and diabetes as well as of atherosclerosis.

THE DIETHEART HYPOTHESIS

One cornerstone of the set of measures recommended
for the prevention of atherosclerosis is the diet-heart hy-
pothesis, the concept that a reduction in dietary fat and



cholesterol will reduce the concentration of cholesterol
in the blood serum, which will in turn reduce the like-
lihood of severe coronary artery disease. However, apart
from the weak case that can be drawn from the general
downward trend of mortality due to coronary artery dis-
ease in the last-decade and a half, the bulk of other recent
evidence neither supports nor denies the diet-heart hy-
pothesis. Some of that evidence is worth noting.

A comparison of the "butter eaters" of northern Eu-
rope with the "olive oil eaters" of southern Europe was
among the original bases 'for the diet-heart hypothesis.
However, in that study, the correlation between dietary
cholesterol, serum cholesterol, and coronary artery dis-
ease rested in rather considerable measure on the pop-
ulation of the Karelian peninsula of Finland. If the data
concerning that specific population are removed from
consideration, the correlation among diet cholesterol,
serum cholesterol, and coronary artery disease found in
these classic studies becomes decidedly less statistically
significant. In the four years after the beginning of a
campaign to reform diet in Sweden, one similar to the
campaign in the United States, the death rate due to
coronary artery disease increased by 30 percent.

Israelis consume, a diet that is higher in polyunsatu-
rated fats than that of any other western society. Indeed,
the Israeli diet is quite similar to that recommended by
the American Heart Association, the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Nutrition, and the United States Department
of Agricultur?., yet mortality from coronary heart disease
in Israel is about three quarters of that in the United
States and is still rising. Neighboring Bedouins in the
desert are alleged to have relatively little coronary artery
disease. Certainly, they eat frugally and are rarely obese.
But when they settle in Israeli towns and accept the
general Israeli diet, their depot fat begins to resemble
that of their Israeli neighbors and their susceptibility to
coronary heart disease increases markedly. c,

A reduction in dietary fat, particularly saturated fat
and, to a lesser degree, cholesterol, induces significant
reductions in the levels of cholesterol in the blood serum
of persons rigorously maintained in metabolic wards, but
it appears to be only half as effective in free-living in-
dividuals. In intervention trials conducted with several
thousand middle-aged men, such dietary modification
has resulted in significant decreases in serum cholesterol
levels and in the associated levels of low-density lipo-
proteins (see "Atherogenesis" below), but it has led to
only_ _marginal decreases in theincidence, of _coronary
artery disease and to no decrease in mortality therefrom.
Similarly, in a series of large-scale trials, using drugs
that interfere with either the absorption of cholesterol in
the intcstine or its synthesis in the liver, serum choles-
terol levels were reduced, but the incidence or severity
of coronary artery disease was not. Thus, it would appear
that the admonition that to avoid coronary artery disease
people who do not show overt signs of atherosclerosis,
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who do not exhibit an elevated blood level of cholesterol,
and who exhibit none of the other risk factors, except
perhaps age and male sex, should eat diets significantly
restricted in cholesterol and rich in polyunsaturated fatty
acids rests on somewhat shaky foundations. At this junc-
ture, the following recent statement by the president of
the American Heart Association appears to be apt:

Our Committees conclude that the evidence sup-
ports our existing statements recommending modest
reductions in saturated fats and cholesterol. As a
practical matter, given the current American diet,
it would be difficult for an individual to maintain
desirable weight without cutting down on total
fats.... Overall, our diet advice urges balance, pru-
dence, and selections from the four basic food
groups to ensure good nutrition.

Such advice cannot be faulted. However, some ad-
vocates of diets very high in polyunsaturated fat and low
in cholesterol go on to suggest that, in any case, such
a diet can do no harm. But that is not certain. There are
opposing suggestions from animal experimentation:
monkeys fed diets rich in peanut or coconut oil were
found to develop considerable proliferation of the intimal
cells of their arteries, with subsequent scarring, while
butterfat in similar amounts produced only harmless
"fatty stilt-As," rather like the lesions seen in infants
that appear not to be precursors of atherosclerotic plaques
in adults. Further, it has been suggested that hydrogen-
ated vegetable oils (such as margarine) contain some of
the trans forms of the unsaturated fatty acids that nor-
mally occur as cis isomers. (These terms are explained
in "Chemical Terms and Conventions" at the end of
Chapter 11.) Esters, particularly cholesterol esters of
unsaturated fatty acids in the trans form, are intensely
sclerogenic (scarring) when implanted into tissues. Fi-
nally, several recent studies have reported that the seg-
ments of a given population, in New Zealand and in
Hawaii, for instance, with the lowest levels of serum
cholesterol have the highest overall mortality rates, par-
ticularly from cancer. These facts are cited here merely
to indicate that it may be too facile to suggest that diets
of the sort being recommended as preventive measures
against coronary heart disease are entirely innocuous.

In summary, the controversy over the diet-heart hy-
pothesis remains unsettled. What is uncontroversial is
the great boon to health that results from the combination
of measures required to lose excess weight and to main-
tain normal weight thereafter.

ATHEROGENESIS

Extensive research into the nature of the arterial wall and
the changes occurring during atherosclerotic disease has
made it increasingly obi, ious why so many risk factors
exist. New findings are beginning to shed light on how
some of these may operate. Much of the progress has
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hinged on several developments in modem molecular
and cell biology; the advent of electron microscopy;
methods for the culture of pure cell lines in vitro; en-
larged understanding of intermediary metabolism, pro-
tein chemistry, and the biology of such specialized cells
as blood platelets, macrophages, endothelium, smooth
rfiusicle, and the protein molecules bound to cell mem-
branes that function as highly specific receptors for a
great variety of materials from the cells' surroundings;
detailed knowledge of the blood clotting mechanisms;
recognition of the tissue hormones called prostaglandins,
appreciation of the manner in which a variety of hor-
mones affect normal and aberrant tissues; and under-
standing of the molecular modes of action of a variety
of drugs.

The locus of the atherosclerotic process is the interior
wall of the artery. As indicated in Figure 3, the innermost
structure is a sheet of endothelium, a layer only one cell
deep, below which lies the working part of the struc-
turedensely packed, smooth (involuntary) muscle
cells. These muscle cells share some of the metabolic
capabilities of the cells known as fibroblasts, which are
normally responsible for constructing connective tissue.
Thus, these muscle cells can produce some of the prin-
cipal macromolecules of connective tissue, such, as col-
lagen, the primary fibrous protein component of con-
nective and scar tissuc, or glycosaminoglycans, complex,
long-chain carbohydrates that are usually linked to spe-
cial proteins.

Figure 3. The Atherosclerotic Plaque.

A normal artery (left) compared with an artery containing a lesion
of atherosclerosis (right). The lesion is located entirely inside the in-
nermost layer of the artery. the intima, and contains newly proliferated
smooth muscle cells, which in the diagram are shown to contain lipid
droplets in the form of small spherical deposits Extracellular lipid
deposits are also seen Normally, the endothelial cells of the artery
form a continuous monolayer, as seen on the left. In the diagram on
the nght. some endothelial cells are missing at the apex of the lesion.
suggesting that theme Lens are altered in atherogenesis. Three pnncipal

changes occur in the formation of these lesions smooth muscle cells
multiply within the intim, these cells form nee0connective tissue
proteins, and lipids are deposited both in the cells and m the connective

tissue proteins.

Source Russell Ross and 3. A Glonicet The Pathogenesis of Atherosclerosis, The NeN
England Jownal of 3tedrcene. Vol 20197or. p 371 Reprzneed by permission

Perhaps the first great surprise was the discovery that,
whereas clinical atherosclerotic disease is largely evident
in the middle or later years of life, signs of its origin are
to be found much earlier and are almost universally pres-
ent in the vessels of young males dying of trauma (e.g.,
casualties of the Korean War). The beginning is some-
times visible as a "fatty streak," an indurated area in
which can be seen a .nilky-looking deposit of mixed fatty
materials, the mixture having the same general compo-
sition as that of fatty materials in the blood. More fre-
quently, however, no lipid deposits may be 'discerned.
Instead, there is a thickening of the smooth muscle cell
layer, which bulges slightly into the lumen of the vessel
where the integrity of the endothelium has been disrupted
in some manner. This suggests that the primary event
is the endothelium's injury, which seemingly occurs in
response to some mechanical stress, perhaps just the
normal waterhammer of the hemodynamic cycle, or tur-
bulent blood flow in the region of a bre4 in the
endothelium.

With the passage of time, the smooth muscle cells
continue to proliferate and secrete about themselves an
increasing amount of the components of scar tissue, par-
ticularly if cholesterol levels are elevated Slowly, the
muscle cells and the scar tissue begin to till up with fatty
materials, particularly cholesterol. The structure bulges
farther and farther into the lumen of the vessel, becoming
increasingly obstructive. Toward the end, it may begin
to calcify. Should the material effectively occlude the
vessel, clinical symptoms become apparentangina
pectoris when a coronary artery is involved, or inter-
mittent claudication (leg pain upon exertion) when the
lesion affects one of the distributary arteries of the lower
extremities. Should complete obstruction occur, so that
blood cannot flow, then an infarction may occur beyond
the lesion. More frequently, a blood clot may form on
the partially occluded vessel, and the clot then completes

the occlusion.
The mechanism of blood clotting seems to play a key

role in atherosclerosis. Circulating in the blood at all
times are the blood platelets, formed in the bone marrow
from large precursor cells called megakaryocytes. The
normal role of platelets is to prevent leakage of blood
from the vascular tree by lodging at a ruptured vessel
and discharging their contents, which initiates the cas-
cade of events that is the blood clotting mechanism. It
is imperative, therefore, that such platelets move freely

in the circulation and not adhere to the vessel walls,
since, should they begin to clump, inadvertent clotting
might occur. On the other hand they must be able to
adhere to the site of a ruptured vessel to begin the clotting

process.

The stickiness of platelets to the surfaces of the blood
vessels appears to be based upon a balance between two
related compounds. thromboxane A2 and the prostaglan-
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din known as prostacychn. Platelets themselves produce
thromboxane A2, which makes the platelets more able
to aggregate to each other and to blood vessel walls.
(Platelets from poorly controlled diabetics seem to pro-
duce an excess of this substance, and for reasons not yet
clear this results in platelets aggregating in the vessels
of the lower extremities.) On the other hand, the cells
of the endothelial lining predominantly produce prosta-
cyclin, which renders the platelets less sticky to each
other and to the vessel wall. The molecular mechanisms
of these effects are unknown. Aspirin appears to inhibit
the synthesis of thromboxane A2, an action that presum-
ably accounts for the finding that daily low doses of
aspirin may prevent temporary attacks of reduced blood
flow (transient ischemic attacks) and the occurrence of
stroke.

Where the endothelium has been damaged and is de-
ficient in prostacyclin, platelets may be expected to ag-
gregate. As the lodged platelets decompose, they appear
to release a specific protein, the normal role of which
is unknown, that serves as a powerful stimulus to the
smooth muscle cells; the cells increase both in number
and size and also produce increasing amounts of scar
tissue.

Early in this process, the endothelium may repair it-
self. Endothelial cells in tissue culture continue to divide
until they make a single smooth sheet, whereupon di-
vision ceases. Presumably, broken endothelial lining can
heal itself in this way. But if enough of the plaque forms,
its growth may become effectively irreversible.

There is evidence suggesting that cholesterol in the
blood plasma, if present in abnormally high amounts,
can harm the endothelial lining and perhaps even initiate
the entire process. But it seems unlikely that this is the
most frequent primary causal event. Once the entire proc-
ess is initiated, however, cholesterol, when bound to
specific carrier proteins io form what are called "low-
density lipoproteins," can attach to the receptor protein
on the surface of the smooth muscle cells and enter into
the cells to accumulate. Further, cholesterol bound to
low-density lipoproteins is surrendered to the glycos-
aminoglycan component of the plaque's scar tissue,
where it also accumulates. Plaque, therefore, is not so
much an accumulation of lipid materials as it is a cellular
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ext vasation into the ,blood vessel that acts as a depo-
sit ry for lipids, particularly cholesterol, in the blood.

finally, one should note that blood plasma also con-
tai s high-density Iipoproteins,-which-appear-to-function
in the opposite sensethey accept and remove choles-
teol from tissues in which it has concentrated andtrans-
fel. that cholesterol to the liver for further metabolism.
Therefore, even while the cellular aspects of plaque for-

t

=lion proceed, the nerdeposihon of cholesterol rep-
,
r sents a dynamic balance between the two classes of

pioteins. Accordingly, people with high concentra-
tions of low-density lipoprotein's tend to have more cho-
lesterol deposited into plaque, once the plaques begin
forming, while people with high concentrations of high-
density lipoproteins would be expected to be protected
from that process. Estrogens appear to promote the for-
mation of high-density lipoproteins and suppress the for-
mation of scar tissue by the hyperactive smooth muscle
cells, in keeping with the differences in the occurrence
and severity of atherosclerosis between the sexes.

CHOLESTEROL METABOLISM

In view of the centrality of cholesterol to atherosclerosis,
some understanding of its metabolism in the body is in
order. Cholesterol is a sterol required for the structural
integrity of the plasma membrane of every cell in the
'body. It is also the specific starting material for the syn-
thesis of male and female sex hormones and the impor-
tant steroids manufactured and secreted by the adrenal
cortex; clearly, it is of vital significance to normal life.

Cholesterol itself is not a dietary requirement; the body
can synthesize all of the substance it requires. 'Choles-
terol is made in the liver by a complex series of enzym-
ically catalyzed reactions beginning with intermediates
that arise in the normal metabolism of both glucose and
the common fatty acids of the diet. Its rate of synthesis
is regulated at the step in which the intermediate 3-hy-
droxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A is transformed into
mevalonic acid by an enzyme sensitive to the concen-
tration of cholesterol in its environment. In a general
way, higher levels of cholesterol will inhibit the syn-
thesis, while lower concentrations will enhance it. Once
made, the cholesterol binds to a low-density lipoprotein,
which is also made in the liver, and in this form it departs
from the liver cell to all of the other tissues in the body.
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The process, however, is dynamic. Some of the cho-
lesterol returning to the liver attached to a high-density
lipoprotein is secreted by the liver into 'the bile and ex-
creted into the intestine. Some of the cholesterol is ox-
idized to form the bile acids required in digestion. The
bile acids and cholesterol both "recycle" to some de-
gree; they are reabsorbed in part lower in the intestine
and return to the liver for reuse. .

Ingested cholesterol can be absorbed from the intestin
by the mechanism that reabsorbs the recycled cho -

terol, so a significant increase in dietary choleste 1 will

result in an increased absorption from the intes ne. Hu-
mans,normally absorb one fifth to two thir f the cho-
lesterol that passes through the intestine. (The fraction
absorbed varies among animal species, as does the ef-
ficiency of excretion through the bile. It is for this reason
that the rabbit can stand as a model of human athero-
sclerosis, since it absorbs ingested cholesterol with greater
efficiency than do humans and is decidedly less efficient
at excretion. In contrast, the rat absorbs ingested cho-
lesterol relatively poorly and is extremely efficient at
excreting cholesterol when its level in the blood rises.)

In the light of this partially self-regulated system, it
is apparent that modestchanges in the amount of dietary
cholesterol are unlikely to have profound effects on the
level of circulating cholesterol in essentially normal hu-
man adults. I

OUTLOOK

The degree of understanding of atherosclerosis portrayed
above is heartening. Few of these details were available
ten years ago, and the process is much more complex
than was anticipated., That complexity indicates why
there exist a variety of risk factors which contribute in
varying degree to the development of atherosclerosis in
a given individual. By the same token, it is in that very
complexity that hope for the future may reside. There
is reason to believe that in the near future the initiating
events that damage the arterial endothelium in vulnerable
areas -of -the body may -be- understood. Much more will

also be discovered about the role of platelets and the
behavior of smooth muscle in atherogenesis.

While, understandably, much attention is focused on
preventing coronary artery disease by reducing risk fac-
tors, there have been encouraging developments in pro-
longing the lives of individuals with established disease.
For example, mild exercise programs can lead to the
establishment of small new arterial networks; highly ef-
fective drugs can prolong clotting and dilate arteries,
thereby reducing blood pressure; and experience with
other drugs intended to lower the levels of cholesterol
in the blood serum is growing, though it is not yet suf-
ficient for evaluations to be made. Angiography, which
requires the injection of large quantities of a contrast
agent opaque to X-rays, has permitted the coronary artery
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tree to be visualized directly and hence major occlusions
to be localized. This procedure may yet be replaced by
observations using reflections of ultrasound, a method
that would be relatively innocuous and noninvasive.
Techniques such as these permit precise diagnosis and
make possible the increasingly frequent performance of
coronary artery by-pass surgery, which shunts blood
flow around one or more major occlusions. This pro-
cedure relieves the oppression of angina pectoris in a
large fraction of individuals so afflicted, restoring the
quality of their lives, but whether it brings an attendant
increase in life span remains uncertain.

Even now, an era of explosive development in un-
derstanding the prostaglandins and their role in these and
other processes is under way. Undoubtedly, much more
light will be shed on the processes regulating the syn-
thesis, metabolism, transport, and excretion of choles-
terol; the structures of the low-density lipoproteins; the
factors regulating the formation of these lipoproteins and
the manner by which they accept and deliver up their r:/

burden of cholesterol to and from other cells; and the
manner in which high-density lipoproteins remove cho-
lesterol from tissues, particularly from developing plaques,
and deliver it to the liver for excretion. ,

With that increased understanding should come in-
creasingly attractive opportunities for intervening in the
atherogenic process: repair of the endothelium; inhibition
of the proliferation of smooth muscle; inhibition of the
ability of platelets to aggregate locally; inhibition of the
process by which lipids, particularly cholesterol, are
delivered to the growing plaques; acceleration of the
removal of such materials; and inhibition of the forma-
tion of scar tissue by the smooth muscle cells. If, as
seems likely, the blood level of cholesterol proves to be
critical to atherogenesis, inhibitors of cholesterol for-
mation could be assessed, particularly those affecting the
regulating enzymic step. Discrimination of the geneti-
cally controlled differences among individuals with re-
spect to various aspects of these processes should help
to identify those individuals at high risk and to develop
specific corrective measures.

Improved regulation of hypertension can be of major
importance, given its significance in the pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis in hypertensive individuals. Research
concerning the role of salt in the regulation and elevation
of blood pressure and the mechanisms by which hyper-
tension becomes established is entering a new phase of
sophistication. More physiological approaches to treat-
ment will capitalize on reversing well-defined physio-
logical aberrations, in distinction to today's rather
broadly based pharmacological approaches. An example
is the. clinical use of drugs to inhibit the enzyme that
converts angiotensin 1 to angiotensin II, the peptide that
is the pressor material responsible for hypertension of
renal origin, As such efforts become successful, one can
expect fewer undesired side-effects from drug therapy



and, it is hoped, better adherence to treatment programs
by hypertensive individuals.

In all likelihood, however, individuals will still have
to regulate their own behavior in order to minimize the
chance of atherosclerosis. Gross risk factors will remain:,
heredity, being 'overweight, hypertension, diabetes, cig-
arette smoking, lack of exercise, life under pressure,
diet. Only with sufficient motivation can an adequate
response to each of these risk factors be expected, and
far better motivational techniques than those presently
available are required, particularly to meet the challenge
of cigarette smoking.

Blood cholesterol and its deposition into the growing
plaque will probably remain of central importance. In
the next few years, a definitive judgment will be needed
concerning the usefulness of dietary approaches in reg-
ulating the deposition of cholesterol, since a rigorous
modification of diet, which may prove necessary to affect
that process, will require high motivation in view of its
effect on the pleasures of the table. Moreover, if a drastic
change should be found desirable for all Americans, it
will have a profound effect on American agriculture. It
is imperative, because of the possible effects on the qual-
ity of life, the nature of the American economy, and the
moral burden, to:be reasonably certain of one's ground
before going forward with an immense experiment with
the nutrition of the entire American people. The requisite
.derstanding must therefOre be obtained as soon as

possible.
Meanwhile, other mechanisms may be brought into

play which will continue the welcome do. .1ward trend
in mortality from coronary artery disease. Various forms
of drug treatment can be used to lower the number of
out-of-hospital deaths in individuals with recognized
coronary heart disease. Community-based resources can
be better organized through mass education and mini-
courses. The American people can be directly involved
in reducing the enormous toll that is now exacted outside
medical facilities. No one should ever be more than a
few seconds away from informed, effective emergency
support, primarily in the person of appropriately edu-
cated fellow citizens.

A convinced, educated populace would be willing to
accept certain prudent approaches to its life style and to
take these matters into its own hands. The gains already
made can be expanded when the currently obscure risk
factors that contribute to atherosclerosis are revealed. In
time, it should also become clearer to what degree each
of the pieces of the last 15 years' assault is responsible
for the decline in mortality. The government can accel-
erate this process by supporting and conducting research
and by developing effective health care delivery systems.
It may be too much to expect that atherosclerosis will
go the way of poliomyelitis or pellagra. But it is no
longer reasonable merely to assume that atherosclerosis
is an inescapable concomitant of aging.
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CANCER

Cancer is not a single disorder but a generic category of
diseases which share certain fundamental biolotic attri-
butes that distinguish them from other types of disease.

Collectively, cancers are the most feared of the major
life-threatening forms of disease. Approximately one
person in four now living in the United States will de-
velop cancer, and,oT in six will die from cancer if present
incidence and mortality rates remain unchanged. Recent
mortality rates from various forms of cancer are shown
in Table I. In 1979, some 765,000 new cases of cancer
were diagnosed and 395,000 Americans died from the
disease. The direct cost that year of caring for people
with cancer was on the order of $9 billion. Obviously,
cancer is a vast human problem, fully warranting every
effort to understand, prevent, and cure it. About a third
of all serious cancers are now being treated successfully
(five-year remissions), and there is some reason to be-
lieve that this rate will continue to improve.

It would be of considerable value to have reliable data
on long-term trends in the incidence of and mortality
from each major site-specific form of cancer. Regretta-
bly, few such data exist: A number of local or regional
tumor registries have kept such data for as long as four
decades, but their completeness is open to question. Ten
Cities Survey was conducted in 1937, and National Can-
cer Surveyseach representing about 10 percent of the
U.S. populationwere performed in 1937, 1947, and
1969-71. Since 1973, such data, collected in a system-
atized way, have been made available annually through
the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)
program of the National Cancer Institute.

The data do not suffice to reveal small or subtle
changes, but the larger changes are amply evident. In-
cidence data are suspect but highly desirable. Mortality
data are affected both by the slowly but steadily im-
proving cure rate for certain cancers and by the inac-
curacy of hospital death reports. Nevertheless, certain
large trends are clearly evident, for example, a dramatic
decline in stomach cancer, some increase in cancer of
the colon and rectum among males, an increase in breast
cancer, a large increase in cancer of the lung, and small
declines in several but not all other cancers. In summary,
the aggregate death rate due to cancer has been rising
primarily because (I) an ever larger fraction of people
survive to that age when cancer takes its toil, and (2)
there is a considerable increase in the age-corrected in-
cidence of those forms of cancer associated with cigarette
smoking.

NATURE OF CANCER

Cancers involve a defect in the regulation of cellular
growth such that one or more cells, and their progeny,
grow excessively, that is, at rates which are not suited
to the needs of the entire organism. The resultant tissue
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Table 1-Death Rates from Cancer, By Sex, Age, and Type of
Cancer (1940 to 1978)

Age at Death and Selected
Male Female

Type of Cancer 1940 1950 1960 1970 1975 1978 1940 1950 1960 1970 1975 1978

Total U.S. rate 114.1 142.9 162.5 182.1 192.3 203.5 126.4 136.8 136.4 144.4 152.1 161.4

25-44 years 24.6 31.0 34.2 33.9 28 7 26.9 50.3 49.1 45.8 40.3 33.4 31.0

45-54 years 135.3 156.2 170.8 183.5 187.4 192.2 204.1 14.0 183.0 181.5 176.6 177.1

55-64 years 352.2 413.1 459.9 511.8 512.3 522.0 384.1 368.2 337.7 343.2 357.7 369.7

65 years and over 896.2 968.9 1.066.2 1,221.2 1,301.1 1.357.0 792.3 755.7 709.1 708.3 725.2 759.0

Persons 45-54 years old
Respiratory system 23.3 39.3 54.7 72.1 78.2 81.3 6.2 6.7 10.1 22.2 28.1 33.3

Digestive organs. peritoneum 70 7 59.9 53.2 45.9 44.8 45.0 58.6 47.0 38.9 32.5 29.7 29.0

Breast 0.3 0 4 0.2 0 4 0,2 0.3 47.5 46.9 51.4 52.6 50.4 51.0

Genital organs 5.6 4.8 4.0 3 4 3.3 3.3 69.2 59 0 44 8 34.4 29.9 26.4

Lymphatic and hernatopoietic tissues.
excluding leukemia N/A 9.7 11.6 12.8 11.0 10.3 N/A 5.7 7.1 8 3 7.4 7.0

Urinary organs 9.1 8.7 8.3 8.0 8.1 8.3 4.5 3.8 3 5 3.5 3.3 2.9

Mouth, throat. and pharynx 6.0 6.3 7.9 7.9 8.2 8.4 1.6 1.8 2.8 2.8 3.0 2.7

Leukemia 5.6 6.5 7.2 6.6 5.9 6.2 4 6 5.1 5.3 4.9 4.4 4.4

Persons 55-64 years old
Respiratory system 45.7 94.2 150.2 202 3 214.1 223.5 12.6 15 4 17.0 38.9 58.3 69.4

Digestive organs. peritoneum 195.3 174.8 153.7 139 0 129.5 128.9 149.1 125.1 102 2 86 0 83.5 81.0

Breast , 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.6 0 8 0:6 74.9 69.9 70.8 77.6 79.2 83.0

Genital organs 30.7 26.2 23.5 22.8 23.3 23.3 100 9 87.4 73.0 58.2 53.0 51.8

Lymphatic and hematopoictic tissues.
excluding leukemia N/A 18.2 23.1 27 I 26.7 25.8 N/A 11.5 15.7 17.7 17.5 17.9

Urinary organs 23 7 26.9 25.9 26 4 24.8 24.1 11.8 11 2 9.3 9 4 9.0 9.2
Mouth, throat, and pharynx 16.1 16.2 16.3 20 I 18 9 18.2 3.0 3 3 3.8 6.2 6.8 6.1

Leukemia .............. 10.6 14.1 16.1 15 4 14 9 13.8 7.5 10.1 10 6 9.0 8.6 8.4

Notes. Deaths gisen per 100.000 people in the United States N/A , not available

Source. Scans:Ica Abstract of the United States. 1980 Washington. D C U.S Gosemment Printing °thee. 1981

of this disordered, unchecked growth is known as a neo-
plasm. The tissues of adults are normally in a state of
equilibrium; the numbers of newly formed cells equal
the numbers that become senescent and die (except in
the adult nervous system, where, after maturity, cells
that die appear to be replaced):

Only a very small fraction of cells in any given tissue,
designated as "stem cells," normally have the capacity
to undergo an indefinitely sustained series of mitotic

divisions. As the progeny of these cells differentiate to
perform their specialized functions, to serve as liver,
muscle, bone, ,kidney, etc., their proliferative activity
diminishes and- ultimately ceases entirely. Collectively,
the progeny of a single stem cell constitu-: a clone. The
total numbers of cells in a clone may vary considerably,
depending upon the numbers of cell divisions genetically
programmed to occur during the successive steps in the
differentiation pathway.

It is against the background of this system of carefully
regulated compartments of proliferating stem cells and
their differentiating clonal progeny that the essential fea-
tures of neoplastic growth may be understood. Any cell

capable of mitotic division can undergo neoplastic trans-
formation. In most instances, the initial change appears
to involve a single cell, the clonal expansion of which
generates the population of tumor cells. In a neoplastic
clone, many of the progeny of the initially transformed
cell are also clonogenic, that is, they also can divide
indefinitely, with the result that a neoplastic clone, unlike
a normal clone, is "immortal."

As a neoplastic clone continues to grow, it gives rise
to subclones that diverge from the parental clone.
Whereas these subclones are also "immortal," they may
differ in various ways. It is now possible to distinguish
crudely their degrees of differentiation, the kinds and
quantities of antigens they produce, and their varying
capacities to spread, or metastasize, to other parts of the
body. For example, a specific subline of an original
tumor cell may develop in such a way that it has a high
capacity to metastasize to one specific organ, e.g., the
lung. Such tumor invasiveness relates not only to the
tumor's intrinsic capacity for growth but also to the pro-
duction of mediators which, in some manner, modify
the cellular microenvironment to the tumor's advantage.

2
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For example. some tumors produce collagenase, an en-
zyme that adversely affects the supporting structure of
a normal tissue, thereby helping the cancer invade that
tissue. The growth behavior of malignar.: neoplasms
differs from that of benign tumors in the capacity of
neoplasms to penetrate adjacent tissues and invade nor-
mal tissue barriers. Presumably, such information may
someday afford a useful lead for managing the spread
of invasive tumors.

The nature of this fundamental neoplastic process has
major clinical implications. For example, the emergence
of many independently evolving subclones greatly in-
creases the likelihood that one or more of these will, by
:Lance, be relatively resistant to any given drug or com-
bination of drugs. Since the survival of even a single
clonogenic tumor cell can lead to renc,wed growth and
recurrence of the tumor, successful therapy must cur-
rently aim to either extirpate or destroy every last cancer
cell.

EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF CANCER

Clearly, the neoplastic cell differs significantly from the
stem cell from which it originated It can multiply in-
definitely, it is easily separated from its neighbors, it can
invade other tissues, and it fails to differentiate into the
mature form of its tissue of origin. It is unclear, in this
entire process, exactly what change takes place in the
genetic structure of the cell, how many distinct bio-
chemical changes are involved in this profound trans-
formation, how many new enzy mes, if any , are formed,
how man} proteins that normally should be formed fail
to form, or how many biochemical entities appear or
disappear from the cell's surface and interior.

Since all generations descended from the initially
transformed cell (the entire clone) behave in essentially
similar fashion, the entire process, in a fonnal sense,
appears to spring from an alteration in the genetic ap-
paratus of the cell. By definition, such an alteration is
a mutation. Mutations include changes in single base
molecules of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), deletions of
single base pairs or of larger segments of DNA, or di-
verse rearrangements of the DNA on a somewhat larger
scale.

Identification of agents that cause neoplastic transfor-
mation and studies of their mechanisms of action have
been pursued via two quite different but complementary
approaches. experimental investigations using laboratory
animals under carefully controlled conditions, and epi-
demiological studies of human populations. Most labo-
ratory investigations have used mice and rats, although
limited data also are available from studies involving
chickens and other avian species as well as mammalian
species ranging from guinea pigs to monkeys. Man}
different types of tumors have been induced in animals,
ranging from lymphomas and leukemias that resemble
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the corresponding neoplasms in humans to species-
specific tumors that appear to have no human counter-
parts. More recently, much of this research has been
conducted with pure lines of animal or human cells main-
tained or grown in culture, this hastens the neoplasm
process and facilitates the abilit} to observe the trans-
formation of noncancerous cells as it occurs.

Most of the agents studied consistently induce one or
a few types of tumor, but a given tumor type can be
induced by a considerable variety of seemingly unrelated
agents. Identified carcinogens include viruses, physical
agents (ultraviolet and ionizing radiations and imperme-
able foils and films implanted into tissue), and approx-
imately 500 chemical agents belonging to several widely
differing classes of chemical structures. Reliable dose-
response data ate available only for ionizing radiation
and a few chemicals and are limited to the induction of
two types of tumors. skin cancers, and lymphomas or
leukemias.

There seems to be firm evidence that carcinogenesis
is a multistage process. A sufficient dose of most car-
cinogens causes the entire' process of neoplastic trans-
formation to proceed, leading, for example, to carcinoma
of the skin. Lower doses, however, may induce only the
first stage, designated initiationthe stem cell is, neo-
plastically transformed but does not begin unrestricted
growth. Under these conditions, succeeding stages in the
process can proceed in the presence of another class of
agents, known as promoters. Promoters cannot them-
selves initiate the process, but in some manner they per-
mit the rest of it to proceed once initiation has occurred.
This usually leads to benign papillornas of the skin rather
than to carcinoma. Just which substances in nature, if
any, actually serve as promoters is not known. Phorbol
esters, widely distributed in nature, serve effectively in
the laborator} but it seems unlikely that they so serve
in vivo.

Initiation and promotion have been observed best in
studies of the transformation of animal cells in tissue
culture. Such studies also indicate that dose-response
relationships for carcinogens cannot easily be predicted.
Seemingly similar strains of mammalian cells may differ
by a factor of 100 in their sensitivity to the same car-
cinogen. Moreover, the genetically determined suscep-
tibility of the species and strain of an animal, as well as
its age, sex, nutrition, hormonal balance, and other con-
stitutional factors, contributes significantly to the ulti-
mate outcome of the muml carcinogenic exposure. This
complexity makes it difficult to establish a "safe" dose
of a known carcinoger) or even whether a given agent
is, or is not, a carcinogen.

Experimental chemical carcinogens are not a single
class of chemicals, indeed, their enormous diversity
seems almost bizarre. Some carcinogens are not them-
selves active in the form .inwhich they are administered
but are converted into the active carcinogen, which ap-
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pears to react with DNA, by their metabolism in the
liver. Other carcinogens are active originally but to reach
the sensitive tissue must escape deactivation by the liver.

In a general way, studies of.chemical carcinogens have
supported the concept that neoplasm transformations are
mutations. However, systematic analyses comparing the
carcinogenicity of chemical agents in animals and their
mutagenicity in bacteria have given much less than a
one-for-one correlation, some classes of carcinogens are
powerful mutagens, while others appear to be almost
inactive in the bacterial test for mutagens now conven-
tionally used. Conversely, many substances active as
bactenal mutagens have been observed to have no car-
cinogenic activity. Thus, having a simple bactenal pro-
cedure for screening for mutagens is extremely useful,
but it will not suffice for identifying carcinogens.

VIRAL CARCINOGENESIS

There is as yet no conclusive evidence that a specific
virus, acting alone, causes any type of human cancer,
but there is evidence that viruses contribute to certain
cancers. For instance, there is a strong association be-
tween a human herpes virus, the Epstein-Barr virus, and
two forms of human cancer, endemic Burkitt's lym-
phoma and nasopharyngeal carcinoma. In a recent Meld
survey of 20,000 Ugandan children, 14 cases of Burkitt's
lymphoma were diagnosed. In 12 of these 14 cases, the
levels of antibodies against antigens on the protein coats
(the capsids) of Epstein-Barr viruses were significantly
higher, months prior to the appearance of the tumor, in
the blood serums of tumor-bearing patients than in the
blood serums of control children. Epidemiological stud-
ies in Chinese populations in the United States, Hong
Kong, Singapore, and the People's Republic of China
have all revealed strikingly high levels of antibodies to
Epstein-Barr virus antigens in patients with nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma, these titers diminish after successful
treatment and increase again if the tumor recurs. The
paradox is that this virus is ubiquito...sly distributed in
human populations throughout world, indeed, it is
the causative agent of the common disease infectious
mononucleosis. Yet the_association of Epstein-Barr virus
with Burkitt's lymphoma is rare except in certain en-
demic regions of equatorial Africa and New Guinea.
Some coexisting circumstance must hold the explanation.

The genome for the Epstein-Barr virus is absent from
the tumor cells of most lymphomas arising outside the
above regions. However, in a few instances, permanent
cell cultures of such lymphomas and related leukemias
have released viruses similar to those known to induce
corresponding types of neoplasms in lower mammalian
species. The biological significance of these viral isolates
remains to be established. Recent immunological studies
have suggested that human breast Lancer tissue often
contains antigens that react with antibodies induced by
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the mouse mammary tumor virus. This seems a poten-
tially important lead which warrants further investiga-
tion. It is of particular interest because the mouse virus
is a yery small DNA virus which is integrated into the
mouse's own genome, including the genome of the cells
of the germ line. Hence, it can be transmitted to the next
generation without need for reinfection. Of itself, this
virus is not necessarily tumorigenic, its action being
highly dependent on the concurrent effects of hormones
and, perhaps, other factors.

Epidemiological studies have also revealed an asso-
ciation between carcinoma of the cervix and herpes sim-
plex virus type 2. Antibodies to this virus are detected
in the blood plasma of a significantly greater proportion
of women with invasive carcinoma of the cervix than in
the blood of matched controls. Moreover, herpes simplex
virus type 2 has'been shown to have the capacity, under
certain experimental conditions, to transform hamster
and mouse cells in culture. However, it is not yet possible
to assess whether the herpes simplex virus is actually an
oncogenic agent (an initiator) in cervical cancer or is
nonspecifically linked to the disease through other com-
mon exposure factors.

Finally, epidemiological studies on four continents
suggest an association between primary cancer of the
liver and chronic infection by hepatitis B virus (Only
a very small fraction of those infected develop liver can-
cer.) This viral DNA has also been found to be integrated
into the DNA of tumorous liver cells in the host Again,
however, such integration appears to be necessary but
insufficient to transform normal liver cells into tumor
cells, some unidentified cocarcinogen must also be in-
volved. The development of laboratory methods for
propagating this virus and for studying its molecular
biology should shed further light on the nature of this
association.

Only a few years ago, it seemed possible that there
might be a general relationship between Viruses and can-
cer, that there might even be a "human cancer virus."
This now si _ms quite unlikely, but as we have seen there
remain some associations that appear to be meaningful

Whereas only a minute fraction of all human cancer
has been found to be associated with viral activity, stud-
ies of viral carcinogenesis in animal tissues have been
extraordinarily revealing. Such activity has been known
since 1911, when Peyton Rous demonstrated that a virus
was responsible for a sarcoma (tumor of the connective
tissue) in the subcutaneous tissue of rabbits Since then,
a great many viruses of various classes have been found
to be able to induce tumors in some organ of an inoc-
ulated animalfrequently a species that is not normally
a host to the N irusas well as in certain tissues in culture.

Ordinarily, when a N IS invades a host cell it mul-
tiplies many times and emerges to invade other cells,
de.,troying the original cell and giving rise to its specific
disease (for example, the respiratory diseases caused by
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adenoviruses). The formation of a tumor, however, in-
volves a somewhat different process. The DNA of the
virus is totally integrated, as a unit, into the DNA of the
host cell and duplicates only as the host cell divides.
The same thing happens with tumor viruses that consist
of RNA; the viral RNA codes for an enzyme that cata-
lyzes the synthesis of a DNA copy of the viral RNA,
and this copy is then integrated into the host genome.
The formation of a tumor, therefore, must be an "expres-
sion" of this viral genetic material within the host DNA.

The "expression" of genes is the synthesis of the
proteins for which they code. Such proteins may, for
example, be enzymes that catalyze some chemical proc-
ess. In some cases, they are regulatory proteins that bind
to some specific site on the cell's DNA, thereby "turning
on" or "turning off" the expression of an adjoining
segment of DNA that may code for one or several en-
zymes. The fact that the most thoroughly studied tumor
viruses are relatively short strands of nucleic acid (very
short as compared with the full genome of the host)
provides an opportunity to examine the actual role of
viral DNA. For example, the virus SV40 and the mouse
polyoma virus each consist of only about 5,200 base
pairs, which comprise a total of five genes. In these and
several other instances, the activities of only two of the
genes are necessary to transform the host cell into a
tumorous cell. In-at least two Instances, one of these
genes is expressed as a "kinase," an enzyme capable
of cataly zing the transfer of phosphate groups from ATP
(adenosine triphosphate) to a protein in the cell (a process
known as phosphorylation):

ATP + Protein OH --* ADP + Protein 0 P

In another case, the expressed protein is an ATPase, an
enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATP.

These simple processes appear to be all that is nec-
essary to transform the host cell! The protein upon which
the kinase actsif. indeed, there is only one such pro-
teinseems to be a vital component of the cell's inner
skeletal structure, that which affixes the protein strands
of the Inner skeleton to the cell membrane. Its phospho-
rylation presumably accounts for the observed structural
deformation of tilt cell but does nut account for the
failure of grow" control. It remains to be learned
whether tumorigenesis by viruses generally or by other
agents can result from a variety of enzymes or whether
only a very restricted number are involved. If only a
limited number of enzymes are involved, then inhibitors
of such enzymes might serve as highly specific cancer
therapeutic agents.

Yet more remarkable is that, in the few instances tested
to date, the specific cancer gene of the viral DNA (that
expressed as the protein kinase) has been found to be
identical with a gene that is normally present in the host
genome. Introduction of the gene isolated from either
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the virus or the host results in transformation of host
cells in culture. Viral carcinogenesis stands revealed,
therefore, as probably an aberration of the process of
cellular differentiation. Normally, the malefactor gene
functionsis expressedonly for some brief period as
the cells cloned from a stem cell go through their pro-
grammed series of alterations en route to becoming fully
differentiated, mature tissue cellsliver, cells, bone
cells, lymphocytes, etc. Thereafter, the activity of the
gene is largely or completely repressed. But no such
control is imposed on the virally introduced gene; it
functions more or less freely, and with disastrous
consequences.

Thus, viral carcinogenesis as seen in these experi-
mental systems appears to be a surprisingly simple proc-
ess. It remains to be determined whether this process is
a useful model for other forms of carcinogenesis.

RADIATION CARCINOGENESIS

Both ultraviolet and ionizing radiations have been con-
vincingly identified as human carcinogens. Sunlight is
the major cause of cancer of the skin, which is usually
not metastatic. It has also, however, been implicated ?
a causative factor in malignant melanoma. Individuals
exposed to heavy doses of ionizing radiation for thera-
peutic reasons, as well as the irradiaied survivors of the
atomic bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, exhibit a sig-
nificantly increased incidence of acute and chronic mye-
loid leukemia. More recently, the atomic bomb survivors
have been shown to suffer lesser, but nonetheless sig-
nificant, increases in the incidence of lymphomas and
several types of epithelial cancers. Of related interest is
the fact that no increase in the number of genetic mu-
tations has yet been observed among the offspring of the
irradiated survivors of the two atomic bombs. Whether
they will show an altered incidence of any form of cancer
remains to be determined.

Some controversy persists concerning the dose-
response relationship for the induction of leukemias by
ionizing radiation. This is in large part an inevitable
consequence of the Insufficiency of the data available at
the low-dose end of the scale, data available directly
only through the use of hundreds of thousands of ani-
mals. It had been held that data at higher dose levels
were consistent with the "linear hypothesis," which
prstulates that each increment of dose yields a propor-
tionate increment in the incidence of leukemia and,
hence, that any dose of radiation above zero should y ield
some leukemias in a sufficiently large population. Re-
cently, this view has been sharply challenged; current
analyses favor interpreting the dose-response data as in-
dicating that at low doses the incidence of leukemias
should be some fraction of that expected from the linear
hypothesis. This alternative view has major implications
with respect to public policy, since the number of cases
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would be expected to decrease to negligible levels at
very low doses; if so, there may be doses of ionizing
radiation appreciably greater than zero that, for practical
purposes, are unimportant.

CHEMICAL CARCINOGENESIS

Only a few dozen of the roughly 500 chemical com-
pounds known to be carcinogenic in animals have been
implicated as carcinogens in man. They range from in-
organic materials such as arsenic, chromium, nickel, and
asbestos to diverse classes of organic compounds, in-
cluding benzene, B-naphthylamine, vinyl chloride, and
chloromethyl methyl ether. Each of these is significant
primarily with respect to people working in special en-
vironments and poses little threat to the population at
large. In sum, the established human chemical carcin-
ogens, like ionizing radiations, are known to account for
only a yery small fraction of all human cancers.

Epidemiological studies reveal that the incidence rates
for different forms of cancer vary extraordinarily from
country to country (see Table 2) and, in some instances,
among regions within a single country, suggesting that
major environmental factors are at work. Further, when
large populations have migrated from a country of origin
where the incidence of a particular cancer was unusually
high (e.g., gastric carcinoma in Japan), the incidence of
that cancer has typically decreased sharply among the
migrants in their new geographic environment and has
further decreased in their first-generation progeny. (Pre-
sumably relevant is the fact that gastric carcinoma was
among the most frequent forms of cancer in the United
States 50 years ago and, unaccountably, has now all but
disappeared.)

The totality of such observations has led to the sug-
gestion that as much as 85 percent of all human cancer

may be "environmentally" determined. Although them
are a number of naturally occurring carcinogens, for
instance, the aflatoxins that can occasionally be found
on fungus-infested peanuts, corn, and other plants when
stored in a hot humid climate, their amounts in nature
and their dose-response curves make it unlikely that they
could account for more than a trivial fraction of all ear.
cer. If there are particularly important naturally occurring
carcinogens, ones capable of accounting for a large frac-
tion of all cancer, they have not been identified.

What, then, is the mechanism of nonoccupational,
"environmentally induced" cancer? There appears to be
no one explanation; indeed, much of the burden must
be laid at the door of "life styie." There is evidence that
diet may affect the incidence of cancer, not through the
prevalence of carcinogens but through nonspecific fac-
tors such as the caloric, fat, and fiber content of the diet.

. Obesity certainly increases the incidence of cancers of
the endometrium and of the gall bladder in women. Fail-
ure to ingest pentose-containing fiber, a substance that
promotes the formation of soft bulky stools composed
largely of colon bacteria, seems related to a high inci-
dence of colonic cancer. How these and diverse other
dietary factors operate is unclear.

From such observations, one might be tempted to label
a considerable fraction of all cancer as potentially avoid-
able. But such avoidance would require major alterations
in eating habits, and avoidence of one form of risk seems
almost necessarily to engender another. There is also
little solace to be found in the fact that, whereas the
pattern of site-specific cancers varies so dramatically
around the world, the gross age-corrected rate of inci-
dence of cancer is much the same the world over.

Social habits such as smoking cigarettes and chewing
betel nuts have been linked strongly to the development
of cancer of the lung and the buccal mucosa, respec-

Table 2 Variation in Worldwide Incidence Rates for Sonic Common Cancers

Site High- Incidence in 1..,:w- Highest Rate

of Incidence High-Incidence Area Incidence Divided by
Cancer Area (percent of

all cancer)
Area Lowest Rate

Esophagus Iran 20 Nigeria 300

Penis Uganda 1 Israel 300

Skin Australia 20 India 200

Liver Mozambique 8 England 100

Nasopharynx Singapore 1 England 40

Bronchus England 11 Nigeria 35

Corpus uteri United States 3 Japan 30

Stomach Japan 11 Uganda 25

Mouth India 2 Denmark 25

Pharynx India 2 Denmark 20

Cervix uten Colombia I0 Israel 15

Colon United States 3 Nigeria 10

Source Richard Doll and Richard Pew Quanutatice Estimates of Avoidable Risk. of Cancer in America today Journal of the /atonal Gamer institute. M..) 1981
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tively. Careful studies of the numbers of cigarettes
smoked daily by lifelong smokers suggest that the dose-
response function for the induction of lung cancer is
quadratic rather than linear (see Figure 4). Carcinogens
may also interact synergistically to increase the incidence
of cancer; examples include the combination of alcohol
and cigarette smoking in carcinoma of the esophagus,
with neither alone being a serious carcinogen for this
tissue, and the combination of asbestos exposure and
cigarette smoking in cancer of the lung. What is abun-
dantly clear is that cigarette smoking is by far the most
serious of all "environmental" factors operating to cause
cancer and that it is most readily eliminated from the
human environment.

Behavioral patterns of individuals and populations
may also influence the in ;nce of cancer. Women who
have their first child at an early age are partially protected
against breast cancer. Conversely, early sexual activity
increases the risk of cancer of the cervix. Certain oc-
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cupational exposures are appreciably more dangerous in
males, for example, exposure to specific chemical car-
cinogens such as asbestos, vinyl chloride, and B-naph-
..hylamine. In these situations, effective preventive meas-
ures can be instituted, whereas, with the still largely
unspecified processes associated with diet, social habits,
and life styles, the difficulties of effective prevention
appear rather formidable.

CAUSES OF CANCER

From all of these considerations, the question that
emerges is this: granted that some forms of cancer in
man have a clear pattern, granted that natural promoters
do exist and operate, granted that the absolute numbers
of people developing and dying of cancer have risen
considerably, is the great bulk of cancer caused by ex-
posure to unidentified exogenous initiators, or can much
of cancer incidence be the consequence of otherwise
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Figure 4 Comparison of Cigarette Smoking With Ini.idefte of Lung
Cancer Deaths.

Cigarette smoking and lung cancer are uomistakably related. but the
nature of the relation remained obscure because of the long latent penod
between the increase in cigarette smoking and the increase in the in-
cidence of lung cancer. The data are for England and Wales. In men.
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smoking began to ini.rease at the beginning of the twentieth .entury.
but the corresponding trend in deaths from lung cancer did not begin
until after 1920 In women, smoking began later. and lung cancers are
only now appearing in large numbers.

Source John Cairns The Cancer Problem. Scientific Amer.-4. Vol 233 ltithember
11975). p 72
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normal metabolic events': At this writing, that question
has no definitive answer. The age-corrected gross inci-
dence of cancer in the United States actually declined
somewhat fora quarter century after World War II. That
decline would have been more dramatic had it not been
for the striking rise in cancers associated with cigarette
smoking, first in males, more recently in females. For
decades, the median age of all deaths due to cancer has
remained constant, at close to 60 years worldwide.

As people have become more aware of the immense
increase in the amount and number of industrial chem-
icals in our civilization, including those substances usu-
ally regarded as "pollution" to which all of us are var-
iably exposed, concern has grown that such exposure
may contribute significantly to the burden of "environ-
meritally induced" cancer. However, although such ex-
posure may, in theory, constitute a chemical cancer time
bomb already set to go off, it is clear that if it exists it
has not been detonated yet, even though it would have
started ticking decades ago. As noted above, were it not
for cigarette smoking the gross age-corrected rate of can-
cer incidence would have fallen markedly since World
War II. Moreover, neither gross incidence rates nor site-
specific rates show any correlation with the nation-by-
nation use of energy per capita, although energy use
should roughly correlate with the extent of chemical in-
dustrialization. In any case, only a few percent of all
current cancers can be accounted for in such terms.

Given these circum.tances, attention seems warranted
to the possibility that one or more "initiators" arise in
the course of normal metabolism, the amounts of which,
in different tissues, are differentially altered by "life
style factors" and even by some chemical carcino-
gens." The validity of this alternative hypothesis re-
mains to be appraised.

In any case, current knowledge of the details of viral
carcinogenesis offers a compelling guide to future studies
of carcinogenesis by chemical and physical agents. Cen-
tral to this understanding will be determining the nature
of thz alteration in the genetic apparatus that these agents
produce. Meanwhile, the principle "causes" of cancer
if such there ber...nain somewhat obscure, as does the
molecular nature of the initiating events.

CARCINOGEN TESTING AND REGULATION

It has lung been known that certain carcinogens, such
as ionizing radiation and alkylating agents ,L.iemicals
capable of transferring methyl or ethyl groups to the
punne and pyrimidine bases of DNA), can also induce
mutations in DNA. However, the mutagenicity of other
chemical carcinogens remained masked until it was ap-
preciated that many carcinogens must be activated during
metabolism and that these activated derivatives are also
niutagenic. Thus, the correlation between carcinogen-
icity and mutagenicity is not sufficiently rigorous to pro-

vide a firm basis for regulatory actions. Nonetliiless,
mutagenicity testing has played a useful role as a screen-
ing proceddre in selecting chemical compoundspf par-
ticular interest for carcinogenicity testing.

There are major experimental difficulties in identifying
chemical agents as carcinogens in animal tests. Such
tests are time consuming and expensive, and their sen-
sitivity is both limited and variable from species to spe-
cies. To maximize sensitivity, investigators have typi-
cally used mice and other species of relatively high
general susceptibility and hav administered test cheni-
icals at maximally tolerated doses. Many chemical com-
pounds for which no incriminatind evidence ,!xists in
humans have been identified as carcinogens under these
admittedly artificial circumstancd.

Although all but one of the ,,ents known to be car-
cinogenic in humans are als9 carcinogenic in animals,
no firm scientific foundatidn exists for the converse,
namely, that a chemical which elicits certain types of
tumors in animals when given_ at maximally tolerated
doses is likely to induce similar tumors in humans at the
dose levels _pro ailing in the workplace or environment.
Finally9animal tests of the carcinogenicity of chemicals
inethe Tow-dose range, the range of importance from the
standpoint of public health, require extremely large
scale, costly experiments that are fraught with logistical
difficulties so severe as to render them essentially
impractical.

In recent years, carcinogenicity tests that use animal
cells in culture have been devised which offer hope for
the future, but they will require much more extensive
study and validation before they can be recommended
for adoption. Meanwhile, there is a growing need to
develop a more sophisticated set of regulatory policies.
It has been estimated that some 40,000 chemicals are
used by industry, agriculture, or medicine and that 1,000
new chemicals are added each year Yet the capacity to
assay carcinogens in the United States is currently limited
to a few hundred compounds per year, testing only at
very high dose levels, and there is an extensive backlog
of compounds waiting to be tested. The sense of crisis
has been compounded further by enactment of the Toxic
Substance Control Act, which mandates obtaining such
information for all substances that may be suspect.

A separate problem is raised by the Delaney Amend-
ment, which makes it unlawful to add to any foodstuff
any substance known to be carcinogenic in any amount
in any species. Such legislation appears, at first reading,
to be rational and defensible. Who would wish delib-
erately to add a carcinogen to the food supply? But the
problem arises with materials, ,Ich as saccharin, that
have only been shown to be carcinogenic at very high
doses and whose carcinogenicity at approximately nor-
mal doses is unknown but must be exceedingly small.
Such examples suggest abandoning a zero-risk policy
and adopting an approach wherein the anticipated risks
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are weighed against the anticipated benefits, a decision
much more political than scientific. The problem applies
to other areas besides food additives, bearing, for ex-
ample, on the minute traces of pesticides or of diethyl-
stilbestrol that might find their way into the food supply
even if their use is appropriately regulated and monitored.

EARLY DETECTION AND PRETREATMENT DIAGNOSTIC
EVALUATION OF CANCER

Most cancers are unlikely to cause symptoms until they
have reached an appreciable size, by which time there

, is a significant probability that they will have invaded
neighboring structures or distant parts of the body, thus
greatly diminishing the likelihood of successful therapy.
It is therefore highly desirable to be able to detect cancers
while they are still small and without symptoms. This
may readily be accomplished with cancers of the skin
or lip which are visible to the naked eye, but it is a far
more formidable task with cancers arising deep within
the body.

By far.the most successful screening technique is the
Papanicolaou exfoliative cytology test (the "Pap smear")
for detecting cancer of the uterine cervix. The widespread
introduction of this test is held by some scholars to have

- been an important factor in the more than 50 percent
decrease in the death rate from this type of cancer ob-
served among American women. Another screening test,
mammography, for the early detection of cancer of the
breast, has been much more controversial. There is little
question that,the procedure can detect minute breast can-
cers. But epidemiological studies suggested that repeat-
edly exposing women at intervals of approximately six
months would have resulted in cumulative radiation ex-
posures that would have been likely to induce more new
cancers of the breast than they would have detected.
Hence, the procedure fell into disfavor. However, it is
currently being advocated once again following the in-
troduction of technological advances that have sharply
reduced the radiation exposure required. Certainly,
women over 50 have much to gain and little to lose from
this procedure.

New types of diagnostic equipment have been intro-
duced in recent years. The fiber-optic endoscope, an
instrument that permits the inside of a hollow organ to
be directly observed, is much more flexible than previ-
ously available instruments and has facilitated the search
for early cancers in the lung and colon. Two new tech-
niques, computerized axial tomographic (CAT) scanning
and ultrasound scanning, can detect small tumors in oth-
erwise relatively inaccessible sites, such as the brain and
upper abdomen. They represent the most striking of re-
cent advances in cancer detection. Radioisotopic imaging
procedures for detecting lesions in bone, liver, and kid-
ney have been greatly improved with radionuclides hav-
ing optimal characteristics. (Chapter 17, 'Prospects for
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New Technologies," offers further details on these and
other imaging procedures.)

These procedures, however, are far too time consum-
ing and costly to be considered for mass screening. In-
stead, they are likely to play an increasingly important
role in the pretreatment diagnostic assessment of how
far cancers have spread that have already been detected
and proven by biopsy. Although these procedures cannot
guarantee against the presence of microscopic metas-
tasesthey can materially assist in, the selection of op-
timal treatment by distinguishing those cancers that still
appear to be regionally localized from others that have
already spread to distant sites.

The fact that most, perhaps all, malignant tumors bear
distinctive antigens on their cell membranes, and that
some of these antigens may,//be released into the circu-
lation, provides new opporttfnities for the early detection
of cancer and for the detection of microscopic metas-
tases. Highly sensitive radioimmunoassays have been
introduced as screening procedures for certain types of
cancer. Limited but encouraging progress has also been
made in the imaging of Lancers deep within the body
using antitumor antibodies tagged with radioactive
labels.

Until now, these approaches have had to use a Lomplex
mixture of antibodies generated by immunizing animals
with human tumor tissues, a technique that has been less
than satisfactory. The "hybridoma" technique, whereby
a specific line of antibody-producing B lymphocytes is
rendered immortal by fusing them to myeloma cell lines,
yields "cell factories" that are permanent sources of
molecularly homogeneous antibodies (A given B lym-
phocyte makes only one kind of antibody.) The hybri-
doma technique, first developed for mouse cells a few
years ago. has recently been successfully adapted to hu-
man cells. thus opening for the first time the possibility
of using human antibodies in diagnosing and treating
cancer. If human hybridomas can indeed be generated
against specific antigens that distinctively mark a given
type of cancer, the resultant antibodies should be well
tolerated and quite safe even in repeated administrations.
The extraordinary specificity of these antibodies and the
ease with which they can be attached to radioactive labels
that can easily be imaged outside the body may make
diagnostic detection of asymptomatic cancers in such
sites as the lung, breast, and gastrointestinal tract a reality
during the next few years. This approach also holds
promise for detecting and perhaps even eradicating mi-
croscopic metastases. These capabilities should be re-
flected in improved cure rates for the relevant types of
cancer.

TREATMENT OF CANCER

Surgery and radiation therapy. which have a very high
curative potential for solid cancers that are still regionally
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localized, are the treatments of choice. However, when
cancers invade adjacent vital structures or spread to dis-
tant sites within the body via blood or lymph channels,
curing them with surgery becomes impossible and the
chance of curing them with radiation therapy, although
not entirely eliminated, is profoundly reduced. Limited
degrees of local invasion by a tumor may be dealt with
successfully by the combined use of radiation therapy
and surgery. Localized zones of hypoxia (low concen-
trations of molecular oxygen) within tumors-appear to
be an important factor in rendering 59ine.r..w.cer cells
radioresistant. permitting them to survive doses of ra-
diation which destroy the rest'of the tumor. Two prom-
ising approaches to circumventing this problem are en-
tering clinical testing. The first involves the use of new,
less toxic chemical radiosensitizers which can penetrate
hypoxic tissues and substitute for oxygen. The second,
hyperthermia, involves increasing the temperature of tu-
mors to about 43`C (Celsius), a temperature at which
hypoxic cells are selectively killed. Either or both of
these approaches may augment significantly the efficacy
of radiation therapy for solid tumors.

The success of such procedures depends on the stage
of the disease. Thus, for relatively small breast tumors
that have not invaded the overlying skin, the underlying
muscle, or the adjacent lymph nodes, surgery and/or
radiation will effect a cure in 75 percent of the cases.
If the primary tumor is larger and has spread to the lymph
nodes, only 25 percent of the patients will be cured, due
to the metastatic spread of the cancer to many other sites.

A principal problem in formulating therapeutic regi-
mens to manage cancer has been to devise ways of killing
the neoplastic cells while doing minimal damage to nor-
mal tissue. This 'problem besets radiotherapy and is at
least equally difficult in chemotherapy. The strategy with
radiation and most chemotherapeutic agents is to take
advantage of those particular aspects of cellular life that
make the growth and division of cells possible. Any
agent so restricted should7 therefore, have comparatively
little effect on normal nondividing mature cells. Bone
marrow and intestinal mucosa are two tissues where cel-
lular proliferation is the norm; hence, they are particu-
larly likely to be damaged by such therapy.

Figure 5 shows some of the chemotherapeutic strat-
egies that use agents which interfere with one or another
of the metabolic steps required to form nucleic acids, an
absolute prerequisite to cell division. A few drugs in-
terfere with the mitotic machinery that causes two dis-
tinct cells to form and separate. Certain tumors deriving
from particularly hormone-sensitive tissues have re-
sponded well to such hormones. The great advantage of
chemotherapy is that the administered agent, distribpted
all over the body by the circulation, can find its way to
the most disseminated microcancers and, if they are sen-
sitive, destroy them.
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Figure 5. Strategies Employed in Cancer Chemotherapy.

Chemotherapeutic agents have been selected for their ability to inhibit
certain metabolic steps necessary to cell division. Vanous agents pre-
vent the synthesis of DNA from its precursor molecules ( I-6). interfere
with the mechanism responsible for cell division (9). or prevent DNA
from producing proteins (7-8).
( I) Arabinosyl cytosine inhibits DNA polymerase, which is respon-

sible for the synthesis of DNA.
(2) Arabinosyl cytosine also blocks the reduction of cyudyhL acid to

deoxycytidylic acid.
(3) Hydroxyurea acts like arabinosyl cytosine
(4) Methotrexate blocks the methylation of deoxyundylic acid to thy-

midylic acid.
(5) Methotrexate prevents formyl folate from taking part in punne

synthesis.
(6) Mercaptopurine blocks the interconversion of purines
(7) Various antibiotics (e g., adriamycin) bind with DNA and prevent

the synthesis of RNA.
(8) Diverse alkylating agents (e.g., chlorambucil) alkylate the bases

of DNA and produce crosslinking, so that neither RNA nor DNA
synthesis is possible.

(9) A series of plant alkaloids (e g . vincristine and vinblastine) react
'th the fibers of the mitotic apparatus and prevent mitosis, freezing

the cell in metaphase.

Hundreds of different chemical compounds have been
screened for their potential as chemotherapeutic agents.
At this time, over 30 different such agents are in use,
each because it has been found to be somewhat effective
in treating various human cancers, that is, it significantly
shrinks solid tumors or reduces the number of abnormal
white cells in the blood in leukemia.

A major problem in this process is the development
of cellular resistance to the chemical agent. A variety
of mechanisms have been observed to account for this
resistance decreased cellular uptake, an increase in the
amount of a target enzyme, Jecreased activation of the
drug into the form in which it actually operates, and
increased activity of DNA repair enzymes. Largely be-
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cause of this effect, but also to increase the chances of
success, it has been common practice to use not one but
a number of chemotherapeutic agents simultaneously,
usually of two different classes.

Chemotherapy has achieved profound success in the
treatment of acute lymphocytic leukemia in children,
Hodgkin's disease, and cancer of the testes, as well as
lesser success with a variety of other forms of cancer.
It is this approach which offers most hope in treating
disseminated, multiple metastases from some primary
lesion. Moreover, chemotherapy applied immediately
after surgical or radiotherapeutic control of a local cancer
will improve survival by controlling microcancers at
distributed sites.

A few varieties of tumor, cancer of the breast and
prostate, for example are hormone-dependent and can
be manipulated with hormones or antihormones. Thus,
estrogen will markedly shrink 60 to 70 percent of breast
cancers if estrogen receptor proteins are present in the
cytoplasm of the tumor cells, but only 10 percent of such
cancers if the receptor proteins are absent. For premen-
opausal women, estrogen deprivation, as by the removal
of one or both ovanes, is often done if estrogen receptors
are present. For postmenopausal women, common treat-
ments include an antiestrogen. progesterone-related hor-
mones. male hormone, or diethylstilbestrol. With these
regimens, the responses relate to the presence or absence

of estrogen receptors as indicated.
It has been the combined use of several classes of

drugs, for example, an adrenal steroid, a mitosis blocker,
and an alkylating agent for leukemias and lymphomas,
that has slowly increased the success of chemotherapy
But an agent that is effective against the carcinomas, the
common tumors of epithelial tissues, is still badly

needed.
The presence of specific antigens on the surfaces of

tumor cells would appear to afford yet one more avenue
for intervention. Lacking knowledge of the chemical
Identity of these antigens and their function within the
tumor cell, one is left only with the possibility of im-
munotherapy. As noted above, the availability, in abun-
dance. of homogeneous antibodies specific to a given
form of tumor may become a powerful therapeutic
weapon. It is not clear whether such an antigen-antibody
reaction will, of itself, result in the destruction of the
tumor. although this is highly possible if it renders the
cell susceptible either to killer lymphocytes or to the
complement system in the blood, which disables the
cells. In addition. affixing a highly radioactive material
to the antibody, Iodine-131, for example, could enable

a radioactive agent to seek out a neoplastic cell and

destroy it from close range.
Although there have been striking successes, there

have also been sad disappointments. The chemothera-

peutic agents that have done so well in some instances

have afforded relatively little benefit in treating the more
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common epithelial tumors arising in the lung, the breast,
the gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the prostate.
The problem of distant metastases continues to dominate
these major types of cancers.

Interferon

Much public attention has focused on the prospect that
interferon may prove to be a useful addition to the cancer-
chemotherapy armamentarium. At this writing, one can
merely state that the available body of information sup-
ports belief that this possibility warrants the most serious
attention. But it is still too soon to develop a sense of
where interferon will fit in the total scheme of cancer
therapy.

Interferon is a medium-sized glycoprotein that an an-
imal cell releases when invaded by a virus. When ab-
sorbed to the surface of another animal cell, interferon
markedly increases the cell's resistance to invasion by
a virus. Interferons are produced in small quantities by
most virus-infected animal cells, the actual proteins differ
somewhat both between animal species and among var-
ious tissues of the same animal.

The interferon that can be collected from human white
blood cells has received particular interest. The mech-
anisms by which interferons increase resistance to viral
infection are being intensively studied, it is evident that
several different aspects of cell biology are affected,
among them the properties of attachment receptors on
the cell surface, a "second messenger" effect, immune
response, and the release of a small nucleotide that in-
hibits one or more intracellular enzymes. Indeed, inter-
feron could prove to be a valuable tool for probing details
of cell biology.

Normal cells treated with interferon become larger,
divide only very slowly, and change structurally. Thus,
it seemed possible that interferon might beneficially af-
fect cancer cells, whether or not the cancer were induced
by viruses. Preliminary observations of both transformed
cells in culture and small numbers of patients with os-,
tcogenic sarcoma, lymphocytic lymphoma, and myelo-
matosis have all appeared to be sufficie-.'ly promising
as to warrant more full-scale trials. Butsuch trials are
presently limited by the very small available supply of
human interferon from white blood celtsOr'fibroblasts.
That stringent limitation underlies the 'current commer-
cial competition to prepare interferon ng recombinant
DNA technology. At this point, no final judgments are
appropriate, one can only say that the stage is set for an
interesting, perhaps exciting phase of the endeavor to
improve and extend the lives of those afflicted with
cancer.

OUTLOOK

Striking progress in biochemistry, molecular biology.
cell biology, and immunology, combined with the ever
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greater sophistication of techniques, is certain to shed
lightdefinitive light, it is hopedon the nature of neo-
plastic transformation and on the differences between
normal and cancerous cells. Just what specific event in
the genome is critical to that great change and what its
immediate consequences are should become clear. All
of the tools required appear to be at hand. In turn, such
knowledge should permit a much better understanding
of the modus operandi of chemical carcinogens and of
the role of lifestyle factors, hence illuminating such pos-
sibilities as there may be for prevention. This under-
standing should also reveal the rational possibilities for
therapeutic intervention, of which many must surely ex-
ist in addition to those already noted. What is abundantly
evident is that no shortcut was possible. Cancer is a
disturbance of cell biology. Its management, by means
other than surgical extirpation and brute irradiation, had
to await the wondrous and still accelerating accretion of
fundamental understanding of all aspects of the normal
living cell.

Whether there will be striking improvements in the
prevention, detection, or treatment of cancer remains
unpredictable. But, if the last decade is an indicator, one
may look forward to steady improvement. Meanwhile.
It is no longer true that the diagnosis of cancer is nec-
essarily a death sentence. Almost every form of cancer
is amenable to some form of intervention if it is diag-
nosed early enough, although some forms remain more
amenable to treatment than others. Despite the great gaps
in understanding, there has been steady clinical progress.
The understandings to which one may confidently look
forward indicate Just how much more clinical progress
we may justifiably expect.

DIABETES MELLITUS

Diabetes mellitus is a disease characterized primarily by
an elevated concentration of glucose (sugar) in the blood
and a relative intolerance to ingested glucoseingested
glucose rapidly causes a marked further rise in the blood
glucose level, which subsides only after several hours,
All other aspects of the disease appear to reflect these
circumstances.

For 60 years, it has been clear that the disease is due
to an insufficiency of insulin, a small protein hormone
that is manufactured and secreted by the beta-islet tissue
of the pancreas. Commercially available ever since that
discovery, insulin has been the principal means for clin-
ically managing the disorder. This effort has been highly
successful. The life spans of diabetic individuals have
been markedly extended. Death in the acidotic coma that
formerly claimed the lives of juvenile diabetics with the
fulminating form of this disorder is now a great rarity.
Ironically, however, much as the great triumph over
many infectious diseases has freed us to succumb to

atherosclerosis and cancer, effective clinical manage-
ment of acute diabetes has freed diabetics to succumb
to its unfortunate later sequelae.

In the past 40 years, the reported prevalence of this
disease in the United States has increased more than
sixfold. The current diabetic population exceeds 5.5
million individuals, and perhaps another 4 or 5 million
Americans have potential or actual abnormalities that
resemble diabetes. In some part, this increase in prev-
alence probably reflects better screening tests, changes
in definitions, and increased awareness among physi-
cians. However, the upward trend in prevail ice has af-
fected all ages and socioeconomic groups, occurring in
twice as many women as men and with somewhat greater
frequency among black and low-income populations.
Now the fifth leading cause of death, diabetes directly
claims over 35,000 lives annually and is a contributing
factor to many more deaths each year.

Although treatment with diet, exercise, and various
drugs as well as insulin has extended the average life
expectancy of diabetics significantly, there is still no
cure for this disease. Its secondary complications ad-
versely affect the blood vessels, the heart, the kidneys,
the eyes. and the nervous system. Diabetics are more
than twice as prone to coronary heart disease and stroke
as nondiabetics: they account for nearly 20 percent of
all the patients with end-stage kidney disease who enter
hemodialysis programs; diabetic retinopathy is the lead-
ing cause of new blindness among adults in the United
States today, and the peripheral vascular disease that
accompanies chronic diabetes results in an amputation
rate almost 40 times higher than that among the nondi-
abetic population. Moreover, the management of dia-
betes during pregnancy remains somewhat difficult. al-
though the numbers of stillbirths and defective infants
have been sharply reduced while perinatal deaths have
declined from 12-13 percent to 6-7 percent.

The totality of this morbidity, as large-scale disability,
the inability to work, hospitalization, and the other costs
of care, is brutal. An estimated $7 billion a year goes
toward the health care of diabetics. But there is no way
to estimate the human toll exacted from the quality of
life of those individuals so afflicted.

ON THE NATURE OF-DIABETES MELLITUS\ t
Diabetes mellitus has screed as a window flipaughWhiyh
to observe virtually all bodily function Sixty years of
research, motivated in part by the search for a better
understanding of tliis disease. has not only markedly
enhanced such understanding and improved the clinical
management of the diabetic. It has also revealed a great
deal about such diverse phenomena as the mechanisms
of protein synthesis, the process by which cell makes
and releases a hormone, the mechanisms by which hor-
mones operate in their target cells, the manifold details



of carbohydrate metabolism, the interrelationships among
carbohydrate, lipid, and protein metabolism; the struc-
ture of cell membranes; cellular transport processes; the
mechanism of nerve conduction; the structure of base-
ment membranes in diverse organs, the factors involved
in maintaining the integrity of the vascular epithelium;
and the structure and metabolism of the lens of the eye.
While this effort has been in progress, a remarkable
panoply of diverse hormones has been revealed; the in-
terrelationships among these hormones are, even now,
under intense scrutiny.

Further increasing this diversified understanding of the
human body offers hope that significantly improved clin-
ical management, prevention, or even cure of the dis-
order can be achieved. Obviously, review of these many
facets of diabetes is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Instead, it will essay a brief summary only of what appear
to be the most relevant highlights of such understanding,
presenting the rationale for further pursuit of such
information.

What Insulin Does

Glucose is the pnmary fuel of most body cells. When
ingested, it is temporarily stored in the liver in a poly-.
meric form, glycogen (animal starch), and is subse-
quently released to the blood at such a rate as to keep
the blood sugar level constant while all of the other body
tissues accept glucose from the blood according to their
own energy requirements. When the liver's store of gly-
cogen runs out, some hours after a meal, the liver starts
to synthesize glucose from other materials available,
pnmanly amino acids, and continues to release glucose
to the circulation.

The other important form of fuel for the body is fa
Fat is synthesized from blood glucose by all body cells,
but the major loci of this activity are the fat cells widely
distributed within the connective tissue of the body and
the liver cells. When the concentration of glucose in the
blood declines, the fat cells release fatty acids to the
circulation, and the fatty acids, in turn, are used as fuel.
together with glucose, by diverse other tissues, including
the liver itself.

The membranes of living cells are not freely permeable
to glucose molecules. At normal blood glucose concen-
trations and in the absence of insulin, glucose does not
enter muscle, fat, or other cells at an adequate rate. The
principal function of insulin is to bind to the surface of
such Lens and cause a change in permeability so the
entry of glucose, as well as of most amino acids, is
facilitated. In the absence of insulin, entry is possible
only at decidedly elevated glucose concentrations in the
surrounding fluid, and then at what may be an inadequate
rate.

The full details of this mechanism remain to be es-
tablished. Central to it is the presence in the cell mem-
brane of specific receptor proteins that on their outer
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surfaces offer a binding site for insulin. When an insulin
molecule binds to such a receptor protein, the structure
of the membrane is altered in such a way that glucose
molecules more readily enter the cell. The receptor pro-
tein has been isolated in pure form, and the manner of
its binding to insulin is being studied with X-ray crys-
tallography. Detailed knowledge of such binding is ea-
gerly awaited since this process is now considered in-
sulin's primary mechanism. An understanding of its
details conceivably may lead to the synthesis of a rela-
tively simple chemical compound with the important
structural features of insulin, one that could appropriately
attach to the receptor protein and thus serve as a "syn-
thetic insulin."

The entry of glucose seems to depend upon special
proteins that serve as "transport structures." Before the
arrival of insulin at the surface of a fat cell, for example,
most, of these protein structures are scattered in the in-
terior'. of the cell. As the insulin molecules bind to the°
receptors, the, transport structures rapidly migrate into
the cell membrane, where they somehow serve as con-
duits for glucose molecules.

The binding of insulin to the receptors is not perma-
nent. In due course (minutes to hours), a segment of the
cell surface invaginates, forming a tiny sealed sphere
inside the cell. Its entire complement of receptors, bound
to insulin, is drawn into the cell interior. There, released
insulin may occasion yet other metabolic effects. Ulti-
mately, the insulin molecules are drawn into the sub-
cellular bodies called lysosomes, where the insulin is
hydrolyzed into its component amino acids which are
then released back to the cell cytoplasm. The receptor
proteins also may be thus degraded, but in large measure
they are recycled back into the membrane. It is this
process, therefore, that creates the requirement for a con-
tinuing supply of fresh insulin to the cell's surface.

Diverse other phenomena, in addition to easier entry
of glucose, also occur when insulin binds to surface
receptors. For example, the intracellular activities of a
number of enzymes required for the further metabolism
of glucose increase rapidly. Whether this is due, some-
how, to a direct effect of internalized insulin or to the
release from the cell surface into the interior of some
second messenger quite possibly the calcium ion
(Ca+)is not yet established.

Insulin is but one of a family of hormones that serve
as regulators of these metabolic processes. Indeed, sev-
eral hormones operate in the opposing direction, that is,
in various ways they result in an increase in blood glu-
cose concentration. Among these, for example, are glu-
cagon (another protein hormone of the pancreas), the
growth hormone of the anterior pituitary (somatotropin),
the adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) of the same
gland, the steroid hormones of the adrenal cortex; and
the catecholamine hormones (e.g., epinephrine) of the
adrenal medulla. Indeed, it has been known for almost
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50 years that the experimental diabetes that may be in-
duced by pancreatectomy can be alleviated by removal
of the anterior pituitary. Thus, in normal individuals, a
sensitive system of multiple checks and balances keeps
the blood sugar concentration almost constant, regardless-
of other circumstances, thereby ensuring a supply of
glucose to body cells commensurate with their
requirements.

The major tissue which had been thought to be in-
dependent of insulin is the brain. Drastic diminution of
the blood sugar concentration. by administration of an
excess of insulin. results in profound neurologic dis-
turbances (insulin shock), presumably indicating that the
brain, which requires a continuing supply of glucose. is
nut among the body tissues that accept glucose from the
circulation through the action of insulin. However. re-
search has recently resealed that at least some cells in
the brain manufacture their on insulin. Indeed. it ap-
pears that all body cells make 1r ery small amounts of
insulin. This was neatly demonstrated by showing that.
whereas the guinea pig pancreas secretes an insulin quite
different from that of other mammals. the insulin in the
guinea pig brain is much like that of mammals generally .
It is not clear whether this intracellular insulin sers es a

Pr

function, but it may be released to the local environment
in the brain, in the manner of various other brain hor-
mones, thereby obviating the need for insulin from the
pancreas, which cannot traverse the blood-brain barrier.

Insulin Synthesis

As shown in Figure 6. insulin is a protein constructed
of two polypeptide chains linked' by two disulfide
bridges. The principal region involved in the binding of
insulin to the receptor proteins in cell membranes appears
to be the hydrophobic amino acid residues (which repel
water and attract hydrocarbons) of the B chain.This
structure is the final stage in a synthetic process that
commences very much like that of all other proteins in
animal cells. The tile)senger RNA for insulin is trans-
lated on the surfaLeS of ribosomes in the usual way to
form a poly peptide of 109 consecutive amino acid resi-
dues. termed preproinsulin. This molecule is released
from the ribosomes and migrates through the complex
Golgi apparatus of the cell, where 23 amino acid residues
are removed. leas ing proinsulin. The structure of bovine
proinsulin is shown in Figure 6. the C peptide segment
of the chain shown is the amino acid residues shorter
than that of human proinsulin. Proinsulin spontaneously
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Figure 6 The Structure of Bovine Piinnsulm

Proinsulin is the intact chain of hi amp» acid residues with all three
disulfide structures (SS-) in place Hyarolysis. catalyzed by appro-
pnate enzymes. cleaves the bond between amino acids 30 and 31 and
between amino acids 60 and 61. releasing a 30membered C peptide

(positions 31-60) This forms the two-chain structure of insulin. which
is bridged by two disulfides Insulin is shown as the darkened portion
of the proinsulin structure

Source Abraham whitest al Prom 'plc of Ifto &morn Sixth I damn Neu York 111cGrau
11111 Hook. Co 1978 p 1.1(4;



assumes a specific three-dimensional conformation such
that three sulfhydryl (-SH) pairs are appropriately aligned
and then linked to form the final disulfide bridges. After
this stage, the internal C peptide segment is enzymically
cut away, leaving the final two-chain, linker! structure.

Insulin Secretion

The signal that produces the release of insulin from the
j cells in which it has been synthesized is the concentration

i of glucose in the fluid just outside those cellsin effect,
the concentration of glucose in the blood plasma. The
beta-islet cells are extremely sensitive to the glucose
concentration and normally release insulin as required.

Although this general mechanism was recognized
many years ago, the details of the process remain ob-

scure. At the minimum, it appears to involve specific

glucose receptors on the beta-cell surface, an increased
concentration of Ca-- just inside the cell membrane,
and an increased rate of glucose metabolism within the
beta cell itself. Moreover, other factors modulate this
response. In the pancreas are at least three (perhaps more)

other types of islets, each responsible for the synthesis
of a separate, distinct hormone. These hormones, when
released, can variously affect the blood sugar concen-
tration. They also appear to affect the beta islets them-
selves in varying degrees, as do several hormones that
come to the pancreas from the gastrointestinal tract. One

of the latter, the '`gastric inhibitory polypeptide," which
enhances the beta cells' response to glucose, is released
only when carbohydrates are present in the intestine;
hence, the response of insulin to ingested glucose is
larger in certain individuals than it is to intravenously
administered glucose. Despite this complexity, the pri-
mary signal to which the beta islets are sensitive is the

blood glucose concentration.

THE CAUSES OF DIABETES

The abbreviated description of the blood sugar system
given above makes it apparent that a variety of conceiv-
able aberrations could give rise to superficially similar
forms of diabetes. for example, an absence or insufficient
number of beta-islet cells, failure of the islet tissue to
respond to the blood glucose concentration, the absence
or diminished numbers of insulin receptors in peripheral
tissues, genetically faulty receptors, mutated forms of
insulin unable to bind to receptors, the failure to process
properly proinsulin to insulin, or the excessive produc-
tion of one or more of the opposing hormones, such as
adrenal steroids or glucagon. Indeed, each of these ab-
errations, and others, may occur to some extent within

the human diabetic population. For example, at least one
individual has been detected whose own insulin is de-
tective, due to a mutation that resulted in an amino acid
substitution in the B chain, and two families of diabetics,
whose blood contains significant quantities of proinsulin,
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were found to have amino acid substitutions in the C
peptide segment.

In the main, however, two major classes of diabetics
may be recognized. The first class includes virtually all
juvenile diabetics, plus cases that may appear decidedly
later in life. It consists of individuals whose islet tissues
appear to be damaged or scarred or so impaired as to be
unable to provide normal amounts of insulin, probably
as the residuum of an infectious process. This has been
documented in a few human diabetics whose pancreas'
contained a virus that induces diabetes when injected
into mice; such damage has been produced experimen-
tally in rodents using the mumps, Coxsackie B, and reo
viruses. The actual damage to the islet cells appears to
result from the operation of the immune system (anti-
bodies plus attacking lymphocytes) on the islet cells
while they are infected with viruses. There is also evi-
dence to suggest that, in some instances, islet damage
reflects an autoimmune reaction in which sonic com-
pound on the surface of the islet cell wall serves as the
autoantigen.

Clearly, it is of primary importance to learn whether
the immune system plays a role in this form of diabetes.
If it does, the hereditary determinant would not directly
specify inadequate insulin secretion; it would specify,
rather, which individuals are predisposed to having islet
tissue damaged by viral infection. In any case, diabetes
in such individuals is the consequence of their being
unable to respond to an increased load of glucose by
releasing a compensatory amount of insulin; the result
is a prolonged large increase in the circulating blood
glucose concentration, which never returns to the normal
range.

The second class of diabetics almost invariably acquire
their diabetes somewhat later in life, and it is, almost
equally invariably, associated with chronic obesity. In
such individuals, the islet tissue appears to be normal,
but, for reasons which are unknown, it does not respond
adequately to the glucose signal; at the same time, the
peripheral tissues (muscle and fat cells) are somewhat
resistant to the insulin release, by the pancreas As a
sedentary life style and obesity have increased in the
American population, so, too, has this form of diabetes.
But the nature. of the mechanisms linking obesity with
diabetes remains obscure.

Whereas the diabeti,- of the first class can be managed
effectively only through the use of insulin, people in the
second classwhose diabetes is indeed sensitive to ad-
ministered insulin--are most effectively managed through
dietary restriction, weight reduction, and mild exercise.
Hence, this form of the disease is referred to as "non-
insulin-dependent diabetes " Indeed, a significant loss
of weight frequently eliminates the need for insulin It

is noteworthy that such individuals need not reduce hack
to "ideal weight." In fact, they appear to do best if they
remain moderately overweight
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF DIABETES

Some of the consequences of longstanding diabetes were
noted earlier. Impaired conduction in peripheral nerves
appears to reflect faulty carbohydrate metabolism in these
tissues. The kidney defect begins with a thickening of
the basement membrane of the kidney glomeruh, fol-
lowed by a series of other changes, frequently including
the early appearance of hypertension. When present,
careful early treatment of the hypertension with one of
the drug regimes now available ameliorates the rise in
blood pressure and can protect the kidneys against further
deterioration.

Cataract of the lens is currently considered to follow
upon an aberrant form of carbohydrate metabolism in
the lens generated by a high internal glucose concentra-
tion. Peripheral vascular disease consists of damaged
arterioles with consequent impairment of blood flow,
-ultimately enough to result in gangrene. The reason for
the damage to the arterioles is not clear, but substantially
similar vascular changes underlie the rennopathy which
can lead to blindness. Photocoagulation of small areas
of the retina, using lasers, appears to afford considerable
protection against the further progress of this otherwise
irreversible, destructive process.

It is not clear that chronic diabetes, of itself, hastens
the atherosclerotic process. But diabetics tend to have
a significantly increased concentration of lov-density
lipoproteins in their blood, which exa the ather-
osclerotic process once it commences.

It is now widely considered that these various con-
sequences of diabetes, which occur despite seemingly
successful regulation of the disease. may all reflect the
fact that current regimens for managing diabetes exercise
relatively "loose," rather than "tight." control of the
blood sugar concentration. These regimens suffice to
maintain the blood sugar. on average. at levels such that,
for example, minimal amounts of glucose escape into
the urine. But they do not really smooth out the surges
in blood glucose concentration that result from the ingcs-
non of food. Even in diabetics under "successful" treat-
ment, transient episodes of mild hyperglycemia occur
frequently.

in experimental trials with diabetic animals, mechan-
ical systems for achieving "tighter" Lontrol have pre-
y ented the appearance of secondary consequences and.
indeed. have reversed early changes in the kidneys and
nervous system. It is for this reason that much attention
is now focused on seeking means to achieve tighter con-
trol of the blood sugar concentration in diabetic individ-
uals and. thus. to test this hypothesis.

EFFORTS 10 ACHIEVE TIGHTER CONTROL Oh DIAI3ETES

Several alternative approaches are now under consider-
ation. It has been demonstrated that islet tissue from rats.

cultured for a week at 24°C, can be implanted into the
livers of diabetic mice, take up residence. and achieve
control of the diabetes. Islet tissue from one rat fetus
will suffice to this end, indicating that the amount of
material which must be implanted is but a small fraction
of the normal complement of islet tissue in an adult
animal. The intervening period in culture at lowered
temperature .somehow obviates the problem of the im-
mune system rejecting the transplanted islet cells. More-
over, it is such mode!s that have produced the reversal
of nephropathy and impaired nervous conduction. Such
demonstrations offer considerable hope not merely for
"tight control" but for an actual "cure" for the disease.

Meanwhile, an alternative approach is a mechanized
system that can infuse into the animal a steady trickle
of insulin at a rate somewhat comparable with that of
a normal animalin contrast to the one or more intra-
muscular insulin injections per day that human diabetics
now require. Superior still would be a system equipped
with a sensor capable of monitoring the blood sugar
level, thereby governing the rate of insulin administra-
tion in a feedback system analogous to that of the normal
islet tissue.

Experimental systems of the former type have been
constructed and are reasonably effective in experimental
animals. One such system can effect relatively tight con-
trol in human diabetics for several weeks, but such de-
vices are still bulky and clumsy and are not suitable for
general use. If, however, these experiments reveal that
tight control will, in fact, avert the catastrophic second-
ary consequences of chronic diabetes as currently man-
aged, an intensive effort should be mounted to design
systems that would permit diabetics to live unhindered.
normal live: Critical to this effort would be the devel-
opment of an effective sensor for blood glucose. Of
interest is the fact that. as tight control continues, the
requirements of tissue for insulin appear to decline.

Commercial insulin has been prepared from the pan-
creases readily obtainable from stockyards Occasion-
ally, individuals develop antibodies to such foreign in-
sulin, which may differ at one or two amino acid
positions from human insulin. It is then feasible to switch
to insulin from another animal species. but resistance
due to antibodies may appear again. Obv iously the ideal
circumstance would be to use human insulin itself. It
now appears that, in due course. human insulin will
become available through large-scale production by bac-
teria into which the genetic information required for syn-
thesizing human insulin has been transferred by recom-
binant DNA technology. (Chapter 17. "Prospects for
New Technologies," discusses the details of this tech-
nique.) The feasibility of such a process has already been
demonstrated. but it remains to be established that highly
purified human insulin can be prepared on a sufficient
scale and with reasonable economies.



Oral Ins!' /ins

Considerable effort has gone into the search for a drug
which, unlike insulin, could be taken by mouth and
which would tend to stabilize blood glucose concentra-
tion within the desirable range. The sulfonylureas (oral
insulins), which apparently increase the amount of in-
sulin released by a given sugar stimulus, do so operate.
but only in persons whose beta cells are viable and func-
tional in some degree. Thus, they have found a place in
the management of late-onset diabetes, particularly for
individuals who resist the thought of insulin injections.
It is not known whether the degree of regulation so
achieved affords protection against the consequences of
chronic diabetes, and there is concern that use of such
drugs may serve, in some. as a crutch for avoiding the
greater rigors of dietary care and exercise, thereby de-
grading somewhat. rather than improving, the quality of
their care. In any case, the long-term role of this class
of compounds remains to be established.

OUTLOOK

The vast expansion of general biological understanding
and the increasing sophistication of experimental biology
ensure continuing progress in understanding the funda-
mental aspects of the biology of diabetes. insulin syn-
thesis and secretion, the control of these processes, the
molecular mode of action of insulin and its metabolic
consequences, the detailed interplay of insulin and a
dozen other hormones, and the role of insulin in the
central nervous system. Progress should be made in dis-

tinguishing the genetic factors that appear to contribute
to the genesis of insulin-dependent diabetes in various

subgroups of patients.
A clinical test of the relationship between "tight"

control of the blood sugar and the risk of developing
diabetic complications (especially retinopathy and ne-
phropathy) probably will be initiated during 1981. This
trial seems feasible now because of the development of
instruments for the home monitoring of blood glucose
and the imminence of programmable devices for contin-
uously delivering more nats.ral insulin doses. The results
of such a trial will have enormous implications for the
intensity with which all health care providers should
strive to correct the metabolic abnormalities of diabetics.
The potential that "tighter" control may reduce sub-
stantially the incidence of blindness, end-stage kidney
disease, heart attacks. stroke. amputations, and other
morbidities associated with diabetes warrants a full and

intensive effort.
The next five years should witness the beginning of

large-scale production. through recombinant DNA tech-
nology. of human insulin and its testing in human dia-
betes. An alternative to the insulin from hogs and cattle
now used will offer the obvious advantage of avoiding

a shortage of the world's supply of insulin (a potential
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problem of little importance, perhaps, in the United
States but of considerable import in low-income devel-
oping countries where livestock production per capita is
much below the U.S. level). It may also, because of a
lesser potential for immunologic reactions, reduce the
incidence of diabetic complications.

Progress should surely be made in identifying specific
viruses and perhaps other environmental factors that can
produce insulin-dependent diabetes in genetically pre-
disposed individuals. If such agents are found, programs
could be established to immunize susceptible individuals
against the malefactor viruses and to reduce the exposure
of susceptible individuals to diabetogenic environmental
toxins.

The likelihood that diabetes can be treated. perhaps
cured, with beta-cell transplantation depends largely on
progress in managing the problem of immunologic re-
jection. Should this problem be solved, as one set of
experiments has suggested it can be, large quantities of
insulin-producing beta cells can probably be grown in
tissue culture and used for such purposes. Fortunately,
since endocrine tissue does not require an "organ struc-
ture" to function adequately, treating diabetics with
transplants will not involve the "one donor-one recipi-
ent" problem inherent in organ transplant procedures

The most discouraging aspect of the diabetes problem
is the lack of progress in halting the rampant growth of
obesity and a sedentary life style in our society. Obesity
is either a primary or contributing cause of 75 percent
of all diabetes. Reversal of these trends will require fun-
damental changes in the eating habits of a majority of
the population. More than one generation may go by
before such changes are well establkhed. Until such
changes are made, the incidence of noninsulin-dependent
diabetes will continue to increase and the complications
of this form of diabetes will continue to be among the
nation's most significant health problems

ARTHRITIS

Strictly defined, the term arthritis refers to inflammation
or inflammatory changes in the joints f the body How-
ever. the term also is used to refer to dysfunction or
inflammation of structures and tissues surrounding the
joints, including muscle, bone, cartilage, tendon, and
ligament. Taken together, these conditions constitute the

rheumatic diseases (from rheumatism).
The terms arthritis and rheumatism are often used in-

terchangeably, but it is important to recognize the dis-
tinction, as many of the syndromes classified as "ar-
thritis" are expressions of generalized diseases that affect
the joints or surrounding tissue Some patients with hep-
atitis B, for example. may develop a particular form of
joint pain and rash. Conversely, some forms of primary
"arthritis" may affect other organ systems as well For
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example, patients with juvenile arthritis may develop a
unique form of eye disease.

Estimates of the prevalence of individual rheumatic
diseases in the United States, derived from surveys con-
ducted by the National Center for Health Statistics, in-
dicate that 27.5 million people were affected by "ar-
thritis, rheumatism, or gout" in 1976; 3.8 million people
-teported that their activity was limited because of rheu-
matic disease.- Functional impairment occurs most often
in individuals over the age of 65, but it is estimated that
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis sects more than 250,000
children in the United States.

Direct expen es for the care of people with rheumatic
diseases, including the cost of hospitals, nursing homes,
physicians' and other professionals' fees, and drugs, to-
taled $2.5 billion-in 1976. Perhaps' $4 billion was lost
from unemployment due to incapacitation in the same
period. If all forms of "arthritis" were considered, the
total number of afflicted persons would increase by 50

--percent, as would the economic costs.

ThE BIOLOGY OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

Skeletal joir,s are lined with a thin membrane of con-
nective; tissue (the synovium), and the joint space con-
tains 4; very small amount of fluid (synovial fluid). The
membranes must present a smooth surface so that artic-
ulation is as frictionless as possiNe, while the fluid serves
as a lubricant. The membranot, material and the fluid
are both products of the special connective tissue cells
fourid in the membrane. The principal structural com-
ponent of the membrane and underlying structure is col-
lagen, a triple-stranded protein molecule organized into
streets by cross stranding. (Collagen is the principal com-
podent of all connective tissue and is the most abundant
single proteirrin-the body.)

The major lubricatingcompon _e_m_is called a proteo--
glycan. The exact structure of these lithrieants_y_aries
from site to site, but its general plan is that of the huge
organized molecular complex shown in Figure 7. The
total complex has an effective molecular weight that may
be as much as 200 million. The hyaluronic acida linear
polymer of certain sugarsis as long as 4,000 nano-
meters The chains of protein to which keratan sulfate
or chondroitin sulfate (smaller polymers of other sugars)
are affixed occur at intervals of about 25 nanometers
along the hyaluronic acid chain.

At this writing, it is not possible to offer a consistent,
coherent account of the etiology or pathogenesis of the
rheumatoid diseases. However, the accumulated data are
all cempatible with the working hypothesis that ii.fec-
nous organisms or other agents initiate the disease, in
genetically susceptible individuals, and that the process
centrally involves an inappropriate immune response that
leads to chronic disease.

liyaluronic acid
Link protein

Keratan sulfate

Chondromn sulfate

Core protein

Figure 7. The Bottiebrush Sumac. of Proteoglycan Aggregates from
Cartilage.

Proteoglycan subunits arc bound by many weak bonds to a long
filamentous hyaluronic acid molecule with the aid of link proteins. The
length of the hyaluronic acid may vary considerably. but the rote°.
glycan subunits are evenly spaced along its length, These subunits
consist of a poly peptide backbone (core protein) to which are cos alently
attached keratan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate chains.The lengths of
the chondroitin sulfate chains have been reduced to avoid overlapping
neighbonng subunits. but the remainder of the diagram is drawn to
scale based on electron micrographs.

---Sourcej Rosenberg. 'SttuLture of Cartilage Proteoglycans. Dloomos of Cmne(me
Tutor Afacromokzults Et.111Cd by P M C Butleigh and A R Poole New York American

--Elsevier-Pub_ Co . 1973- o- 107

Rheumatoid arthritis is expressed as painful stiffening
of the joints, followed by swelling and distortion. A
significant fraction of juvenile arthritis is rheumatoid.
Characteristically. the proteoglycans of the synovial fluid
are found to be depolyrrerized and the eqllagen of the
supporting tissue is partially degraded, due to two en-
zymes, a hyaluroniclase and a collagenase, released into
the joint fluid.

However, rheumatoid arthritismanifested promi-
nently as a joint diseaseis a sy.temic disorder which
may involve lesions of the eye, heart, lung, subcutaneous
tissue, and reticuloendothelial system as well. Systemic
lupus erytliematosus, a potentially fatal disease primarily



affecting women of childbearing age, is a related dis-
order, frequently evident first as redress of the skin,
particularly a butterfly rash spanning the nose and
cheeks. It later involves fever, pleurisy, pneumonia, and
heart d, -ase, as well as arthritis itself, and frequentl}
terminates in fatal kidney disease. In 1955, the survival
rate was less than 50 percent four }ears after initial di-
agnosis, now, supportive therapy achieves 80 percent
survival after ten years. About 50,000 new cases are
diagnosed annually in the United States.

Immunological Aspects

't ne immune system may he conceived of as having two
main effector arms: ym-tim antibodies. and certain formed
elements (e.g.. lymphocytes, macrophages) in the blood.
Ile cell populations that contribute to this system consist
of B lymphocytes (derived from bone marrow ; and T
lymphocytes (activated in the thymus). The latter are
subdivided further into helper T cell' and suppressor T
cells, according to both structural and functional
characteristics. *
IQ. normal individuals, the helper and suppressor T

cells work-in concert to produce a suitable level of im-
munological response.- he rheumatic diseases, as a
group. are characterized by abnormalities in this delicate
balance. Patients with systemic lupus -erythematosus
have altered levels of suppressor lymphocytes. and this
may correlate with the activity of the clinical disease.

The serum of people with rheumatoid disease appears
to contain two unusual types of antibodies. The first type
consists of antibodies directed against some of the lym-
phocyte population, as well as against cells of other body
tissues (e.g., platelets, red blood cells). This means that
the serum contains antibodies directed against normal
components of the surfaces of these cells. This condition.
known as automunumty. violates the normal rule that
one's immune system "learns. very early in life, not
to make antibodies against any component of one's
"self." Regrettably. that rule is not absolutely inviolate.
and breaches result in disease. For example. myasthenia
gravis seem.. ;13 result fro, the formation of antibodies
directed against the recce protein for acetylcholine in
the nervous system. Tit: ammatory damage seen in

rheumatoid arthritt , also ,nvolve abnormalities in
lymphocyte number, function, or both, as well as the
production of autoantibodies.

The _second unusual antibody in the blood serum of
people withrheumatoid arthritis is a protein called
"rheumatoid factor:" -um antibody that, surprisingly.
reacts with two major classes ofantibodies in blood
serum (denoted as IgG and IgM). However. the-binding
constant is low ard the rheumatoid factor may be a much

for A further expfAnAtion see pp XS 9C .n S rent, and fohnoloo A file }ear Outlook
WA.hington C t SAuffnAl Af.Afkrn, ul Stiente, 197ff
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more specific antibody against an as yet unrecognized
antigen. The rheumatoid factor appears to be made by
mature plasma cells (antibody' synthesizers) located in
the synovium and in other affected tissues. This antibody
is thought to react with another ttatibody already attached
to whatever cell surface material has served as the auto-
antigen. It is this large surface-bonded "immune com-
plex" that attracts T cells and the large polymorpho-
nucleocytes which engulf and digest them. At the same
time, this process releases the enzymes that degrade col-
lagen and the proteoglycans, touching off the inflam
matory process. This sketchy picture may he profoundly
modified as more information is gathered. Knowledge
of these phenomena, though substantial, remains in its
infancy, and much more intensive work is necessary to
clarify the complex cellular processes that influence the
recognition and control of immune responses.

While much information is available about qualitative
and quantitative abnormalities in the regulation of the
immune response, little is known of the causative factors
that lead to the clinical features of the rheumatic diseases.
The search for antigens possibly involved in immuno-
logical injury has focused both on the endogenous im-
munological regulatory systems and on several types of
infectious organisms suspected of playing an etiological
role. The evidence is conclusive that, in persons with
systemic lupus erythematosus, their own nucleic acids,
as well as other nuclear components. serve as antigens.
In addition, the serums of patients with rheumatoid ar-
thritis react with a cell surface antigen that is associated
with the Epstein-Barr virus, an Observation that has re-
stimulated interest in the possible role of this viral in-
fection in the pathogenesis of rheumatic disease. The
simplistic explanation of such a circumstance suggests
that a cell surface must of'f'er in close proximity both the
autoimmune antigen and some material made in the same
cell because of the virus infection that also acts as an
antigen, so that both attract their specific antibodies be-
fore killer T cells attack.

Genetics

A huge body of information supports the idea that a
system of closely linked genes. located on human chro-
mosome 6. is responsible for the genetic regulation of
the immune response. At least five distinct groups of
genes are involved, each of which codes for the synthesis
of unique surface markers that were originally detected
on the surface of lymphocytes but are present on most
other nucleated cells.

This major histocompatibility genetic complex is des-
ignated as HLA (for human leukocyte antigen). the cor-
responding marker series are designated by A. B. C, D,
and DR (for "D- related "). respectively, each of which
represents a group-of closely related genes, physically
arranged on the chromosome -as .shown in Figure 8. The
chemical structures on cell surfaces that correspond to
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1 , a

1 ' HLA I

D and DR

Figure 8 Relative Positions of Gene Sites in the Major Histocompatibility Gene Complex on Human Chromosome 6

The centromere is the clear. constncted portion of the chromosome

that attaches to the spindle dunng cell division. HLA stands for human

these markers have yet to be identified, at this time, the
markers are recognized by their antigenic activities, that
is, their reactions with the specific antibodies that can
be raised against them in other animals of the same
species. These markers were initially used to assess the
compatibility of donor and recipient for organ trans-
plintation. (i.ii individual whose leukocytes contain sur-
face marker A will not generate antibodies against tissues
transplant d from another individual with the same
A-series/marker, but will raise antibodies against trans-
planted/tissues bearing markers B, C, D. etc., and thus
initiate rejection of the transplant.)

In the last few years, much research has tried to cor-
relate the appearance of each of these genetic markers
with the occurrence of diverse diseases. The antigen
HLA-B27 occurs in over 90 percent of patients with
anky losing spondylitis, a form of arthritis involving

...._Spinal and sacroiliac fusion which is particularly prev-
alent in-Great Bntain. This same antigen also occurs in
the majonty of patients with certain other rheumatic con-
ditions, suggesting a common genetic base for these af-
flictions. It is of great interest that this cell surface antigen
also appears in the majority of patients who develop
arthritis following infection with certain bacteria, notably
shigella, salmonella, and yersinia. Significant associa-
tions also have been found for rheumatoid arthritis (w ith
the antigen HLA-DR4), systemic lupus erythematosus
(with DR2 and DR3), SjOgren's syndrome (with DR3),
and psoriatic arthritis -(with B27).

The recognition that particular markers of this HLA
system are associated with certain rheumatic diseases
and syndromes of altered immunoreactivity has signifi-
cantly advanced the genetic and epidemiological under-
standing of these conditions. The ability to recognize
individuJs "at nsk" for these conditions will permit
studies that may lead to the identification of environ-
mental factors (such as infectious organisms and toxic
chemicals) involved in their etiology.

Infection

The search for microbial agents as pathogens for illnesses
such as rheumatoid arthritis and systemic lupus erythe-
matosus has not met with much success. Reports of the
isolation of mycoplasmas, viruses, bacteria, or chla-
mydial species frolic subjects with rheumatic disease have
generally lacked confirmation. Other observations, how-

leukocyte antigen, A, B. C2. D. and DR arc groups of closely related
gen -s arranged on the chromosome in the order shown

ever; have supported the hypothesis that infectious fac-
tors may be involved in the etiology or pathogenesis of
rheumatic syndromes. Infection with hepatitis B virus
is associated with two rheumatic diseases: an acute re-
mittent polyarthritis, and polyarteritis. Lyme arthritis,
1 newly defined rheumatic syndrome, seems due to a
virus or other infectious agent carried by ticks. The oc-
currence of the antigen HLA-DR2 is unusually frequent
in the lymphocytes of patients with this illness.

Models of Disease

Striking similarities between the manifestations of sys-
temic lupus erythematosus and the characteristics of an
inbred mouse strain (NZB) have furthered enormously
the exploration into the immunological and genetic as-
pects of autoimmune disease. Diseases in mice and other
species that resemble systemic lupus erythematosus and
rheumatoid arthritis in their immunological ano patho-
logical features are providing correlative studies equiv-
alent to those provided by NZB mice. Insights gained
from the study of experimental infectious arthritis nave
guided equivalent studies seeking an infectious basis for
human rheumatoid arthritis. A recent experiment with
chronic arthritis initiated by mycoplasmal infection in
swine, which showed that immune complexes are de-
posited in various tissues despite the absence of any
identifiable microbial antigen, may have relevance to the
study of human rheumatic disease. Withal, to date, most
of the available knowledge derives from studies of af-
fected humans.

Inflammation

Although knowledge of the etiological factors respon-
sible for rheumatic syndromes is less than satisfactory,
understanding of the biochemistry _of inflammation, the
final stage in the pathogenesis of most farms of arthritis,
has expanded markedly. The destruction of bone, car-
tilage, and other skeletal tissues results from the pro-
duction of enzymes such as collagenase by specialized
cells in joint tissue and by the phagocytic white blood
cells. The extent to which these processes occur is, in
turn, influenced by a variety of chemical mediators, in-
cluding prostaglandins and unidentified factors produced
by lymphocytes and monocytes.

Activation, by the immune complexes, of the com-
plement system, which generates products that are potent
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inducers of inflammation, both locally and systemically,
is a prominent feature in rheumatic diseases such as
rheumatoid arthritis and systemic lupus erythematosus
Unraveling the interrelationships among the cellular and
humoral factors that initiate and modulate the inflam-
matory response is currently among the most rewarding
areas of biomedical research. The various prostaglandins
and complex mixture of vasoactive and chemotactic fac-
tors involved in the complement system are clearly im-
portant, although most of the details remain to be estab-
lished. However, there are promising prospects for 'the
development of pharmacological agents that may selec-
tively alter those spe^ific process.s that are deleterious.

Sk,2portive therapy for arthritis has largely focused on
the inflammatory process. Aspirin is not only an anal-
gesic but an inhibitor of one enzymic step in the synthesis
of the form of prostaglandin that activates the inflam-
matory sequence. It remains the most common and useful
form of therapy; other available drugs appear to act in
the same manner. Corticosteroids are general inhibitors
of the inflammatory process, dissolving some of the op-
erative white blood cells and partially suppressing the
mechanisms that lead to the degradation of collagen and
proteoglycans. However, their effects are yet more gen-
eral and can be excessive, some agent more specific than
those now available could be very helpful.

OSTEOARTHRITIS

Research during the past several years has altered the
older concept that osteoarthritis (degenerative joint dis-
ease) is the simple. inevitable effect of aging and trauma
on articular cartilage. It is now e. ident that articular
cartilage in patients v. ith osteoarthritis has several con-
sistent features. These include increased water content;
partial disappearance and depolymerization of proteo-
glycans, disruption of collagen, increased levels of deg-
radative enzymes, and an increase in the rate of synthesis
of nucleic acids, protein, and glycosaminoglycans. The
causes and mechanisms of these changes are not entirely
clear. However, it is apparent that more than one bio-
chemical abnormality may initiate osteoarthritis, since
it may develop following a number of quite unrelated
diseases. Accordingly, it is hoped that defects will be
characterized in some patients that will be as specific
and as amenable to therapy as is hyperuricemia in persons
with gout.

GOUT

Gout is an ancient, much studied form of arthritis, now
known to be the specific-Consequenqeof the accumu-
lation of crystals of uric acid or its salt-sin the-joiLit
space. These crystals attract polymorphonucleocytes,
which ingest the crystals and release one or more factors
that induce the painful, destructive local inflammatory

8
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process. Uric acid itself is the normal end product of the
metabolism of the purine bases (adenine and guanine)
that are normal constituents of nucleic acids. Its con-
centration in blood plasma is characteristically elevated
in gouty persons. This could result from circumstances
that lead to either overproduction or diminished excretion
of uric acid. The latter seems the dominant factor in most
gouty individuals. However, in a small fraction of af-
flicted individuals, overproduction occurs because of one
of several heritable disorders of metabolism.

In any case, inhibiting the enzyme (xanthine oxidase)
responsible for the final step in the synthesis of uric acid
has proved to be highly effective. Available drugs for
this purpose, such as allopurinol, reduce the concentra-
tion of uric acid in the blood, lower the frequency of
attacks, and provide such persons with relative comfort.
Although there seem to be few undesirable complications
of such therapy, the underlying cause of the disease
remains to be established, and research directed at this
gap in knowledge should be rewarding. One should also
note that colchicine, a substance that inhibits cell mitosis,
has long been known to relieve the pain of an attack of
gout rather rapidly; it could not affect the body's burden
of uric acid in so short a time. Although, unlike the new
drugs, it does not modify the course of the disease, the
mechanism of its rather specific effect warrants exploration.

ORTHOPEDICS AND BIOMATERIALS

The development that has revolutionized the manage-
ment of patients with severe chronic arthritis is an ex-
ample of applied research: the developmeet and appli-
cation of surgical techniques for replacing joints. The
great success of the low-friction (Charnley) hip pros-
thesis has led to analogous surgical reconstructions .of
other joints severely damaged by arthritis. Refinement
of these techniques is a vigorous, continuing process
involving research into such areas as detailed biome-
chanics, the development and testing of biologically inert
materials, and studies of the structure and metabolism
of skeletal tissue. Current endeavors are directed at de-
veloping metal and plastic materials with surfaces yet
more suitable for implantation, improving the fixation
of implanted materials to bone, producing innovations
that would reduce the incidence of the occasional serious
infections, and exploring techniques for the transplan-
tation of living cartilage and bone. (See Chapter 17,
"Prospects for New Technologies," for more informa-
tion on prosthetic and orthotic devices.)

OUTLOOK

From the vantage point of 30 years ago, today's methods
Jorprev ling disability from acute infectiotts arthritis,
rheumatic fever, and gout would be viewed as revolu-
tionary. They were made pc;sirr) e by the fact that, for
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each of these three forms of rheumatic, disease, a key
step in pathogenesis has proved to be/menable to suc-
cessful intervention. Similarly, major improvements in
the management of rheumatoid arthntis, systemic lupus
erythematosus, and osteoarthritis/will almost certainly
require discovering some missi9g. parts in the puzzle of
how these illnesses originate did progress. Truly effec-
tive control of disease is usually based on knowledge of
its etiology, but acquiring it'ew information short of this
goal can also bring signieant success. For example, the
uses of allopurinol for gout and insulin for the mature
onset of diabetes mellitus are successful over Jong pe-
riods, although the/4Itimate defects in these. diseases
remain somewhat pbscure.

Some research/areas that hold high promise in the
search for either etiologies or elements in pathogenesis
that may be amenable to control include:
(I) Immunology Each of the following, all of which are

the sects of intensive research, should be richly
rewarding: (a)further elucidation of the cellular and
humoral mechanisms that influence the initiation and
control of the immune response; (b) new information
'regarding HLA and other genetic facors that affect
susceptibility to disease; (c) characterization of the
immune reactants in immune complexes, with at-
tention to the immunospecificity of antibodies and
the nature and source of antigens contained in com-
plexes; (d) determination of the deposition irr tissue

of immune complexes and their role in initiating and
perpetuating the inflammatory response, and explo-
ration of the potential for immunological therapy or
prevention.

(2) Microbial studies (a) Experimental clinical models
of rheumatic disease in which infectious stimuli are
explicit would enable the insights gained to be ap-
plied in the study of the more cc :anon rheumatic
syndromes. (b) Epidemiological studies that seek to
identify microbial agents or other environmental fac-
tors involved in the etiology of disease, may yet re-
veal critical missing links in these puzzles.
Biochemistry of inflammation The complex proc-
esses underlying inflammation are only partially
understood. Attention to steps that can be specifi-
cally and selectively controlled by pharmacological
intervention should prove clinically rewarding.

(4) Biology of connective tissue Further knowledge of
the biochemical changes in cartilage and other con-
nective tissues before or during degenerative dis-
eases should be enlightening and may offer the op-
portunity for intervention.

(5) Orthopedics and biomaterials New materials and
new ,nethods for fixation designed to reduce prob-
lems that currently mar success in joint replacement
are almost certain to be developed, along with im-
proved techniques and procedures in the transplan-
tation of bone and cartilage.

(3)

Postscript

It is no longer known who first used the term "biomedical
science"perhaps an early clinical investigator desiring
to cloak his relatively crude arts with the mantle of pre-
cise science, or maybe a fundamental biologist seeking
to attract funds more readily available for distinctly med-
ical research. Be that as it may, this chapter is a testi-
monial to the vitality and enormous utility of "biomed-
ical science"a spectrum of research extending from
the most esoteric explorations of the diverse manifes-
tations of life to astute observations made at the clinical
bedside.

It includes studies of nerve conductivity in the giant
axon of the squid, mutations of the pigments of the fruit
fly, the light-driven proton pump of bacteria that live in
brine, virus infections in bacteria, the synthetic activities
of the bread mold, the aging of the rotifer, the ultra-
structure of the mouse myelin sheath, the fusion of cells
of different tissues from different species, the crystal
structure of proteins, the kinetics of enzyme reactions
at liquid-nitrogen temperatures, and so forth. It in-
cludes the study of a crippled child who engages in self-
mutilation, of fetal development in a hypertensive dia-
betic pregnant mother, of a child who develops diarrhea

each time it drinks milk, of an aging woman whose
distorted hands must be pried apart in the morning, of
a middle-aged man who loses his breath and whose chest
is agonizingly constricted after. climbing a flight of stairs,
and of human cells in tissue culture. And it includes
epidemiological studies that seek correlations between
specific aspects of the environment and the incidence of
diverse diseases. All of these and many, many more
constitute the continuum of biomedical science.

The very fact that this is an interactive continuum
s ports the conviction that clues to understanding the
tiology and pathogenesis of the diseases considered in
is chapterand of the many other disorders that afflict
ankii.J, clues necessary to improve the management,

o erhaps to cure or even prevent, these diseases, will
co from observations gathered by those working at
widely separated parts of the continuum. Periodically,
voices arise to assert publicly that numerous items of
scientific understanding, already gathered in the labo-
ratory, could be of material benefit in the clinic and yet
have not been transferred. Little evidence exists to sub-
stantiate that concern. Significant new understandings
are transferred remarkably rapidly from laborators else-



where in the continuum to scientists addressing each
specific disease. If hazard there be, it may arise from
premature attempts to apply the as yet not quite applicable.

As noted, a remarkablearray of diseases has been
brought under effective control. A considerable list of
disorders for which, only yesterday, pronouncements of
diagnosis were, in effect, .death sentences either have
disappeared due to preventive measures or are treated
effectively in the clinic What is particularly noteworthy
is that these successes were made possible, in whole or
in part..by the fact that, for each, the etiology had been
clearly established before control was achieved. identi-
fication of the specific vitamins that were lacking in
def_ciency diseases, knowledge of the specific conse-
quences of an excess or deficiency of a given hormone,
clear ide,ntification of the organisms that caused tuber-
culosis, pneumonia, syphilis, typhoid fever, whooping
cough;'or subacute bacterial endocarditis and of the vi7,
ruses that caused smallpox, measles, mumps, or
poliomyelitis.

No such circumstance yet obtains for the chronic/dis-
eases considered in this chapter or for such others as
schizophrenia, multiple sclerosis, and muscular dystro-
phy There can be no guarantee, furthermore, that, when
all the details of etiology and pathogenesis are in hand,
truly effective management, prevention, or cure will
become self-evident We can only hope blindly that per-
sistence combined with serendipity w ill bring us closer to
the desired goals.

Not all biomedical understanding is relevant to all
di ease states. But which clues will illuminate ,khich
pathological states remains unpredictable Who could
have predicted that a deficiency in the enzyme
hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase would
be the primary cause of a form of gout in which children
mutilate themselves'? Who could have predicted that a
deficiency in the enzyme ornithine aminotransferase
would be the cause of the mate atrophy of the choroid
and retina that leads to blindness, that studies of the
genetics of skin transplantation in mice would provide
a principal clue to understanding rheumatoid arthritis in
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man, that a variant in the structure of the sulfonamides
developed as antibacterial agents would make possible
management of glaucoma of the eye, or that the com-
bination Ora v-i-EllTriTeT:iiiin and dmappropriate formation
of an antibody to some structure on the surface of one's
own cells could give nse to diverse diseases? The list
goes on and on.

What stands out in such histories is that each new
major technique or procedure enables a leap to unantic-
ipated new understandings and insights, that each new
broad biological understanding illuminates a. host of
pathological circumstances never even considered by the
original investigators. As the understandings sought be-
come more sophisticated, more recondite, and more de-
tailed, the efforts demanded become ever greater, and
the tools and instruments ever more elaborate, more pow-
erful, and more expensive. There is little choice but to
pursue this path.

Fortunately, clinical progress need not await the great
breakthroughs. Small progressive steps, applying what-
ever can be applied, using halfway measures, have made
possible very substantial differences in the life expect-
ancy, and particularly in the quality of life, of people
afflicted with each of the diseases treated in this chapter.
Regrettably, such measures contribute significantly to
the ever rising national bill for health care. There is,rio
reason to believe such progress will abate, just as there
is no reason to hold that these diseases are intrinsically
unavoidable concomitants of the human condition. Be-
cause the pace of biological progress ensures that genuine
etiological understandings cannot remain elusive much
longer, investigators grappling with these diseases have
never been so universally optimistic over the prospects
for future success. Meanwhile, we may rejoice in the
expanding, ever more detailed panorama of the nature
of life, of the nature Jf human beings, being laid out
before us.

In the words of Pierre Charron in Trace de la Sagesse
(Book I, 1601), "La vraie science et la vraie etude de
l'homme, c'est l'homme."
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3 Directions in Nutrition Research

INTRODUCTION

Nutrition is both a science and a practice. The science
of nutrition, as a branch of biology, is concerned with
acquiring knowledge atRiut the sources of nutrients and
the need for them. It se4s to determine the factors that
influence the efficiency with which nutrients are used as
well as the effects of deficiencies, excesses, and dispro-
portionate amounts of nutrients on growth and devel-
opment, on behavior, and on physiological and patho-
logical processes. Finally, it tries to find out how nutrient
needs are altered by environmental factors such as dis-
ease, stress, andchanging physical conditions. The prac-
tice of nutrition uses the knowledge gaineu through these
efforts to maintain health and to treat disease.

Nutrition has developed as an independent science
only since the end of the nineteenth century. Until the
early part of this century, foods were thought to provide
just three major nutrientscarbohydrates, fats, and pro-
teinsand a few minerals. Between 1906 and 1912,
foods were found to contain both fat- and water-soluble
substances (vitamins) needed for survival, and certain
amino acids were shown to be essential dietary
constituents.

The past 75 years have seen remarkable progress.
Some 45 substances, ranging from polyunsaturated fatty

acids to the mineral element selenium, have now been
identified as essential' nutrients for mammals. Quanti-
tative studies have established, with varying degrees of
accuracy, the amounts of 35 nutrients that are vital for
human growth and development, maintenance of health,
and reproduction and lactation.

The physiological functions of many nutrients have
been successfully identified. We know, for example, that
thiamin plays a central role in the chemical reactions
through which the body obtains energy from the oxi-
dation of carbohydrates, and that essential fatty acids are
precursors of a family of hormonelike substances, Pros-
taglandins, which are involved in the functioning of the
nervous system, the gastrointestinal tract. and the repro-
ductive organs.

Advances in the science of nutrition have made it
possible for serimly ill patients to subsist for months
on parenterally (intravenously) administered fluids that
contain only known purified or crystalline substances
while they undergo and recover from surgery to restore
major body functions. Even persons who have lost all
gastrointestinal function can live this way with portable
infusion units, leading reasonably active lives for many
years. The development of therapeutic diets has made
it possible to treat patients for a variety of
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problems. Phenylketonuria is one of the best-known her-
itaole metabolic diseases among many that can be treated
by diet modification. Others are lactase deficiency, gal-
a-etas-timid,- a nrs e eraT vicar» tri aepaTtleilq-diSeaces

DIET

Nutrition and health surveys indicate that 85 percent of
the U.S. population surveyed, even in low-income coun-
ties, shows no evidence of nutritional deficits. Of the
rest, most show marginal but nondebilitating anemia,
presumably the result of insufficient iron in the diet.
(Iron is the nutrient that is most likely not to occur in
sufficient amounts in American diets.) A proportion of
the population, usually 1 to 2 percent, but varying from
one age group to another and from one locality to an-
other, was classified as having marginal intakes of some
vitamins, but this cannot be attributed to inadequacies
of the food supply.' Most Americans are obviously well
nourished. There are a variety of reasons, nevertheless,
for nutritional deficits in populations that have access to
a nutntionally adequate food supply. Many elderly peo-
plo do not consume enough food because they do not
expend much energy and thus have small appetites, many
people restrict their food intake to lose weight, others
who are ill consume little food, and surveys in hospitals
have shown that many patients arrive for treatment mai-
nounshed. There are always individuals who have bi-
zarre food habits either from choice or ignoran.x, social
instability in families may lead to neglect of children,
alcoholism is commonly associated with inadequate
diets.

A healthful diet is one in which the combination of
foods provides an appropriate balance of the vanou,
nutrients. Using the food group approach eating
appropriate proportions of dairy products. meats and leg-
umes, fruits and vegetables, and cereal grain products).
nutrient needs can be met with diets that provide from
1_200 to 1,800 kilocalones of energy per day. Individual

roods differ greatly in the amounts of nutrients they pro-
vide. Despite these differences, however, no single food
is complete, nor does any food possess unique health-
promoting properties. It is not scientifically sound to
assume that-diets should be composed only of foods that
have high nutritional value. A food that is rich in energy
but low in nutrients can be valuable in the diet of an
active youngster, whereas a large quantity of such food
may be inappropnate for a sedentary, overweight adult.
In devising regulations and food policies, and developing
nutrition education programs, the relationship of indi-
vidual foods to the total diet should be a major
consideration.

Although most 9f the population of the United States
is generally well nourished, there is still widespread
malnutrition ,and undernutntion throughout the world.
The causes he in complex political, souoeconomiv, and

general public health problems. In dealing with these,
it is important to recognize the limits of nutrition inter-
vention and to assess realistically the role of nutrition
in comprehensive programs for health, and agricultural
and economic development.

NEW DIRECTIONS

The remarkable advances in the science of nutrition and
its application since World War II, combined with an
improved standard of living for most of the population,
has all but eliminated nutritional def. ciency diseases as
a serious public health problem in the. United States. In
addition, the development of vaccines and the discovery
of antibiotics have made it possible to ontrol many of
the major infectious diseases. During this time, over-
weight and obesity have become more prevalent, and
chronic and degenerative diseases have become the major
causes of death and disability in this country.

The possibility that modification of the fat components
of the diet might be an effective treatment or preventive
measure for managing heart diseasenow a major med-
ical problemserved as an impetus to change the di-
rection of much nutritional research toward investigation
of problems that arc not exclusively or even_primarily
nutritional in nature. These include the chronic and de-
generative diseasescancer, cardiovascular disease, os-
teoporosis, hypertension, and the general process of ag-
ingas well as trauma induced by burns, accidents, or
surgery . We only have indicators of the role that nutrients
play in these conditions and of the way that the body
responds to them. The potential rewards of this change
in direction are exceeded only by the possibilities for
controversy. If we are to continue to make real progress,
we must proceed carefully, using the most rigorous sci-
entific methodology. Our prescriptions for treatment
must be based upon fact, not hope. Only in this way can
nutntioiial research continue in the twenty-first century
the dramatic improvements in individual health that it
began in the twentieth.

NUTRITION AND HEALTH

INTRODUCTION

the United States, the major nutritioJal deficiency
diseases had been eliminated by the early 1940's as pub-
lic health problems and there was little concern about
the nutritional needs of the population The food supply
,vas adequate, and cereal grain products were it large
measure fortified with iron and the vitaminsthiamine,
niacin, and riboflavin that were considered most crit-
ical for the prevention of nutritional deficiencies
01 ernutntion was beginning to receive attention as a
major public hula, problem. Then. in the 1960's. reports



of undernutrition and malnutntion, particularly in some
of the southern states, raised questions about the nutri-
tional status of the population and the adequacy of the
food-supply-in- the- United States. The problems uncov-
ered by nutrition surreys (for example, the Ten-State
Nutrition Survey'). with the possible exception of iron
deficiency anemia. could not be attributed to shortcom-
ings in the food supply. The results of the Health and
Nutrition Examination Sursey, undertaken in 1971-72.
led to similar conclusions.' Both surreys also resealed
that substantial numbers of people in the United States
were overweight.

These observations shifted the focus of attention to-
ward the nature of major medical problems and the pos-
sible relationships between changes in diet composition
and changes in the major cause. of death and disability.
A series of reports released by the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Nutrition and Human Needs drew attention to
the fact that the composition of the food supply had
changed.5 Analysts in the Department of Agriculture had
established that since the turn of the century there had
been a 10 percent increase in total daily calories derived
from fat and a 10 perLent decrease in those devised from
starch (see Figure 0.6 The Senate Committee hearings
emphasized what other reports had revealed. that the
major causes of death were chronic and degeneratise
diseases, with heart disease and cancer accounting for
close to 70 percent of all deaths, and that a large pro-
portion of the population was substantially overweight.

If obesity is defined as being 20 percent or more abose
desirable weight. then about 40 percent of Amerman
women aged 40 to 49 years and about 32 perLent of
American men in this age category are obese: The Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics has estimated that, on
the basis of the standards for appropriate body weight
developed by the Metropolitan Life insurance'. Company,

slightly over seven million Americans are extremely
obese. There has been a substantial increase in average
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body weight over the period since 1900. devite a decline
in caloric intake.

These changes in diet composition, body weight. and
the major medical and health problems have been -aL:.
companied by other changes in health indicators in the
United States. Infant mortality has fallen to one tenth of
what it was in 1900, childhood and maternal mortality
have declined even more sharply and life expectancy has
increased from 47 to 72 years. With 70 percent of the
male and 84. percent of the, female infants born reaching
age 65, the proportion of elderly people in the population
has increased from 4 percent to over 11 percent." The
incidence of chronic and degenerative diseases increases
with age so. ..ince most people now Ilse beyond 65. it
is to be expected that disability and death from there
diseases also will increase. Howeser, there is debate
about how much this incidence is affected by factors
other than aging. ,

OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY

Excess body fat is accumulated when the major sources
of energy in the dietcarbohydrats., and fatsare con-
sumed in quantities that proside more calori_ than are
expended. The bad) has only a limited number of way s
of disposing of excess nutrients. Extra sodiam. sitamin
C. and many water soluble nutrients are excreted in the
urine, extra calcium, iron, and some other minerals are
not absorbed efficiently from the intestine, but excess
calhohydrates, alLohol, and fats are absorbed efficiently
and are not excreted except in certain pathological con-
dition'k The excess is removed from the circulation and
stored as fat. This ability to store surpluses of energy
sources has great Nallte for the surs is al of organisms that
may find food plentiful during certain periods of time
and scarce during others, conditions that undoubtedly
prevailed for the human population throughout most of
its existence.

An excessive intake of carbohydrate initiates a series
of coordinated responses.that lead to conservation of the
unneeded calories as fat. Most food sources of carbo-
hydrate are digested to yield glucose or glucose precur-
sors which, on absorption. stimulate release from the
pancreas of the hormone insulin. Insulin facilitates the
uptake of glucose by muscle and adipose tissue. It causes
a rise in the activity of the liver enzyme elucokinase,
which catalyzes the conversion of glucose to an inter-
mediate product. This in turn undergoes a series of chem-
ical transformations, resulting in a portion of the glucose
being converted to the glucose polymer glycogen. a stor-
age form of carbohydrate which is retained in the liver.
Another portion of the glucose is oxidized completely
to carbon dioxide and water. with the release of energy
for the work of the liver. The remainder is converted to
small units, acetyl coenzyme A. a derivative of acetic
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acid, whILh serves ds a precursor for the synthesis of
fatty acids, the major constituent of body fat.

While these events are taking place, the amounts or
cm iiiesinyolved-urthe synthesis-of fatty nerds liffeeliSC.
and the amounts of those involved in the breakdown of
fat decrease. The body thus becomes adapted to a high
carbohydrate intake by developing a high capacity foi
the synthesis of fat from carbohydrate. In humans, fat
synthesized in the liver is transported through the blood
in lipoprotein molecules to other tissues and organs, most
notably adipose tissue, where it is stored for future use
and where additional fat may be synthesized.

Although this adaptive system is highly advantageous
for people who may have to face alternating periods of
food surplus and deprivation, it may be disadvantageous
for persons in a modern, industrialized society. The high
incidence of obesity in the United States suggests that
substantial numbers of Americans have great difficulty
regulating their body weight (see Figure 2). At the same
time, the proliferation of popular articles on how to lose
weight testifies to the fact that in Amerk.., fat is not
beautiful. It also is unhealthy, as statistical s'.adies show,
obesity is associated with a high incidence of diabetes,
hypertension, and gall bladder disease, and is thought
to be.a risk factor in heart disease.

Appropriate Body Weight

One question that arises from all of this is, "What is
appropriate body weight'" For years, the guides for
desirable body weights have been based on tables pre-
pared by life insuratee actuaries, Lrgely on the as-
sumption that body weight should remain essentially the
same throughout later life as it is at age 25. The average
weight of American men aged 40 to 59 is 15 percent
above their weight at age 25.

Interest in the relationship between obesity and health
has stimulated further examination of appropriate body
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weight and the degree of health hazard .associated with
excess weight. An analysis of the accumulated infor-
mation o_n_rthesubjeci has been reported recently in re-

-Tali-on life expectancy' and EC pF6EiBilitjr5f
from heart disease among men aged 40 to 59 years.9

The examination of these relationships was corrected
for elevated blood pressure, which is a known risk factor
for heart disease, and used relative weight or a body
mass index (weight in kilograms divided by height in
meters), instead of simple body wc'ight This gives a
more accurate indication of adiposity For men at middle
age, the probability of death was lowest for those who
were somewhat above the average in relative weight,
which would correspond with a weight of between 20
and 30 percent above the recommended desirable weight
found in life insurame tables. The probability of death
increased considerably both for those who were greatly
over and, for those who were greatly under the average.
Also, in the absence of hypertension, overweight ap-
peared not to be a risk factor for heart disease 1" These
observations agree with those of other researchers and,
most recently, with results obtained in a long-term study,
sponsored by the National institute on Aging, on the
effects of aging in men."

Despite the comforting information that some over-
weight is not particularly detrimental, excessive over-
weight is associated with increased health risk and thus
is undesirable. In addition, obesity affects people's lives
in countless ways in addition to curtailing normal phys-
ical activity, such as walking and climbing stairs In

spite of all these undesirable effects, it is stir difficult
for fat people to achieve and maintain weight loss The
low rate of long-term success in weight control programs
points up the need for unproved understanding of the
reasons body weight is not regulated appropriately. De-
spite the progress of recent years, our knowledge of the
compiex of sy stems involved in regulating body' weight
is still inadequate.

INTERNAL, REGULATORS OP BODY WEIGH'.

Body weight is essentially a reflection of energy balance,
which can be represented by the equation

Energy energy energy

balance intake expendituic

When the body is growing, the balance is positive and
the 0.(iergy content of the body increases After mature
body weight is achieved, if the amount of energy con-
sumed as food exceeds the amount expended, the extra
energy is stored as fat. If tnis continues, the end result
is obesity. To maintain constant body weight, the amount
of food consumed must be control!cd so that the energy

k



it provides just balarkes the amount needed for physical
activity and maintaining body functions In order to un-
derstand body weight regulation and its failure, it is
necessaryto understand the Way in which food intake
is controlled and the factors that influence energy ex-
penditure and the efficiency with which it is expended.
Weight loss can be achieved by reducing intake below
expenditure, increasing expenditure above intake through
increased physical activity, and by a combination of the
two The last of these is considered the most effective
as there is some evidence that the control of food intake
is more accurate when energy expenditure is high than
when it is low.''

Control of food intake in man has been studied inten-
sively As might be expected of a biological or metabolic
process that is critical for survival, it has evolved as a
multifaceted system so that the failure of one component
rarely results in the failure of the entire system. The
features that emerge, and they are only incompletely
understood, are those of a system of nerve tracts in the
brain that serve as receptors for signals arising in other
parts of the body which provide information about the
environment, the expenditure of energy, and energy re-
serves The information received is integrated by this
system in st..ch a way that another signal is elicited which
either initiates or terminates food consumption.

Many of the critical nerve tracts in this system have
been identified b!,' cutting or damaging specific nerve
fibers in animals and then obser is g feeding behavior.
Several of the sub-tancescalled neurotransmitters
that are necessary for transmission of the signal also have
been identified " They are for the most part derivatives
of some of the amino acids that are constituents of dietary
proteinsserotonin, for example, which is derived from
tryptophan, and norepinephrine, which is derived from
tyrosine. Their importance has been established by in-
jecting animals'with drugs to block or specifically inhibit
the action of the individual neurotransmitte. s. Many of
the properties of this feedback system have become
known through this type of research, but the complexity
of the process is such that anything approaching a com-
plete understanding of it will require continued intensive
and imaginative investigation.

The signals that provide information about the energy
needs of the body to the control system in the brain arise
from a variety of sources There is evidence that sites
in the upper part of the spinal column sense external
temperature changes and elicit signals to increase food
intake when environmental temperature falls. Nerve re-
sponses can be detected in the feeding control system
in the brain when nutrients are being absorbed. Feeding
responses are observed when animals are injected with
inhibitors 'that block the abklity of the tissues to oxidize
glucose Also. fe..xling tend to occur when little glucose
is being used, for ihstance. after a prolonged period
without food when fatty acids released from adipose
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tissue are the .main source of energy. Satiety and ces-
sation of feeding tend to occur when glucose is in plen-
tiful supply. All of this suggests that the extent to which
glucose is being used for energy is sensed by the brain.

After body fat has been depleted, animals and human
subjects will consume extra food until the fat stores have
been replaced. Also, after being overfed, animals will
reduce their food intake until body weight has fallen to
what it was before overfeeding. Distension of the stom-
ach will depress food intake temporarily but, if this oc-
curs because the diet has been diluted with inert material,
such as cellulose, the animal will adapt .and consume
gradually increasing amounts of food until it is obtaining
as many calories as it needs to prevent weight 1-1.,s.
Feeding is often initiated also by the sight or odor of
food and may be excessive when the taste is highly
appealing. Social environments in which overeating is
encouraged at an early age may be important in setting
life-long patterns of eating behavior mat lead to obesity.
In sum, a variety of information is processed and inte-
grated to determine food intake.

Metabolic Differences

The other side of the energy balance,equation is that of
energy expenditure. The inability to understand the tend-
ency of some people, toward obesity, the readiness with
which they regain excess weight after havic.g lost. it, and
the fact that some persons can maintain their body weight
with low caloric intake, have aroused interest recently
in the possibility of differences in the efficiency of
energy-requiring processes in the body. The processing
of food in the body after a meal increases heat produc-
tion, so that a certain amount of energy is lost. Exper-
imental studies with mice and some with people suggest
that the obese may lose less energy in this way than their
lean counterparts.

Basal metabolic rates differ among individuals, some
people and animals require more energy to maintain bask.
body functions than do others. Alth-kigh it is by no
means a general phenomenon, some obese people are
found to have low basal metabolic rates. Much energy
is used in the body for the transport of nutrients across
membranes between cells, particularly for the transport
of sodium, which is continuously pumped out of cells
by an energy-requiring process. Studies on obese mice
indicate that they use less energy than lean mice of the
same strain to maintain low intracellular sodium con-
centration. In other obese mice, overeatine was round
to be associated with high insulin production, suggesting
that hormonal differences may account for some differ-
ences in the tendency toward obesity.

These are a few among an accumulating number of
observations which suggest that obesity and the over-
eating that leads to obesity may have a variety of causes,
including metabolic or endocrine differences that alter
the efficiency with which 1..dis 'duals use energy or that
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influence their loud intake. Some of the differences ob-
served between lean and obese strains of mice are in-
herited, suggesting that a genetic component may be
responsible for the tendency of some people to eat be-
yond their basic needs.

The primary abnormality in obesity is an excess of
adipose tissue. This can occur either through an increase
in the size of fat cells, an increase in the number of fat
cells, or both. Underfeeding or overfeeding of rats during
the preweaning period can influence the number of fat
cells they have at maturity. Observations that rats un-
derfed during early life had fewer fat cells and were
leaner than others that were allowed to eat freely during
early life have led to the concept that a propensity toward
obesity may be determined by the number of fat cells
in the body. In humans, fat cells proliferate mainly dur-
ing the first two years of life and during pubeny. indi-
viduals -who become obese in childhood usually have
higher numbersof fat cells than those who become obese
later in life. Nevertheless, there are observations indi-
cating that even in adulthood, once obesity reaches a
certain level and fat cells have enlarged to a certain point,
fat cell proliferation may begin again. Individuals with
the greatest number of fat cells tend to be the most obese,
presumably because there is a limit to the size to which
fat cells will expand. There is active debate over the
importance of large numbers of fat cells induced early
in hf as determinants of later obesity.

Our increased knowledge of the processes involved
in the control and use of food intake unfortunately still

does not enable us to provide much better advice to the
overweight than to increase their physical activity and
reduce their food intake. New clues that provide a better
understanding of the regulation of body weight are com-
ing to light, but the promise of new approaches to pre-
venting obesity, or stimulating weight loss is not likely
to be fulfilled' without further knowledge of the basic
processes that determine c-nergy balance. This infor-
mation can be obtained only 'trough painstaking research.

-NUTRITION AND DIET IN THE MANAGEMENT
OF CLINICAL PROBLEMS

Steady progress in understanding the metabolism Of car-
bohydrates, fats, and proteins and the functions of the
essential nutnentsvitamins, minerals, and amino acids
has made it possible to use diet modification as a ther-
apeutic measure in ceases that i..; caused by genetic
defects of metabolism and a others that result in organ
failure. Treatment of such disease, has provided an in-
terface between basic science and' tflinical medicine and
has contributed to an understanding of metabolism and
the function of nutnents. Observations of the effects of
malnutrition, whether originating frcm the diet or from
disease, have created an awareness of the importance of

nutritional support for hospitalized patients and led to
effective ways of providing needed nutrition for patients
who are unable-to- cat -enough- food.-°---

Geographic differences in the incidence of many dis-
eases and differences in susceptibility to certain diseases
among groups within populations have aroused renewed
interest in the possibility that the type of diet consumed
may be an important factor predisposing many people
toward developing specific diseases This subject is dealt
with in the previous chapter "On Some Major Human
Diseases." Therefore, it is not treated here.

GENETIC DEFECTS OF METABOLISM

Some 100 genetic disorders are known it. which modi-
fication of the diet or the intake of specific nutrients is
a useful part of the treatment. This treatment reduces the
severity of the signs and symptoms., but does not provide
a cure for the basic defects causing these diseases. Most
of them are characterized by the loss of a single highly
specific function, such as the ability to degrade a par-
ticular amino acid, to convert one dir ary carbohydrate
.into another, to synthesize a specific protein for the wins-
port of a nutrient, or to use a vitamin efficiently to form
a functional coenzyme or enzyme. These diseases are
rare but are often devastating. Ironically, successful
management of them may increase the gene pool of these
diseases. Thus, progress in ogre direction may have the
potential for increasing problems in another.

Congenital lactase deficieiicy is caused by a lack of
the enyzme lactase in the small intestine. This enzyme
is needed to hydrolyze lactose (milk sugar) into its com-
ponent simple sugars. When the enzyme is missing, lac-
tose accumulaties in the intestine where' it undergoes fer-
mentation and causes bloating, abdominal distress, and
diarrhea. In the severe form of lactase deficiency, the
signs are evident immediately after birth and, unless the
disease is treated quickl:, , the continuous diarrhea that
results will lead to a degree of dehydration that can be
catastrophic for the infant. Since the enzymes for diges-
tion of carbohydrates other than lactose are present in
normal quantities, elimination of milk from the diet and
substitution of a formula diet containing other carbo-
hydrates is an effective treatment.

A milder form of lactose intolerance is unique among
genetic metabolic disorders because it is widespread
among many populations, particularly Oriental) African,
and Middle Eastern ethnic groups. In these populations,
the ability to synthesize lactase falls sharply within the
first few years of life and remains low thereafter Tra-
ditionally, most of these populations do not include milk
in their diets, or use it only to a limited extent after early
childhood.

Lactose is broken down during digestion to glucose
and galactose. An excess of galactose in the blood. or
galactosemi results from a deficiency of the enzyme



galactose- l-phosphate uridyltransferase in the liver, kid-
ney, and small intestine This enzyme is needed to con
verT To glucose, the-Tion-riaThrOodTugar. The
accumulation of galactose in the blood and a conversion
product, galactose- I -phosphate. produces hy pod ucose-
mia (low blood sugar) Unless it is treated, cataracts,
liver and renal disease, and mental retardation eentually
occur If the hypoglucosemia is severe, coma and death
may follow As with congenital lactase deficiency, the
removal of lactosethe sor.ce of galactosefrom the
diet is a highly effective treatment."

During the past two decades, a group of genetic dis-
eases classified as vitamin-dependency diseases has been
recognized. One of these is characterized by convulsions
that occur within hours to a few days after birth, and by
an abnormal electroencephalographic pattern in affected
infants. These signs can be prevented by administering
pyridoxine vitamin B6 in amounts shat exceed the rec-
ommended dietary allowance by 30- to 100-fold.

Infants with another hereditary disease are unable to
degrade the branched-chain ammo acids, leucine, iso-
leucine, and saline, and thus cannot convert them to
glucose or fat that can be oxidized for energy. This
causes the amino acids and derivatives of them to ac-
cumulate in the body k.ad to be excreted in large amounts
in the urine. The disease varies considerably in severity.
but usually results in mental retardation. Diets that con-
tain only the minimum required amounts of branched-
chain amino acids he been devised for treatment of
this disease. These diets are expensive and monotonous
because protein intake from foods must be curtailed se-
verely, but they provide a means of reducing the prob-
ability of .,esere mental retardation. In some of these
infants, a defect in the dehydrogenase enzyme required
for the metabolism of these amino acids reduces the
enzyme's ability to interact effectively with its thiamin-
containing coenzyme. This can be partly overcome by
administering large doses of the vitamin thiamin.

Another type of hereditary disease that can be treated
by modification of the diet is 0-lipoprotememia, which
is characterized by a defect in the ability to synthesize
a protein needed to transport fat from the intestine into
the lymphatic vessels that carry it to other organs. This
disease, results in poor absorption of fat and fat-soluble
vitamins (A. K, D, and E) and is accompanied by diar-
rhea and severe loss of fat in the feces. Weight loss
occurs and progressive neuromuscular disease develops.
This condifion can be unproved by replacing most of the
usual dietary fat with fats that contain medium-chain
fatty pods. These are less dependent on 0-lipoprotein
for absorption.

ORGAN FAILURE

Organ failure that results from ri.e ingestion of toxic
substances or infections. or autoimmune reactions, an
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lead to impaired metabolism of nutrients. In some of
these instances, dietary modification or manipulation of
specific nutrients can be an important part of the clinical
management of the patient. Hepatic (liver) failure, in
which alcoholism is often a causative factor, and renal
(kidney) ) failure, often the result of infection, are two
examples in which the potential for dietary treatments
has been explored extensively. Illustrations of the re-
search that underlies therapeutic advances in nutrition
follow.

Hepatic failure

Liver damage can result in abnormalities in the metab-
olism of protein, carbohydrate, vitamin, and mineral in-
take It often is accompanied by low food consumption,
which leads to malnutrition, creating further complica-
tions of the original disease Diet therapy is an important
part of the management of patients w ith liver diseases.

The liver plays a critical role in the metabolism of
amino acids Degradation of most amino acids and con-
version of the nitrogen from amino acids into urea, a
relatively nontoxic substance, are major functions of the
liver When these functions are sufficiently impaired in
liver disease, there are toxic effects from the accumu-
lation of the end products of the metabolism of amino
acids, and cerebral function may be affected.

Despite the impaired ability' of the liver to metabolize
amino acids, patients with liver disease still need protein,
which is essential for repair of the damaged liver. If they
consume excessive amounts, their systems become
overloaded. the rate of synthesis of urea fails to increase
appropriately in response to the increased load of amino
acids, and ammonia accumulates. This ammonia. to-
gether with the accumulated amino acids or other prod-
ucts of amino acid metabolism, can cause filTatic en-
cephalopathy. in which cerebral function is impaired.
Confusion. apathy. and personality' changes ensue: mus-
cle spasms may occur and the patient may go into coma.

Changes were observed in the concentrations of amino
acids in the blood of patients with liver disease many
years ago, but there were few clues to their possible
significance Blood concentrations of several amino
acids, notably tyrosine and rryptophan, precursors of
brain neurotransmitters, were elevated: concentrations
of the branched-chain amino acids were depressed. As
knowlidge of the transport of amino acid into tissues
expanded. it was realized that all of those amino acids
depended on a common carrier for entry into the brain.
The various amino acids would thco compete with each
other for entry. Those in high concentration in the blood
would suppress the brain's uptake of those that were in
low concentration.

Dogs in which the blood supply is diverted to bypas3
the liver serve as models for study ing liver disease. Such
dogs show many of the features of patients with severe
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liver, disease, including an altered blood amino acid pat-

tern, and will go into a coma resembling that associated

with hepatic encephalopathy. It proved poSible to
prevent dogs with hepatic portal bypasses from dying in

coma by infusing them with a mixture of amino acids

that was designed to correct their abnormal blood pattern.
Subsequently, the mental state of some patients with
liver disease was improved when they were treated in

this way.°
The results of these and similar studies suggest that,

besides the adverse effects from the accumulation of
ammonia, there is increased uptake by the brain of the

precursors of neuraransmitters, owing to low blood con-

centrations of the branched-chain amino acids, which

otherwise would compete with them. This may contrib-
ute to the development of hepati,-- encephalopathy. The

possibility that neurotransmitters such as serotonin may
be produced in abnormally large amounts, or that other
false neurotransmitters arising from phenylalanine may
block the action of the true neurotransmitters, opens up
new possibilities for understanding some of the severe
adverse effects of cirrhosis of the liver and of hepatic
failure generally.

Renal Failure

Renal failure causes a syndrome known as uremia, which
develops gradually and insidiously as the kidneys cease
to function and metabolic waste products, especially of
amino acid or nitrogen metabolismaccumulate in blood
and tissues. The syndrome is complex and reflects the
loss of excretory, endocrine, and ,metabolic functions of
this organ. The symptoms are Many, including loss of
appetite, nausea, vomiting, muscle cramps, weakness,
emotional imtabihty, and decreased mental comprehen-
sion. Many of the symptoms can be controlled with diet
therapy or dialysis but, if untreated, the disease can lead

to ..oma and death.'
There are many abnormalities in renal failure that re-

quire adjustments in the diet but, since dietary protein
is a major source of waste products that cannot be elim-

inated efficiently, efforts to limit the accumulation of
these have received particular attention. A general prin-
ciple in devising diets for renal patients is to use a low
amount of high-quality protein, such as meat, milk prod-

ucts, eggs, or fish, which contains a high proportion of
essential amino acids. This reduces the load o waste

products, primarily urea, that must be excreted by the
malfunctioning kidney, and also reduces the quantities
of a wide variety 9f metabolites that accumulate in the
body. There is little information about the toxicity of the
specific compounds found in increased quantities in the
blood Ir. uremia, but several of the nitrogenous end prod-
ucts and amino acid metabolites are thought to contribute
to the undesirable consequences of the disease. Careful
dietary management, even if it is not adequate to control

all of the adverse consequences of the disease, can reduce

the frequency of the need for dialysis.
Some- of the-a-ketoacids-that -are-formed during-the-

degradation of amino acids are readily reconverted into
the corresponding amino acids in the body Nitrogen that
ordinarily would be converted to urea and excreted must
be used for this conversion and thus is recycled in the
body. lf, in the diets of renal patients, a-ketoacids are
substituted for the amino acids for which they serve as

precursors, the amount of nitrogen needed is reduced
and the work of the kidneys is correspondingly reduced.
Whether this offers a practical approach for the routine
treatment of renal patients is debatable, but it holds prom-
ise as an adjunct to therapy, not only for patients with
renal failure but also for the treatment of infants who are
unable to make urea because of genetic defects of urea

cycle enzymes.
Even when patients with renal failure are maintained

by diet or dialysis or some combination of the two and
live for many years, some of the metabolic disorders
from which they suffer persist or progress, One of these,
a disorder of bone metabolism known as renal cstec-
dystrophy, leads to softening of the bones and loss of
bone Mineral. Complex skeletal changes occur, accom-
panied by diffuse bone pain. A part of the disorder is
due to the inability of the diseased kidney to convert
vitamin D to 1,25-chhydroxycholecalciferol, its active
form. Since the final step in this conversion occurs solely
in the kidney, vitamin D deficiency develops despite the
presence of an adequate supply of vitamin D itself in
other parts of the body. Recent research has established
the pathway for the synthesis of the active form of vi-

tamin Din the body.'^ This information, combined with
the availability of synthetic 1,25-ciihydroxy vitamin D
promises to provide a treatment for this disorder

NUTRITION AND RESISTANCE TO INFECTION

Malnutrition is not limited solely to people in under-
developed nations who face famine and economic dep-
rivation, it occurs, although infrequently, in this country
as well. Also, it is an all-too-common secondary problem
in hospitalized patients who have cancer and other
chronic degenerative diseases that suppress the desire for
food. Severe malnUtrition increases the susceptibility of
a patient to infectious agents by depressing generalized

host resistance and reducing the effectiveness of specific
defensive measures by the immune system It contributes
frequently to the development of pneumonia, bacterial
sepsis, and other forms of infection that occur as a final,
irreversible complication in these illnesses

Malnutrition not only predisposes to infection, but the
reverse is also true; infection may initiate or worsen
malnutrition.'' The most noticeable effect of an infec-
tious illness is the breakdown or wasting of body tissues
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and the depletion of stores of nutrients. This occurs par-
ticularly as the result of intestinal infections that cause
tliairrTitaalidlinpair the -absorlifitiii of nutrients. At -the
samc time, however, all host defensive mechanisms.
including immunological defenses, require that body
cells manufacture nev. proteins in order to einninate or
control the infectious process. Nutrients must be ob-
tamed from wh..tever body stores remain, from the diet.
or through speual feedings in order to maintain the bio-
chemical functions of the cells that supply energy and
the free amino ands needed to build the new proteins
required for host defenses. When an infection occurs in

.a patient vtv ho is already malnourished. susLeptibility to
lathe: tnfections is increased and a vicious cycle may be
genet ated;

Alth9ugh nutritional and immunological interactions
have ti,,en studied most frequently in man during gen-
eralized protein-energy malnutrition, immune systems
also can fail to function as a result of deficiencies, im-
balances, or excesses of single nutrients. Generalized
protein-energy deficiency is usually accompanied by de-
ficiencies of one or more individtial nutrients. A defi-
ciency of vitamin A, iron, zinc, folic acid, or vitamin
Bo can occur in an individual patient. Each of these
single nutrient deficiencies has produced immune dys-
function in man, and each of them has proved to be
reversible. Other hints have emerged to suggest that de-
ficiencies of pyridoxine. riboflavin. ascorbic acid. or
excesses of iron. vitamin E. cholesterol, or polyun-
saturated fatty acids also may be detrimental to some
aspects of immune function in man. Animal experiments
suggest that, if a single nutrient normally is essential fur
preserving or contributing to the functional activity of
a metabolic process within body cells, it also will have
an effect on the competence of immune system cells.
Unfortunately, no individual deficiency has been studied
comprehensively enough to determine its potential ef-
fects on all measurable immunological functions. Few
details are known about how individual nutrient defi-
ciencies exert their effects on specific immune functions
or the extent to which these are the result of the gen-
eralized malnutrition that accompanies any specific nu-

trient deficiency
Iron defiLienLy is the most common form of single-

element malnutrition in this country. Because of its im-
portance as a component of many cellular enzyme sys-
tems, a lack of iron will lead to the dysfunction of lynl-
phin.ytes and phagoLytiL tells even before anemia can
be detected. On the other hand, an excess of iron can
be deleterious to immune system funLtions. In addition,
an excess of iron in the body allows this key nutrient to
become available to microbial organisms. which need
it for luxurious growth and replication and. in the ca .e
of some bacteria, for the production of toxins as well.
A therapeutic attempt to correct a deficiency in body iron
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before a coexisting deficiency of body 'protein i cor-
rected can. therefore, be potentially dangerous.

Since much of the zinc in the body cannot be mobilized
rapidly. this element can become depleted read;'y 7.nc
deficiency affects many aspects of immune function.
Acrodermatitis enteropthica, a sever: congenital dis-
ease of infants and young children which includes akin,
intestinal, and immunological abnormafit.es, recently
has been recognized to result from a markedly tl:pressed
ability of intestinal cells to absorb zinc from Digested
foods. Feeding laige doses of Zinc to patients vt;th this
disease can reverse the iinmunological uefects and skin
lesions and restore the ability of the patients to resist
previously fatal infcctions.

Great advances have been made during the past decade
in the identification and characterization of different
components of the immune system and in understanding
how these components must function together to be cf-
fectiv,e. It is becoming increasingly possible to identify'
immune system components that are not functioning
properly in a malnourished patient and to improve dis-
eaSe resistance by appropriate nutritional therapy.

PARENTERAL NUTRITION

Total parenteral nutrition for the debilitated patient is a
recent development that has stimulated renewed :merest
in nutrition in clinical medicine. Its primary urposes
are to maintain an adequate_ nutritional state or to correct
undernutrition or malnutrition in patients by supplying
adequate amounts of all nutrients through intravenous
feeding Fluids. glucose. and protein hydrolysates were
given intravenously for many years prior to the mid-
1960's. but efforts to provide total nutritional support
by such procedures were not consistently successful.
However, between 1965 and 1970, puppies were shown
to maintain a rapid growth rate when they' received their
entire supply of nutrients through a catheter fixed in a
major blood vessel, such as the superior vena cava."' A
large blood vessel with a rapid rate of flow is essential
when concentrated glucose solutions are used because
they exert high osmotic pressure and cause smaller veins
to deteriorate around the insertion point of the catheter,
Where fat emulsions can be used to provide a part of the
energy for the patient. the lower osmotic pressure of the
solution permits the use of a smaller peripheral vein.

This technique for meeting total nutritional needs in-
travenously was of particular interest initially because
it enabled the physician to prevent weight loss and de-
pletion of energy reserves.and nutrients in patients. par-
ticularly infants and young children. who had to undergo
extensive gastrointestinal surgery and therefore could not
eat. Early experience with this technique showed that it
was possible, in the case of patients with severe lesions
in the gastrointestinal tract, to nourish them adequately
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for months while they underwent corrective surgery.
Similar demonstrations showing that malnourished in-
fants could be rehabilitated rapidly to withstand surgery
to correct intestinal malformations firmly established the
usefulness of the procedure.

The p9tential of this technique for increasing the prob-
ability of survival where life is at risk from nutritional
depletion and from the direct consequences of disease
or trauma has been demonstrated. Its value in patients
wl'o must undergo gastrointestinal surge-y is obvious.
In patients with extensive burns, major trauma, or se-
vere infections. where energy needs may .ncrease froni
2.0 to 80 percent above normal, and who may be unable
or unwilling to eat, it provides a way of preventing or
reducing the severe nutritional depletion that otherwise
would occur. In cases of severe malabsorption or diar-
rhea. it can be used to prevent dehyslration and at the
same time maintain patients in a satisfactory nutritional
state. More recently. it has been tested as a means of
preventing nutntior.al depletion in cancer patients who
lose their appetite while undergoing chemotherapy.
Then are indications that in sonic persons tolerance for
chemotherapeutic agents is increased and immune re-
sponse is Improved. bat the final answer as to how gen-
erally effective it may be remains to be established.

When it is considered that most cases of severe trauma
and burns are the result of accidents. that accidents are
the major cause of death among people under 45 years
of age, and that accidents are responsible for the greatest
loss of time from work, the ability to maintain and re-
habilitate accident victims through nutritional support
has been an important medical advance in reducing mor-
tality and speeding the recovery of traumatized patients.
Improvements in methods of providing this support and
a better understanding of the nutritional needs of persons
who suffer trauma and burns should increase further the
rate of success in treating them and reduce the duration
of their hospitalization.

The ability to maintain for years patients who have
no gastrointestinal function. mainly with portable infu-
sion systems that enable them to lead reasonably active
lives, has opened up an opportunity to investigate human
nutrient requirements. It also has provided a chance to
study differences in nutritional needs and in the metab-
olism of nutrients when they enter the body without first
being absorbed through the gastrointestinal tract, and
when water-soluble nutrients do not pass through the
liver before being delivered to other organs and tissues.

In one such study, a patient who had been maintained
for more than five years by this procedure developed a
condition resembling diabetes, with an accumulation of
glucose in the blood.'" She also developed impaired
nerve conduction in the limbs. Insulin did not restore the
glucose tolerance test to normal. Other tests showed that

chromium concentration in the blood Vv ILS less than 10
percent of normal. Chron. .n deficiency in animals was
known to cause impairment of glucose removal from the
blood. Administration of this element to the patient re-
stored the glucose tolerance test to normal and improved
the peripheral neuropathy. With chromium added to the
infusion fluid. the patient remained well. This investi-
gation provided a convincing demonstration of the need
for chromium in humans and an opportunity to study this
requirement quantitatively. It also provided evidence that
a lack of chromium causes deterioration of normal nerve
fun ..tion, -ither directly or indirectly b} impairing glu-
cose metaboiism.

Studies of this type open up the possibility of estab-
lishing whether all of the nutrients that lre essential for
the human species have been identifie ' In view of the
prolonged periods during which patie'ii have been able
to stay healthy on parenteral infusions. it seems likely
viat any nutrients that remain unidertific_ be con-
taminants of known substances and required in minute
amounts. In connection with this, animals kept in an
environment in which there was strict control of diet and
environmental contamination have developed signs at-
tributable to deficiencies of nickel, vanadium. and sili-
con. It is possible that these elements may be required

in trace amounts in human diets.

NUTRITION AND AGING

Reliable knowledge about the effects of nutrition on ag-
ing is very limited. Nevertheless. there has been much
speculation throughout human existence about the pos-
sibility of discovering a food or diet that would prove
to be the elixir of life. It is not difficult to understand
the appeal of myths that promise to prolong youth and
delay death by some simple expedient such as a nutri-
tional nostrum. Despite the fact that there is no scientific
evidence to support the possibility of this. there is no
lack of customers for those w ho promise that the ravages
of age can be presented by nutritional supplements

Within a species. an individual cannot expect to live
longer than the maximum life span that can be authen-
ticated. For humans, this is 114 years. although there
have been reports of people surviving beyond this Much
evidence indicates that the life span of mammals is bas-
ically a species characteristic that is genetically deter-
mined. The life expectancy of an individual within a
species is influenced by many factors throughout life,
so that for most persons the genetic poten 'al at birth is
not likely to be achieved. Among these factors is the
increasing susceptibility to death from disease. particu-
larly from chronic and degenerative diseases, with in-
creasing age. For a large number of diseases, the mor-
tality rate grows exponentially with increasing age
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beyond 20 years It is not clear whether or not increasing
susceptibility can be attributed directly to'the process of
aging Nevertheless, the relationship holds, whatever its
underlying basis. It might be noted that life expectancy
at age 65 differs very little between countries such as the
United States and Japan, where diets differ substantially
and the major causes of death are distinctly different.

The efficiency of many physiological processes changes
with age (see Figure 3).=^ To indicate just a few. heart
rate declines, distensibility of the arteries decreases,
maximum breathing capacity falls, renal blood flow and
glomerular filtration rate decrease, there is a reduction
in the ability of panetal cells of the gastric mucosa to
secrete hydrochloric acid (in other words, some digestive
procedures slow down), handgrip strength and muscular
function generally decline, the response of the nervous
system slows. There are reductions in metabolic re-
sponses as well. Tolerance for cold is reduced, response
in glucose tolerance tests is prolonged. In general, there
is a reduced ability to adapt to changes in the external
environment and to achieve homeostasis after a disturb-
ance in the internal environment. It should be empha-
sized that the rates of decline of these processes differ
greatly among individuals.

There are thus two broad questions we might ask about
relationships between nutrition and aging. The first is
whether, by modifying diet or feeding practices, it is
possible to lengthen the life span. The second is whether,
in view of the physical and metabolic deterioration that
occurs with advancing age, dietary or nutritional mod-
ifications an improve the quality of life for the elderly.

Figure 3 Age Changes in Physiologic
Functions (Percent of Mean Value at Age 30).

Source N W Shock The Science of Gerontology," in
Pre.ceedinRs of Sernmars /939 6! Durham V C Council
on Geronroloo Edited by E C' Jeffers Duke Unisersity
Press 062 pp 123.140 Data are (lensed from cross,
sectional studies
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This becomes particularly important when it is consid-
ered that 11 percent of the U.S. population is over 65
years of age and that more than half of the infants born
today can expect to survive beyond 70.

Although there is considerable evidence that sound
nutritional practices can prolong life expectancy, there
is very little to suggest that nutritional manipulation can
retard the aging process and increase the maximum life
span. The only evidence that the life span of mammals
can be prolonged by altering feeding practices comes
from studies with rodentsmice, rats, and hamsters.
The major finding of such studies is that dietary restric-
tionusually quite severe dietary restriction of the oruer
of 20 to 50 percent of normal food intakeincreases
survival over that of animals allowed to eat freely. In
most of these studies, restriction was begun early in life,
and hence it retarded growth and development. Food
restriction also tended to delay the onset of diseases from
which the animals died, but for a few types of tumors
the incidence increased and a higher proportion of the
tumors that developed were malignant.

Efforts have been made to determine whether restric-
tion of food intake has these effects only if it is begun
early enough in life to retard growth and development.
The answer from the studies is not clear. It appears to
depend within narrow limits on the age at which restric-
tion is initiated and the duration of restnction. The same
is true of studies of the effects of diet modification.21 A
high protein intake early in life was observed to exert
a beneficial effect, whereas a high protein intake late in
life was detrimental. Consumption of a high-fat diet,
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which produced obesity in the animals, shortened sur-
vival. Analysis of the available information indicates that

eraction between variables characterizing growth and
those c araeterizing diet is complex and that no one
factor alone exerts an inordinate effect on longeity.

Measurements of certain functions provide evidence
that chronic underfeeding, which lengthens the life

rodents, also tends to delay changes associated with
aging. The ultimate question is whether these observa-
tions apply to humans. In assessing their significance,
several things should be kept in mind. The animals were
kept in isolation and did not interact socially. The en-
vironment was clean and as free of disease agents as
possible. Most of the treatments impaired growth and
development. The diets fed were invariable through pe-
riods of many months. Physical activity was limited be-
cause the animals were housed in small cages. Finally.
the assessment of what is the desirable body weight in
man should be recalled.

The most striking change that is known so far to occur
in nutritional needs in the aging process is a gradual
decline in caloric requirements. This is associated with
a declining basal metabolic rate and declining activity.
There is a dearth of information generally about the needs
of the elderly for the various essential nutrients. Studies
of protein and a few vitamin requirements indicate that
the need for these substances changes little, if at all, with
advancing age. Perhaps a more important need than in-
formation on nutntional requirements of aging healthy
people is the need for more information about the effects
of the various chronic diseases from which the elderly
suffer and the drugs they take to control such diseases.

It is perhaps appropriate to conclude a discussion of
nutrition and the elderly with a word about the possible
existence of Shangri -La's. where people live to an ex-
tremely old age while retaining the vigor of youth. One
place among three or four cited from time to time in
newspapers is in Ecuador. where highly active people
well over 100 years of age are reported to be common.
During a study of the bone structure of this population,
a discrepancy in the ages reported by the same individ-
uals over a period of years was noted. On comparing
birth records with reported ages. it was found that after
age 65 to 70 'le elderly population systematically ex-
aggerated their ages. Nearly all of those reporting their
ages as being 100 or more were actually in their 80's to
90's. This was a consequence of the increasing status
accorded the elderly in the social structure of the com-
mumty. As with claims for nutritional miracles, reports
of small populations with uniquely long life span seem
to he just another myth.

NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS

As knowledge of the essential nutrients expanded. as
each in turn was identifi,A, and as methods for measuring

them were developed, it became possible to make quan-
titative estimates of human requirements for them This
was done initially by measuring the amounts present in
the diets of populations that developed deficiency dis-
ea,,es and comparing them with the amounts consumed
by people who remained healthy. Later, when the pure

_compounds could be isolated or synthesized, experi-
meiitSwere done on human volunteers who consumed
diets that were deficientin the nutrient until they devel-
oped signs of the deficiency disea-sBy- returnin g in-
cremental amounts of the item to the diet, it was possible
to determine how much was needed to relieve the signs
or to prevent diem from developing. Such studies estab-
lished the human requirements for the vitamins for which
deficiency diseases were kifown, for protein, and for the
more important mineral elements.

Experiments of this type provided the basic infor-
mation needed to establish standards for evaluating the
nutritional adequacy of diets and for planning food s'_p-
plies that would meet basic nutritional needs. The stand-
ards used in the United States are the Recommended
Dietary Allowances (RDA) of the Food and Nutrition
Board of the National Research Council."

These standards are based on the available scientific
knowledge of the nutrient requirements of healthy peo-
ple. They are considerably higher than the average re-
quirements because individual variability in nutrient
needs is taken into account. In experiments in which the
requirementsfor energy, protein, thiamin. and a few
other nutrientsof a substantial number of individuals
have been determined, the variability ranges from about
50 percent below to 50 percent above the average The
RDA are therefore set high enough to cover the needs
of most of those with the highest requirements In ad-
dition, consideration is given to the nature of the food
supply, with the RDA being increased further for nu-
trients that may not be released efficiently during diges-
tion or may not be completely absorbed in the form in
which they are available. The RDA thus provide a stand-
ard for the amounts of nutrients needed to ensure that
the requirements of most, if not all, healthy persons will
be met.

The RDA serve as the basis for interpreting the results
of food consumption surveys designed to assess the nu-
tritional adequacy of diets. They provide guidelines for
planning and procuring food supplies for hospitals and
other institutions. Food guides for nutrition education
programs are designed to ensure that the combination of
foods recommended will meet the RDA. They serve as
standards for modifying diets for the treatment of dis-
ease. They are used as guides by regulatory agencies that
have the responsibility for nutrition labeling of foods and
for developing regulations to ensure the nutritional qual-
ity of foods.

Despite the s alue of reliable dietary standards for these
many purposes, they do have shortcomings. An indiv,d



ual's intake is not necessarily inadequate when it is below
the RDA. When intake is severely inadequate, clinical
signs of deficiency disease are evident. Detecting mar-
ginal deficiency or depletion of the nutrient before any
evidence of disease occurs requires biochemical assess-
ment, for this, a knowledge of the functions of nutrients
is needed. Also. the degree of reliability with which
nutrient needs are established vanes from one nutrient
to another, often because some have been studied very
little, owing to the ...Jst and difficulty of experimenting
on human subjects. It should be pointed out that, al-
though it is necessary to have estimates of human needs
or essential _nutrients, such as the RDA, and that these
must be sufficiently accurate to serve as_guidelines for
many practical purposes. it is unrealistic to assume that
continuous Lein% estigation of requirements by classical
methods will provide a set of single values that are of
unique utility.

Estimates of requirements for some nutrients are con-
troversial because of the limitations of the standard meth-
ods for determining them or differences of opinion in
interpreting results. The requirements for calcium, vi-
tamin C. and protein fall into this category. Require-
ments for some of the trace minerals have not been es-
tablished, but research on the significance of trace
ninerals in human nutrition has developed rapidly in
recent years. One stimulus for this has been the obser-
ation that zinc deficiency can occur in some human

diets.'1 A type of dwarfism that was partially reversed
by zinc supplements was encountered in the Near East.
and mild zinc deficiency has been reported among some
children in Colorado This deficiency appeared to result
from a diet containing a high proportion of cereal prod-
ucts from which zinc was not readily released during
digestion.

Such observations highlight two areas that need much
more attention with regard to meeting nutrient require-
ments. The first of these is the need for new methods
and approaches for establishing requirements. With im-
proved techniques for measuring nonradioactive iso-
topes, it 1, now becoming possible to determine quan-
titatively the rate of loss of nutrients from the body
without exposing human subjects to the hazards of ra-
dioactive isotopes. This approach is being used to esti-
mate the rate of oxidation of individual amino acids in
an effort to determine the amounts lost daily through
degradativ e processes. The availability and development
of '_.uch methods and modifications of them provide an
opportunity to reinvestigate human nutrient requirements
or which the available methods have been less than
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satisfactory. They also should simplify the determination
of the human requirements for those nutrients that arc
needed in only minute amounts.

The second need is for much more knowledge about
interactions between nutrients and among dietary. con-
stituents that may alter the availability or assimilation
of nutrients from diets. Research in this area holds prom-
ise for explaining discrepancies betv een the anticipated
response to a diet based on direct chemical analysis and
the actual response observed when the diet is fed. Dietary
interactions that influence the availability of iron for ab-
sorption are an example. It has been known for a long
time that iron is poorly absorbed from foods; yet, al-
though the amount of iron in the U.S. food supply is
considered-marginal_ in_ elation to need, 85 percent of
the population shows no evidnee of iron inadequacy_
and few of the rest are severely affected. Investigations
of iron absorption have revealed that iron from meat is
much more readily available for absorption than that
from most plant products. More important, if other foods
are eaten with meat, absorption of the iron they contain
is greater. Ascorbic acid, vitamin C, also has been shown
to improve iron absorption from a mea1.24

Interactions between calcium retention in the body and
protein consumption provide another example of nutrient
Interactions that can influence nutritional needs. Calcium
loss in the urine increases if protein intake is high, in-
dicating that the requirement for calcium depends upon
the amount of protein consumed. On the other hand, the
loss appears to be less if phosphate intake is increased
concomitantly. The nature of these interactions is not
clearly established, but the observations suggest that, in
considering calcium needs and the effectiveness of diets
in meeting them, it may be necessary, to consider not
only the amount of calcium in the diet, but also the
amounts of phosphate and protein, as well as,. perhaps,
those of other dietary constituents.

There are suggestions of many such interactions, par-
ticularly among the trace elements, whereby the amount
of one element in the diet influences the need fsr another.
For instance, investigations of zinc and copper require-
ments indicate that the amount of one in the diet influ-
ences the efficiency with which the other is used. Un
derstanding the general nutritional significance of
interactions of this type will require painstaking research,
but eventually it will make it possible to assess more
accurately the contributions of various foods toward
meeting nutritional needs and to devise diets that should
be uniquely effective for clinical therapy.
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Suminary and-Outlook

Advances in knowledge of the functions of nutrients and
their roles in metabolic processes have led nutrition ref

\ search in new directions. The evidence that the
tating effects of many metabolic defects can be relieved
by dietary modification has stimulated interest in the
potential of this type of treatment for preventing of de-
laying the onset of other diseases not caused by nutri-
tional deficiencies. Great effort has been, and continues

0

to be, expended in studying associations between diet
and the development of chronic and degenerajive diseases.

Recent investigations in animals of the effects of de-
ficiencies of some of the mineral elements that are re-
quired in minute amounts have revealed that these may
have a number, of unique and physiologi ally important
functions not previously recognized. Information about
the control of-food intake and its relationship to obesity
indicates that the causes of obesity are more complex
than has heretofore been assumed, and that some of them
may be metabolic or genetic. In addition, questions have
been raised as to whether appropriate body weight for
persons over 25 may not be higher than currently ac-
cepted norms. .

Observations that diet and specific nutrients can in-
fluence nerve function have provided new approaches
to some of the disease, caused by malfunction of the
nervous system. Recent knowledge of_the way in which
immune systems respond to malnutrition has increased
appreciation of the importance of nutrition in the medical
treatment of surgical cases and diseases, such as cancer,
in which chemotherapy is required. Improved knowledge
of relationships between diet and chronic degenerative
diseases-is essential for establishing clearly the extent

oto which dietary modifications may influence the devel-
opment and the treatment. of such diseases, .

Food-drug interactions are an important area for future
research because knowledge of such interactions is in a
primitive state." It is known that some drugs can affect
taste and the acceptability of food. This is particularly
true of some of the drugs used in cancer chemotherapy.

Others, such as antibiotics, affect the absorption and use-
of nutrients. Some antagonists of folic a;id are used in
cancer chemotherapy because they inhibit tumor growth
by suppiessing the conversion of folic acid to its active
coenzyme form. Some anticonvulsant drugs appear to
impair the metabolism of vitamin D and folic acid. Pen-
icillamine, which is used for treating certain inflam-
matory conditions, can induce vitamin B6 deficiency.
The myriad potential interactions of this type raise a
serious 'question about the adequacy of our knowledge
of the nutritional consequences of drug treatment gen-
erally and particularly in the case of the elderly.

Little is known about whether the gradual deterioration
of organ function that occurs during aging can be delayed
by diet modification. Some animal experiments suggest
that restriction of food intake reduces the rate of dete-
rioration of organ function, but observations from human
studies suggest, that body fat stores that are somewhat
above average may be advantageous for the elderly.
These are among the frontier areas in nutrition research
that promise new information for the betterment of hu-
man health.

Public concern with using diet modifiCation to control
the diseases that are major causes of death has led to
unrealistic expectations from nutrition research and to
impatience with scientific caution in applying new find-
ings. It is understandable that fears about health abound
today just as they have in times past, that the desire for
a long and active life is just as compelling, and that
magical cures and promises of an active old age are still
alluring even more so, perhaps, if they come wrapped
in modern -day scientific garb. It would be unfortunate.
however, if public perceptions based on beliefs that have
not been evaluated critically were to become the pre-
dominant basis for public polidy decisions in a modern
scientific and technological society. Information that is
to be used as the foundation for public policy deserves
even more critical scientific evaluation than that prepared
by scientists for their colleagues.
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4 The Science of Cognition

INtRODUCTION

Cognitiveleience has two faces, one turned toward the
nature of human mental abilities and the processes that
bring the to bear on problems, and the otheer turned
toward t e "general nature of intelligence, whether em-
bodied i man or machine. One direction is identified
with co nitive psychology; the other with the branch of
computr science termed artificial intelligence. This re-
view will deal mainly with the first aspect, which rep-
resen quantitatively the greater research effort, but will
devot some attention to the second aspect and the in-
terrel tionships between the two.

THE ROBLEMS AND GOALS OF COGNITIVE SCIENCE

Intel ectual and social forces similar to those that have
driv n us to understand human biology drive us to un-
der Land human cognition. In the newer discipline of
cognitive science, we seek explanations of the acquisi-
tion of language, knowledge, and skills; the development
and nature of reasoning abilities; and the ways that ob-
jects and events are perceived and represented in mem-
ory. But, as with other sciences, some areas of potential
application are especially relevant. Among the most no-
table of these for cognitive science are education, the

,psychological aspects of medicine and health,and the
human element in advanced technology.

Attempts to solve two general problems of education
have drawn on cognitive science in the past and, as the
discipline. matures, may be expected to do so more
strongly. One is the assessment of intellectual capacities(
the other the learning processes basic to instruction. A
preliminary definition of human intellectual capacity, or
intelligence, was the contribution of the French psy-
chologists Binet and Simon, who were commissioned
near the turn of this century to identify children of school
age who could profit from instruction. In the United
States, the problem of measuring mental abilities became
one of national scope almost overnight when, at the onset
of World War I, it suddenly became necessary to assess
swiftly the abilities of large numbers of recruits to absorb
the special training needed to prepare them for innu-
merable tasks peculiar to a rapidly expanding military
effort. The challenge was met, and the residue is a tech-
nology of ability testing still widely applied in schools
and industry, as well as in the military. In recent years,
however, changing social values have led to strong de-
mands for a shift of emphasis from the assessment of
abilities for purposes of assigning people to tasks to the
diagnosis of disabilities for the putpose of providing
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remedies and helping the tested. individuals to meet so-
.cietal demands.

With regard to instruction, the pioneering American
psychologist Edward L. Thomdike applied the learning
theory of the early 1900's to developing drill methods
for teaching basic arithmetic and spelling skills. His
methods long constituted a major part of the basic ele-
mentary school curriculum. Much more recently, the
development of computer-aided instruction has been
strongly influenced by cognitive psychologists who saw
the posSibilities of implementing more modern learning
theories through the use of computer-aided management
of individual instructional routines. This form of instruc-
tion is still experimental with regard to mass application
in the schools, but it is already widely used in specialized
industrial training.

Currently, perhaps the most difficult and,challenging
applied problems for cognitive science in education con-
cern `the need for contributing to a multidisciplinary at-
tack on the.social problems associated with widespread
mental disabilities. Some of these problems are very
large and call for correspondingly massive efforts at
amelioration. It is estimated that there are at least six
million severely handicapped school-age children in this.
country. The three largest categories of disability are
mentarretardation, speech defects and related problems
of communication, and learning dysfunctions connected,
with reading.

With regard to these problems, perhaps the most ex-
tensive efforts over the last two decades have been di-
rected at applying learning theory and its associated
methodology to the training of the mentally retarded.
These efforts have proven valuable, for example, in de-
veloping techniques to help even severely retarded in-
dividuals form habits that reduce their dependence on
othefs. There is now reason to hope that, within the
for4eeable future, a, fuller understanding of learning
processes may help to uncover the causes of disabilities
and retardation, permitting earlier treatment and even
prevention of disabilities.

Among/the ,newer branches of cognitive psychology,
some of the most striking recent advances have occurred
in the investigation of speech perception and production,
opening up the possibility of greatly improved methods
of dealing with problems of speech and communication.
At the same time, several strains of research and theory
are converging on the perceptual and cognitive processes
underlying reading.

Special problems of education calling for substantial
research are not limited to disabilities. For example,
during the late 1970's, Title I funds under the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act were expended at a rate
of some $1.5 billion annually, with large sums devoted
to such special programs as Head Start, aimed at im-
proving early education among disadvantaged groups.

One of the important lessons learned from these efforts
is that across-the-board, empirical evaluations of such
programs are likely to yield almost meaningless results.
The effects of such interventions depend on the social
backgrounds and learning capacities of the individuals
being educated and on characteristics of the learning
situations. Thus, meaningful interpretation of the effec-
tiveness of educational intervention programs requires
contributions from a number of disciplines, among them
the aspects of cognitive science that deal with learning
processes and abilities.

In health science, cognitive research is perhaps most
importantly involved as a contributor to the multidisci-
plinary attacks on mental illness. Major research pro-
grams are dire.ted at such matters as increased under-
standing of cognitive processes in schizophrenia, essential
to obtaining maximum benefit from breakthroughs in-
biochemical or pharmacological treatment of such dis-
orders, Also, a new and rapidly expanding application
of cognitive science exploits the vast memories and com-
putational powers of digital computers in the service of
medical diagnosis. Progress depends on understanding
the mental processes of human thagrosticians and thus
the ways in which human intuition can be..st be comple-
mented by computers.

Some of the most novel and intriguing, problems for
cognitive science arise in advanced technology. In the
first major development of engineering pschology, dur- .
ing and immediately following World War II, consid-
eration of cognitive processes was only secondary ele-
ment. A typical problem was the desig of instrument
arrays and control devices such as joy st cks io fit human
perceptual-motor capacities, a related roblem was the
desig: of training devices and proaramS for operators of
aircraft and other complex equipment.

However, cognitive processes of a different order are
becoming recognized as important aspects of the man-
machine interface in the current development of sy stems
for the telsoperation of mechanical devices under remote
control. These systems, important dangerous or in-
accessible environments, had their origin in the handling
of radioactive material: and now are being extended to
the manipulation of objects under the sea, on satellites,
or in more remote explorations of space. Manual skill
in the operation of equipment is relatively unimportant
in these systems. since the operator is far removed from
the deyice and can communicate with it only symboli-
cally Over telecommunication channels. Here, basic re-
search is required to advance understa.iding of human
capacities for symbolically controlling intricate manip-
ulatts under heavy information load.

COGNITIVE SCIENCE AND NEURAL SCIENCE
!I

When we observe a human being solving a problem. all
It

we; observe is information being taken in by eye or ear
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anti, after some time; an section. What happens in the
meantime is one of /nature's principal mysteries.. The
infOrmation is passed in some form from the sensory
organs into the uncharted regions of the brain, where
mechanisms, possibly akin to those in a computer but
perhapS very different, carry out the operations that pro-
duce the action. It is a prime objective of psychology
and neural science to fill the gaps between the observed

sensory input and the observed action.
The problems facing efforts to trace the causal chain

of events through the brain and nervous system have
proven wholly refractory to approaches that, on the psy-
chological side, draw only on a general knowledge of
the way people acquire, retain, and use information. It
has- been the task of experimental psychology to bring
the results of everyday observation into the laboratory,
refine them with suitable controls, and proceed to the
formulation of descriptive and predictive laws, some-
times quantitative in form, sometimes mbodied in com-

puter simulations of -behavior. Altho gh this discipline

is still -yohng, in some instances psyn °logical laws and

principles and models so derived ent6r into the direction

of research in much the same manner as has become
familiar in older- sciences. Cognitive science thus should
complement neural science in the arduous but increas-

ingly fruitful effort to find the specific bases of psycho-
logical functions in the brain.

METHODS OF RESEARCH ON COGNITION

For the reader unfamiliar with this area, it may not be
obvious just what an experiment on cognition or a model
of a cognitive prOcess would be like A few examples
may provide a useful concrete background for a more
general discussion. of problems and results

Rote Learning

The first genuine experiment on human learning and
memory was contrived by the German philosopher Her-
man Ebbmghaus about 100 years ago. He set himself to
obtain a quantitative account of the way in which a per-
son memorizes a list as, for example, items to be ordered

from a pharmacy. Ebbinghaus recognized that, to pro-
vide the basis for scientific understanding, the experi-
ment would have to be conducted under carefully sim-
plified conditions, with the observer (subject) protected
from distractions and with physical conditions such as
illumination and time intervals controlled so that the
experiment could be accurately descril-ed and, if need
be, replicated. Also, he realized that, if the items to be
memorized were familiar words, a subject might come
to the experiment with existing associations between

,vanous items, strong for some word pairs and weak for
others. Thus, in order to be able to follow the whole
course of learning, he devised what came later to be
known as "nonsense syllables," that is, unfamiliar tri-

0
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grams that can be pronounced readily but do not resemble
wordsfor example, TAV, XOQ.

He constructed lists of different numbers of these syl-
lables and presented the items of a list one at a time to
the subject, usually himself, at a constant rate. On the
first cycle through the list, the subject simply viewed the
items; on the second cycle, he tried to anticipate the first

item at the start signal, the second item on seeing the
first, and so on, until the list was mastered. Ebbiraus'
work, and much that' followed with variations /of the
paradigm, produced a fairly complete account of the way
in which the speed of simple associative learning and its
rate of forgetting are influenced by such factors as the
time intervals between items on lists and the familiarity
of the items. Some' important principles emerged, for
example, that the forgetting of a list is influenced strongly
not only by the interfering effecf.of other lists an indi- I

vidual might learn !Ater (retroactive inhibition), but also,'
rather counter intuitively, by the persisting effects of list1
learned earlier (proactive inhibition).

Tachistoscopic Perception

A tachistoscope is a device for presenting visual displaYs
for very brief controlled intervals. In experiments c6n-

ducted with this device, it has been shown that a person
can perceive a surprisingly lisee number of letterl. or
even words, at exposures as short as a few thousandths

of a second. Optimal conditions are needed, however,
for the amount perceived can be reduced drastically by
the "forward masking" or "backward masking" effects
of other displays presented a fraction of a second'before
or after the one being reported. A problem not yet entirely
resolved is the degree to which masking reflects/the lim-

ited temporal resolution of the peripheral visual system

rather than more central, .probably cortical, (rocesses
related to attention.

Judgments of Probability

In one current line of research, an experimental situation
is presented to subjects as a simulation of public opinion
polls. On each of a series of trials, the 'subjects are
shown, by means of the display screen o? a computer,
the results of polls simulated by the computer for a num-
ber of hypothetical election candidates. he purpose is
to see how people form mental represen ations of event
frequencies, which then influence the r expectations
After having had an opportunity to o serve tallies of
respondents favoring each candidate, the subjects aretasked to predict the results of elects ns involving the
same candidates. One outcome of s ch studies is the
demonstration that in normal adults t'e buildup of mem-
ory for relative frequencies of events (wins and losses
in this example) is an automatic pro6ess that can operate
with great precision, and that on tlie average probability
judgments based on these memoyies tend to match the
true probabilities. Whether this probability -matching
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iqndency applies outside the laboratory depends on the
cbnditions of observation. The same learning theorythat
iccounts for matching in the simulated environment pre-

s, correctly, that the hivressions individuals build
pre-

cis,
probabilities of such events as crimes or

airplane accidents are often extremely wide of the mark.
The reason is tliat-one oblerves incidents or news ac- .2

counts only on occasions when these events occur: one
I -

has no way of identifying the:Vecific occasions when

1

the events Might have occurred but-aid-not, and such
"negative instances" are therefore underrepresented in
memory. --,...,,,

Models

Perhaps the most impojrtant purpose of the experiments

1 is togenerate models that summari...: compactly the facts
obtained ,froarprevious experiments and to help antici-
pate the results of new onesIn many cases, continuing
testing and refinement have led to formalization of math-
ematical or computer simulation models with properties
similar to those that hold for these kinds of models in
other sciences.

The Constant Ratio Rule

A simple mathematical model whose predictive validity
has been well established for a considerable range of
circumstances reflects a property that has been termed
"independence of irrelevant alternatives." The gist of
the model is that, in a situation in which an individual
make. a choice from among a-number of alternatives,
the relative probabilities of selection for any two alter-
natives are independent of the number of other aKirna-
fives that may be available at the point of choice. For
example, in the experiment on simulated opinion polls.
suppose subjects were asked to predict the winner of an
election in which A, B, and C were the candidates. If,
separately, the subjects' probabilities, of expecting A to
win over Bl had been determined for a two-way contest
in which tlinse candidates were pitted against each other,
then, from the constant ratio rule, one could predict
exactly die relative probabilities of subjects' expecting
A to rank higher than B in the three-way election. An
implication of the model is that, if one is interested in
pair-wise choices among a number of alternatives (which
can be large), as often occurs in situations ranging from
preferences for foods to preferences among potential
election candidates, it is necessary to collect data on only
n - 1 of the much larger number of pairs [inn 0121

that 9an, be chosen from n alternatives. Then one can
predict, .by way of the model, choice probabilities for
all Possible pairs. The constant ratio rule has been in-

.

corporated into choice theories that have wide applica-
/ tion in psychology and may prove a link between psy-

ch4loky and economics.

General Problem Solver

This model, which has reached a considerable degree of
sophistication and generality, takes the form of a com-
puter program that accepts a specification of any of a
wide variety of problems. * selects and carries out a se-
quence of operations that produces a solution. and prints
out a record of the sequence and the result. By successive
cycles of programming, comparing the printouts with
human performance, and reprogramming,-what was,orig-
inally simply a computer program to simulate a limited
form of performance becomes, a model that can predict.
how human beings dea? with many kinds of problems,
per diet the relative difficulties of problems, and identify
pints of special relative difficulty within problems.

BASIC QUESTIONS

As cognitive research proceed's-with relative autonomy
at the psychological (as distinguishedfrom the beuro-
physiological) level of analysis, it seeks anilvers to a
sequence of questions roughly paralleling those One
might raise in the course of trying to understand the
functioning of a digital computer:

How does the mechanism work? What are the mental
operations that enable accomplishment of intellectual
taskr.?.

What are the form and mode of storage of
I
the infor/

illation that feeds cognitive operations? Flow is the
external world represented in memory?
How does this information accrue and how do skips
develop as a function of a person's past experience?
How are cognitive operations and the products/ of
learning brought to bear on problems of adjustment
to one's environment?

In the remainder pf the chapter, these questions will be
addressed in sections on information processing, lental
representation, lea'rning, and cognitive skills.

INFORMATION PROCESSING

THE SOURCES OF NEW VIGOR IN COGNITIVE
PSYCHOLOG-

Although the study of human mental processes has been
a part of psychological research since the beginnings of
experimental psychology about a century ago, the in-
creased vigor and activity in this area during the past
decade or two have been truly dramatic. The basis is to
be found in influences from several fieldsnotably coin-

'An example hunt elemenia) physiss would be a srlAll,it1011 ul paw:osiers nun 01

mass M wishes to tosser himself to the pound from height II b) holding on to a rope passing

oser a fnetionlegs pulley and attached to an iron weight of lesser mass M and the question

With what speed %mild the man hit the ground'"
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/ 1puter science and linguis, csreonverging on the main-
stream of experimental; and Mathematical ?sycholOgy.

The advent of large, Ilighleed digital computers ca-
pable of manipulating,enormbus amounts of information
in solving mathematical, statistical, or logical problems,
has had a revolutionary/impact on cognitive psychology?
Perhaps most importantly ' ;

the:analogy betweery human
I I I

and/computer problem solving suggested a useful way
of partitioning the unmanageably complex task/ of coin-
prehending simultaneously the mind and brain in all their
aspects.

The partition stems from the distinction between com-
puter hardware andisoftware. One can seek to understand
how a computer iworks by studying its wiring diagram,
the way patterns ,{' electrical input f.om a teletype can
be recorded in th polarities of magnetizable elements,

and so onthe" 1 ardmiare. But such knowledge
i
s not

essential for the programmer, who needs to know rather
the information ? capacity, in logical units,,how the units
can be address; , the/elementary arithnietical and logical
operations that t lean

pe performed on them, the logical
and tempora constraints on the sequencing of opera-
tions thetionsthe s twarer

This distin tion juggested a tractable approach to hu-
man

4

man mental function. One might hope to construct a
useful (thod of Bourse not complete) theoretical picture

I 1

of-the struc ures and processes implicated in mental ac-
tivity at tii }level of softwarethe logical form and or-
ganization of clecided information, the cognitive oper-
ations performed on it, and the tonctional rules governing
the sequ' 'nein/ of operations. -Implementation of this
strategy/ s a am theme of contemporary cognitive

psycho, y. ---.,
Simtl ,rly important has Peen the growing interaction_

betwee linguistics and psychology. In an earlier period,
linguistics was regarded, properly at the time, simply as
the study of/properties of recorded language. However,
beginping especially with the seminal contributions of
Noam Chomsky in the mid-1950's, it has become in-

, ?

creasingly/ well understood that an adequate theory of
the prope les of spoken and written language provi,des
a picture /f what the human mind accomplishes in deal-
ing/ with/language. Linguistic theory -thus defines with
increasiug precision the problems for experimental and
deivelop ental research in tracing out the joint influences
lot inna e and expenential factors that make possible the
product ion and use of grammatical language by the adult
huma? being. Clues to innate factors come from the
Ildiscolrery of attributes that hold universally for all Ian-
guages, independently of the particular experiences Of

/ people in different cultures or environments.
c ontnbutions from linguistics and computer analogies

i / Ind,

i
cared the kinds of research needed to advance un-

/ del-standing of comprehension and semantic memory,

/ / teehnical advances in research methods made it possible

. / / fOr the research to be done. A key advance has been the

4, .

/ I
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, development of increasingly precise methods for meas-
uring the time required for mental processes. Contrary
to the common impression that the speed of thought is
akin to the speed of light, the conduction of messages
in nerve fibers is relatively slow. Speeds in human pe-
ripheral nerves are about 60-70 meters per second, and
there is no reason to believe that transmission times
within the brain can be appreciably faster. Since storing
and retrieving items of information in memory must de-
pend in part on the transmission of messages over nerve
fibers, mental operations that depend on the use of in-
formation in memory must take measurable times

This supposition has proved well founded, and meth-
ods for carrying out these measurements within the
framework of evolving theories of the memory system
are providing a major empirical basis for testing and
refiniihg models of cognitive processes.

The effects of these interactions with linguistics and
computer science can be seen in current research on
cognitive operations, processes of attention and memory,
and mental representation. Concepts emanating from the
research have contributed to the interpretation of speech,
reading, and problem solving.

COGNITIVE OPERATIONS

How the mind works can be investigated at several dif-
ferent levels of analysis, each level pertaining to different
questions. Two levels are particularly important: the
level of elementary information processes and the level
of cognitive strategies.

Elementary information processes include such steps
as recognizing a visual stimulus, scanning lists in long-
term memory for the presence or absence"of information,

and comparing a newly presented item with a represen-
tation of one retrieved from short-term memory Char-
acteristically, their duration ranges from a few millisec-
onds to a few heirdif.d milliseconds. Today, the generally
accepted picture of how the processes are organized hy-
pothesizes a short-term memory of very limited capacity
that accounts for the narrow limits of attention; a-long-
term memory in which are stored the recognition capa-
bilities, the schemas incorporating organized knowledge,
and the motor skills and strategies; and the sensory and
motor systems.

The entire system can be viewed as a symbol manip-
ulator that reads symbols through its sensory organs,
writes them through its motor organs, and copies, stores,
and compares them in its memories. When the mind
compares two symbols, it can behave differently, de-
pending on whether the two are judged to be the same
or different; this is known as conditional branChing. In

these information- processing theories, symbol means
simply any pattern, capable of assuming a rich variety
of forms, that can be stored and operated on in a physical
system, whether a brain, a computer, or a blackboard.
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The basic hypothesis that guides research in cognition
is that it is precisely these kinds of symbol-manipulating
abilities, strategically organized, that enable a physical
system. computer or human. to address tasks intelli-
gently. Of course. opinions differ greatly on how wide
a span of the activities we call intelligent can be ac-
counted for by the hypothesis. However, the hypothesis
.is empirically testable, and determining the. limits_ to
which it can be pushed provides a powerful and chal-
lenging research program for cognitive science.

Research at the second level, on cognitive strategies,
has made the most progress in elucidating problem-
solving processes, strategies for concept attainment, and
strategies for memorizing. Also, a start has been made
toward describing tae strategies that people use for un-
derstanding natural language text. although many com-
plexities of language remain tocbe unraveled.

'SE.ECTIVE ATTENTION

A characteristic of many complex tasks is the need to
divide attention, among a number of active sources of
information. A pilot about to land an aircraft must listen
to instructions coming over a radio channel while mon-
itoring several visual indicators. A member of a surpical
team must attend without fail to messages directed to
him or her by other members, sometimes simultaneously.
while ignoring still others. These tasks are difficult be-
cause we have only limited capacity to cope with prob-
lems requiring many simultaneous decisions According
to current theories of selective attention, our mental ap-
paratus includes the equivalent of the executive program
of a computer time-sharing system. its function being
to allocate attention to different sources of information
in accord with task demands.

Optimal allocation of attention in taxing situations
appears to require a process termed automatisma con-
sequence of specific forms of learning. Given a con-
sistent distinction between relevant and irrelevant aspects
of a task during a period of training, some uniformly
relevant items of information come to evoke appropriate
action sequences automatically. without the need for
conscious decisions. There have been a number of star-
tling demonstrations of abilities to carry out two complex
independent tasks simultaneously, when sufficient amounts
cf practice are provided. For example. some individuals
have been trained to read text while simultaneously writ-
ing down different spoken sentences. After much train-
ing. reading rates and comprehension approath normal
levels, while the taking of simultaneous dictation is quite
accurate and rapid. It is even possible to draw impli-
cations from the dictated sentences while simultaneously
reading at normal performance levels. A reasonable
interpretation is that the performers hay . automatized
their dictation skill to a large degree, r axing its de-

see
mands on the limited central processing capacity and

allowing simultaneous tasks to be done. Virtually all
complex cognitive skills can be carried out only because
many subcommients of the task performance are del..'
egated to automatic mechanisms that do not require con-
trol and attention. The 'study of automatism and the more
general problem of cognitive resource allocation is just
beginning, but may grow into a major research area. in
the next few years, with potential applications to the
demanding forms of skilled performance re. uired of. for
example, aircraft controllers and pilots.

CONTROL PROCESSES

Detailed experimental exploration of the strategies. de-
cision rules. and mental techniques that are termed con-
trol processes. in distinction to more fixed structural
processes or capacities, represents a major new direction
taken by cognitive psychology in the last 15 years. The
experimental tools necessary for the study of control
processes have been developed .only recently: the result
has been a variety of new lines of research.

Control processes are based on information that is
stored in long-term memory. but is brought into active.
short-term memory when the processes are actkated
occupying a certain amount of the available capacity.
Much of the intentional, conscious portion of human
cognition is carried out by control processes.

One type of control process that has received intensive
study in psychology is that invoked in detecting and
recognizing unclear, ambiguous. or noisy stimuli, as in
detecting a distant aircraft on a radar screen or recog-
nizing the symptoms of a lesion on an X-ray plate. The
Theory of Signal Detection (TSD) has provided a quan-
titative model of performance in such situations that is
often remarkably accurate and has become a standard
tool. The model was originally developed in the engi-
neering of auditory communication systems to give a
basis for the detection of signal stimuli embedded In
noise that is "normally" distributed, but it has been
applied in numerous other settings.

The basic idea can be understood by reference to Fig-
ure 1. It is assumed that the sensory states generated in
an observer. either by a signal or by noise that might be
mistaken for a signal, can be ordered along a single
dimension representing the likelihood that the state was
generated by a signal. The x-axis of the figure represents
this dimension and the curves represent frequencies
(technically, probability densities) with which states gen-
erated by signals or by noise alone fall at various points
along the dimension. Because the curves overlap. one
can see that on some occasions stimuli will give rise to
sensory states that provide ambiguous information to the
observer, since they might have arisen either from a
signal or from the noisy background. In those instances,
should the observer decide that a signal was present or
not? T$D assumes that the observer selects, not neces-
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Figure 1.

SENSORY DIMENSION

Theory of Signal Detection.

Results of observations made in a tagk requiring signal detection
give rise to states of the observer that can be ordered along a single
Jimension. The curves represent probabilities with which values on
this dimension arise when the ob.--wer is actually responding only to

noise and when he is responding to a signal in a noise background.
When.an obserVation yields a value to the right of the criterion,' the
observer reports a signal. Some of these responses will be correct
detections (the area under the signalplusnoise curve to the right of

the criterion), but some will be "false alarms", (the cross hatched

portion of the noise distribution). ,

sarily consciously, a criterion (that is, a point "n the

x-axis of Figure 1) and labels any observation to the right
of the criterion as a signal and any to the left as a
.nonsignal.

The theory provides a basis for choosing s criterion

that takes account of prior odds on signal occurrence and

the costs of various types of errors. Most importantly,

however, it provides a means of obtaining two quantities:

the observer's criterion and the distance (d') between the

means of the signal and noise distributions. The first of
these is a control process, and highly variable; the second
is an invariant, representing the discriminabilitv of signal

from noise (signal-to-noise ratio) specific to the stimulus

situation and task. The ability of TSD to separate the
decision component from the invariant component of
detection, is the central reason for the importance of this

theory in modem psychology.

MENTAL REPRESENTATIONS

THE IMPORTANCE OF REPRE:-ENTATIONS

°Human beings, viewed as processors of information, are
clearly knowledge-based systems. Even everyday activ-
ities require a vast amount of knowledgean ordinary
conversation, for example, calls on the meanings of thou-
sands of words. Thus, a central problem for cognitive
psychology is to discover how knowledge is stored in
memory and how it is retrieved.

Since any storage device, be it biological or of human.
design, has particular ways of representing knowledge,

rbi
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understanding a memory system is partly a matter of
describing its permissible representations. Computer rep-
resentations, for example, can be described ail "molec-
ular" or "molar" levelseither as configurations on
magnetic tape or as semantic networks. So, too, human
representations can, in principle, be described at a mo-
lecular, or neurophysiological, level, or at a more molar
one, the level of mental representations. I

REPRESENTING LEXICAL KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge about the meanings of indiviidual words,
which psychologists refer to as lexical knowledge, is
particularly important because it can provide the building
blocks of more complex units:

The study of lexical knowledge in con ernporary psy-
chology has been influenced greatly by other disciplines
For example,. the traditional study of meaning by lin-
guists and philosophers has made psyc'hologists aware
of certain kinds of lexical knowledge slim people using
a language must have: knowledge that enables us to
determine, for example, that two words are synonymous
(as, illness = disease), or' hat certain words license
certain inferences (as, anything that is, a bird is therefore
an animal). Another major influenc, on psychology is
artificial intelligence, particularly attempts to design pro-
grams that understand natural language. This line of re-
search has contributed concrete ideJs about how lexical
knowledge is represented and how such representations
are accessed and used. ff

The link between artificial intelligence and psycho-
logical studies of lexical knowledge is particularly direct.
An early development, proposed about 1960, was a
method for representing knowledge about object, terms,
that is, words designating concrete objects, in computer
programs. The next step was a joint effOrt by computer
scientists and psychologists for test this proposal as a
psychological theory.

In recent versions of the theory, the basic idea is that
each object term is represented by a knowledge schema,
;Which characterizes it in terms of its supersets, its sub-
sets, and its distinctly : properties. The schema for
"bird," for instance, lists "animal" as its superset;
"robin, sparrow, chicken," etc., as subsets; and "has
feathers," "can fly," etc., as distinctive properties.
Adother crit!cal assumption is that the different schemas
are connected into a hierarchical network through their
supersets; for example, the schema for robin is connected
to that for bird, which in turn is connected to that for
animal. The total meaning of an object term, then, is
given by its unique"knowledge schema together with all
other schemas to which the latter is connected. It is
assumed that, when a word is presented, st,...ne or all of
the components in ;3 schema are activated. This acti-
vation then spreads by su:yerordinate connections to other
schemas, but weakens with distance so that ultiniately
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the entire process is damped. A sentence expressing, for
example, a relation betWeen an object term and a super-
ordinate category ("Measles is a disease") is recognized
as true if activation spreads from the object to the cat-
egory representation. It would be recognized as false if,
there were ;no acceptable connecting pathway, as might
be the case for "Aging is a disease."

Experimental tests of the psychological validity of this
theory hate been based on a verification task, which
allows use of response time measures to draw inferences
about underlying representations. On each trial of the
experiment, subjects are presented a senter.eC that ex-
presses either a true or false superset relation (for ex-
ample. "A penguin is a bird" versus "A bat is a bird"),
or a true or false property relation (for example. "A
porpoise has skin" versus "A porpoise has scales").
The subject's task is to decide as rapidly as possible
whether the statement is true or false, with the decision
time being the main datum of interest. For sentences
expressing true superset relations, the theory predicts
that decision times should increase with the number of
connections intervening between the two schemas for the
object terms, because the more intervening connections,
the longer it should take the activation emanating froth
one representation to reach the other. For the same rea-
son I, the theory predicts that decision times for sentences
ex ressing true property relations should increase with
th number of connections between the representation
of the object term and that for the property. Both pre-
dictions have been confirmed.

t
The concept of spreading activation in associative net-

vi,orks provides a basis for explaining the speed and ef-
pciency with which people locate words in memory
while speaking, listening to speech, or reading. The vo-
cabulary of the average adult includes upwards of 50,000
;words and, to produce a sentence, oae must locate and
activate the representations of precisely the words
needed. Since the transmission of nerve impulses is quite
slow, it seems scarcely possible that words could be
located with the necessary speed by the kind of search
of memory locations employed by a computer program
for the same purpose.

Reaction time studies indicate that people are able to
bring the task within their capacities by taking advantage
of the fact that the words occurring throughout a brief
conversation or a passage of text are generally related
in meaning. Analyses of a phenomenon termed "prim-
ing" show that the time required to access a word in
memory is reduced if it has been preceded recently by
a semantically related word, the facilitation being in-
versely related to the inferred distance between the words
in the network. Therefore, when.a word occurs in any
linguistic task, the activation of its memory node must
spread to those of words related in meaning. It appears,
then, that at any point in the course of speaking, listening

to speech, or reading, a search of the temporarily active
segment of the associative netwo' (which can be ac-
complished in much less time than a search of the whole
network) is likely to locate the words that are needed for
continuing production or comprehension of meaningful
speech.

There are, however, a numhz.:. of problems with the
network-activation theory. Perhaps the main one is that
it does not account for variations in deeis:on times for
sentences expressing false superset relations. One might
think that such decision times should be longer ,ne farther
apart the two schemas are in the network (for example,
the decision time should be longer for "A penguin is a
shark" than for "A penguin is a duck"), but in fact the
opposite occurs. This anomaly accounts for much current
research aimed at revealing mechanisms other than net-
work activation that may be involved in accessing lexical
knowledge.

IMAGINAL REPRESENTATIONS

The representations considered thus fir are all symbolic.
descriptions. An alternative is an imaginal representa-
tion, which depicts rather than describes its referent. It
seems that a part of our know ledge about objects is
represented by visual images. Terms with concrete re-
ferents are remembered better than terms vv ith abstra:A
referents, presumably because the concrete terms can be
represented both imaginally and symbolically, while ab-
stract terms are limited to symbolic representations.

More unequivocal evidence for imaginAl representa-
tion again hinges on results obtained in the verification
task. Usually, the time to verify a true property statement
decreases as the distinctiveness of the property increases.
Thus, "The station has a clock" would typically be
verified faster than "The station has walls" (presuming
both statements to be true). However, this inequality
would be reversed if an individual were instructed to
imagine the station and inspect the image, for the time
to verify a true property statement decreases as the size
of the object requiring attention increases. The fact that
size matters strongly suggests that the representation in-
cludes spatial extent, which is a hallmark of a visual
image. Still more definitive evidence is obtained from
experiments in which, in terms of the example, an in-
dividual ho has :ewed a station or other building ear-
lier is asked unexpectedly to report from memory the
number of windows on the front wall. The typical result
is that reaction time is linearly related to the number of
windows, as though the individual had to si.an a mental
image of the structure and count the windows.

Finally, the alternative hypothesis that memories of
this sort are actuall verbal in form is virtually ruled out
by a phenomenon termed mental rotation. A person is
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shown a stimulus, for example a printed letter/or an
'irregular polygon. After an interval during whfch that
stimulus is out of view, the person is show13,,a/test stim-
ulus, either the same or different in forms from the first
stimulus and displayed either in the srfe orientation or
rotated to'a new orientation (for sample, a letter A
rotated to appear as ), and is asyed to judge as quickly
as possible whether the original ad test stimuli are the
same or different. The cy'tical observation is that the
reaction time varies linearly with the number of angular
degrees between th5,ientation of the original stimulus
and the test stimuit.t. This observation confirms the as-
sumption that-the-individual mentally rotates the image
of the fi?r'slimulus to the orientation of the second and
then determines whether they coincide.

REPRESENTING NEW KNOWLEDGE

Since much of our new knowledge is transmitted in spo-
ken or written-sentences, we need to know how sentences
are represented. While It seems obvious that a sentence
is at least partly represented by its meaning, not just by
its exact wording, the extent to which we rely on meaning
is quite dramatic. Experiments indicate that, about 30
seconds after a sentence is presented, memory of its
exact wording is nil, as subjects perform at chance when
trying to discriminate between the presented sentence
and a close paraphrase. As a 30-second interval may
mark the end of a short-term memory representation,
these results suggest that long-term memory represen-
tations of sentences carry information only about meaning.

Such findings, together with theoretical notions de-
rived from the work of modern linguists and the tradition
of the philosophy of language, have led to the idea that
sentences express propositions, symbolic descriptions of
single thoughts, such as "Botany is a science."

More rigorously, a proposition may be partly defined
by three features. First, it is abstract, in that it is inde-
pendent of the specific means by which it is presented
(words or pictures, Lt" particular sentence or its para-
phrase). Second, it is either true or false. Third, it obeys
conditions, such as including a relation: for example,
"botany library science" does not express a proposition.

Since these properties captt_re part of what is meant
by "meaning," psychologists have tried to show that
propositions are the units of long-term memory Sup-
porting evidence comes from such observations as that
the time needed to read and understand a sentence in-
creases with the number of propositions it expresses,
independently of the number of words in the sentence,
and that the time one needs to learn a multiproposition
sentence is less when one has already learned one of the
component propositions in another context. All told,
then, there is substantial evidence that sentences are rep-
resented symbolically by the propositions they express
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN OW AND NEW KNOWLEDGE

Characteristically, learners try to integrate new, infor-
mation with prior knowledge. Indeed, in many situations
when.one is reading or listening to supposedly new in-
formation, so much is left out by the author ori'speaker
that one could never understand the message without
prior knowledge. This point is illustrated in the following
vignette: "At the security gate, the airline passenger
presented his briefcase. It contained metallic objects. His
departure was delayed.- Although the incident may ap-
pear commonplace, readers or hearers need much prior
knowledge about air terminals to understand it. They
must know, fcr example, that the briefcase would have
to pass an inspection and that certain metallic objects
may not be carried into the cabin of an airplane.

Presumably, this kind of prior knowledge is repre-
sented by a schema. The schema for air terminals would
specify: the roles played by various people in a terminal,
the objects typically encountered in a terminal, and the
actions that typically ensue in a terminal. Similarly, there
must be schemas for other recurrent situations, and ;n
each case the situation schema would be organized in
terms of the roles, objects, and actions that typically
occur in that situation.

Schemas are thought to play a major role in compre-
hension. Essentially.,people understand a new proposi-
tion by accessing- the most relevant schema and -then
fitting the new proposition into the framew4 so pro-
vided. Thus, without a schema for voting p an election,
for instance, it would be difficult to understand most
stories about this topic."

The picture that emerges, then, is that comprehension
is based on knowledge. People understand the new in
terms of the old, and memory 'organization is thus a
cornerstone of comprehension. This principle's' major
implication for education is that new information should
be presented in a way that ensures maximum contact
with prior knowledge. Educators must determine what
knowledge schemas individual students already have,
and structure new information so that it best nratches
these old schemas.

LEARNING

Learning has been studied in such a variety of organisms
and situations that it is hard to see common character-
istics. Learning is usually defined as any modification
of behavior resulting from an individual's previous ex-
perience. However, the effects of a learning experience,
especially in human beings, may he complex and not
immediately apparent in observable activity. Thus, for
theoretical purposes, learning is the acquisition of in-
formation in any form that ultimately can influence be-
havior. Major research problems revolve arouad the need
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for finding ways of measuring acquired information and
tracing its storage, transformation, and decay in the
course of learning and forgetting.

Because the observable characteristics and manites-
t mons of learning vary so enormously over phylogenetic,
levels, from one-celled organisms to human beings, 3

central question has beer, that of the kind and extent of
generality to expect with regard to concepts and prin-
ciples. The great variation in the nervous systems of
different animal forms suggests little commonality in
processes, like learning, that directly reflect neural func-
tion. On the other hand, common evolutionary pressures
may yield similar functional principles at different phy-
logenetic levels, in spite of differences in the responsible
neural mechanisms, as has been observed in respiration,
reproduction, and the sensory systems.

After the first century of experimental research on
learning, the overall picture aRears to be that some
eleMentary forms of learning, notably conditioning, ex-
hibit important common properties over a very wide
range of phylogenetic levels. Coaditioning constitutes
a major pat of the adaptive repertoire of lower orga-
nisms, but in higher organisms it is overlaid and dom-
inated by more complex processes, largely verbal in hu-
man beings. Even in humans. conditioning is important
in the regulation of bodily processes and the acquisition
and modification of motives and emotions. Conse-
quently, an understanding of conditioning may be im-
plicated in the treatment of some forms of illness (for
example, high blood pressure, or recovery of movement
following a str 'ke) and behavioral disorders such as pho-
bias and addictions. Currently, however, much more
research is being directed at more complex and char-
acteristically human forms of learning.

The state of research of can be illustrated
best by considering first some elementary forms of learn-
ing presumed to be common to both human beings and
lower animals, and then some varieties of exclusively
human learning.

BASIC LEARNING

Classical conditioning, made a household word brthe
work of Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov and his fol-
lowers, is the prototype of a basic learning process: a
mechanism whereby organisms learn to anticipate bio-
logically significant events such as the appearance of
food or water. In a form of conditioning widely studied
in American laboratories, a stimulus that has preceded
pain subsequently evokes behaviors symptomatic of fear
and distress, even after long intervals. This conditioned
emotional response in the laboratory rat is used widely
in assessing the effects of tranquilizing drugs and other
means of, alleviating fear or anxiety.

In the ordinary life of human beings, one observes
classical conditioning only in the case of some defensive

s.;

reflexes and, more importantly, emottons andattitudes.
Conditioning of visceral functions, such as changes ;n
heart rate or blood pressure, intestinal functidii, and,glan-
dular discharges, can be demonstrated under eatifully
controlled conditions, often in connection with medical
procedures But why does such conditioning not occur
constantly in everyday life, leading to a chaotic state in
which bodily function- are conditioned to innumerable
external stimuli? The answer was a mystery until the
discovery was made that, once an organism has learned
that some cue or signal reliably signifies tie occurrence
of an event, other stimuli, that may occur later in the
situation will not undergo conditioningtheir condi-
tioning is said to be blocked. This result is a special, case
of the more general pricciple that the initial experiences
of a person or an anima; in any new situation may de-
termine which cues or aspects of the situation will enter
into learning and which will come to be ignored or
ineffective.

The implications that experiences early in life are es-
pecially Important for later learning are borne out ny
such phenomena as Imprinting, the almost instantaneous
learning by fledgling birds to follow their mothers. Some
investigators of phobias in human beings find evidence
that these, too, result from early conditioning experiences.

In recent decades, theories of conditioning have pro-
gressed from the qualitative formulas of Pavlov and his
followers to mathematical models capable of describing
in detail 'the course of conditioning under varying cir-
cumstances and even predicting such novel phenomena
as blocking. The mathematical form of a major clan of
these models has been shown recently to be identical to
a family of equations describing properties of saturation
and stability in electrical networks. Tfig' discovery and
other related findings support a growing belief that prop-
erties of basic forms of learning reflect rather direct.tly
the properties of neural networks, which in turn are gov-
erned by principles common to still broader classes of
communication networks and adaptive systems.

A substantial body of research and theory indicates
that some forms of elementary human learning. such as
the development of motor skills, can be interpreted in
terms of processes closely resembling those of condi-
tioning. However, efforts to open up the analysis of more
complex, characteristically human forms of learning
evoke more interest and excitement.

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

A preeminent task for a theory of learning is to account
for the acquisition of language by children. Perhaps more
than any other faculty or skill, language distinguishes
human beings from other animals, it makes possible the
communication basic to civilization, shapes our thoughts,
and preserves our intellectual heritage. To a linguist,
language is a most complex and intricate assemblage of
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sounds (phonological rules and representations), mean-
ings (semantic rules and representations), and mappings
between the two (syntactic rules and representations).
Yet language is generally learned by children almost

-effortlessly, with little dependence on formal instruction
and with speeds far surpassing those of the acquisition
of less complex skills and knowledge in the schools.

How can one study early language acquisition scien-
tifically? [The problem is difficult to address directly be-.
cause it is not feasible or desirable to experiment on
young children; to do so might disturb the natural learn-
ing of language. A strategy considered. appropriate for
many decades, during which the work of Pavlov and
Thorndike evolved into a body of learning theory, was
to uncover laws and principles by experimenting on an-
imals and then apply the results to human language learn-
ing. Thetbest-known effort following this strategy was
the -work" of B. F. Skinner, who developed a body of
.operant' conditioning" principles for shaping the be-
havior oft animals in both experimental and practical sit-
uations--In 1957, Skinner extended his principles to the
learning and use of language, in his volume Verbal Be-
havior. In essence, he proposed that a child learns to
make,appropriate utterances in various situations by hit-
ting on them in the course of more or less random spon-
taneotis vocalizations, and then selecting those utterances
for further use on the basis of their rewarded, or rein-
forced, consequences.

The linguist Noam Choinsky aroused a major contro-
versy by attacking vigorously all of the premises of Skin-

ner's theory. Chomsky held that knowing a language
impliesmplies the ability to produce an infinite variety of novel
sentences, a skill far too cbmplex to be learned by re-
inforcement or reward on the basis of the small amount
of adult speech that a child hears. Chomsky's claiin, in
its essentials, was that language acquisition is not a mat-
ter of learning at all. but rather an unfolding of an innate

program to develop a mental representation of the gram-
mar of a .language. He found support in evidence for

what were termed linguistic universalsabstract prop-,

erties common to the grammars of all languages but not
deducible from samples Of sentences gucti as those that
children hear.

It was difficult to settle the controversy decisively
without critical expeymentation on young children, but
controlled observations by psycholinguists suclfas Roger
Brown helpedio undermine the reinforcement position.
It was observed, for example, that many kinds of gram-
matical errors that ought to arise frequently in young
children's speech if they were producing utterances more
or less randomly simply do not occur. Furthermore: coin-
petence in grammar could not be learned as a conse-
quence of adults selectively rewarding acceptable gram-
matical utterances, since it was discovered that adults
reward children for speech that is correct in meaning
rather than for its grammatical properties.
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On the other hand, the idea of tanguaie learning being
a matter of releasing elaborately, organized innate ca-
pacities to understand and produce grammatical speech
has by no means been fully supported by studies of
children's early speech. Much observation intended to
bear on the issue has yielded little compelling evidence
that children's early efforts at combining words reflect
knowledge of the grammar of the language.- Perhaps at
first a nonreinforeement learning process is at work.

,There is accumulating observational support for the idea
that children begin by learning simple rules for prodtking
acceptable combinations of words to communicate spe-
cific items of information, such as short sentences with
fixed word orders denoting relations between agents and
actions or between actions and objects in familiar situ-
ations. Only after considerable experience of this sort
do they begin to notice more abstract grammatical reg-
ularities in the, speech of adults or older children and to
incorporate them into their own linguistic abilities.

Such ideaS do not, to be sure, constitute a theory.
Consequently, a major current enterprise is the effort to
embody the ideas in mathematical or computer simula-
tion models which, if the hypotheses entering into the
models are sound, will actually infer the grammatical
rules of a human language after processing a sample of
sentences of the sort that children hear. This approach
cannot be evaluated yet. but it offers important possi-
bilities for *constructing useful theories of language ac-
quisition that would be wholly out of reach otherwise.
At the same time, the attention of some theorists is turn-
ing to langtiage itself and the properties of grammars that
make them learnable in principle. Part of this work is
purely mathematical and logical in character, already
yielding some interesting formal results about what sorts
of innate knowledge are necessary and sufficient for lan-
guage acquisition.

Optimism about the practichl results to be expected
from theories of language acquisition relying on formal
analysis and computer simulation must be tempered by
the observation that, with regard to the problem of ac-
quisition, the theories have been limited to r'stricted or
artificial languages. Further, most of them have made
little contact wait the body of established empirical facts
about the stages of children's linguistic development.
This situation should be remediable, but the remedy will
require a synthesis of the more empirical approaches and
the more abstract ones.

ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE AND COGNITIVE SKILLS

Developments in cognitive science during the last decade
have made it possible to open up the study of complex
forms of adult human learningfor example, the ac-
quisition of factual knowledge or problem-solving
strategies.
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A principal research 'strategy for analyzing such learn-
ing has been to examine in detail the tasks performed
by skilled practitioners in various fields, to detect the
processes that experts and novices use to perform those
tasks, and to model the performers' knoW ledge, strate-
gies, and other skills. These models, which often take
the form of computer programs that simulate the skilled
behavior, have reached respectable levels of competence
in skills as diverse as playing chess, synthesizing chem-
ical compounds, and solving college-level physics prob-
lems. Current research is aimed at deeper questions. By
What process does a novice become an expert? What has
to be learned, and how is it done?

One kind of learning that has been modeled success-
fully is acquisition of the expert's ability to make'fine
perceptual discrimiPations among the wide variety of
situations that are encountered in practice. and to rec-
ognize most of theni instantly from a small number of
cues. A computer program, EPAM (Elementary Per-,
ceiver and Memorizer), which employs simple mecha-
nisms to accomplish such perceptual learning, has been
used to simulate the chessmaster's intuitive grasp of the
essential features of chess positions. The program also
has been used to estimate the variety of familiar chunks
of information an expert must be able to recognize
some 50,000 recurring patterns Of pieces in the case of
the chessmaster. In additioh, the program has been used
successfully to interpret the findings of a wide range of
Classical experiments, on rote verbal learning.

The EPAM prograrn and similar efforts are concerned
mainly with acquiring the index to the body of expert
knowledgethe recognition cues that arc used to access
that It now ledge. Other research in learning is concerned
with the content of the knowledge and its organization
in memory. It is now widely agreed that long-term ment-
or) can be modeled as a network of nodes, with asso-
Liative structures representing the packets of informa-
tion, termed sLhcinas, stored at the nodes and connected
by numerous pathways. An important research question
is hq information presented in natural-language text is
transformed so that it can be incorporated in such struc-
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. augmenting and enrithing the )nformation con-
ta ed. n them.

Several research efforts have achieved some success
in modeling this acquisition of knowledge from natural-
language text: One computer simulation, for example,
interprets the language of physics problems in college
textbooks and creates a representation in memory of each
problem. Using this representation, it sets up the appro-
priate equations and solves them. This program does
only a moderate amount of new learning, for it is already
provided with sLhemas to represent the common kinds
of objects. such as levers and masses. which it will
enLounttir in the problems, it must simply assemble them
correctly\
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In the next few yea:, s, other learning processes are
likely to be identified arks modeled. The modeling efforts
themselves are still at ap early stage of development, but
the time shoUld not bti441:,9cf,,,w,bery educational psy-
chologists can bigin to develop and adapt the basic find-
ings for applicatiOn to probliemyorteaching and learning
in the schoolroom. Already, ideas emerging from the
research anc being us to improve instruction, for ex-
ample, organizatiol
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of the \material in a manner com-

patible with the memory structure that the student brings
to the task is being emphasized. These and similar ideas
will need careful empirical testing before their usefulness
in education can be evaluated. However, we can expect
a continuing stream of such ,Ideas from basic research
now under way]

COGNITIVE SKILLS AND INTELLECTUAL
.FUNCTION

A major step toward applying the results of cognitive
research to human problems is the analysis of the cog-
nitive skills and capacities basiekto communication, rea-
soning, and decisionmaking. Proeress can be cited both
for processes underlying speech kind reading and for the
relatively complex forms of reasoning customarily as-
sociated with intelligence and int elligent behavior.

SPEECH PERCEPTION

The stimulus with one must,deal in understanding
speech is well understood to be borne by air upon which
a speaker's vocal apparatus has impressed IA achke .dis-
turbances of varying frequencies. How the hearer ex-
trims information trout this flow of auditory energy could
not be understood until the introduction of the sound
spectrograph, which permits the energy spectrum car-
ry ing a speech message to be passed through frequency
anal} zers and then plotted on a screen or in a photograph
as a temporal record of the varying frequencies of eon
stituent sound waves.

Inspection of a sound spectrogram sihows immediately
that the information received by the hearer is not "pack-
aged" in successive discrete units corresponding to the
letter sounds or syllables making up the spoken message.
Rather, the auditory information on which the identifi-
cation of successive vowel and consonant sounds de-
pends overlaps in a complex planner. Vowel sounds are
relatively simple to deal with, being associated with for-
mants, concentgations of acoustic energy in frequency
bands that are modulated over time in characteristic
ways. Consonant sounds are added mainly by very rapid
modulations or discontinuities in the 'formants (for ex-
ample, delay of onset, change in the characteristic fre-
quency, brief noise bursts, or gaps).

X10



The first step in "cracking the speech code" was to
discover these correspondences, a task .made especially
difficult 'by,the fact that the information responsible for
a partichlar consonant sound cannot be localized at any
point or in any narrow band in the Speech.;stream. 1f, -for

I
example, the consonant sound "s" is produced by add-
ing a brief burst of noise at the beginning.of the formant
fot the vowel, then a noise burst and the formant to-
gether, in propertemporal relationship, are perceived as
the syllable "sa,,'". but the noise burst alone would be
heard as only a chirp. lf, in a computer-controlled speech
synthesizer, one ,quantitatively varies the duration of a
silent interval between the noise burst and the beginning
of the formant oyer the range of values, a listener hears
the syllable "sa" at the shortest durations and the syl-

1 table "sta" at a duration of about 50 milliseconds.
Although the,physical parameter basic to identification

t,

of the consonant, duration of the silent interval in this
case, -is varied over a continuous series of values, the
listener does not hear a continuous series of changes in
speech sound, bin rather an abrupt transition at some
point from "sa" to "sta". This phenomenon, termed
categorical perception, is the key to the capability of a
Listener to reduce the infinitely varying patterns of au-
ditory information produced by different speakers under
different circumstances to a small number of phonemes,
or basic speech sounds, that are sufficient to allow iden-
tilication of all of the syllables that can be distinguished
in\ a given langilage.

pategOricalperception may be unique neither to hu-
man beings nor; to speech, but it is certainly most con-
spicuously deiveloped in the case of speech. The human

I

auditory system is especially sensitive to just those var-
iations.m.the auditory stream that are produced when a
speaker varies the manner and place of articulation, the
voicing, the nasality, etc., of spoken sounds in order to

i

produce recognizable syllables. The listener responds
sensi ively to these significant dimensions of variation
and s capable of ignoringliterally not hearingthe
enormous varOtion in other irrelevant aspects of the au-
ditory/

i
The difficulty adults characteristically

have in lea mg to speak a new language is doubtless
related to the fact that, in the adult's categorical percep-
tion, speech sounds that must be discriminated in the
new languageimay in the native language fall in the same
category and thus be undifferentiated.

Clearly, continuing research on the conditions of ac-
quisition and modifiability of the speech code is essential
to imprdringi the treatment of speech disorders and the
teaching

1

of second languages. However, the advances
in analyznigispeech perception at the phonological level
constitute only a step toward understanding how we com-
prehend spoken language. One of the most active current
lines of cognitive research (as indexed, for example, by
the program of the 1980 International Congress of Psy-

1

s t.
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Otology) is directed to the next step of analyzing the
perception of grammatical sequences of words.

COGNITIVE,PROCESSES IN READING

Because of the obvious practical importance of under-
standing reading, this topic has had a long history of
research dating back to the early 1900's. Throughout
much of this period, controversy has centered on the
basic approaches to the teaching of reading; one approach
is to -eitch directly the correspondences of printed and
spoken letters (the phonics approach), and the alternative
is to teach pattern recognition of words as units (the
look-say approach). The debate remains unresolved, due
to our limited understanding of the processes underlying
reading. However, there are signs that the situation* may
improve, in part as a consequence of the increasing.de-
Mand for some remedy for the widespread incidence.of
reading disabilities, and in part as it consequence of the
fact that reading provides a natural medium in which: to
study, in combination new models for processes of per-
ception and memory ranging from pattern recognition
to comprehension of meaning.

The early laheratory studies of reading uncovered sev-
eral important facts that could not have been obvious to
the layman. For example, one's impression that reading
progesses by a continuous intake of information as the
eyes move smoothly across lines of print is an illusion.
Actually, the eyes move at high velocity from one fix-
ation 1point to another. and information is taken in only
during the intervals, typically one tenth to one fifth of
a second, in which the eyes are at rest. Further, it was
demdnstrated in early psychological laboratories that
during such a fixation pause the visibility of letters sur-
rounding the fixatiOn point falls off rapidly toward the
peripliery, and since nornialry only a few fixations occur
per line, many letterS are never seen clearly. At the same
time,, other investigations showed that readers acquire
familiarity with the statistical structure of the language
(that

1

is, .probabilities' with which different letter coin-
binattons' occur). and use this knowledge to fill in gaps

whatin what is perceived.
The researchers whO uncovered these facts essentiall'

exhausted the methods available in the early 1900's, and
little further progress was made until the last decade or
so when concurrent advances in technical methods (such
as eye movement monitors and computer-controlled vis-
ual displays) and in cognitive theory permitted a new
wave of progress.

The present theoretical, picture of the reading process
can be outlined as follows. First, there are clearly two
main routes from print to the brain, one direct and one
branching off to involve phonological encoding and ar-
ticulation. In the direct route, information from the
printed message is processed 'through a series of analyz-
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ers that filter out extraneous visual information. The rel-
evant information is transmitted in progressively more
highly encoded forms that are resistant y masking (dis-
turbance by subsequent events), and thatlprovide appro-
priate inputs to the pattern-matching systems that yield
recognition successively of letters, letter groups (spelling
units), and words. .

The systeni is normally highly reliable, in operation.
Ho Weyer, it has the major limitation that, once repre-
sentations of letters or words in the memory system have
been excited' by information from a printed message,

I

their level of
I

activity in these 1::-.1tb declines quickly as
the analyzersi are captured by new inputs. Since asso-
ciative mental processes are relatively slow compared
with those responsible for, sensory and jerceptual anal-
yses,, some means is needed to keep the output of the
.perceptual system in an active-state long enough for
information from a meaningful unit of text; such as a
sentence; to be simultaneouSly available for recognition
and other forms of processing.

This need is met by the phonological route.,This path
branches off from the one just described. Following the
initial identifi"Fation Of letters in the printed message, the
input from combinations of letters activates memory rep-
resentations of syllables, which in turn are articulated,
subvocally if; not aloud. The importance of Liis step,
even when the task does not call for speech, is;that the

1

engagement of the articulatory system leads to the entry
of the syllables into a short-term memory system,termed
an articulatory loop, in which up to six or eight syllables
can be maintained in a high state of activity while further
inputs are processed. This process permits the assembly
of enough i formation to activate a still higher order
structure, suc as the memory representation of a concept
or proposition. ,

Because +lied readers obviously do not mumble
words to themselves as they read, it was once thought
that the,role of speech should be eliminated, insofar as
possible, from n ading. HOwever, numerous lines of re-
search (including electromyographic recordings from
speech musculature, various techniques to suppress r-
ealization, and. comparisons of normal' readers with In-
dividuals suffering from forms of brain damage that lead
to dyslexias ?r specific reading disabilities) make it clear
that skilled reading requireS some participation of the
articulatory system. Skilled readers simply become so
efficient in its use that overt signs of articulation during
reading are lot apparent to casual observation. However.
if articulation is artificially suppressed (by a concurrent
task that requires activity of the vocal muscles), they
have difficulty reading anything but simple material and,
especially, remembering what they have read. Clearly,
the neural and psychological systems involved in reading
and in speech are closely related, and skilled reading
involves coordination of the two, not suppression of one
at the expense of the other.

In view of these dual aspects of reading, its learning
must begin with training in the recognition of the visual
patterns corresponding to printed letters, and then must
proceed to a mapping of these onto phonological units.
However, taking together the results of research on read-
ing and on speech production, it is clear that this step
cannot be taught by sounding out the successive letters
encountered in reading a word, as is often misguidedly
considered to be a basic part of the teaching of reading.
Since syllables are the smallest phonological units that
can be articulated independently, learning to read must
involve associating visual representations of letter groups
with spoken syllables. Research en methods of imple-
menting these principles in the practical teaching of read-
ing has just begun, but already training programs grow-
ing out of the research have begun to show advantages
over traditional methods.

HUMAN PROBLEM SOLVING

The nature Of intelligence in cognitive science, or in
common speech for that matter, is not easily captured
by formal definitions, but is connected in general with
efficiency in acquiring, generating, and using informa-
tion in solving problems. Vigorous efforts to Understand
intelligent problem solving are being pursued in both
psychology and computer science Research on the psy-
chological aspects of intelligence is aimed at measuring
and understanding the conditions of use and the devel-
opment of problem-solving abilities. Research ;on com-
puter programs and computability relate to more, abstract
properties of intelligence. A significant contemporary
trend is interaction between these approaches to intelli-
gence, following decades of quite autonomous
development

One of the first applications of the new information-
processing concepts that arose after World War II was
research on problem solving. The initial emphasis was
on puzzle-solving tasks in the psychological laboratory,
but research is moving steadily to problems whose so-
lutions require professional skill and extensive knowl-
edge of subject matter.

Even the simple puzzles (for example, getting the three
missionaries and three cannibals safely across the river)
are hard enough for intelligent adults, often requiring
half an hour for their solution. Research on how subjects
solved them in the laboratory, while their verbal pro-
tocols were recorded, revealed a few basic strategies that
appear to be central to almost al human problem solving.
Problem solving characteristically involves highly selec-
tive sea,,-.11 through large problem spaces; the selectivity
is essential to a successful search in a reasonable amount
of time. Frequent use of means-ends analysis is neces-
sary, that is, solving problems by comparing present
situations with goals, recognizing one or more differ-
ences between them, and applying operators stored in

_memory that may be relevant to reducing the differences.



Beyon identifying these processes of selective search
and ,mea s-ends analysis, an important task has been
specifyin exactly what is involved in carrying out these
processes and demonstrating empirically that such proc-
esses arq sufficient for dealing with problems intelli-
gently and successfully. The precision is achieved by
incorporAting the processes into computer programs, the
basic op! rations in the program corresponding to the
eleniently information processes revealed by research.
The'pro4f of sufficiency is achieved by using the com-
puter programs to simulate the actual human behavior,
and showing that the programs can solve the same prob-
lems as t leir human counterparts, organizing their efforts
in much.the same way that verbal protocols and other
evidence have shown human problem solvers to organize
theirs.

A vital question in understanding problem solving is
how search efforts are organized and guided by strate-
gies. We have learned a great deal about both stimulus -
driven and goal-driven search, and know that most prob-
lem solving is guided by a combination of these. The
key idea is that ptoblem-solving behavior consists of a
sequence of actions, each initiated, or fired. by recog-
nition of some clues thaf indicate its relevance to the
current situation. The clues may consist of perceived
features of the environment (sometimes simply the prob-
le solver's worksheet) or goals and subgoals held in
sho -term memory. When environmental clues predom-
ina e, we say the behavior is stimulus-driven; when
short-term memory clues predominate, we say that it is
goal-driven. The strategic elements, each consisting of i

a set of stimulus or goal conditions linked to an action, I

are known. technically as productions, and a strategy
organized in this way as a production system.

Most contemporary programs for simulating human
preblem-solving behavior, simulations of learning proc-;

. esses, and artificial intelligence programs for performing!
complex tasks are constructed as production systems.,
All productions have the same basic form, and new pro-
ductions can simply be added to the system. This sim7
plicity has been a major factor in recent successes in
devising programs that can learn and that can simulate
human' learning.

The same processes that have been identified as fun-
damental to problem solving also have figured promi-
nently in research on other cognitive skills, in particular,
schema formation, concept attainment, and the discovery
of patterns in data.

The concept of a schema, important in models for
memory representations, reappears here as a plan for
acquiring, storing, and using knowledge. It appears that
an important early stage in solving a problem is bringing
to mind a schema comprising certain general knowledge
that must be true of a given type of situation, together
with an outline of the information structure that must be
filled in before a problem can be solved. Thus, diag-
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nosing a malfunctioning machine may begin with the
mecnanic's bringing to mind a schema comprising cer-
tain concepts and relations that must necessarily be in-
volved in the type of machine, together with a flow chart
whose more detailed entries must be filled in as the
diagnosis develops. An even more common example is
comprehension of a spoken sentence by a listener. Here,
the initial stage of comprehension appears to be guided
by a schema comprising the grammatical case structure
that is to be anticipated in the given context, again, with
information concerning the particular grammatical units
and their interrelations to be filled in by information
forthcoming as the sentence is heard.

In concept attainment, the individual must learn to
discrimin" te among a set of items that belong to different
categorie , for example, picking out all of the adverbs
from a p ssage of text. In pattern discovery, the indi-
vidual iluist discern a regularity and formulate a rule 'to
describe and apply it, as 'in discovering the regularity in
the sequdnce 1, 2, 4, 8... and predicting the next few
numbers. The strategies used to perform such tasks,
which fo an important component of intelligence tests,
are now airly well understood. Among thCabilities re-
quired, yond general problem-solving strategies, are
skills in l'ecognizing symbols and regular successions of
symooli n lists like the alphabet or the natural numbers,
and in c tegorizing these patterns in meaningful ways.
An impo ant outcome of this research is to demonstrate
that a s all set of rather simple skills, differently or-
ganized or different tasks, suffices to account for be-
haviors t at are commonly used as indicators of human
intellige ce:

A gro ing number of college-level courses intended
to devel p general problem-solving abilities have been
designed on the basis of this,research. Such courses seem
to be we)l received, although they have not been clearly
demonstrated yet to be cost-effective uses of students'
time. They raise the age-old pedagogical issue of trans-
fer: mu St people be' trained in the specific skills they
need, of can they be trained instead in more general
skills that can be applied to specific situations? The cor -'
rect answer must be "some of each," and current ad-
vances in cognitive science provide us with perhaps the
first.opi)ortunity to attempt to specify the optimal com-
bination. This question is central to the design of cur-
ricula 4nd will almost certainly receive increased atten-
tion, iviih considerable illumination from the new
reseal tools.

I
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Originally, computers were designed to solve some spe-
cific kinds of problems (especially mathematical ones)
that are difficult or tedious for human beings. It was
natural, therefore, for computer scientists to attempt to
program these machines to solve also the kinds of prob-

JI
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lems that challenge human intelligence (intellect al
,games such as chess and go, and the types of reasons

problems that appear on intelligence tests) and to bratich

off into efforts to program computers to comprehendlnd
ft

produce language. These extended effort: are
under the term "artificial intelligence."

I
Artificial intelligence is obviously germane to efforts

to let computers take over difficult tasks, and the/ value
olthese efforts is well known. Less easy to answer are
questions about the relevAnce of artificial inte14'4nce to
human cognitive science.

One source of relevance is the common obje tive of
computer scientists and cognitive scientists in dcyeloping
general theories of information-processing sys*ms that
will help in understanding the limitations andiAotential-
ities of all systems, whether machines or hum n beings,
capable-of problem solving. Despite their ei nspicuous
differences, human beings and'computers

a
shar

stems. In
e Common

characteristics. as informtion-processing 4
each case, information must come into the system

I
through channels of finite ,capacityelect7 al cables in
computers, nerve trunks in humans. These, have limited
capacities for information transmission, niist cope with
similar problems of distinguishing signals from noise,
and must use codes to transform information in ways
that increase the efficiency of transmission and achieve

. error-correcting properties. Substantial progress has been
made over several decade's in developing general theories
of information transmission. One funetion of artificial
intelligence is to relate this theory to the kinds of infor-
mation processing essential to intelligent human behavior.

An especially active and promising line of investi-
gation in artificial intelligence is the development of pro-
grams for analyzing visual space, an:aim being to enable
computers to describe and understand visual scenes much
as human beings do. One motivation is the indirect value
such work may have in advancing the theory, of human
vision. More directly practical are the potential appli-
cations to such problems as programming computers that
can be carried in space vehicles to increase both the
amount and the reliability of transmitted information
about the visual properties of landscapes on other celes-
tial bodies. ,

AUGMENTATION OF HUMAN PROBLEM-SOLVING
ABILITIES

The past ,quarter of a century of research has shown that
many powerful ideas for artificial intelligence programs
can be borrowed from human cognition, as that begins
to be understood. Conversely, solutions to problems of
designing artificial intelligence programs have offered
many hints about the human processes. There continues
to be a close and fruitful partnership between these two
lines of research.

k

k

But there is another connection between human cogl
,/

nition and artificial intelligence. Computers and human,
problem solvers in concert may be able to accomplish'
tasks that, individually, neither could do as well, or at
all. Although we have already become used to thinking
of the computer as an indispensable ally in tasks in sci-
ence, engineering, and business, we are just beginning
to see the potential of human-computer cooperation over
a much wider range of nonnumerical, symbol -
manipulating tasks. ^

One such cooperative effort that is already highly vis-
ible is word processing. In using word:processing sys-
tems for editing manuscripts, for example, the computer
provides a large and flexible, but for the most part,pas-
sive, memory. It allows us to exa.ainc the text we have
written, to revise it and to reproduce it, all without re-
peated retyping. Yet the computer, in this application,
does not really provide any of the intelligence; that comes
from the human user.

The next step is for the computer to participate in
the problem- solvi' o process. Automatic programs for
analyzing spectrograms of materials (for example,
DENDRAL) and for medical diagnosis (for example,
INTERNIST and MYCIN) can help to uncover molecular
structures and diagnose diseases. The program MYCIN
almost literally talks with the physician faced with di-
agnosing and recommending treatment for bacterial in-
fections when syniptoms are confusing rand .conflicting,
and estimates the reliability or certainty of the diagnoses
and recommendations. This program is even capable of
assimilating new knowledge as it operates and of re-
sponding to objections or suggestions from the physician
so as to gain from his or her experience and intuition.
For a long time to come--perhaps foreverwe will want
to leave the final diagnosis to the physician, but the
diagnostic program can be a powerful additional source
of information and insight.

Similarly, a number of papers published in the chem-
ical literature in recent years report the automatic iden-
tification of organic molecules by the DENDRAL com-
puter program, which draws its inferences from mass
spectrograph data. MOLGEN, a program not quite so
far along, provides advice for the design' of research
experiments in molecular genetics. Programs the au-
tomatic synthesis of chemical compounds haireibeen in
the literature for nearly a decade and are now used in
the chemical industry.

Interest in industrial robotry is undergoing a consid-
erable revival in the United States, Europe, and Japan.
Much of this activity is concerned with extending fa-
miliar techniques of factory automation. A part, how-
evcr, is concerned with building robots that can protect
human beings from various kinds of dangers by replacing
them in difficult environments, as in space or in areas
where there is danger from radioactivity or the like.

z



The boundary between what human beings do and
what machines do will snift continually as our knowledge
about what would be truly helpful in the solution of
human problems increases, and as we achieve new tech-
nical understanding of how to provide that help. Com-
puter intelligence will come to supplement human in-
telligence in many ways (for example, appraising both
the social and the environmental effects of alternative
routes of energy development), lust as mechanical power
came, in the first Industrial Revolution, to supplement
human and animal muscle.

RESEARCH SETTINGS

Following the pattern laid down by William James at
Harvard'University nearly a century ago, cognitive re-
search in this country has developed largely in univer-
sities. However, the rather slow pace of development
during the first _half of the century, and the great accel-
eration in the second, may be due to some extent to the
need for major complementary contributions by a number
of disciplines, something not often easily accomplished
in traditional academic environments. Thus, the emer-
gence of modern psycholinguistics and the human
information-processing movement in the 1950's and
1960's was sparked to an important extent by work in
a few institutions where the situations happened to be
favorable for the interaction of linguists, psychologists,
and computer scientists. Also, disproportionate contri-
butions came from a few independent research organi-
zations where such interactions are the rule, as at the
Haskins,Laboratories, now in New Haven, Connecticut,
and the Learning Research and Development Center at
the University of Pittsburgh. The former has been the
source of major developments in speech perception, the
latter of major segments of basic cognitive research
aimed specifically at education.
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In weitern European countries and Japan, the pattern,
has been much the 4me, with even more conspicuous
contributions from independent research organizations.
Important among thew are the Applied Psychology Unit
of the British Medical Research Council in ambridge;
the Institute for Perception Research in Eindhoven, The
Netherlands; and the Max Planck Institute at Nijmegen,
The Netherlands The first of these has been the source
of some of the ost important theoretical ideas .about
cognitive facto in communication and human, engi-
neering; the s cond has been the focus for fruitful in-
ternational co ferences on perceptual factors in reading
and commun cation; a major program in the third is at
the forefront of contemporary research on cognitive fac-
tors in the comprehension of natural languages.

In the Soviet Union, cognitive psychology was until
very recently almost solely the province of the Institute
of Pedagogy and its ramifications in schools of educa-
tion. The most important results in that tradition appear
to be connected with the training and education of_the
mentally retarded. Currently, research in cognitive psy-
chology is largely the province of the Institute of Psy-
chology in Moscow and smaller institutes in Tbilisi and
other cities. Soviet psychology at the level of human
behavior only recently has become a recognized disci-
pline, and research that would be considered current by
western standards is largely concentrated in psychophys-
iological studies of basic sensory capacities on the one
hand, and large-scale, computer-simulation models of
complex decision processes on the other. Examples of
the latter are simulations of the decisionmaking in a
segment of an industrial organization, or in moving ships
through the locks of a canal. The inaccessibility of most
Soviet cognitive research literature to investigators in
this country makes it difficult to evaluate these devel-
opments or the degree to which they depend on concen-
trated efforts in the institutes as distinguished from the
programs slowly gaining ground in some Soviet
universities.

Outlook

A conspicuously active, and theoretically productive,
area in the behavioral and social sciences is the study
of human cognitive processes and capacities. Part of the
reason lies in the magnitudes of the social problems in

which these processes and capacities are implicated. It
has long been apparent that efforts to cope with the
prevalence of illiteracy and learning disabilities, the psy-
chological .aspects of health and environmental prob-
lems, the information explosion, and the educational
demands of a technologically advanced society have all

made only limited progress by means of research aimed
directly at practical applications_ Major advances in deal
ing with these problems may be initiated only by cor
responding advances in our understanding of the human
mind and its functionsthat is, in scientific theories pf
human learning and cognition.

The recent burst of scientific activity that gives prom-
ise of beginning to meet these needs resulted from a
convergence of influences frOm theoretical developments
in linguistics, experimental psychology, and the com-
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puter revolution. In particular, demonstrations that com-
puters can accomplish tasks hitherto the province solely,
of human intelligence, such as playing chess or an-

.. swering factual questions, suggested the possibility that
computers can ;.`think" in ways similar or superior to
human reasoning. The analogy has proven more than
superficial, providing theoretically suggestive concepts
and fruitful methods for the study of human perception,
memory`, and problem solving. In return, new insights
into hunian cognition are leading to more effective wayS
of programming computers to accomplish tasks, such as
the recognition of speech, which seem to be on the verge.
of important practical applications.

Notable advances in cognitive psychology during re-
cent years include the following:

'The formulation and application of computersimu-
latiOn models that have had a revolutionary impact on

tour conception of how human problem sOlvi7 is
accomplished.

The development of a family of mathematical models
of elementary decision processes, originally derived;
from signal detectability models of communication
engineering. These models permit the appraisal of the
separate contributions of a human observer's biases
and discriminative capacity (signal-to-noise ratio) to
performance on such tasks as the perception of simple
visual and auditory stimuli near threshold, the detec-
tion of blips representing aircraft on radar screens, or
the discrimination of shadows representing disease
conditions on radiographic plates.

Analyses of speech perception, revealing how pho-
nologically significant items of information are ex-

tracted from the spectrum of'sound waves generated
by a speaker, and analyses of cognitive pfocesses in
reading, elucidating the distinct but complementary
visual and auditory routes for the transmission of in-
formation from printed text to the brain.

Hierarchical network models for the organization of
semantic memory, accounting for the speed with
which recall of one word or concept leads to recall of
another as a function of similarity and categoriCal
relationships.

Current work that appears likely to come to fruition
during the next few years includes:

Mathematical models relating basic learning processes
to the properties of neural networks.

Computer-implemented models of language acquisition.

Efforts to apply the results of cuirent research on com-
municative processes to the amelioration or prevention
of disorders of speech and reading.

Development of methods for teaching general prob-
lem-solving skills and for computer augmentation of
human capacities for dealing' with extremely complex
problems.

In general, the near future seems likely to bring in-
creasingly effective exploitation of the complementary
strengths of cognitive psychology md related fiei in

forging a 'discipline that may play a significant role as
a basic science to many facets of education and research
on human factors in advanced technology.
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5. Ecology and Systematics

In a general sense, ecologists study the relationships
between organisms and their surroundings. Butany field
so broad must, consist of a number of more limited,
somewhat artificial disciplines. Thus, individual ecolo-
gists may investigate the evolutionary significance of the
shape and behavior of an organism, the interrelations
among a group of similar organisms (a population), the
functioning of all of the organisms in a specific area (a'
community), or the interactions of these organisms with
their nonbiological en4jronmEnt (an ecosystem). This
division of ecolOgy into separate levels of organization
is one way to partition the field; many other organiza-
tional"schemestave also been proposed and are in use.

Crucial to almost any study of ecology is the work of
systematists, Who classify organisms by analyzing the
differences and similarities between them and attempt
to determine their evolutionary relationships. The roots
of systematics, as well as of ecology, lie in natural his-
tory, and modern ecologists and systematists draw heav-
ily upon this field in seeking out key problems to in-
vestigate, in determining the best species and systems
for examining specific problems, and in assessing the
accuracy of observational data.

Because ecologists' and systematists often try to un-:
de.rstand and predict the characteristics of large systems,

they confront a problem faced by all scientists who deal
with complex systems having many interacting parts.
These separate parti must be grouped, and to form such
groups certain relationships must be emphasized while
others are deemphasized. The problem is that it is dif-
ficult to know if one has made the best groupings. More-
over, the very process of setting up aggregate units chan-
nels thinking about problems in subtle but powerful
ways. Thus, forming a group such as herbivores em-
phasizes the source of food common to those organisms,
plants, while deemphasizing such attributes as size,
color, behavior, or tolerance to temperature changes.
Clearly, the category of herbivores will be useful in
discussing flows of energy in ecological communities,
but it will not be appropriate for many other problems.

Ecology and systematics passed an Important mile-
stone in the 1930's when they welcomed into their con-
ceptual structures the "neo-Darwinian" synthesis of
Mendelian genetics with the theory of evolution. This
union, forged by R.A. Fisher, and J.B.S. Haldane in
England and Sewall Wright in the United States, made
the study of evolUtionary adaptation a central concern
of ecology) In G. Evelyn Hutchinson's apt phrase, it
Cvis a matter of the "ecological theater and the evolu-
tionary play."
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More recently, the fields of ecology and systematics
have been profoundly affected by three events, two of
them technical, the other political. The first technical
event was the devel4ment of modern computational
devices thai made it possible to integrate large quantities
of field data and to obtain solutions to complex modeling
problems that previously were intractable. The second
event was the development of new equipment, such as
the mass spectrophotometer, the atomic absorption spec-
trometer, and the gas chromatograph, that can detect
chemicals that previously were impossible to measure.

The political event v/as the sudden growth of envi-
ronmental awareness inithe United States. Because eco-
logical knowledge is a key to solving important envi-
ronmental problems, ecologists fou:d themselves thrust
immix political. arena. Initially, the expectations of the
environmentally concerned public and thehopes of many.
professionals tended to be unrealistically 'high. Now a
pattern, is emerging in which the modest but useful con-
tributions of ecologically related sciences are being ap-
propriately applied to,solve environmental problems.

From the wide range of topics under active investi-
gation by ecologists and systematists, this chapter will
treat a small number that illustrate the scope of the field,
that reflect the intensity of current activity, and that have
applications in environments dominated by humans.
Many equally important topics have, of necessity, been
left out.

Because no organism is an island, ecology has always
been ucemed with the overall interactions among the
living and nonliving parts of specified systems. After a
brief look at systematics, this chapter will describe re-
search on two different aspects of total ecosystems
their energy flows and nutrient cycles. Successive sec-
tions will focus on progressively more specific levels of
organization, from interactions of species to character-
istics of populations to individual life histories. At each
stage, the question will be posed, "What processes and
patterns *pear to be most imeresting at this level of
organization?" Understanding how these processes work
and how they might be manipulated is essential to make
proper decisions about environmental problems.

SYSTEMATICS

The classification and naming of the animals, plants, and
microorganisms of the world provide an orderly basis
for accumulating and communicating information about
them. Tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars are
spent directly or indirectly in the United States in an
effort to understand the environmental impacts of public
and private works on communities of plants and animals.
Studies of this sort seek to determine not only the direct
effects on living creatures of construction projects, such
as dams, highways, and subdivisions, but also the in-

direct effects of pollution, such as atmospheric sulfur,
acid rain, and sewage runoff. These efforts are of little
value if the organisms are not properly identified.

CLASSIFICATION

In the United States alone, there are an estimated 20,000
kinds of native and naturalized plants that maintain them-
selves without cultivation. These are the plants of the
forests, deserts, and grasslands of the country. the hab-

' itats that are modified or replaced during agricultural,
suburban, industrial, or urban development. Because
virtually every organism on earth depends upon the pho-
tosynthetic productivity of green plants and microorga-
nisms, knowing the numbers and kinds of these orga-
nisms and the ways in which they are distributed is of
general importance.

Despite popular belief to the contrary, the kinds of
plants, animals, and microorganisms that inhabit the
world, even those in the United States, are not well
known or understood, and information about many' of
them is not readily available in museums or books or
other publications. Unlike many other developed coun-
tries, the United States has no national inventory of its
plants or of any group of animals, except birds and,mam-
mals, that is relatively complete and national in cope.
There is no reference work or map that one may consult
to find the nationwide distribution of a given species of
plant, and no standard authority for the names of plants
or animals except birds and mammals. Of course, some
state and local surveys are useful in finding particular
information, but they are vcry "uneven in format and
coverage.

Various pieces of federal legislation, such as the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act and the Endangered
Species Act, mandate that such information be gathered.
A comprehensive national biological survey intended to
catalog existing information and make this catalog avail-
able in a form that is readily understandable would be
far less expensiiie than the piecemeal efforts we are now
undertaking.

Our lack of information about plants, animals, and
microorganisms outside of the United States, particularly
in the tropics, is far worse. There are probably at least
4.5 million kinds of organisms on the earth, about two
thirds of which occur in the tropics. Of the roughly 1.5
milliat kinds of organisms that live in temperate regions,
more than two thirds have.been cataloged and given a
name. But of the approximately three million kinds of
organisms found in tropical regions; perhaps only one
insix is known and cataloged.

The world's tropical forests are being cut down at a
rate that will lead to the conversion of essentially all of
them, principally to agricultural purposes, by early in
the twenty-first century.' This massive conversion of
tropical forests is expected to cause an extinction of
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plants and animals at a rate-unparalleled in the history
of the world. Up to one million tif the three million kinds
of tropical organisms may become extinct by the end of
this century, and an additional million kinds of tropical
organisins will meet the same fate dunng the next cen-
tury. By the year 2000. if current population growth
rates continue, approximately three fifths of the world's
human population will be living in the tropics. These
people will depend for their livelihood either upon the
communities made up of these largely unknown plants
and animals or upon the agricultural and industrial sys-
tems that replace them.

Given the great utility of many organisms for human
welfare, and the many ways in which human economies
are based directly or indirectly upon them, ignorance of
the magnitude outlined above is 'serious indeed. It is

important not only to identify and classify organisms of
proved or potential economic importance, but also to
investigate the potential usefulness of these organisms.
For example, many tropical plants synthesize chemicals
that may be useful as drugs or pesticides.

NEW TECHNIQUES

The past two decades have witnessed a remarkable re-
vitalization of systematics. Developments in many other
fields, ranging from molecular genetici to statistics, have
provided a wide range of data concerning relationships
among organisms, more powerful ways to.compare large
data sets, and improved capacities to store and retrieve
data.

These developments have had an especially important
effect on the field of population biology. For instance.
population biologists are intensely investigating the fac-
tors that control genetic variation in populations. Using
electrophoresis to distinguish different proteins, which
are coded for in genes, they have demonstrated that nat-
ural populations are more genetically variable than ad
been suspected. Among the proteins, enzymes have been
selected for study, in part because they are simple and
in part because they are known to be highly responsive
to selective pressures from the environment. Proteins
whose functions can be directly related to specific en-
vironmental factors are especially promising targets for
analysis.

One of the most striking developments of the past
decade has been the wide application. of chemical data
to systematic and evolutionary problems. New tech-
niques have made it possible to compare organisms
chemically in many different ways, and new journals
have been formed (Phytochemistry. Journal of Molec-
ular Evolution, Biochemical Systematics. Chemical
Ecology) to accommodate the increased flow of infor-
mation in this and related areas.

Chemosystematics comprises two main areas: the
study of macromolecules, such as proteins, and of sim-
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pier compounds, such as flavonoids and terpenoids. In
a major recent development. tnacromolecular system-
atics has begun investigating the evolutionary relation-
ships of organisms by comparing the proteins and genetic
sequences of contemporary organisms. DNA and DNA-
RNA hybridization techniques, which reveal how _sim-
ilarly the genes on chromosomes of different organisms
are ordered, are receiving particular attention. as are
immunological and electrophoretic approaches to deter-
mining protein structure.

The extensive use of computers during the past 25
years to compare many traits of organisms has, at the
same time, led to the development of well-established
methods for classifying, ordering, and representing data.
Indeed, man:. _if the current leading questions in nu-
merical taxonomy are mathematical and methodological
ones. such as measuring the distance between the char-
acteristics of organisms when these characteristics a-e
defined in multidimensional spaces, developing tech-
niques to measure the significance of clusters of similar
organisms, and discovering ways to compare classifi-
cations. The application of these and other techniques
developed by systematists extends far beyond the field;
they are being extensively applied to subjects ranging
from anthropology to psychology, from economics to
grants management.

STUDIES OF TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS

Because human beings exploit the world around them
so intensively, ecologists are especially interested in the
productive capacity of ecosystems. Consequently, stud-
ies of energy flows and nutrient cycles have dominated
research in the past few decades. Complete measure-
ments of flows of energy and nutrients in ecosystems,
however, are notoriously difficult to obtain, and the large
differences between years mean that data from one or
two years may not reflect long-term averages.

ENERGY FLOWS -

All current models of ecosystem energetics are empirical.
The most common conceptual approach is to group or-
ganisms according to their sources of energy. For ex-
ample. organisms may be categorized according to their
trophic levels as photosynthesizers, herbivores, carni-
vores, and detritivores (eaters of detritus). Studies of
ecosystem energetics then try to determine the amount
of energy contained within, and flowing through. each
of these groups and the factors most strongly influencing
those quantities.

Such information can be used to develop management
plans that will increase yields in certain components of
ecosystems. For instance, total photosynthesis, which
determines the overall rate of supply of essential nu-
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trients, seems to be most strongly related to the potential
evaporation of water from the plants a site. although
this factor is modified by such variables as soil fertility,
the seasonal distribution of precipitation, and the distri-
bution of stressful conditions such as droughts, unusually
cold weather, and high winds. As another L. ample, the
fraction of energy entering one trophic level that is con-
sumed by the subsequent level is higher in communities
where the most abundant plants produce no wood. In
systems dominated by woody plants, much more of the
primary production accumulates as wood, which is dif-
ficult for organisms to digest.

Another way to know how much energy is flowing
between organisms is to know how much carbon moves
between them, a fact that. has led to the development of
what )are called carbon budget. models. These models
also establish-compartments, but they use different units
than do trophic models. Carbon budget models mostly
emplpy groups such as wood, leaves, roots, and fruits
because these different plant tissues have very different
lifetimes and therefore different patterns of carbon move-
ment. These models are useful in studying interactions
between leaf- and root-eaters or between fruit- and seed-
eaters.

Growth and succession models are similar in structure
to carbon budget models, but they focus on changes in
the ecosystem over time. The more complete growth and
succession models employ compartments for the domi-
nant plant species in the system. Several recent models
of forest succession in the eastern United States are de-
tailed enough to predict changes in the abundances of
species.

Ecosystem energetics may also be viewed from an
evolutionary perspective. As species in a particular sys-
tem evolve, they allocate their energy reserves in dif-
ferent ways, and these allocation patterns can influence
the properties of the entire system. For example, the
ratio of energy bound up in persistent tissues to the en-
ergy bound up in short-lived tissues varies in different
parts of the world) Ratios are higher in most temperate
forests than they are in tropical ones, perhaps because
the stresses and strains of the physical environment in
the temperate zone favor a relatively greater investment
in roots and wood. Also, temperate-zone trees invest
much less energy in fleshy fruits than do tropical ones,
partly because the pollen and seeds of nearly all tropical
trees are dispersed by animals attracted to the energy-
rich parts of the fruit provided for them, while many
temperate trees use the wind as a pollinator ,and seed-
dispersing agent.

A very interesting but gs yet little explored area, be-
cause of the recency of theoretical developments, is the
application of insights about the evolutionary defenses
plants have developed against herbivores to energy
models of consumption of plant tissues by herbivores.
As yet, it is impossible to predict overall patterns of

consumption from existing theories about the chemical
defenses of plants, partly because many of the .theories
are untested and partly because many other factors be-
sides plant defenses influence the actual abundances and
dietary preferences of herbivores in nature. It is known,
however, that monocultures of genetically similar plants
are especially susceptible to herbivores; consequently,
some aspects of energy flow in communities may soon
yield to predictive analyses, and it may be possible to
apply some of these results to agricultural systems.

Energy flow through carnivores seems to be highly
similar in all ecosystems so far, studied (that is, they get
about the same fraction of total energy in all ecosystems).
This is probably because the qbality of food in animal
tissues is less varied than is the food in plant tissues.
With carnivores, it is the o,Aiantity of food that is im-
portant, rather than the ity, as with herbivores.
(Herbivores can die of starvation with full stomachs.)
Thus, carnivcres cannot survive unless their prey are
me-c abundant than some lower population threshold.
Such thresholds prevent predators from completelyex-
terminating their prey.

NUTRIENT CYCLES

Unlike energy. nutrients can be used many times within
a system. One way to measure nutrient cycling through
an ecosystem is to build a weir in a stream that emerges
from a sma:1 drainage basin and measure the materials
that pass out of the system. The best drainage basins for
such experiments are those underlaid by impervious
rocks, so that all materials that leave the system pass
through the weir and are not lost through seepage into
soil and rocks below. Materials contributed to the system
by wind, precipitation, and animal migrations can also
be monitored.

With these movements of nutrients under careful scru-
tiny, the system's response to natural variations and to
experimental manipulations, such as fertilization or
clear-cutting, can be measured accurately. Analysis can
also reveal the amounts of various minerals stored within
components of the systems and how the e quantities vary
over seasons and in response to perturbations.

The few such studies carried out to date indicate that
chemicals in precipitation contribute significantly to the
nutrient budgets of natural ecosystems. In undisturbed
forested, ecosystems, precipitation generally contributes
more inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus than is lost in
stream water. Calcium, magnesium, sodirm, and potas-
sium, however, register net losses that must bennade up
by weathering from the underlying rocks. The availa-
bility of these elements depends upon the nature of the
geological base, or substrate, and the number ofmillen-
nia over which it has been weathering. In general. young
soilssuch as those characteristic of much of the tem-
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perate latitudesare better sources of new elements than
are the deeply weathered soils of the tropics.4

Disturbances to ecosystems, such as clear- cutting and
burning, unleash massive losses of some nutrients from
watershedsmost notably calcium and nitrogen. The time
it takes to recoup these losses from precipitation and
weathering varies widely, depending on the chemical
composition of the, underlying rock, the amount of
weathering.that ias already occurred, temperature, and
moist*. When key nutrients are removed faster than
ales, can be restored. (because of harvesting, for exam-
ple), growth rates of vegetation will decline, unless ar-
tificial processes can replenish these nutrients.

These nutrient cycling studies'have also revealed that
temperate and tropical ecosystems differ substantially in
the relative amounts of nutrients held in different com-
partinenti within the system. For example, in most tem-

1,

yeratelOr1 ests well over half the total nitrogen rt the
SyStem- is found in part/ )y decomposed 'plant.and animal
remains onlheforest fW)or; in tropical forests, almost all
tht,,nitrogen, isAcatedi in the living plants themselves.
Cycling of nitrogen and other elements in tropical forests
i:yery,rapid because the roots of plants actively penetrate
,freshly-iallen leaves,( branches, and fruits on the forest
floor. and extract nutrients before those nutrients enter
the soil and are leachtd into ground water by heavy rains.
Temperate soils, are/ more likely to contain reserves of
nutrients that can s)ipport agriculture for many, years.

S.

Sustaining highiagrieultt..._ production is difficult on
tropical soils beca `se cutting and burning, the usual prel-
udesudes to cultivatio , release nutrients and plowing the soil
destroys the intri, ate structure of fine roots that normally
recapture them. Accordingly, large losses of nutrients
occur quickly, and usually crops can be grown for only
a few year's before yields become very low.

Many important relationships among the components
of ecosystems remain to be elucidated. For example, the
role and regulation of nitrogen fixation and denttrifica-
don in ,natural ecosystems are still poorly understood.
At present,

ing
/data are scattered, but a thorough under-

stand of these processes is vital to better management
disturbedof dgturbed ecosystems. Given that more and more

ecosystems are being disturbedby logging, agricul-
ture; mining, and other processes knowing how to dis-
turb them in ways that will minimize losses of valuable
materials. as well as knowing how to guide the recovery
of damaged systems. is vital to human welfare.

AQUATIC ECOLOGY

For a number of reasons, aquatic ecologists have pi-
oneered the study of whole systems and how the system's
interacting parts determine its properties. This is in part
because aquatic ecosystems are often simpler and more
clearly delimited than terrestrial ones, and in part because
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it is not possible with aquatic ecosystems to observe
directly many of the behavioral interactions among or-
ganisms that tend to absorb the attention of terrestrial
ecologists.

Much of the most interesting work going on in aquatic
ecology today concerns the structure and unctioning of
lake and rivaine communities and exat..ines the evo-
lutionary aspects of interactions among the species that
inhabit them. These two types of communities are very
different because in flowing waters most resources pass
by relatively stationary organisms and are available to
them only briefly.

In the past, considerable progress was made compar-
ing lakes that differ strikingly in certain respects, for
example, fresh water versus salt water. shallow versus
deep, large versus small. fast versus slow flowing, and
polar versus tropical. These comparative studies revealed
a number of important patterns. for instance, the abun-
dance of algae, and therefore of total chlorophyll, Can
be predicted by knowing the total amount of phosphorus:
In many cases, this knowledge can indicate the total
amount of photosynthesis. which is useful because phos-
phorus is much easier to measure than photosynthesis.

Merely measuring conditions in natural bodies of
water. however, no matter how extensively and L.-a-dully
these conditions are selected, does not suffice to under-
stand the factors that conrol productivity and community
structure. One must manipulate or alter the system in
some desired manner and then measure the system's
responses. Eco3ystems are cemplex, and the measure-
ments required to untangle complex causal relationships
are usually correspondingly complex. Hence. such stud-
ies require many persons with diverse skills and interests,
such as aquatic chemists. experts on different grcaps of
plants and animals. and modelers, working together to-
ward a common goal. Furthermore, the response times
of complex systems are often long. requirin that ex-
periments be conducted and monitored for periods some-
times us long as decades. The recovery of Lake Wash-
ington in Seattle, following the diversion of municipal
sewage away from the lake, has been going on for 20
rears but is still not finished.

Sometimes relatively simple manipulations of ecosys-
tems can be telling. For example, the important con-
trolling roles of higher level predators have been dem-
onstrated by removing starfish from the rocky intertidal
zone of the Pacific coast of North America. Starfish prey
preferentially on the dominant competitor for space, the
California mussel, making it possible for many other
species to invade and survive where they would other-
wise be eliminated from the system through competition
with mussels. When this starfish is removed, mussels
thrive and these competing species disappear or become
very rare. Similarly, when alewives were introduced into
New England lakes, the dominant species of zooplankton
were replaced by other species of different sizes, shapes,
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and behavior b_ ecaus alewives selectively ate the larger
zooplankton.

Other useful insights have come from experiinents
designed -,to 'help restore. lakes degraded by ,pollution.
The Manipulations that have been used in these cases
include reducing the input of sewage; adding phospho-
rus;. which causes immediate rises in photosynthetic pro-
ductiVitpand reducing the biomass of rooted plants by
mechanical harvesting, by adding herbivorous fish, or
by, using herbicides.

One exciting aspect of these studies is till very inter-
esting linkages they reveal between biochemistry and
ecology,..Lake experiments have uncovered chemical in-
teractions that standard laboratory experiments would
never have' revealed. For example, aquatic ecologists
studying the-nutrient requirements of planktonic. fresh-
-water algae are- finding that different algal species need
very different. amounts of various nutrients And trace
,Metals. Within a single drop of water, one species will

'te Airlifted in- its growth because there is not enough
silicate, another because there is not enough phosphate.
In addition,_ many species produce chemicals that en-
hance or Inhibit the growth of other species. By taking
into account the effects of nutrients, the differential ef-
fects of;light and temperature, and spatial and seasonal
patchiness, important insights concerning the shapes and
structure of algae are being attained.

Another interesting chemical interaction has to do with
the wines and. helmets that animals such as water fleas
and some rotifers develop in response to certain physical
conditions. For many years,' the function of the spines
was not understood, but studies have now shown that
rotifers develop these spines in response to a substance
liberated by their predators.

It is insights such as these that are vital to understand-
ing why natural communities have the number of species
they do, why the species possess certain properties, and
why interactions among them produce the patterns of
flow of _energy and materials characteristic of these
systems.

Sometimes it takes ecosystems so long to respond to
perturbations that even long-term experiments will yield
only preliminary results. To extend time horizons, pa-
leoecologists are studying lake sediments, which contain
a_detailed record of past aquatic communities and an
indication.lof the surrounding terrestrial community,
since pollen and seeds are blown into the water. Re-
cently, important advances have been made in recog-
nizing remains of organisms and in chemically analyzing
sediments. Specific investigations of some organic mol-
ecules, such as carotenoids, many of which are highly
specific to certain groups of algae species, are developing
rapidly, enabling better reconstruction of the details of
past communities. Such insights are valuable because
the present is but one moment in time, tied to the past
by a web of connections. Knowledge of past commu-

nities can reveal how they responded to disttkbatteses
And, therefore, how present communities are likely to
respond to similar disturbances in the future.

COMPETITION, PREDATION, AND
DISTURBANCE

From 1935 to 1970, population biologists dedicated
much of their effortslo understanding competition. They
demonstrated that species living together use environ-
mental resources in different ways, and that these species
change their use of resources if competitors are absent.

During the past decade, more attention has been given
to predation. The first studies were carried out to test
ideasI that predators may influence such important fea-
tures of ecological communities as the number of species
living together, the distribution of species, and how com-
monly certain communities occur.

Disturbance of communities, whether generated in-
ternally by biologidal forces (particularly predation) Or
externally by some physically imposed stress, is now
perceived to be as important a phenomenon as compe-
tition itself. With disturbance, however, the scales of
time and space are often expanded.

Enormous strides hive recently been made in inte-
grating predation-disturbance viewpoints with those
based on competition. These three areas of current re-
search have broad applications (as in- pest control and
forestry practices), have been studied using innovative
mathematical techniques, and are susceptible to exper-
imental testing.

ENVIRONMENTAL PATCHINESS

The organic world is heterogeneous, yet most older eco-
logical theory dealt with closed systems that were inter-
nally homogeneous and assumed to be near equilibrium.
Many newer approaches have discarded these restric-
tions. Disturbances such as earthquake-generated land-
slides, volcanic eruptions, forest fires, the activities of
badgers on short-grass prairie, or wave action along in-
tertidal rocky shores all produce patches of environmen-
tal change. These patches are generated at different rates,
seasons, and scales, but in all cases they open up the

affected communities for invasion by new species. Thus,
these communities are not' at an equilibrium but move
between different states as they are disturbed and recover
from disturbances.

Recognizing this fact and its biological implications,
the U.S.Forest Service has changed its policy of actively
suppressing all fires. Indeed, planned disturbance is
being used to maintain particular habitats for endangered
species. For example, Kirtland's warblers breed only in
jack pine woodland in Michigan where the trees have
reached a height of 5 to 20 feet following a burn. Without
a careful program of burning, the species would probably

become extinct.



Conceptualizing the world as a mosaic of changing
patterns emphasizes the importance of learning more
about how species disperse and about their capacity to
invade and successfully compete for resources in dis-
turbed sites. Such information is basic to testing models
of dynamic biogeography and will help. to establish a
framework with which to understand the extraordinary
variability of species that are early invaders of disturbed
sites, be they tropical forest trees, insects, or marine
algae. There is now real promise that an array of ad-
aptations for coping with a capricious world, including
an organism's dispersal, selection of a habitat, use of
altered environments, and reproductive strategies, can
be compared across a wide variety of habitats.

Furtherstudy of dynamic biogeography promise% to
provide new. insights into several pressing and important
issues,_ including the question of why some natural com-
munities are fragile whereas others are robust. As noted
earlier, damage to a crop by herbivores may be greater
if theCrop is-grown as a single- species stand rather than
interspersed with other species, apparently because mix-
tures make it harder for species-specific herbivores to
find the appropriate plants. For example, insect damage
to coital& is less when collard plants are grown among
plants of other species than when they are grown in pure
stands.

Dynamic biogeography also has important impli6-
tions for planning the optimum size, shape, and disper-
sion of parks and nature reserves.' The number of species
in an area depends upon a balance between the rate of
immigration of new species and the rate at which species
become locally extinct. Theory is not yet well enough
develojed, however, to enable us to say whether a single
large reserve, which should have the lowest extinction
rate, is better than a series of smaller ones, here ex-
tinction rates are higher but opportunities for exchanges
of species between units are better. Nonetheless, these
ideas may help in the design of management techniques
to maintain the largest possible number of species in the
reserves and parks we have set aside.

TEMPORAL CHANGES IN ECOSYSTEMS

The term harlequin environment has been coined to de-
scribe a landscape of patches in which two or more
species are competing for resources. For example, the
spaces created ,by logs bumping against rocky shores are
Invaded by algae and a variety of different sessile in-
vertebrates. These species differ in their abilities to dis-
perse into an area and in the seasons when they disperse,
and once they reach an area they differ in their rates of
growth.

Early theoretical studies suggested that species could
coexist in such systems even if they used the same re-
sources, such as space and food. Later research added
both complexity and verisimilitude to this view. It ap-,

t.
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pears that the times at which competitors arrive at a gap
or patch may influence the ultimate composition of the
community, because once an individual species has pros-
pered in an area it is harder to displace it. Experimental
work in forests and marine communities has shown that
invasion, even by a competitively superior species, can
be severely altered or restricted by species already there.
For instance, on pilings along the Atlantic coast of the
United States, the presence of the bryozoan moss animal
Schizoporella inhibits the establishment of all .or most
other species, yet it in turn essentially cannot invade
space already monopolized by another species..

When prior residence is important in determining what
other species may invade, the natural pattern of a com-
munity's change over time can become stalled, and al-
ternative states of a community may be stable for long
periods. Thus, succession of organisms over time after
a disturbance may not lead to a single final stage that is
independent of the nature of the disturbance and the
species that first colonized the site. Rather, a variety of
communities may persist simultaneously until the next
disturbance occurs, and we cannot understand the pattern
of these communities without knowing their histories.

DYNAMIC STABILITY

A developing alliance of theoretical and applied ecology
is making possible fundamental advances in understand-
ing complex interactions involviing many species, such
as pollination systems, host-parasite interactions, and
symbioses. In each of these systems, ecologists are be-
coming better able to understand how natural selection
acts on traits of the participants and how adaptations of
interacting speciesflowers and pollinators, for in-
stanceconstrain their mutual.evolution. Knowledge of
the specificity of a host to a parasite has permitted pests
to be controlled with little impact on other species in a
system. For example, St.-John's-wort, a serious pasture
weed in California, was reduced to very low levels by
introducing a beetle that eats that plant and no other.
Such techniques will become more. important as the use
of broad-spectrum pesticides is reduced.

The sum of the interactions among species living to-
gether imparts a dynamic order to natural communities.
Recent experimental studies mirroring human interven-
tionin which one species, for example, is removed or
addedshow that such a change often disrupts the dis-
tribution and abundance of some associated species. For
example, when sea otters were reintroduced into places
along the Pacific coast where they had been exterminated
by hunting, they caused sharp reductions in populations
of one of their preferred preysea urchins. Sea urchins
are, in turn, the most important grazers on large kelp;
without predation by sea otters, sea urchins become
common enough to keep kelp at very low population den-
sities. In the presence of sea otters, kelp increase in
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abundance and verpower many other types of algae and

sessile inverteb tes that are common when kelp are rare.

One would not ave suspected that a single predator
c an important effect on the populations
of many species that it does not actually eat;

Studies of the whale-krill-phytoplankton community
of the southern oceans highlight the complexities in-
volved in attempting to manage a single species so as
to produce a maximum sustainable yield.6 The great
whales feed predominantly on krill, and overexploitation
of the former has generated a 150-million-ton increase
of the latter in the southern oceans. This in turn appeals
to have contributed to increased populations of seals,
penguins, and squid,' all of which feed on krill. Krill
harvesting, which is being seriously contemplated, may
decrease-stocks of both whales and seals. Thus, when
species .share a limiting resource, exploiting one that is
commercially or aesthOcally valuable affects the entire
system. Understanding and successfully managing mul-
tispecies stocks is at the frontier of a combined theoretical

and applied ecology.
All studies of how species interact impinge directly

on an issue that pervades most ecological subjects: to
what extent are natural assemblages stable enough to
resist; or recover from, change? The multiplicity of spe-
dies, the nature and strength of their interactions, how
they eat and are eaten by one another, and how they
invade and succeed in different kinds of sites are all
believed to relate to this fundamental problem.The ques-
tion is central because the ability to effectively predict
the behavior of disturbed communities is important for
many environmental problems. Questions of stability
will dominate, either directly or indirectly, most studies
of ecological communities in the decade to come.

PLANT POPULATION BIOLOGY

In the last ten years, plant popUlation biology has
emerged as an important field that attempts to integrate
concepts and insights of ecology, genetics, and physi-
ology. All sources of food, as well as fossil fuels, ul-
timately derive from plants. However, our understanding
of plant behavior is still incomplete, especially in the
areas of how plants affect the environment, how pollu-
tants affect pLnts, and how the richness and forms of
plant species; affect other organisms and tl a dynamic
stability of ecosystems. Given the importance of plants,
it is essential that we thoroughly understand the way they

behave.
The goal of plant population biology is predictive,

testable theory to explain the distribution and the func-
tioning of plant populations.' For this, ecological, phys-
iological, and genetic data and theory must be integrated
and reconciled. The stage is set for a rapid development
of concepts and ideas, and the next ten years should see
very important progress toward understanding why dif-

ferent species occur in different environments and why,
some species are more abunda t tnan others.

PLANTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Botanists have'tended to believ
populations vary from place to p
factors, especially moisture. I

known correlations between the

that plant species and
ace because of physical
deed, there are well-
physical environment

and the form, abundance, and diversity of plants. For
example, chaparral-type vegetation occurs in all areas
of the world with a Mediterranean climate. However,
direct information on how environmental factors, such
as wind, cold, and drought, affect plant mortality has

been lacking.
Detailed demographic studies and reliable, affordable

technology to measure microenliironments now make it
possible to field-test the precise responses of plants to
their physical environments and to quantify the causes
of mortality. When populations are studied in such detail,
it becomes apparent that biological interactions, espe-
Cially competition and predation, play an important role
in the structure and functioning of plant communities.
The success of many programs of biological control of
weeds using insects or microrganisms illustrates the
point.

PLANT PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY

Conceptual and technical developments are making it
possible, for the first time, to formulate realistic -Models

of plant functions, especially photosynthesis and*water
movement. Using solid-state technology, and micro-

electronics in particular, plant biologists can now directly
measure gas exchange rates in photosynthesis, respira-

tion, and transpiration of intact leaves in the laboratory
and the field under varying conditions of temperature,
light, and humidity. These studies are demonstrat:nn, as
one might expect, a close relationship between environ-
mental parameters and plant performanci. Plants that are
indigenous to high -light and high-temperature environ-
ments, such as many summer-active desert shrubs and
herbs, have their highest rates of photosynthesis at high
levels of temperature and light; those that grow at low,.
temperatures have their photosynthetic optima at low
temperatures.

Most species investigated are able to adjust their be-
havior, within certain limits, to fit changing circumstan-
ces. For example, plants can change the temperature at
which they photosynthesize, best if they are grown for
a while at temperatures either higher or lower than the
ones to which they were previously adjusted. Little is
known regarding the genetic control of such physiolog-
WO variations. Heiwevetynow-tharthe-inheritance-pat
terns of single enzymes and their biochemical and phys-
iological roles in photosynthesis can be analyzed

12
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simultanefously in naturalpOpulations, investigatorscon-
front a great and exciting opportunity to analyze the
genetic and biochernicil machinery of adaptive mecha-
nisms. in plants.

-
ADAPTIVE VALUE OF PLANT STRUCTURES

AlthOugh in evolutionaryterms.form is just as important
as function, we do not understand it as well. Neverthe-
less, theoretical.- models haVe been developed that ex-
amine 'the. profits and costs (in terms of calories they
produce by phbtosynthesjs or calories they expend in
construction and Maintenance) of 'plant structures, and
reproductive patterns. For example, models have been
proposed that predict _reasonably well bow the shape of
leaVes and the. structure of canopies vary in diffeent
enViro.nments.:It is now understood why it is better for
aplant to,haVeAts leaves concentrated in a dense upper
layer if =it graWs inihe shade, but to have theM sPread
over a number of more open layers.iiit grows in the fall
sunlight. Other models.measure the signikance of re-

;
wards that plants offer, in the forms of nectar and pollen
to pollinating organisms.

Although this approach is still in its infancy; it ha
ahead), shown considerable predictive' capabilities, and
it should become an important element of population
biology theory. Particularly promising is the possibility
of piledicting the best properties for new plant varieties1
in agriculture.. It was once thought that the larger the
individuaLplant,...the_greater its yield. But as the use of
dwarf varieties for high-yielding grains and fruits ,dem-
onstrates, growth entails a series of trade-offs; vegetative
growth occurs at the expense of reproduction, and larger
plants have less favorable ratios of .photosynthesis to
support tissues. Advances along similar lines can be ex-
pected inlitidies of how plants allocate energy reserves
to the production of fruits and seeds. .

GENETIC' ANALYSIS OF PLANT POPULATIONS

The theory of evolution by natural selection is based on
the implicit assumption that there is a relationship be-
tween an organism's outward characteristics (its phen-
otype) and its genetic material (its genotype). For 100
years after. Darwin enunciated the idea, our knowledge
of the mechanics of heredity was so incomplete that the
assumption could not be tested. Once DNA was shown
to be,the genetic material, it became possible to address

.the question. But only in the last rive years, with the
development of relatively rapid and reliable methods for
sequencing genes, has it become possible to envis;on
testable hypotheses of the way genes are affected by

:natural selection.
Some of the recent discoveries in this-freld-have

startling and unexpected, and they pose questions with
serious theoretical and practical implications. One of the

1
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most important findings is that m ny genes are fOund in
hundreds or even thousands of re aced copieg. In these
cases, the general model that se ection proceeds by se-
lecting between alternative fit; s of genes cannot be
correct, because it requires all hose, copies to mutate

implications for h natural and artificial
simultaneously. How 'selection perates in these cases
has profound

lection. -

The technique of isozyme alysis, which analyzes
those sequences of DNA that actually translated into
proteins, has revealed a great eal of variation within
and between plant populations i the products of genes.
Indeed, the variation is so gre t that it cannot be ex-
plained by .current models of population genetics. This
has given rise to alternative ex lanations, the most pop-
ular of which is that a great d al of genetic variation is
neutral; that is, it is not affecte by natural selection and
accumulates by random mutat on. This still needs,to be

. ,
proven experimentally.

If neutral genes really exist, evolution may. be more
complex than heretofore assumed, and adaptations to
environments may be less precise, than they otherwise
would be. It is too soon to tell, however, how much of
genetic variation is in fact neutral.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATIO
. .
Animal social systems hate been vigorously studied
since 1920, when the British amateur ornithologist Elliott
Howard drew attention to the existence 'of territoriality
in many species of birds. Fiir many years,Imost observers
simply documented the bpsic social patterns in a large
number of species andatt Mpted to interpret the adaptive
significance of those patt s. The last decade, however,
has seen a fundamental shift in perspective.

Social systems currenjlyly tend to be viewed as asso-
ciations of individuals w th unique but partly overlapping
interests. Due to differe ces in age, sex, eiwerience, and'

1- site, each 'individual i a social group is affected dif-
ferently by the actions of other members of the group
and gains benefits in di ferent ways. Among the benefits
that a social existence confers' are protection from pre-
datiOn (sometimes), communal defense and exploitation
of resources, and better success in competition- for -Mates
(females, for instance, may ignore a solitary male in
favor of competing males from which they can choose).

, Because the value of these options is highly specific to
situations and species, the social systems found :tmong
living organisms exhibit great diversit). It has als) be-
come apraient that there are inevitable disadvantages to
associating in groups: the necessity of shat rig food, con-
ditions that favor the spread of disease, greater suscep-
bilitytopredationand-competition for mates. -That

most animals are solitary much of their lives suggests

1

that the costs of being social often exceed the benefits.
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Because each individual is unique, ecologists need
extensive data on groups in which all individuals can be
identified, and preferably in which genetic interrelation-
ships are known, to understand the real dynamics of
social systems.8 As a result, most of the important in-
sights and results have sprung from intensive long-term
studies of specific social groups, such as those that have
been.made of Florida scrub jays, Arabian babblers, and
several species of monkeys. Without a thorough back-

? ground knowledge of a group, the interactions of its
members are very difficult to interpret.

t

O

CHOICE OF ASSOCIATES-,

All individuals who live in groups choose associates,
and the most fundamental choice is that of a mating

, partner. The relationship between parents is unique, be-
cause usually parents are the only individuals in a family
group -Who are unrelated.

The choice of a mate commits the chooser's genetic
investments and parental efforts. A very important in-
sight is that members of the sex that invests the greater
bicilogical energy in its sex cells, usually the female,
have the most to gain from good choices of mating part-
ners and the most to lose from poor choices. Not sur-
prisingly, females in most species exercise greater dis-
crimination in choosing mating partners than do males.

Choosing a mate is a complex process. The parental
contributions made by a spouse differ greatly among
species, and decisions must often be made quickly using
incomplete information about the spouse's qualities. At
the one extreme, males may provide only a set of genes
to their offspring; all subsequent parental care is pro-
vided by the female. At the other extreme, as with the
small sandpipers known as phalaropes, the females desert
their mates soon after laying their eggs, and the offspring
are cared for by their fathers.

Which partner deserts first, and when, is one of the
central issues of social organization. Basically, an in-
dividual is expected to desert when its overall reproduc-
tive success is higher if it deserts and leaves its offspring
in the care of its spouse than if it remains with its current
spouse and assists in raising those offspring. This is
difficult to measure in the field. Many factors affect this
decision, including the ability andwillinge
deserted spouse to continue caring for offspring, the
probability that additional mating partners can be found
during the current breeding season, and the likelihood
of success with the new spouse. The prevalence of mo-
nogamy in many vertebrates (especially birds, in which
about 90 percent of all species are monogamous over a
single breeding season) is apparently linked to the ,great
difficulty that deserted partners have in raising offspring
unassisted, combined with the-limited opportumitics-that
the deserter has to find new mates.

ALTRUISM IN ANIMAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS

To.what extent do individuals behave in ways that lessen
their own chances to survive and reproduce but that bqost.
the survival and reproductive success of their associates?
It is generally thought that such behavior more readily
evolves in groups of closely related individuals, where
the recipients of aid share many genes in common with
the "altruist." In this.way, individuals may enhance the
frequency of their genes not only by producing their own
offspring but by helping their relatives to survive and
reproduce. This realization, developed mathematically
in the 1960's, has been the most important advance in
our understanding of natural selection since the theory
was given its rigorous formulations in the 1930's.

An area of considerable current interest:that relates to
the concept of altruism between relatives, or kin selec-
tion, is the role of individuals other than parents in caring
for offspring. One of the most striking findings in recent
years has been the discovery that more! than two indi-
viduals care for offspring in a much larger number of
species than previously suspected. In nearly every case
for which detailed information is availablein scrub
jays, Mexican jays, and Arabian babblers, for example
these helpers remain with their social groups and help
rear later siblings or half-siblings. A key question is
whether they are primarily helping or whether they are
gaining experience which may enhance their own future
reproductive success. In some intensely studied species,..
parents with helpers evidently do rear more offspring,
but in other cases they do not. Evidently the benefits and,
risks from helping and accepting help are not the same
in all species, though it is not understood why this is so.

In colonies of social insects, individuals have complex
and variable genetic relationships that have helped to
mold the evolution of the species. For instance, ants,
bees, and wasps have a sex-determination system in
which males are haploid (having half the full complement
of chromosomes) and females are diploid (having a full
set of chromosomes). As a result, if the queen mates
only once, females (all of which are sterile workers ex-
cept for the queen) are more closely related to their
female siblings than they would be to their own offspring
if they could bear them (sharing three quarters of their
genes in the former case and half in the latter). Females
are even less closely related-to- drones (sharing just a
quarterof their genes). However, if the queen is fertilized
by more than one male, as occurs in many species, sterile
workers are not necessarily more closely related to their
female siblings than they would be to their own off-
spring. These genetic relationships play an important
part in determining the relative proportions of males and
females in insect colonies and the interactions between
members of different castes.

Despite -the-success-of kin selection-in-accounting for
features of some social systems, it has proven difficult

127



to determine the 1E1111 extent to which this force hai in-
fluenced the evolution of social systems, particularly
among vertebrates. Evidence is accumulating from a few
bird species that, patterns of social organization do not
differ significantly between groups in which the individ-
uals are closely related and groups in which relationships
are much more distant. The relative importance of the

.genetic component in shaping the interactions among
members oft vertebrate social groups is generally not
known.

WHAT DO GROUP MEMBERS SAY TO ONE ANOTHER?

Social SyStems are maintained by frequent behavioral
interactions among their members. Communication can

.i 1.
occur, via several senses (vision, sound, smell, touch)

. 1 . I

and canicarry very different messages (information about
predators, food, the intentions of the signaler). Tho pre-
dorriiOnt 'theory (though the theory is not without its
dissenters) holds that for social signals to evolve they
musqinfluence the behavior of the receivers' of those
signals in ways that enhance the fitness of the senders.
At the same time, receivers of signals are expected to
res and to them in ways that enhance their own fitness.
Tli s, if a bird hears an associate sound a hawk alarm,
it y ould try to seek cover in the most rapid and safe way
pOssible. These requirements on interactions between
signaler and receiver impose substantial constraints on
the kinds of signals that can evolve.
/ They also provide a way of looking at the evolution

lof honesty and deceit in communication. Potentially, an
individual cod Weirefit-by raiding- false signals con-/ cerning its desirability as a mating partner, its ability to
defend space, and so on. However, receivers should

I evolve to be good detectors of deceitful signaling.
1 A satisfactory theory of deceit is still to be developed,
I but some powerful ideas and data are now accumulating.

For example, wintering Harris sparrows have a highly
variable amount of black on the feathers of their faces
and throats. The quantity of black is strongly correlated
with the dominance and actual fighting abilities of the
individuals in winter flocIQ. When the feathers of dom-
inant individuals are bleached, making these birds appear
subordinate, they are challenged by individuals that
would otherwise not do so. Nevertheless, the bleached
birds successfully subdue the attackers, and in fact may
become despots as a result of these frequent challenges.9

EVOLUTION OF LIFE HISTORIES

All organisms pass through a series of physiological and
behavioral stages over the courses of their lifetimes.
Sometimes, these stages of life are reflected in profound
changes in the_form of an_organism: for instance, a but-
terfly begins life-as an egg, hatches into a larva, and
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goes through a pupal stagc before emerging in its adult
form. Other creatures undergo less drastic physical-**r
changes.

The study of life histories takes as its subject these
general patterns in the lives of individual organisms. It
is a powerful tool with which to understand the com-
promises that organisms have evolved to deal with the
many physical and biolo ical factors that affect them
dtiring their lives.

Most of the important doncepts in the study of life
histories can bc framed in' terms of trade-offs. For ex-
ample, Pacific salmon of thd genus Oncorlzynchus spend
two to three years of rapid growth at sea and then travel
up a river or estuary to spawn, after which they die.
Trout, of the genus Salim), are closely related to salmon
and also come in from the sea to spawn, in many of the
same streams. But trout do not die after a single spawn=
ing; they .return to the sea and breed again the next year.
Assuming that these two patterns were produced by nat-
ural selection operating upon the reproductive advan-
tages to an individual organism, why should any fish die
after one spawning? Why not return, as trout do, to
spawn many times?

In this case, the, trade-off relates to the fact that a fish
must reduce the number of eggs it produces during a
single spawning if it is to have enough energy to return
to the sea and survive until the next spawning season.
Trout produce fdwer eggs each year than they would if
they invested all their energy in reproduction and died
soon after spawning. With salmon, this trade-off is made
differentlythey put all of their energy into reproduction
and in this way increase the chances that more of their
offspring will survive.

. The concept of fitnessan organism's genetic con-
tribution to future generationsis central to analyses of
such problems. Almost all current models use as a cri-
terion for fitne: s the reproductive success of an individ-
ual, that is, the number of its offspring that survive to
reproduce. But reproductive success is in turn determined
by several differet factors.

The general problem was first clearly posed by Darwin
in 1871:

Thus the fertility or each species will tend to in-
crease, from the more fertile pairs producing a larger
number of offspring, and these from their mere
number will have the best chance of surviving, and
will transmit their tendency to greater fertility. The
only check to a continued augmentation of fertility
in each organism seems to be either the expenditure
of more power and the greater risks run by the
parents that produce a more numerous progeny, or
the contingency of very numerous eggs and young
being produced of smaller size, or less vigorous,
or subsequently not so well nurtured. To strike a
balance in any case between the disadvantages
which follow from the production of a numerous
progeny, and the advantages (such as the escape,of
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at least some individuals from various dangers) is
quite beyond our power of judgment.'°

The balance spoken of by Darwin is the basis of current
life history theory. For example, there is a trade-off
between a parent's reproduction and its survival help-
ing offspring to survive reduces the chance that the parent
will 'survive to reproduce again. A simplified represen-
tation of this trade-off is shown in Figure I. The exact
form of the trade-off curve depends on the species and
its particular environment. To determine this form, one
'must know the extent to which producing more eggs or
providing more care for offspring reduces the parent's
chances of reproducing in the future.

An interesting feature of this trade-off is that parents
and offspring have different genetic interests in how
much effort parents invest in current reproduction. This
is because the offspring is 100 percent related to itself
but shares only 50 percent of its genes with any future
offspring (assuming that the parents stay together). Each
of the, parents, on the other hand, is only 50 percent
related to all of the offspring it produces. Parents there-

ADULT SURVIVAL

Figure I. Life History Trade -offs,

In many species, there is a trade-otf between a parent's own chances
of survival and its efforts to help its offspring survive. In salmon, the
parents invest all of their energy in reproducing and die shortly after
the female gives birth. In trout, the parents survive to return to the sea
and spawn again.

Using standard population genetics, it is straightforward to show that
parents and offspring have different genetic interests in how this trade-
off is made." From the viewpoint of the parent, the optimum trade-off
is the poin: on the curve with slope -2 (point b). From the viewpoint
of the offspring, the optimum point is that of slope -1/2 (point a).
Between a/and b, parent and offspring conflict. Genes in the offspring
will influence the trade-off toward point a;. those in the parent will
move it toward point b.

Source: B/ Ourlesworth. &Anon tn Age Structured Population New 'York: Cambndge
Universrtr Press, 1980.
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fore try to reduce their current investment in reproduction
in favor of future reproduction, while offspring try to
make them do the opposite'(see Figure 1)./T he common
parent-offspring conflict revolves around attempts by the
offspring to gain more resources from its parents than
the parents are selected to give.

LIFE HISTORIES AND CHANGING ECOLOGICAL
CONDITIONS

/
The classic examples of broad correlations between life
histories and ecological conditions' are the patterns of
larval development in bottom-dwelling marine inverte-
brates. At high latitudes, most off these species develop
directly from large eggs into larvae that eat the same
food as do the adults and are ipiniature adults in their
form; at low latitudes, most species have very small
eggs, and the larvae spend some time among plankton,
feeding' in ways very different from those of adults.

The identification of such patterns is the first stage in
analyzing the causal mechan'sms that relate life histories
to environmental factors. Mh more detailed knowledge
of these patterns is needed,

c

and alternative hypotheses
of their causes must be posed and tested. The fastest
progress is likely to be made by choosing situations in
nature where a single environmental variable affects a .t
major feature of an indi vii dual , s life history (forexample,
age of first reproduction). One interesting study is of a
species of,coral reef fiih in which individuals are funce
tional females first Ind then change into functional
males. The time of sex reversal turns out to be related
to the size of the local reef and the number of males
present on the reef.

CURRENT PROBLEMS

A number of important questions in the theory of life
histories have to do with compromises that govern certain
stages of an organism's life. AMong these are the
following.

How do reproduction and death rates change with age=
of the individual? The age at which an individual first
reproduces, and how often it does so thereafter, greatly
influences the representation of that individual's.genes
in future generations. For example, long prerepro-
ductive periods reduce the total number of offspring
produced much more than do decreases in the size of
litters.
Why does development take the form it does? For
instance, why do some marine organisms, like mussels
and barnacles, have tiny larvae which they broadcast
into the open water where they feed for a time before
settling, while others, like some snails and starfish,
lay large eggs that develop directly into bottom-dwell-
ing juveniles and adults?

1`'f'



In which species do parents ca for their offspring
and which parent provides it? In .,cost species of birds,
both parents feed the offspring; in most mammals,
parental care is provided entirely by the female. In
some species of fish, tH males guard the eggs, while
in others only the females do so. Some of these pat-
terns are easy to understand. The role of male mam-
mals in feeding young is limited by their inability to
produce milk, it is largely among carnivores that males
make substantial contributions to the feeding of
young. In other cases. reasons for the differences are
much less obvious. In certain birds, for example, only
females feed the young. while males devote their time
to defending the territory or attracting additional
mates, yet those males hate no physiological traits
that prevent them from feeding the young.
Why do higher organisms, reproduce sexually rather
than asexually? Until recently, it was assumed that the
value of sexual reproduction was that it generated vari-
ability among offspring, which enhanced the popu-
lation's ability to survive future environmental change.
Whereas sexual reproduction undoubtedly does geri-
crate such variability, the problem is to discover hn
immediate adaptive value of variable offspring to their
parents. Current research deals with how variability
may enhance .survival in patchy environments where
rapid changes are occurring in parasite and disease
organisms that may preferentially kill offspring that
are very similar to their parents.
How is reproductive effort allocated between male and
female offspring? This relates to the evolution of sex
ratios and, for hermaphroditic plants, the resources
allocated to pollen versus seeds.
What is the appropriate measure of fitness'? In order
to fully understand patterns in life histories, investi-
gators must be able to combine life history traits into
a measure of fitness that tells how natural selection
has affected a particular organism. As noted above.
almost all life history models now use the individual's
reproductive success as a criterion of fitness, as op-
posed to some benefit to the population, such as its
size or future chances of survival. However, there are
exceptions. For example, current sex ratio theory
about the role of local competition for mates involves
a form of selection on populations ,of individuals.
Other cases can be expected to arise* more precise
models are tested in the laboratory and in the kid.

One way to analyze life history traits is to experi-
mentally manipulate the situations faced by individuals
and measure their responses. One example, drawn from

4.
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the study of sex rat t os, used the wasp Nasom;a
I
, which

has haploid males nd diploid females and parasitizes
blowflies. When a

i
Singk wasp invades a bloWfly, al of

its offspring mate among themselves (that is, brot ers-
Icompete with one

1

another to mate with their sisters!). In
such a population, because all mating is between brothers
and sisters, a femalegains-by producing few sons. since
one male can mate with many females. However,/as the
number of females colonizing an area increases, arid their
male offspring compete for access to many groups of
females theory, predicts that the proportion of males
should also increase.''

Through a clever use of genetic markers, the Offspring
_from the first! female to lay eggs on a blowfly host were
distinguished from the offspring produced by the second
female. As predicted by theory, the first female wasp
produced many more daughters than sons, while the sec-
ond female, produced relatively more sons.'' In addition,
the second female adjusted the proportion of her sons
according I

1

to the number of competing males already
present, as estimated by, the relative number of eggs laid
by the tgro females. In experiments invoilving a large
number of female wgps, all producing offspring that

/
competd for mates, the relative numbers, of males and
femalel approached equality, a result also predicted by
theory /

Another way to analyze life historieS is to look for
correlations between life history traits and environmental
variables." 15 This process is somewhatisimplified by the
fact that life history traits tend to come in groups; for
example, long lives tend to be associated with few off-
spring per litter while short lives are associated with
many offspring per litter.

Cases in life histories where a trade-off is straight-
forward are important for analysis. 'The trade-off is ex-
tremely direct for sex ratiosmore sons means fewer
daughters. similarly. producing larger seeds means pro-
ducing, for the same investment of energy, fewer seeds.
In other cases, however, such as how reproduction re-
duces growth and raises mortality, or how early repro-
duction affects total length of life, very little quantitative
information about the trade-offs is known.

Since breeding for life history traits is the basis for
much agricultural improvement, agricultural literature
is a likely source of valuable information about how
changes in one trait influence other traits. For the most
part, little use has been made of this literature. Life
history theory may also be able to contribute to animal
and plant breeding and to understanding sex- or age-
specific changes in populations subject to extensive hu-
man predation.
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Summary and Outlook
The domain of ecology is the relationships between or-
ganisms and their environments. Within this wide field
are subjects ranging from the properties of complex as-.
semblages of species with their inanimate environments
to the behavith of individual organisms. Several concepts
are central to pursuing a better understanding of these
interactions. The first is the theory of evolution by natural
selection, which provides the basis for models that pre-
dict organisms' physiological, morphological, and be-
havioral responses to their environments. Because all
organisms are influenced by many different factors, sim-
ple adaptations to any one of them seldom occur. Rather,
an organism's characteristics represent a compromise
among conflicting selective pressures. In addition, se-
lective pressures seldom remain constant for very long.
Therefore, a key problem is to understand the trade-offs
involved in adaptations to combinations of varying
influences.

Determining the evolutionary relationships among or-
ganisms and developing a rational scheme for classifying
them are basic pursuits upon which nearly all other as-
pects of biology depend. For a few groups, the process
of naming and describing species is nearly complete; but
for others, including some of the most important ones,
such as insects and nematodes, most living species have
not yet even been described.

Studies of whole ecosystems have proceeded farthest
for aquatic systems, because of their relative simplicity
and clear boundaries. These studies are throwing new
light on chemical interactions between species and on
factors that regulate total productivity. These insights
suggest methods by which lakes can be restored and
managed.

For terrestrial systems, some of the best results have
come from studies that use a weir installed at the mouth
of a small watershed to monitor the total putput of water
and minerall/ elements from an area. These figures can
then be Compared with the quantities entering the system
from elsewhere and arising through local weathering.
Such studiL have highlighted the importance of nutrient
cycling mechanisms in intact ecosystems and the ease
with which they can be disrupted by various types of
disturbanCe. To use the services and products of eco-
systems on a sustained basis will require better under-
standing of these cycling mechanisms.

Population dynamics, a field initially supported by the
need of insurance companies for more accurate mortality
tables, can now provide valuable contributions to the
management of exploited animal and plant populations.
These ideas are also central to current efforts to under-
stand,' better the interactions among competitors and be-

/

tween predators and their prey. Future studies will at-
tempt to extend ecologists' predictive powers to complex
systems with multiple predators and multiple prey. Some
of today's most difficult management problems involv-e
these complex systems.

During the coming decade, ecological research will
undoubtedly continue to investigate adaptation. Recent
advances in the theories of sex ratios, allocation of en-
ergy, reproductive rates, and patterns of parental in-
vestment have developed to the point where we can un-
derstand how exploited animal and plant populations
change as a result of human harvesting practices. How-
ever, adaptations of organisms must be better understood
in the context of their total life histories, because selec-
tive pressures vary over the stages of an organims's life
and organisms seldom achie' ideal solutions to the
problems of each stage.

In addition to their intrinsic interest, studies of ad-
aptation are central to predicting the properties of or-
ganisms in different types of environments. As European
biologists traveled around the world during the last cen-
tury, they discovered ecological communities that ap-
peared very similar to the ones they knew at home. For
example, in all five regions of the world that have a
Mediterranean climate (the Mediterranean basin, Cali-
fornia, central Chile, South Africa, and southwest Aus-
tralia), with mild wet winters and hot dry summers, they
found vegetation dominated by evergreen shrubs with
thick leathery leaves. Some of the birds they found in
those areas reminded them of familiar European birds,
even though they turned out not to be closely related.
Ecologists now understand why thick-leaved shrubs are
best at using the resources of thole areas and why similar
vegetation favors similar birds. However, it is not known
how much and in what ways living organisms converge
in their attributes if they evolve in similar physical
environments.

If adaptations can be predicted from a knowledge of
the physical environment, other properties of ecological
communities can be predicted as well, because many of
these properties are the result of interactions among the
component organisms. Nonetheless, a large gap exists
between adaptations of individuals and properties of eco-
logical communities, such as energy flow, nutrient cy-
cling, and species richness and stability: a major goal
of future research will be to bridge this gap. Although
the task is a difficult one, these is reason to be optimistic.
Energy flow is the result of organisms capturing sunlight
through photosynthesis or eating; one another. Substan-
tial progress is being made in understanding how orga-
nisms forage and what prey they select. What remains
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to be done is to explore the connections between large
numbers of individuals foraging in different ways and
the total pattern of energy flow and storage in ecosystems.

Similarly, the number of species living together is in
part determined by the range of resources available in
a community and in part by how similar two species can

be and still coexist in the same environment. Therefore,
once ww know how species change their use of resources
when supplies are reduced by competitors, it will be
possible to predict not only the number-of species in an
area but also something about their use of resources.
Obviously, such a task will be easier for organisms such
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as birds, with relatively few, easily studied species, than
it will be for insects, where thousands of sl)ecies may
be present at a single site.

Even highly technical societies depend heavily on re-
sources and services supplied by ecosystems. These sys-
tem& provide food and fiber; they process wastes, they
enrich human lives aesthetically. We can continue to
enjoy these benefits only if it is understood how eco-
systems work, how they respond to disturbances, and
how their capacities to carry out certain functions are
limited. Abuse of these systems can only result in a
decline in the quality of human life.
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6 Plant Disease

INTRODUCTION

Research on. plant diseases involves the study of the
interaction of two systemsthe host and the pathogen.
Pathogens are divided into infectious and noninfectious
types. Infectious pathogens are living agents, such as
fungi, bacteria, nematodes, and viruses; noninfectious
pathogens . are such things as acid rain, nutrient defi-
ciency, and air pollution. People and insects commonly

act as agents in transmitting pathogens to the host plants.
Research in plant pathology, plant genetics, and re-

lated plant sciences has made tremendous gains in pro-
tecting crops and other plants by revealing the methods

that protect plants against pathogens, and by developing
plant varieties resistant to disease. Recent research on
the physiology of host-pathogen relationships has dem-

onstrated that there are also dynamic mechanisms in

plants that provide defenses against attack by pathogenic

bacteria and ftingi. Factors.such as weather can greatly
influence the host-pathogen interaction and therefore the

severity with which a disease affects a plant population.
This makes it difficult to estimate accurately the annual

losses in agriculture and forestry that result from plant
disease. Nevertheless, it is estimated that plant diseases

cause about a 30 percent loss in potential yield of major
craps each year. When a primary food crop is seriously

damaged, political, economic, and social disruptions
may occur. The epidemics of potato blight in the mid-
1840's in Ireland, a country that had come to depend
very heavily on this ftiod source, resulted .in massive
starvation and the emigration of hundreds of thousands
of Irish to the United States. Millions starved in the great
Bengal famine of 1943, caused, in large part, by an
epidemic of brown spot of rice.

Other notable plant disease epidemics include the
chestnut blight, which destroyed every important stand
of this valuable forest tree within 50 years, and Dutch

elm disease, which is curt..-'.4 decimating one of the
most popular shade tree species in our country.

Plant diseases have taken and continue to take their
toll of American agricultural production. In 1916, red

rust of wheat destroyed two million. bushels of wheat in
the United States and another million bushels in Canada.
Stem rust deitroyed about 60 percent of the wheat crop
in Minnesota in 1935. Northern leaf blight of corn can
cause up to 50 percent yield loss in some parts of the
Corn Belt. The Department of Agriculture has estimated
that in 1976 $4 billion in U.S. crops was lost because
of _plant disease. Unexpected disease problems can ex-
plode at any time, resulting in a serious loss to agricul-

tural productivity.
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Devastating epidemics do not normally occur in wild
plant communities. Rather, they are caused primarily by
the accidental importation from other parts of the world
of new pathogens, to which the native plants have tittle,
if any, resistance, or they result from the breeding of
genetically uniform crops. While uniformity may im-
prove yields and harvestability, it Inay also make the
crops vulnerable to disease epidemics.

The ,'story of southern corn leaf blight illustrates the
genetic vulnerability of crops bred for uniformly high
yields and convenience of harvest. Corn varieties bred
for maternally inherited pollen sterility, which eliminates
detasseling by hand, proved extremely susceptible to a
new race of fungus. By the time this was discovered,
the genetic trait for pollen sterility and susceptibility to
the disease had been bred into more than 85 percent of
the American corn crop. In 1970, leaf blight broke out
in the United States and spread from Florida to Wisconsin
in one season. Many cornfields in the southern states
were killed entirely, and U.S. losses nationally amounted
to 600 million bushels of corn, worth more than $1
billion.

When a crop variety is genetically uniform. disease
control is all the more important because any breakdown
of resistance can lead to loss of the entire crop. This
chapter is confined primarily to the impact, development,
and prospects of plant disease research in addressing the
problems of control.

DISEASE RESISTANCE AS A KEY TO PLANT
HEALTH

Although quarantines are sometimes effective in pre-
venting the introduction of foreign pests, for diseases
already present in this country, growing disease-resistant
varieties is easier, less expensive, and often more effec-
tive than other methods of control. Even where pesticides
are essential for adequate disease management. resist-
ance is important because it makes other control methods
more effective. The value of resistance is measured in
terms of its durability and its effect on rates of disease
increase. The critical questions are: will the resistance
reduce the spread of disease to a manageable level, and
will the resistance remain effective for the normal useful
life span of a crop variety?

The 1972 National Research Council study on genetic
vulnerability emphasizes that our major crops are com-
posed of very few plant varieties. For instance, 77 per-
cent of the total U.S. peanut acreage and 96 percent of
the pea acreage consist of only two varieties of the re-
spe-tive plants; 72 percent of the potato acreage consists
of just a few varieties. However, recent efforts have
produced new varieties of vegetables, and durable re-
sistance to several diseases has been incorporated into
single varieties of cucumbers, cabbages, and tomatoes.

Resistance to disease in plants is more common than
is susceptibility, but what factors actually control re-
sistance? Plants, unlike animals, do not produce anti-
bodies ..1 response to bacterial, fungal, or viral infec-
tions. The underlying biochemical and physiological
mechanisms of resistance are controlled by genes, and
manipulation pf these genes by a variety of techniques
has produced some dramatic successes.

- Disease-resistant genes are obtained from induced
mutations, from wild species, from relatives of domestic
crop plants, and from.sold, discarded varieties. The lack
of disease-resistant genes in plant populations that are
otherwise suitable for breeding with a specific variety
may in some cases be overcome with recombinant DNA
techniques. These and other genetic technologies may
allow barriers to gene transfer between distantly related
plants to be broken, and may even allow the synthesis
and introduction of genes for resistance. However, enor-
mous further advances are required before this direct
approach becomes practical.

DURABILITY OF RESISTANCE

Plant pathogens are more capable of genetic change and
adaptation than are their host plants. There is therefore
no guarantee that resistance to a given pathogen will
provide permanent protection against it; there is always
the possibility that the pathogen will adapt to the re-,
sistance and overcome it.

Disease resistance may be either of two basic types:
that in which high levels of resistance arc simply inher-
ited (governed by C or two genes). and that in which
lower levels of resistance are inherited as complex traits
based on the combined effects of many genes in the
plant. Understandably. early plant breeding efforts con-
centrated on simply inherited resistance controlled by
one or two genes. Such resistance was easier to breed
and, initially, more effective than resistance derived from
complex inheritance.

The problem with simply inherited resistance is that
it is often associated with simply inherited virulence in
the pathogenic organisms. That is, resistance controlled
by one new gene in the host plant may be overcome by
one or more new genes for virulence in the pathogen.
In many diseases, there is a gene-for-gene relationship
between resistance in the plant and virulence in its path-
ogens. This type of resistance is referred to as specific
resistance because it is effective only against races of the
pathogen that lack the corresponding genes for virulence.

The exclusive use of specific resistance favors the
selection of pathogen races that can overcome it. Specific
resistance lacks durability but resistance does not have
to be very durable to be us ful. Since the early 1900)s,
the American and Canadian heat crops have been pro-
tected from rust diseases by sp ific resistance. but there
have been some notable failures. In 1952 and 1954, new



races of the wheat stem rust fungus caused the loss of
.about 70 percent of the durum wheat crop and 25 to 35
percent of the bread wheat crop. In most years, however,
the resistance held up.

The key.to. the success of specific resistance in wheat
has been a continual search for new genes for resistance
and the development of an atensive monitoring program
to detect new futus races before they become prevalent.
This system has become more effective with better un-
derstanding, of the genetics of rust fungi, but it is ex-
pensive to maintain. It requires a central laboratory with
several scientists devoted almost exclusively to studying
the changes in the population of a single fungus. It also
requires periodic expeditions to explore and sample the
dwindling populations of wild wheats in the Middle East
in a search for new genes. Furthermore, it &tracts from
programs to develop higher yielding varieties of wheat
because breeders must devote much of their time to the
manipulation of genes for rust resistance.

Two changes in the use of specific resistance have
been advocated to increase its durability, and thus reduce
its cost. One is to regulate the geographic distribution
of specific plant genes. The wheat stem nist fungus can-

, not survive winters north of Texas or Oklahoma, but
each spring.and summer it spreads north to the prairie
provinces of Canada. The useful life span of a gene for
specific resistance' in,Canadian varieties could be pro-
longed by. keeping it out of the wheat in Texas and
Oklahoma:This would prevent selective changes in the
fungus population before it reaches Canada. Division of

the North American continent into wheat rust zones and
thedistribution of distinct sets of genes for specific re-
sistance_in those zones could be highly effective in frus-
trating adaptation by the fungus.

The second approach to increasing the durability of
specific resistance involves a simulated "return to na-
ture," and is based on studies that sheer that wild plants
and their pathogens have evolved relatively stable as-
sociations in which diseases are not ordinarily debilitat-
ing. For instance, in the wild oat populations in Israel
and surrounding areas, nrnji types of specific resistance
are found and there is a corresponding diversity of path-

ogen races within the pmlation of the fungus that causes

oat crown rust. The plant and fungus populations seem

to have reached a stable equilibrium in which most of
the host plants are highly resistant to most races of the

fungus.
Multiline varieties of crops are designed to reproduce

this kind of balanced protection. Each multiline variety,
such as those developed for wheat and oats, is composed

of a collection of lines or varieties that are similar.in
appearance but different in their specific resistance to

races of the rust fungi.
The gradual increase of general resistance by crop

selection over several generations is an old method for
developing durable resistance. Recently, this approach

N
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has aroused new interest because it provides long-lasting
resistance. General resistance is often difficult to work
with because its effects may be subtle and-its inheritance
is usually complex, but it has the advant4e'of being
more durable than simply inherited specific resistance.
Crops such as corn, which are readily cross-pollinated,
have traditionally depended on complex, general resist-
ance to diseases. For these crops, there has been no need

to set up extensive programs for surveying the races of
pathogens. It is new apparent that general and specific
resistance are compatible. General resistance increases
the durability of specific resistancehence the renewed
interest in improving general resistance in such self-
pollinated crops as wheat, which are more difficult to
breed than corn.

The recent emphasis on general resistance has led to
improved techniques for measuring subtle, quantitative
differences in plant responses to pathogens. The em-
phasis now is on howresistarice affects the pathogen's
reproductive ability. Most epidemics depend on multiple
cycles of pathogen reproduction. What may seem a rel-
atively slight reduction in reproduction in each cycle,
when multiplied over several cycles during the crop sea-
son, is often sufficient to prevent the otherwise explosive
buildup of the pathogen; complete inhibition is not es-
sential. The most efficient use of disease resistance will
be based on results of basic research into the population
dynamics of the organisms that cause disease.' ,

NEW METHODS FOR DEVELOPING RESISTANT CROPS

The classical approach- in plant breeding is to combine
disease resistance with desirable horticultural or agfo-
nomic characteristics. While this approach has been suc-
cessful in many crops, in others it has been impossible
to achieve this combination. Protoplast culture is a prom-
ising new method for acquiring disease resistance traits
in plants.

Although tissue culture techniques at the protoplast
level have led to the regeneration of a number of different
plants, until recently none has involved a major food
crop. In the case of the white potato, plants regenerated
from protoplasts commonly have traits not observed in
the mother clone from which they are derived. Further-
more, the newly acquired traits seem,.to be stable and
are maintained in subsequent generatitins of plants that
are propagated by tubers. Thus, protoplast regeneration
has the potential to improve disease resistance and other
horticultural properties of vegetatively propagated food
plants. The results of research seeking to ascertain the

underlying genetic mechanisms that control these traits
could be of enormous value to crop improvement
programs.

Another mechanism for acquiring disease resistance
in plants is through the use of mutagens. Chemical agents
or X-rays have been effective in some cases in inducing
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resistance not previously known in the plant population.
A notable example is the development of mint varieties
with resistance to Verticillum wilt. It is posiible that
induced mutations can be combined with the protoplast
regeneration system described above.

CHEMICAL CONTROL OF PLANT DISEASE

Chemicalt have long been used successfully'as disease
control agents. For example, in the late 1800's common
stinking smut regularly destroyed 10 percent or more of
the Kansas wheat crop; today, instances of this disease
are rare because of the successful use, first, of copper-
containing fungicides and, more recently, of organic
mercury-tcontaining fungicides and hexachlorobenzene
as seed treatments. Because of its tcrxicity to humans,
however, the use of mercury for 7s'eed treatment was
banned in 1978. As a result, !evetial diseases of small
grain cereals, particularly bacterial leaf.streak and leaf
stripe of barley, are beginning to feappear. Whereas non-
mercury fungicides are acceptable substitutes for control
of the smuts, a major effort is' now ,under way to find
controls for other diseases of .barley.

Other chemical compounds, particularly those widely
used for control of leaf diseases of fruits and vegetables.
are currently being examined by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency. If they are rejected, and growers are
denied these chemical controls, new compounds,, new
resistant varieties, or other control measures will need
to be developed.

In 1979, an epidemic of blue mold devastated the
Cuban tobacco ..crop, causing losses of more than 90
percent. The same disease struck tobacco fields in the
United States and Canada, resulting in losses estimated
at more than 5250 million. Why this disease, which had
not been seen for years, ciuddenly caused such tremen-
dous losses is not known. In 1980, growers had limited
access to a new fungicide called metalaxyl, which dra-
matically, reduced losses from blue mold in fields where
it was used. Metalaxyl also promises to be valuable in
controlling other serious plant diseases, including late
blight of potato, downy mildew on vegetable and grain
crops, and several root rots on a variety of plants.

Systemic fungicides, such as metalaxyl, which are
absorbed by plant tissues and which move through the
plant to control disease, have been developed largely
within the past 10 to 15 years. The first such compound,
carboxin, was described in 1964 and is now marketed
worldwide as a seed treatment for control of different
smuts of wheat, barley, and oats. Another systemic fun-
gicide, benomyl, controls wide variety of diseases of
fruits and vegetables. There is currently a major research
effort to develop other compounds that act systemically.

One difficulty that has arisen in using certain systemic
fungicides is that the fungi being controlled develop re-
sistance to the fungicide. This has been the case with
benomyl and metalaxyl. However, strategies for slowing
down or preventing the development of resistant strains
of the pathogen are being used. These involve the use
of fungicides that have different modes of action and that
are applied as mixtures With benomyl or alternately with
benomyl. Thus, if strains resistant to benomyl,develop,
they may be eliminated by the other fungicide. However,
this approach has failed in situations.where the pathogen
is resistant tc :ieveral chemicals.

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL METHODS

Possible environmental and health hazards associated
with the use of chemicals for plant disease and insect
pest control have aroused considerable public concern.
Therefore, as an alternative, biological control has been
examined, with some encouraging results. An ingenious
new biological treatment of young' fruit trees for crown
gall disease caused by A grobacteritmi tumefaciens is now
commercially available. In this instance, root stocks are
treated with a suspension of the bacterium Agrobacter-
tura radiobacter, a nonpathogenic strain of Agrobacter-
ium. This bacterium produces an antibiotic that prevents
growth of the crown gall bacterium.

Many bacteria associated with plants produce specific
antibiotics called bacteriocins. Thus, diseases caused by
bacterial pathogens may be controllable either with the
appropriate antibiotic or with avirulent strains of the
pathogenic organism. Some likely candidates for control
by these methods are fire blight of apples and pears,
bacterial wilt caused by Pseudomonas sots-tacearum,
and numerous bacterial diseases that are borne on seeds.

In Australia, fungal root rot of avocados has beer
controlled by intensive cover cropping and applications
of chicken manure and dolomitic limestone. Just why
these measures keep the destructive fungus under control
is not completely understood. In any case, microbial
activity in soil treated in this manner is enhanced,
whereas germination and development of pathogen
spores are inhibited. The challenge for biological con-
trol, particularly of soil-borne pathogens, is to under-
stand better the interactions that occur among soil or-
ganisms and the ways that these interactions can be
manipulated to control pathogens.

Many species of Pseudomonas produce antifungal
agents, only F ime of which have been chemically char-
acterized. Some consideration has been given to altering
the microflora of perennial 'plants (trees, vines, and
shrubs) by introducing bacteria that are antagonistic to
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the most troublesome fungal pathogens. For instance,
injecting cultures of certain strains of Pseudomonas syr-
ingae into young elm trees can decrease the chances that
symptoms of the dreaded Dutch elm disease will appear.
The effectiveness of this approach depends on the extent
to which the bacteria: (1) produce antifungal agents that
are effective against a wide range of isolates of the fungal
pathogen, or trigger defense responses in the host, (2)
can establish and distribute themselves in the plant, (3)
do not cause adverse effects in the plant, and (4) are
effective-in controlling the disease for a prolonged time.

Plants may have latent (unexpressed) mechanisms of
disease resistance. For instance, some races of Colle-
totrichum lindemuthianum (the cause of bean anthrac-
nose) inoculated into bean hypocotyls activate a defense
mechanism that protects the plant from disease when
challenged by pathogenic races of the fungus. Such pro-
tection seems to be systemic, since inoculation of the
first true leaf of the plant with the nonpathogenic strain
confers resistance on the entire plant. Protection of to-
bacco from the bacterial wilt organism with avirulent
heat-killed cells of Pseudomonas solanacearum has also
been reported. Additional research is needed to discover
the e.stent of this phenomenon and to determine how it
can be manipulated to provide economical disease
control.

Some fungi offer promise in controlling other destruc-
tive fungi. For example, Fomes annosus is a fungus
which is responsible for heavy losses of timber in Amer-
ican and European pine plantations. This fungus grows
on the stumps of harvested trees: from these stumps,
spores and mycelial threads spread rapidly to nearby
healthy pines. However. if a harmless fungus. Penio-
phora gigantea, has already colonized the stumps, F.
annosus cannot become established. This technique for
protecting pines has been adopted in Great Britain. where
tablets containing the reproductive structure:, of P. gi-
gantea are placed on freshly cut stumps, thus allowing
for the initial colonization of this organism to the exclu-
sion of F. annosus.

One of the more interesting observations of biological
control concerns chestnut blight. caused by the fungus
Endothia parasitica. A hypov.irulent (nonpathogenic)
form of the fungus will render harmless normally virulent
(pathogenic) forms of the fungus in culture. Thus. when
the hypovirulent form is injected into actively growing
cankefs on limbs, the cankers become quiescent. Ap-
parently, RNA from the hypovirulent fungus makes the
virulent fungus impotent. So far, this method of con-
trolling chestnut blight appears to have been more suc-
cessful in Europe than in the United States. Research to
discover other biological relationships of this type and
to delineate the mechanisms by which they operate may
yield important new techniques for the control of plant
disease.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY

In plant pathology, relatively little attention is given to
therapy of diseased individuals; instead, the primary-con-
cern is with the conditions that govern the spread of
diseases through populations. Early study of plant epi-
demiology focused on the influence of such climatic con-
ditions as temperature, relative humidity, and precipi-
tation. For instance, fungus spores usually require a film
of water in which to germinate before they can penetrate
and infect the host leaf. The time required for spore
germination depends in turn on the temperature. When
temperatures are too low or too high, or when the leaves
are dry, infection will not occur. Careful studies of these
conditions have led to some relatively simple but effec-
tive methods for deterniining when infection is likely to
occur in an orchard or field and when a fungicide should
be applied.

Comparative epidemiology involves mathematical
analyses of the different patterns by which epidemics
develop in different types of host plants bcs'eby path-
ogenic organisms. The so-called disease progress curve
is the cornerstone for analyses and comparisons. Epi-
demiologists plot relative amounts of disease (expressed
in units, such as percentage of leaf area damaged. num-
ber of disease lesions, proportion of roots infected. and
so on) against time in order to analyze the effects of
weather. pesticides, and other factors, on the progression
of a disease.

Diseases that build up through a series of many cycles
of pathogen reproduction are commonly referred to as
compound-interest diseases. The progress of such epi-
demicsfor example, potato late blight, wheat stern
rust, or rice blastincreases exponentially over time.
Each increment of disease generates a larger increase
until the supply of healthy plants is exhausted.

Other diseases. such as those that affect the roots of
plants. build up at a slower rate and are commonly called
simple-interest diseases. The rate of increase of these
diseases within any crop year is closer to being steady
than exponential. Simple-interest diseases are less ex-
plosive but. are often more persistent than compound-
interest diseases. They are caused by organisms that
compensate for their slower reproduction by an increased
ability to survive from one crop to the next. Simple-
interest diseases are especially destructive to perennial
crops and forest trees.

Comparisons of disease progress curves for different
types of epidemics provide knowledge of the importance
of, for example, initial infcction levels, length of the
growing season, and suitability of weather. It is then
possible to base disease control strategies on the com-
ponents of the epidemic that are most vulnerable to
disruption.
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MONITORING DISEASE EPIDEMICS

Plant epidemiology has greatly benefited by the devel-
op tiinrotthe-hitIFspettdigirarcompurer7Detailed-data

ance. This approach needs to be tried with other crops
and diseases to see if it has general application.

on microclimates can be collected, processed, and
merged with complex programs to simulate crop growth
and parasite reproduction. It has become possible to
elucidate the complexities of plant disease interactions
at levels undreamed of a few years ago. Details of thou-
sands of interactions among host plant, pathogenic or-
ganism, and weather can now be stored and integrated.
Plant pathologists with broad training in such diverse
areas as advanced mathematics, computer science, plant
ecology, and meteorology are using their skills to pro-
duce mathematical models and simulations of plant dis-
ease epidemics. Apple scab and potato late blight have
been modeled so successfully that the computer simu-
latiohs now serve as rapid, accurate training guides to
help *students and extension agents learn optimal disease
management systems that are useful in integrated pest
management.

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT

Integrated pest management involves fitting together in-
formation about the biology of pests, the environment,
and the status of the host to obtain maximum results
from the applicatiqn of biological and chemical control
methods. This management technique not only reduces
the environmental load of pesticides but is also cost ef-
fective. Customarily, a given situation is monitored and
specific control measures are instituted only after pest
populations exceed a certain tolerance level. Control in-
volves such measures as applying effective amounts of
pesticides at the appropriate times, crop rotation, use of
microbial agents, or whatever other manipulations min-
imize loss. Integrated pest management relies heavily on
knOwledge of the biology and life cycles of pests, and
on trained personnel who can apply the information.

For some crops, resistant varieties or other methods
of disease control are unavailable, so growers must resort
to pesticides. The disadvantages of using fungicides on
crop may be mitigated in the future by more accurate
forec ting of disease. In Pennsylvania, for example, a
forec ting system know as BLITECAST has been de-
velo d for late blight of potatoes. This program involves
placin weather instruments on a grower's farm. The
weather data are then phoned in periodically to a com-
puter center, and a forecast of the probability of a late
blight outbreak is quickly relayed to the grower, who
then use this forecast to determine whether he should
apply a f ngicide or delay doing so. It has been shown
that smaller amounts of fungicides are needed to control
late blight if forecasting is combined with the use of
potato varieties that have some degree of genetic resist-

,

ENERGY SUPPLY AND PLANT DISEASE

As energy costs soar, agricul' ral producers are looking
for ways to reduce enery con. Imption and yet maintain
productivity. One approach is to decrease tillage or even
to adopt a no-tillage system, whereby weeds are killed
with herbicides rather than by being plowed under or
disced. This tillage method (known as conservation til-
lage) has the added advantage of significantly reducing
erosionby 50 to 90 percent. There is some concern,
however, about the effect that changes in tillage practices
will have on the incidence of plant disease since many
bacterial and fungal pathogens overwinter in and on crop
residues. Experience thus far has not been sufficiently
extensive to indicate whether this concern is justified.
However, some examples are encouraging.

In Nebraska, a cropping system of this kind seems net
to have increased the incidence of disease; indeed, stalk
rot of corn and sorghum htis actually decreased. This
particular system involves a rotation of winter wheat,
grain, sorghum, and fallow; fields are kept weed-free by
herbicides and the crop residue is left undisturbed on the
surface. Yields of wheat have increased 8 to 10 percent
and sorghum yields have increased 40 to 50 percent over
those obtained with conventional tillage. On the other
hand, in some areas barley and wheat leaf diseases have
increased in severity in fields where conservation tillage
has been practiced.

There is little doubt that agriculture in America, and
perhaps elsewhere in the world, will change markedly
in the coming decades unless alternative, cheap energy
sources are found. If they are not, research on the impact
of changes in tillage practices on plant diseases will
assume new importance.

BIOCHEMISTRY OF HOST-PATHOGEN
INTERACTIONS

The biochemistry of host-pathogen interactions is an im-
portant aspect of plant pathology. Research in this field
is based on the assumption that all diseases, whether in
plants or animals, are the result of molecules in the host
interacting with those of the pathogen. With the advent
of such techniqws as recombinant DNA, gene sequenc-
ing, affinity chromatography, high-pressure liquid chro-
matography, and molecular spe roscopy, the tools for
making advances in biochemical p'4.1t pathology are at
hand.

The major goals of this field are to elucidate the mech-
anisms by which pathogens function and are specific to
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their hosts, and to explain the biochemical nature of
disease resistance and defense responses. Many plant
pathogens, especially fungi and bacteria, release phy-
totoxins that are, in part, responsible for the effects of
plant disease. Some of the most biologically interesting
toxins, known as host-specific toxins, are those that af-
fect the specific plants or varieties that are attacked by
the pathogen that produces the toxin. The host's speci-
ficity seems to be related to receptor sites that are proteins
found in or on the cells of the plant host. When the
fungal toxin contacts the receptor protein, a series of
events is triggered that leads to cellular death, and even-
tually the entire leaf or plant may die.

A common response of plants (espeCially legumes) to
an invasion by a ipathogen is the synthesis of phytoalex-
ins, which are Itr, molecular weight antibiotics capable
of inhibiting thej growth of microorganisms, including
plant pathogens. !About 100 different phytoalexins have
been isolated and characterized. A single plant species
is capable of producing several structurally related phy-
toalexins, but th mechanisms by which they inhibit the
growth of patho ens have not been determined. Healthy
plants do not n rmally contain detectable amounts of
phytoalexins. T ese compounds are synthesized at the
sites.where the t ssues are invaded, in response to certain
molecules, calle, elictors. in the invading pathogen. One
such elicitor is a complex carbohydrate present in the
cell walls of a plant pathogenic fungus. Not only will
this substance induce phytoalexin formation in the plant.
but small fragments of the complex carbohydrate also
act as elicitors. Applying an elicitor molecule prior to
invasion by a pathogen may confer resistance to disease
through the formation of phytoalexins. The use of these
compounds, or their related synthetic analogs, as a means
of conferring protection on plants is currently in its in-
fancy, but holds promise for the future.

Viruses are noncellular parasites that have their own
genetic system but lack the machinery necessary to syn-
thesize their constituent proteins. Outside the cell, they
are inert aggregates of nucleic acids, proteins, and other
molecules. Once a virus invades a suitable cell, inter-
actions between it and its host are at a very intimate
levelthe level of the gene. Hence, a practical antiviral
agent must act very subtly, interfering with the repli-

\cation or pathogenesis of a virus while at the same time
doing minimum damage to the host cells. Because of
this stringent requirement, progress in the chemotherapy
\of plant virus disease has been slow. Rather, the em-
phasis has been on preventing the virus from reaching
the crop by controlling such virus vectors as insects and

\ by developing virus-resistant crop varieties.

\ Enhancing present strategies against plant viruses and
\developing new ones will require more complete know I-
Oge of how they replicate than is currently available.

recent years, significant progress has been made in
u derstanding the biochemistry and molecular genetics
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of plant viruses. The entire comple,ment of genes has
been identified in only a few plant viruses. Most of these
results have been derived from nucleotide seqdence data
or by analyzing complex cell-free systems in which viral
nucleic acids have been caused to function in vitro.
Often, the more obvious approach of studying infected
tissue has been imptiactical. Furthermore, in only a few
instances have the functions of the viral genes been de-
termined, even though their functions must be known
in order to trace step-by-step how a virus is able to induce
the host cell to produce new virus particles.

PLANT PARASITES AS BENEFICIAL AGENTS

Agrobacterium tumefaciens causes tumors known as
galls to form in plants, apparently through' a plasmid
harbored in the bacterium. (A plasmid is a piece of cir-
cular DNA that exists and replicates independently of
the bacterial DNA.) After the bacterium attaches itself
to the plant cell wall in an injured area, the plasmid DNA

enters the cell by a mechanism not yet fully understood.
The initial steps in this interaction are heat sensitive.
About 10 percent of the total plasmid DNA becomes
incorporated into the DNA of the plant cell, most likely
the nuclear DNA of the host plant. After the uptake of
the plasmid DNA. the host plant begins neoplastic
growth.

The process by which the DNA Of one organism af-
fects the biology of another in this manner is called
transformation. It occurs because the plasmid DNA has
unique sequences of bases which allow it to become
inserted into the plant DNA. Thus, the new genes confer
new properties or new regulatory functions on the plant.
Unraveling the mysteries behind these events ultimately
may allow us to engineer plants in desired ways.

The plasmids of Agrobacterium are among the more
promising tools for applying recombinant DNA tech-
niques to plants. This approach involves acquiring genes
from the DNA of a given organism by digesting the DNA
with specific enzymes. These genes are then joined with
a plasmid or other vector to produce a recombinant.
Finally, the recombined plasmids are placed into a host
and the host is tested-for the expression of new char-
acters, such as drug resistance or synthesis of a metabolic
product. This technology has potential not only for un-
derstanding host-parasite interactions but for genetically
manipulating plants to be disease resistant, to make nevi'

products, or to fix nitrogen.
Sometimes the mere classification of an organism as

a pathogen dramatically influences the way that its im-
portance is gauged. For instance, a number of plant-
associated bacteria have biological properties that are
potentially useful. One such example is the hairy root
syndrome caused by Agrobacterium rhizogenes (see Fig-
ure I). The primary roots of plants infected by this or-
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Figure L Hairy Root Syndrome in Carrot

A carrot disk. having been inoculated with a culture of Agrobac-
tertum riuzogenes. begins to show the hairy root syndrome.

ganism develop numerous functional secondary roots.
If the etiological agent, a plasmid of relatively large size,
is lost frOm the bacterium, it becomes nonpathogenic,
but transfer of the plasmid to noninfectious strains of
Agrobacterium renders them infectious. Presumably, the
change inithe growth of the root is similar to what hap-
pens in crown gall disease. A matter of interest is the
possibility that A. rhizogenes, its plasmid, or its genet-
ically modified DNA might be useful in causing certain
plants to pioduce more roots, which might increase their
ability to tolerate drought. Genetic manipulation might
alsp succeed in transferring this rooting characteristic to
species of,ghifobium, which are the organisms respon-
sible for symbiotic nitrogen fixation.

Mycorrhizae exemplify a unique relationship between
fungi and plants. This symbiotic association of fungi
s ith roots is beneficial both to the plant and to the fungus
itself. The host benefits primarily through greatly in-
creased uptake of nutrients, particularly of phosphorus.
Two basic types of mycorrhizal fungi exist; the ecto-
mycorrhizal forms that live on the outer tissues of roots,
and the endomycorrhizae that invade and live primarily
inside root tissues. Ectomycorrhizae have been shown
to be particularly important to forest trees, especially for
the establishment and, growth of new seedlings. These
fungi can be grown in culture and are currently being
used to inoculate seedlings before they are transplanted
to the field. The endomycorrhizae are found primarily
in the loots of annual and perennial grasses and shrubs.
They cannot as yet be grown in pure culture; however,
their value to plant growth has been clearly shown. The
challenge now is to produce or grow them so that nurs-
eries, seedbeds, seeds, and land areas with little or no
native population of endomycorrhizal fungi can be in-

oculated. The reclamation of striprmined areas, for ex-
ample, may be improved by the addition of these fungi.
Indeed, this has been shown to be true in the eastern
United States.

PATHOGENS AS BIOLOGICAL CONTROL
AGENTS

Plant pathogens that attack weeds offer the possibility
of effective and environmentally safe herbicides. Weeds
are attacked by a number of pathogens, each of which
interacts with the host through the production of one or
more phytotoxic compounds. These phytotoxins, espe-
cially those from bacteria and fungi, may provide a new
starting point for investigators seeking to synthesize bi-
ologically effective herbicides.

A case in point is the Canadian thistle, which invades
croplands in the northern part of the United States. It is
susceptible to several fungal pathogens, including two
species of Alternaria, a Septoria, and a Fusarium. Fer-
mentation broths of Alternaria contain substances that
kill leaves upon application. Some plant specificity has
been demonstrated when more purified preparations of
these compounds are used. Conceivably, compounds
from biological sources can be produced which are bio-
degradable, plant specific, and nontoxic to animals. Such
compounds might be made by fermentation or by chem-
ical synthesis. A substantial worldwide effort is needed
to acquire these weed pathogens and preserve them in
culture collections. The isolation and characterization of
phytotoxins from such organisms haf jug begun.

In a few cases, plant pathogens have been used directly
in the biological control of weeds. Two approaches are
being used. The first is the classical biocontrol approach,
in which a pathogen is imported. For example, a rust
fungus 'from Italy was released in Australia in 1971 to
control skeleton weed, a major pest in wheat fields and
grasslands. A similar program is under way in the west-
ern United States. Great care must be taken when this
method is used to test thoroughly any imported plant
pathogen to ensure that it will not harm native plants.

A second approach to biological control of weeds
makes use of pathogens already present in the country.
A good example is the program against northern joint
vetch in rice fields in Arkansas. Here, spores of a path-
ogenic fungus, a species of Collertotrichum, are mass-
produced in fermentation culture and then sprayed over
the rice fields. The fungus is harmless to rice, but a
single application of spores is sufficient to kill the weeds.
While plant pathogens may never fully replace chemical
herbicides, they can be extremely useful in certain sit-
uations. Fungi such as skeleton weed rust may be ef-
fective in rangelands where chemical control is too ex-
pensive. Weed pathogens will be valuable in situations
where a high degree of specificity is needed, or where
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chemical residues may be a special problem, as they are
in and around waterways.

NEW ASPECTS AND CAUSES OF DISEASE

Several new types of plant pathogens have been discov-
ered in recent years, including viroids, mycoplasmas,
spiroplasmas, and rickettsialike organisms. Furthermore,
certain plant viruses, though themselves pathogens, have
been shown to be colonized by other viruses, known as
satellite viruses. A satellite virus can replicate only in
plant cells that also are infected with the particular plant
virus on which it depends, referred to as the helper or
supporting virus.

The satellite virus inhibits replication of its companion
virus, often drastically, and may mitigate the severity
of pathogenic symptoms. It is therefore conceivable that
certain satellite viruses can be developed as control
agents of plant viruses, especially for fruit, grapes, and
other perennial. crops. The RNA content of some satellite
viruses is so small that only one or at most two very
small genes could be encoded, and it is possible that
some satellite viruses do not encode at all in the usual
sense. The simplicity of the RNA in satellite viruses
makes them, especially amenable to manipulation.

Another newly discovered pathogen of plants is the
viroid. The simplest known biological agent of disease,
it is an RNA molecule that is roughly the size of the
RNA in the smallest satellite virus (about 360 nucleotide
residues). However, unlike RNA from a satellite virus,
it is not encapsulated (surrounded by protein) and it rep-
licates independently. The viroid causing potato spindle
tuber disease is a circular RNA molecule for which the
entire sequence of nucleotide residues is known (Figure
2). Althougb viroids are only known to occur in higher
plants, certain slowly developing diseases of animals and
humans may be induced by similar agents.,

In the late 1960's, mycoplasmalike organisms were
first shown to be agents of plant disease. These organisms
resemble bacteria but are generally smaller and lack a
cell wall. They have been shown to cause over 60 dis-
eases of various plant species, the most common of
which is aster yellows disease of ornamental plants. The
identification of the causal agent of these diseases was
all that was needed for scientists to realize that certain
antibiotics, such as tetracycline, could be used to control
plant diseases because mycoplasmas are extremely sen-
sitive to them. Other agents of plant disease were rec-
ognized in the 1970's, including rickettsialike organisms
that cause Pierce's disease of grapes and the spiroplasma
that causes citrus stubborn disease and corn stunt
(Figure 3).

Some of the newest threats to plants have come from
acid rain, atmospheric deposits, and air pollution. These

.conditions are caused mainly by industrial and trans-

t
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Figure 2. Potato Spindle Tuber Viroid

The extremely small particles of potato spindle tuber viroid (arrows)
in reference to the DNA from a virus (large winding strands) magnified
55,000 times.

Source T 0 Diener. T. Koller. and J. M Soso. Sans Federal humane of TechLulogy. Zunch

portation activities and by the burning of coal for elec-
tricity and heat. Breeding plants, esistant to various pol-
lutants would help alleviate the losses sustained as a
result of these human activities.

PLANT PATHOGENS AND ENVIRONMENTAL
DAMAGE

Each year, somewhere in the United States, major dam-
age to agricultural crops occurs from untimely frost in
the late spring or early fall. Recently, plant researchers
discovered that certain bacteria, particularly some im-

'1

Figure 3. t om Stunt Disease Spiroplasma

The bar represents 1 micrometer.

Source. T A. Chen.
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portant plant pathogenic forms, can cause the nucleation
of ice (frost); ice crystals form around these bacteria at
temperatures at which water would not normally freeze.
This work also showed that corn plants, which are very
sensitive to frost damage, could withstand much lower--
temperatures if they were grown in the absence of these
ice-nucleating bacteria.

The practical value of this discovery to agriculture was
recently shown in California, where some citrus groves
were protected from late spring frosts by applying an-
tibiotics to eliminate the ice-nucleating bacteria normally

--present ,ltnowbecomesimportant to determine how
many other frost-sensitive plants could be similarly
protected.

Summary and OUtlook

Plant diseases will continue to damage the fields, forests,
and gardens on .which all humans depend. However,
some new developments in genetic manipulation show
promise as weapons in the fight against plant disease.

The concept of planting seeds of diverse genetic back-
grounds (multilines) in order to suppress pathogen pop-
ulations will gain wider acceptance. Incorporating sev-
eral genes, rather than depending on only one or a few
traits for disease resistance, has already received general
acceptance as a goal for research on many of the world's
food crops. Increased work in genetics will. be needed
to incorporate resistance against disease, and pests into
major food plants. The technique of cloning plants
through the regeneration of whole plants from proto-
plasts, initially explored in work on white potatoes, could
be applied to other important food species. Finally, re-.
combinant DNA techniques suggest a means for mobi-
lizing and moving resistance traits (and other traits as
well) from one plant to another. Demonstrations of the
feasibility of this approach will undoubtedly be at-
tempted in the near future.

Much emphasis is now being placed on the biologi-
cal control of plant pathogens. The use of antibiotic-
producing organisms to control pathogens will undoubt-
edly receive more attention. Cropping systems will
change as energy supplies dwindle or take other forms,
influencing the type and amount of disease that develops.

Techniques to encourage microorganisms that discour-
age the establishment of pathogens in these new cropping
systems' will be needed.

Post-harvest diseases and hazards such as mycotoxins,
which develop as plant proiucts decay in storage, are
of major economic importance. In many cases, their con-
trol could provide the quickest gain in net productivity.

Integrated pest management will become more widely
accepted. its continued development will require more
knowledge about the fife 'cycles, growth requirements,
and biochemistry of pathogens, about vectors that trans-
mit pathogens (insects, other animals), and about path-
ogen hosts. It will alsO require new, more effective,
environmentally safe pesticides and a cadre of profes-
sionals trained to integrate and apply this knowledge.

An understanding of resistance or susceptibility to
disease at the biochemical level has the potential of add-
ing new approaches to disease control. It already appears
that elicitors may be/used to protect plants and that toxins
may act as screening agents and models for herbicides.
There is much still' td be understood about the myriad
biochemical evens that surround the transformation
processes occurring in plant disease.

The study of plant pathogens and the diseases they
cause can be expected to produce some fundamental
information on the etiology of disease in general, in-
cluding diseaseS that affect animals and human beings.
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7 Water Resources

INTRODUCTION

Although the amount of water available to the nation as
a whole appears adequate for its needs, water shortages
at regional and local levels are becoming more common,
and water quality problems are increasing in complexity
and scope. As the population continues to shift to arid
and semiarid regions of the country, the competition for
water intensifies, leading, to conflicts over allocation and
complicated negotiations fcr scarce supplies. With a fi-
nite ground- and surface-water resource, reuse and re-
cycling will become more and more necessary, exacer-
bating the effects or man's disturbances of the natural
water cycle.

At the same time, the increased volume and variety
of wastes generated by a highly industrialized society
are reducing the usability of the water supply in some
areas and precluding recycling in others. In still others,
where the water is not obviously unfit for use, 'refine-
ments in analytical techniques have made it possible to
detect smaller and smaller amounts of contaminants. rais-
ing questions of health effects that cannot be answTd
quickly or easily. The institutional and technological
problems that result from all of this are enormous, but
some are less difficult to resolve than others.

The problems of obtaininginear-te m water supplies
are important but can be solved in (most instances by
institutional and social changes. T e changes may be
difficult to achieve, but they are ithin the realmpf
possibility. For example, we kno how to use wager
more efficiently in irrigation and in ustrial cooling. The
difficulties lie in overcoming the /political and institu-
tional barriers that prevent applic tion of the scientific
knowledge we have.

The problems of water quality re of a different order.
In almost all areas, there is a de rth of data, sometimes
even of monitoring or testing tee niques, that are critical
for making intelligent decisions bout water management
in the near as well as the long rm. It is these problems
that will be the most difficult to resolve. Accordingly.
it is water quality rather than at,:r quantity that is dis-
cussed in this chapter.

The nation will face somejhard decisions about water
in the years ahead. We will have to decide on "safe"
levels of contaminants wheii we have inadequate data
for assessing health risks orlthe benefits, of controls. We
will have to decide which

1

lwater quality problems.need
immediate attention and yvhich are less urgent. These
decisions often will have Ito be made in an atmosphere
of regional pressures for iction and uncertainty about the
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i full long-term effects of changes. As the last section of
this chapter indicates, new institutional arrangements and
new research organizations must be developed to deal
with water quality issues. We need nest strategies for
management in the face of uncertainty and better methods
for monitoring their results. In order to develop these

/ strategies and improve current approaches, some im-
portant scientific problems must be attacked. Several of
these problems are taken up in this chapter. Of necessity,
the choices are selective. Not all of the water quality
problems can be discussed here. Because of limited
space, we have included only those that are high on the
list of problems requiring attention in the near future.

WATER SUPPLY

In its second national assessment of the nation's water
resources, over the period 1975-2000, the U.S. Water
Resources Council drew attention to ten important prob-
lems created by intensive use and competition for water:
inadequate surface-water supply, overdraft of ground
water, pollution of surface water, pollution of ground

Precipitation

water, quality of drinking water, flooding, erosion and
sedimentation, dredging and disposal of dredged mate-
rial, wet-soils drainage and wetlands, and degradation
of bay, estuary, and coastal waters.'

Although the council's list has led some policy offi-
cials, writers, and others to suggest that a "major water
crisis," comparable to the "energy crisis," is inevitable
by the year 2000, there is substantial evidence that this
is not the case. In the first place, water is a renewable
resource; it is not used up as are deposits of coal, natural
gas, petroleum, or uranium, except where ground-water
supplies are exhausted. It can he used and reused over
and over. again if its quality ie protected. Also, the total
amount of water available in an average year is very
large in comparison with present and foreseeable de-
mands. The hydrologic chart in Figure I shows that the
system is essentially a self-renewing one.

The quantity of water withdrawn from surface- and
ground, -water sources for public water supply systems
in the entire United States in 1975 (the latest year for
which figures are available) was,about 27 billion gallons
per day, or about 6 percent of the average annual flow
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Figure I. Water Supply and Use in The United States in Billions of Gallons Per Day (1975 Estimates)

Source. Data taken from the El S Water Resources Council. Second National Assessment. December 1978
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of the Mississippi River at New Orleans.' Less than one
fourth of the water withdrawn for public water supply
systems is actually consumed (evaporated, transpired,
or incorporated into a product); therefore. the remainder
is available for reuse after appropriate treatment.

Irrigation consumes a much greater percentage of the
water it withdraws. In 1975, consumption by irrigation
was estimated to equal about 86 billion gallons daily in
the contiguous 48 states.' Even this is only about 50
percent of the average annual flow of the Columbia River
at its mouth. It should be obvious, therefore, that the
United States as a whole has within its boundaries suf-
ficient water for all foreseeable needs. although there
have been and will be local shortages.

Therefore, the view that the United States is about to
run out of water must be based on the erroneous as-
sumptions that the water resource is nonrenewable, that
it cannot be reused, or that no mechanisms exist, or are
likely to be developed or improved, for reallocating
water supplies from less valuable to more valuable uses
or for relocating water from areas of surplus to areas of
deficiency. Many states already are reallocating water to
ameliorate shortages resulting from inadequate surface-
water supply. Hundreds of interbasin transfers already move
excess water to areas that are deficient.

The Upper Colorado and Upper Missouri/Yellowstone
river basins are the regions in which the most dramatic
adjustments in water us probably will be required in the
near future b' cause of the demand for water forthe
development of synthetic fuels:' Recent :worts show
that even in these basins, however, there is unappro-
priated local water that could be made available, all
though the adverse environmental consequences r;:,ult-
ing from changes in instream flow.are not fully understood.
In only a few areas. according to the U.S. Geological
Survey, do local water supplies appear to be insufficient
for the development of synthetic fuels.6 Interbasin trans-
fers to remedy these deficiencies are well within the
scope of available technology. The political, legal, and
social problems involved in reallocation and relocation
of water, while posing difficult obstacles, have been
solved in the past and should not be considered to be
insoluble in the future.

WATER QUALITY

THE SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS

Experience gained over the past 50 years has shown that
relying on a single technology or institutional device can
be counterproductive. Massive attacks on what appeared
to be obvious problems have been launched and vast
sums of money have been expended, only to learn that
the wrong approach was being taken. For example, al-
though the nation has spent some $15 billion on flood
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control structures such as dams, levees, and channels
over the past five decades, average annual flood damage
expresed in constant dollar is continuing to increase.
While these investments hay.. yielded benefits in making
some fioodplains usable, it is doubtful that the objective
of reducing net dislocations from floods >l as reached
or can be reached without also using other measures,
such as land use planning and building design. Even
larger expenditures since 1972 for the control of point
sources of water pollution through the construction of
waste treatment plants have not achieved the improve-
ments expected because the effects of nonpoint sources
of pollution often are dominant and do not respond easily
to technological solutions.

Similarly, the nation's ira . ited approach to envi-
ronmental problems has legi. .ed independent attacks
on air and water pollution without proper consideration
of how such approaches might affect the land or, more
important from the viewpoint of water resources, how
they will affect the quality of ground-water reserves. For
instance, prohibition of the disposal of wastes in water
or by burning has led to disposal on land, with concom-
itant buildup of pollutants in the soil, or to underground
injection. Because of the slow movement of underground
water. the full effects of some of the control poll: *Is that
have been set may not be felt for decades or even
centuries. -

The need for an interdisciplinary, integrated approach
to pollution r roblems is apparent. In the near future, four
important water quality issues will requIre attention and
V;;ould benefit from such an approach. They are: (I) the
quality of drinking water, which is being questioned,
(2) the increased contamination of ground water, (3) the
control of nonpoint sources of pollution; and (4) the
development of measures that could be used to test the
deterioration or enhancement of aquatic ecosystems.

DRINKING WATER QUALITY

The United States has long prided itself on having a
relatively safe supply of drinking water for its city dwell-
ers and most farm families. The threats of typhoid fever
and cholera are almost forgotten and, while the quality
of waterworks design and management sometimes is
deficient, particularly in small towns, domestic water
supplies generally are abundant and pOtable. During the
1960's, however, complacency was disturbed by two
developments: the increased ability to identify and meas-
ure contaminants in very small amounts such as parts
per billion, and the possibility, whether or not supported
by unambiguous evidence, that some of these contami-
nants, particularly the manmade organic compounds that
have been produced in ever growing volume since 1946,
may have serious toxic effects.
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The Safe Drinking Water Act (Public Law 93-523) of
1974 recognized these concerns and authorized signifi-
cantly increased research activity on organic contami-
nants found in surface and underground w aters used for
public water supplies. The act pros ided the first fzderal
regulation of all public water supplies and established
an iterative process for the evolution of standards. This
involves national analytical surveys. a review of earlier
Public Health Standards. review by the National Re-
search Council, and determination of safe levels for con-
taminants that affect human health by the administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

ORGANIC CONIPOUNDS

The prineipal result of the research effort to date has
been a growing awareness that hundreds of different
organic compounds may be present in public water sup-
plies and that some of these compounds may be harmful.
It is not known how many compounds actually may be
present. nor is it known when and where they may occur.
although chloroform is the most pervasive. We also do
not know yet the nature of all the contaminants that may
be present. Some of the compounds (e.g.. trihalorneth-
anes) may be formed by the reaction of complex natural
materials with chlorine used for purification, although
many of the others are °by iously of industrial origin.
Confidence in the data we do have is limited because.
in the search for volatile compounds that can be identified

through as chromatography and mass spectroscopy
techniques, other compounds may be overlooked or not
detected by these methods. In addition, national sam-
pling programs are not entirely adequate and current data
may not include all of the reaction products that exist.
Therefore, it is not possible to say with certainty ,o what
extent specific organic reaction products may present
hazards for human health.

Only a small percentage of the compounds that have
been identified in water systems have been tested ade-
quately for carcinogenicity. An evaluation of the signif-
ieanee of the hazards of any environmental contaminant
is complicated by ambiguous data on human health ef-
fects and by conflicting views held by scientists on the
v ability of the experiments. This problem is accentuated
in ti. ease of drinking water because of unique features
of the Safe Drinking Water Act which require the EPA
administrator to regulate "any contaminac hich may
have any adverse health effect on people." [Emphasis
added.

Chloroform pros ides an excellent example that shows
the magnitude of the scientific problems that remain even
when sampling data reveal the presence of a virtually
ubiquitous chemical that has been demonstrated to be
carcinogenic in animals. The National Cancer Institute
(NCI) has concluded that chloroform produces a dose-
related response in the kidneys of male rats and that

';

highly significant dose-related increases in liver cell
(hcpatocellular) carcinomas occur in mice of both sexes.
In addition, liver disease has been reported in male rats
exposeg to dosages too low to produce hepatocellular
carcinoma. It seems fairly certain that mice get cancer
from chloroform. The questionand here is the rub
is. can we deduce from this that man will'? This is not
a new problem in the testing of toxic or carcinogenic

substances, but the answer is still not clear. Extrapolating
experimental results from one species to another involves
relative differences in metabolic factors, in biotransfor-
mation and systemic distribution, and in rates of cellular
repair. There are other uncertainties, not the least of
which is the possibility that a carcinogenic response in
test animals is a result of the high dosages that have to
be used to obtain measurable results. For example. in
the NCI chloroform study. the test animals were admin-
istered oral dosages of 90-400 milligrams of drug per
kilogram of body weight. although consumers of public
water supplies typically ingest less than 0 001 milligrams

per kilogram per day from that source.
The limitations are not restricted to extrapolations of

laboratory data. Epidemiologic studies of human expo-
sure are faced w ith enormous statistical constraints be-

cause the studies seek to analyze relatively small effects

To specify the exposure v ariable properly, it would be
desirable to segregate test populations into one group
consuming contaminated water and another consuming

clean water. The difficulty is the high correlation.be-
tween contaminated surface sources and dense urban
populations in which other factors may cause cancer.
These sorts of problems are among the reasons animal
studies are employed. The dilemma is that most humans
consuming the dosages of chloroform normally found
in drinking water live in urban areas where observable

small effects could be due to other causes but, in order
to obtain statistically valid effects in a reasonable number

of test animals, much higher dosages would have to be
employed. Our understanding of the organic contami-
nants in drinking water is far from complete and our
ability to establish the risks they pose for human health
is based at present on unverifiable extrapolations from

animal studies. We expect to learn considerably more
about organic compounds !build in v ater, but it still will
be difficult to demonstrate their effects on human health.

OTHER PROBLEMS

The search for alternative disinfectants that has been
stimulated by the discovery of trihalomethanes in water
supplies has reawakened interest in the resistance of cer-
tain pathogens to disinfection, as well as in the treatment
techniques themselves. The roles of cysts, protozoa. and
viruses in water systems as contributors to background
levels of contagious disease should receive further at-
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tention within the next few years. In general, the problem
of chlorine and trihalomethanes has focused attention un
the potentially undesirable effects of a wide range of
additives used in .treating water. Aluminum, which is
frequently added as a treatment chemical, may be in-
volved in human health effectsnamely, senile demen-
tia. Preliminary research in this area has generated many
questions but few results that can support confident reg-
ulatory action.

The effects of the, istribution system itself on water
quality have not been fully evaluated; to the extent that
they remain speculative, public choice as to appropriate
action must be based on a crude assessrlent of risk.
Reactions initiated in a water treatment plant may not
stop at the treatment site, and entirely new reactions may
take place in the distribution system. It is known, for
instance, that the trihalomethane reaction continues after
purification agents are added to water, producing nearly
twice as large a quantity of trihalomethanes at the end
of the distribution' system as that leaving the plant: The
effect of corrosive waters on pipe coatings, particularly
those of asbestos cement pipe, and the adhesives used
in bonding plastic pipes may be important influences on
the quality of the water reaching the consumer. The
chemicals used in plastic pipes (tetrahydrofuran and
methylethyl ketone) are known to be toxic to the nervous
system, and some, epoxy resins used to coat storage tanks
and pipes may contain epichlorohydrin and other curing
agents, such as phenylenediamine, which have unknown
consequences for human health. The risks involved need
to be quantified to determine whether corrective meas-
ures are needed and, if they are, how extensive they
should be.

Drinking water contains a number of naturally occur-
ring compounds that may affect human health. Among
these are dissolved metals; mercury and arsenic are of
particular concern. Most of the available data are based
on inhalation studies, and the effects of ingested forms
cannot be predicted from them. The role of water hard-
ness in cardiovascular disease and the effects of trace
elements on this debility have not been elucidated yet
and will continue to be explored.

Research developments is drinking water quality in
the next few years will be dictated in large degree by
how regulatory agencies decide to allocate their research
resources. Pressures from water-short regions, of the
country for increased treatment to make indirect reuse
possible will heighten the importance and urgency of
research on methodology and contaminants. Although
we may expect refinements in analytical techniques for
identifying organic contaminants, there seems to be little
reason to expect rapid improvements in our ability to
assess the significance of these compounds for human
health. Thus, there will be increased uncertainty as to
how much treatment water should receive and what types
of treatment are acceptable to society.
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GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION

For millennia, man has used subsurface water as a do-
mestic water supply, particularly in locations remote
from large surface sources. However, during the past
three decades there has been an increased awareness that
-ground-water-can-be-a-major-sourve sit -water for mu-
nicipal, industrial, and agricultural development. To
some extent, the increased use of ground water has been
brought about by the development of more efficient and
powerful pumps and by cheap energy. At the same time,
the volume and variety of wastes generated and the pro-
hibitions on using streams-for waste disposal have led
to greater reliance on underground waste disposal.

During the 1970's, there was an increased awareness
of the fact that shallow ground water is being polluted
by man's activities. This is particularly disturbing be-
, muse of the slow rates of flow through the ground-water
systemrates typically measured in centimeters or me-
ters per year. Contaminants entering the system are
flushed out slowly, if at all. Because of the nature of
subsurface flow, remedial measures usually are so costly
they are not economically feasible, although they may
be politically desirable. Once contaminated, ground
water may remain contaminated for tens, hundreds, or
even _thousands of years. and its us' as potable water
may be precluded for all practical purposes.

Problems of ground-water quality fall into four broad
categories:

(1) General water quality (natural background).
(2) Point sources of contamination (including

waste management problems).
(3) Nonpoint sources of pollution.
(4) Use of the subsurface for storage.

Natural ground-water quality has been the subject of
longstanding investigations by hydrologists and geo-
chemists and has a well - developed data base. It is the
latter three types of problems, brought on by man's ac-
tivities, which we believe will concern us in the 1980's.

Although we do-nor know how far contamination ex-
tends in many areas, there is an increasing public aware-
ness and concern about the hazards of toxic chemicals
found in ground-water sources that supply wells, springs,
streams, or lakes. Contamination reports are increasing,
partly because of more frequent sampling and more com-
prehensive chemical testing of ground water. At the same
time, improved analytical techniques are making it pos-
sible to detect pollutants (particularly organic solutes)
at significantly lower concentrations than was possible
earlier.

Most

STATUS OF SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

Ground-water quality is determined by a large number
of chemical, physical, and biological processes and fac-
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tors. Many of these are fairly well understood individ-
ually and theoretically. However, in actuality, several
processes and factors interact in a complex manner to
affect water quality.)..The whole subject of chemical re-
actions in contaminated ground water is an area of re-
search that needs to be advanced in the next few years
if suitable measures are to be-designed to-handle -in-
creases in waste production. Even though some processes
and parameters are known in a theoretical sense, the
factors controlling the values involved are not well de-
fined. For example, in many pollution problems, changes
in water quality are dominated by the effects of convec-
tive transport and hydrodynamic dispersion, which in
turn are related to flow velocity.

Mathematical models can be developed for the flow
of ground water through a porous medium and for the
transport of chemical constituents, although the empir-
ical data base which supplies the necessary information
for modeling transport is much smaller than the data base
for flow. When chemical concentration affects the flow
and transport equations, however, the specific processes
often are not well understood.

In most field situations, the degree of mixing produced
by hydrodynamic dispersion is surprisingly large. The
data suggest that dispersion in the field is two to four
orders of magnitude (100-10,000 times) larger than that
observed in the laboratory. This implies that the heter-
ogeneity of geologic deposits and soils introduCes a mix-
ing phenomenon which has the effect of greatly increas-
ing the dispersion. The size of the Jispersion increases
as the flow path lengthens, posing problems in extrap-
olating the effects of small-scale tests to realistic field
scales.

Because of this, it is desirable to increase our under-
standing of the relationships between primary geologic
factors (such as tectonic stresses, and original deposi-
tional environments) and the hydraulic and geochemical
properties of the aquifer system (such as porosity and
permeability, mineral content and variability, and aquifer
boundary conditions). An increase in our knowledge
along these lines also will aid in interpreting geophysical
and. geochemical surveys when estimating aquifer pa-
rameters and when defining patterns of ground-water
quality.

Using numerical methods to solve partial differential
equations usually offers an economical and reliable tech-
nique with simulation models of ground-water move-
ment. However, coupling the equations that describe
flow and transport with those describing chemical re-
actions produces equations that are extremely difficult
to solve numerically. Further advances in numerical anal-

ysis are needed to develop models that represent complex
contamination problems efficiently and accurately.

The "restorability" of a contaminated aquifer is
highly dependent on its hydrogeologic and geochemical
properties and on the chemical and physical properties

of the contaminant. In some cases, such restoration is

neither technically nor economically feasible. However,

in response to public or governmental demands for pos-

;tive action in clearly documented cases where ground-
water contamination threatens public health, aquifer
cleanup programs are being required more and more fre-
quently_One_possible approach to this problem is to
induce in situ.chemical or biological reactions that would
neutralize or immobilize the contaminant. Additional
research is required to evaluate the viability of this
approach.

Problems of ground-water pollution may be localized
or may spread over a large area, depending on the nature
and source of the pollutant and on the nature of the
ground-water system. A problem of growing concern is
the cumulative impact of pollution on a regional aquifer
from nonpoint sources as well as from many small point
sources. The former is illustrated by the potential impact
of atmospheric deposition on ground-water quality. The
latter is exemplified by the situation on Long Island,
New York, where approximately three million residents
of Nassau, and Suffolk counties rely on wells as their
sole source of water supply. Domestic wastewater seep-
ing from thousands of septic systems and leachates from
landfills or industrial waste disposal sites have contam-
inated the shallow ground water in many developed parts
of Long Island. We do not know enough about how the
contamination from such diffuse sources is attenuated
by the buffering capacities of ground-water systems to
evaluate the long-term integrity of threatened ground-
watet resources.

In order to design water systems based on ground-
water supplies; it is necessary to predict the future re-
sponse of the aquifer. Inherent in any such prediction
is a degree of uncertainty which increases as the predic-
tions are extended into the future. In many engineering
problems, the period of observation is commonly about
equal to the period of prediction; for example, for a ten-
year forecast, one usually has at least ten years of ob-
servations of the system's behavior on which to base the
forecast. For predictions of waste movement in under-
ground aquifers, the time horizon is so distant that the
period of system observation will not be meaningful in
predicting long-term effects. Scientists and engineers
planning the use of ground water are put into a difficult
position when they are required to forecast what will
happen over the period of time involved in typical
ground-water movements.

WASTE DISPOSAL

The earth has certain obvious advantages for waste dis-
posal. Most experts would agree that, properly used, it
can provide a safe reilositoty for toxic wastes. The chal-

lenge is to design disposal systems that have negligible
potential for contaminating the biosphere and that permit
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monitoring and correcting faulty designs. This involves
predicting geologic behavior and the movement of con-
taminants for long periods, then observing what happens.
The problem is perhaps best exemplified by the current
search for a geologic repository for high-level radioactive
wastes, an issue discussed in Chapter 8. As with the
disposal of many other wastes, the opportunities and
limitations of marine disposal of radioactive waste are
controversial and are not discussed in this chapter.

While toxic and hazardous waste dumps have resulted
largely from failures in regulations or in their enforce-
ment, many waste disposal sites are a result of decisions
by local and federal authorities. For example, Congress
has specified land disposal as an innovative alternative
for disposing of wastewaters from sewage and has au-
thorized a 10 percent increase in construction grants for
such projects. Certain contaminants in wastewaters, such
as synthetic organic chemicals, are not readily removed
in the treatment given prior to land disposal and thus
may be dispersed on the land and find their. way into
underground and surface waters. Added to this are the
contaminants from illegal dumping of to6ic wastes, a
practice that in thousands of situations has allowed liquid
wastes to percolate into ground water and thence into
surface waters. Such situations become far more serious
when st*rm-water runoff saturates the area and increases
the rate at which the wastes spread.

.Sludge, which is produced in wastewater treatment
and contains many of the contaminants present in the
wastewaters, may be appropriately applied to land. In
proper circumstances, it can enrich the soil with nutrients
and humus and other organic materials important to the
soil. In other circumstances, it can contaminate the land
and the subsurface aquifer.

Most communities in the United States dispose of ref-
use in dumps or sanitary landfills. Where these are prop-
erly sited and operated, they need not impair the quality
of nearby waters. Where improperly sited, built, or op-
erated, they have posed major pollution problems. At
times, toxic materials produced by man find their way
to such disposal sites, and the problems that can result
when these are leached out are numerous and may be
intractable.

The most frequently used land disposal methods are
septic tanks and the tile fields that dispose of _effluents
from the tanks. Where these septic tanks are properly
sited, such as in truly mai areas with appropriate soil
and water table conditions, they may pose no hazard
whatsoever Frequently,0however, they are improperly
installed by developers who provide such facilities, to-
gether with individual wells for water supply, for housing
developments. In such situations, many fail within five
years. Even where these tanks operate successfully, they
may pollute ground water. Recent studies suggest that
as manj, as one out of every three septic tank installations
is not operating properly, and'that the consequent poJ-
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lution both above and below ground is substantial. The
number of household water supplies that have been del-
eteriously affected by failed septic tank systems is legiot
The solution, beyond better engineered onsite facilities
or improved maintenance, may lie in better land use
control and in imposition and implementation of affec-
tive regulations for septic tank installation.,

Waste disposal actiVities undoubtedly are introducing
viruses into a variety of ground-water sources, but the
persistence and movement of these viruses only rarely
have been the subjects of scientific inquiry. We still can
only speculate on the extent to which such viruses pose
a public health hazard. `,

Waste disposal is undertaken in several rock types
which have not been sources of water and which hy-
drologists generally have not investigated. These are the
more nearly impermeable rocksthe crystalline rocks
(granites) and the argillaceous rocks (shales).These rock
types pose particularly difficult investigative problems.

Ground-water flow in crystalline rocks is mostly
through fractures, and research on fracture flow and
transport is active. Debate continues about how to treat
theoretically flow and transport in such media, about
which parameters are most significant, and about how
to collect meaningful data in the field.

Perhaps one reason that hydrologists have difficulty
predicting flow in fractured rocks is that not enough is
known about the processes that create fractures, affect
their orientation and spacing, control aperture distance
and permeability, and allow their occurrence to be pre-
dicted quantitatively.

In the arid aad semiarid regions of the United States,
the vadose or unsaturated zone above the ground-water
level may be an appropriate place to store toxic wastes.
However, before this can be undertaken with confidence,
a number of scientific questions concerning transport and
reactions in this zone must be answered. The transport
of water and vaporized contaminants in natural porous
media is poorly -nderstood and rarely predictable but,
in some subsurf. - environments (particularly the un-
saturated zone), transport may be a significant factor and
an important link between ground-water pollution and
human health.

Some types of argillaceous rocks have the spaces be-
tween grains closed up by clayey particles and their
permeability is so low that it is difficult to, measure it
with standard techniques. At the same time, if these
rocks are located deep within the earth, pressure from
overlying strata may fracture them. Research continues
on how to treat ground-water flow in this class of rocks.

PROSPECTS

The nation faces a period when the need for waste dis-
posal will increase rapidly while the capacity to estimate
the effects of wastes will grow slowly, given present
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rates of investigation. Once polluted, ground-water sup-
plieS can be cleansed only over long periods, and public
management agencies will have to decide in place after
place how much risk to take in permitting any discharge
into aquifers."

The level of scientific 'understanding is adequate to
evaluate and interpret a few problems of ground-water
quality, but the required site-specific data are frequently
too inadequate for an evaluation to be made with rea-
sonable certainty. la some places, geologic and hydro-
logic knowledge will permit confident decisions about
the conseVerces of underground disposal and safe ways
to achieve it. Elsewhere, concern about threats to water
quality and about the difficulties in controlling them will
heighten. The realization that these threats are long-term
should stimulate increased efforts in the 1980's to reduce
the amount of hazardous wastes that must be disposed

of into or on the earth by avoiding their production,
recycling them, neutralizing them before disposal, de-
stroying them, or improving the efficiency of waste-
generating processes, as well as by conserving resources.

NONPOINT SOURCES OF POLLUTION

Nonpoint sources of pollution include, among others,
runoff from farms; urban runoff, much of which reaches
water courses from storm sewerage systems or from
combined-sewer overflows; wastes disposed of on land
which are then leached out into soil and water; and air-

, borne wastes. Whereas money and technology can be
applied readily to conventional pollution problems, the
control of nonpoint source§ requires ^olitically difficult
strategies, including proper land management.

It is now apparent that, even if all wastewaters dis-
posed of in sewers were provided with treatment directed
to the goals of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

Amendments of 1972 and tne. 1977 Clean Water Act,
pollutants from nonpoint sources would continue to af-
fect water quality, often masking any improvement that
wastewater treatment of point_sources could accomplish.
As already noted, such nonpoint sources are a continuing
threat to ground-water resourcesi making some of them
unsuitable as apublic water supply.

Research on control of nonpoint sources of water pol-
lution needs to be high on the agendas of regulatory
agencies and of theindustries and local authorities which
contribute to the problem and inevitably must be part of
the solution. Because of the diverse nature of the pol-
lution sources and their highly variable impact on un-
derground and surface waters, and because of the ex-
'ceedingly high costs involved in controlling these
sources, any appropriate management strategy will have

to establish priorities.

AGRICULTURAL RUNOFF,

Erosion of topsoil by water runoff from agricultural land,
whether such land is used for crops, pasture, or other
purposes, has been going on for ages. The major fertile
deltas of the world have been built up from topsoil carried---.
into rivers by rainwater and deposited at the mouths of
these rivers. Inland, this process, particularly when ac-
celerated by human 4Ition, may have a deteriorating
effect, sometimes filling reservoirs created for water sup-
ply, power, or recreation while denuding the surface of
the land. The EPA has estimated that sediments from
nonpoint sources are 360 times greater than those dis-
charged from municipal and industrial treatment plants,
with agriculture contributing more than 50 percent of all
sediment loadings.' Work in numerous areas, including
the Tennessee Valley, has shown that such erosion can
be reduced by sound agricultural land management. Soil
losses in other areas continue to be significant.

The pesticides and fertilizers that are widely used in
modern agricultural practice are less amenable to control
than is erosion. These chemicals were relatively inex-
pensive until recently and have been used heavily, with
the result that waters from agricultural lands have been
affected significantly. Thus, pesticides from farms kill
fish in the same waters that wastewater treatment plants
have been designed to clean. Fertilizers supply nutrients
to rivers and lakes, !eking to accelerated eutrophication
and countering the efforts to remove such pollutants at
expensive advanced wastewater treatment plants.

Agriculture in certain areas increases the nutrient bur-
den in streams some ten times more than forested lands
do. Where concentrations of nutrients are sufficiently
high to render waters eutrophic and trigger algal blooms,
a partial reduction in concentration, such as might be
effected by reducing phosphorus or nitrogen from point
sources, may have no discernible effect on water quality

The degree to which pesticides affect water is a func-
tion primarily of how much is used. Pesticides have
become a part of the food chain to the extent that some
of them are ubiquitous both :n the environment and in

man and animalsso much so that all of the synthetic
organics covered by the EPA drinking water regulations
are pesticides.' Other types of pesticides are now either
banned or controlled but, as long as stable synthetic
organic chemicals are used for pesticides, they will con-
stitute a major part of the problem in the management
of pests.

Where irrigation is widely practiced, as in most of the
western states, agricultural use and return flows are re-
sponsible for sharp increases in concentrations of dis-
solved solids, mainly salts, which have seriously affected
downstream uses of water. As a result of this effect in
the Colorado River basin, the U.S. government has be-

gun construction of a major and costly desalination plant
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to render the waters, of the lower Colorado River suitable
for agricultural use in Mexico, and is involved in con-
troversy over the efficacy of other corrective measures
upstream.

CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF

On a per-acre basis, construction and its immediate after-
math contribute Jar more pollution, primarily sediment,

---than-do-any-orman's-other activities. Construction sites
for highWays, airfields, shopping centers, housing de-
velopments, and industry all yield vast loads of sediment
following rainstorms. Most states and many local au-
thorities have enacted sediment control legislation for
construction sites, but 7taffing of the regulatory agencies
is so limited and the number of sites so large that the
regulations have been virtually unenforceable.

URBAN RUNOFF

Runoff from urban and industrial areas includes fertil-
izers and pesticides from residential lawns, park areas,
and other public sreenswards; the runoff from construc-
tion sites; and the myriad other contaminants that ema-
nate from urban centers, including those from vehicular
traffic and the stack discharges of industry, power plants,
and large buildings.
'The contribution of urban development to contami-

nants in storm-water runoff can be appreciated from the
units of measurement that are often used to identify this
pollution: pounds of pollutant per curb-mile of street or
per square mile of development. Sediments and asso-
ciated toxic materials, biodegradable organic material,
nutrients, oils and greases, asbestos, and microorga-
nisms, all have been identified in runoff water. Contam-
inants washed out of the air are particularly important
in urban areas because they fall on impervious surfaces
and are readily washed into storm sewers. Dustfalls on
major cities amount to hundreds of tons per square mile
per year, which translates into concentrations of solids
on the order of hundreds of milligrams per liter. The
increases in the concentrations of heavy metals in streams
draining from urban areas are on the order of two to ten
times above normal background levels.

Urt-an runoff reaches wo15"f^

(1) In older cities, where storm-water collection in-
volves the use of combined sewers that carry both
storm-water runoff and household, commercial, and
industrial wastewaters, the intercepting sewers never
can be adequate to carry much more than the peak
dry-weather flow to the treatment plants. Accord-
ingly, overflows are provided so that, when the sew-
ers are surcharged with storm-water runoff, they spill
directly into water courses carrying not only the
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storm-water runoff but also significant volumes of
untreated domestic and industrial wastewaters. The
latter amounts to 5 to 10 percent of the total of these
wastewaters.

(2) In more modern cities, where sanitary and storm-
water sewers are separated, storm water is collected
and discharged to the nearest water courses while
the, domestic and industrial wastewaters are con-
ducted to treatment plants prior to discharge.

Although extensive studies have been made of meth-
ods to control combined-sewer overflows and separate
storm-water runoff, no economically feasible techniques
have emerged yet. In some instances, programs of sewer
separation have been instituted at vast cost. Even if an
effective approach were found that ends the problem of
combined-sewer overflows, it would not begin to address
the problem of pollution resulting from the storm-water
runoff itself.

The 1978 Needs Survey of cost estimates for the con-
struction of publicly owned wastewater treatment facil-
ities conducted by the EPA indicates that, in January
1978 dollars, while an estimated $35 billion will be re-
quired for additional wastewater treatment plants to meet
municipal needs between 1978 and 2000, an additional
$85 billion will be required to prevent or control ',he
discharge of untreated wastes from combined-sewer
overflows and to treat storm-water runoff itself. The lat-
ter alone is estimated to cost almost $62 billion, more
than the cost of all of the treatment plants and control
facilities for combined-sewer overflows .9

The cost estimates for control of urban nonpoint
sources are far less certain than those for treatment fa-
cilities, and there is no guarantee that investing such
funds will, in fact, accomplish what is intended. Struc-
tural technical solutions such as treatment plants are
likely to be of little avail. Solutions. to the urban ntnoff
problem will require major modifications in laiid use
policies (including the imposition of a wide range of
regulations upon individua! property owners), the con-
struction of permeable rather than impermeable parkin
areas, the construction of retention-basins-16i storm-

LvatetLLQui f_whieh-carb-lintegrated with park and rec-
reational areas, and other so-called nonstructural ap-
proaches to reducing flood loss. At present, the EPA
provides funds for constructing interceptor sewers and
treatment facilities but not for improved land manage-
ment. Less costly or local measures may be ignored
because construction grants for them are not available.

ATMOSPHERIC DEPOSITION

Pollutants carried by winds eventually reach water bodies
when rain washes them out of the atmosphere or when
they are directly deposited. They may fall on water
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courses or they may fall first on the land and then travel-
along its surface or underground, eventually reaching
rivers, lakes, and the ocean.

A particular example of atmospheric deposition, acid
rain or, more accurately, acid precipitation, results from
the emissions of gaseous sulfur and nitrous oxides which
react with atmospheric water and, when oxidized, form
dilute solutions of sulfuric and nitric acids. The sources
for these oxides are diffuse: fossil-fueled power plants,
industrial manufacturing plants, cars, and so forth. Of
these, the stationary sources are more amenable to con-
trol, particularly for sulfur dioxide, through the construc-
tion of scrubbers in large plants. Emission controls for
cars and smaller furnaces will be slower in &ming; the
control of nitrogen oxides will be particularly difficult
because the requisite technology is insufficiently devel-
oped (see the "Emissions" suction under "Environ-
mental Effects" in Chapter 16, "Issues in Transporta-
tion," for a discussion of highway vehicle, aircraft, rail,
and marine emissions).

Early evidence of the impact of acid rain in the United
States was found in the Adirondacks, where the excess
acidity killed off life in many lakes; the problem is more
acute, during spring runoff when snow-melt floods the
lakes' with highly concentrated acids just as vulnerable
minnows and fingerlings are hatching. In t addition to
increasing the acidity of lakes, acid rain, contrasted with
normal rain, tends to leach from the soil substances that
may be of health significance in drinking water supplies.

The phenomenon of acid rain has spread rapidly across
the continental United States. In 1955-1956, acid pre-
cipitation was recorded in 12 northeastern states. By the
early 1970's, it had intensified in the northeast and ex-
tended westward; it now affects all of eastern North
America, except for the southern tip of Florida and the
northern areas of Canada. In the western United States,
acid rain affects major urban cepters on the coast and
the mountain areas of the continental divide.

Research to explore the full manifestation and signif-
icance of the increasing acidity of surface waters has not
yet begun; thus, no meaningful attempts have been made
to control it.

CONTROL STRATEGIES

Some scientific observers have concluded that the equity
approach implicit in the Clean Water Act results in tack-
ling all problems with equal fervor, with the result that
some of the mdre serious problems continue to be trou-
blesome while major investments are made in addressing
problems of only marginal consequence. They argue that
the nation cannot afford this expensive and slow process
with nonpoint sources of pollution. Under this view, the
most serious situations must be identified and efforts
must be made to alleviate them. Then, the lessons learned
can be applied to problems of lower priority. It is in-

appropriate to invest billions of dollars in combined-
sewer overflow controls that may make little discernible
improvement in the discharge waters, while neglecting
the Love Canals. Rendering water suitable for swimming
in one place while it continues to threaten life in another
appears to be an abdication of common sense in the name
of administrative and bureaucratic conformity. These
problems will require corrective action in the years im-
mediately ahead. As noted later in this 'chapter, the de-
sign of new institutions, economic incentives, and reg-
ulatory surveillance may be as important as new
technology.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS

The problems of water quality discussed in this paper
affect not only human health but also the health of the
water systems that support a wide variety of plant and
animal lifelakes, rivers, swamps, and estuaries. It is
in these bodies of water that changes in quality are most
evident. The sterile lakes and streams of northern New
York State are perhaps the most dramatic demonstration
of how man's activities can have unexpected and far-
reaching consequences. Deposition of material from the
atmosphere is only one way in which aquatic ecosystems
can be affected. Changing nutrient levels, introducing
new species or toxic chemicals, dredging, or filling can
all upset the delicate communal web that keeps an eco-
system alive and productive.

Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to measure or
predict with any degree of certainty when and how this
balance will be upset by man's activities. Aquatic ecol-
ogists still have to address some fundamental scientific
questions about these systems, including those concern-
ing what standards and methods should be used to meas-
ure the effects of human intervention or, indeed, what
things should be measured. Aquatic biologists need to
develop a system analogous to that of the medical profes-
sion, in which blood pressure, temperature, etc., indicatC
whether the patient is healthy or ill. Such a system avows
diagnoses to be verified and cases to be discussed among
colleagues in all parts of the world. While many water
quality problems are local, aquatic ecosystems often
cross jurisdictional boundaries, and a uniform language
for discussing problems would go a long way toward
solving them.

While there has been some progress in selecting stand-
ard methods for measuring characteristics, it is still not
clear what characteristics should be measured. Only
when we have reached some agreement on what char-
acteristics indicate changes in the health of an ecosystem
can we begin to predict changes validly and deal with

degraded ecosystems.
Our inability to predict changes means, among other

things, that the Toxic Substances Control Act cannot be



implemented effectively because there is no way to de-
termine accurately the hazards to the environment (as
required by the act) posed by chemicals. It means that,
the environmental impact statements required by the
National Environmental Protection Act contain no sci-
entifically based estimates of effects on aquatic ecosystems.

The lack of agreement among aquatic et. )logists on
how impacts should be assessed is reflected in criteria
documents prepared by the EPA. Among other things,
the data on which the documents are based have not been
collected systematically; a variety of methods, species,
and time limits are used; statistical analyses are almot
totally lacking; and biological information is fragmented
and is not coupled to chemical and physical information.

It is one thing to test toxicity in the laboratoryas can
be seen from the chloroform studies described earlierand
another to extrapolate the results to the real world. Aquatic
ecosystems, with their complex collections of plant and
animal species that respond to many fluctuating variables
water temperature, salinity, acidity, and so onare even
more complicated than human beings.

One way to bridge the gap between laboratory and
field is to set up a fragment of an ecosystem in the
laboratorya microcosm of the larger systemand ex-
amine a particular ecological relationship or function.
In order to do this successfully, it is necessary first to
determine* basic processes of the ecosystem and then
to discover ivhich are useful in evaluating particular ef-
fects of po'fution. Once this has been done, different
types of microcosms can be developed to study specific
relationships or functions. The hazard to an aquatic
ecosystem from a particular course of action (for ex-
ample, use of a new chemical) can be estimated crudely
in laboratory tests by using only one species. However.
the accuracy of the estimates should be confirmed in
laboratory microcosms rather than in the "real world."
so that outside influences can be eliminated.

While a promising beginning has been made in using
this technique, present methods are inadequate for the
needs and are not being developed rapidly enough to
keep up with man's ingenuity in creating new hazards
for ecosystemssuch as new chemicals. Development
of this predictive technique will have to be accelerated
if we are to avoid wrong decisions and ill-conceived
corrective programs.

RECOVERY OF DAMAGED ECOSYSTEMS

In spih of the lack of scientific agreement on how to
evaluate aquatic ecosystems, there have been some no-
table successes in the recovery or rehabilitation of dam-
aged ecosystems. For example, Lake Washington. a
large body of fresh water lying to the east of Seattle, was
polluted by effluents from a number of small sewage
treatment plants as well as by runoff from city streets.
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This pollution has been virtually eliminated by a con-
centrated attack on the problem, leading to the construc-
tion of interceptor sewers to convey wastes to a large
regional sewage treatment plant.'° Likewise, the re-
markable recovery of the Thames and Clyde rivers 'n the
United Kingdom provides compelling evidence that pres-
ent methodologies and waste treatment technol4gies,
however in ) effect conceptually, can produce remarka-
ble results in a relatively few years in favorable economic
circumstance Furthermore, the steps that led to the
recovery of the. ecosystems were not financially ruinous
to the induLtries using the water and have, at least in the
case of the Thames, turned an ecological eyesore into
a multiuse recreational facility. The success of the overall
program on the Thames is seen in the rising demands
for recreational uses that may conflict with each other
(for example, sail;

In an era whe
quite likely th
become incre
prudent to consi
tems near large pr-

Rehabilitation

fishing).
osts are skyrocketing, it is

'e to one's residence will
. In light of this, it seems
'itation of aquatic ecosys-

i centers.
iefined as a pragmatic mix of

nondegradation, en nent. and restoration (returning
an ecosystem to its state). If restoration or reha-
bilitation is to be effective, there are several areas that
require attention:

(1) Greater precision is needed in determining how much
ecological ,improvement results from specific reduc-
tions in, pollution loads at point and nonpoint
sources.

(2) The ability to estimate recovery time once pollution
sources are removed needs to be substantially
improved.

(3) Improvements are needed in monitoring quality dur-
ing the rehabilitation or recovery periods and better
ways must be developed to maintain the desired qual-
ity once it has been 'achieved.

Any plans for rehabilitatiOn on a national scale should:

( I) systematically identify ecosystems where rehabili-
tation is desirable;

(2) establiSh priorities for attention:
.(3) determine the degree of rehabilitation that would

provide amenities attractive to the public;
(4) estimate_thed_egree of ecological improvement that

would result from reductions in waste discharges and
nonpoint source discharges into the system: and

(5) develop either a professionally endorsed set of pk
rameters that will permit the improvements to be\
tracked as they occur or a monitoring system that
would ensure quality control measures to protect the
rehabilitated system.
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GROWING IMPORTANCE OF INSTREAM USES

In recent years, it has become increasingly' important to
maintain minimum flows in surface streams in order to
protect aquatic ecosystems and improve aesthetic values.
Several of the western states in which the use of water
is allocated under the appropriation doctrine have passed
laws that provide for the establishment of minimum
flows to protect fish and wildlife.12 The statutes are silent
as to how such minimum flows are to be established,
and many law suits have placed the decision before the
courts.'Since we do not have a predictive skill based on
an understanding of the assimilative capacity of aquatic
systems, it is very difficult to establish a rational basis
for determining the instream flows required.

CRITICAL INSTITUTIONAL AND ECONOMIC
ISSUES

THE NEED TO REEXAMINE APPROACHES TO WATER
QUALITY MANAGEMENT

In the 1930's and 1940's, a bold attempt was made to
deal with the continental waters of the United States
through drainage basin development plans. such as those
for the Tennessee and the Columbia basins. These plans
went a long way toward managing large rivers for irri-
gation, navigation, and hydropower. Some other aspects,
such as improved water quality, received less attention.

Notwithstanding these efforts, and those of the 1960's
and 1970's, responsibilities for the overall management
of water resources in the United States have not been
defined clearly since the federal government assumed
responsibility for improving water courses for navigation
in the 1820's. The missions of federal agencies are di-
verse and in partial conflict. The roles of federal and
state governments with respect to water quality remain
in controversy. Even where the physical and biological
problems and the possible avenues to their solution are
well defined, it is difficult to marshal the public capacity
to deal with them.

Most of the water quality problems referred to in this
chapter have been apparent for many years but received
little attention until the 1960's. This section examines
the institutional attempts to improve water quality that
hav4 been made in the past two decades and suggests
that 'a reevaluation of our approaches is needed.

REGULATORY STRATEGIES

When the Congress started to make a serious effort to
improve the quality of the nation's water courses in the
mid-1960's. it had a choice of several strategies in pur-
suing its aim. Its basic choice was reflected in the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act of 1965. Simply put, the

strategy was to design an applied research program that
would permit an understanding of how major water
courses would respond to control actions (so-called
"river surveys") and then to develop a plan for achieving
prescribed standards in the water course itself (ambient
standards). At the same time, a major program of sub-
sidies for the construction of municipal waste treatment
plants was initiated. Several-of the surveys were com-
pleted and, in the process, some notable methodological
improvements in analyzing the quality of water courses
were produced. The interdisciplinary modeling work
done on the Delaware estuary was especially outstanding."

Based upon these analyses of water courses, the states
were then to produce water quality plans to meet the
prescribed ambient standards. The states, however, were
slow to act and, when the plans were produced, they
usually had no discernible link to the ambient standards
that were to be achieved.

A few fledgling regional water management agencies
(for example, the Ohio River Valley Sanitation Com-
mission and the Delaware River Basin Commission)
were in existence at the time and many of their supporters
hoped they would become effective and efficient regional
water managers that would use the tools being developed
in the surveys. By then, research also had shown that
regional management approaches using a wide range of
technologies could achieve a given set of ambient stand-
ards at much lower cost than the conventional regulatory
approaches. However, as noted, the approaches' taken
under the 1965 act failed to yield quick results and the
quality of the nation's water courses continued to worsen
while, at the same time, environmental concerns were
mounting rapidly. Congress attacked the problem by
means it regarded as more direct and decisive.

This resulted in the 1972 amendments to the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act of 1965, the basic ldiv in
force today. The new amendments relied-on uniform,
technologically based effluent standards, with specific
timetables for the application of technology, the threat
of enforcement actions if the regulations were violated,
and substantial federal grants to encourage cooperation.
Thus, attention largely turned away from understanding
conditions in the water course itself and focused on re-
ducing and eventually eliminating all effluent, whatever
its impact upon a river basin. Regional and state agencies
were reduced to being implementers of federal law.
While many of the objectives of the act have not been
met and may never be met, it has resulted, with the aid
of federal subsidies, in large capital investments in con-

--trol-faeili ti es-by- both municipalities _and Industries,
Experience in attempting to implement the 1972

amendments taught a variety of lessons. While the leg-
islation established the symbolic goal of committing the
nation to water quality, actual accomplishment has come
slowly. Although progress has been made in cleaning
up some waters, the cost has been enormous and the
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effort has not been especially efficient. Clearly, the co-
operation of state and local governments is crucial to
implementation, and limitations upon state resources and
the lack of state commitment to federal programs that
show only modest benefits have made implementation
diffic. ult.

Currently, the problems mentioned in earlier sections,
along with the continued relevance of some of the con-
siderations stressed by advocates of regional approaches,
suggest the need for careful reconsideration of the ap-
proach adopted in the 1972 amendments. This is the case
at least in the more heavily developed industrial and
agricultural river basins in the United States. Such re-
consideration requires both analytical studies and the
encourgement, rather than the displacement, of regional
institutions for water quality management. The nation
faces a reassessment of its water pollution abatement
policies during which new calls will be made on science
and technology to develop cost-effective strategies to
meet realistic goals.

For example, there is much interest in developing ad-,
vanced-level treatment of wastewater to remove plant
nutrients and various trace contaminants from effluent
streams discharged from point sources.,,Such treatment
would be very expensive and it is not known how much
It would benefit water quality. Nor is it clear in many
areas how much emphasis upon point sources is war-
ranted in comparison with other types of measures. It
seems wise, therefore, to make renewed efforts to try
to understand river basins quantitatively as aquatic eco-
systemsthat is, through models. The problem is dif-
ficult and a solution would require a collective research
effort, but the alternative may be to undertake huge fur-
ther Investments which, in the final analysis, are likely
to yield little or no return.

One reason for this lack of success might be that non-
point sources. including, as noted earlier, inputs from
the, atmosphere, may be contributing as many polluting
substances as do point sources. If this is so, the problem
takes on an even more distinct regional quality, including
not only the river itself but the watersheds as well, and
possibly even larger regions. If the problem is manage-
able at all, the control of contributions from nonpoint
sources would have to depend on measures taken on a
regional scale, such as changes in agricultural and other
land use practices, possible modifications of water
courses, and special measures to control air pollution.

Another frontier problem, especially in highly devel-
oped areas, is keeping hazardous wastes out of surface
and underground water supplies. As indicated in the sec-
tion on drinking water quality and ground-water contam-
inants, this problem is extremely troublesome in some
areas. It seems likely, and limited research suggests, that
this problem is more efficiently and effectively handled
on a regional scale than in a dispersed manner. Some
institutional innovation is occurring in this area, for ex-,
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ample, the Gulf Coast Waste Disposal Authority is in
the process of establishing a regional-scale management
system for hazardous industrial wastes.

It is therefore an appropriate time to reexamine the ex-
,.

perience that has accumulated with regional approaches to
water quality management, especially in the light of a new
generation of-problemsThere_is_a_range.oLexperiencela_
be assessed, although most of it deals with the more con-
ventional quality problems. Long-standing examples are the
Genossenschaften in the Ruhr area of West Germany and
the Ohio River Valley Sanitation Commission. More recent
are the fedel-niferstate compacts -the Delaware and-
Susquehanna river basins and the Gulf Coast Waste Dis-
posal Authority. The British water authorities, which are
responsible for water supply as well as wastewater disposal,
represent the ultimate in regional ownership and manage-
ment at present." Other regional wastewater management
authorities have been created in metropolitan areas (for
example, in the Twin Cities area of Minnesota). These
various enterprises have been in operation long enough
to have accumulated experience. Questions that should
be examined include why some of these groups have
been so frustrated in their efforts to mount regional man-
agement programs; what distinguishes the more suc-
cessful ones; how they have been affected by national
policy; what are the appropriate interrelationships among
local, state, regional, and national authorities; and how
the authority of such agencies should be arranged to take
account of nonpoint sources of pollution and hazardous
wastes.

Human activities interact with a complex natural sys-
tem that usually does not conform to jurisdictional lines.
The accumulated experience under the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 and the
water problems outlined in this chapter may have in-
creased the incentives for states_to cooperate in forging
regional Institutions that will be politically more viable.

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES IN WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Water supplied by federal agencies has, for historical
and political reasons, almost always been subsidized
(sometimes heavily, usually in the form of subsidized
capital investments), as in the case of agricultural water
provided by federal agencies, particularly the Water and
Power Resources Services. In recent years, there has
been heavily subsidized investment in water pollution
control facilities for municipalities and industries. An-
other "subsidy" has been in the form of free use of
environmental common property resources (i.e.f, air,
land, and water) for waste disposal. These various forms
of subsidies have led to the unnecessarily large use of
water, excessive generation of waste materials, and deg-
radation of the environment.

Some economists have been calling attention to this
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problem for a long time, but interest in management
approaches using economic incentives has now spread
to public agencies at all levels of government. For ex-
ample, for the first time there is a substantial group of
people in the Environmental Protection Agency looking
into economic incentives as a supplement to the present
command and control regulations and some municipal-
ities have experimented with incentive pricing of mu-
nicipal water supplies. The latter calls for pricing, at
least for the larger users, not on the basis of subsidized
or even average cost, but at the cost of development of
the next Increment of water supply. The idea is that,
unless this is done; users will consume additional water
for which they would not be willing to pay if they were
charged its true cost. This idea has gained attention be-
cause many municipalities are finding the development
of additional water supplies difficult and costly.

Large cutbacks in water use achieved by cities like
Tucson through public information programs suggest that
other incentives in addition to price also may be effec-
tive. 3Water shortages in some areas and periodic
droughts, along with the environmental movement, have
made the idea of water conservation more attractive. As
stresses on the nation's water resources continue to in-
crease in the 1980's, it will be necessary to reconsider
carefully the management policies of public agencies in
the light of research concerning the practicability and
implications of alternative pricing policies, along with
other incentives for reducing water use and encouraging
its reuse.

Effluent fees have been posed frequently as a means

common
dealing with the damage caused by the free use of

/common firoperty resources for waste disposal. Effluent
'fee systems are in effect, or shortly will go into effect,
in several countries. In this plan, a fee- is levied on
discharges to public water courses that takes account of
the fact that other uses are precluded or damaged by the
discharge.

It often has been argued that a system of effluent fees
could make noncompliance expensive for the laggards
and therefore could be a powerful stimulant to-action.
Three additional arguments are made for fees:

(1) Fees could be designed to provide incentives for
good operation and maintenance of facilities which
otherwise would suffer from poor management.

(2) Fees could help to stimulate innovation and tech-
nological improvement in processes and products
that would reduce the generation of polluting wastes
and improve the treatment of wastewater once it is
generated. They also would help to finance the ad-
ministrative aspects of water quality management,
i.e., planning, maintaining, sampling, and applying
sanctions.

(3) Fees might provide an efficient source of finance for
research to understand the natural systems involved

t
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and for planning and administering the regional ap-
proaches to water quality problems discussed
previously.

On the other side, it is argued that effluent charges
would be impractical. It would be difficult to set the
fees. Complex systems of monitoring Might be required.
Public understanding is lacking, and-effliiiii charges are
sometimes looked on as licenses to pollute.

A major problem for applied research in the coming
five years is to find if and how practical economic in-
centive schemes can be designed to supplement existing
or modified regulatory schemes and how the incentives
provided at all levels of government can be made more
consistent. Without such research and testing, involving
a wide range of interdisciplinary study, the-nation will
have advanced little in solving water policy issues
which grow more acute as demands on water resources
increase.

RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

Many of the problems scientists need to address if we
are to have effective and efficient management of
our water resources do not fall neatly into the single-
discipline boxes that have characterized research in this
area to date. The more difficult and more interesting
prpblems of ground-water contamination aria aquatic
ecosystems involve complex interactions between man
and the environment. They draw on chemistry, physics,
and biology as well as on the social and behavioral sci-
ences for solutions. For example, advanced -level waste
treatment at the Blue Plains wastewater treatment' plant
in Washington, D.C. is being considered to remove nu-
trient nitrogen from the effluent discharge. The initial
investment for this facility is large, on the order of $100
million. The purpose of removing this nutrient is to im-
prdve the quality of the Potomac River estuary, but it
is necessary to assess the impact that this removal will
have on the ecosystem in the estuary.

In order to approach this problem scientifically, we
need information on:

(1) flow in the estuary and its variability;
(2) chemical fluxes, especially those of the major nu-

trients which, in the benthic zone (i.e., the bottom
layer of water), play an important part;

(3) sediment transport in the systlm; and
(4) the interaction of the aquatic ecosystem with the

flows of nutrients and sediment.

A fuller study would examine the costs, benefits, and
social returns of achieving alternative levels of water
quality in the estuary, thus greatly increasing the range
of pertinent data and analysis.

Research on problems such as this one requires an
interdisciplinary team. However, it is not easy to assem-
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ble such teams and, once assembled, they are difficult
to orchestrate in such a way that the end products of
their work address the total problem. Frequently, each
team member ends up working independently and the
research product becomes nothing more than a collection
of smaller projects. In addition, a team effort requires
a funding commitment that is considerably larger and
usually longer in duration than that for an individual
investigator. An investigation of an estuary requires
large-scale logistic support simply to collect the data.
Many funding institutions, including many research in-
stitutes, are reluctant to take on commitments of such
scale and duration; they tie up too much of the available
resources for too long.

In the studies that have been attempted, the failures
outnumber the successes. Emphasis on traditional dis-
ciplines and the competitive nature of the university
world make it difficult to organize an interdisciplinary
team of more than two or three principal researchers. A
few universities have organized institutes or centers to
deal with the interdisciplinary nature of water problems,
but these alsc have not been very successful since they
are outside the traditional disciplines and therefore not
in accord with the academic reward structure.
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The interdisciplinary teams that have been successful
appear to have the following features in common:

(1) Stable and adequate funding for at least five years.
Each investigation has a certain minimum funding
level below which the effort is unlikely to suc:eed.

(2) A clearly identified leader whd has some leverage
over all of the members of the team and who can
inspire team enthusiasm.

(3) Continuous anc' close communication across disci-
plinary lines.

(4) An environment in which the individual researcher
can publish in his own discipline while participating
in the team effort. This requires that the individual
investigator have a degree of freedom and autonomy.

(5) A finite life for the effort, or at least finite phases
of the effort, so that there are definable target dates
for synthesizing results.

These features should be taken into account by goy:.
ernment ageries funding research in water manage-
ment. Either an in-house team that meets these conditions
should be assembled or research grants to institutions
should he monitored closely to ensure that the results are
integrated and relevant to the problems under study.

Summary and Outlook

Mile water shortages and increased demands for water
will continue to affect some parts )f the nation in the
next five years, the more urgent problems will be those
of water qualit} A lack of scientific knowledge is leading
to decisions afecting water quality that may not be
soundly based. Vast sums of money are being spent on
programs that have effects that cannot be measured sci-
entifically. Increases in our knowledge are needed and
can be obtained ox er the next five years. The most im-
mediate scientific proble;ns that must be solved are found
in the areas of drinking water quality, ground-water con-
tamination, nonpoint sources of pollution, and deterio-
ration of aquatic ecosystems. Research to find a basis
for better methods of managing water quality is needed
as problems are tackled increasingly on a regional scale.
These deserve the higher priorities. The search for so-
lutions to these and other problems will be facilitated by
better research organizations th,,, are capable of dealing
with them on an interdisciplinary basis.

The United States has public water supplies of better
quality than most other countries, and the spread of wa-
terborne communicable diseases has been almost entirely

eliminated. There are, however, questions concerning
the possible carcinogenicity of certain organic contam-
inants that have become widespread in recent years and
that show up under improved analytical techniques. The

long-term effects of these contaminants are not fully
understood, but the expenditure of large sums of money
to remove them is mandated by regulatory agencies

One of the ways in which more contaminants are
reaching the population is through ground water, which
serves as a source of drinking water for about 40 percent

of the nation's population. This contamination occurs
partly because the statutory prohibitions against the dis-
posal of pollutants in the nation's surface waters or by
burning are encouraging land disposal, without consid-
eration of its long-term effects. More recently, statutory
encouragement for land disposal of sewage effluents may
have enlarged the potential hazards. Knowledge of how
contaminants react in underground aquifers is imperfect
and efforts to avoid or deal with further pollution will
at best be crude, except where detailed studies are
undertaken.

The nation's approach to pollution abatement has con-
centrated on point sources, but the gravity of pollution
from nonpoint sources, including agricultural runoff,
erosion from construction sites, storm-water runoff from
urban areas, land disposal of wastes, and atmospheric
deposition, suggests that it must be controlled in the
years ahead if the quality of the ration's waters is to be
improved significantly. New institutions that can operate
on a regional, interdisciplinary basis, economic incen-
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tives, and better regulatory surveillance ate needed if
water quality and aquatic ecosystems are to be main-
tained. The effects of pollutants on aquatic ecosystems
are not at all well known, partly because of the lack of
agreement on parameters to measure the health of the
ecosystems and on the analytical methods to be used.
Such methods need to be developed in order to predict

the impacts of human activities on ecosystems and to
formulate plans that will facilitate the recovery or re-
habilitation of damaged ecosystems. The partial recov-
eries of Lake Washington in Seattle and of the Thames
and Clyde river basins show that MCI. "an be and is
being done.
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8 Radioactive Waste Management*

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned primarily with the current state
of technical knowledge in the management of radioactive
wastes and with identifying uncertainties in this area that
can be expected to yield to scientific and technical ad-
vances over the next five to ten years. But the scientific
and technical aspects exist within a larger social content
of even greater comple.tity. For that reason, even though
treatment of broad social questions is not and cannot be
our primary, focus here, we begin with some brief re-
marks regarding the social c-.)ittext created by public per-
ceptions and institutior.a! constraints which directly af-
fect and complicate the management of radioactive
waste. As technical matters are reviewed, the social con-
text and its difficulties should be kept in mind, and we
will touch upon them explicitly again from time to time.

Although pnrnary responsanlity for this chapter rests with the 'chapter coordinator. it is
based on contributions_from members of the Committee on Radioactise Waste Management

(CRWMJ of the Commission on Natural Resources of the National Research Council and

the discussion owes much to the suggestions and cnneisms of the CRWM membership The

document has been approved by the CRWM for inclusion in this report

NONTECHNICAL ASPECTS OF RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS

Within the last decade, the public has shifted partly away
from its once strong support of the use of nuclear power
to generate electricity. The shift has been associated with
a lack of confidence in the ability of appropriate agencies
to develop a safe method of transporting and isolating
radioactive wastes. Opinions concerning nuclear waste
r .anagement must now be seen in the context of more
general attitudes toward nuclear power, for the two mat-
ters have become linked in public discussion. After the
accident at Three Mile Island, support for nuclear power
declined to only a narrow majority, while concern in-
creased that something is also amiss in the management
of nuclear wastes. By mid-1979, this was considered to
be a major problem by more than 80 percent of the
public.' Yet, by a wide margin (more than two to one),
those polled were willing to accept risks of waste disposal
if the best safeguards available are used. A condition
voiced by significant minorities was that the disposal
options would be more acceptable if they involved tem-
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140 NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

porary storage of wastes at the nuclear plants and per-
manent disposal not in (one's own] state.-2

In any event, a number of questions present them-
selves. Where do people get their information, and how
much do they actually know? Is the risk from low-level

_radiation as perceived by some segments of the public
comparable with the real risk? How does the public re-
spond to arguments,involving probability? What is the
public's perception of the dangers of radioactive wastes
relative to other risks they take, both voluntarily and
involuntarily? How much does the public know about
the natural radioactive background and its variations?
What does the public regard as an acceptable risk? To
what degree does the public's appreciation of these Mat-
ters affect their acceptance of radioactive waste man-
agement practices? Has the public been adequately in-
formed about waste management problems? All these
questions are relevant to waste management planning.

INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

While three governmental agenciesthe Department of
Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-
share the major responsibility for nuclear waste man-
agement, numerous other agenciesthe Council on En-
vironmental Quality, the Office of Science and Tech-
nology Policy, the Department of Transportation, and
the Department of the Interiorplay important roles as
well. Disagreements among these agencies and in Con-
gress over the adequacy and direction of the current
program were reflected in the difficult search for con-
sensus experienced by an interdepartmental review group
established by President Carter.' These disagreements
have hampered efforts of the federal government to de-
fine a coherent waste management policy.

Regulatory gaps remain in the waste management pro-
gram. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's mandate
to regulate radioactive waste, as defined in the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 and the Energy Reorganization A.,:t
of 1974, specifically exempts many activities of the De-
partment of Energy and its contractors from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's licensing mandate. The result
is continuing disagreement as to whethtr some of the
required radioactive waste storage facilities should be
licensed. It is clear that there is an urgent need for a thor-
ough review of the regulatory process.

A third source of managerial and regulatory uncer-
tainty lies in the difficulty of meshing complex devel-
opmental and regulatory activities in an environment of
rapidly escalating programs and changing policies, mis-
sions, and assumptions. Criticism has been directed, for
example, at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for Its
failure, as of 1980, to promulgate site suitability criteria
despite the fact that the national search for repository

sites has been under way since 1976. One must take into
account that, because of technical complexities, selection
and characterization of the initial sites will take several
years. Moreover, the eventual NRC site selection criteria
are likely to be based on the experience gained in the
first round of site investigation. Although President
Carter chose in favor of a more deliberate schedule, the
announced timetable still appears optimistic and may not
take adequate account of the procedures required by the
National Environmental Policy Act and of the realities
of public participation.4

A fourth problem lies in the challenge by local gov-
ernments to federal preemption of control over radio-
active waste management, as indicated by the temporary
closing of low-level waste repositories in 1979 and the
numerous instances of state and local legislation dealing
with radioactive wastes over the past several years. Some
states have prevented the Department of Energy Coin
undertaking geologic studies aimed at evaluating pos-
sible sites.

Behind these intragovernmental conflicts over radioi
active waste management lie the deeper issues of federal-
state relationships and public acceptability ot nuclear
power. It is not clear how current efforts will relive
these issues. But without their resolui ,n, it will be' ex-
ceedingly difficult to implement any waste management
plan, however technically feasible.

There are two important implications of current public
perceptions and institutional uncertainties. First, even if
it were possible to prove that current technology is ad-
equate for the problems of handling radioactive waste,
such proof in itself would not entirely remove public
apprehension or solve the difficulties of institutional co-
operation. Evidence of this kind would plaj a part. but
public acceptance of a solution to the radioactive waste
management problem will be influenced by other factors
as well. Second. institutional constraint's depend upon
the social and political environment and require insti-
tutional action rather tha., more research on the physical
nature of wastes in varying repository,environments. But
the more complex problem of how t/he public_ perceives
the interplay of costs and benefits is, in contrast, poorly
understood. The problem pervades the fashioning of
technical solutions, and it should receive adequate at-
tention in the nation's allocation of its research.

Our discussion turns now to ire state of scientific and
technical knowledge of radioactive waste management,
and we will look first at sourcits and effects of exposure
to radiation. We will reviev the current state of our
knowledge about the effects/ of low-level radiation and
the present status of criteria for protection of the public
health. Next, the characteristics of radioactive wastes
w ill be described along with options available for w aste

management. Finally, the most advanced of those op-
tions, isolation in mined cavities, will be discussed in
detail.
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SOURCES OF EXPOSURE TO ENVIRONMENTAL
RADIATION*

An understanding of the natural and manmade sources
of radiation to which humans are normally exposed' pro-
vides a useful perspective on any discussion of radio-
active wastes (see Figure 1). Whatever the source of the
radiation;-our-concernismainly.with its effects on hu-
mans, and we will turn to those effects in-the- next_
section.

By far the largest sources of human exposure are
from the practice of medicine and natural radiations
from either the earth's crust or outer space. Each of
us iiiiradiated-bii-th from within (as in the case of,
carbon-14 produced by cosmic rays and ingested with
foods) and from without (as in the case of radiation
emitted by naturally radioactive soils, rocks, and con-
struction materials).6 Potassium, an element essential to
all life, is sufficiently radioactive to impart readily meas-
urable radioactivity to the body. The radioactive element
radium, which is present in soils, is dissolved into drink-
ing water and finds its way into foods we eat. Radon,
a radioactive gas, is produced by radium and becomes

part of the air we breathe.
The average Orion in the United States and most parts

of the world receives a dose to the whole body of about
80 millirems per year from all sources of natural activity,
but this may vary depending on geographical location
and life style. (The millirem, one thousandth of a rem,
is a measure of radiation dose.) Some individual organs,
such as bone and the lungs, receive a higher dose than
does the whole body from natural sources. An important
variable is the dose received from cosmic radiation,
which averages about 28 millirems per year at sea level
but increases with altitude because of reduced atmos-
pheric shielding. In Denver, one mile abcive sea level,
the annual dose from cosmic radiation is more than 50
millirems per year:

At some places in the world, exposures are much
higher than normal. In the city of Guarapari, Brazil,
more than 10,000 inhabitants receive a whole body dose

of about 600 millirems per year, and in the Indian state
of Kerala, about 100,000 residents of coastal fishing
villages receive a somewhat higher dose. In both plat-es,
the sources of radioactivity are local mineral deposits
containing thorium.' The exposure to natural radioactiv-
ity is also elevated, though to lesser degrees, in parts of
the United States, such as western Colorado and central
Florida.

Specific parts of the body sometimes receive higher
doses from localized exposures to radiation. The lungs,
for example, are exposed directly to radon and to a num-
ber of radioactive decay products that tend to attach

'The word radiation is used here in a narrow sense It indudes only radtations produced by

radioactivity or cosmic rays It does not apply to other kinds of radiation. such as visible
light or ultraviokt n.-bation. that play no part in the waste oblem
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All other sources, including consumer products,
occupational exposure, nuclear power production.
and fuel reprocessing with waste storage
(2 trilliums per year)

1!

Natural radioactivity
(80 millirems per year)

Nuclear weapons testing in the
atmosphere (5 milluems per year)

Diagnostic radiology
(91 mdhrems per year)

Figure I. Estimates of U.S. Per Capita Radiation Dose To Bone
Marrow From All Sources of Exposure.

Sources National Research Council, Committee on Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations.
The Meets on Populations of Exposure 10 Lon Levels of lont:Ing Rathatton Third raloion
Washington. D C National Academy of Sciences. 1980 AB other sources** from Estimates
of lontung Rad:anon Doses m she Vatted Steuel. 1960 2000 ORP CSI) 72-I Rock% tile.

hid U S Ens irontnental Protection Agency. 1972

themselves to the inert dust of the atmosphere. The radon
concentration in the air within buildings is often higher
than it is outdoors and varies with the materials of con-
struction. Weather stripping and other measures that re-
duce ventilation in buildings also reduce the dilution of
radon that diffuses from construction materials. Recent
measurements in a number of countries indicate that the
lung dose from indoor exposure to radon may range as
high as 1,000 to 2,000 millirems per year.'" (In this
case, "lung dose" refers to the dose to the basal cells
of the bronchial epithelium, which is the tissue from
which most lung cancers originate. Radiation is often
highly specific in its anatomical site of action.)

Both oil and coal contain small amounts of radioactive
uranium, thorium, and their decay products. Some of
these substances are discharged to the atmosphere in
measurable amounts, and although the dose received
from oil and coal emissions is minuscule, it is never-
theless greater than the doses from many nuclear power
plants of comparable capacity under normal operating
conditions.12 Additional exposure is received from cosmic
rays when people fly at high altitudes: the dose received
during a transcontinental trip across the United States is
about 2 millirems.

The use of ionizing radiation in medical diagnoses and
therapy is the largest deliberate source of human expo-
sure, estimated to be about 91 millirems per person per
year in the United States."
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Another source of human exposure has been ra-
dioactive fallout from nuclear weapons tests, varying
with the time and location of the tests. Residual
strontium-90 from tests conducted before t',e weapons-
testing moratorium of 1963 is currently 1,..).1ting in an
annual average dose of about 4 millirems.'4

EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVELS OF
RADIATION

If radioactive wastes are not effec:tively isolated, the
public may be exposed to more radioactivity than nor-
mal, particularly am contaminated food, water, and,
to a lesser extent, air. Such contamination could pros ide
an intern . ,source of potentially harmful radiation.'

The main concern is the likelihood of an increase in
the probability of developing cancer. Chromosomal
changes may also be produced that can genetically cause
malformations or disease in the offspring of the persons
exposed. During the past two decades, however, research
has shown that the genetic effects of low levels of ra-
diation are slightly less than originally estimated, in con-
trast to the risk of cancer in.'uction, which has proved
to be greater than first thought's

An underlying reason for public difficulty in gaining
confident understanding about radioactivity and radio-
active wastes may be due in part to the enormous range
of quantities that must be considered. Discussion of ra-
dioactive waste can involve units as low as picocuries
(a curie is a measure of radioactivity equal to 37 billion
disintegrations per second in any nuclide, a picocurie is
10 '' curie) and as high as many hundreds of megacuries
(a megacurie is one million curies). This is a range of
20 orders of magnitude, comparable to the ratio of the
diameter of an atom to the distance from the earth to far
beyond the sun. Such a range is not easy to comprehend.

Information about the biological effects of radiation
comes both from experiments with laboratory animals
and from human experience, sucn ao that of the survivors
of the World War II bombings of Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki, of patients irradiated in the course of diagnostic
or therapeutic procedures, and of industrial workers ex-
posed to X-rays or radium early in this century. The
animal experiments and the human experiences involved
exposures that were often more than 1,000 times greater
in dose and in dose rate than those received from nature.

Guidelines for maximum permissible exposure of
workers at their jobs and members of the general public
are developed by organizations such as the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and its
U.S. counterpart, the National Council on Radiation
Protection and M. asurements. These two organizations
were founded in the late 1920's to protect users of
X-rays and radium, which were then the principal arti-

ficially produced sources of ionizing 'ligation. Standards
for radiation protection are issued the United States
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, which use the basic in-
formation provided by the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, the In-
ternational Commission on Radiological Protection, and
the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements.

Theoretical and experimental evidence suggests that
there may be no threshold for radiation effects, in other
words, that there is no "safe" dose of radiation, that
any exposure, however slight, may ultimately produce
harmful effects. For this reason, the National Council
on Radiation Protection and Measurements and the In-
ternational Commission on Radiological Protection have
cautioned that exposures should be reduced to the lowest
practicable level.

If in fact long-term effects are produced at levels of
exposure on the order of the natural background level,
they occur at so low a frequency as to be difficult or
impossible to detect. In round numbers, if everyone in
the United States were to receive throughout life an ad-
ditional whole body dose of 100 millirems per year, the
increase in cancer mortality (now about 500,000 per
year) would at most be about one percent, or about 5,000
additional cases per year. There are currently no epi-
demiological techniques by which an increase of this
magnitude could be detected. The actual effect might be
less than this estimate, and the possibility that there
would be no effect at all cannot be excluded.1° Thus, the
dilemma concerning the effects of low levels of radiation
is not likely to be resolved in the foreseeable future.

There is evidence that the biological damage per unit
of certain types of radiation is somewhat reduced at low
doses delivered at low Jose rates.2° Furthermore, ther
is evidence that, when the dose is reduced, not only s

the incidence of tumors reduced but the time betty en
exposure and occurrence of tumors is increased. One
cannot rule out the possibility that, at sufficient low

doses, the latent period for some may exceed he life
span, thus providing what has been termed a practical
threshold.'' Research to elucidate how lo;ti otal doses
and how administering low doses at differe rates affect
the form of the dose-response curve dese s high prior-
ity during the next five years. Until the lo, -dose dilemma
is resolved, it will be necessary to conffiue to azt on the
conservative assumption of proportio alit) _

Although there is still much to learned about the
effects of low-level radiation, it sh uld be noted that our
ignorance of the effects of many hemicals to which the
public is exposed is even grea r._ It must also be em-
phasized that the current assn ptions concerning dose-
response relationships place /upper bounds on estimates
of the effects produced, except possibly for alpha
particles.



RITERIA FOR PROTECTING THE PUBLIC
HEALTH AND SAFETY

The basic requirement in protecting the health and safety
of the public is that radioactive wastes be managed in
a way that prevents any substantial direct external and

. internal radiation damage and any significant contami-
nation of the biosphere, i.e., the earth's life-supporting
systems.

The radioactive waste products from nuclear power
. production can be in gaseous, liquid, or solid form. The

radioactivity of the gaga in spent fuel diminishes to near
zero within a few years after the fuel is removed from
a reactor. Most of the gaseous fission products are short-
lived and decay within afeiv days.* Two exceptions are
krypton-85, which has an 11-year half-life (i.e., the time
it takes for the radioactivity of a nuclide to decay to 50
percent of its original value) and tritium, which has a
12-year half-life; but the chemical and physical char-
acteristics of these nuclides are such that they are two
of the least hazardous fission products."

Contamination of food or water is possible if isolation
of the wastes is not successful. Several nuclides have
long half-livesranging from 'about 30 years to more
than 25,000 yearsand they could be carried by water
from their storage site to -places where they could con-
taminate the biosphere.

The hazard presented by a nuclide is determined by
a number of its properties, including its half-life, the
type of radiation :It emits (for example, when absorbed
into the body, alpha emitters are generally more hazard-
ous than are nuclides that emit beta or gamma radiation),
the energy of the radiation, and the chemical properties
of the nuclide. The chemical properties determine the
ease with which the nuclide will be assimilated by living
organisms and, once absorbed, the anatomical site of
deposition.

-

The first and most important criterion for protecting
the public is that all nuclides must be isolated for a
sufficiently long time to permit their decay to acceptable
levels.

How long is long enough? The question is complex.
The answ-: depends in part pn the half-lives of the radio-
nuclides involved and on their toxicities, but in practice
it depends on many other factors as well. Figure 2 shows
the volumes of water required to dilute the reprocessed
radioactive waste from one year's operation of a 1,000 -
megawatt reactor to the maximum permissible concen-
tration in drinking water as recomm...r.ded by the Inter-
national Commission on Radiological Protection. To
understand this concept, consider that the total quantity

Fission products are the raditoctive elements produced within die fuel Ly the spliding of
uranium nuclei dung the production of nuclear power Activation products are radioactive
forms at cobalt. iron. and other elements produced by the bombardment by neutrons of
nonradioacuve elements w.thin the tractor system Transuranic elements. which include
plutonium. nepturium. californium. curium, and amenaum. are produced by neutrons in-

teractmg with uranium _
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Figure 2. WaterPilution Volumes for Radionuclides in Wastes.
a

Required water dilution volumes for radionuclides in high-level
wastes produced by reprocessing the fuel from a 1,000-megawatt iight-
water reactor operating for one year.

Source T H Pig(ord and) Choi "Report to the Amencad Physical Society by the Study
Group on Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Waste Management. Resel.s of Modern Ph)sus. WI
50. No I. Part II (1978). p SII0

of radionuclides has been dissolved in enough water to
dilute the radioactive material to the concentration con-
sidered permissible for drinking water. This volume of
water is the "required water dilution volume"; it luta:
ted in Figure 2 as a function of time from 1 to 100 million
years. The rapid decay of most of the fission products
is seen during the first '1,000 years, after which the re-
sidual radioactivity is due to the long-lived fission prod-
uct iodine-129, the transuranic elements, and two nu-
clides of radium.*

Thus, for the first two centuries the risk is mainly
from fission products, in particular strontium-90 and
cesium-137, which have half-lives of about 30 years. After
about 600 years, when the strontium-90 and cesium-137
have almost completely disappeared, the residual hazard
is due mainly to isotopes of plutonium and other
members of the actinide family of elements.

However, two isotopes of radiumradium-226 and
radium-225form in the wastes after several thousand
years and eventually contribute significantly to the re-
quired water dilution volume. The radium was originally
present in the ore, was removed in the uranium refining
process, and re-forms partially in the waste from the
slow decay of residual actinide radionuclides. The com-
plexities of the long-lived decay chains and the biological

Data"' publi.hed after this chapter was completed suggest that the nuclide

neptunium-237 nay have a greater influence on the long-range radioman', of dv waves
than was heretofore believed One effect o(a larger tontnbution from neptunium would be
to increase the requital water dilution volume (or the total mixture This would invalidate
statements that have often been made that in about COO years the water dilution volume for
reprocessed wastes would (all below that of the ore from which the waste arose.

V
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effects of the nuclides produced should be more fully
examined in the next five years so that the question
"How long is long enough?" can be answered more
definitively.

What approach can be taken if it is necessary to con-
sider long periods of time, such as hundreds of thousands
of years? How can we predict the,geochemical beh'avior
of radioactive wastes over periods of time that are with-
out precedent in human experience? Here we can in part
look to nature for guidance. A large deposit of thorium
on a hilltop near Pocos de Caldas; Brazil, is believed t
have been in place for 80 million years. The thorium,
which is chemically similar to plutonium in this kind of
environment, shows little change of location despite an
average-annual rainfall of 170 centimeters.24,

In a uranium mine called Ok lo, in the West African
country of Gabon, there is a remarkable geologic anom-
alythe remains of a natural fission reactor that was
apparently active periodically for several hundred thou-
sand years, beginning about two billion years'ago. The
radioactive fission products have long since decayed, but
most of the resulting stable nuclides can be located, and
most, though not all. of the radioactive elements have
Migrated only insignificant, distances over that period of
time."

Many tmineral deposits are known that have remained
in place for tens of millions of years. including a number
of deposits containing radioactive elements. Research
that increases our knowledge of the conditions required
to maintain such stability will provide an additional basis
of assurance when selecting sites and waste forms for
geologic repositories.

If isolation can be achieved for a sufficiently long
period of time, protection of the public can be ensured.
But what would be the consequences of a breach of
isolation that might result in exposure of present or future
generations? Are there standards of permissible exposure
that can be used to guide the design of repositories?

Radiation standards have been promulgated by various
national and international organizations for more than
50 yews. There has long been essential international
agreement as to the radiobiological facts, but there is as
yet no general agreement as to a philosophy upon which
to base a "permissible dose."

Prudence demands the assumption that there is no
threshold, :hat effects are linearly proportional to dose,
and that therefore any radiation exposure will produce
harmful effects. Yet humans have evolved in a radio-
active world, and variations in natural radioactivity from
place to 'place apparently do not have a major influence
on people's decisions as to where they wish to live or
work. If a dose of ionizing radiation no greater than the
variations normally encountered in nature were consid-
ered trivial, one could expect that doses in the range of
10 to perhaps 100 millirems per year would be acceptable
to the public." Regulatory agencies in the United States

appear to be settling on a dose to the maximally exposed
member of the general public of 10 to 25 millirems per
year."

If a person were irradiated continuously for 70 years
at a rate of 10 millirems per year, the upper limit of
estimates of the chance of developing radiation-induced
cancer would be 0.02 percent. The risk of dying from
"spontaneous" cancer is nearly 20 percent; 10 millirems
per year of continuous exposure would therefore increase
this risk to an estimated maximum of 20.02 percent.

Ten millirems per year was used here as an Illustration
of the risk associated with a dose that might be received
by a maximally exposed individual. But what might be
the consequences of the average exposure applied to the
entire population of the United States? The average dose
per person from nuclear power production would be very
much less than the maximum, but many more people
would be exposed.

The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated
that the annual average dose per person from the pro-
duction of nuclear power, including waste processing,
may reach 0.4 millirem by the year 2000." If we assume
a population of about 300 million, the population dose
would be 300 million times 0.0004 rem or 120 000
person-rems per year. The maximum number. of c
cancer deaths from radiation exposure can be taken to
be approximately 290 deaths per million person-rems.'"
It follows that the excess risk of dying from cancer due
to a lifetime dose of 0.4 millirem per year (70 years
times 0.0004 rem per year equals 0.028 rem) would be
at most about 1 in 100,000. The true risk is probably
lower than this estimate, and the possibility of zero risk
cannot, as noted earlier, be excluded.

Although the risk to the individual is I in 100,000,
the maximum number of fatal cancers expected in the
lifetime of the entire U.S. population would be 300
million times 1/100,000. or 3,000. These would be in
addition to about 60 million cancers that would occur
normally in a population of that size assuming no change
in the current rate of cancer mortality. Thus, the risk to
the individual would be small at most; but the conse-
quences to the population at large would be sufficiently
serious to warrant consideration, even though the 3,000
additional cancer cases could not be detected against the
higher number due to other factors.

What levels of exposure should be considered per-
missible for future generations? We might consider our-
selves morally justified in taking actions that could ex-
pose future generations to risks that the present generation
is willing to take. Since people apparently show no con-
cern about levels of natural radioactivity that differ by
10 millirems per year in their everyday actions, this level
might be a defensible target for future as well as current
generations, particularly if there is agreement that our
society ha,- deed in the coming decades for the power
that can be generated from nuclear reactors.

1('''U t)



CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

LOW-LEVEL WASTES

It is important to draw a distinction between "low-
level," relatively harmless radioactive wastes and "high-
level" wastes that must be effectively isolated from the
biosphere for many centuries to prevent them from caus-
ing harm. Low-level wastes, disposal of which presents
no unusual' technical problems, are exemplified by con-
taminated waste paper, rags, and rubber gloves, animal
excreta and carcasses from research laboratories that use
radioactive tracers, cleanup materials from nuclear
power plants, and radioactive substances used by hos-
pitals for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. They can
be disposed of in a manner similar to nonradioactive
wastes. Burial near the surface in landfills is the most
common method.

Orderly development of a system of low-level repos-
itories has been seriously impeded, by widespread public
opposition spurred, in part, by numerous reports of im-
proper packaging of low-level wastes. The disposal of
such wastes has been managed to date without harm to
the public, yet fears of the dangers of low-level radio-
active wastes persist. Sharper definitions of various types
of low-level wastes may be needed, since large volumes
o material, such as those generated by some medical
tests, probably do not require the expensive disposal
procedures now used.

Uranium mill tailings, which accumulate in huge vol-
umes, are a special category of low-level wastes. Tail-
ings, the residues that remain after uranium is removed
from its ore, contain many long-lived nuclides, including
thorium-230 and its daughter, radium-226. This highly
toxic nuclide, with a half-life of 1,630 years, is contin-
ually produced by thorium-230, which has a half-life of
76,000 years and will produce radium far into the future.
It has been known for some years that, because of the
presence of radium-226, the concentration of radon is
higher than normal in the immediate vicinity of tailing
piles. It is also important today that tailingsovhieh have
sandlike properties, have been improperly used as a con-
struction material in buildings, resulting in high levels
of radon within the atmosphere of the buildings.'

Localized increases in radon pollution have been well
studied, but little is known about the possibility that
radium-226, which is relatively soluble, will be leached
by rainfall into drinking water supplies. Great care must
be exercised in dealing with this problem in the future,
because the quantities of tailings are enormous.

The balance of this chapter is concerned with the
management of high-level wastes from the nuclear weap-
ons program and the nuclear power industry. All these
wastes, some of which have been accumulating since
1943. must be managed by technologically sophisticated
systems that prevent their assimilation into the biosphere.

,
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HIGH -LEVEL WASTES

Two kinds of high -level waste should be distinguished:
"defense" wastes, generated during the past 35 years
at government installations primarily as a byproduct of
the production of plutonium for weapons; and "com-
mercial" wastes, produced by nuclear power reactors.
The two kinds of waste are formed by the same basic
nuclear processes, but they differ enough in physical
characteristics to require separate discussion.

Defense Wastes

Defense wastes result from the chemical treatment, or
"reprocessing," of irradiated uranium to separate out
the plutonium that was formed by nuclear reactions. In
addition, defense wastes include residues from the
reprocessing of fuels from nuclear submarines. The
reprocessing also separates the remaining uranium from
the rods am..! leaves a waste liquid containing all the other
radioactive materials that were produced in the reactor.
This highly ackd liquid is usually neutralized to make it
less corrosive; it is then stored a few meters below the
surface of the ground in steel tanks encased in concrete.
The principal accumulations of tank-stored waste are at
Hanford, Washington, and Savannah River, South Car-
olina, with lesser amounts at Idaho Falls Currently, the
total volume is about 80 million gallons (300,000 cubic
meters), reduced from an original 110 million gallons
by evaporation. Neutralization of the liquid produced a
sludge that settled to the bottom of the tanks, where, in
some of them, it has now attained a nearly rocklike
hardness. Evaporation meanwhile has left crystallized
"salt cake," with a small amount of highly alkaline
liquid, on top of the sludge. When the waste is removed
from the tanks for disposal elsewhere, handling the
highly radioactive, chemically complex liquid-plus-solid
mixture is a complicated engineering operation, as has
been demonstrated at the Savannah River plant.

Defense wastes also exist in two other forms. One is
an accumulation of metal canisters containing radioactive
strontium and cesium, which were partially separated
from the Hanford wastes to facilitate evaporation; the
other is a powdery solid (a calcine) produced by a dif-
ferent process from high-level liquid waste at Idaho
Falls. Finally, radioactive fallout and other forms of ra-
dioactive residues are produced by nuclear weapons test-
ing, but these forms are not considered in this chapter.

Only small amounts of defense waste are being con-
tinuously generated at present, and much of the existing
accumulation is noW two or three decades old. Because
of aging, the initial high levels of radioactivity and high
temperatures have greatly diminished, so that managing
the solidified waste is less difficult than it would be for
freshly reprocessed material. Careful monitoring of the
tanks shows that the waste in its present form poses
negligible risk to the public. The risk will remain low
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as long as current management practices are maintained.
More permanent disposal of the waste is clearly desir-
able, but no decision has yet been reached as to how the
disposal 'should be accomplished. Suggestions include
immobilizing the waste in its present tanks, mixing the
waste with solidifying agents and injecting it as grout
underground, converting the waste to a stable solid and
burying it in 'an underground repository near its present
location, and transporting the waste offsite for burial
elsewhere. The possibility of disposal onsite in a deep
underground chamber is being actively explored at Han-
ford, and several options are being considered at Savan-
nah River. Thorough study of the various options and
careful weighing of costs and benefits seem appropriate
courses of action for the next five years.

Commercial Wastes

Spent fuel elements from a commercial reactor, con-
sisting of zirconium-clad rods of uranium oxide, are
placed immediately after removal in a large basin of
water much like a swimming pool. Until recently, it was
assumed that the fuel rods would remain in the cooling
basins only about six, monthsby which time their ra-
dioactivity and temperature would have considerably
decreasedand would then be removed for transporta-
tion to a reprocessing center. There the rods would be
dissolved and their uranium and plutonium separated,
just as in the reprocessing of fuel from military reactors.
The uranium would be recycled for isotopic reenrich-
ment, and the plutonium would be fabricated into new
fuel. The high-level liquid wastes would then be solid-
ified for eventual emplacement in a geologic repository.
If this procedure were adopted, there would be only
minor differences between new defense and commercial
wastes once both were solidified. Differences would de-
pend upon reactor design and operation to maximize
plutonium production in the one case and electrical
power in the other.

Because of concern that the separated plutonium might
be diverted for military or terrorist purposes, national
policy in the United States at present prohibits reproc-
essing of commercial spent fuel. Thus, the radioactive
spent fuel elements themselves, in this country, could
be classified as high-lei el waste for which a method of
disposal' must be designed. It is by no means certain that
the prohibition against reprocessing will be maintained
indefinitely, especially since other countries have not
followed the U.S. example. This uncertainty leaves the
status of spent fUel ambiguous. it is either a waste to be
disposed of or a valuable source of electrical energy. In
the discussion below, spent fuel will sometimes be
treated as a waste form, that is, with no allowance for
reprocessing.

The radioactive fuel rods in existing water basins at
nuclear power sites are well monitored and pose no risk
to the public. The capacity of the present basins is lim-

ited, however, and a decision is needed soon as to
whether the government should provide space for ad-
ditional temporary storage in large centralized basins or
leave the responsibility for building new basins to each
public utility. The decision must rest in part on the length
of storage required, and this in turn depends on what
method is ultimately adopted for permanent disposal.
Storage for long periods has the advantage that radio-
activity and heat production are reduced, so that man-
aging the waste becomes easier and the requirements for
permanent disposal less stringent and more easily de-
fined. In some other countries, Sweden and Canada, for
example, the planned storage period has been deliber-
ately extended for as long as 40 or 50 years. No specific
time has been designated in the United States, but delays
in planning for ultimate disposal make it evide,nt that the
period of temporary storage for most existing waste (both
defense and commercial) will of necessity bye at least 40
years. The storage period is a design variable that can
be adjusted to yield the most effective use. A decision
about the period will be needed within the next few
years.

The total volume of spent fuel at present is small in
comparison with defense waste, although the amounts
are expected to be comparable later in this cen:.,ry .The
activity in the spent fuel, however, is:already greater
than the activity in the defense wastes. The volumes pf
waste, whether or not the spent fuel is reprocessed, are
small in comparison with waste generated by other nn
dustries. A 1,000- megawatt- electric nuclear power plant,
for example, produces about 30 metric tons of unreproc-
essed spent fuel per year, whereas a coal -fired plant of
comparable size generates about 600,000 tons of waste.
(However, It should be noted that the nuclear plant would
require processing of about 280,000 tons of or per year,
if we assume the uranium content to be 0.15 pen-ent and
recovery to be 90 percent.)

Whatever decision is made about managing spent fuel,
transportation of fuel elements over considerable dis-
tances will be required. Transportation is often cited as
a potential source of problems because of the risk of
accidents involving radioactive materials. However,
since the 1940's there have been 25 to 50 million ship-
ments of radioactive material without injury to the pub-
lic. Most shipments contained small amounts of radio-
activity, but thousands involved amounts of rs.:ioactivrty
comparable with those expected in shipments of high-
level waste. The accumulated statistics, which provide
a good basis for estimating the frequency and severity
of accidents to be expected, show that the risk of public
exposure from transportation accidents is very small"'
It is also important to note that liquid wastes will not be
transported, and that the solid waste form will be chosen
and packaged with the requirements fo, safe transpor-
tation in mind. The issue is clearly mu, that will deserve
continued surveillance.



iFor,d sposal purposes, spent fuel has an advantage
over reprocessed waste in that it is already in solid form,
whereas reprocessed, waste almost certainly will require
conversion to a stable solid before it can be safely dis-
posed of. In most other respects, the advantage lies with
reprocessed waste. The solid form of spent fuel may
actually prove to be a disadvantage, becaus, its com-
position is fixed, while the composition of the solid
formed from reprocessed waste can be adjusted to remain
stable in particular disposal environments. A disadvan-
tage of spent fuel is that it contains more longer lived.
nuclides than does the processed waste. In addition, it
generates more total heat than does reprocessed waste
and thus would affect repository temperatures for several
thousands of years after the earlier fission product decay
heat of reprocessed waste had died away. Spent fuel has
the further handicap that its volume is markedly greater
than the volume of high-level waste left after reprocess-
ing: Finally,, the very mobile and long-lasting fission
product iodine-129 remains in spent fuel in potentially
mobile form and would be subject to later leaching; in
reprocessing, this Isotope is separated from the waste
and can then be incorporated into a waste form specially
designed to retain iodine.

WASTE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

A number of methods of isolating high-level radioactive
wastes have been proposed, including onsite solidifica-
tion and disposal, use of the marine environment, geo-
logic isolation in mined cavities, insertion in deep holes.
injection as a grout in deep rock fissures or mined cav-
ities, and insertion in arctic and antarctic glaciers. It has
even been proposed that the wastes be lifted into outer
space or into the sun by rocket or transmuted to more
rapidly decaying elements; but these options must. for
the foreseeable future, be considered infeasible out of
considerations of economics, safety, and the current state
of technology.

The deep hole concept is based on sinking large shafts
to depths of about four kilometers (15,000 feet). but so
far experience with the engineering or operating prob-
lems that would be encountered at such depths is some-
what inadequate. Thus. this method will probably not
be a viable option during the next'five years, but further
study of it appears to be justified.

A variant of the deep hole concept rock melting
would use emplacement in deep underground holes in
such a manner that the heat of radioactive decay would
melt the surrounding rock and the waste itself. Over a
period of time, the production of waste heat would di-
minish, and the rock would refreeze. This method may
provide a means of onsite disposal of ur.solidified radio-
active waste. It may be worthy of further consideration
during the next five years, but only to determine whether
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it should be among concepts to be considered by the end
of the century.

Ice sheet disposal is based on the probability that the
deep ice of both Antarctica and Greenland is sufficiently
stable to permit using it as a repository. However, the
great transportation distances involved, the lack of
knowledge of the effects of heat on glacial movement,
and substantial impediments in international law argue
against including ice sheets' as an option for the fore-
seeable future.

Attention during the next five years is likely to be
focused on three options: onsite solidification and dis-
posal, use of the marine enviroulnent, and geologic iso-
lation in mined cavities.

ONSITE SOLIDIFICATION AND DISPOSAL

Because of difficulties in locating waste burial sites,
transporting wastes offsite, and removing existing de-
fense wastes from their tanks, increased attention is being
given to onsite solidification and emplacement." Con-
siderable experience has already been accumulated at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and in the Soviet Union
with onsite solidification. but only for disposal of low-
and intermediate-level wastes. At Oak Ridge, the wastes
are mixed with cement to form a grout, which is then
injected via wells into rocks that have been hydraulically
fractured." Additives in the grout sorb and retard the
movement of certain nuclides. In the Soviet Union,
intermediate-level wastes were originally pumped into
the ground. Recently. the Russians have reported that
additives are pumped down with the wastes. and it has
been inferred that the wastes are solidified in place."

Recent reviews of defense wastes at Hanford and Sa-
vannah River indicate that onsite solidification in its var-
ious forins, either in existing tanks or in mined cavities
below the surface, may have certain advantages in com-
parison with offsite disposalsuch as less handling and
transportation and redi.tcld occupational exposure and
cost." -" The advantages and disadvantages must be com-
pared in each case with those of offsite disposal. Onsite
solidification is practical for large accumulations of
waste, such as those at the major national atomic energy
laboratories and production centers.

THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Ocean Water.,

The United Kingdom has set a unique example by its use
of the marine environment for disposal of low-level ra-
dioactive wastes from the Windscale Works.'6" Based
on studies of the behavior of radioactivity released during
experiments conducted about 30 years ago, the quantities
released were gradually increased, so that by 1978 the
annual discharge included more than 110,000 curies of
cesium-137 and more than 1.200 curies of plutonium.

c"),, s.
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Studies of the environmental impact of these practices
have demonstrated only minimal human exposure.'"

More than two decades ago, the National Academy
of Sciences began to examine problems that would be
encountered if the oceans were used for disposal of ra-
dioactive wastes."-4) The Academy concluded that huge
quantities of radionuclides could be placed in the ocean
deeps without hazard. Nevertheless, there has been op-
position to using the ocean for waste disposal of any
kind (nonradioactive as well as radioactive), and the
United States and many other countries have stopped
ocean disposal. even for low-level wastes:

Society must be careful that the ecology of the oceans
is not damaged by indiscriminate dumping of wastes.
However, the carefully managed emplacement of solid-
ified waste in the deep seabed has little in common with
"ocean dumping If waste forms are available that can
be deposited so as to avoid ecological or aesthetic injury
to the ocean environment, international agreement could
be sought that would make it possible for the oceans to
accept some share of radioactive wastes.

Enormous quantities of radioactive debris have already
been deposited in the oceans as a result of weapons
testing. Nuclear explosions are estimated to have pro-
duced to date more than four billion curies of tritium and
almost six million curies of carbon-14. Almost 200,000
curies of plutonium-239. 7 million curies of strontium-
90, and 11 million curies of cesium-137 have already
been deposited in the Pacific Ocean.4' The deposits. fur-
thermore, were on the surface of the ocean, closest to
human activity, and were in addition to the natural ra-
dioactivity already present in the ocean water. The latter
includes 400 billion curies of radioactive potassium, 40
billion curies of radioactive rubidium, and 100 million
curies of radium.4= These quantities are complemented
by the v ast reservoirs of radionuclides naturally present
in ocean sediments. And yet the ocean's contribution to
the dose of radioactivity received by humans is so small
compared with the dose from foods grown on the land
that marine sources have so far been neglected in the
description of levels of human exposure compiled by the
United Nations.°'

Deep Ocean Sediments

The clay sediments of the deep ocean floor far from plate
boundaries are particularly attractive as a containment
medium. As noted in a recent,DOE analysis, the sedi-
ments are soft and pliable at and immediately below the
interface of water and sediment. but become increasingly
rigid and impermeable wiih depth:" The sediments,
which are uniform over considerable areas of the ocean
floor, have ion sorptive potential. and there is little move-
ment of interstitt -II water. High pressures ensure that the

sediments remain uniformly saturated and that :nterstitial
water, if heated, cannot boil. The result is an essentially
infinite sink for the heat generated by decaying
radionuclides.

Although seabed emplacement and containment have
not yet been demonstrated for specific geologic and
ocean locations. the engineering tools needed to begin
working in the deep ocean and seafloor are available.
Several emplacement concepts appear feasible. although
none has been developed in detail. Most intriguing are
injectors or penetrometers, which use gravity for em-
placement and would therefore place the fewest technical
demands on the vessel used for transport and emplace-
ment. Other methods are drilling and trenching. Criteria
for selecting the best method include (1) depth of em-
placement necessary to ensure containment of radio-
nuclides, (2) rate and completeness of hole closure after
penetration, (3) degree of disturbance of sediment prop-
erties, (4) engineering feasibility, and (5) economics.

During the next five years, we can expect a thorough
review of the feasibility of using the oceans for radio-
active waste disposal. Research and development will
probably be expanded, and multinational discussions
may be initiated in efforts to reach international consensus.

OTHER METHODS OF GEOLOGIC ISOLATION

Although it has lagged behind slurry' injection. as dem-
onstrated at Oak Ridge, in the actual practice of nuclear
waste disposal, the concept of isolation of waste in mined
cavities in recent years has received more attention than
have any of the other concepts proposed. It is therefore
the option by which a total waste management system
is described in the following section.

Because the most likely way for the radioactivity to
reach the biosphere is by water transport. the permea-
bility and flow rates through the host rock and the nearest
point of possible transfer from the aquifer ,to the bio-
sphere are important. as is adsorption on mineral sur-
faces. If the time for hydrologic transport is sufficiently
long, the nuclides will decay before they reach the
biosphe:e.

An alternative to deep geologic isolation is burial at
shallow levels in arid regions.4' This method avoids
leaching by ground water, because in parts of the western
states the regional water table is 100 to 300 meters below
the surface. and transport of v4 ater from the surface sel-
dom or never occurs. The thickness of dry material above
the water table in such regions is ample for constructing
a repository. Active investigation of this option during
the next five years is advisable.

Because the technology of isolating of wastes in cav-
ities mined in rock is so advanced, this method will be
considered at greater length than the others.

1
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A WASTE ISOLATION SYSTEM INVOLVING
MINED CAVITIES

Waste isolation in mined cavities requires a multibarrier
system (see Figure 3) with the following component
parts:

(1) The solid waste form into which the wastes are proc-
essed. In the case of unprocessed spent fuel, the
waste form is the fuel itself contained in its original
cladding. For processed spent fuel, the radionuclides
may be incorporated into a solid glass or ceramic of
low solubility or put into a form placed in a matrix
of cement, ceramics, or metal. An important char-
acteristic of the waste form is its temperature, which
depends in part on its age, in part on the concentra-
tion of waste incorporated into the solid matrix, and
in part on the thermal properties of the canister's
environment.

(2) The canister into which the waste form is placed,
and possibly an "overpack" surrounding it, which

(3)

(4)
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serves to absorb any radionuclides that may escape,
as well as to protect the canister.
The chemical properties of the repository environ-
ment and its response to changes in temperature and
pressure.
The physical and biological pathways byl which the
radioactive materials can pass from the repository
to humans.

THE WASTE FORM

The physical form of the waste depends initially on
whether or not the spent fuel is reprocessed. If it is not
reprocessed, the intact spent fuel elements must be iso-
lated. If reprocessed, they must be cut up and chemically
treated to separate the unspent uranium and plutonium
from the residues containing the highly radioactive
wastes.

The high-level wastes may be incorporated into glass
or ceramics, into a concrete matrix, or into synthetic
minerals or metals.46 Research in several countries, es-/

Figure 3. The Mined Geologic Repository as a System. with Ex-
amples of Natural and Manmade Protective Barriers.

tat The rock in which the repository is situated provides protection
by its relative impermeability to, water. It is always possible that
some water will penetrate the repository. but if it does, the con-
sequences can be mitigated by the design of the repository system

and by the slow movement of the water.
(b) The solidified reprocessed waste may consist of a uniform cylinder

of glass or ceramic material. or it may take the form of discrete
pellets of such material distributed through a resistant matrix It

is also possible to store unprocessed spent fuel in a repository.

(c) A filler may or may not be needed. If present. it may be a gas.
such as helium. to facilitate heat transfer. or a solid to serve as

a corrosion-resistant barrier.

The canister is a chemically resistant container for handing. the
waste. It may also delay acces, of ground water to the waste
An (verpack may be added in the space between waste package
and surrounding rock to aid in preventing the intrusion of water
and to provide an additional barrier to migration of nuclides
The backfill provides mechanical support against the pressure of
the rock, modifies the chemistry of the ground water. and adsorbs
selected radionuclides and a limited amount of water.
If radionuclides should be leached from the repository. the host
rock would provide additional protection by (I) impeding the
flow of water so that radionuclides would not reach the biosphere
for thousands or even hundreds of thousands of years. and (2)
adsorbing many of the radninuclides on the rock surfaces Under
ide'al circumstances. hazardous radionuclides would decay before

they could contaminate food consumed by humans.
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pecially 'France, has produced a variety of waste forms
that could be mated satisfactorily with other required
components of an appropriate system and that could in-
corporate the liquid wastes of commercial reprocessing
plants.47

In many programs, borosilicate glass is used as a high-
temperature solvent for modest concentrations of fission

-*ducts. Some glasses can incorporate as much as 25
to 30 percent fission products by volume, but the loadings
now being considered are approximately 10 percent.
Pilot runs of such glasses containing radioactive wastes
have been made in the United States, England, and
France.4"O

Current research has shown that some other waste
forms may be as good as or better than glass, and some
of them may be less difficult to manufacture. Certai
specific crystalline mineral forms that exist in nature
survive over geologic time in a variety of severe natural
environments. The concept that ceramic waste forms can
be tailored to specific wastes and specific repository en-
vironments was developed during the past decade. Sev-
eral such waste forms have been produced synthetically
in laboratories in the United States, and support for their
development has increased recently in this country and
in Sweden and Australia.5'."'

Radioactive waste can also be incorporated into mat-
rices of other materials, such as concrete, in which it
does not dissolve but which reduce its mobility. Ce-
ramics and glass containing up to 20 percent fission prod-
ucts have been produced by hot-pressing into quartz and
silica-glass.54 It has been claimed that incorporation of
commercial high-level and defense wastes into a cement
matrix has resulted in products essentially equal to the
typical glasses in leachability and thermal conductiv-
ity."-56 The potential advantages of incorporation into
cement are the simplicity of the process, the lower re-
action temperatures, and the possibility of onsite disposal.

On the basis of two years of demonstrated pilot pro-
duction of borosilicate glass in France and research and
development at various other places in the world, it ap-
pears feasible to plan for U.S. pilot plant production of
one or more waste forms suitable for solid-phase im-
mobilization of commercial wastes.

Ceramics tailored to the specific waste composition,
possibly incorporated within a metal matrix, provide a
waste form with very low release rates. Two-kilogram
ingots of such material have been produced at the Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The system could be
suitable for any host rock, including salt."

THE CANISTER AND THE OVERPACK

The canister is a further barrier in solid-phase immobi-
lization. In its most obvious and typical form, it is a
metal or ceramic container for the solidified wastes and
any incorporating matrix. Possible metals include ordi-

nary low-carbon steel, stainless steel, copper, and tita-
mum. The proposed Swedish use of copper has received
considerable support. from geologic and metallurgical
scientists and from a recent National Research Council
review of the Swedish program." French plans to use
ceramic canisters and the Swedish full-scale demonstra-
tion of a sapphire canister have been motivated by the
long-term stability of these materials.

A principal function of the canisterin addition to
making the waste transportableis to resist corrosion.
Thus, any reference to the life of a canister must, to
be meaningful, specify the chemical and temperature-
pressure environment.

The overpack, recently proposed as a filler material
to surround the canister, would have several roles. It

could be an adsorbent (and reactant) for nuclides that
might escape from the canister, or it could be an adsorb-
ent for ground water and its constituent ions, thereby
virtually immobilizing the ground water in the vicinity
of the canister. The effect would be to prevent or min-
imize corrosion of the canister. The addition of ferrous
phosphate to the overpack would further reduce corrosion.

THE REPOSITORY ENVIRONMENT

Several quite different rock types and geologic locations
offer potentially acceptable sites for repositories. In gen-
eral, each site must be appraised in terms of certain basic
geologic factors. These include tectonic stability, topog-
raphy, the size of the rock mass being considered, and
regional patterns of surface- and ground-water flow.
Other important geologic factors relate to rock proper-
ties, including heat conductivity, porosity, permeability,
water content, chemical reactivity with respect to fluids
that may be introduced or generated, response to antic-
ipated temperature increases, state of initial stress, brit-
tleness or plasticity, ease of mining, and value of actual
or potential mineral resources.

Ideally, the rock mass should be large, homogeneous,
dry, relatively free of fractures, and capable of sorbing
or precipitating rel ased radionuclides. Few if any rock
bodies can fully eet these ideal requirements, but many
possess attribute. that in sum qualify them for consid-
eration. Special engineering measures or methods of
development can be used to compensate for the draw-
backs of certain media. For example, the disadvantage
of variv' x degrees of fracturing in granite (see below)
can be taken care of by careful exploration for less frac-
tured zones. The following paragraphs are general com-
ments concerning the suitability of several rock types
that are the principal candidates for repositories.

Salt

Because of its abundance in many parts of the country,
ease of excavation, and the absence of flowing water in
existing mines, salt has been a leading candidate for
repository siting for more than two decades. Other pos-



itive attributes of salt are its high thermal conductivity
and its semiplastic behavior under continued stress
fractures in salt tend to reseal themselves. The negative
features of salt as a repository medium are its high sol-
ubility, its low sorptive power with respect to escaping
radionuclides, a tendency for brine inclusions to move
toward the source of heat, and its potential value as a
mineral resource. in addition. its semiplastic behavior
may interfere with retrievability.

Basalt

The volcanic flows that underlie the Columbia River
plateau of eastern Washington and Oregon are now under
serious consideration as a repository at the Hanford Res-
ervation, where much of this country's military waste
is stored in tanks close to the surface. The rock is struc-
turally stable and, by virtue of clay minerals along most
fracture surfaces, would be moderately sorptive for
radionuclides that might escape into ground water. Neg-
ative aspects are the relative thinness of some basalt
flows and the presence of fractures and interbedded
aquifers.

Shale

Shale, is a common rock. abundant throughout much of
the central interior of the United States. Most shales are
composed largely of fine-grained quiz and clay min-
erals. The water content of sh generally highon
the order of 10 to 30 percent by volumebut lov, perme-
ability greatly slows the water movement. In fact, shale
beds commonly serve to confine interbedded sandstone
aquifers. The high capacity of some shales to sorb radio-
nuclides would significantly deter their movement.

However, shale also has a number of nega:ive char-
acteristics. The clay minerals are likely to break down
under even moderate increases in temperature. causing
release cf water and increased porosity and permeability,
and the structural weakness of the rock will create prob-
lems in maintaining mined openings during the construc-
tion and filling of repositories.

Volcanic Tuff

Volcanic tuff (compacted volcanic ash) of many different
types occurs throughout the western United States. Of
particular interest for repository siting, however, is the
ash-flov, tuff that occurs principally in the Southwest,
notably in New Mexico and Nevada. This tuff is found
as sheets 100 meters or more thick, some of which have
a central glassy "welded" zone surrounded by zones of
zeolitized volcanic ash that is highly sorptive. These
central zones of welded tuff, with their relatively low
permeability and porosity. offer potential sites for waste
storage. Negative aspects of tuffs include relatively. high
water content and possible regional tectonic instability
(the deposits are in areas of volcanism and fault move-
ment that have been relatively recant in geologic time)
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and structural complexity (which may not provide suf-
ficient volume of rock).

Granite and Related Crystalline Rocks

Granite and related rocks are common in much of the
United States and are the preferred rock type for repos-
itory siting in Canada and Sweden. Individual masses
extend for as much as hundreds of kilometers. In addition
to their abundance, other positive aspects of crystalline
rocks are their high thermal conductivity. structural
strength, low inherent porosity and permeability, gen-
erally low water content, and, for some bodies, a rela-
tively high degree of internal homogeneity. In general,
the principal disadvantage is the variable amount of frac-
turing and the difficulty of predicting the nature of water
movement in the fractures.

MINING EXPERIENCE

A wealth of experience in underground excavation in-
dicates that the technology is available for excavating
repositories needed for the deep disposal of high-level
nuclear wastes in any suitable geologic formation.

For example, we know that the design and construc-
tion of a successful deep geologic waste repository must
take account of the inherent variability in the properties
and structure of rocks. Modular design is advantageous
because each module can be treated independently
abandoned or isolated, for examplewithout affecting
adversely the adequacy and safety of other modules.

Mining technology is relevant to the development of
a waste repository, but the objectives of excavation for
mines are different. In a mine, the goal is usually to
excavate as much of the ore as practicable, consistent
with short-term safety. In a repository, the goal is to
disturb the subsurface as little as possible. although,
undoubtedly, additional stresses are introduced by the
mining operation itself. Minimizing disturbance is im-
portant to ensure that the wastes are successfully isolated
from the biosphere for sufficient time by the geologic
media, and this must be accomplished with the greatest
practical degree of safety both in the short and the long
terms.

GEOCHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Geochemical conditions in bedrock at depths being con-
sidered for repository siting will be altered abruptly by
excavation of a cavity and the emplacement of heat-
generating, chemically heterogeneous radioactive waste
packages. In its undisturbed state, the rock mass will
be essentially in chemical equilibrium, fluids, whether
trapped or moving slowly, will have reacted with the
host rock to produce mineral assemblages that are stable
in that environment. The wastes will not necessarily be
in equilibrium, either internally or with respect to the
canister, overpack, or enclosing host rock. Reactions
promoted by this lack of equilibrium could, over long
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periods of time, be responsible for transfer and escape
Gf radionuclides from the repository.

Two idealized situations can be visualized in which
transfer of radionuclides by ground water would be vir-
tually impossible. One is essentially complete contain-
ment of radionuclides at the source, achieved either by
casting the waste in a totally insoluble form or by en-
capsulating it in a container designed to remain intact
for the required period of time. The other is use of a
geologic environment in which ground water is either
completely absent or. if present, moving sufficiently
slowly. Both conditions are approached closely in some
natural geologic situations.

More typically, and for the sake of prudence, slow
release of radionuclides to the enclosing geologic envi-
ronment is assumed. Although the geochemistry of this
system will be immensely complex, it can be safely
concluded that in most rocks chemical reactions and
sorption along transport routes will substantially impede
the outward movement of most radionuclides.

Undesirable geochemical interactions near the canister
can to some extent be counter:d by the deliberate ad-
ditions to the waste package and overpack we described
earlier.

HYDROLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

The hydrologic characteristics of the site and its vicinity
must be known if one wishes to predict quantitatively
the degree of human exposure that may result from op-
eration of the repository.

The time it takes radionuclides carried by ground w ater
to move from a well-chosen repository to the biosphere
may be measured in thousands or even hundreds of thou-
sands of years. In the absence of adequate information
about the hydrologic characteristics of the site and its

kinity conservative estimates must be made of the
range of possible transport rates. Because transport of
the radionuclides will be slowed by the adsorptive char-
acteristics of the rock, the actual aansport times of the
radionuclides will depend upon interao.ons of hydro-
logic and geochemical factors.

The knowledge required to describe hydrologic trans-
port of radionuclides in potential rock types at the depths
of geologic repositories is only beginning to accumulate,
but it will be enhanced substantially as we gain expe-
rience with actual storage of radioactive wastes. If the
flow occurs through fractures in the rock, it would be

useful to be able to describe the extent to which undis-
turbed dense rocks are fractured. The methods should
be noninvasive so that the measurements do not them-
selves result in rock fracturing. Geophysical techniques
are needed for estimating the amount of fracturing in
large volumes of rocks and for estimating more reliably
the ages of ground water in and near a repository site.
Such techniques would provide a valuable check on es-
timates of the rate of ground-water movement.

Prospective rates of radionuclide transport by water
must consider possible future fluctuations in flow.
Knowledge of the past geologic history ,of water level
fluctuation will be of great help here. Attention must be
given to past climatological variations, to fluctuations
in water levels in major bodies of water, and to evidence
of past dissolution of minerals by ground water and their
subsequent precipitation:

Given all the required hydrologic information, it

should be possible to provide estimates of the rates of
migration over long periods of time. The research re-
quired for development of such estimates should be given
high priority. For the time being, and until sufficient
information is available, a high degree of conservatism
must be practiced in estimating transport rates. This ap-
plies not only to water flow but nt other components of
the isolation system as well. In order to establish an
upper bound for possible effects of radioactiv ity mobi-
lized as a result of material transported from a repository ,
the most conservative assumption for each facto' is often
selected from the array of reasonable alternatives. How-
ever, this procedure can lead to unreasonably higl es-
timates of risk. For example, in the draft env ironmental
impact statement for the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant in New Mexico, the time of transit of radionuclides
from the repository to the first point of interaction w ith
the biosphere was estimated to be from 3,500 to 100,000
years."' In this case, 3,500 years was selected for pur-
poses of calculation despite the fact that it very probably
to ^ded to overestimate the dose. Close examination of
t ,t report, as well as of the draft generic environmental
impact statement produced by the Department of Energy
for the management of commercially generated radio-
active waste,"' reveals many examples of this kind of
conservatism. Never,..,:less, estimates of exposure to
nearby residents, despite the overall conservatism em-
ployed, would remain but a small fro_tion of the -dose
received from natural sources.

Summary and Outlook

Of the various options that have been proposed for the
management of high-level radioactive waste, emplace-
ment in cavities WnstruLted in deep rock formations is
the most likely candidate for a first-generation repository.

Either unprocessed spent fuel or wastes from fuel rLpioL-
essing could be isolated in this way, and the available
evidence supports a substantial degree of conlidenvL that
the technical aspects of geologic isolation an be maa-
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aged in a manner that will protect the public. National
policy w ill probably concentrate on this option during
the next the years while recognizing that othts options,
such as disposal under seabeds, may also become prac-
ticable with time.

A major uncertainty still to be resolved is the length
of time for which permanent isolation of radioactive
wastes must be provided. It has been suggested that after
about 600 years the water dilution volume for the re-
processed waste will be comparable with that for the
uranium ore from which the fuel originated, but this has
been opened to question by recent data suggesting that
certain important nuclides behave differently than had
been assumed. Careful analysis of the matter in the years
immediately ahead should make it possible to determine,
with confidence, the length of time for which isolation
must be assured.

The civilian nuclear power industry will be the pre-
dominant source of high-level wastes in the future, but
during the next several years wastes that have accumu-
lated from defense activities will also demand a high
priority of attention. These wastes- -a legacy of the early
years of producing plutonium for defense purposes
exist in various forms, and at various levels of radio-
activity, at the major U.S. research and production cen-
tas. Monitoring in the vicinity of these storage sites has
revealed no evidence that the wastes will present a risk
to public health for the foreseeable future.6' 6S Because
of previous treatment, defense wastes are quite different
chemically from wastes from the nuclear power industry.
Only small amounts of defense wastes are being contin-
uuusly generated at present, and most of the existing
accumulation is now two or three decades old.

Several options for dealing with defense wastes have
been considered, including immobilization in the tanks
in which they are now stored, mixing the wastes with
solidifying agents and injecting them as grout under-
ground, cetiverting them to a stable solid for burial near
their present locations, and transporting them offsite for
burial elsewhere. There is no urgency about reaching a
dec:sion as to how these wastes should be managed, but
during the next five years careful study of the various
options available will contribute to more accurate as-
sessment of the costs and benefits of each. In particular,
active :nvestigation can be expected of the possibility
that defense wastes can be safely immobilized by onsite
solidification and emplacement.

As with defense wastes, there is no technological ur-
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gency about immediate selection of a permanent isolation
option for high-level wastes from ihe nuclear power in-
dustry. Wastes can be accommodated safely in temporary
facilities for many years to allow orderly development
of one or more national repositories, using technology
adequate to meet protection standards. Nevertheless,
because of widespread public concern about the hazards
of radioactive wastes, it is in the national interest to
proceed expeditiously with plans for their permanent
isolation.

Isolation of radioactive_ wastes in deep marine sedi-
ments appears to ofter attractive advantages, and the
years immediately ahead are likely to see this option
fully explored aad supported by the necessary research
programs. Should the option appear to be viable, it will
be necessary to initiate early multilateral discussions
aimed at securing international agreement.

As development and demonstration of methods for
solidification and immobilization of high-level wastes
continue to receive high priority, the ultimate goal will
be economical processes by which the wastes can be
converted to forms comparable in their solubility to the
more resistant minerals found in nature. Such forms
would greatly facilitate geologic isolation for the re-
quired period of time.

Although national concern about radioactive wastes
is focused primarily on high-level, wastes, low-level
wastes must receive attention as well. In pa!:.cular, the
long -range health impli ations of accumulations of mill
tailings will bear examination. Tailing piles are low -level
wastes, but their volume is great enough to justify special
attertion. The radium contained in the tailings is by far
the most hazardous component of the original ore, and
because of its relative solubility it may be leached by
rain into drinking w atcr supplies. Evolution of radon gas
from the tailing piles is reasonably well understood, but
less is known about the hazard of potential pollution of
surface and ground water by radium.

The task of developing a sucLessful waste isolation
system will continue to involve more than scientific and
technical considerations. there is a difficult and pervasive
educ,.tional componuiii. Throughout the critical years
ahead, it will be important that information be dissem-
inated about the implications of each major stip in the
development of an isolation system, and about the In-
terplay of costs and benefits, so that the public can par-
ticipatein a timely, effective, aad constructive fash-
ionin the decisionmaking process.
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9 Sun and Earth

a

INTRODUCTION

In past ages, thoughts of sun and earth inspired as much
poetry as science among natural scientists. Pierre Gas-
sendi, in the seventeenth century, coined the name au-
rora for the northern lights after the Roman goddess of
rosy-fingered dawn. Rainbows were a particularly fas-
cinating scientific curiosity. Sharing an emotion Words-
worth expressed as "My heart leaps up when I behold/
A rainbow in the sky," generations of scientists from
the time of Newton were enthralled by the subtle beauties
of rainbows, as well as by halos about the sun and rings
around the moon. .

The source of the blue color of t'e sky was a popular
but tantalizing problem in physical optics, solved only
recently when rocket measurements provided profiles by
altitude of ozone and atmospheric density. Without
ozone, the sky erhead would be a grayish green-blue
at sunset and llo in twilight.

Although s ientists were aware of a soft radiant pillir
of dust-scattered light stretching from the earth toward
the sun in the evening or early morning sky; the pre-
vailing idea until the middle of the twentieth century was
that the earth and sun were isolated in a near-perfect
vacuum, one almoit completely free of gas and dust. In
his introduction to the 1954 Liege Symposium entitled

"Solid Particles in Stars," Edward 0. Hulburt could
still remark humorously, "Why discuss interstellar or
interplanetary dust? There is no such thing. The best
proof of it is that the wings of the angels are immaculately
white!" In the last several decades, we have learned that
interplanetary space carries a heavy traffic of particles
and fields, as well as invisible ultraviolet radiation and
X-rays, which couple the sun and earth in marvelously
intricate ways. .

During solar eclipses, a faint, pearly white halothe
coronais seen to crown the sun to heights of several
million kilometers. Space -age science has revealed that
the gap between the sun and earth is bridged by corona!
streamers whose far-reaching fingers brush the outermost
fringes of the earth's environment, bringing winds of
energetic solar particles that press and eddy against the
earth's magnetic field. ,

From the vantage point of the moon, the Apollo 16
astronauts couid view the earth as a large fluorescent
screen. Their ultraviolet photographs showed the earth
capped by shining auroral ovals encircling its magnetic
poles and girdled about the equator by curving belts of
high-altitude airglow. And all the earth was bathed in
a 50,000-mile-high ultraviolet glow of sunlight scattered
from a cloud of atomic hydrogen that envelops the
eartha geocorona.
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Looking earthward, the first spacemen photographed
our emerald planet, its delicate beauty in vivid contrast
to the stark background of jet-black space. That image
still conveys a deep sense of loneliness and fragility, a
feeling reinforced by our planetary explorations. Study-
ing Venus and Mars has given us an understanding of
the narrowness of the ecological zone that permitted a

atmosphere and stable environment to CNOINe
on earth. If the earth were only 5 percent closer to the
sun, it is possible that it would have experienced a run-
away "greenhouse effect" eons ago, and its surface
would be as hot as an oven, like that of Venus. (In the
greenhouse effect, solar radiation warms the surface of
a planet, and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere traps the
infrared heat waves reradiated by the .iurface.) A one
percent shift to a larger orbit might have led to glaciation,
and the surface of the earth would resemble the cold and
aria deserts of Mars.

Evidence now suggests that tampering with the con-
trols of "Spaceship Earth" may disturb the delicate bal-
ance of the ecosystem. We hive come to realize with
a new sense of urgency that the hazards of natural ca-
rastrophes and of human interference vt, ith-the environ-
ment can be rationally assessed only if we have a basic
understanding of the vast complex of physical-chemical-
biological interactions between solar radiatio i and every
part of space from the surface of the sun to the surface
of the earth. Furthermore, as new space-age technologies
spawn a host of civilian and military applications. rel-
evant issues of economics and security require a better
scientific understanding of the nature of space.

The most direct connection between sun and earth is
the flood of sunlight bringing heat to the earth's surface,
but there are hosts of subtle solar-terrestrial linkages ai
every intermediate stage between the sun and the earth.
These couplings can be studied on all time scales, from
real time to the time of eras stretching back to the origin
of the solar system.

The steady power of the sun is about 4 x 10" kilowatts,
of which less tin a billionth part, about 1.4 kilowatts
per square meter (approximately 5 million horsepower
per square mile), reaches the outer atmosphere of earth.
Only one part in 100,0,00 of this power is contained in
the ionizing X-rays and ultraviolet radiation which pro-
duce the ionosphere. Five to ten times as much ionizing
energy arrives at the fringe of the earth's magnetic field
in the form of fast moving, electrically charged parti-
clesthe solar wind. When the sun is active, its ionizing
radiation, both electromagnetic and corpuscular. can in-
crease by several factors of ten. No comparable amounts
of energy can be extracted in any form from within the
earth and,its environment. Although the i.arth contains
10 ergs of rotational kinetic energy. ody the tiniest
fraction can be released into its environment. The en-
ergetic particles trapped in the Van Allen belts are far

from sufficient to account for the brightness of auroras.
The sun supplies essentially all of the energy of the solar-
terrestrial system, reigning supreme over its complex
kingdom.

The changing influence of the sun is most dramatic
at times of explosive solar flares, when a burst c f X-rays
can reach deep into the ionosphere to create the condi-
tions that black out shortwave radio communications. In
a matter of hours, energetic protons may traverse the
interplanetary medium and follow earth's geomagnetic
field lines down to the polar caps. where they produce
enough ionization to wipe out transpolar communica-
tions. A day or so afterward, the full flood of solar-
magnetized plasma arrives at the boundary of the earth's
magnetic field (the magnetopause), where it creates a
shock wave that compresses the magnetic field toward
earth. The resulting magnetic storm sets compass needles
jiggling and causes the auroral lights to flash and flicker.
As the high-latitude storm grows into a v. orldwide ion-
ospheric disturbance, it garbles radio communications
and creates winds that blow through the upper atmos-
phere. When all of the elements of the sun-earth system
have run through their responses. the last residue of a
great flare is the faint red airglow that diffuse:, over the
entire night sky from pole to pole. This final gill from
the sun to the earth is only the "death rattle" of an
enormous explosive outburst on the sun, but it carries
the energy of dozens of hydrogen bombs.

THE SUN AND ITS STRUCTURE

The sun is the, engine that drives the circulation of the
atmosphere. drawing water from the ocean into the air
and creating clouds, wind, rain, and snow. For billions
of years, it has shed its steady. benign light and heat on
earth, sustaining all terrestrial life.

Over the span of civilized history. no substantial
change in the sun's brightness has been detected. Charles
Greely Abbott (1872-1973) devoted half a century to
carefully measuring the solar flux and 'found it constant
to better than one percent. Hence. the solar energy de-
livered to earth is referred to as the solar constant."
Recently. how cyy..E!evidence has suggested that the solar
constant may vary by a few tenths of one percent over
a decade. Theoretical and observational studies hint that
the sun's thermonuclear furnace may temporarily throttle
down significantly for a million years, that the sun's
diameter may shrink noticeably over a millennium, and
that dramatic cooling trends may be related to a near
vanishing of sunspots for time intervals as long as a
century. Atmospheric and oceanic buffers must dominate
short-term variations of climate, but long-term climatic
trends court be keyed to .very subtle changes in solar
flux. Still. all of the evidencC for sun-climate connections



is statistically marginal, speculations should be treated
with caution.

Because the sun and earth are so delicately coupled,
the balance of the ecological system may be precarious.
If, for example, the burden of carbon dioxide delivered
to the atmosphere by the burnirig of fossil fuels were to
raise the global temperature by 2°C (Celsius) through the
greenhouse effect, it could well have ominous repercus-
sions. In the polar regions, the warming would be am-
plified. The structure of the West Antarctic ice sheet is
such that an increase in summer temperature of 2°C could
lead to rapid disintegration. Within a hundred years, it
might discharge one half to one third of its volume.
Complete meltirig would raise sea level by 5 meters and
coastal plains would be inundated. SiMilarly, a 2°C drop
in temperature might set in motion a new glaciation.
Doomsday scenarios portray arctic ice sheets slowly
pressing southward until Manhattan's skyscrapers crum-
ble in their path. But, again, such predictions should be
treated as being highly speculative.

Recent measurements from rockets and balloons ;how
tentative evidence for an increase in solar radiation of
about 0.4 percent since 1968. It also appears that smaller
variations of the total solar luminosity occur from day
to day as sunspots and related optical features move
across the solar disk. Climatic models indicate that var-
iations at these levels and time scales should be important
to climate dynamics. In the wavelengths shorter than
those of visible lightultraviolet and X-ray radiation
the sun is highly variable. Enhancements of these emis-
sions, however, while representing an increase in the
solar luminosity, constitute only a very slight change
less than 0.01 percent of the solar constant. So small a
change can have hardly any demonstrable direct effect
on climate. However, at ultraviolet wavelengths of
around 200 nanometers, vanations of several percent in
the solar flux have been detected. These changes can be
very significant for the photochemistry of trace molecular
species in the stratosphere, such as ozone (03) and ni-
trogen dioxide (NO2). Since some of these gases absorb
visible and infrared radiation, photochemical influences
on their concentrations might alter significantly the total
energy flux delivered to the lower atmosphere or radiated
back to space.

There is some indication that variations in the solar
ultraviolet flux affect the atmospheres of the outer
planets. Since 1950, the Lowell Observatory has meas-
ured planetary and satellite emissions continuously.
Changes in the brightness of the visible light reflected
by Neptune and Titan, the largest moon of Saturn, seem
to be keyed to high solar magnetic activity. (Titan is the
only planetary satellite with a substantial atmosphere.)
Dunng one magnetic storm, a radiometer aboard the
Nimbus 6 meteorological satellite measured no change
in the solar constant greater than 0.5 percent, Titan, at
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the same time, varied in green light by 9 percent. Perhaps
solar ultraviolet variations induce photochemical changes
in planetary atmospheres which change their reflectivi-
ties for visible light.

SUN AND CLIMATE

The climatic record contains wide excursions from "nor-
mal climate," as averaged over geological time. Even
now, we are in a 10,000-year warming trend following
an ice age. The ice-covered regions of the earth are relics
of that cooler period. For most of the earth's recorded
history, there were no polar ice caps.

The changing seasons of the year result from the tilt
of the earth's equatonal plane froth its orbital plane. At
present, this angle of obliquity is 23.5°, but it varies
slowly between 22.1° and 24.5°. In the 1930's, the Ser-
bian scientist Milutin Milankovitch proposed that this
gentle nodding of the earth's axis would create a 41 ,000 -
year global temperature cycle (see Figure 1). Besides
moving back and forth, the earth's axis of rotation also
wobbles. This produces a precession of the equinoxes,
which slowly varies the relative lengths of winter and
summer. According to present theory, this precession
produces a 22,000-year temperature cycle. More recent
analyses also point toward climatic influence stemming
from the changing eccentricity of the earth's orbit. In a
100,000-year cycle, the orbit stretches from almost per-
fectly circular to slightly elliptical and back again. But
the greatest range of this effect on the annual solar flux
received at the earth is only about 0.1 percent.

A research project known as CLIMAP (Climate. Long-
Range Investigation, Mapping and Prediction), con-
ducted by an international team of scientists in the
1970's, has confirmed the link between climatic change
and orbital geometry. The results are based on the use
of new radioisotope techniques to analyze core samples
of ocean sediments that contain a record of prehistoric
temperature variations. The 22,000-year precession
cycle, the 41,000-year tilt cycle, and4he 100,000-year
eccentricity cycle have all been confirmed.

Over the last million years, there is evidence for at
least ten major glaciations interspersed with several little
ice ages, but the connection between terrestrial solar flux
and climate is not simple. Ice sheets do not necessarily
develop only in response to sudden large drops in global
temperature. For example, a slight trend toward longer
winters and a slight fall of summer temperatures can lead
to greater accumulations of snow in high latitudes each
winter and less melting during, the following summers.
The coupling of these effects can extend the polar ice
cap steadily southward.

Although the Milankovitch theory successfully relates
the periodic glaciations of the past few million years to
orbital eccentricity (Figure' 1), it is very difficult to ex-
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Figure I . Orbital Variations and Their Effects on Global Ice Volume

The geometry of the earth's orbit (top) changes over 22,000 -, 41,000,

and 100.000-year cycles (center). The curve for orbital eccentricity
tracks with changes in global ice volume over the past 730.000 years
(bottom), with the latter determined by the ratio of oxygen-18 to oxy-
gen-16 in fossilized plankton.
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Climaue Response to Ortntal Vananons." Science. Vol 207(1980), p 944

Modeling the

plain such comparatively large climatic effects from such
small changes in incoming radiation. The key perhaps
lies not in the total input of radiation but in the seasonal
and latitudinal distribution of the solar flux. With a av-
erage global change of only 0.1 percent, local variations
as high as 10 percent may occur. The effects of small
changes can then be amplified by the feedback of ice
reflecting radiation back into space.

Only 10 percent of all geological time has been fa-
vorable to ice ages, and within an ice age of perhaps two
million years only 10 percent of the time was occupied
by runaway glacial advances of continental dimensions.
The rest of the time consisted of interglacial climates.

Volcanoes and Climate

Any comprehensive model of climatic variation must
account carefully for the processes of radiation absorp-
tion, scattering, and reemission within the atmosphere,
as well as for the incoming solar flux. Aerosols' and dust
in the atmosphere can exert an influence fat beyond any
variation of the solar flu. itself. The evidence that vol-
canic activity affects climate is highly persuasive. For
example, in 1815, an immense volcanic eruption of
Mount Tambora in Indonesia spewed vast amounts of
fine dust into the atmosphere. Some 100 cubic kilometers
of debris were lifted off the mountain, filling the sky
with a cloud of ash so dense that it hid the sun. By
comparison, the main eruption of Mount St. Helens was
a small event; the May 18, 1980, eruption lifted only 2.7
cubic kilometers from its cone. As the dust of Tambora
circulated about the earth in the high atmosphere, it was
accompanied by profound changes in worldwide climate.
In the middle of Europe, the summer of 1816 was the
coldest on record, in two centuries; in effect, there was
no summer. In New England, 3 to 6 inches of snow fell
in June and crop-killing frosts appeared through July and
August. Incidentally, Benjamin Franklin, during his so-
journ in Paris, attributed the exceptionally cold winter
of 1783-84 to the eruption of Icelandic volcanoes the
previous May and June.

The introduction of particles into the atmosphere
through agricultural and industrial processes. although
not as dramatic as volcanoes, steadily builds up to very
substantial amounts. 11is effect may be offset, however,
as worldwide energy consumption increases. The addi-
tional burden of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere from
the burning of fossil fuels may enhance the greenhouse
effect and produce an overwhelming trend toward higher
average global temperatures.

SOLAR FEATURES

Astronomers classify the sun as a yellow dwarf, one of
the commonest varieties of stars among the 100 billion
that inhabit the galaxy. The way solar physicists model,
the architecture of the sun recalls a character described
by Jonathan Swift: "There was a most ingenious archi-
tect who had contrived a new method for building
houses, by beginning at the roof, and working down-
wards to the foundation." Astrophysicists, like Swift's
architect, start with the roof of the sun, its photosphere.
The data they work with are the sun's observed lumi-
nosity, its composition, and its size. Without ever seeing
deeper into the sun than a few hundred kilometers, it is
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possible to construct a model of the sun's pressure, tem-
perature, and density all the way to its basementthe
thermonuclear core (see Figure 2). At each point in the
interior. the inward gravitational pull of all of the sun's
mass must match exactly the oumard pressure of hot gas
and radiation. In such a model, the rates of nuclear re-
actions are calculated from experimental data obtained
with laboratory accelerators.

From 6,000 K (Kelvin) at the surface, the sun's tem-
perature increases inward to 15,000,000 K at its center.
Here, the density is 11 times that of lead, but the average
density of the sun is roughly equal to that of water. Its
chemical composition is about three-tourths hydrogen
and one-fourth helium, with all other elements adding
up to a trace of about one percent. When four hydrogen
nuclei fuse to form one helium nucleus, a small amount
of mass ,is converteld to energy according to Einstein's
law E = (energy is equivalent to mass times the
square of the speed of light). Nuclear fusion produces
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Models it the sun enable solar suentists to prtidit its temperature
and density from the %Bible photosphere dossn to its thrmonus4ear
core For about 86 percent of the sun's radius, energy is transported
solely by radiative diffusion. At that point. turbulent convection sets
in, and this convection is thought to account for the large supergranular

cells that can be detes.ted on the sun's suitat.e.

Source Edvtrd G Gitnon The Qutet Sun W.ohington DC US Government Prolong
Office 1973
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10 million times the energy generated by chemically
burning an equal amount of oil or coal. Although 10
trillion atomic fusions provide only enough energy to
light a 50-watt bulb for one second, the solar furnace
burns at such a ferocious rate that, every second, the
equivalent of about 2 trillion trillion trillion hydrogen
atoms are annihilated. The resulting flow of energy
brings about 200 trillion kilowatts of sunshine to the
earth.

Astrophysir;sts have great confidence in their solar
model, but they have been shaken by a failure to observe
a predicted flux of neutrinos from the nuclear reactions
at the sun's core. The existence of the neutrino was
hypothesized in 1931 to explain some puzzling features
of the radioactive beta decay of atomic nuclei, but the
particles were not detected experimentally until 1956.
According to their postulated nature, neutrinos are ghost-
like particlesthey have zero rest mass and no electric
chargewhich are almost impossible to detect. It would
take a thickness of thousands of light years of lead to
stop a neutrino. They move freely through the universe
at the speed of light.

The core of the sun is an enormous neutrino ftory.
Only one in every ten billion is absorbed in the body of
the sun, and only one in every trillion that reach the earth
fails to pass right through. Findin:, such elusive particles
requires a truly massive detector. For more than a dec-
ade, a neutrino trap consisting of a tank of 610 tons of
perchloroethylene (cleaning fluid) has been located deep
in a gold mine under the Black Hills of South Dakota.
If a neutrino is captured by an atom of the isotope
chlorine-37, a radioactive atom of argon-37 is formed
which can be detected by an exquisitely sensitive count-
ing technique. In spite of the most painstaking efforts,
however, only a few neutrinos per day have been de-
tectedabout one third of the theoretical rate predicted
for the sun.

Various speculations have been offered to explain the
mystery of the missing solar neutrinos. One supposition
is that the temperature of the sun's core has decreased
by a million degrees without the visible surface being
affected yet. Because the radiation generated at the center
takes perhaps a hundred thousand years to reach the
surface, the change in luminosity may lag that far behind
a cooling of the core. An alternative explanation is based
on recent experiments that report to have detected slight
evidence that neutrinos oscillate between two different
identities electron antineutrinos and tau antineutrinos,
for instance. This would have implications as profound
for solar physics and cosmology as for elementary par-
ticle physics. If neutrinos oscillate. quantum mechanics
requires that they have a certain rest mass. Cosmology
sets a tight limit on this mass. If it exceeds that limit,
neutrinos must exert an overriding constraint on the ex-
pansion of the universe. Oscillations also imply that neu-
trinos may decay spontaneously. This could solve the

hr
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mystery of the missing neutrinos in solar physics if the
electron neutrinos decay in flight from the sun to the
earth.

Except in the case of neutrinos, energy is transported
from the core through the body of the sun by a slow
diffusion of gamma rays and X-rays. A hundred thousand
years may elapse before the energy generated in the core
reaches the surface. Like a man pushing through a large
crowd of people, bumping his way along in zigzag fash-
ion, the high-energy photons released in the core make
countless collisions with gas atoms in their random walk
outward. Near the center, the average path length be-
tween collisions is only about one centimeter, and each
collision robs a photon of some energy. Gradually, its
wavelength increases, until the radiation that finally
emerges from. the surface of the sun is mostly visible
light and infrared radiation.

The sun's photosphere, or visible surface, is a zone
of granulated text= only a few hundred kilometers thick
with a Temperature of about 6,000 Ktoo hot for any
solid or liquid matter to exist. It may seem puzzling that
the sun exhibits a "surface, if a is gaseous. In ordinary
air, there is virtual!) no op.cay to visible light, but if
the air temperature were 6.000 K. the visibility would
be only a fev., feet. Even though the gas at the Nun's
surface is very thin, its opacity is very great, and the
edge of the sun appears sharp.

Photographs of the sun's surface show that it is

coarsely mottled. In a pot of boiling water, bubbles come
zigzaging from below, bumping and merging into larger
bubbles. to burst at the surface. Similarly. the sun's
surface is believed to overlie' a convection zone in which
hot gas bubbles, seething at temperatures of thousands
of degrees, rise in columnar fashion to deliver heat to
the surface, after which cooled gas sinks to be heated
again. A solar bubble may be 1,300 kilometers across.
It is short-lived. lasting only a few minutes. At any
moment, the surface is covered with about a -pillion
bubbles, which rise at speeds of several thousand kilo-
meters per hour.

Valuable observations made with telescopes show that
the surface of the sun "shivers in a varlet) of mudes.
These rhythms are subtle and complex. Most obvious
is a motion with a periodicity of about 5 .ninut,..s
which the surface heaves as much as 1,000 to 2.000
kilometers. but the motion does not invoke the entire
photosphere simultaneously. Like the surface of a
choppy sea. small local regions bubble independently of
each other, and the 5-minute period is a rough avcrage.
Recent observations seem to indicate long-period
lawns of small amplitude. Theoretical .models predict
such movements and relate them to the sun's interior
structure, much as earthquake generated seismic waves
tell about the !mem; of the earth. When all of the vi-
brational modes of the tun's "heart throbs are resolved,

it may become possible to draw fundamental inferences
about amounts of heavy elements in the interior and
about how density and temperature vary with depth.

Overlying the photosphere is a reddish chromosphere
of spiky forms that rise and fall like fountains of spray.
These spicules jet to heights of 5,000 to 20.000 kilo-
meters and fall back again in a matter of seconds Still

farther out, an evanescent corona of faint, pearly light
stretches far into space. It becomes visible to observers
only when the brilliant solar disk is eclipsed by the moon.
Then, wispy streamers of luminous gas can be seen
reaching out hundreds of thousands of kilometers. Cor-
ona] gas is so thin that stars shine brightly through: yet
it radiates strongly in invisible far-ultraviolet and X-ray
v avelengths because its temperature is in the million-
degree range.

Some solar physicists are beginning to suspect that
ronventional models of the solar interior may be too
simplified. etch models do not include any mixing of
the outer layers with the core region of nuclear burning.
If such mixing occurs, the solar luminosity might vary
on time scales ranging from I to 10 million years. Sub-
stantial variations in luminosity due to heat transport by
convection through the outer layers are also a possibility
A large-scale convection pattern below the photosphere
may become unstable and switch suddenly to another
mode in c.rhich heat trans! .irt is lower. The net effect
would be an increase in turbulent gas motions. Such
heating of the convection zone would cause it to expand
against gravity. Time scales of variability could be as
short as months. Furthermore, since these convection
layers are threaded by strong magnetic tubes of force,
the gas motions can twist the field lines until large
amounts of energy are wrapped up in coiled fields below
the surface. This magnetic field energy might be released
explosively years later.

SUNSPOTS

Aristotle described the sun as a disk of pure fire without
blemish. A fleeting gilt-use of the sun with the naked
eye does indeed give the impression of a uniformly bright
disk; but if one looks carefully through a smoked glass,
it is possible to detect small-dark blotches called sun-
Npots. When Galileo first pointed his telescope toward
the sun in 1610 and clearly resolved sunspots, he aroused
the anger of theologians of his time, for whom sunspots
meant blemishes on the handiwork of God They refused
to look through his telescope for fear that they might be
convinced the spots were there. Galileo himself qUickly
concluded that the spots were attached to the sun, al-
though he first thought they might be clouds above the
sun's surface. It was soon recognized that spots move
across the face of the sun from left to right in about 14
days, consistent with a rotation period of about 27 days:
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but the rotation has the peculiar property that spots at
the equator rotate faster than do those at the poles.

Sunspot Statistics

After-the initial excitement_of-the-rliccovery-of-sunspots,_
no systematic study of their variability ensued. It is re-
corded that some Italian astronomers remarked on pbs-

, sible connections between sunspots and weather; they
noted that a "period of unusual drought" accompanied
an absence of spots in 1632.
. The English astronomer William Herschel suggested

in 1801 that sunspots were linked to weather. He found
that extreme spottedness of the sun correlated with the
price of a bushel of wheat on the Lond^n,market, which
in turn was connected by the law of supply and demand
to the weather. His idea predates by half a century the
discovery of the sunspot cycle. Jonathan Swift made a
similar conjecture as early as 1726.

The discovery of sunspot cycles is attributed to Hein-
rich Schwabe, a pharmacist in Dessau, who started to
keep careful records in 1826. His objective was to dis-
tinguish the transit of a planet across the face of the sun,
but, to his great surprise, his records of spots revealed
a definite periodicity (see Figure 3). Throughout this

Figure 3 Average Annual Numbers of
Sunspots

Sunspots have tended to vary in number
over an I I-year cycle. but the pattern is not
invanable. For a penod of approximately 70
years in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
tunes. almost no sunspots were seen

Source John A Eddy The Maunder %1innum Su-

true, Vol 192 11970. p 1193 Copynght 1976 by the
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century, the number of sunspots has waxed and waned
with a rather consistent 11-year rhythm, but, in the longer
historical record, it is clear that the 11-year cycle is very
erratic. Since Galileo's first telescopic observations,
there have been two stretches of time totaling more than
150 years when few spots were noted. From 1645 to
1715, a period known as the Maunder Minimum, span-
ning the reign of Louis XIV, there is little record of
sunspot observations in Europe and corona! streamers
were almost totally missing when eclipses were ob-
served. It was not that seventeenth-century astronomers
were uninterested in sunspots. The Astronomer Royal
John Flamsteed noted a spot in 1684 and wrote, "These
appearances, however frequent in the days of Scheiner
and Galileo, have been so rare of late that this is the only
one I have seen in his face since December 1676."
Maunder himself, in a retrospective study, reported to
the Royal Astronomical Society in 1890 that for a pe-
riod of about 70 year ending in 1716, there seems to
have been a remarkable interruption of the ordinary
course of the sunspot cycle. In several years no spots
were seen at all and in 1705 it was recorded as a most
remarkable event that two spots were seen on the sun
at the same time, for a similar circumstance had scarcely
ever been seen during the 60 years previous."
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As persuasive as these observations seem to be. there

is currently much effort to look into European diary
sources, some of which cite sunspots during the Maunder
Minimum. In 1975. Chinese astronomers began a general
surrey of ancient astronomical records. In a search of
8,000 collections of private and public records. they
coincidentally discovered 13 reports of sunspots in the
Maunder period. It seems that the Maunder Minimum
must have been a period of low sunspot numbers, but
certainly not spotless.

In recent years. attention has been draw n to the co-
incidence between the 70 years of low sunspot activity
and the "Little Ice Age" lit the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries that left Europeans and North Americans numb
with cold. Ice skating was popular on the English Chan-
nel and the Thames, which rarely freezes now, and
Greenland was completely locked in ic-. However. cur-
rent retrospective research casts doubt on the Little Ice
Age being more than a comparatively local phenomenon
confined to Europe and the northern United States. More
complete data fur the entire northern hemisphere do not
imply a global drop in temperature.

Tree Rings and Sunspots

Early this century the American astronomer A. E. Doug-
lass first tried to link annual tree ring grow th vv ith solar
activity . using trees from the and Southwest He founded
the new science of dendrochronology . but he failed to
find any link between tree rings and the sun. Nleasuring
the carbon-14 in trce rings to investigate solar den\ ity
was first suggested in the early 1960's.The amount of
radioactive carbon did indeed vary from year to year by
a few percent.

Radioactive carbon-14 is produced by cosmic ray
bombardment of the earth's atmosphere. At a maximum
of sunspots. a stronger solar magnetic field permeates
interplanetary s,ace and deflects cosmic rays entering
the solar system. The intensity of cosmic rays and the
attendant production of carbon:14 therc:ore minlinizz at
sunspot maximums. 111 the process of photosynthesis.
trees assimilate atmospheric carbon dioxide containing
some carbon-14. so that an inch 'dual tree nng carries
a natural record of the carbon- 14 to carbon-12 ratio in
the year it grew. From ring to ring, the carbon-I4 content
is iiiv,:rsely related to sunspot activ ity . a 20 percent in-
cream:. characterizes the years 1634-1715. which encom-
pass the \launder Minimum of sunspots. The carbon 14
maximum a tree rings and the sunspot minimum match
the coldest periods of the Little Ice Age

In certain bnstlecone pines in California. the tree ring
record goes back 7.006 years and shows that solar at.-
tivity has been surprisingly irregular. Similar evidence
now comes from analysis of deep-sea sediments obtained
by core drilling. 1 he drilling ship G/0/flat- Challenge/

has used a new hydraulic-piston curer in the Gulf of
California and the Gulf of Mexico to bring up relatively
undisturbed samples of ocean sediments These samples
contain the skeletal remains of' se. creatures plank-
ton laid down year by year on the ooze of the ocean
bed. Different forms of the plankton know n as forami-
nifera, which float near the surface, prefer different water
temperatures. By counting the dead shells left by dif-
ferent species in a layer of sediment, it is possible to
deduce the water temperature at the time the microscopic
creatures were alive. These samples give a temperature
record extending millions of years into the past Colder
winters appear as da tier bands in sample sections.

The best temperature record is contained in the ratio
of oxygen isotopes in the chalky shells of plankton
Atmospheric oxygen is mainly the lighter isotope.
oxygen- 16. 13ecause water made with oxygen-18 does
not evaporate as fast as the lighter molecule made with
oxygen-16. the heavier water sticks better on a grow ing
ice sheet. where it remains trapped. Thus. the proportion
of oxygen-18 left to be absorbed by foraminifera depends
on the amount of ice cover The ocean bed drillings give
us a measure of the variation in oxygen- 18 content of
the planktonic remains over past history.

There are at least a dozen principal trends in the tree
ring data. each lasting from 50 to 200 years. But instead
of the record show ing mainly high solar activ ity vv ith

occasional minima, it shows mainly low al ti \ it) Since

the late Bronze Age. there have been only a few Itii ief
bursts of strong solar activity They appear in the records
at random. w ith no underlying periodicity In the light
of this historical record. normal beim\ ior might he an
almost spotless condition. w ith the item ity since 1700
being anomalously high. French wine connoisseurs have
noted a correspondence between sunspots and good vin-
tages. which inspired one writer to comment that life
must have been dull in earlier epochs of low solar al-
to, ity ith a seemingly endless procession of indifferent
burgundy and claret vintages.

Sunspots usually appear in pairs of opposite magnetic
polarity . In each solar hemisphere. the leading spot in
such pairs nearly always has the same polarity but this
arrangement is rev ersed in the two hemispheres The
polarities of the leading spots interchange in successive-
I :-year sanspot cycles so that the true solar cycle is a
22-year magnetic cycle, w ith similar alternation in the
sun's overall magnetic field. The possibility that droughts
in the American hagh plains west of the Mississippi may
follow a 22-year cycle has been recognized for some
tune. In the nineteenth and twerjeth centuries the

drought years have been 1823. 1843. 1868. 1890. 1913.
1934. 1954, and 1977. The 1930's dust bowl was es-
pecially severe and led to great human suffering. Re-
cently tree ring data have been analyzed statistically to
reconstruct tF,e historical patterns of droughts as far hack
as A.D. 1600. fliere appears to have been a tendency



for he area affected by drought to pulsate in size with
a 22 -year cyele- -Over the past _several hundred years.

Statistical evidence of a 22-year period also has been
found in the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in two bris-
tlecone pine trees with lives spanning 1.000 years This
ratio has the advantage of not being a local measure.
The fractionation of the hydrogen isotopes depends on
the mean surface temperature of the Pacific Ocean, from
which the water incorporated into the trees evaporated.
and on the air temperature where precipitation occurred_
The message of all the statistical evidence, however, is
not strong enough to allow us to forecast drought cycles

ith sufficient credibility that action may be taken to
reduce their adverse economic impacts.

AURORAL INDICATORS

Another indicator closely linked to the sunspot cycle is
the awe-inspiring natural phenomenon known as the au-
rora borealisthe northern lights. Ancient literature is
so nch in descriptions of auroras that it provides an
important complement to the tree ring record.

Some of the earliest references to auroras are found
in Anstone s writing (during the fourth century B.C.).
Seneca. in the reign of Tiberius (A.D. 14 to 37). de-
scribes how, one night. a blood-red glow was seen in
the west. Believing that the seaport of Ostia. at the mouth
of the Tiber River, was on fire, Roman soldiers hurried
there to fight the flames.

Various biblical references to vivid apparitions in the
sky can be attributed to auroras. In 2 Maccabees. written
in the second century B.C.. there is the following
account:

About this time Antiochus sent his second expe-
dition into Egypt. It then happened that all over the
city, for nearly forty days. there appeared horsemen
charging in mid-air. clad in garments interwoven
with goldcompanies fully armed with lances and
drawn swords....

During the Middle Ages, frequent literary accounts ap-
pear of "fire beams" and "burning spears" in the sky,
accompanied by vivid artistic renditions.

After an active solar period in the 1620's. few auroras
were seen for a century. and the memory of such events
almost vanished. A great aurora in 1716. at the end of
the Maunder Minimum. therefore had a startling impact.
Edmund Halley gave a thorough account to the Royal
Society. describing the arches and rays as they were
observed from widely separated places. Halley rejected
the popular suggestions that they were sulfurous vapors
escaping from the earth's interior and proposed the es-
sentially modern view that they were "magnetic efflu-
via" constrained io n,ove along the lines of force of the
earth's magnetic field. --
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SPACE-AGE OBSERVATIONS

The development of rocketry has furthered greatly our
ability-to observe and understand solar activity. By the
time World War II came to an end in Europe, several
thousand German V-2 rockets had been launched against

targets in England. An enormous underground factory
for producing V-2's was located near Nordhausen. in
central Germany. Although it was inside the agreed-upon
Russian occupation zone, U.S. Army forces got there
first and made away with the last remnants of the V-2's
in production, enough parts to assemble about 100 rock-
ets at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.
While the army studied the rockets' propulsion technol-
ogy, scientists were offered the opportunity to place in-
struments in the 2,000-pound-capacity space for war-
heads. Thus began the systematic conduct of space
science. Early work with V-2's was succeeded by ex-
perimentation with smaller rockets, such as the Aerobee,
Rockoon, and Nike-Deacon. until the era of satellites
began in 1957. Skylab, launched in 1973. was the most
spectacular approach to solar studies in space.

From the ground, we can observe only the visible light
of the sun. a small range of its radio noise, and some
of its infrared heat. Above the atmosphere. rocket- and
satellite-borne instruments have revealed powerful
X-rays and ultraviolet light, which_ rip electrons loose
from atoms to produce the electrified regions of the iono-
sphere. beginning near a height of 60 kilometers and
reaching out to several hundred kilometers. At great
heights. the freed electrons act as a mirror to shortwave
radio signals. Broadcast transmissions can thus skip
around the earth. bouncing between the ground and the
ionosphere. over distances far beyond the line of sight.

From the beginning of radio broadcasting, the quality
of reception was known to vary with sunspots, but the
physical mechanism was not understood until space re-
search revealed the sun's X-rays. A decade of rocket
studies showed that X-ray intensity followed sunspot
number, and a spectacular campaign of rocket shots,
spanning a total eclipse in 1958, finally. identified the
X-ray emissions very specifically. with the corona im-
mediately overlying sunspots. Fifteen years later, Sky-
lab's X-ray telescopes produced finely detailed Images
of the X-ray emissions of the sun.

SOLAR FLARES

In 1859, two English astronomers, R.C. Carrington and
R. Hodgson. described a remarkable burst of light within
a large group of sunspots The flash lasted about five
minutes and spread rapidly over some 50,000 kilometers.
For the next few nights, brilliant auroras stretched to
middle latitudes and magnetic compass needles wiggled
erratically. Carrington thought he might have witnessed
the plunge of a large meteor into the sun; it was, a popular
notion around the turn of the century that the fali of
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meteors into the sun was a major source of its energy.
We now know that flares are cataclysmic explosions
generated by the release of stored magnetic energy.

Superficially, the flash of a solar flare suggests a light-
ning stroke discharging electricity accumulated in clouds,
but ..a_flare releases the power of billions of hydrogen
bombs and such energy can be drawn only from the
intense magnetic fields in the solar atmosphere. The im-
pulsive phase of a solar flare is generally characterized
by hard X-ray and microwave bursts generated by the
passage of highly accelerated particles through the coro-
na. A major part of the energy of a flare must be carried
by energetic electrons. In the main phase, the radio and
X-ray emissions are accompanied by mass motions
surges, eruptive prominences, and expanding clouds of
nonthermal particles.

Mass ejection is .,hown vividly in pictures of the
corona obtained from satellites. At the start of the main
phase, a shock wave that precedes the cloud of very
energetic, ionized particles (plasma) is sometimes ob-
served. Rachohehograph observations reveal the passage
of accelerated particles through the corona, but they be-
come trapped in very large magnetic loops. Further stud-
ies are needed of their propagation, trapping, and escape
into the interplanetary medium.

In the nineteenth century, before the introduction of
photography, astronomers had to sketch what they ob-
served. Because an eclipse is so briefnever more than
seven minutesartistic renditions of the corona were set
down very rapidly. In 1860, a German astronomer,
E.W.L. Tempel, depicted a gigantic whorllike projection
of the corona. Most of his contemporaries were skeptical
and accused him of artistic license, hut, more than a
century later, Skylab's astronauts proved him right. They
succeeded in photographing 24 transient events of gi-`
gannc gas bubbles expanding above the corona at 150
to 500 kilometers per econd. From this one-year sample
of events, it follows that such :.ancients occur about once
every hundred hours on the average, it would take a
stroke of luck to duplicate Tempel's experience even
once in a hundred years of eclipses. Spacecraft observ-
atories planned for the coming years will televise ultra-
violet images of such events, as well as coronal holes,
as part of a continuous "weather watch" on the sun.

CORONAL HOLES AND SOLAR WIND

Before the days of rocket and satellite astronomy, the
corona was pictured as a great cloud of superhot gas
bound to the sun by gravitation. Ultraviolet and X-ray
photographs from space have now revealed that coronal
gas is imprisoned by tightly knit loops of magneto lines
of force rooted in sunspots. When these loops first
emerge from within the solar convection zone, they range
in size from as large as 300,000 kilometers down to thc
optical resolution limit of about 1,000 kilometers. The

loops eventually disperse over months to years, and the
old field lines no longer close in tight arches. Instead,
they stretch out from the photosphere as "open" field
lines, extending more or less radially into interplanetary
space. The ionized coronal gas then flows along these
field lines to form long streamers of high-velocity solar
wind. As the sun rotates, the streams pass a given point
in space every 27 days. Because gas escapes where the
field lines are open, the underlying coronal density is
much lower, and the X-ray and ultraviolet radiations are
correspondingly weak, giving the impression_ of a dark
"coronal hole."

During the year that Skylab's solar telescopes ob-
served the sun. coronal holes covered as much as 20
percent of the surface. Permanent holes exist over the
poles of the sun; at lower latitudes, they come and go,
with an average life of four to six months. although some
last as long as nine. The relatively weak magnetic field
that emerges from a coronal hole, almost straight out-
ward, permits gas to pour into space as a high-speed
wind. The area of sun covered by coronal holes is closely
related to disturbances in the earth's mgnetic field and
is a very good index of expected auroral activity.

In recent years, new indicators of magnetic activity
on the sun have been recognized that may have as much
or even more fundamental significance than sunspots
Just prior to Skylab, rockets discovered the phenomenon
of "bright points," small pointlike sources of X-ray and
ultraviolet emission. At any time, thousands of bright
points dot the solar disk, even covering the poles and
appearing in coronal holes. Skylab has shown that they
sparkle on a time scale of minutes, sometimes flaring to
10 times normal intensity. Of potentially great impor-
tance is the magnetic flux that is carried in bright points,
which is at least as great and possibly greater than that
in sunspots. As sunspots wane, the magnetic flux from
bright points increases enough to balance the overall
activity of the sun. It almost appears as though sunspots
have, until now, distracted astronomers from recognizing
possibly more revealing indicators of solar activity.

SOLAR RESEARCH GOALS FOR THE 1980's

For the 1980's, solar physicists have compiled a list of
fundamental questions that can be attacked with greater
observational and theoretical power than ever before.
What physical mechanisms produce sunspots? Why does
the sunspot number undergo a cyclic variation' What is
the deep, underlying solar magnetic cycle? How does
the solar magnetic field partition into weak large-scale
fields and into concentrated magnetic knots? How do
these magnetic concentrations lead to explosive releases
of energy in solar flares? How do plasma processes con-
trol the flow of energy, momentum. and mass into the
corona? How is the solar wind supplied and accelerated?
What are the rang,s of solar variability in the production
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of radiation, plasma streams, and energetic particles
on all time scales from minutes to decades? What is the
relationship between solar variability and climateand
perhaps weather? .

The questions about variability of the solar constant
and about spectral changes in the ultraviolet are on their
way to bemg answered. A cavity radiometer on the Solar

_Maximum. Mission Satel:ite launched by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) early in
1980 is indicating relative changes in flux with an ac-
curacy of hundredths of a percent, and these variations
seem to come:ate with sunspot number. Ultraviolet meas-
urements of appropriate accuracy will begin with the
.,econd Spacelab missiiv.

The International So lk Polar Mission is intended to
carry instruments over the poles of the sun to give us
three-diMensional pictures of the solar wind which will
indicate its correlation with corona! holes. Toward the
end of the decade, we may see the start of a 1-meter
Solar Optical Telescope, launched aboard the Space
Shuttle, which would apply resolutions of less than 1
second of arc to studying the microscale structure of the
solar atmosphere. On the drawing boards is a solar probe
designed to approach the surface of the sun to within as
little as 4 solar radii. It would become the first spacecraft
to perform in situ observations of corona! forms and their
dynamics.

THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM AND THE
EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE

THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM

The sun-earth system bears some resemblance to a
cathode-ray tube. Thus far, we have discussed in detail
the sun, which acts as the gun. It sprays energy toward
a target earth that responds as the fluorescent screen. In

a cathode-ray tube, the space between gun and target is
a high vacuum. Between sun and earth space is an even
higher vacuum, but it is far from perfect. Although the
energy density of interplanetary spat is very small, its
volume is so large that the power carried through it by
particles and fields is enormous.

Poor to 1957, it was generally believed that the sun
influenced the earth's upper atmosphere primarily through
photoionization, which created the ionosphere, and
through sporadic streams of charged particles, which
produced magnetic storms and auroras. Solar magnetic
fields appeared to bind the corona tightly to the near
vicinity of the photosphere, and the earth's magnetic
field served to confine ionized gas to the earth. Inter-
planetary space was thought to be almost empty, except
for a very tenuous extension of a static corona possibly
reaching to the earth's orbit and beyond.
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Even before the space era brought us in situ meas-
urements, however, evidence that higl-' variable streams

of gas flow from the sun was found in observations of
the deflection of comet tails, in the development of geo-
magnetic storms following solar flares, and in the 11-
year modulation of cosmic rays mirroring the sunspot
cycle. From cometary data alone, it was possible to es-
timate that the average wind speed is about 500 kilo-
meters per second, and that it never calms to less than
150 kilometers per second. The wind transports only one
millionth as much energy as is transmitted by light and
other forms of electromagnetic radia.imi. but. over the
lifetime of the sun, much of its original angular mo-
mentum has been carried away by the solar wind, leaving
the sun with a low rotation rate today.

The outward expansion of the sun's atmosphere cre-
ates the solar wind, which i supersonic throughout the
interplanetary medium. Bcyond a few solar radii, the
rarified atmosphere is nearly collision-free, and electric
currents flow with almost negligible resistance. In this
manner, magnetic field is frozen into the solar wind and
carried into the interplanetary medium. At me same time
that solar magnetic field is drawn outward by the wind,
solar rotation twists these streams into Archimedes spi-
rals, as seen from above the ecliptic plane.

In the hydrodynamic theory of the solar wind, the flow
begins in the lower corona. The observed velocity in-
creases steadily up to about 400 kilometers per second
at about 20 solar radii, and the concentration of parti-
clesprimarily hydrogen, with 2 to 4 percent helium
and a trace of heavy elementsreaches about 8 per cubic
centimeter. These figures fluctuate in time and space.
Because the theory assumes a spherically symmetric ex-
pansion, it offers no detailed model of the long-lived
"plasma streams," which have very different velocities
and densities.

Large solar wind structures rotate with the sun. They
stretch the sun's overall magnetic field roughly in the
:irection of the ecliptic plane so that the field is divided
by a magnetically neutral sheet about the size of the solar
system. Above and below this neutral sheet, the magnetic
field of the solar wind reverses abruptly. Like a balle-
rina's skirt, the neutral sheet has a number of folds. Each
time that a fold of the sheet passes by, the earth finds
itself in a sector of reversed polarity. Since the structure
of this sheet may persist for several rotations, successive
crossings of field reversals lead to a variety of 27-day
recurrent signatures in the magnetic activity of the earth.

It is difficult to trace phenomena within the structure
of the interplanetary magnetic field back to large-scale
photospheric fields. There may possibly exist an overall
solar magnetic pattern thgt is fundamentally separate
from the mechanism responsible for sunspots and small-
scale field structures. As was mentioned earlier, the latter
are believed to be related to a basic poloidal field, which
is stretched into a toroidal field by the differential rotation
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of the solar atmosphere. When kinks ri, tubes of magnetic
force emerge through the photosphere, they produce
magnetic loops rooted in sunspots. However, tl.egeneral
problem of how magnetic flux is intensified in the con-
vection zone and brought to the surface is still only
vaguely understood.

THF. MAGNEls,SPHERE

Near the beginning of the seventeenth century, William
Gilbert, physician to Queen Elizabeth I, published a
lengthy treatise on his two decades of experimentation
on rannetism. His writings dispose of such choice pop-
ular observations as -garlic causes magnets to lose their
virtue," and he was the first to establish the dipolar
nature of the earth's global magnetic field. In Gilbert's
words, "The terrestrial glob- is itself a great magnet."

The source of the earth's magnetic field is not yut fully
understood, bat we believe that matter flowing in the
earth's metallic fluid core must generate electrical cur-
rents which Induce the magnetic field. Paleomagnetic
rtcords reveal that the earth' magnetic field has reversed
Its polarity about every million years. Indeed, magnetic
charts since the seventeenth century show a steady de-
crease in the strength of the earth's magnetic field, tend-
ing toward zero in about 3,000 years.

The distant magnetic field surrounding the earth is a
shield that prevents energetic solar and galactic cosmic
ray particles from crashing into the atmosphere (see Fig-
ure 4). In this protective role, the magnetic field may
have had a profound influence on the evolution of life.
When energetic particles strike deep in the atmosphere,
they produce nitrogen oxides, which in turn react with
ozone, decomposing it. The atmosphere then becomes
more transparent to ultraviolet light, with harmful con-
sequences to many living organisms. For perhaps a thou-
sand years around the time of a reversal, the magnetic
field is close to zero, leaving the earth virtually naked
to the impact of the solar wind and cosmic rays. Then,
enormous clouds of energetic plasma, released by great
solar flares, bombard the terrestrial atmosphere. Biolog-
ical evidence points to the extinction of simple species
of plant and animal life, in particular, protozoa within
the order Radiolaria, around the time of reversals.

The present field determines the overall character of
the magnetosphere. As the solar wind flows from the
sun, it combs the sun's magnetic field lines outward
through interplanetary space. Where these hit the outer
boundary of the magnetosphere, a standoff bowshock
lorms. The magnetosphere thus acts like a blunt obstacle
to the supersonic solar wind. As the wind flow is de-
flected around the bowshock, a kind of frictional drag
draws out the magnetosphere Into a long tail. (Figure 5
shows the magnetospheres associated with several other
planets and objects in the universe.) When this magne-

EARTH Magnetopause

Figure 4. The Earth's Magnetbsphere

A cross section of the earth containing the northern and southern
magnetic poles and solar wind. The solar wind is deflected to flow
around the earth by a shock wave similar to 'hat created by a supersonii.

airplane The wind bends back the magnetic lines of force as shown
and pumps energy into the particles trapped near the earth to create the
Van Allen belts. Auroras are caused by particles leaking along the lines
of force near the poles.

SOUNC held. Vcrschuur. and Ponnamperuma COSMIl bolution An Introduction to .b-
tronotn$ Boston Houghton Mifflin Co 1978 p 69 Copatght 197h Houghton Nitillm
Company Repnnted h permismon

totail wags, geomagnetic responses are generated back
at the earth's poles.

The magnetosphere stretches about 65,000 kilometers
from the earth to the front of the bowshock. It is a huge
bag of plasma containing charged particles with energies
extending from the thermal range to hundreds of millions
of electron volts. As the pressure of the solar wind varies,
the entire bag of plasma quivers in a quasi-periodic mode
with characteristic time constants, it fills and empties
like a breathing lung. When the bag is hit by the blast
wave of a large solar flare, its sudden compression leads
to a violent shakeup of the particle population, and en-
ergetic particles are dumped Into the auroral zones and
the ionosphere.

Magnetic Storms

The compression caused by a solar flare propagates an
increabe in geomagnetic field strength all the way to the
ground, producing the phenomenon of a "sudden com-
mencement geomagnetic storm.' Particles are energized
in the Van Allen radiation belts, where they oscillate
back and forth in latitude and at the same time drift in
longitudeelectrons to the east, protons to the west. An
equatorial ring. current is thus generated at a distance of
3 or 4 earth radii. Its accompanying magnetic field rep-
resents the main phase of a magnetic storm.
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Figure 5. Magnetospheres of Selected
Planets and Objects in the Universe.

Fundamental similarities, but on :astl
different scales, characterize inagnetosphenc
configurations of planets in the solar system
and celestial objects in the universe at large.
Within the solar system, Mercury's magne-
tosphere is tiny compared with the earth's.
while Jupiter's is enormousmuch larger
than a solar diameter. In a typical spinning
pulsar. the magnetic field is trillions of times
as strong as the earth's. Plasma is locked into
the magnetic field until it is spun up to nearly
the speed of light. As the radio galaxy NGC
1265 plows through interstellar gas, the ram
pressure creates a magnetic tail stretching
millions of trillions of kilometers

Source National Aeronautic, and Space Administration and

the Naval Research Lahoratoq
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As particles leave the magnetosphere and find their
way into the ionosphere all around the auroral oval, the

auroral lights come on. A "polar electrojet" current
develops, which produces magnetic substorms at ground
level. The particles that shake out of the magnetosphere
and enter the ionosphere have energies that greatly ex-
ceed the energies of solar wind particles. They are be-
lieved to have been stored in the magnetosphere and
accelerated to high energy when the acceleration process
is triggered by the outburst of particles arriving from the

sun. Acceleration may occur in the magnetotail, which
stretches for nearly a thousand earth radii away from the
sun. Its lines of force return to the polar regions of the

earth:

Whistlers

Lightning flashes generate radio noise, which propagates
in the forni of whistlers along geomagnetic field lines
back and forth between the northern and southern hem-
ispheres. Whistlers can be clearly heard with a radio
receiver as tone bursts of falling pitch. Studies of whis-
tlers first identified a sharp decrease in the density of
electrons at about 4 earth radii. This boundary was named
the plasmapause. It enclose!, the toroidal-shaped plas-
masphere, a volume of relatively dense, cool hydrogen
extending upward from the top of the ionosphere and
rotating with the earth. Beyond the plasmapause, the

plasma's characteristics change sharply to lower densi-
ties and much higher temperatures.

Micropulsations

Pulsations in the geomagnetic field have been recognized
ever since early studies of the earth's field were made
with delicately suspended compass needles. Modern and
much faster magnetometers reveal pElsation periods that
range from more than a thousand seconds to as short as
a fraction a second. The wavelengths corresponding
to these fluctuations can be as large as several earth radii.
These magnetic field variations arise from hydromag-
nettc waves propagating in the magnetosphere. They can
be excited by a variety of processes, including instabil-
ities on the surface of the magnetosphere induced by the
solar wind, plasma density gradients internal to the mag-
netosphere, and energetic particle beams propagating in
the magnetotail. The magnetic field variations also can
penetrate deeply into the earth's crust and oceans and
often are used for studies of the earth's conductivity.

SPACECRAFT FOR EXPLORING THE MAGNETOSPHERE

The emphasis in solar - terrestrial physics is to understand
how all the parts of the sun-earth system work together.
To understand the complex of interactive processes and
derive predictive capabilities, simultaneous measure-
ments of linked phenomena must be made in widely
separated regions of space.

The most recent effort to make spatially and tempo-
rally coordinated observations involves three satellites
that are a part of the International Sun-Earth Explorer

r.
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(ISEE) program, a cooperative venture between NASA
and the European Space Agency (ESA). In October
1977, NASA's ISEE-I and ESA's ISEE-2 were launched
into nearly identical orbits. As these two satellites chase
each other around the magnetosphere. they sense the
position and movement of its outer boundary, about
130,000 kilometers above the earth. Where the magnetic
field lines carried from the sun by the solar wind merge
with those of the earth's magnetic field, the magneto
sphere appears to be ripped open. The solar wind's mag-
netic field merges with the earth's field on the sunward
side of the magnetosphere. The solar wind tears back the
magnetospherie field and peels it off toward the dark
side of the earth. hundreds of thousands of kilometers
into the tail of the magnetosphere. As merging occurs
and the field lines are sharply bent, particles inside the
bend are accelerated as though projected by a slingshot.

In August 1978. NASA launched the third ISEE sat-
ellite to a vantage point 1.5 million kilometers above
earth, there it monitors the solar wind before it reaches
the magnetosphere. Instead of orbiting the earth, the
satellite executes small circles in the gravitational well
known as thr L, libration point between the sun and the
earth. From this outpost, ISEE-3 senses the solar wind
early enough to predict the outbreak of magnetic storms
and auroras.

For the next round of magnetospheric research, a com-
prehensive program has been designedthe Origin of
Plasmas in the Earth's Neighborhood (OPEN) program,
involving a minimum of four spacecraft. Figure 6 depicts
four OPEN spacecraft. (1) the Interplanetary Physics
Laboratory (IPL), (2) the Polar Plasma Laboratory (PPL),
(3) the Equatorial Magnetosphere Laboratory (EML).
and (4) the Geomagnetic Tail Laboratory (GTL). The
IPL will be placed into a "halo" orbit around the sun-
earth L, Brawn point. The GTL will arrive at an apogee

Figure 6 Spacecraft Elements of the Open
Program.

Each spReaft will have propulsion sys '
tems providing substantial capacity to change

orbits-so that a number of different orbital
configurations can be used during the course ...s13,9

of the program.

location in the distant geomagnetic tail by using lunar
swing-by maneuvers. It will be possible to vary the dis-
tance of this apogee from 80 to 250 earth radii. The PPL
will start out in a polar orbit with an initial apogee at ,15
earth radii and will work its way down to 4 earth radii
18 months later. The EML will vary in position from 2
earth radii to 12 earth radii in the magnetotail, while
simultaneous coordinated measurements are made with
the GTL. With this changing configuration of four space-
craft, fundamental aspects of a great variety of couplings
in the magnetospheric system can be explored.

THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE AND THE
IONOSPHERE

THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE

The various regions of the neutral components of the
atmosphere are defined by the atmosphere s temperature
structure (see Figure 7). The lowest region is the tropo-
sphere, where weather is created. Its average height,
measured by the tropopause, varies from 8 kilometers
over the poles to 16 kilometers over the equator. In
middle latitudes, weather patterns from day to day pro-
duce large changes in the height of the tropopause, where
the temperature reaches a minimum. In the overlying
stratosphere, the temperature rises to a maximum at 50
kilometers as a result of solar ultrav iolet radiation heating
ozone. Above the stratosphere lies the mesosphere (50
to 90 kilometers), where the temperature falls back to
another minimum. The height range from the tropopause
to the menopause is now commonly referred to as the
"middle atmosphere." It constitutes the principal sink
for solar ultraviolet radiation (with wavelengths of 20
to 400 nanomcters), 'galactic cosmic rays. energetic pro-

I. UN, .xat4...!

Source Goddard Space Flight Center OrigintiMortar in
the bard! t Neighborhood final Report of the Some
fk-findio" Working Group April 1979 -p 18
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Figure 7. Structure of the Neutral and Ionized Components of the
Atmosphere.

Temperature inversions define the tropopause, stratopause. and meso-

pause. The atmosphere is mixed and the composition of major consti-
tuents is essentially constant up to the mesopause. Ozone concentrates in

a thin layer in the stratosphere. At higher levels, molecules dissociate
and lighter elements separate out by diffusion. Temperatures in the
thermosphere maximize at sunspot maximum.

Ionized component of the atmosphere is produced by cosmic rays,

gamma rays. X-rays. and ultraviolet rays. which have maximum ion
ization rates in the D, E, P, and P regions. Maximum concentration
of electrons occurs in the P region. where the ionimi component is
about 1/1.000 of the neutral-particle density. Shortw4ce radio signals
are reflected from the ionosphere. X-rays from s ,6r flares produce
radio blackout at an altitude of 60 to 75 kilomete Microwaves pen-

etrate the ionosphere for satellite communications.
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tons from solar flares, and particles accelerated within
the magnetosphere.

The thermosphere, above the mesosphere, 'has the
_highest temperatures of the neutral atmosphere. Starting
from about 200 K at the mesopause, the temperattufe
climbs to about 700 to 1,000 K at 300 kilometers and
levels off. In the thermosphere, thermal energy comes
from the absorption of solar X-rays' and extreme ultra-
violet radiation. At greater heights, the atmosphere be-
comes very ruffled; it is nearly collision-free above 500
kilometers, where the exosphere begins and hydrogen
escapes to interplanetary space.

Early observatiOns from rockets demonstrated that
diffusive equilibrium prevails over turbulent mixing; for
most constituents of the atmosphere above 95 kilo-
meters. When sodium is released from rockets at twi-
light and trimethyl aluminium is released at night, the
resulting vapor trails fluoresce under illumination by the
setting sun. Turbulent eddies are beautifully revealed at
the upper surfaCe of the 'mixing region, called the
turbopause:

The temperature profile /described above is only an
average. Ions, electrons, an neutral atoms-Often have
very different temperatur s at the same heights, and
strong diurnal temperatur variations make the sunlit
atmosphere 25 to 50 perc.nt hotter than the nighttime
atmosphere at high altitude s. At low latitudes' in the
afternoon, a very distinct Id ensity bulge appears. When
sunspots are at their height, high- altitude temperatures
may be double what fitly are at sunspot minimums.
Hydrogen dissociated from water vapor at altitudes be-
low 100 kilometers diffuses tipward to crown the earth
with a far-reaching geocorona, stretching tot 100,000
kilometers. Helium is a major constituent of the high
atmosphere, and, at some phases of the sunspot cycle,
high-altitude helium exceeds the concentrations of hy-
drogen and oxygen.

Before the advent of modem rockets, onqi the lower
30 kilometers of the atmosphere could be directly sam-

1 . 0 .pled by balloons. Pressure varied as expected in this
fully mixed, turbulent atmosphere of molecialar oxygen
and nitrogen, but diffusive separation was expected to
control the distribution of at gasps at greater
heights. This simplistic picture was challenged by studies
of the luminous trails of meteors as they heated to in-

atmospherein the earth's atmosphere n ar 110 kilo-
meters and evaporated completely befor reaching 80
kilometers. These observations required t at the air be
denser than expected at 100 kilometers if the temperature
were the same as observed at 12 kilomters. Accord -

altitudethe temperature at an altitude of 100 kilometers
must have risen to that at ground level.

The overhead sky is not totally black. between the
stars. On a dark moonless night, far from city lights, the
eye can detect a faint glow. Much of ,this airglow is

produced at-heights from 60 fo 300 kilometers above the
grourid and can be identified with Ixeited atoms and
molecules of oxygen and nitrogen. Far more spectacular
are the colored forms of auroral lights seen in rapid
motion, across the skies in regions surrounding the mag-
netic ;poles of. the earth. Early ,triangulation measure-
mentsshowed;that the bottom of these lights was about
100 kilometers above the earth. The auroral light thus

.1provided, before rocketry was developed, a means of
learning about the nature of the atmosphere at heights
far above the reach of available experimental probes.

Auiroral light is composed primarily of the oxygen
green line at 557.7 nanometers, the oxygen red line at
630 manometers, and red emissions from molecular ni-
trogen. Strong ultraviolet emissions from ionized mo-
lecular nitrogen (at 391.4 nanometers) are invisible to
the eye. Modern observations reveal intense soft X-rays,
radio emission: covering the broadcast band from 500 to
1600 kilohertz, and infrasound. All of the evidence
points to the existence of a gigantic electrical discharge
system capable of driving a thOusand billion watts of
electrical power into the arctic atmosphere, which re-
sponds like a fluorescent screen. This system is clearly
coupled to the sun by means of the solar w ind of elec-
trified gas, but the details of how the wind sweeps past
the earth and channels into the%auroral zones still remain
to be resolved by future solar-terrestrial research.

Unlike airglow, which arises from the flux of solar
radiation on the atmosphere, the aurora is produced by
the dumping of energetic charged particles (protons and
electrons) out of the magnetosphere. Because charged
particles can enter only along magnetic, field lines, au-
roral phenomena are usually confined to well-defined
rings, or ovals, surrounding the magnetic poles.

During the International Geophysical Year in 1957-
58, more than a hundred "all sky" cameras were de-
ployed for auroral studies. Each routinely photographed
the entire sky in a single frame. The ability to observe
the aurora from space now opens up the entire electro-
magnetic spectrum and pros ides total geographical per-
spectives very difficult to achieve from the ground. An
entire auroral oval can be photographed, and, from suf-
ficiently high altitudes, both the northern and southern
auroral ovals can be observed simultaneously. In the
ultraviolet range, the aurora can be detected on the sunlit
side of the earth because airnlow during the day is rel-
atively very weak. Also, no extreme ultraviolet radiation
emerges from altitudes below 90 kilometers, and the
earth looks nearly black underneathi the high-altitude
aurora. Most of the incoming particle energy is trans-
formed to soft X-rays, which emerge freely from the
atmosphere. Hence, a measurement of the X-ray surface
brightness from £pace can indicate total energy input.

Solar radiation interacts with the stratosphere primar-
ily through the absorption of ultraviolet radiation by



ozone. Heating of the ozone layer creates a latitudinal

gradient of temperature. The combination of ozone heat-
ing and reemission of infrared energy by ozone, carbon
dioxide, and water vapor drives a global atmospheric
circulation near 60 kilometers altitude which is charac-
terized by strong west -to -east motion in the winter and
strong east-to-west motion in the summer.

Because of the difficulty of making in situ measure-
ments in the mesosphere, which is too low for satellites,
too high for balloons, and traversei too fast by rockets,
few basic data for modeling mesospheric.processes are
available. But the photochemistry and dynamics of the
mesosphere are comparatively simpler and better under-
stood than are stratospheric processes. Above 55 kilo-
meters, atomic oxygen is stable in the daytime but con-

.verts,to ozone ,at night. Odd hydrogen (H, HO, HO 2),
produced by the decomposition of water, molecular hy-
drogen, and. methane (H20, H2,-and CH4), is believed
to exert strong control over the abundance of odd oxygen
(03 and 0). Here is where the reactions occur that release
atomic hydrogen from water, molecular hydrogen, and
methane. In trying to model the development of the
earth's atmosphere in its early history, it is important to
estimate the amount of oxygen left behind as hydrogen
escaped. One of the major questions about the origins
of life is how oxygen production and the development

of terrestrial life were coordinated.

THP IONOSPHERE

The electrically charged component of the upper atmos-
phere is called the ionosphere. Marconi demonstrated its
existence when he transmitted radio signals across the
Atlantic Ocean in 1901; its height was measured in 1925
with pulsed radio waves, a forerunner of radar. Short-
wave radio communication using the ionosphere is still
widely used, in spite of the development of radio relay
satellites, and it is of considerable practical- importance
to understand how ionospheric properties relate to solar
ionization and the dynamics of the upper atmosphere.

,Free electrons in the thin gas of the upper atmosphere
behave like tiny radio relay stations. Radio waves from
the ground set the electrons into oscillation so that part
of the absorbed radio energy is reradiated toward the
ground. When the density of neutral gas is low enough,
the electrons suffer very little loss of energy by collisions
and constitute an ionospheric mirror for radio waves. In
the lower ionosphere, the D region (see Figure 7), the
ambient gas density is high enough that the electron
oscillations are almost immediately damped out by col-
lisions. The absorbed radio energy is then dissipated as
heat in the atmosphere. Ionization in the D region thus
creates an absorbing blackout rather than an electron
mirror. Higher energy X-rays from solar flares produce
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the low-lying ionization that is responsible for radio
blackout. The accompanying energetic particles that fun-

nel down to the magnetic poles produce deep-seated

polar cap alisoiption.
The distribution of energy in sunlight reaching the

groundfrom infrared wavelengths through the ozone
cutoff in the ultraviolet near 300 nanometersresembles
a 6,000-K blackbody with a maximum near 500 nano-
meters. At shorter wavelengths, the blackbody. emission

would be expected to decrease rapidly, and, at X-ray
wavelengths, it would be expected to be altogether in-
consequential. It was therefore difficult for geophysi-
cists, prior to the use of sounding rockets, to imagine
how the ionosphere could exist without short-wavelength
ionizing radiation. Within the space of a decade after the
end of World War II, though, the solar speCtrum was
revealed from its X-ray limit throughout the ultraviolet
range with instruments carried above the atmosphere on
rockets. Every spectral interval was matched with its
absorption at a specific height in the ionosphere. All of
the ionizing energy required to account for the iono-
sphere was found to be available at invisible short wave-
lengths originating in the solar chromosphere and co-
rona, where temperatures range from hundreds of
thousands to millions of degrees.

Until comparatively recent years, ionospheric scien-
tists were content to fit grossly averaged data for solar
radiation and atmospheric composition to a standard
model of solar-terrestrial relationships. That picture was
as incomplete as any model of the lower atmosphere
without dynamic weather changes would be. With more
global data and greater temporal detail, we are coming
to recognize that " weather" exists and has a great in-

fluence in every lev.1 of the ionosphere. Winds, waves,
and drifts distort the largest-scale features of static
models and produce the fine-scale irregularities that are
of such importance to modern communications. Ground
observers have known for many years that ionospheric
disturbances move from high latitudes toward the equa-
tor. It is now clear that auroral heating generates huge

high-altitude waves that produce these traveling iono-
spheric diiturbances.

Local irregularities in plasma density spread the return
of radio-signals from the F region, the highest layer of
the ionosphere, into myriad echces, a phenomenon
known as spread F. An early indication of these irreg-
ularities came from radio astronomical observations that
revealed scintillating signals from point sources such as
quasars. This phenomenon is analogous to the optical

twinkling of stars that results from turbulence in the
lower atmosphere. The F region irregularities produce
strong scintillation and fading in high radio frequencies,
even in the gigahertz frequencieS used by communication
satellite's, which were once thought to be the answer to
trouble-free communications.
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The recent series of NASA Atmospheric Explorer sat-
ellites disclosed a startling panorama of irregularities in
ionospheric structure. Gross. variations, as much as two
orders of magnitude in plasma density, appear over hor-
izontal distances of only a few kilometers. Fifty percent
changes/occur over just a few tens of meters. F region
irregularities are a constant phenomenon over the polar
regions, but also frequently affect the equatorial iono-
sphere at night, especially near the equinoxes. Satellite
observations show typical variations of three orders of
magnitude in the amplitude of plasma irregularities over
a single polar orbit. In some regions, the plasma is almost
perfectly smooth; in others, incredibly rough. At high
latitudes, we are undoubtedly seeing the effects of par-
ticle precipitation and' the small electrical fields associ-
ated with auroras. The equatorial behavior as yet has no
satisfactory explanation.

At lower altitudes, in the E region of the ionosphere,
a frequent irregularity known as sporadic E can reflect
high-frequency waves that would normally penetrate the
iodosphere. This causes the signals to be received as far

;:,away as 2,000 kilometers frdm the source. on a single
, nop;,In summer, it produces severe interference on tel-

.

hr,oadcastS. Sporadic E has been defined by
rocket probes,as a sharp stratum of ionization near 100
kilometers. It usually extends over 1,000 to 2,000 kilo-
meters, but it is only 2 or 3 kilometers thick. In 'middle
latitudes, sporadic E is common near midday in the sum-
mer. The layer is filled with meteoric ions, but the de-
tailed mechanism of how they concentrate in such sharp
layersIs not well understood.

While solar control of the high regions of the atmos-
phere is quite well understood, the bottom of the iono-
sphere, the D region, contains complex processes gov-
erned' by trace constituents that are still difficult to
Untangle. This is the seat of the great disruptions of hi0.-
ftequency communications that are triggered by solar
flares.

The D region is variable on a day-to-day basis as the
result of atmospheric factors, as well as the activity of
the sun. Perhaps the most striking variation is the winter
anomaly at middle and high latitudes, in which!the nor-
mal electron concentration may multiply tenfold near 80
kilometers. This enhancement appears to be statistically
connected with increases in the temperature of the strato-
sphere near 30 kilometers. Contributing factors may in-
clude the effect of large-scale mesospheric ;circulation
on the distribution of ionizable minor constituents and
a change in mesospheric temperature sufficient to change
the rate coefficient governing the formation of nitric ox-
ide, the principal ionizable constituent. Altogether, the
evidence is persuasive that high-altitude meteorological
factors have a strong influence on .D region variability.

What,contributes to D region complexity is the abun-
dance of minor constituents, including H2O, OH, H202,
NO, NO2, N20, CO, CO2, and CH4. It is possible for

concentrations of less than a few parts per hundred mil-
Fon or per billion to control ionization rates or to catalyze
important chemical processes such as ozone chemistry.,
Only in recent years have the existence and importance
of hydrated ions and complex conglomerates of ions been
recognized. It is obvious why the D region has been
called the chemical kitchen of the ionosphere.

There is special concern over the disruption of the D
region by the debris of nuclear explosions. After such
explosions, energetic particles are trapped on magnetic
field lines and oscillate back and forth between conjugate
points. Some of the particles are dumped into the D
region and induce strong high-frequency radiowave ab-
sorption. As the electrons circulate about the field lines.
they drift eastward. In about one hour, they can blanket
the earth with D region absorption. Sometimes, the phe-
nomenon lasts for days as electrons slowly out Of
the geomagnetic trap. If many blasts were to occur,
enormous amounts of nitric oxide would be generated
in the fireballs, and the ensuing decrease in stratospheric
ozone over the entire globe could be very substantial,

OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE 1980's

The programmatic thrust in upper atmosphere research
during the 1980's will focus on the stratosphere and'the
mesosphere. Already approved are (1) Nimbus 7, /to in-
vestigate nitrogen chemistry and ozone; (2) the Strato-
spheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment, to measure aero-
sols and ozone; (3) the Halogen Occultation Experiment,
to study chlorine chemistry and its interactions with
ozone; and (4) the Solar Mesosphere Explorer, to ex-
amine the effects of solar variability on the chemistry
of hydrogen and ozone in the mesosphere. Farther ahead
in the 1980's will come the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellites, keyed to a comprehensive study of upper at-
mosphere physics and chemistry.

The upper atmosphere is a chemically active region
in which a wide variety of levels, embracing the strato-
sphere and mesosphere, are coupled by dynamics and
transport processes. Vertical motions of the tropopause
affect the concentration of ozone and the other constit-
uents of the stratosphere and mesosphere. Possibly, the
upper atmosphere has a significant influence on the tro-
posphere through feedback, enough to affect climate and
maybe even weather. Variations in the - electrical con-
ductivity of the stratosphere and mesosphere .are asso-
ciated with cosmic ray activity. The effect of these var-
iations on the vertical electrical field in the atmosphere
may be connected with the development of thunderstorms.

The programs NASA has planned for the 1980's
should reveal the kinds of geographical, diurnal, and
seasonal dependencies, as well as those of the solar
cycle, that link all of the atmospheric and magneto-
spheric regions to each other and to the sun.



PRACTICAL,IMPACTS OF SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL
RELATIONSHIPS.

In recent years, a variety of events have brought home
to the general public a sense of the practical conse-
quences of solar-terrestrial relationships. Perhaps the
most .dramatic experience was the plunge to earth of
Skylab. The event had all the necessary ingredients of
suspense, complete with prognostications by the media
of catastrophe. to frighten a confused public. When the,
last astronaut left Skylab ht 1976. it was thought that the
spacecraft was in a safe parking orbit where it could
await a visit by an early Space, Shuttle flight, which
would push it to a higher orbit for safekeeping until it
could be refurbished and reactivated. Unfortunately, the
plan was frustrated by a delay in the Space Shuttle's
schedule and by a rapid rise of solar activity toward
sunspot maximum.- With high sunspot activity came a
hotter and denser atmosphere zt,Skylab's altitude, which
increased the drag and caused the orbit to decay much
faster than anticipated. Skylab thus fell victim to
sunspots.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Because solar-terrestrial research is intrinsically global
in character, it gains substantial benefits from organized
international cooperation. Strategic locations for grOund-
based observation networks often allow less developed
countries to participate as important partners. In! space.
which is the province of the most technically advanced
nations, coordinated observations are now regularly con-
ducted by spacecraft from the United States, Western
Europe; and the Soviet Union.

About 100 years ago, several nations mounted a joint
effort to study arctic weather. The program was named
the International Polar Year. Fifty years later, radio sci-
ence had come of age and provided a new means of
studying the electrified regions of the high atmosphere.
A second international year was then dedicated to study-
ing the ionosphere. With the end of World War II,
American, British, and French research teams undertook
to rocket scientific payloads to high altitudes. Until then,
direct probes of the upper atmosphere had been limited
to meteorological balloons. The early rocket results es-
tablished the atmosphere's pressure, temperature. and
density profiles to altitudes of more than 100 miles, they
also detected the ionizing radiation that produces and
controls the electrification of the ionosphere.

The idea for a grand campaign of ground-based and.
fo: the first time, space-based tbservations of the ter-
restnal environment was so appealing to geophysicists
that the 'International Geophysical Year (IGY) was or-
ganized at the highest level of international scientific
cooperation ever achieved. In its preparatory year. 1957,
116 rockets were launched and thousands of scientists
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engaged in coordinated ground-based observations. The
orbiting of the Soviet Sputnik in 1957 was collowed in
1958 by the launch of U.S. Explorer I, which discovered
the Van Allen radiation belt!.

By the time the International Geophysical Year was
completed in 1958, the power of international scientific
cooperation in global research programs had been dem-
onstrated in a most convincing fashion. There s,,as no
thought co' abandoning the style or organization that the
year developed for solar-terrestrial research. Ac&wd-

ingly, it was followed in 1964 by the International Yars
of the Quiet Sun program and, in 1976-79, by the In-
ternational Magnetospheric Study. Follow-up prograins
such as the Middle Atmosphere Program are now well-.
into the planning stage.

;

LABORATORY PLASMAS

An intrinsic similarity exists between much of laboratory
plasma physics, space plasma physics, and astrophysics.
Plasma instabilities are as critical in controlled fusion
experiments with laboratory confinement devices, such
as the tokamak, as they are in magnetospheric physics.
Perhaps the closest similarity is found in suprathermal
solar flare plasmas and the high-temperature. magneti-
cally compressed plasmas of fusion experiments Figure
8 compares 'high-resolution spectra of a solar flare with
the spectrum of plasma contained in the Princeton Large
Tokamak. How remarkably similar they are! The variety
of conditions observed from flare to Clare in the sun offers
as much flexibility in sampling variations of basic pa-
rameters as laboratory experiments do. Each area of re-
search has much to learn from the other.

OZONE

One of the most profound environmental concerns of
recent years has centered around the stability of the ozone
layer in the stratosphere. Ozone is formed by the chem-
ical combination of an ordinary oxygen molecule (0)
with a free oxygen atom. The free atoms are produced
by the sun's ultraviolet rays the wavelength range 200
to 242 nanometers, which dissociate molecular oxygen
Although ozone is only a trace constituent, amounting
to about One part per'inillion of the total atmosphere, it
provides a protective blanket against a range of the ul-
traviolet spectrum that is hazardous to life on earth, Thz
potentially lethal ultraviolet from 280 to ,320 nanometers
is almost totally absorbed by ozone. )5estruction of a
substantial percentage of the ozone could raise the spec-
ter of skin cancer and various damaging effects on bi-
ological organisms. such as plankton in the sea and sim-
ple plants on land.

When atmospheric scientists began to suspect that
nitric oxide released by supersonic jets could be a catalyst
for the destruction of stratospheric ozone. the predicted
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X-ray spectrum of a solar flare obtained by a Naval Research Laborato-

ry (NRL) instrument aboard satellite STP-78-1 compared with the spec-
trum of the plasma in the Princeton Large Tokamak (PLT). The spectral
lines are associated with the transitions in hie ionized !roil (Fe). To
produce these ions requires an electron temperature in excess of
12x10' K For the spectra shown here, the flare temperature is I 7x10" K

and the tokamak temperature is 20x l0' K. Although the temperatures
are almost the same. the spectral line ratios indicate that the flare plasma

is close to ionization equilthnur Mule the tokamak plasma is in the
state of rapid heating.

Source Naval Research Laborator)

environmental impact contributed to the decision to ter-
minate the U.S developmental program for the aircraft.
Subsequent studies showed that the chemistry of the
stratosphere was much more complex than originally
thought; a full analysis of the complete chain of reactions
revealed the possibility of a slight increase rather than
a decrease in ozone from the operation of supersonic
aircraft. But ,hardly had the concern over nitric oxide
pollution begun to abate when a potentially more serious
impact was predicted froin chlorofluoromethane (Freon)
compounds used in aerosol dispensers and as refriger-
ants. These chemicals are extremely inert and stable at
ground level, but, when they are carried into the strat-
osphere by atmospheric mixing, solar ultraviolet radia-
tion decomposes them. Free chlorine is released and
starts a chain of chemical reactions leading to the de-
struction of ozone. The process is insidious because the
chlorofludromethanes take a long time to reach the strat-
osphere after release at ground level. Gas now in the
lower atmosphere may not exert its full impact on strat-
ospheric ozone until 50 years hence. The dilemma is to
assess the validity of theoretical models when the impact
cannot be tested for decades. Prudent steps already have

been taken :to reduce the use of chlorofluoromethanes
whereVer environmentally acceptable substitutes arc
available, such as in spray cans.

Ozone may have a subtle influence 'on climate. The
solar ultraViolet radiation absorbed by ozone heats the
stratosphere Sand generates winds. Although we would
not expect the climate of the middle atmosphere to haVe
any, ,substantial direct effect on the troposphere, indirect
feedback effects between ozone and vertical motions May
influence the development of monsoons, tropical clOud
formations, the jet stream, and possibly mid-latitUde
storm systems. Our interest in stratosphere-troposphere
couplings is stimulated by evidence suggesting substan-
tial solar variability in the ultraviolet range where ozone
is produced and absorbs energy.

0

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

Space research has had great success in revealing the
nature of solar ultraviolet and X-ray control of a static
ionosphere and the impact of the ionosphere on radio
propagation. However, the ,ionosphere is not static;
winds, waves, and drifts create a complex dynamicS that

.is very difficult to forecast. At very high frequencies, ,

the effects of ionospheric absorption and reflection ;tend
to disappear. With the advent of communications; sal- 1

elites, which relay radio signals at gigahertz frequencies 1

(i.e., microwzate frequencies), it was expected that vir-
tually 1all of the effects of ionospheric weather on radio ,

communication would be eliminated and thatesseinially
all radio traffic would be handled eventually by satellites.
That expectation has been largely fulfilled by commu-
nications satellites serving the western world. Surpris-
ingly, however, recent years have actually witnessed the i

increased use of ionospheric propagation on the lower ,

frequencies. from 10 kilohertz to 30 megahertz, over
areas of the earth in the polar regions, which are not)
easily reached by satellite :ias at synchronous orbit.
Also, in developing countries, ionospheric communi-1
cations are still used largely for internal purposes, even
though these countries have employed 1NTELSAT for
international communications.

Radio communication by ionospheric propagation s

presently being used for a variety of purposes, such
long-range navigation, ship-to-shore and ship-jo7s
communications, and aircraft communications on tra s-
polar flights. All of these modes of communication s f-
fer from ionospherically induced degradation, such' as
fading and signal dropout or phase changes in the low
and very low frequency signals that are employed for
navigation. Major ionospheric irregularities and tilt ac-
company auroral activity and magnetic storms. At Imes
of solar flares, streams of energetic solar particles travel
to earth and funnel down the terrestrial magnetic field
lines to the north and south magnetic poles. Both polar
caps are then blanketed by polar cap absorption, the

p
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result 'of intense local ionization, and transpolar trans-
thiSSions=are blacked out. During these events, high-
frequency communications arc seriously degraded or
even wiped out for days at a time down to magnetic
latitudes of 60° to 65°.

Accurate -forecasting of ionospheric dynamics would'
have substantial economic benefits. but success thus far
has been minimal. Still, even a crude forecasting ca-
pability for ionospheric disturbances could lead to more
efficient use of frequency bandwidths in an already very
crowded spectrum.

Civilian as well as military users of communications
s) stems are concerned with scintillations propagated via
the ionosphere that appear at all frequencies. In 1962.
Starfish, a high-altitude nuclear burst, produced world-
wide scintillation. Video pictures from meteorological
satellites are often "snowed" by scintillation. Scintil-
;atiou correlates with sunspots: as the sunspot number
increases. the number of days disturbed by scintillation
also increases. Yet the, diurnal distribution seems to se-
.main. unaffected by sunspot nthuber. scintillations arc
observed primarily after local ionospheric sunset during
the months near equinoxes. Early in the operation of the
INTELSAT network (which operates at 4 to 6 gigahertz),
problems with scintillation were encountered. The pat-
terns of scintillation indicated that they were produced

by irregularities in the F region of the ionosphere. Al-
though the source of F region irregularities and detailed
knowledge of their structure are still very poorly under-
stood, enough is now known that, for practical purposes.
adequate design margins to ensure satisfactory perform-
ance can be included in new satellite communications

systems.

SATELLITES

Well before the space age, the potential for radio com-
munication by means of orbiting relay satellites was an-
ticipated. but visionary engineers never expected that
energetic particle radiation in the then undiscovered Van
Allen belts would create a hazardous environment.Walt
Disney's 1960's "Voyage to the Moon" featured a space
station in a 1,000-mile orbit, right in the heart of the
inner radiation belt: what the film failed to acknowledge
was the lethal effects of highly penetrating particle

radiation.
Particles penetrating the interiors of spacecraft can

affect computer memories. Solar cells, although com-
pletely covered with protective coating. still lose a few
percent of their efficiencies per year. Large-scale inte-
grated semiconductor devices are especially sensitive to
radiation damage. An accurate knowledge of the radia-
tion environment is essential to design the most efficie

shielding. The problems arc exacerbated by the vagar. -s
of the radiation environment in much the same way that

t 1
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the dynamics of terrestrial weather cause- problems in

ground-level activities.
Synchronous orbit has so many advantages for appli-

cations satellites that it has already become loaded with
heavy trafficmore than 80 spacecraft of many nations
are now in operation'there. In the future. the crowding
will grow rapidly. as more communications. earth ob-
servation. meteorological, and data relay satellites are
orbited. One of the surprises found in observations of
particle radiation at the altitude of synchronous orbit is
the relatively easy-access that protons have to this region

of space. Proton damage from one major solar flare may

exceed that of years of bombardment by trapped elec-
trons. The earth's magnetic shield is not as effective as
simple model calculations imply. Detailed calculations
must take into account internal and external current sys-
tems and hydromagnetic waves in order to predict the

observed entry and passage of solar cosmic rays through
the inner magnetosphere.

Any isolated probe in the plasmasphere normally will
assume a negative potential of a few volts. In plasma
cloud regions of the magnetosphere or in the plasma
sheet. the potential often reaches 10.000 volts. On one
occasion. the ATS-6 satellite in synchronous orbit
reached 15.000 volts when the earth eclipsed the sun at
the spacecraft. Differential charging between exposed
insulators or electrically floating conductors can produce
discharges that remove their coatings by sputtering and
degrade the thermal control balance. Coated surface-
optical, elements can be destroyed quickly. In several
cases. electrostatic discharging has introduced enough
noise on spacecraft command lines to produce spurious
commands. One Air Force spacecraft is speculated to
have failed because of large differential charging in a
prolonged and intense geomagnetic substorm, The Fo-
lu tions to these problems may take many forms, but first
we roust have an understanding of environmental proc-

esses in the atmosphere.

GEOMAGNETIC STORMS

A geomagnetic storm is a sharp worldwide decrease in
the intensity of the earth's magnetic field at the ground
caused by the sudden inward compression of high-
altitude magnetospheric plasma. Such storms are
accompanied by induced 'surges in power distribution
systems which can have serious consequences. A great
geomagnetic storm on March 24. 1940, wiped out 80
percent of all long-distance telephone calls from Min-
neapolis. Minnesota. A similar storm on February 10,
1958. severely interfered with north Atlantic telegraph
cables: voltages as high as 2.650 volts were induced on
the Bell System transatlantic cable from Clarenville.
Newfoundland, to Oban. Scotland. Voices transmitted
in the eastward direction alternately squawked and whis-
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pered, yet westbound communication- iemained near
normal.

In a magnetic storm on February 9, 1958, Toronto,
Canada, was blacked out by the tripping of circuit break-
ers in an Ontario transformer station. A great flare it
August 1972 caused the failure of a 230 ,kilovolt power
transformer in British Columbia. The cost of such a
power transformer failure may be as high as a million
dollars. Because the northeastern United States is sup-
plied with electricity by' a complex grid that includes
southern Canada as well as northeast and north central
areas of the United States, transformer failure in this net
could lead to a massive power blackout, Fortunately,
magnetospheric research in recent years has given power"
distribution engineers the information needed to design
better equipment that minimizes interference.

FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES

.Future applications satellite Systems may involve in-
vestments of.enormous amounts of'money. As presently
envisaged, a single Space Solar Power Station, rated at
10,000 megawatts, would have a collecting area of about
50 square kilometers and would cost abbut $15 billion.
If .better knowledge of space radiation damage could
extend the, useful life of such a system by only one
percent, the savings would exceed' a hundred million
dollars per station.

In the rapidly growing, transmission pipeline industry,
control of steel corrosion has become a constant main-
tenance problem. Corrosion engineers must make survey

_measurements of the potential between pipeline and earth
using direct- current flow measurements accurate to at
least ±5 millivolts and ± 100 milliamps. Induced cur-
,rents resulting from geomagnetic activity can screen the
true steady-state conditions of test measurements easily.
Without warning of geomagnetic activity and its telluric
effects, corrosion survey work may be scheduled at times
wh,m the results will be entirely spurious. In the case
of the Alaska pipeline, the problem is exaggerated by
the auroral current system, which produces especially
large transint earth currents.

Exploration geophysicists carry out surveys with air-
borne magnetometers, flying more than a million kilo-
meters every year, all over the globe. In a typical survey,
the contour lines are flown one kilometer apart and the
field is measured to 1 y at 1-second intenials.* Time
variations in the geomagnetic field interfere with mag
netic contour mapping. If periods of enhanced geomag-
netic activity could be predicted, surveying could be
scheduled to avoid bad geomagnetic weather. Some suc-
cess in improved scheduling has been achieved with data
from measurements of solar activity, but the forecasting

*One si equals JO s gaDis The earth s magnetic held is approxtmately 0 3 gauss.
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is still hardly more satisfactory than weather forecasting.
Again, the problem is aggravated in the aural zone,
where periods of excessive magnetic activity lasting sev-
eral weeks are common.

PERTURBING THE MAGNETOSPHERE AI,ID IONOSPHERE

Although we are primarily concerned With the adverse
impacts of natural storms in the Nit atmosphere on
technological operations in space, the inverse process
also can occur. Human activities on the ground can dis-
turb the natural behavior of the ionosphere Lnd magne-
tosphere. For example, high harmonics from power grids
in North America and Europe are radiated into the mag-
netosphere, where they appear to be greatly amplified
by some unknown physical process. As with natural
waves, the manmade waves interact with electrons and
perturb their trajectories so that they dump from the
magnetosphere to the ionosphere. The process is Con-
nected with a phenomenon known as chorusa'birdlike
chirping of ascending frequency that occasionally ap-
pears on tape recordings. Although this phenomenon has
no significant impact on communications, it is scientif-
ically interesting because it reveals a fundamental mag-
netospheric instability that amplifies waves and precip-
itates particles into the ionosphere.

One proposal to influence ionospheric perturbations
suggests using an intense beam of pulses from a radio
transmitter to modulate currents that flow continuously
into and out of the auroral ionosphere. The radio source
would trigger extremely low frequency (ELF) waves that
could communicate with submarines. This system would
operate on the free power available from auroral currents,
which carry as much as 5 million amperes with a power
of 10 thousand million watts. If only a small amount of
this natural energy were stimulated to radiate ELF, it
would compare very favorably with the transmitter\that
the Navy's Sanguine test facility planned to stretch across
a wide area of Wisconsin, which would have radiated
only I watt.

SUN. WEATHER. AND CLIMATE

The greatest enigma in solar-terrestrial relationships is
the role of the sun in producing changes in weather and
climate. No aspect of solar-terrestrial research has stirred
up as much controversy and speculation. Despite ten-
tative evidence for sun-weather relationships. hundreds
of years of searching have not turned up a single cor-
relation strong enough to convince the skeptics. Still,
we may be lacking a sufficiently refined understanding
of solar activity. The obvious cycles of sunspots and the
other surface solar features associated with them may
not be the key clues. We have recognized the existence
of corona! holes and the sector pattern of the solar wind
for only a comparatively short time. 1 hese phenomena
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are locked to the 27-day rotation period but are not
closely coupled to the sunspot number. Only recently
has it been discovered that corona! bright points carry
as much magnetic energy as do sunspots, but they appear
and disappear out of phase with the rise and fall of
sunspots.

Interest in a sun-weather comiection has been stimu-
lated sly reports of characteristic changes in the size of
tropospheric regions of high vorticity in the northern
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hemisphere, changes correlated with sharp rises in the
geomagnetic field strength at nearly the time when
the earth sweeps thiough certain sectors of the interplane-
tary magnetic field. Several years of observation appear
to give a marginally significant correlation. It has been
proposed that solar modulations can shift the timing of
natural meteorological variations slightly. In9tlf:s way
a relatively small energy input may trigger much more
energetic processes in the lower atmosphere.

Summary and Outlook.

Since the time of Galileo. obsen aeons of sunspots have
shown a statistically significant correlation with global
temperature. Radioactive carbon in tree rings serves as
a proxy indicator of sunspots over the past several mil-
lennia. The record goes back 7.000 years in the biristic-
cone pines of California. which reveal an irregular pat-
tern of solar activity. Epochs of missing sunspots appear
to coincide with little ice ages of about a. century's du-
ration. More immediate has been the history of dust
bowls, which exhibit an approximately 22-year cycle,.
perhaps synchronized with a 22-year solar magdetic
cycle.

The main problem now w uncovenng correlations on
the 100-year time scale between solar activity and cli-
mate is with ,the climate base. Our knowledge of his-
torical climates over past millennia is very sketchy. It
seems that,,as more and more paleoclimatic information
becomes available, the picture of climatic trends be-
comes more and more complex. Although of less im-
mediate concern to mankind, changes in the sun and in
the earth's climate on the time scale of eons ale never-
theless important to our understanding of sun-climate
connections. Stellar evolution ,theories tell us that the
earl, sun was only 70 percent as luminous as it is today,
loodeling the subsequent large growth in solar luminosity
with changes in atmospheric composition to fit climatic
changes on a time scale of a billion years may help us
anticipate the future impact of a large anthropogenic
input of carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels and its
accompanying increase in global temperature.

Atmospheric scientists now agree that variations on
the order of a 'emit of one percent in the solar constant
would lead to significant climatic effects. Until recently
observational sensitivity was it-adequate to detect such
small changes. New radiometers aboard NASA's Solar
Maximum Mission are now reporting variations, which
correlate with day-to-day variations of sunspot activity,
at the level of hundredths of a, percent. The challenge
fur future observations is to monitor the sun continuously
with an absolute accuracy of 0.1 percent or better in
order to reveal any credible corrclat:on with climate.

Although 97 percent of the solar power that is inter-
cepted by the earth reaches the ground in the form of
visible light and heat. the small /fraction composed of
ultraviolet. X-ray. and energetic particle radiatiod is ab-
sorbed at high altittudes. These ionizing and photochem-
ically potent radiations are :highly variable They are
directly responsible for ionospheric and magnetic storms
and for the chemical equilibrium of stratospheric ozone
As a consequence of solar activity, sporadic interference
with radio and television communications can occur, and
the space environment' may be made temporarily haz-
ardnus to spacecraft systems and astronauts. Although
scientific understanding of th'e basic interactions between
solar radiation and the upper atmosphere is well ad-
vanced, our ability to predict solar activity and its prac-
tical consequences is still only marginal. Newly discov-
ered indicators such as emerging magnetic bright points
and coronal holes, from which high-speed solar wind
escapes, may lead the way to more useful predictability.

The main goals of future observational programs.
based both on the ground and in space, are (I) to achieve
a spectral detairin studies of the sun that is an order of
magnitude higher than at present, and (2) to deploy
spacecraft in strategically spaced arrays within the var-
ious elements of the sun-earth system so as to reveal the
complex couplings among all its components Such ad-
vances in observational capability will open the way to
more useful predictions of solar activity and perhaps
even to an understanding of the connections among sun.
climate, and weather.

International cooperation. as during the International
Geophysical Year, can play an important part in future
studies of solar-terrestrial relationships. Moreover. in-
ternational programs have been an effective means of
bringing nations closer together and developing mutual
respect. Scientists constantly seek contacts across na-
tional boundaries, they share common intellectual values
and place high premiums on individual freedom,

From a purely scientific point of view, the sun-earth
system is a natural laboratory for plaSma physics. Mag-
netic ,confinement of high-temperature plasma in the sun
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and in the earth's magnetosphere can be studied over
wide ranges of temperature and density. Much can be
learned by conlparink natural magpetohydrodymmic

suet ,as explosive solar flares, with runaway
plasma processes in fusion experiments conducted with
laboratory devices such as the tokamak.

Withlespect to the sun itself, the fundamental theory
of thermonuclear energy generation can be tested by
directly observing solar neutrinos. Thus far. :failure to

\

t

detect solar neutrinos has been viewed as a catastrophe
for stellar theory. Now the mystery of the missing solar
neutrinos may yield to new evidence from elementary
particle physics that neutrinos oscillate between two
states, one of which the solar neutrino experiments of
the past decade could not detect. Our understandings of
elementary particle physics and of solar energy gener-
ation are thus intrinsically connected.

ti
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1 The Science of Macromolecules

INTRODUCTION

Substances composed of very large molecules, or macro-
molecules, abound in man's environment. Since time
immemorial, they have provided humans with starches
and proteins for food, withkotton, wool, and silk for
clothing, with hides and leather, with rubber, and with
wood for shelter and fuel. The structural materials of all
forms of life consist of macromolecules. The muscles,
tendons, ligaments, and skins of mammals, the chitin
of ,insect skeletons, animal hair, and bird feathers, the
cellulose and lignin of trees, all are composed of macro-
molecules of diverse kinds. Enzymes and the intricate
gcnctic substances that govern hying processes are mac-
romolecules. Macromolecules are not merely essential
to all forms of iving matter, they are the fabric, of life
itself.

The macromthecular materials, or polymers,ac man's
disposal have 'been greatly increased in modern times,
both in number; and variety, through chemical synthesis.
Synthetic rubbers, plastics, and fibers with properties
surpassing those of their natural counterparts are among
the fruits of these achievements. New, synthetic polymers
continue to enrich the material resources available tom.

The diverse propertied. of substances,
such as .air ,water, cials/textiles, synthetic polymers,

and the constituents of living organisms arise froth the,
combinations of atoms that form'orm these substance§. These
combinations depend on chemical bonds that,,c6nnect
one atom with another. (See "Chemical terms and Con-
ventions" at the end of Chapter 11.) In the language of
the chemist, chemical bonds determine the molecular
structure that characterizes a given substance and ac-
cotints forproperties peculiarrto it.

The molecules of the/Principal constituents of air,
nitrogen and oxygen, consist of only two ,atoms joined
by a chemical bond. The forces between these small
molecules arc too weak to overcome their rapid, inces-
sant motions at ordinary temperatures. They conse-
quent) occur as gases. The hydrocarbon molecules that
maki up gasoline and kerosene are larger, they contain,
from 12 to 50 or so atoms. The atoms in inorganic min-
erals, salts, and metals occur in vast regular arrays like
stacks of oranges, each wont being affiliated with one
or more,of its immediate neighbors either by a chemical
bond or through electrostatic attraction.

Atoms of many commonly occurring elements have
the capacity to enter-into liais-Ons with two or more other
atoms; that is, they possess valences enabling them to
form chemical bonds with several other atoms. Some
atoms, notably carbon (C) and sulfur (5), readily form
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stable bonds with other atoms of the same kind; these
atoms in turn may be bonded to others, and so on. Thus,
when sulfur is heated, its atoms form long-chain macro-
molecules comprising many hundreds of sulfur atoms

Upon cooling, the long chains of sulfur atoms reappor-
tion themselves in cyclic molecules of various sizes, title
most prominent one being

S,S S\S

SAS
/SIS

These cyclic S8 molecules aggregate in ordered array to
form a hard crystalline solid, the common yellow form
of sulfur. In contrast, the long chains of "elastic" sulfur
impart plastic and rubberlike properties to the material.

The carbon atom, with a valence of four, is especially
prone to join repetitively with other carbon atoms. This
propensity is illustrated by the series of linear-chain hy-
drocarbons found in natural gas, liquid fuels, and paraf-
fin wax. Several members of this series are

H H
1 .1

ETHANE H,,C: C H of CH3 CHy

PROPANE

H H

H H H
I 1 I

11E C EH or CH3CH2CH3
I I 1

H H H

H HHH.,1111
BUTANE HC C CC H or CH3CH2CH2CH3IsH HHH

H I4HHHHHH11111111
OCTANE HCCCCCCCCH or CH3(CH2)6CH3

r, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1H HHHHHHH

The first three are gases at ordinary temperatures, octane
is a liquid that boils at 126°C (Celsius).

The concatenation of carbon atoms can continue in-
definitely, as in linear polyethylene, a synthetic polymer
consisting of tens of thousands of methylene groups
(CF12) consecutively connected by carbon-carbon bonds.
In other instances, the methylene groups are joined cycli-
cally like the links of a necklace. Cyclohexane (CH,,),
consisting of six methylene groups connected in the form
of a ring, is an example. In other molecules, some of
the carbon atoms are joined directly to three or four other
carbon atoms, instead of to just two of them. Nonlinear
"branched" molecules of more complicated design are
th4constructed.

o

Silicon.(Si) and oxygen atoms readily combine chem-
ically in alternating succession

as manifested in silicate minerals and in silicone poly-
mers. Phosphorus (P) and nitrogen (N) likewise lend,
themselves to alternating combinations that yield cyclic
or chainlike molecules.

The multivalent character of atoms and their capacity
to enter into consecutive chemical bonds with other
atoms permit the existence of molecular structures con-
sisting of many atoms. The connections may be linearly
sequential, as in the examples already cited, or they may
be reticular with each atom bonding to three or more
other atoms. Graphite,for example. consists of carbon
atoms in a sheetlike array resembling that of hexagonal
floor tiles; each carbon atom occurs at a vertex and is
chemically bonded to three neighboring atoms in, the
plane of the array. Certain silicate minerals contain; sil-
icon and oxygen atoms similarly bonded in sheetlike
patterns. Mica is an example. In other instances, atoms
may be joined by bonds extending in three dimensions.
In diamond, for example, each carbon atom is bonded
to four other carbon atoms in a symmetric tetrahedral
array.

The linear macromolecule consisting of many co
\
n-

catenated atoms provides the basis for a class of materials
with an unmatched diversity of properties. Its potentia -
ities have been exploited extensively by nature and 6
man. Structure and function in all living organisms are
founded on substances with this molecular motif. Textile
fibers, plastics. natural and synthetic rubbers, cellulose
and starch from plants, the innumerable proteins from
living organismS, and the polynucleotides (DNA and
RNAdeoxyribonucleic acid and ribonucleic acid) that
store and transfer genetic information are examples. Tens
of thousands of atoms may be joined by chemical boric's
in a single macromolecule of one of these substances.
The dominant structural pattern in each instance is a
chain of. atoms connected consecutively by chemical
bonds; which may number upward of a thousand.

Macromolecules are large, or macro, only in the sense
that they consist of thousands of atoms. Their lengths
typically range from 100 to 100,000 nanometers (a na-
nometer is 10-9 meter). In breadth, however, they are
no larger than the small molecules dwelt upon in tradi-
tional chemistry textbooksin other words; no larger

.;. ,.
than" abotit 1 nanometer. They are too thin, therefore,
to be seen in a microscope, or even to be satisfactorily
resolved in an electron microscope.

Polyethylene, with its comparatively simple chemical
structure, (see the first substance in Figure 1), and the
silicone polymer polydimethylsiloxane (see the second
substance), are illustrative of synthetic macromolecular
substances. The "mer," or repeating unit, of polyeth-



1. Polyethylene

CH3 CH3 CH3 ..
I I ISiOSiOSi-0 or +0--.-Si(CH3)2+;
I I I

CH3 CH3 CH3

2. Polydimethylsiloxane
(a silicone polymer)

H H

NCCNCC
' I I II I I IIH R 0 H 0

3. Polypeptide
(the primary structure of proteins)

OH OH/ OH OH0 \CH. 0
......--- "........ ......- ..... i \ ...." ...... .....- "N.,..CHcH %-HCH CHCH 0 -,--C1-P/ 0 0. CH

CH2OH \---
-

CH2OH

, 4. Cellulose

N0

CFf CH2OH 0/CH2OH

nu CH \

\0 0 CH, CH

CH 7
H '\CH CH.

OH r
OH

5. Amylase
(a form of-March)

B
I ,B

0 _OUCH \ I

II' , I ,CHX /CH

.0P 0 CH I/ 0 CH X
0N. d --

\ II CH CH
CH 0

' 2
. 0 P 0. \

CH/2

0
& Polynucleotide

(the primary structure of nucleic acids DNA and RNA),

Figure 1. 'Structural Formulas of Selected Polymers,,:

The symbol X stands for a hydrogen atom (H) in DNA, and B stands
for any Of four base groups (the free bases contain an additional hy-
drogen atom in place of the bond): adenine (N,C5H,), cytosine
(N3C,H40), guanine (N5C,H40), or thymine (N2C51-1501)-InIRNA, X

:,stands for a hydroxyl group (OH).

11-
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ylene is the methylene group; in the silicone chain, it is
Si (CH3),O.

The third and fourth substances in Figure I are "nat-
ural" polymers that occur widely in living organisms.
The respective repeating units are 'NH-CHR-CO and
C6I-1,005, the latter given here in a condensed notation.
The principal structural materials of animals are proteins
(the third substance in Figure I), including most notably
elastin in ligaments, blood vessels, and aortic tissue;
collagen in tendons and bone; myosin and actin in mus-
cle; and keratin in hair and nails. Polysaccharides, of
which cellulose (the fourth substance) .is the foremoSt
example, impart form and strength to plants. Other poly-
mers produced by living organisms include natural rub-
ber, lignins, starch, and the polynucleotides, the latter
two eepresented by the last two examples in Figure 1.
The properties of polymeric materials that qualify them
for their many uses include strength, durability, flexi-
bility, and high elastic deformability; this latter property,
rubberlike elasticity, is unique to substances consisting
of lorg-chain macromolecules.

A remarkable feature of nearly all naturally occurring
polymers is-the-strict-adherence of their molecular struc-
tures to exact specifications. This is nowhere better il-
lustrated than in the family of proteins, which includes
not only Those mentioned above-but also numerous en-
zymes, each of which performs unique catalytic or
regulatory function. The various proteins are differen-
tiated according to the chemical constitution of variable
groups (R) in the successive NH-CHR-CO units in pro-
tein molecules. The units are selected from some 20
different nutrients. the amino acids, which likewise are
distinguished by the chemical nature of their variable
groups. Fora given protein, a particular kind of unit is
required at each location along the chain. The chain may
be likened to a very long word written from an alphabet
of 20-odd letters. The designated succession of units, or
spelling of the word, is replicated precisely throughout
the entire length of each protein macromolecule, which
may comprise from a hundred to as many as several
thousand units.

SYNTHESIS OF MACROMOLECULES

All macromolecular chains are f6rmed from small mole-
cules, or monomers. Their formation is accomplished
through chethical reactions that link the monomer in
linear succession to generate a long chain. Different
kinds of chemical reactions are required for the various
types of monomers, as illustrated in the following sec-
tions. Once a macromolecular chain has been synthe-,
sized, its chemical constitution may be modified by sub-
sequent chemical reactions.
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CONDENSATION POLYMERIZATION

Certain complementary pairs of molecules have the ca-
pacity to joiti together and simultaneously release a small
molecule such as water. A molecule bearing a carboxyl
group (C001.1), for example, may condense with another
molecule bearing either a hydroxyl! (OH) or an amino
(NH2) group Examples illustrating these reactions are

H I 0 , H 0 off 0\ i 0 t.'. \ II II I IIN-B-C-:014.'-, N-R-C-OH --t H2N-R-C-N-R-C-OH/ ../ LOSS OF N201it 41

AMINO ACID
MONOMER

AMINO ACID
MONOMER

DIMER

where R a divalent group or substituent, and

0 0
n

H-O-C-R-Ci07H
i

0 0
II

H+O-FIL 0-H

DIBASIC ACID DIHYDROXY DIMER
MONOMER MONOMER

I-
where R and R' denote divalent groups. Continuation
of these priocesses leads to the formation of long-chain
,polyamides or polyesters

H-FN
0 0
II

- R- C-}-OH or H-FO-R-E1-0H

POLYAMIOE POLYESTER

where the number, n, of mers may be several hundred.
Polymerization proceeds because the dimer formed in
the first step can condense with a monomer, with another
dimer, with a trimer, or with a higher polynier of any
size. As long as a reactive carboxyl, hydroxyl, or amino
group exists at both ends of the chain, the molecule may
condense with another molecule to yield a larger
polymer.

'A wide diversity of condensation reactions are known,
ranging from those that take place in living tells to yield
proteins, starch, cellulose, or the polynucleotides DNA
and RNA to those used for manufacturing polymers such
as nylOps, polyesters, and polycarbonates. Polyconden-
sat ions in living organisms take place under the influence
of enzymes, which are themselves protein macromole-
cules. Manmade condensation polymers are not as cm-..
plex drill precisely regulated in structure as biological
ones, but a greater variety of monomers can be used in
their formation.

It is important to recognizq that biologically generated
protein and polynucleotide macromolecules generally are

tailored to a definite chain length, with the several mon-
omers involved entering the chain in a precisely deter-
mined sequence. For example, all the molecules of an
enzyme derived from a particular species of animal or
plant have identical units, or residues formed fromiamino
acids, arranged in the same linear succession (see the
third substance in Figure 1). By contrast, synthetic con-
densation polymers contain chains of diverse length's,
and, when two or more monomers are used to syntipsiLe
the chain, they become incorporated therein more or less
t random. This randomness and the statistically variable

chain length are universal features of most synthetic
macromolecules. Although techniques are now available
for controlling the sequence of units in certain conden-
sation polymers; these prOcesses are laborious and in-
efficient and are not amenable to practical application.

Linear chains are formed if each monomer molecule
is difunctional, in other words, if jusetwo reactive sites
are present on the same molecule, as in the examples
akive. However, if one or..more of the participating
monomer molecules possess three or more reactive sites,
nonlinear branched structures, will be formed. For ex-
ample, glycerol, which has the formula

OH

HOCH2CHCH2OH

and contains three hydroxyl groups, can generate a
branch point if it is incorporated in a polyester chain
for example, if it replaces part or all of the dihydroxy
monomer in the second of the two examples above.
Alkyd resins are so formed with glycerol and phthalic
acid (a dibasic acid) as the principal ingredients. A glyc-
erol monomer with each of its three hydroxyl groups
esterilied, or reacted, introduces a branch that can be
represented by

0 0

-R-C- 0-CH2 -CH- CH2- 0-C-R-
o
I

C=0

into an otherwise linear chain. If the number of such
fully reacted glycerol units exceeds one third of the num-
ber of unreacted chain ends (-OH plus -COOH), then a
continuous labyrinthian network structure will be formed,
as represented schematically in Figure 2.

This network, or gel, extends throughout the polymer
(although some of the polymer may not be a part of it).
It is bounded only by the surface of the polymer or by
the walls of the container. It may imbibe a liquid solvent,



Figure 2. Polymer Network or Gel.

Diagram of a portion of a polymer network or gel. Cross-links
represented by dots; the chains connecting them, by lines. .

thereby becoming swollen to a degree that depends on
the density of junctions in the network, but because-its
chains are interconnected it cannot dissolve. Networks
may also,be formed by introducing cross-links between
different linear chains so that they become permanently
connected one to the other at the site of the cross-link.
Gelatin gels, vulcanized rubber, And elastin, the elastic
protein of ligaments, blood vessel's, and skin, are familiar
examples of cross - linked polymelr networks. The junc-
tions holding the chains together differ in each instance,
but the structural patteiris resemble in many respects the
one illustrated.

The synthesis of condensation polymers containing
rings of atoms in the macromoleCular chain is of special
interest. The most common ring Isystem used 'is the so-
called aromatic ring derived from benzene (C6H6). This
hexagonal ring of six carbon atoms is unsaturated, mean-
ing that it is deficient in hydrogen atoms compared with
the full number (14 that the valence of its carbon atoms
would allow. Consequently, the ring possesses an excess
of six electrons above the number needed to form six
carbon-carbon bonds. It is one of the most stable entities
known in Organic chemistry. The benzene ring is de-
picted in chemical formulas by a hexagon with three
double bonds denoting the six mobile electrons. A hy-
drogen atom is understood to be bonded at each corner
except where another atom or group of atoms is indi-
cated. The rings can be incorporated into polymers in
various ways, some of which are shown 'below.

H

N
H 0
I II
N-C

AROMATIC ROLYAMICE

CH3

C

CH,

(1)1c

AROMATIC POLTSULFONE

CH3

&.13

oc

AROMATIC ROLYCAREIONATE

1i;

0 0
ROLTEIENZOXAZOLE
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One reason for the current interest in macromolecules,
of this type is that the benzene rings stiffen the chains
against coiling (see the section "Spatial Configurations
of Macromolecules").. The geometric arrangement of
bonds in the first and fourth of these examples is such
as to confer an extended, rodlike shape on the macro:
molecules. Polymers with these structural characteristics
have high melting points and are stable up to compar-
atively high temperatures...An important characteristic
of extended-chain polymers is their tendency to form
liquid-crystalline solutions, in which the macromole-
cules are partially oriented parallel to one another, as in
a crystal, but are otherwise disordered, as in a liquid
(see the section "The Fibrous State").

RING-OPENING POLYMERIZATION

A second method for the synthesis of macromolecules
involves the opening of molecular rings. As shown be-
low, .he silicone polymer polydimethylsiloxane (see Fig-
ure 1) can be prepared by heating a cyclic analog

CH3 CH3,o,
CH3-1. Si SI CH3 CH3

Si O

CH3

0 0
z

CH3 CH3

CH3 CH3

Note that the ring and the polymer contain exactly the
same repeating unit, Si(CH3)20. Hence, the conversion
of the ring to the polymer does not involve the release
of a byproduct. The interconversion between rings and
chains occurs readily in the presence of acids or bases.
These "ring-chain equilibria" play an important part
both in the formation of many macromolecules and in
their breakdown at high temperatures.

Polysiloxanes are members of a class of macromole-
cules known as inorganic-backbone polymers, polymers
in which carbon atoms do not occur as members of ta
chain backbone. They are related to the silicate minerals
found in glass, brick, concrete, asbestos, and mica. The
mineralogical materials lack molecular flexibility be-
cau..e of their complex sheetlike or three-dimensional
matrix structure. Polyorganosiloxanes are derivatives of
silicate minerals in the-sense that the cross- linking units
of the mineral have been replaced by organic methyl
groups. The difference between the properties of a three-
dimensional silicate rock and a single-strand silicone is
striking. Silicones are among the most flexible polymers
known; they remain flexible, or elastomeric, even when
cooled to the temperatureof dry ice (-78°C).

.
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Another -ring-opening polymerization is exemplified
by the phosphorus-nitrogen system shown below.

Cl Cl
200°C,.

n

TRIMER MACROMOLECULE

These compounds are called phosPhazenes. When the
cyclic trimer is heated to 250°C, it yields a rubbery
polyphosphazene with some 15,000' repeating units
linked end to end. If the polymer is heated to around
350°C-,-it "depolymerizes," i.e., reverts to small cyclic
molecules. Thus, the conversion of rings to polymer and
polymer to rings' can be cycled by changing the
temperature.

Much current interest also revolves around the ring-
opening polymerization of the cyclic, four-atom sulfur
nitride (S2N2) ring

S N
II II
N S

S N

This solid crystalline compound polyinerizes to yield the
gold-colored "metal" known as poly(sulfur nitride).
This polymer looks like a metal and conducts electricity.

Several well-known carbon-based polymers also are
prepared by ring-opening reactions, as illustrated in the
diagram's below. One form of nylon is obtained from the
cyclic organic compound known as caprolactam. Poly-
oxymethylene can be formed from the cyclic molecule
trioxane, which is itself obtained from formaldehyde.

CHZ CH=/ \
CH2 CH2

CH2 NH
C

0

CAPROLACTAM

CH2 0

H

IC;CH2,CH2CH2CH2CH2- -b.

,

NYLON 6

0
CH2 CH2

I +CH2-0+
0 0

CH2

FORMALDEHYDE TRIOXANE POLYOXYMETHYLENE

VINYL POLYMERIZATIONS

Unsaturated 'molecules containing a carbon-carbon dou-
ble bond possess the latency for polymerization. So-
called vinyl monomers

1

H

H H

such as ethylene (in which R is a hydroen atom), styrene
(in which R; is a benzene ring), and vinyl chloride (in
which R is a chlorine atom) are example's. When attacked
by a free radical or by other reactive ajtents, the double
bond may "open," thereby providing two valences that
can link with other monomers.

1 1\ /R H\
/R

C=C- + C=C +/ /
H H H H

VINYL MONOMERS

Some of the earliest synthetic polymers known were
made inadvertently by research chemists who were at-
tempting to prepare unsaturated monomeric compounds.
The conversion of comparatively reactive double bonds
to stable single bonds provides a powei!ful driving force
for the polymerization. Polymerization! reactions of this
kind are rarely encountered in biological systems.

Most vinyl polymerizations are chain reactions. This
means' that a very small number of molecules in the
system become "activated" by heating, by exposure to
light; or by traces of catalytic substances that serve as
initiators. An activated molecule can! acquire another
monomer to form an activated dimer, which then adds
a third molecule to form a trimer, and Iso on, as shown
below.

R R

- HR H R

I
H iH H H

VINYL POLYMER

. I I I I

CH2C* + CH'2=-- C --0.- ' 7CH27CCH2C*
I I 1

II 4H H H

i
In this process, the active site, denoted by an asterisk,
maybe a free radical (characterized by an odd electron
one not paired with another, as in a chemical bond) or
a positively or negatively charged ion. It is successively
transferred from one terminal unit to the newly acquired
monomer as the chain grows. Once started, chain growth
can proceed very rapidly.

The polymerization of many small unsaturated mole-
cules to Omit one large molecule is an amplification
process. One initial event, the start of chain growth, may
induce polymerization of 10,000 monomer molecules.
The large polymers produced by the amplification of this
single event have properties that differ greatly from those
of the small monomers from which they are derived. The

a



original monomer molecules may be volatile, but pol-
ymers are nonvolatile. The monomers dissolve quickly
in many ordinary liquids, but polymers dissolve slowly
or not at all.

Further amplification occurs if individual macromo-
lecular chains are joined together by cross-links. The
original polymer molecules may dissolve (albeit slowly)
in liquids, but cross-linked polymers cannot do so. An
average of less than one-half cross-link per macromole-
cule of many thousands of units suffices to form an
insoluble network. Cross-linking can be induced by the
action of light, as well as by ordinary chemical means.
These amplification processes are reminiscent of those
responsible for silver halide photography. In fact, light-
induced polymerization and cross-linking are being used
increasingly in nonsilver imaging processes.

Vinyl pnly`mers of countless varieties have been syn-
thesized, and their properties vary widely. This diversity
stems- from three factors. First, the chemical nature of
the side group R is susceptible to almost limitless vari-
ations. Thus,it is relatively easy to prepare a wide range
of polymers, each with the same backbone structure but
containing a different side group. As with proteins, the
side group determines the chemical and physical prop-
erties of macromolecules of this class. For example, if
this group contains fluorine atoms, the polymer will be
water - repellent.. If it is a hydroxyl group, the polymer
dissolves in water Whett the side group is simply a
chlorine atom, the polymer is the well-known material
polyvinyl chloride), and when it is the cyano group
(CN) the polymer is polyacrylonitrile, a fiber-forming
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material. Some side groups provide sites for chemically
linking individual chains togetheran important feature
in synthetic elastomers. The range of choice of the sub-
stituent group R has enabled chemists to prepare a wide
variety of materials (see Table I).

A second dimension of variation in vinyl polymers is
afforded by the fact that two ()ore different monomers
(i.e., monomers having different R groups) can be co-
polymerized in the same chain. The resulting polymers
exhibit properties that may be varied according to the
proportions of the several groups present and their se-
quence along the chains. Here, an analogy with the di-
versity of protein structures is apparent. The sequence
of the R groups in synthetic polymers cannot yet be
controlled, however, with the precision that is the rule
in proteins.

A third avenue for affecting the chemical structures
and properties of vinyl polymers depends on arranging
the side groups in specific. controlled orientations, as
shoWn below.

RH IIHRH AHHR1111ii i I i I i i i I i i
MAIN CHAIN C C C or C C /C\ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ \ /

CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2

In the first instance, all the side groups are on one side
of the chain; in the second, they alternate from one side
to the other (distinguished by wedge-shaped and dashed
bonds). These are called stereoregular polymers, and
their properties are strikingly different from those of
polymers in which the side groups occur at random. The

Table IChanges in Characteristics of Vinyl Polymers as the Side Groups arc Altered

Type of
Side Group (R)

Name and Properties of Polymers With the Structure I ,
- {-CH= -CH-};

- OH

- Ct

-CN

-CH3

-COOH

0
- 0C2H3 .

0

-C-CHCH-0

Polyethylene. A colorless, translucent material that forms tough films, fibers. etc. Good electrical
insulator. insoluble in water.

Poly(vinyl alcohol). Soluble in water.

Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC). A hard, tough polymer used widely in technology. Often softened by the
addition of "plasticizers." ,

Polyacrylonitrile. A fiber-forming polymer.

Polypropylene. A tough polymer, used widely for fibers, films, and molded plastics. Insoluble in water.

Poly(acrylic acid). Soluble in water. A polyelectrolyte.

Polystyrene. A hard. transparent, glassy polymer. Insoluble in water.

Poly(ethyl vinyl ether). A rubbery material

Poly(vinyl cinnamate). A Photosensitive polymer used for photocross-linking.

2c#9 r
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familiar polypropylene Of widespread commercial im-
portance is a stereoregular polymer of the first kind rep-
resented above.

The synthesis of stereoregular polymers is generally
accomplished by choosing a suitable catalyst to control
the addition of each monomer unit at the active site.
Some of the most effective catalysts are organometallic
compounds in which the metal is titanium, vanadium,
or aluminum. These catalysts orient the incoming mono-
mer molecule in the precise manner needed to generate
stereoregularity. This is perhaps the closest that chemists
have yet come to emulating the selectivity of enzymes.
However, the manner in which these catalysts function
is not fully understood. Research to improve our under-
standing of these reactions is of foremost importance if
we are to learn how to control macromolecular structure
more effectively.

Alternative ways that do not require the use of special
catalysts for the synthesis of stereoregular polymers are
being investigated. One approach that has been dem-
onstratedonstrated in the laboratory involves packing vinyl mono-
mer molecules into submicroscopic tunnels that penetrate
solid crystalline matrices. The molecules line up in single
file in each tunnel like railroad box cars in a marshaling
yard. Irradiation with gamma rays then initiates linithge
to form a long stereoregular chain.

A subject of growing importance is the polymerization
of acetylenes. Acetylene itself (C2H2) can now be con-
verted to a stereoregular polyacetylene, which conducts
electricity as a semiconductor or, when "doped" by
adding an ionic impurity, as a metallic-type conductor.

SYNTHESIS OF MACROMOLECULES BY LIVING
ORGANISMS

As mentioned earlier, the synthesis of biological macro-
molecules in living organisms is c..rried out according
to exact specifications.These specifications are encoded
in DNA chains comprising the genes. They are written
in a four-letter alphabet consisting of the four bases (rep-
resented by B in the sixth exampleAbf Figure 1) That
distinguish the four kinds of milts in the polynucleotide
chains. DNA serves as the repository for all information
that governs the function, synthesis, and reproduction
of the organism.

Cell reproduction necessitates replication of the DNA
chains and their stores, of essential information. This is
accomplished by the process, widely publicized, whereby
the DNA double helix at first unwinds. Each of the two
complementary strands thus released serves as a template
for the synthesis of its complement. Building blocks for
DNA are nucleotide monomers formed by condensation
of a molecule of deoxyribose, a sugar, with phosphoric
acid and one of the four nitrogen-containing, flat-shaped
bases denoted by B in Figure .1. The four kinds of mon-
omers are joined precisely in the sequence specified by

It

the template chain through a chemical condensation cat-
alyzed by an enzyme called DNA polymerase. The chain
grows at ,a speed of about 1,000 monomers per minute.
Thie resulting DNA chain consists of an alternating
succession of sugar and phosphate .residues, as shown
in Figure I , with the appropriate base attached to each
sugar residue. This giant macromolecule, comprising
hundreds of thousands of units, encrypts a staggering
quantity of information. Template control is the key to
accurate replication. This is the mark of biosynthetic
processes. It distinguishes them from present methods
for synthesizing manmade polymers.

Recognizing the quintessential role of DNA, biochem-
ists have developed sophisticated methods for isolating
the genes it contains, for determining the sequences of
bases therein, and for synthesizing genes and 'the cor-
responding proteins. Progress has been rapici4 yet much
remains to be accomplished. These biochemical tech-
niques, involving the use of enzymes, have been applied
also,to the copying of genes and to their transfer from
one 'location k another in the string of gents in a DNA
chain, or even from the DNA of an animal to that of a
bacterium. The potentialities of these methods have been
widely discussed. They are already exploited to produce
insulin and soon may be used to produce interferons.
(Chapter 17, "Prospects for New Technologid", ex-
pands further on the scientific and commercial possibil-
ities of this technique.)

The sequence of amino acids that uniquely character-
izes the polypeptide molecule of a particular protein is
inscribed in the DNA chain of the gene for that poly-
peptide. Three consecutive bases identify 1 of the 20
amino acids. The succession of triads of based in a gene
specifies the sequence of amino acids in one of the many
proteins essential to the organism. This information is
transferred to the site where the protein is synthesized
and amino acids are combined in the prescribed Order

by an eraborate series of processes. Briefly, thC DNA
chain serves as the temPate for synthesis of a comple-
mentary "messenger" RNA macromolecide made from
monomers .in which the sugar residue is ribose instead
of deoxyribose (see Figure I ). Polymerization is effected
by an enzyme,.RNA polymerase. The sequence of bases
in the parent DNA is accurately transcribed in the com-
plementary bases of the RNA chain.

The messenger RNA migrates to a ribosome, a com-
plex aggregate of specialized protein and RNA macro-
molecules that collectively carry out the synthesis of
proteins. Also present are many kinds of smaller "trans-
fer" RNA molecules. Each bears at one end a triad of
bases that "reads" the code on the messenger RNA
signifying a particular amino acid. At the other end, the
transfer RNA is eqUipped to bind this and only this nano
acid. The transfer RNA molecule faithfully collects the
amino acid from the store of nutrients in the cellular fluid
and carries it to one of the ribosomes, where it is deliv-
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ered at the position designated by the messenger RNA
to the protein molecule under construction. The consti-
tution and vital chemical action of rihosomes are im-
perfectly understood. They may be likened to automated
factories in which recorded instructions organize the
work routines of enzymes for the manufacture of prod-
ucts of specified design. Enzymes that direct and catalyze
the chemical combination of amino acids to form the
polypeptide chains are highly specialized proteins which
likewise are synthesized by the sequence of events briefly
indicated. Elaborate "feedback loops" monitor the proc-
ess of protein synthesis and maintain "quality control"
by correcting errors that may occur, in replication and
synthesis. ,

. /
.Polysaccharides, such as starch 6r cellulose (see Fig-

ure 1), are among the simpler biological polymers in the
sense that only one or two types of monomer molecules
are incorporated in the polymer chain. The spatial ori:
entattli, or ctereochemiStry, of each monomer unit is
uniform throughout the length of the macromolecule.
Polysaccharides are generated in the cell from small
molecules, such as glucose, in the presence of phosL
phoric acid derivatives and nitrogen -cons: fining bases.
Linkage of the glucose units into a long chain is accom-
plished under the control of special enzymes.

Starch differs from cellulose in the geometry of the
bonds connecting the glucose units, as shown by the
structural formulas in Figure 1. These bonds are so joined
in cellulose chains as to favor an extended conformation,
in amylose, they impose a bend at each junction between
units. Cellulose consequently is readily amenabIe to par-
aite.l. aggregation in the form of fibers of high strength
and stiffness (see "The Fibrous State"), which serve as
the structural material of plants. The macrpmolecules of
amylose and other forms of starch are not suited to this
purpose; they are relegated principally to the role of
storing sugars for fuel and sustenance. /

Amylopectin, the major componen of starch, differs
from amylose through the presence f branch points at
frquent 'intervals along the polysaccharide chains. Glu-
cose units joined to three, instead/of two, other units

/
. provide the branches. They arc introduced by branching

enzymes. So far as is known, polysaccharides are not
constructed in contact with a template or "memory"
macromolecule analogous to DNA. The kind of chemical
linkage between sugar;:units that distinguishes one of the
many kinds of polysaccharides from another apparently
is determined at the instant of monomer addition under
the influence of the particular enzyme responsible for
synthesis. In this respect, these processes resemble more
cloiely the stereospecific vinyl polymerizations men-
tioned earlier than they do the synthesis of polynucleo-
tides and of proteins.

Revelation of the elaborate array of interrelated bio-
synthetic processe, together with identification of tie
participating macromolecules, must surely stand as ne

y.
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of the most impressive achievements of science. )tr this
century. In sheer complexity, these process9 over-
whelmingly surpass synthetic procedures devised in the
laboratory. .et our knowledge of them is largely de-
scriptive, fu damertal comprehension of them ithin the
framework/ of molecular science is lacking. tr adequate
understanding of the chemical processes inv Ived in bio-
synthesi would not only redound to the enefit of bi-
ology and medicine, it would also almcl surely point
the to more versatile and powerftil methods for
synthsizing artificial macromolecules,/

MIDIFICATION OF PREFORMED MACROMOLECULES

Thousands of different macromolecular structures have
been synthesized in the laboratory from simpler constit-
uents. Yet the molecular architecture can be diversified
by ai:41er approach. This involves the chemical mod-
ification of preformed macromolecules.

Since the beginning of civilization, naturally occurring
polymers have been chemically modified. The cross-
linking of proteins in the tanning ofleather is an example.
During the late nineteenth century, it was found that the
properties of cellulose can be modified drastically by
chemically altering its hydroxyl side groups. Derivatives
adapted to a wide range of uses thus cane to be com-
mercialized. The solubilization and reconstitution of
wood _cellulose as rayon or cellophane are achieved
through chemical reactions of these hydroxyl groups.
Likewise, the conversion of cellulose to cellulose nitrate
(gun cotton) or to cellulose acetate depends on the sub-
stitution of nitrate or acetate groups for the hydroxyl
groups, respectively.

The polyphosphazenes are readily susceptible to mod-
ifications by chemical reactions of their side groups as
illustrated below.
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The two chlorine atoms attached to each phosphorus
atom furnish sites of chemical reactivity; they can be
replaced by a wide variety of other groups, such as
OCH3, OCH2CF3, benzene rings, biologically active
groups, or metal atoms that function as catalysts.

The influence of along polymer chain on the chemical
reactivities of groups attached to it is an important subject
of current interest. The heme sites in hemoglobin (see
"Globular Conformations: Enzymes"), whiCh perform
the oxygen-carrying function in blood, and the catalyt-
ically-active metal atoms strategically situated in certain
enzymes are profoundly,affected by the neighboring units
of the macromolecules of which they are a pan. Much
research is committed to an understanding of these
influences.

Chemotherapeutic drug molecules can be attached
chemically to polymer Chains. Investigating the effects
of the polymer chain on the activity of /the drug so bound
is a research area of lively - interest at present. Through
judicious choice of the polymer, the drug may conceiv-
ably be delivered /selectively to a:specific organ or to
certain kinds of cells. The ab:.IrPtion of the polymer-
drug complex by the cells may 'be affected :too. The
design of macromolecules that Can decompdse slowly
in the body to harmless small molecules and, at the same
time, release a pharmacologically active agent is an ob-

./vious extension of these ideas that may come to fruition
in the near future.

/ ,

ethIn a related "way, polymers can be used to immobilize
er enzymes,or living cells.,The objective is to attach

/
a water-insoluble "leash" to the enzyMe or cell in order

iio restrict its mobility. This allowS thebiologically active
agents to be handled and recovered, simply by manipu-

I/ lation of the' polymeric support. Using this technique.
/

' the biochemical reactions' that normally take place in
living organisms can be carrieclo'ut in laboratory equip-
ment or in a continuo :flow reactor, often on a large

3,- scale. The enzyme or ell may be chemically linked to
the polymer or may be phYsicaily trapped within the
interstices of a swollen cross - linked polymer network.
In either case, the biochemical reactions that take place
on the, support are ,almost identical to those that occur

,within a living organism'. it is also possible in principle
to immobilize a variety/Of different enzymes on the same
polymeric support in braer to allow a sequence of re-
actions Zactions to take/place mimicking the complex cascades
of'reactions that oce in living cells.

Synthetic Macromolecules may similarly be used to
anchor metallic catalysis and surround them with the
twisting cons of p,olymer chains. The catalyst would then
be protected front Contact with other catalyst molecules

.........., ,
in ih-e----syteitiLlt.S activity may thereby be enhanced.
Only small-m iecule reactants and products would be
able to, enter hd leave the protective inacromolecular
cage. /Researr, h in this little-explored area is especially'
promising of novel and useful results. / /

/

In a more speculative vein, one may envision the pros-
pect of sequentially coding the side groups in long-chain
macromolecules in a manner reminiscent of the ordered
sequences in biological macromolecules. Such coded
macromolecules may eventually be, employed as tem-
plates for the synthesis of other macromolecules of def-
inite constitution, in imitation} of the biosynthesis of pro-
teins. Alternatively, they could provide % means for
storing archival information at the molecular level. One
of the most promising rouses to such systems is through
the chemical modification of preformed polymers. These
possibilities will not be realized until the subtlety of our
synthetic procedures has been improved considerably.

SPATIAL CONFIGURATIONS OE
MACROMOLECULES

CHEMICAL BONDS AND MOLECULAR GEOMETRY

The chemical formulas in Figure 1 accurately describe
the patterns of chemical bonds and the atoms connected
by them. They fail, however, to depict the geometric
relations of these atoms and the spatial forms of the
molecules so represented. They may be likened to wiring
diagrams that delineate elect' al circuits but not the lo-
cations of the wires and of the components they connect.

Actually, chemical bonds impose aefinite geometric
relations between atoms. Bond lengthtispecifying the
distances between centers of the atoms joined by chem-
ical bonds are quite precisely fixed. The angles between
pairs of bonds incident at a given atom likewise are well
defined. In particular, the sixcessiye carbon-carbon
bonds in the hydrocarbons shown in the introduction are

collinear, as might be inferred from their formulas
there expressed. The same caveat applies to the bonds

-that form the backbone of polyethylene and other mac-
romolecules. The polyethylene chain is more realistically
represented in Figure 3. In this diagram, the bonds of
the carbon skeleton are arrayed in the plane of the paper.
Adherence to the proper angles between successive car-
bon-carbon bonds is achieved by ordering the bonds in
zigzag sequence.

HH HH HH HH
\ \ \ \CC CC7N,N,N N'

C C

Hi
H

H
\H HiAH

Figure 3. Structural Representation of a Hydrocarbon Chain in its

MaxiMally Extended Planar Form.

Carbon atoms occur in the plane of the paper: hydrogen atoms are

sitpated in front of and behind the plane of the paper, as indicated by
wedge-shaped bonds and dashed bonds. respeLtively. The length of the

carbon - carbon bonds is 0.153 nanometers, the angle between them is

112°.
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Detailed information on the lengths of chemical bow:.
and on the angles between pairs of bonds has been gath-
ered through extensive research on structural chemisc-v
conducted in laboratOries all over the world, mainly dur-
ing the past half century. Since atoms and molecules are
too small 'to be seen, even with the most powerfurmi-
/

croscopes, indirect methods Must be used. The principal

/
experimental methods used for this purpose are the dif-
fraction of X -rays by crystalline materials, the diffraction
Of a beam of ejectrons by gases, and infrared spectra.
Remarkably priecise values for the lengths of various
chemical bonds and for bond angles have been acquired
through skillful exploitation of these methods.

Structural data of this kind enable one to proceed from
the abstract/notation of a chemical formula on a sheet
of paper try the conception of a real molecule in three-
dimensional space, replete with all its atoms accurat;ly
situated relative to one another. Comprehension of the
spatial Om of the molecules, or macromolecules, con-
stituting a given substance is essential if one is to grasp
the connections between the physical and chemical prop-,
erties of that substance and its chemical constitution at
the molecular level.

Representation of a macromolecule in the manner
shown in Figure 3, with' all of the atoms of its backbone
in a plane, does not suffice to convey adequately the
spatial forms that a long-chain polymer may assume.
Specifically, it fails to take account of the rotations that
are permitted around chemical bonds. If one Jar more of
the carbon-carbon bonds in Figure 3 are twisted, while
the angles between bonds are preserved, the structure of
the backbone will no longer be coplanar. Rotations about
the many bonds of the chain can lead to a multitude of
different configurations in three-dimensional space. This
basic fact points toward what is perhaps the most im-
portant attribute of the macromolecule, namely, the di-
yersity of spatial forms it may assume. This attribute is
largely responsible for the unique mechanical and phys-
ical properties of polymeric substances.

Investigations of the rotational propensities of bonds
in comparatively simple molecules show that certain an-
gles of rotation provide more harmonious arrangements
of bonds and atoms than do others. Three options for
rotations about the carbon-carbon bonds in hydrocarbons
are typically preferred overwhelmingly above all others.
These are shown in Figure '4.

In the form shown in Figure 4a, the four carbon atoms
are coplanar, and the first and third carbon-carbon bonds
are parallel; the rotation angle cf. is zero. This form cor-
responds to the planar zigzag configuration of polyeth-
ylene shown in Figure 3, all lxiixls of which are so
conformed. Rotations of + 120° or 120° about the
central carbon-carbon bond. generate the forms shown
in Figures 4b and 4e, respectively, in which the third
boi Ci is redirected above or below the plane occupied by

first two bonds, in this case the plane of the paper.
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Figure 4. CarbonCarbon Bond Rotations

Rotations about the carbon-carbon bond show planar (a) and twisted
forms (b) and (c). In (b) and (c). a carbon hydrogen bond re:oaces the
third carbon-carbon bond as the one parellel to the first carboncarbon
bond. In (b). the fourth carbon atom lies in front of the plane of the
first three carbons; in (c). it is behind the plane.

It is a very satisfactory approximation to consider the
bond rotation to be confined essentially to one of these
three discrete values; all other possibilities may be dis-
regarded without making significant errors.

Of the three forms shown in Figure 4, the planar one
(a) is generally preferred over either of the other two in
a ratio of about two to one, owing to its lower energy.
If one of the, bonds in the chain is nonplanar, in other
words, if it is (b) or (c), then the opposite form, (c) Or
(b), is stiongly disfavored for the bonds next to it because
the combinations (b)(c) and (c)(b) cause the preceding
and following Cf1,, groups to overlap one another. "In-
terferences" of this kind are intensified considerably if,
as in many other macromolecules, some of the hydrogen,
atoms are replaced by larger atoms or groups.These com-
plications may readily be taken into account by thorough
analysis of the molecular geometry associated with var-
ious bond rotations and combinations of rotations.

TRAJECTORIES OF RANDOMLY CONFIGURED
MACROMOLECULES

Figure 5a shows a computer-generated random config-
uration for a hydrocarbon chain of 50 bonds. The rotation
about each bond was assigned one of three possible an-
gles: 0°, + 115°, or 115°, these being the optimum
values. Selections were executed by assessing the prob-
abilities of occurrence of the immediate alternatives,
these probabilities being dependent on the rotation as-
signed to the preceding bond. The selection process is
equivalent to spinning a roulette wheel with three ranges
apportioned according to the probabilities incident at
each step. Bond lengths and angles between successive
pairs of bonds were assigned their actual values, as es-
tablished by exhaustive structural studies on linear
hydrocarbons.

InCluded for comparison in Figure 5a are four chains
in the planar zigzag configuration represented in Figure
3, each of the same length as the, random chain. The
second and fourth of these fully extended chains are
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Figure 5. Computer-Generated Configuration of Hydrocarbon Chain

Molecules.

Computer-generated random configurations of hydrocarbon chain
molecules consisting of (a) 50. (b) 500, and (c) 3.000 carbon-carbon
bonds. Indicated for comparison with each configuration are spheres
representing how much space would be occupied by the atoms of the

molecule if the molecules were fully compacted. Also shown in'(a)
are fully extended planar chains as they are arranged in a crystal.

Source. National Research Council From data prosided by Richard I. Feldmann. National
Institutes of Health. Paul 1. Flory. Stanford Untserssq. and Do Ycuag Yoon. IBM Research

Laboratory. San lose

rotated by 90° about their long axes relative to the first
and third chains. This alternation in angle about the
,length of the extended chain replicates the molecular
arrangement in crystalline polyethylene and its hydro -
carbon, analogs.

The irregular configuration shown in Figure 5a is of
course one of many that may occur. Repetition of,this
computei experiment would yield another statistical
structure that would almost certainly differ drastically
in detail, but not in general form, frop the one shown.
From many trials of this kind, one may determine av-
erage characteristics of the configurations of a chain of
50 bonds.

Configurations generated in the same way for chains
of 500 and 3,000 carbon-carbon bonds are shown in
Figures 5b and 5c, respectively. The scales of measure-
ment are reduced in order to accommodate the larger
chains. Typically, polyethylene chains may range from
3.000 to 50,000 bonds or more.

The spheres shown in these figures represent the mole-
cules if by some means they could be induced to coalesce
into droplets such that all of the spheres would be filled
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by the molecule's atoms. The volume of the dense sphere
in Figure 5c is about one eightieth of the domain of the
random chain of 3,000 bonds. This randomly configured
macromolecule therefore occupies only a little over one
percent of the space it pervades. The shorter chains de-
picted in Figures 5a and Sb occupy approximats..y 10
and 3 percent of the space of their respective domains.
The fully extended chains are riot shown in Figures Sb
and 5c; their lengths, 63 and 630 nanometers, respec-
tively, would overrun the scales of these diagrams.

The tortuosity, and irregularity of the random chains
are well illustrated in these figures. Other kinds of mac-
romolecules differ in the spatial geometry of their bonds
and in their preferences for various torsional rotations.
The silicone polymers (Figure 1), poly(vinyl Chloride),
polypropylene, and polystyrene (Table 1), and natural
rubber differ notably from polyethylene in their structural
detail and in the bond rotations they prefer, but the tra-
jectories of their chains are superficially similar to those
of polyethylene, when viewed at the level of resolution
of the longer chains shown in Figures Sb and Sc. The
aromatic polyamides cited previously are much more

(),
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highly extended owing to the stiffness imparted by the
benzene rings. They may be likened to long rods with
only gentle curvature at any point.

Polypeptides and proteins, when the native configu-
rations of the latter are disrupted (i.e., denatured) by
dissolving them in suitable solvents, are somewhat less
tortuous and more extended than polyethylene. The dif-
ference is one of degree, however, and the overall pattern
remains similar. Cellulose (the fourth substance in Figure
1) and its deriVatives are more highly extended. Amylose
from starch (the fifth substance in Figure I), which dif-
fers in chemical structure from cellulose only in the di-
rection of one of its interunit bonds, is characteriZed by
a much less extended trajectory. Over short distances,
it winds its way along a path that is approximately hel-
ical, but it frequently deviates from strict adherence to
this pattern. Polynucleotides also are randomly config-
ured when their native structure, the double helix com-
prising two complementary chains wound together, is
disrupted.

Especially to be noted is the well-established gen-
eralization that synthetic macromolecules and those of
natural origin display similar characteristics when dis-
ordered. In each category, some are flexible and tortuous,
others are stiff and extended.

CONFIGURATIONS AND MOLECULAR STATISTICS

The configurations shown in Figure 5 are mere samples
from the many that may occur for polyethylene chains.
For a macromolecule consisting of many skeletal bonds,
the number of configurations is prodigious. Consider,
for example, a polyethylene chain of a mere 1,000 bonds.
With three rotational possibilities available to each bond,
the total number of configurations for the macromolecule
as a whole is the product of 1,000 threes, or 3' ". This
is a number with 477 digitsa number that literally
defies comprehension. -

`Confronted with so many spatial forms, one might
well conclude that molecules of such complexity must

"defy rigorous, Scientific analysis. On these grounds, it
would seem that inquiries into the behavior of large
macromolecules must perforce be limited to qualitative
observations and generalizations. On the contrary, the
supposed cdifficulties turn out to be illusory rather than
real. As so often happens in science, an approach from
an alternative point of view leads to insights and methods
that circumvent difficulties which otherwise would ap-
pear to be insurmountable.

The immensity of the number of configurations ac-
cessible to the macromolecule presents circumstances
ideally suited to statistical methods. Whereas this num-
ber is far too great for a full count, the vast population
can be sampled by randomly selecting a managOble set
of representative configurations. In this way, results of
any desired accuracy, in principle, may be determined.

%.1,
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One may evaluate, for example, the average distance
(r) between the ends of a chain by generating a sufficient
number of configurations like those shown in Figure 5.
The value of r for each may be determined and the av-
erage taken. The average radius of the region occupied
by a random macromolecule, or any other characteristic
or property that depends on the spatial configuration,
may be determined similarly. Several thousand chains
may have to be generated in order to achieve the accuracy
desired. The task is easily within the capabilities of pres-
ent computer technology. (Actually, much more efficient
mathematical methods are available which circumvent
the tedious task of sampling individual configurations.)

The connection between the statistical methods de-
scribed above and the actual macromolecules that occur
in real materials may be established by the following line
of reasdning. A sample of a polymeric material large
enough for experimentation will necessarily consist of
very many molecules. A computer-generated set of con-
figuralions may be considered to be representative of
these molecules at a given instant in time. It follows that
the average size of the domain, for example, pervaded
by a configuration as determined by computation, should
corespond to the mean size averaged over all molecules
of the real sample. This correspondence may be con-
firmed, In- fact, by experimental measurements. Appro-
priate techniques for this purpose involve sensitive meas-
urements of the scattering of light by the macromolecules.
Similar information can be gleaned from the scattering
of X-rays, or from 'measuring the viscosity of a dilute
solution .of the macromolecules.

Alternatively, one may focus, attention on a single
macromolecule and consider the configurations it as-
sumes at successive intervals of time. Being subject to
incessant bombardment by neighboring molecules mov-
ing about under the influence of thermal agitation, the
macromolecule writhes from one to another of its vir-
tually endless repertoire of configurations. These changes
occur with great rapidity. In effect, then, in the course
of its temporal history the macromolecule samples the
many forms accessible to it. The configurations occurring
at successive intervals of time may be assumed to cor-
respond to a representative set of the myriads of possible
configurations. We can assert, therefore, that the average
of the configurations assumed by a given macromolecule
during a period of time commensurate with or greater
than that required to perform an actual experiment on
a real sample in the laboratory is equivalent to the in-

,sstantaneous average over the many macromolecules in
a sample large enough to be subject to experimental
measurements.

This assertion is a premise of statistical mechanics,
a science whose foundations were formulated with pro-
found depth of insight by J. Willard Gibbs, professor of
mathematical physics at Yale University from 1871 to,,,
1903. His legacy to science has few parallels.

1)1
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The foregoing discourse on the configurations of mac-
romolecules is a paradigm of the principles underlying
Gibbsian statistical mechanics. This branch of science
was created for the express purpose of comprehending
materials consisting of hosts of small molecules. Ana-
lyzing the positions in space and detailed movements of
the billion trillion molecules in a drop of water is ob-
viously impossible. But by sampling the "complexions
Ale.. configurations) of many identically constituted
drops, or, equivalently, by sampling the single drop at
successive intervals of time in its ceaseless reoriraniza-
non due to.themial motions, one might conceivably gain
an understanding of the connections between the mole-
cules of water and the properties of this substance.

Having men toned a droplet of a common liquid by
way of illustra ion. the additional point should be made
that whereas t methods of statistical mechanics are
indubitably Spplic ble in principle to such a system. in
practice their -applicat on to small molecules irregularly
compacted one against the other is fraught with diffi-
culties. Each molecule is under the influence of mole-
cules impinging on it from all directions. Its immediate
neighbors are affected by their neighbors. and so op.
The successive "generations" of neighbors proliferate
in ever increasing numbers. The associated difficulties
require adopting approximation methods. Results ob-
tained arc inaccurate and often unreliable. Progress in
understanding systems of small molecules in condensed
states, namely, solids and liquids, has therefore been
slow, especially in the latter case.

Long-chain polymers. on the other hand. consist of
members (mers) that are linearly connected. Earli Unit
or bond is succeeded by only one adjoining unit or bond.

this neighbor is in turn succeeded by just one moire. and
so on. The succession does not proliferate, as in the case
of a molecule surrounded on all sides by a number of
other molecules. In the language of the mathematician.
the system is one-dimensional. ft has long been known
that the abstract formalisms of statistical mechanics can
be solved exactly when they are applied to molecules or
other entities in a hypothetical world of one dimension.
Macromolecules exist an the real world of three dimen-
sions, but they are amenable to the mathematics of imagi-
nary one-dimensionalostems. Hence, rigorous analysis
of the configurations and related properties of macro-
molecules is readily feasible, their superficial complex-
ities notwithstanding. Appreciation of this fact is com-
paratively recent, and it has yet to be fully exploited for
the purpose of gaining a fuller understanding of the re-
lationships between chemical structure and the properties

of these important substances.

CONFIGURATIONS OF MACROMOLLCULLS IN POLYMERIC

MATERIALS

The foregoing discussion addresses implicitly the con-
figuration of a single macromolecular chain existing in

r

isolation from all others. It applies, for example. to the
macromolecules in a solution so dilute that they are sep-
arated from one another. The discussion of Figure 5
emphasized that only a small portion of the space per-
vaded by a long macromolecule in a random configu-
ration is actually occupied by it. For a polyethylene con-
sisting of 3,000 bonds (see Figure 5c), the occupied
portion of the pervaded space is about one percent" The
remainder may be filled by molecules off' solvent.

What happens if the solvent is removed? Intermolec-
ular forces require that the space vacated somehow b.c

filled. Possibilities that come to mind are the following:
(I) the macromolecules may collapse to smaller. dense
configurations resembling the spheres depicted in Figure
5. each remaining discrete from the others: (2) they may
associate in bundles in which neighb'e 'ng chains are

parallel to one another: or (3) they ma_ lain randomly

configured with each of them interpenetrating the do;
mains,pervaded by other nearby chains, the macromole-
cules becoming entangled like long strands of limp spa-
ghetti The first, possibility is realized only in globular

proteins (see "Globular Conformations: Enzymes")
with highly specialized constitutions that predispose
them to adopt compact confirmations. The second oc-
curs in crystalline polymers. The third possibility is
manifested under suitable conditions in nearly all poly-
mers, of both natural and synthetic origin It is univer-
..ally prevalent in the molten and rubbery states, and also
in amorphous and glassy plastics (e.g.. polystyrenes and
polyacrylates). Even crystalline polymers contain a siib7.
stamial residuum of amorphous material in which the
chains are disorganized.

Precisely how the irregularly configured molecular
chains are arranged hi the molten or nmorphous state has
long been in contention. According to one body of opin-
ion, they form clumps or clusters in which sections of
the chains are organized in bundles possibly resembling
crystallites but less perfectly ordered. The opposing view
holds that the long chains assume configurations equiv-
alent to those of isolated random chains, each threading'
its way tortuously through the maze of surrounding
chains without, however, intruding on the space occu-
pied by the atoms constituting them. Although the iorces
between neighboring molecules are large. they should
not favor one configuration over another, according to
this body of opinion. Hence, the configuration of the
long chains should be affected little, if at all. by their
mutual sharing of th' space at their disposal.

Much indirect evidence indicated that the latter view
is the correct one. Experiments on the elastic properties
of,amorphous polymers, on their absorption of solvents,
and on the conversion of linear chains to cyclic rings and
vice versa strongly supported this view. It remained.
however, for sophisticated experiments involvinthe use
of neutrons and elaborate equipment to provide the ul-
timately compelling evidence on this important issue

21-
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These experiments, brought to frumon ithin the past
decade, merit brief description.

Neutrons are uncharged subatomic particles'of great
penetrating power. A stream of them may nevertheless
be scattered (i.e., deflected) by collisions with atomic
nuclei. In particular, nuclei of the heavy hydrogen iso-
tope deuterium (D) scatter neutrons much more than do
the nuclei of ordinary hydrogen. A sample of the polymer
to be investigated is prepared, therefore, in which the
hydrogen atoms are replaced by deuterium. A small pro-
portion of this D-polymIr is then thoroughly mixed with
the ordinary H- polymer; so that molecules of the two
kinds are intimately interspersed. Substitution of deu-
terium for hydrogen does not alter the propeiiies of the
polymer appreciably, apart from enhancing its ability to
scatter neutron Hence, the D- and H-polymers mix
indiscriminately without affecting each other.

The mixture is exposed to a beam of neutrons of the
.desired (low) velocity. The numbers of neutrons scat-
tered in differentdirectionsparticularly at small angles
from the incident beam, are detected by counters and
recorded. The situation is altogether analogous to "see-
ing" the light scattered at various angles by small par-
ticles (the D-polymer) dispersed in a relatively trans-
parent medium of different refractive index (the H-
polymer). By precisely determining the "profile" of the
scattering at various angles, one may deduce an accurate
measure of the size of the domain pervaded by the mac-
romolecule as it is configured' in the condensed state
(molten or amorphous solid).

Suitable equipment for performing the desired neutron
scattering experiments was developed in the early
1970's, first in Grenoble, France, and in Mich in the
Federal Republic of Germany. Facilities for performing
such experiments recently became av ailable at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and are being established elsewhere
in the United States.

Within the past several years, neutron scattering ex-
periments have been undertaken by many groups of in-
vestigators, principally in Europe. on various polymers:
poly(methyl methacrylate), polystyrene, molten polyeth-
ylene, molten polypropylene, and molten poly(ethylene
oxide). In every instance so far investigated, the average
size of the random configuration of the guest molecules
labeled with deuterium equals, within a few percent, that
of the isolated chain as it occurs when dissolved in a
laTiquantity of an indifferent solvent. Thus, the average
size of the macromolecule, and therefore its configura-
tion, is virtually unaffected by the necessity that it coexist
with other chemically similar long-chain molecules. This
assertion applies quite universally provided that the poi-
ymer is not crystalline (see "Physical and Mechanical
Properties of Polymers" below). It has been confirmed
for hard glassy polymers such as the first two examples
cited, for viscous molten polymer liquids, and for nib-
bery solids. Figure 5 therefore gives a realistic picture
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of the spatial irregularity of macromolecules in diverse
situations.

The foregoing generalization, which has gained ac-
ceptance only within the past few years, promises to b6
of foremost importance in guiding future research. In
consequence thereof, results of studies on macromo ..:-
cules in virtual isolation from one another are directly
applicable tc melts, to plastic and glassy polymers, to
rubbers, and indirectly to fibers and films. The config-
urational ch4racteristics of a macromolecule in the actual
environment of its practical use or function may now be
deduced from the chemical formula specifying its, atoms
and the bonds connecting them. Only a few of the many
macromolecu:ar substances of everyday importance,
both in living systems and amongst the artifacts of com-
merce, have been investigated from this standpoint.
However, the time is ripe for research that should enable
us to understand more clearly why, for example, poly-
mer, of styrene and methyl methacrylate suffer from
embrittlement, how these deficiencies may best be al-
leviated by incorporating "blocks" of rubbery units
(such as butadiene or isoprene) in their chains, and why
sorm. rubbers recover more efficiently from deformation
(stretching, bending, or twisting) than do others. We
may thus gain a deeper understanding of those properties
of macromolccular substanca that commend them for
an ever increasing range of uses.

RODLIKE CONFORMATIONS.

Random configurations like those shown in Figure 5,
which have been discussed above at length, are not uni-
versal among all polymers under all conditions. Stiff
chains, such as those of aromatic polyamide and poly-
benzoxazole, shown earlier under "Condensation Po-
lymerization," are better represente a as long rods. Even
macromolecules whose bonds allow rotations that en-
gender random configurations may organize themselves
in parallel, crystalline arrays when packed densely to-
gether, in a film or molded block of polyethylene, for
Example. A rodlike form is obligatory when chain mole-
cules are paLKed in parallel array. The fully extanded
planar zigzag conformation shown in Figures 3 and 5a
is illustrative. In other macromolecules, a helix generated
by uniformly twisting the skeletal bonds frequently pro-
vides a preferable conformation. The external shape of
the helix is rodlike and hence acceptable for parallel
arrangement with other identically conformed helixes.

In occasional instances, the atoms and groups attached
to the chain skeleton may occur in singularly favorable
situations when the chain is wound in the form of a
particular helix. This conformation may then be preferred
over all ether conformations, including the host of ran-
dom coils. The a-helix of the polypeptide chain, shown
in Figure 6, is illustrative. It owes much of its stability
to hydrogen bonds, shown by dashed lines (see "Chem-
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Figure 6. L-Polypeptide Chain.

L-Polypeptide chain in the form of an-cr-helrx.

Source: C. Cohen. The Protein Switch of.Mitiele Contrac

non." Scientific Aniencan. 233,(November 1975).

P3

ical Terms and Conventions," following Chapter 11).
a-HeliCeS/are Stable even when they are separated from
other molecules by dissolving them in, a large quantity
of a, solvent that does not disrupt the hydrogen bonds
yithin the helix._Independently stable helices are espe-

, daily prominent among biological macromolecules. The
fathiliar double-stranded DNA helix is the foremost ex-

Collagen, the primary component of tendons,
consists of three protein chains wound together in a slow-
turning helix.-It provides the fibrillar material that rein-
forces skin .andother tissue, as well as the mortar that
binds the bricks (hydroxyapatite) of bone; it is also the
precursor of gelatin.

The helical polypeptides and polynucleotides are con-
verted 40 random coils either by a suitable change of
solvent or by raising the temperature. As random coils,
they exhibit a set of properties that corresponds in every
respect to that of synthetic macromolecules.

GLOBULAR CONFORMATIONS: ENZYMES

A tong macromolecular chain having sufficient flexibility
May be conformed in yet another fashion. As briefly
noted earlier,,'it may be compactly coiled so that it com-
pletely fills the space it occupies, leaving no room for
other molecules within its spatial. domain. The spheres
depicted in Figure 5 are illustrative. They are much
smaller than the irregularly articulated random coils.

Most macromolecules, and especially those prepared
by in vitro synthesis, are not easily induced to conform
in this manner. One might expect that adding a poor
solvent (a precipitant) to a dilute solution of the polymer
should cause the random configuration to collapse as the
macromolecule compacts itself to minimize contact with
its inhospitable environment. Before this happens,,how-
eVer, the macromolecules coalesce with one another to

agglomerates which precipitate from the solution.
Nature has overcome this tendency to agglomerate in

the case of globular proteins by producing polypeptides
that include both, hydrophobic (water-repelling) and hy-
drophilic (water-attracting) units in the same chain. By
judiciously situating the respective kinds of units along
the chain, evolutionary processes have so constituted the
protein as to enable it to "fold" itself into a compact
globule with the hydrophobic units in the interior, out
of contact with the surrounding aqueous environment.

The hydrophilic groups, at the exterior, serve to render
the- globule compatible with the environment and thus
discourage -agglomeration with other globules.

The spatial arrangement of the chain backbone in
myoglobin, a typical globular protein, is illustrated in
Figure 7. It consists of a unique sequence of 153 amino
acid units, determined by the DNA template that controls
its synthesis. Myoglobin is one of the,smaller globular
proteins; others may comprise as many as several
hundred units. Each of them is a jigsaw puzzle assembled
from pieces (amino acid units) of some 20 different
shapes and sizes strung into a chain. The pieces can be
fitted together satisfactorily in only one way; that is,
there is a unique pattern for the given protein. In fact,
only by ingenious design ,has nature succeeded in pro-
ducing polypeptide chains that can be compactly folded
with hydrophobic units in the interior and other units
positioned precisely in the manner required for the par-
ticular globular protein to function. Replacement of but
one of the amino acid units by another amino acid se-
lected at random will usually preclude folding of the
chain in a globular conformation that is at once compact,
stable, and capable of performing its intended biological
function.

Myoglobin contains a heme group (see Figure 7) bear-
ing an atom of iron that acts as a repository for oxygen
in muscle. If the heme group were exposed to the sur-
rounding water, its iron atom would be oxidized and'the
oxygen-binding capacity of the complex would be de-
stroyed. The active site is exquisitely situated :n a locus
of the globular structure where it is protected against
destruction but can still easily receive and deliver
oxygen.

Hemoglobin consists of two pairs of subunits that re-
semble myoglobin. The four subunits fit together to form
the hemoglobin complex, which carries oxygen in the
blood stream from the respiratory system to cells
throughout the organism. Because of their compact size
and shape, globular proteins may move about with a
minimum of friction. They are well designed therefore
to transport various substances essential to life.

Enzymes are globular proteins that regulate or catalyze
vital chemical reactions in living organisms. They num-
ber in the thousands. Each bears an active site in thi-
form of a cleft where the geometric arrangement and
conjunction of chemical groups promotes the selective

.0 1
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Figure 7. Myoglobin in its Native Form.

Schematic representation of the globular pro-
tein myosin. Dots 'denote 'amino acid units,
with every tenth, unit numbered serially from
the amino terminus (1) to the carboxylic acid
end (15J). The space occupied by the chain
backbone' is delineated approximately by the
shaded regions, The disk-shaped heme group
is also identified.

Source: M. F. Pcrutz. Scientific Anurtcan, Vol 211
(NoNember 1964). p. 7L
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binding of certain molecular species and their chemical
,,,transformation;

Enzymes are intricate chemical devices. Through in-
numerable mutations put to the test during eons of evo-
lution, the sequence of units assembled in each of them
has been optimized, enabling enzymes to induce specific
Chemical reactions with remarkable selectivity and high
efficiency. This functional; adaptation of enzymes far
surpasses the considerable advances in synthetic methods
achieved, in chemical laboratories during the past cen-
tury. Through differentiation and elaboration of only a
few chemical types, nature has succeeded in evolving

,a plethora of macromolecules, each designed to serve
a specific purpose or function essential to a living or-
ganism and its reproduction. The mystery surrounding
these achievements evokes profound awe and wonder-
ment. Yet there is no evidence to suggest that nature
invokes principles or laws beyond those discernible
through man's scientific inquiry, including his experi-
mentation in the laboratory.

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
POLYMERS

Polymers may occur as viscous liquids, rubbery solids,
glasses,or seniicrystalline solids. Polymers of the same
chemical composition may occur in any of these states,
depending on the temperature and their chain length.
Thus, polystyrene* and polymers of methyl methacrYlate
(Lucite and Plexiglas) are hard brittle glasses at ordinary
temperatures, where the density of packing of themo-
lecular chains and the forces of attraction between them
combine to arrest rearrangement of their configurations.
But above 100°C, their molecular torpor- is overcome

and they exhibit properties ranging from those of viscous
liquids to those of elastic solids, depending upon the
lengths of their chains. Similarly, commercial polypro-
pylene and polyamides (e.g.,molding-grade nylon) are
hard, tough, semicrystalline solids, but when heated
above 200°-265°C they Melt to form viscous liquids.

VISCOUS FLOW

The flow of liquids involves the movement of molecules
past one another. In a polymeric, fluid, such relative
motion requires a given macromolecule to extricate itself
from the many neighboring molecules with which it is
entangled and to reentangle itself with other pa'ssers-by.
This tedious process must be repeated continuously, en-
tirely under the impetus of undirected thermal motions
that are alone responsible for random changes in con-
figuration. The force acting on the material and causing
it to flow exerts only a gentle bias .on the incessant ther-
mal movements, to and fro, occurring at the molecular
level. It is small wonder, then, that liquid polymers flow
with extreme sluggishnessthat they are very viscous.
The fact that the viscosity increases markedly with chain
length is likewise comprehensible. The viscosity depends
also, but to a lesser degree, 'on -the temperature (in-
versely) and on the strength of intermolecular forces.

The consistency of a liquid polymer may vary from
syrupy to semisolid: For chain lengths greater than
10;000 bonds, liquid flow becomes scarcely perceptible;
elastic rubberlike deformation then becomes dominant.

HIGH ELASTICITY

The molecular displacement and diffusion required for
flow in the manner of a liquid may be suppressed entirely
by connecting the, long chains to one another through

ty
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chemical bonds that function as cross-links. Deformation
of the resulting network (see Figure 2) is elastic rather
than viscous or plastic. Thus, if stretched or otherwise
deformed, the material recovers its original shape and
dimensions when the deforming force is removed.

If the cross-links are sparse, occurring only at intervals
of 100 to 1,000 bonds along a given macromolecule,
then the material may exhibit the high elasticity of typical
rubberlike' substances: it is highly deformable at tem-
peratures where it is neither glassy nor crystalline. It
may be stretched to several times its initial length without
rupturing, and the material recovers its original dimen-
sions when the stress is removed (in contrast to the flow
of a liquid).

Figure .2 offers a schematic representation of a rub-
berlike network. The chains between cross-links, con-
sisting of several hundred bonds, are much more irreg-
ularly configured than those shown in the figure; they
may resemble in this respect the configuration of the
500-bond chain shown in Figure 5b. When the network
polymer is stretched, the cross-links defining the ends
of a chain must move apart in the direction of elongation.
The man3, alternative configurations accessible to the
chain enable it to comply readily with the redeployment
of its ends; rotations about a few of its bonds suffice to
meet the demands dictated by drastic changes of the
material's shape. The capacity of a polymer to accom-
modate large deformations without sustaining rupture or
other permanent changes finds immediate explanation in
the diversity of configurations that its chains may adopt.

The origin of the force tending to restore the material
to its initial dimensions also has its explanation in the
configurational versatility of macromolecular chains. It
may be understood by considering the number of con-
figurations accessible to the chain between cross-links
(see Figures 2 and 5b). As one might expect, this number
diminishes as the distance separating the ends of the
chains is increased. It is a universal rule that molecules
subject to thermal agitation gravitate toward circumstan-
ces that offer them the greatest number of options. fn

the language of statistical mechanics, they tend toward
the state of greatest probability. This tendency manifests
itself in a force pulling on the ends of the chain. A
detailed analysis of the configurations a polymer chain
can assume leads one, by way of a somewhat abstruse
statistical argument, to the conclusion that the average
force exerted by the chain is directly proportional to the
distance between its ends. This deduction from the sta-
tistical theory of chain configurations provides the fun-
damental basis for the theory of rubber elasticity.

Recent investigations have affirmed that the retractive
force of a stretched elastic network (i.e., a vulcanized
rubber) is due in its entirety to these forces exerted by
its individual chains. When rubber is stretched, the dis-
tances spanned by most of its chains are lengthened; the

effect on a given chain depends on its orientation in
relation to the stretching direction. The force measured
in an experiment is the sum of the responses- of the
individual chains to the changes they undergo. It is pro-
portional to the iiumber of chains in the network, and
hence, for a given'strain, it increases proportionately to
the degree of cross- linking.

High elastic deformability is a property found exclu-
sively in substances consisting of long macromolecular
chains. Moreover, nearly all of the many varieties of
polymers are potentially capable of exhibiting this prop-
erty. The only requirements are that the chains be joined
by occasional cross -links or other durable connections
that impart a network'structure, and that the substance
be neither glassy nor crystalline. Thus, cross-linked
polystyrene, a hard glass at ordinarytemperature, be-
comes rubberlike when heated above its softening tem-
perature. Nylon fibers and polyethylene film, both par-
tially crystalline, melt to amorphous bodies that are
rubberlike if they have been cross-linked.

Elastin, the principal elastic protein of ligaments, aor-
tic tissue, blood vessels, and skin, consists of long poly-
peptide chains cross-linked at intervals of 50 to 100 units
through enzymic action on amino acid residues specially
equipped for the purpose. It exhibits all the properties
of typical rubberlike polymers. Experiments confirm
that, like.the latter, it ,has randomly configured chains,
with the restoring force that is induced by deformation
originating in alterations of the configurations accessible
to these chains.

Other proteins, such as collagen in tendons and bone,
fibroin in silk, myosin in muscle, and keratin in wool,
hair, and fingernails, become rubberlike when dena-
turedthat is, when their native configurations, which
may be helical or extended, are disrupted. In fact, rubber
elasticity plays a key role in the retraction of muscle in
vivo (see "Muscle and Motility in Biological Orga-
nisms" below). Motility in living organisms in general,
including that of individual cells; may similarly depend
on he changes of shape that macromolecules are
uniquely able to undergo.

Physical science offers few instances where the con-
nection between a mechanical property amenable to
quantitative measurement can be related so definitively

_to the molecular character of a material. High elastic
deformability can be elicited from most polymeric sub-
stances under suitable conditions; it is by no means a
property limited to natural rubber and a restricted clasi
of its synthetic analogs. Even among nonrubbery poly-
mers, changes in molecular configuration akin to thoSe

involved in rubber elasticity are involved when the ma-
terial undergoes elastic deformation: In biological sys-
tems, the role of rubber elasticity may be far more per-
vasive than has been realized.
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MECHANICAL STRENGTH AND CRYSTALLINITY

Polymers are weak in the high-elastic st
the sustain high degrees of stretching, the
to stretch thernis low. Their strengths at

te. Although
orce required
rupture may

be only20 to 50 kilograms per square centi eter, unless,
as in the case of natural rubber, stretching nduces trans-
formation to a fibrous state reinforced by rystallization
(see below). The mechanical fragility of typical rubbers
is a consequence of the chaotic molecula disarray that
is essential forrubberlike elasticityo At hig elongations,
the.load is bOrne unequally by the chains of the network;
some of them, by virtue of their, situations, are more
susceptible to overextension than are others. When these
chains are broken, others in turn are vulnerable, and so
on tolhe eventual catastrophe: rupture of the specinien.

If the filamentary molecular chains could be arranged
in parallel bundles like the strands of a rope, _they should
then respond in unison to a force applied in the direction
of their alignment. Their strength shouldbe much greater
than that of a jumbled mass of filaments that can be
broken individually. This kind of organization can be
achieved most readily through crystallization of the mac-
romolecules. Alternatively, it may emerge quite spon-
taneously if the macromolecules are inherently stiff and
prefer rodlike structures. These two avenues to materials
of extraordinary strength are considered in the following
paragraphs. `1

The forces of attraction between macromolecular
chains may induc,.., them to pack together efficiently and
in perfect array, like the tiles on a roof. Precise molecular
arrangement is the mark of the crystalline state. All
chains must be identically conformed if they are to be
assembled in an ordered array. Moreover, an extended
configuration (see Figure 5a) is the only form that allows
the chains to be regularly packed together. At temper-
atures below the melting point, the intermolecular forces
of attraction prevail over the advantages of greater free-
dom offered by the random molecular chaos prevalent
in the liquid state. The converse holds above the melting
point.

When crystallization takes place in a molten polymer
cooled below its melting point, the difficulties of extri-
cating a long macromolecule from entanglements with
its neighbors in the melt, and of arranging it in extended
form, preclude the growth of large crystals of perfect
order, such as those readily obtained in substances con-
sisting of small molecules. Instead, thin lamellar, or
sheetlike, crystals develop. Additionally, the transfor-
mation is incomplete; a substantial fraction, typically 20
to 50 percent, remains amorphous, that is, disordered.
The amorphous material is interspersed between the crys-
talline lamellae, the alternating layers being stacked as
illhstrated in Figure 8.

The structure in the crystalline lamellae can be pre-
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Figure 8. Semicrystalline Polymer.

A section of a semicrystalline polymer, showing three crystalline la-
mellae separated by amorphous (random) interlayers.

cisely determined by analyzing their X-ray diffraction
pattern. It has thus been established that the chains run
through the crystalline larnellae,in a direction transverse
to the surfaces of the lamellae, as shown in Figure 8.
The crystalline layer measures only 10-to 50 nanometers
in thickness; its breadth is much greater. The arrange-
ment of chains in the amorphous interlayers cannot be
so readily determined.

From the fact that a sequence of 100 to 300 bonds
suffices to span crystalline lamellae from one face to tne
other, whereas an entire chain contains on the order of
10,000 bonds, one may infer that a given macromolecule
must either pass repeatedly through the same lamella or
must be engaged in -a number of them. Which of these
alternatives-prevails has long been in contention. Recent
research employing neutron scattering techniques has
revealed that trajectories described by individual mole-
cules retain the expanse prevalent in the liquid melt from
which the crystalline array is formed (see "Configura-
tions of Macromolecules in Polymeric Materials" above).
Evidently, the chains exercise the privilege of free pas-
sage through the amorphous layer separating one lamella
from the next. A macromolecule therefore becomes en-
gaged in several lamellae. At the same time, its path
must frequently return to the same lamella. A more re-
fined analysis of the neutron scattering results shows that
the point of return seldom is adjacent to the point of the
preceding exit, as had long been assumed.

These recent seminal findings concerning the nature
of the amorphous interlayer enable one to discern the
essential aspects of the morphology of semicrystalline
polymers. The resulting concepts, surveyed in the fol
lowing Iparagraphs, are destined to advance profoundly
our understanding of the properties of semicrystalltne
polymers properties that are of foremost importance ;n
the enlarging range of applications of polymeric materials.

Growth of the crystalline lamellae must proceed from
their edges through accretion of chain sequences in the
required extended configuration. It is a rapid process.
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The small thickness of lamellae
I
s a diiect consequence

of the im'pediments in the melt, from which crystal
growth takes place, to disentanglement and rearrange-
ment of chains. In the brief tim4 interval available for
deposition, only a limited secti n of the participatingrticipating
chain can undergo the required r arrangements. Hence,
the crystal must be formed from short sections. Entan-
glements present in the melt are ecluded from the crys-
talline regions and hence are relegated to the intervening
amorphous layers. They inhibit acquisition of material
from the interlayers, blocking the further growth of the

I ,crystalline lamellae.
The crystalline regions are themSelves quite rigid.

Entanglements crowded into the amorphous layers sup-
press the kind of mobility that accounts for ease of de-
formation in the rubbery state. Consequently, typical
semicrystalline polymers like polyethylene,,polypropyl-
ene, nylon, and polyesters (Dacron, iTerylene, and My-
lar) are relatively hard and tough but compliant none-
theless. This combination of properties recommends
them for many uses.

THE FIBROUS STATE

If a polymer is stretched rapidly while crystallizing, or
if it is "drawn" extensively after crystallization (a proc-
ess that involves recrystallization), the chains-in crys-
talline.regions become oriented parallel to the stretching
direction. The lamellar morphology shown in Figure 8
is supplanted by crystallites of narrow dimensions, as
depicted in Figure 9. The alignment of the chains in the
crystalline regions enat.zs them to respond collectively
to a force tending to stretch the fiber. Both stiffness and
tensile strength consequently are high. For current com-
mercial synthetic fibers, the strength may reach 10,000
kilograms per square centimeter, which is superior to the
strength of naturally occurring fibers and nearly half that
of high-strength steel.

FIBER AXIS

Figure 9. Morphology of a Drawn Fiber.

Morphology of a drawn fiber, showing crystallite and amorphous
inclusions.

Nevertheless, the stiffnesses and strengths of nylon,
polyester, and other conventional synthetic fibers ark
inferior to the levels theoretically attainable for perfect
molecular alignment. Amorphous regions,1 persisting in
substantial amount, have been implicated As sources of
compliance lowering the,fibers' stiffness and as the de-
fects responsible for fracture. These conjectures are sup-
ported by recent achievements in several Ilaboratories in
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and the United
States. By ingenious extrusion and drawittg techniques
applied to polyethylene of unusually high molecular
weight (300,000 bonds per macromolecule), fibers have
been prepared with exceptional order. Their strengths
range upward of 40,000 kilograms per square centimeter.
This is twice the strength of steel. If the nearly eightfold
difference in densities is taken into account, then the
polyethylene fibers are 15 times stronger than an equal
weight of the best steel!

For practical applications, polyethylene fibers are in-
herently deficient because of their comparatively low
melting point, about 140°C, which preCludes their use
at temperatures much above the boiling point of water.
Moreover, the elaborate drawing techniques used in the
experiments cited probably would be impracticable com-
mercially. The foregoing achievement is significant
mainly in showing that macromolecular substances, if
properly constituted, offer strengths unsurpassed by
othei materials.

The deleterious effects of entanglements may be di-
minished of suppressed entirely by forming fibers from
macromolecules that are predisposed to assume highly
extended configurations. This circumstance may be re-
alized by choosing a polymer whose chemical structure
requires the bonds of its chain skeleton to be aligned,
for example, through enchainment of benzene rings (see
"Condensation Polymerization" above). A polymer can
also be selected that can be induced, under suitable con-
ditions, to adopt a helical rodlike form in advance of its
assemblage into a fiber. Examples of the latter kind are
especially prominent among biological macromolecules.
With macromolecules rigidly fixed in rodlike form,
forces of attraction between them are not essential to
produce an ordered array. The molecular shape alone
dictates a fibrous state of aggregation in which the long
rods are assembled in parallel bundles.

If rodlike macromolecules of one of the kinds men-
tioned are dispersed in a solvent, and their concentration
is then increased, a point will be reached beyond which
the individual particles are no longer free to choose
orientations independently of one another. Like long logs
floating on a pond, they organize themselves in semi-
parallel arrays (Figure 10). The resulting order is dictated
by molecular shape. This state, called "liquid crystal-
line," differs from solid crystalline in that the alignment
of molecules is imperfect and their lengthwise positions

7.; 4,41
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Figure 10. Liquid Crystal.

Liquid crystal consisting of long. rodlike molecules.

are in disarray; the logs in the analogy above are not
neatly stacked with their ends adjacent.

The liquid crystal retains the mobility of a liquid.
Consequently, it can easily be spun to a fiber in which
the rigid molecules are well aligned in parallel. Most
important, the fibers formed in this manner are free of
the disordered intercrystalline,regions so difficult to sup-
pLess in fibers spun from flexible, randomly entangled
'poqmers. Fibers of aramid (aromatic polyamide) thus
prepared and now commercialized exhibit strengths
much greater than that of steel, weight for weight, and
More than half that quoted above for fibers speCially
prepared from polyethylene. Moreover, aramid fibers
retain their strength up to temperatures of 250° to 300°C.

The study of liquid-crystalline polymers is a new field
presenting a variety of challenges in synthesis, mor-
phology, properties, and theory. Progress in this area
gives promise of novel materials of exceptional strength,
rigidity, and durability. The advantage of low density
in comparison with metals and other conventional ma-
terials especially recommends polymers of this class
where reduction of weight is important, as in transportation.

The fashioning of macromolecules in shapes best
suited to their function, prior to their assembly into larger
structures, is a practice that is apparently widely ex-
ploited in nature. The genesis,, of fibrous proteins is il-
lustrative. The collagen triple helix is the precursor of
the microfibrils that make up tendons. Myosin, the prin-
cipal protein of muscle, adopts the form of an a-helix
before it, is- assembled in myofibrils. Plant cellulose is
a relatively stiff, highly extended macromolecule readily
amenable to fibrous aggregation and free of the entan-
glements present in most synthetic and artificial fibers
available at present. In other instances, liquid crystallin-
ity may mediate the combination of biological macro-
molecules in a manner specifically required for structure
and function. It offers a particularly elegant and simple
route to self-organization, whereby molecular constitu-
tion and shape are translated into the intricate super--
molecular entitles that are observed in cells and that
control cell behavior. The possible importance of liquid-
crystalline states in biology is only beginning to be
appreciated.
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,MUSCLE r-.ND'MOTILIfY IN BIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS

Muscles of animals are highly elaborated devices for
converting chemical energy to mechanical work. The
intricacy of their structure is apparent from Figuie 11.
This diagram summarizes the combined results of many
years of painstaking efforts_ in a number of laboratories
in various countries. Advanced techniques of electron
microscopy and X-ray diffraction have provided most
of the information supporting present understanding of
the fine 'structure of this elegant mechanochemical
device.

STRETCHED (AT REST)

-o

\ THIN FILAMENTS THICK FILAMENTS,

CONTRACTED
MEMBRANES

Figure 11. Diagram of Muscle Sarcomcrc.

Source..I M Murray and A. Weber 'The Cooperame Action of Muscle Proteins. Scan*

American, Vol. 230 (February 1974). p 59

Basically, the vertebrate skeletal muscle fiber pictured
in Figure I I consists of repating sets of tiny filaments
separated by membranes recu Ting at distances of about
3 micrometers. Attached on either side of the membrane
are thin filaments, about 7 nanometers in diameter, con-
sisting of three different protkins, of which actin is the
major one. These thin filaments terminate in the mid-
portion between membranes. In this region, they are
interdigitated with thicker filaments (15 nanometers in
diameter) made of myosin, the principal protein of mus-
cle. The myosin molecule is a hybrid consisting of a
globular head and a long tail. Like most globular pro-
teins, the head functions as an enzyme. It binds energy-
rich ATP (adenosine triphosphate), the fuel for the mus-
cular engine, at its active site. It has the capability also
to bind to a molecule of actin in the thin filament when
the muscle is activated by events following a neural
impulse. In combination with actin and under the influ-
ence of calcium ions released by the neural command,
the globular head catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATP (by
reacting with water), whereby energy is released to
power the contraction of the muscle system.
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The myosin tail is an a-helix/ see:Figure 6) measuring
about -1 nanometer in diameter and 150 nanometers- in
length.. Two such helices &Indy' twisted together con-
stitute the primary contracti 4 element of muscle. Several
hundred of-these two-s ded cables make up the, thick
filament shown in Figury 11.

At a higher level of agnification, the myosin heads
are -found to protrude from the myosin filament and to
reach-toward the thi (actin) filaments, as shown in Fig-
ure 12. This figure is an enlargement of the midsection
of-the muscle fi r in its resting (a) and contracted (b)
states; shown ins Figure 11. Many of the myosin heads
are attached. to the' adjacent actin thin filament in the
latter state.

ACCording to recent studies that have yet to-gain wide-
Spreads acceptance, the contraction cycle comprises the
three stages represented in Figure 13. In the resting state
(a), the-Myosin, head, laden Witha molecule of ATP, is
-attached firmly to the thick filament surface. Activation
of the sarcomere, or unit of muscle between membranes,
by a nerve impulse and the ensuing release of calcium
ions cause the tip of the myosin head to attach itself to
an actin molecule in one of the neighbdring thin fila-
ments. Hydrolysis products, ADP (adenosine diphos-
phate), and phosphoric acid (H3PO4), are discharged.
Probably as a result of the local change in acidity, the
head and the adjoining section of the two-stranded
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Figure 12. Central Portion of the Sarcomere.

Enlarged sketch of central portion of the sarcomere. (a) in resting
muscle; (b) in contraction.

Source: 1. M. Murray and A. Weber. *TheCooperause ACI1011 of Muscle Protems.' Scientific

American. Vol, 230 (February 1970. p. 59.
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Figure 1.3. Myosin Macromolecules.

Action of myosin/macromolecules dunng stimulation of muscl t:(cak)
twostranded pair pf myosin molecules near the surface of th
filament in the resting (elongated) state; (b) attachment of the myosin
head to actin in-the adjacent thin filament following stimulation; (c)
"melting" oft* transducing section (hatched) helices to random coils
with consequent contraction of the myosin pair and displacement of
the actin thin filament.

Source. W F. Harrington Proceedings of the National Acadenn of Sciences. Vol' 76 (19791

Ste also Chapter 3 of The Proteins. Volume Two New York' Academic Prot. Inc.. 1979

a-helix tail are released from the thick fi.antent, as shown
in,Figure 13b. With the myosin tail freed from the stabi-
lizing environment at the surface of the thick filament,
hydrogen bonds of the a-helix in the transducing segment
(shown hatched in Figure 13) are ruptured. and partial
melting occurs as indicated in Figure 13c. The resulting
randomly coiled polypeptide chains exert a. contractile
force exactly as if they were chains of stretched rubber.
This force pulls the thin filament toward the center of
the sarcomere assembly. Concurrent action in the op-
posite direction on the set of thin filaments that reaches
inward from the adjoining membrane (see Figure 12)
brings the membranes closer together.

Having performed its function, the head of the myosin
macromolecule acquires another molecule of ATP and
immediately disengages itself from the actin site. Once
the pulse of phosphoric acid from the ATP hydrolysis
has been dissipated, the helical form of the transducing
element is restored and it returns to the surface of the
thick filament, along with the pendant myosin head. The
previous process is repeated, with the head attaching
itself to a site farther along the translated actin thin fil-
amenv.Through sequences'of these events, the complex
machinery of the muscle fiber transduces chemical en-
ergy into mechanical work.



Recent studies have revealed the presence of muscle
proteins in many other cells. They appear to be respon-
sible for the motility of cells in general, and indeed for
motions within cells. Motility is essential for living proc-
esses, and the muscle proteins may be krgely responsible
for this aspect of all forms of life. .

/ As the foregoing description demonstrates, the pri-
Mary transducing element in muscle turns out to be re-
markably simple. It consists of macromolecules arranged

An ordered (helical) configurations which, under.stimu-
/

lus, are transformed to randomicoils. The random coil
prefers a shorter length than does the helical segment
from which it is formed; hence, it delivers a force that
brings about contraction. This force, in fact, is calculable
from the same concepts and theory that apply to a
stretched rubber. o principle is invoked beyond the
most general ecepts of macromolecular science.

The ntractile element of myosin plays a Joie cor-
res!,3 ding to that of the cylinder in an internal com-
bustion engine. The principles of chemistry and physics
underlying the combustion process and its action on the
piston are well known, and certainly are not unique to
powertrains in motor vehicles. But if the valves, spark
plugs, distributor, carburetor', cooling system, crank-
shaft, and the rest of an engine's appurtenances are left
out of the account, the internal conibustion engine and
its operation are quite incomprehensible. So it is, a for-
tiori, with the muscle machine. The intricacies of the
macromolecules constituting muscle, their assembly into
a highly refined supermolecular organization, and the
articulation of their mutually related functions stagger
the imagination and dwarf the performance of manmade
machines and accomplishments in laboratories.
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Yet even a glimmering o the workings of muscle at
the level of macromolecules is highly rewarding. It lends
encouragement, challenge, and incentive to the quest for
deeper understanding of the fascinating processes that
are so elegantly performed and orchestrated in living
organisms.

EPILOGUE

Production of polymers and their effective application
depend on high technology. A correspondingly high
level of science pertaining to macromolecules is therefore.
imperative. The provision of a background of knowledge
that will secure the foundations for modern biology
places fttrther demands on this area of science. In all
branches of science, the desire to know for the sake of
knowing is an ever present dnving force. In this area,
however, societal needs add a special urgency to ad-
vancement of science through research.

Notwithstanding theitnanifest importance of macro-
molecules both in the realm of synthetic polymers and
in all living organisms, cultivation of the fundamental
aspects of knowledge concerning macromolecules and
their behavior has fallen gravely into neglect especially
in the United States. Less than 5 percent of the research
efforts in chemistry and physics departments in leading
American universities is devoted to this important area.
The subject is generally not included in the undergrad-
uate curricula of colleges and universities. The education
of graduate students in polymer science is slighted cor-
respondingly. This contrasts with advanced education
and research commitments in Japan, the U.S.S.R., and
the Federal Republic of Germany,: where macromolec-
ular science receives much greateir attention.

Summary and Outlook

Macromolecules consisting of thousands of atoms are
the basic ingredients of all living matter. Additionally,
they comprise many of the materials, such as fibers,
leather, wood, and rubber, used in the artifacts of man
since primitive times. Also called polymers, meaning
many members, these diverse substances that occur in
profusion both in living organisnis and in familiar objects
and materials share a common motif in their chemical
design: the macromolecule typically is a long chain con-
sisting of a hundred or more units, or monomers, joined
consecutively by chemical. bonds. The capacity of the
polymer chain to assume various geometric forms en-
dows these .naterials with properties not found in sub-
stances consisting of smaller molecules. Thus, rubber
elasticity is a property peculiar to polymers with ran-
domly configured chains. Alternatively, long macromo-

: -

lecular chains may asisume extended, rodlike forms,

often helical, which pack together in regular array. Such
crystalline arrangements impart high strength and tough-
ness to the material/ By perfecting the molecular order,
strengths far exceeding that of steel have recently been
achieved. Polymeric materials are eSpecially advanta-
geous where low weight is important, as/in vehicles for
transport.

Through chemical synthesis, the range of polymers
available for myriads of applications has been greatly
increased in this century. Various synthetic fibers and
synthetic rubbers have largely displaced their natural
counterparts for many purposes. The use of plastics con-
tinues to increase. In fact, the total volume of polymeric
materials produced synthetically or processed from nat-
ural sources exceeds that of all metals combined. The
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versity of properties that can be elicited from polymers
'through endless variations in their molecular constitution

//and architecture ensures that the current growth in their
use, and in the scope of their applications, is destined

/ to continue.
The versatility of the macromolecular theme is no-

wherewhere so well illustrated as in the complex variety of
biological polymers. Included are the proteins and car-
bohydrates (e.g., cellulose)/ that provide the structural
material of animals and p, !ants, /respectively, the glo'oular
proteins (enzymes) that function as catalysts mediating
living processes, and the polynucleotides (DNA and
RNA) that serve as repositories for all essential infor-
mation and as agents for applying that information in
biosynthesis and replication. Biological macromolecules
are tailored to precise specifications; the sequence of
amino acid units in a protein chain is exactly specified,
the same in all macromolecules of a giveh protein. This
is a,feat that cannot be duplicated by present artificial
methods of synthesis/ of macromolecules. The achieve-
ments of nature in this regard present an extraordinary
challenge to polymer science, calling for more sophis-
ticated methods of/synthesis.

In recent years, we have witnessed breathtaking ad-/
vances in knowledge concerning intricate biological
structures (e.g., the complex array of fibrous proteins ,

in muscle) and biological processes (e.g., protein syn-
thesis). Yet our knowledge in this vast area is largely
descriptive. Fundamental understanding in terms of basic
principles governing molecular behavior and the prop-
erties of molecules is largelY, lacking. This goal can only
be achieved by advancing the frontiers of knowledge
concerning the properties and behavior of macromole-
cules, which is the quintessence of macromolecular
science. /

On the technological front, major advances can be
foreseen that will depend on design and synthesis of
macromolecules for ever more demanding applications.
We are at the threshold of promising opportunities for
use of polymeric materials in the fabrication of more
elaborate and efficient microelectronic devices, for ex-
ample. The unique role of polynucleotides in living or-
ganisms demonstrates the potentialities of long-chain
macromolecules as media for storage of information.
Biomedical applications of polymers requi-.. new can-

/
didate materials for artificial organs. Delivery of drugs
to the target organ or to pathological cells presents a
further challenge to macromolecular science and the in-

/
genuity of those engaged in its pursuit. Ever stronger,
more durable materials for innumerable applications are
need with increasing urgency as nonrenewable re-
sources dwindle.
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Chemical Synthesis of New' Materials

INTRODUCTION

Chemical synthesis is the creation of chemical sub-
stances, or compounds, from combinations of atoms. In
a practical sense, atoms themselves are used only infre-
quently in synthesis; much more common is the com-
bination, or reaction, of two or more preexisting natural
or synthetic compounds to produce another compound.

Chemical synthesis supplies mankind with a wealth
of materials needed for our well-being, for our health,
and even for our survival. Early in civilization, man
learned empirically how to carry out the chemical pnic-
esses required to convert natural materials into bronze,
iron, glass, and ceramics. Today, the science of chemical
synthesis supplies us with a myriad of essential products.
Many of those reading these lines would not be alive
were it not for synthetic and semisynthetic drugs, or
without the surgery that depends upon the use of syn-
thetic anesthetics and antiseptics. Without synthetic fer-
tilizers, hundreds of millions throughout the world would
starve; our food supply is also augmented by the use of
synthetic agents that control plant pests and diseases.
Chemical synthesis supplies us with high-octane gasoline
and highTerformance lubricants; with elastomers (syn-
thetic rubber) and construction materials such as fiber-
glass and plastic laminates; with fibers for clothing, films

r

for packaging, alloys for high-performance magnets, an4
inorganic solids of precisely controlled composition for
transistors and other electronic devices; with dyes, de-
tergents, photographic materials, and a host of other
essential products.

Our futufe, too, depends on chemical synthesis. Bac-
teria and insects undergo mutations and acquire resist-:.
ance to the drugs and insecticides now in use; chemical
science. is in a race with nature to maintain or improve
our precarious and only partial mastery of bacterial and
insect-borne diseases. Synthesis is providing safer and
more selective chemicals to increase food supply: weed-
control agents that translocate from foliage to root to kill
the weed; systemic fungicides that coml.(?) fungus on
food crops and then decompose in a short time to harm-
less products; and insect sex attractants (pheromones)
that lure only one species of insect to a trap. Viral dis-
eases and cancer present challenges to both chemistry
and biology. America is headed toward the construction
of a huge industry for the synthesis of liquid fuels, an
industry that will be based on catalysts and catalytic
reactions discovered in synthesis research. Not of least
importance, research on chemical synthesis develops
facts that 'lead to continual refinement of theories of
chemical, bonding and reactivity; these theories, in turn,
suggest new areas for chemical exploration.

2?7
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The challenges that confront chemical synthesis are
to learn hOw to create more useful substances with min-
imum energy expenditure, to continue to teach users of
chemicals- how to apply these substances effectively and
safely, and to handle and dispose of the wastes and
byproducts of chemical synthesis in safe and ecologically
acceptable ways:

While chemical synthesis is the heart of chemistry,
it is critically dependent on the other branches of chem-
istry. Theoretical chemistry suggests objectives for syn-
thesis, physical chemistry suggests chemical routes to
achieve objectives and ways fo improve syntheses, and
analytical chemistry provides essential information about
the identity and structure of the products of synthesis.

Chemistry interacts strongly with other sciences. Just
as some of the major advances in physics have depended
on new materials from chemistry, so chemistry profitS
from new methods of analysis and of structural deter-,
mination that have their origins in basic physics. Dis-
coveries in the biological sciences stimulate the synthetic
chemist to attempt to duplicate or simulate biological
compounds and processes. Mathematics provides tools

o
for unraveling the intricacies of chemical structures and
reactions, and computer science is beginning to play a
role in the design of synthesis procedures.

This chapter summarizes some of the newer areas of
exploratory chemical synthesis, as well as some potential
implications of this science.*

..

NEW CATALYSTS AND REAGENTS FOR
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS

The success of chemical synthesis depends on the ability
of chemists to devise and use catalysts and reagents that
will effect reactions selectively, both as to the specific
atom attacked and as to the stereochemical outcome of

\ the process.** Although chemists have accumulated a
vast array of catalysts and reagents, and can use them
to synthesize a wide variety of molecules, these syntheses
are clumsy and imprecise compared with those that are
brought about in nature by enzymes; the contrast between
the efforts of chemists and the ease and precision of
biosyntheses provides a measure of the present chal-
lenge. Although most new catalysts and reagents provide
only small advances, the sum of many such advances
has altered, and will continue to alter, synthetic chem-
istry. A few new catalysts and reagents are discussed
below; together with many others, they contribute sig-
nificantly to our ability to prepare the host of synthetic
products that distinguish modern technology.

'Some 4 hemical terms and comentions for drawing gmatural formulas are explained in
"Chemical Terms and Comentions" at the end bf this chapter

"Siaeochenucal refers to the spatial arrangement of atoms in a molecule. ,ee "Chemical
Terms and Convenuons "

CATALYSTS

Catalysts promote chemical syntheses by increasing the
rate at which specific chemicals react. If the chemicals
can undergo more than one reaction (and is is \usually
the case), a catalyst generally accelerates only .one of
these reactions,and thereby promotes it at the expense
of the others. A catalyst usually performs these roles
without being incorporated into the reaction products or
being permanently altered. Thus, a small amount of t ata
lyst can repeat its function many times to transform la-ge
quantities of reactants into desired products.

Chemists recognize two kinds of catalysts in addition
to the natural enzymes. Heterogeneous catalysts are
finely powdered or highly porous solids, often metals or
metal oxides, that present a large surface area on which
the reaction takes plae. Homogeneous catalysts include
acids, bases, and metal compounds that are soluble in
the reaction medium and that derive their activity from
the characteristics of a particular metal atom that is
bonded to one or more inorganic or organic ions or mole-
culessuch a combination is called a metal complex.

Heterogeneous catalysis was recognized almost 150
years ago by the Swedish chemist J.J. Berzelius, who
coined the term "catalysis." One of the most widely
used reactions brought about by a heterogeneous catalyst
is the addition of hydrogen to carbon-carbon double
bonds, which can be promoted by finely powdered metals
such as nickel. This type of reaction is used today in,
for example, the hydrogenation of corn oil to margarine.
Heterogeneous catalysts are used in such large-scale
processes as the cracking and reforming of petroleum,
the synthesis of methanol from carbon monoxide and
hydrogen (this combination, called syngas, is available
from coal and steam), and the synthesis of ammonia
from nitrogen and hydrogen.

Modern physical techniques are making it possible to
study the nature of catalyst surfaces and, to some degree,
td determine the details of the reactions that occur on
them. This knowledge is helping chemists to synthesize
catalysts of ever increasing specificity for catalyzing se-
lectively only the desired reaction. For example, the
Fischer-Tropsch prOcess that was developed in Germany
during World War II to make synthetic fuel uses a het-
erogeneous catalyst to convert syngas to a complicated
mixture of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons, alco-
hots, ketones, and other compounds. Recently, chemists
have synthesized complex silicate catalysts, related to
the natural minerals known as zeolites, in physical forms
that contain micropore channels of carefully controlled
and uniform size, a few thousand nanometers in diameter
(a nanometer is 10-9 meter). With these catalysts, meth-
anol (from syngas) can be converted selectively to either
aromatic compounds or olefins, depending on the par-
ticular catalyst used. This advance in selectivity opens
a rode, to convert coal into hydrocarbons that can be
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used in high-performance fuels or in feedstocks for in-
dustrial chemical synthesis.

The development of homogeneous catalysis has been
paced by the advances in knowledge of the characteristics
of heavy metal atoms and of their capabilitiesdo bond
with ions and molecules to form relativelrilable, soluble,
complexes.A soluble rhodium complex, formed in meth -'
anol from a rhodium salt, an iodide, and carbon mon-
oxide, catalyzes the combination of carbon monoxide
with methanol under modest pressure with 99 percent
selectivity to form acetic acid, widely used as a solvent
and chemical intermediate. Methyl acetate, derived from
methanol an acetic acid, can be combined with carbon
monoxide in the presence of a catalyst to give acetic
anhydride, a widely used industrial chemical. The same
reactants with a different catalyst give an intermediate
compound that can be thermally cracked to produce vinyl
acetate, an' important raw material for the synthesis of
polymers. Ethylene glycol, a polymer intermediate arid
antifreeze, has been made directly from carbon monoxide
and hydrogen by using another soluble rhodium complex
catalyst at high pressure. The number of basic chemicals
that can be made from syngas, and hence from coal, by
using selective catalysts will continue to grow.

All of the 20 natural a-amino acids that are the build-
ing blocks of proteins have the general formula

R-C-CO2H

NH2
where R is the symbol for an unspecified group. They
are called a-amino acids because the amino group (NH2)
is attached to the a, or first, carbon from the acid group

..(CO2H). In all of these except glycine, in which R is
simply a hydrogen atom, the a-carbon is a chiral center,
and the amino acid can exist in two stereoisomeric
forms.* However, those amino acids that make up pro-
teins, which are synthesized in nature by enzyme-
mediated chemistry, have only one of the two possible
fcirms. On the other hand, laboratory synthesis of an a-
amino acid produces a mixture of both forms in equal
amounts. Because these two isomers have the same phys-
ical and chemical, but not biological, properties, they
cannot be separated except by chemical manipulation
involving another compound with a chiral center that is
in only one of its two possible forms. Moreover, if only
one form of the amino acid is desired, half of the lab-
oratory preparation Must be discarded.

It has recently been found that a catalyst prepared from
rhodium and a chiral phosphorus compound promotes
the selective addition of hydrogen to a double bond to
form only one or the other form of an a-amino acid, a

'Most molecules are three-dimensional rather than planar as represented on paper "Chiral.'

and steremsomer.c' refer to spatial onentations of atoms an a molecule. see 'Chemical

Terms and Conventions."
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result comparable with that achieved by an enzyme
a living system)

R NH2

C
/ CCH

CO 21.1

H2N H2N /
=C

H
/

CO21.1

H H CC/ H
HO/ No

H
IC=C

HO2C H

MIRROR
-PLANE

Catalysts can also promote reactions that,appear to run
counter to the traditionally expected kinds of reactivity.
For example, electron-rich reagents (nucleophiles), such
as the negative ions* CN or CH30- , add to the carbon-
oxygen double bond (C = 0) of carbonyl compounds but
not to the carbon-carbon double bond (C = C) of olefins.

H3C

C = 0

H3C

I 4.

HCN
H3C\ /OH

/C

H3C CN

However, soluble catalysts based on iron and palladium
coordinate with the C =C of olefins and allow the nu-
cleophile to add to this double bond, making it possible
to synthesize, directiy from readily available olefins,
some compounds that formerly had to be made in more
than one step from more costly materials.

IIH2 META
CH

HCN CH2CN
METAL

CH2

A similar effect has been achieved in an important
class of carbon-carbon bond-forining reactions called
displacement reactions. The group ?laced by the re-
action of a nucleophile can now be controlled with a
soluble palladium catalyst.' The broken arrows below
point to the new carbon-carbon bond. The ability to
direct the courses of these nucleophilic reactions -is
significant advance in chemical synthesis.

OCOC a CO CH
"CM

sCOsCHs

REAGENTS

NO CATALYST

PO CATALYST

C.OsCH, OCOCHs

fi CO,CH)

COACH)

In contrast to a catalyst, which can transform large
amounts of reactants, a reagent is used in a quantity
comparable with that of a reactant, and at least one part
of it usually appears in the reaction product. The current
thrust of work on new reagents derives from observations
that many organo-inorganic compounds can insert they
organic groups in unconventional ways, leading to new

Thesc sons are electron-nch and usually react with electrondeficient centers. or nuclei. and

thus are ca/led nucleophiles Conversely. the electrondefament centers are called electroplules.
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'synthetic routes. (Organq- inorganic referS'to an organic,
or carbon-containing, compound in which a carbon atom
is bonded to an atom of an inorganic element, such as
boron (B], magnesium [Mg], copper [Cu], lithium [Li],
zirconium [Zr], etc.)

One of the most versatile synthetic reactions for form-
ing a new C-C bond is the addition of the organomag-
nesium bromide reagent, RMgBr (the Grignard reagent,
named for its discoverer, the French chemist Victor Gng-
nard), to a ketone as shown in path a.

OH a

RMg Br
0

R2CuLi

Ii
R

However, studies of the occasional erratic behavior of
the Grignard reagent revealed that trace metal contam-
inants in the magnesium used to prepare the reagent
profoundly altered its behavior. The finding that cop-
per was one such contaminant led to ',investigation of
organocopper reagents, which were found to add to the
a,[3- unsaturated ketone in a totally different manner
(path b).* This discoyery has provided a route to syn-
thesis of the prostaglandin hormones and their analogs.
The Observation of this dramatic difference between or-
ganOmagnesium and organocopper reagents stimulated
a search for useful reactions of other organometallic re-
agents. An example is the discovery that organozircon-
ium complexes add to terminal carbon-carbon double
bonds to give intermediates that can be hydrolyzed to
priinary alcoholsjust the opposite of the traditional
acid-catalyzed hydration.3 (A primary ,alcohol has the
OH group attached to a CH2; the compound on the left,
with the OH attached to CH. is a secondary alcohol.)

OH
I ACIDRCCH3 RCH=CH2

H
I

Zr COMPLEX
RCH2CH2OH

Reagents based on sulfur,4phosphoras, and selenium
are enabling the chemist to perform unusual and selective
reactions that have been the sole pr( ince of living sys-
tems. For example, the carbon of a carbonyl groupfor-
mally reacts only with a nucleophile. In nature, vitamin
B1, a carbon-sulfur compound, can invert this reactivity
and allow the.carbonyl carbon to react with an electron-
deficient group. (an electrophile). A related inversion has
been achieved in the laboratory using sulfur-containing
reagents. (When different unspecified groups are to be
indicated, they are designed R, R', and R".)

Double and tnpk borals,often are called "unsaturated." "ajlUmaturated" refers to the
doubk bond runsaturauctril between the tint go) arid second to) carbon atoms from the
carbonyl IC -D) lump

R SR" R SR" R 0\ I I .1 , I II
C=0 + H C R' 11. HO CCR' --D. HO C CR'

R/
I " I I I

SR" R SR" R

One of the most versatile reactions for forming carbon-
carbon bonds is the aldol condensation. For example,

carbonyl compounds can be condensed in the pres-
ence of a basic catalyst.

0

RCCH3

0'

CH3 C-13.

0 OH
II i

RCCHCHR'
CH3

OH 0
I II

RCHCHCR
,

I
CH3

The utility of this reaction in synthesis is limited because,
when it is carried out with two different carbonyl com-
pounds, a mixture of the two isomers shown above is
usually formed. The limitation has been overcome by
use of a boron derivative of one of the carbonyl com-
pounds, which controls the course of the reaction so that
only one product is formed.

01:113

RC=CH2 +
0 OH 4 0
II I II

"CH3 -C R' 11C HCH CR'
CH3

In some aldol condensations, two chiral centers are
formed, -implying that four stereoisomers can exist, al-
though only two of them need be considered. Here again.
use of a boron derivative of the ketone in the conden-
sation leads to the formation of-predominantly one or the
other of these isomers, depending on the nature of R and

0 0

j1,,CH3
H

CH3

Nature uses the aldol condensation in many ways to
synthesize parts of large complex molecules such as Car-
bohydrates, steroids, and fatty acids. In nature, the
course of the reaction is controlled by enzyines so that
only a single product is formed. The ability of chemists
to exercise similar control of this versatile reaction in the
laboratory has important implicions for the synthesis
of natural products and their 'analogs.

Development of more selective catalysts and reagents
will lead to cleaner processes with fewer byproducts and

2 3 0

c



will Crease the number of commodity chemicals that
can be made from the most available raw materials. The,
recent advent of sophisticated techniques for studying
the chemistry of surfaces will provide a new rationale
for devising solid catalysts. The surge of progress in
organo-inorganic chemistry will= be a basis for the de-
velopment of novel soluble catalysts and new selective
reagents.

NATURAL PRODUCT CHEMISTRY'

A significant force in the development 'of chemistry is
the synthesis of the myriad types of compounds that
nature has learned over millennia to create for her own

"purposes. In some cases, the total synthesis of a natural
compound (e.g:, camphor), or its partial synthesis from
an abundant natural material (e.g., aldosterme, a mam-
malian hormone, from plant steroids), has made avail-
'able in practical quantities a compound that would' be
more expensive, or even impractical, to obtain from nat-
ural sources. Moreover, surmounting the challenge of
synthesizing complex natural compounds in the labora-
tory has fed to the development of many new and in-
genious synthetic procedures that have become broadly
useful.

The structure of vitamin B12 [11 was shown 25 years
ago to be a cobalt complex with the formula
C63F188CoN14014P and with 15 chiral carbon centers
(equivalent to 2' or 32,768 possible sterepisomers, of
which only one.oCcurs naturally).
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The synthesis of a molecule of this complexity, which
involves- many stereochemical considerations, difficul-
ties in c%ntrolling desired reactions so that they occur
at only one of several possible reactive sites as the mole-
cule is assembled, and determining a workable sequence
of the many synthetic steps, would 'nave seemed impos-
sible only a few years ago. Yet through the collaborative
research of the late R.B. Woodward (Harvard Univer-
sity) and A. Eschenmoser (Federal Institute of Tech-
nology in Zurich), this molecule Was been totally assem-
bled in the correct stcreochemical configuration from
simple precursors. The accomplishment stAnds as a land-
mark in the field of organic synthesis.

It appears that chemical reaction technology has be,
come sufficiently advanced that almost any synthesis of
a stable substance is possible, given sufficient time and
manpower. However, in selecting synthesis targets an
important question must be the-ultimate practicality of
the venture. For example, in recent years iptensive effort
has been directed toward finding substances that would
be effective therapeutic rents against various forms of
cancer. One of the more promising naturally occurring
substanCes yet tested is maytansine,[21.

CH3

1
CH3 0

H
0

CH3

[23 -4

This compound is found in an East African plant, May-

tenus serrata, but only 6 grams of the compound have
so far been isolated from 10 tons of dry plant wood and
bark. For such a rare but potentially valuable chemical,
the economic advantage of undertaking the synthesis is
in favor of the chemist. However, the synthesis poses
a number of challenging questions. How does one con-
struct the basic large ring system? How does One control
the stereochemical relationships at the seven chiral cen-
ters at carbon atoms 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 in the
molecule? The efforts of two research teams headed by
A.I. Myers (Colorado State University) and E.J. Corey
(Harvard University) have recently culminated in two
independently conceived and executed syntheses of this
antitumor agent.
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The hormones called prostaglandins constitute a class
of potentially medically important substances found in
mammalian tissue and in some marine plants. Minute
quantities of these compounds have exceedingly high
activity in regulating a number of physiological func-
tions, including aspects of reproduction, blood pressure,
inflammation, and blood platelet aggregation. The pros-
taglandins are derived biogenetically from arachidonic
acid [3]; frOm this and other building blocks, chemists
have made a host of natural prostaglandins as well as
many analogs of the natural structures. Prostaglandin F.
[4] and prostacyclin [5] (see Chapter 2, "On Some Major
Human Diseases") illustrate the basic structural'features
of these hormones. A recent addition to the family is
leucotriene C-1 [6],- or SRS (slow reacting substance),
which affects allergenic responses. In fact, the recent
synthesis of leucotriene C-1 provided the rigorous proof
of its structure. The amount of natural leucotriene C-1
available was so minute that its structure could not be
determined by conventional techniques. A set of plau-
sible structures was deduced from spectroscopic data,
and each of these was synthesized by an unambiguous
route. Comparison of the synthetic isomers with the nat-
ural compound permitted the correct isomeric structure
to be identified. 3ecause the hormone SRS is involved
in 'allergenic responses, a search is under way for com-
pounds that will inhibit its biosynthesis and thus possibly
alleviate certain forms of asthma.

ARACHIDONIC ACID

[3]

OH

LEUCOTRIENE C-1

[6]

0

COOH

R -CH2CHC-N9CH2COOH

NHC-CH2CH2CHCOOH
II I

0 NH2

OH

11r ".COOH
OH oK

PGF2

[4]

OH

PROSTACYCLIN

[5]

The new methodology for synthesis that has evolved
from research on the prostaglandins is impressive. New
techniques have been developed for stereospecific syn-
thesis of unsaturated compounds (in which the stereo-
chemistry at a chiral center is Lontrolled to produce only
one stereoisomer), for the Lonstrudion of five-membered

rings of carbon atoms, and for the protection of certain
reactive sites in a molecule while performing reactions
at others.

The last few years have seen tremendous advances in
stereospecific synthesis and in chemical manipulation of
compounds with several reactive sites. These advances,
paced by the advent of new selective catalysts and re-
agents, and the use of computer technology to select
promising reaction pathways, will enable the chemist to
achieve syntheses of complex natural molecules with a
degree of sophistication that could hardly have been
foreseen 15 ars ago.

.,'.

SYNTHETIC APPROACHES lb ENZYME .
ANALOGS6

Enzymes are natural catalysts, the substances in living
organisms that perform the chemical .ransformations of
life. They are proteins, ranging in size from a few
hundred to several thousand a-amino acid units'. An en-
zyme catalyzes a biochemical reaction by speeding up
only one of the several reactions that are usually possible,
thus producing only a single product because the other
possible reactions are hopelessly slow in comparison.
The reactions of life processes may proceed as much as
lo'n times faster under the catalytic influence of an en-
zyme than they would without it. Thus, processes that
in a living organism take one second would take more
than 300 years without the catalyst.

Natural enzymes are used in industrial manufacturing.
A familiar example is the use of the enzymes in yeast
to convert carbohydrates to ethanol. There are draw-
backs: compared with other routes to ethanol, the en-
zymic process is slow, requires large reaction vessels,
and can form only a dilute aqueous solution of ethanol
that must then be concentrated. Nevertheless, the fer-
mentation process remains an important commercial
route to ethanol. In a very different type of synthesis,
advantage is taken of enzyme specificity in the use of
another enzyme system to introduce oxygen to a partic-
ular position of a complicated steroidal structure in the
synthesis of cortisone, an antiinflammatory hormone.
Here the enzyme provides a single desired product. in
contrast to the mixtures produced by standard oxidation
procedures.

Enzymes are selective in ithree ways. First, there is
selectivity as to the type of chemicaUreaction performed.

;Second, enzymes are selective with respect to the site
of the molecule on which the reaction is performed.
Enzymes bind the reacting materials in a cavity, where
they are held together in a specific spatial relationship
of one to the other. Thus, reaction occurs only at one
site in a molecule, even when other possible reaction
sites are present. Third, because enzymes are themselves
chiral substances, they are generally highly stereoselec-



tive catalysts. That is, enzymes not only direct the re-
, action to occur at one particular atom of a substrate, they
even direCt it to one side or the other of the atom. (A
substrate is a compound whose reaction is mediated by
another compound, often an enzyme.) The result is to
produce only one of the two possible stereoisomers,
whereas most standard chemical procedures produce
both. For many biologically important compounds, par-
ticularly those of natural origin, it is generally true that
only one of the two stereoisomers is biologically active,
while the other is either inactive or may even have ad-
verse biological properties.

There are powerful incentives for synthesizing catk
lysts that would have the superb selectivity of natural
enzymes without some of their limitations. Natural en-
zymes function only in dilute aqueous solution and in
a narrow range of temperature and acidity. They catalyze
only the reactions that tare of interest to living systems,
which do not encompass many of the reactions that the
chemist may wish to accomplish.

Most approaches to synthetic enzymelike substances
are aimed at imitating two characteristics of the natural
catalysts. .First. enzyme molecules have a spatial cavity,
that accommodates the reactive portions of the sub-
strates. Second, within that cavity are chemical groups
that hold the reactive portions of the substrates in ckise
juxtaposition. These characteristics, which have been
revealed, in detail only through recent developments in
sophisticated instrumentation, have led to study of syn-
thetic molecules that have spatial cavities like those in
natural 'enzymes. Doughnut-shaped molecules such as
the cyclodextrins (cOmpounds with six, seven, or eight
sugar units combined into a ring) and related compounds
(with benzene rings instead of the sugar units) have been
shown to bind other molecules into the cavity of the
doughnut and to have the enzyinelike property of di-
recting,g reaction to occur at only one site of a molecule.
Thus, chlorination of anisole [71 that is bound to a cy-
clodextrin produces only p-chloroanisole [8], whereas
chlorination of unbound anisole produces a mixture of
two isomers.

OCH3

; C12

[71

OCH3 OCH3

Cl

Cl

[8]

The second step in simulating a natural enzyme is ,to
attach reactive.groups to the cavity molecule. For ex-
ample, a cyclodextrin molecule, shown sctematically
below, that has two imidazole rings attached to it is

related to the natural enzyme ribonuclease, which hy-
drolyzes ribonucleic acid (RNA). This synthetic material
has the chemical selectivity of a natural enzyme.
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CH2-4

;
NH

CH2N\.,

In the reaction shown below, usual hydrolysi, procedures
give [9] and (10] in a ratio of 60:40, when s when the
hydrolysis is catalyzed by the synthetic enzyme only
product (10] is obtained.

Recently, a synthetic enzymd analog has been devised
to perform the selective introduction of an oxygen atom
in the synthesis of cortisone.

The goal of producing synthetic catalysts with the
great selectivity of natural enzymes is an important one,
and only the first steps have been taken toward achieving
it. Progress will be made as chemists develop more in-
timate knowledge of enzyme structures and harness the
techniques that are emerging from work on synthesis of
natural products.

SYNTHESIS OF NEW PHARMACEUTICALS

Historically, pharmaceuticals have come primarily from
three sources. Many have been obtained directly as nat-
ural products from plant and animal tissuesfor ex-
ample, quinine from the bark of the cinchona tree, mor-
phine from the opium poppy, and heparin (a blood
anticoagulant) from swine liver. Sec*, many natural
pharmaceuticals have been found among the incredibly
diverse structures that are formed as metabolic products
by microorganisms; examples include antibiotics such
as penicillin, erythromycin, and the cephalosporins. The
third principal source haS been chemical synthesis, which
has led to the development of many drugs, such as the
sulfanilamide antibiotics, hydralazine (an antihyperten-
sive), and indomethacin (an antiarthritic).

Chemical synthesis also plays an important role in
creating useful drugs from nat iral products. Many nat-
ural product drugs have li,nited utility because they may
be too quickly deactivated by chemical modiF ation in
the body, or may be effective by only one route of nin-
istration (e.g., oral or injection), or may have too narrow
arange between an effective dose and a dose that pro-
duces undesirable side effects. Such deficiencies can
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often be overcome by synthesizing an analog of the nat-
ural compound. morphine is an effective analgesic by
injection, but is much less active orally, whereas the
semisynthetic analog oxycodone is more active by the
oral routean important distinciion when continual pain
is being treated. Natural antibiotics sometimes induce
tolerance in some strains of their target microorganisms
or Induce sensitivity in some patients: here, chemical
modification of the natural product to form a semisyn-
thetic drug often overcomes these problems.

Natural products are far from exhausted as sources of
new pharmaceuticals. Microorganisms, including over
50,000 defined species that occur widely in soil, offer
a virtually unlimited reservoir of fermentation products
for study. Most of the pharmaceuticals that have emerged
from this source are antibiotics, and intense activity on
making senusynthetic modifications of these structures,
such as the penicillins, cephalosporins, and cephamy-
ems, IA ill continue. In addition, products of microor-

.4anism fermentation are now beginning to be studied for
other kinds of pharmacological activity.

Elucidation of the structures of pharmacologically ac-
tive natural products will ,Continue to be an important
objective. This information can be used by biochemists
and pharmacologists to define biological mechanisms
and to probe the causes of certain diseases such as ar-
thritis and schizophrenia.

ENZYME INHIBITORS

Advances in the knowledge of biological mechanisms
are providing not only insight into the way s in vb hich
some drugs work but also a rational basis for synthesizing
drugs that are targeted for a specific biological ineLha-
msm that may be involved in a disease.

A number of drugs have been show n to act by inhib-
iting specific enzymes. One example is allopurinol,
which is used in treating gout and which inhibits the
action of xanthine oxidase, an enzyme that is invoked
in the production of uric acid in the body. Another is
indomethaLin, which interferes with an enzyme respon-
sible for the body's synthesis of the prostaglandin hor-
mones. The synthetic antibacterial drug trimethoprim
and the natural antibiotics cycloserine, penicillin, and
fosfomy cin block the action of enzymes that are essential
to bacterial growth. Most of these products were devel-
oped from empirical observations of biological activity,
their mechanisms of action being worked out later. In
recent years, there have been increasing efforts to design
drugs that will inhibit the functioning of specific en-

ines. An example of this approach is the new antihy
pertensiv e compound vaptopril. Its synthesis was based
un know ledge of the role of the poly peptide- hormone

'The term "poly pcook' descnbcs a.polyrocr compowd of ono, of o.arnino acids Proteins

are !ugh nlolecular weight polypeptidt

angiotensin 11 in the regulation of blood pressure and on
detailed information about the enzymes involved in the
biosynthesis of angiotensin 11.

The trend toward designing drugs that can modulate
biosynthetic or metabolic pathways is sustained by the
growing base of knowledge about the structure and func-
tioning of enzymes. In some cases, no enzyme's own
mechanism is used to inhibit its action; drugs :!' '" do this
are called suicide inactivators. In other cases, the inhib-
itor is a stable analog of an intermediate in the normal
enzymatic reaction that, because it cannot go on to a
final product, remains :bound to the enzyme and thus
blocks the enzyme's normal function.

Although enzyme inhibitors are only one approach to
new drug developmentl the precision with which potent,
selective inhibitors cant be designed promises increasing
use of them. They will be used as new drug candidates
wherever the clinical significance of the target has been
defined. Where it has pot, they will be used inianimals
and in the clinic to help unravel biosynthetic PathvV`ays
in disease states, theieby expanding the basic under-
standing that is required for medical breakthroughs.

RECEPTORS

The concept of receptors was originated by Paul Ehrlich
in the 'early 1900's, when he postulated that drugs exert
their pharmacological activity by interacting with spe-
cific chemical groupsireceptorsin body organs. This
postulate of specific binding sites was later extendeno.
account for the action of hormones and of neurotrans-
mitters (natural chemicals that transmit electrical im-
pulses between nerve segments).

In the last two decades, the concept of physiological
receptors for hormones and neurotransmitters has evolved
from an empirical definition into the field of molecular
pharmacology. The eistence of specific receptors im-
plies that these sites cLn recognize and bind other com-
pounds, called ligands, that share in one way or another
specific structural features of the receptors. molecular
cokfiguration, volume, electrical charges ariables that
are subject to rational manipulation and are thus ame-
nable to drug design.

Prior to the late 19,60's, information about receptor
sites could only be inferred from measurements of bio-
logical response, a limitation that handicapped attempts
to answer basic questions about receptor geometry and
mechanisms of information transmittal. The situation
changed dramatically With the introduction of radioli-
gands (ligands tagged with radioactive isotopes) as
probes to identify and study receptor sites. This tech-
nique has contributed much to the understanding of
events at receptor sites and has extended the scope of
the field beyond hormone interactions into the area of
binding sites for neuromodulators (natural chemicals that
control nerve impulses) and for drugs themselves.

0 r)
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The possibilities suggested by the concept of receptors
can now be refined by radioligand techniques to guide
drug design in much the same manner than measurements
of enzyme inhibition by drugs have been used in the
past The effects of variations in the structure of drug
candidates on their activity and specificity can be deter-
mined without complications from the variables of ab-
sorption, transport, and metabolism. With the establish-
ment of a data base founded on relative ligand affinities,
structural hypotheses of receptor geometry can be de-
..vloped and tested.

Examples of successful application of this strategy
include propranolol, an antihypertensive drug that blocks
a receptor site for compounds that tend to increase car-
diac output, and cimetidine, an antiulcer drug that blocks
a histamine receptor site and thus inhibits the secretion
of gastric acid.

Discoveries in the area of biologically active pep-
tides have expanded the opportunities for creating new
,receptor-specific pharmaceuticals. Peptides, like pro-
teins, are built primarily from the 20{ nutritionally
essential a-amino acids; however, they are smaller than
proteins, containing from a few to some tens of amino'
acid units, in contrast to the hundreds in proteins. A few
peptide pharmaceuticals have been used for yearsin-
sulin, oxytocin (to stimulate utenne contractions in child-
birth), and vasopressin (an antidiuretic).

Biochemists have long wondered why morphine, a
plant product, is capable of producing analgesia in mam-
mals. They reasoned-that there must be receptor sites in
the brain to which morphine can bind, but wondered
why such sites would ever have evolved, unless to bind
compounds that occur naturally in the brain, which mor-
phine certainly does not. The answer was found recently
in some peptides, called enkephalins, that were isolated
in very small amounts from mammalian brains. These
peptides produce deep analgesia when injected into the
brains of rats. Furthermore, even though their chemical
compositions are quite different from that of morphine,
both they and morphine can assume very similar spatial
conformations. It appears that mammals have evolved
these internal analgesics that can on occasion be called
upon to alleviate severe pain. and that morphine happens
to be able to fit into the same receptor sites as these
peptides. The discovery of the enkephalins has opened
a new avenue in the search for pharmaceuticals modeled
on biologically active peptides, as well as offering the
possibility of gaining new insight into opiate drug
addiction.

`The ultimate development of' new peptidelike phar-
maceuticals will undoubted') depend on the parallel de-
velopment of recombinant DNA technology. Biologi-
cally dam peptides are present in only %cry small
amounts in natural sources, and they are difficult to sy n-
thesize by current laboratory techniques. Howe%er, re-
combinant DNA technology is tailor-made for the as-
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sembly of a-amino acid units into peptides with a
desired, predetermined sequence (see Chapter 17, Pros-
pects for New Technologies), and it will surely become
increasingly important as useful biologically active pep-
tides are identified and needed for pharmaceutical pur-
poses. Insulin prepared by this technology is now nearing
commercialization.

MOLECULAR MODELING AND. COMPUTER AIDS IN DRUG
DESIGN

Medicinal chemistry seeks understanding of the rela-
tionship between molecular structure and biological re-
sponse. Molecules are three-dimensional, and the geo-
metric arrangement of functional groups affects their
chemical properties as well as their ability to interact
with receptors. These are the interactions that the me-
dicinal chemist is exploring as he synthesizes analogs
to optimize a biological effect; thus, his thinking must
have a three-dimensiOnal orientation. Molecular models
have long been an important aid to three-dimensional
visualization, but now the computer is emerging as a
more powerful tool.

Interactive computer graphics has led to the de-
velopment of systems to aid in modeling the three-
dimensional structure of potential new drugs and of drug -
enzyme and receptor-agonist interactions. (An agonist
is a drug that binds to a receptor and elicits a response:
an antagonist is a drug that binds to a receptor but does
not elicit a response.) When these systems have evolved
further, they will play a significant role in the devel-
opment of new therapies.

As the medicinal chemist and biologist design drugs
of greater specificity, the complexity of the target mole-
cules will increase, and greater geometric control and
chemical sophistication will have to be exercised in con-
structing new drugs. The development of new catalysts
and reagents will be invaluable in this task, as will the
ability to control economically the stereospecificity at
chiral sites. Syntheses performed by man or microor-
ganisin rarely produce only one product, hence the need
for more selective and energy-efficient separation meth-
ods. Selective adsorbents, extractants, and semiperme-
able membranes will continue to be developed for this
purpose.

UNUSUAL ORGANIC STRUCTURES

There are many unusual organic molecules for which
structures can be drawn but whose properties cannot be
predicted with certainty from current theories of chemical
bonding. In many cases, it is not even possible to be
certain whether the molecule would he stable under any
conditions. Attempts to synthesize such molecules are
important in order to learn what structures are possible
and thus to refine theories of chemical bonding. In the
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past, the choice of molecules to syn hesize wadictated
largely by simple qualitative theoriel. However, as more
experimental data have become available, quantitative
theories of bonding are evolving t
derstanding and better predictions
among structure, reactivity, and pro
ing contribution to the theory of c
been the enunciation of a prin
Woodward-Hoffmann rules for c
symMetry, which was an outgro
the many problems encountered in the synthesis of vi-
tamin R. This principle has led to a basic understanding
of why certain reactions that involve the formation of,
or the opening of, rings of carbon atoms proceed readily
while others do not, and has also led to the successful
prediction of new reactions. The development of this
theory has engendered a very productive collaboration
between chemical theorists and experimentalists.

It is .implicit in the phrase "unusual organic struc-
tures" that these preparations present difficult challenges
in either methodology or conception. Furthermore, to
obtain sufficient quantities of a compound fOr study of
its physical and chemical properties, the synthesis
scheme should be efficient and reasonably short. Ac-
cordingly, syntheses of unusual organic structures often
lead to the development of new and widely useful syn-
thetic methods.

provide better un-
of the relationships

rties. An outstand-
emical bonding has
iple known as the
servation of orbital

h of the solutions of

The carbon atom . in Most organic compounds forms
four covalent bonds with other atoms and is thus said
to be tetracovalent (see "Chemical Terms and Conven-
tions"). In such compounds as open-chain saturated
{i7e7rwithonly-single bonds) hydrocarbons, these bonds
are directed spatially toward the corners of a regular
tetrahedron, with the angles between each, pair 9f bonds
approximating 109°. Compounds with tetracovalent car-
bon present in small rings or in certain caged structures,
with consequent large deviations trom the ideal bond
angle, are much more reactive because of this strain, and
their carbon-carbon bonds are broken more easily than
are bonds that are near the tetrahedral angle.

Accordingly, there has been interest in exploring the
synthesis and properties of saturated hydrocarbons in
which the carbon-carbon bond angles are forced as far
as possible from the ideal 109°. Or4 way of doing so
is to explore Platonic hydrocarbonspolecules that cor-
respond to perfect solids of antiquity: the tetrahedron,
the 'cube, and the dodecahedron. In the simplest com-
pound modeled on the first of these, tetrahedrane, all of
the carbon-carbon bond angles are deformed from 109°
to 60°, and in the compound modeled on the second,
cubane, to 90°. For many years, it was believed that

be
1

these molecules would too straine to exist as stable
compounds. In principle, cubane [ 1 I could, by reor-
ganizing its bonds, rearrange to the t ermodynamically
more stable isomer [12], containing tro double bonds.

[i i] [12]

However, cubane has been synthesized and has been
found to be a stable compound that does not isomerize
except in the presence of a metal catalyst. The
Woodward-Hoffmann rules provide a theoretical basis
for understanding why this rearrangement does not occur,
spontaneously.

f

The tetrahedrane ring system is even more strained,
and theoretical chemists predicted that it might be iso-
lated only at low temperatures, that at higher tempera-
tures it would spontaneously convert to cyclobutadiene
and then to acetylene. Although tetrahedrane has not yet
been made, its tetra-t-butyl derivative [13] has, and this
molecule is stable up to 130°C (Celsius), where it does
isomerize to tetra-t-butylcyclobutadiene [14].*

[13]

The molecule modeled on another of the regular poly-
hedrons, dodecahedrane, has 12 five-sided faces, should
have normal carbon-carbon bond angles, and is of in-
terest because of its very high symmetry. The long-stand-
ing challenge of synthesizing this 20-carbon ring system
has recently been met by L.A Paquette (Ohio State
University), who has made 1,16-dimethyldodecahedrane.
The high symmetry of the ring system is manifested by
the fact that the hydrocarbon does not melt, but begins
to discolor, above 350°C. X-ray crystallographic analysis
has confirmed the high degree of symmetry and the an-
ticipated normal carbon-carbon bond angles. Research
is in progress to determine other properties of this novel
type of compound. 1

An example of extreme strain is provided by a [2.2.2]-
propellane, such as [15], in which the cage structure
forces all of the bonds of the two carbons at the juncture
of the rings to be directed toward the same side of the
molechle. Although this compound has been isolated at

1

[14]

The symbol r denotes "ternary The ternary butyl. or r butyl. group is

CH3

CH3 C
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low temperatures, it rearranges at room temperature with
a half-life of 28 minutes to its open-ring isomer (16].

CON (CH3)2

[15]

25C

CH2

Cs011(CH3)2

CH2

Ds]

Macrocyclic (large-ring) polyethers, such as 18-crown-6
[17], form stable complexes with ions of the alkali and
alkaline earth metals (in the diagram, M+ is an unspec-
ified metal ion). The binding force is the electrostatic
interaction of the ions with the oxygen atoms of the
cyclic ether. The size of the cavity in the crown ether
is determined by the number of -0-CH2-CH2- units that
make up the ring. Because various ions have different
sizes, crown ethers of different ring sizes can complex
certain ions preferentially, making it possible to separate
some from others. This principle has been extended to
three-dimensional cryptates [18], which are even stronger
binding agents.

ro-)
(No, .,,,
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[18]

This selective ion-binding property has been exploited
by synthesizing crown ethers that have a chiral center
and using them in an automatic machine to separate
racemic mixtures of stereoisomers such as ionic amino
acid derivatives. This achievement is a significant im-
provement over the classical method of preparing the
stereoisomers of such compounds.

The chemistry of macrocyclic ethers is a very active
field because of the possibilities that these compounds
offer for separation of ions and because of the roles they
can play in influencing the activity of some antibiotics
and in transporting ions across biological membranes.

Many years ago, E. Heckel of the University of Mar-
burg deduced that the aromatic stability of benzene and
similar compounds should be a general property of
planar, conjugated rings that have 4n + 2 ir-electrons,
where n is an integer (Conjugated rings have double or
triple bonds in every other position.) The implications
of Hiickel's prediction were of particular interest for
larger rings. Early syntheses of large conjugated rings
gave products that were not sufficiently planar to test the
hypothesis. More recently, syntheses of the dihydro-

..' 4.?
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pyrenes [19], the methanoannulenes [20], and the
acetylene-cumulenes [21] have provided molecules that
have benzenelike stability and other properties that fully
confirm Hiickel's predictions.

A further prediction from extensions of Hiickel's the-
ory is that, as the number of atoms in the ring becomes
approximately 30 or more, aromatic stability should dis-
appear. Ho- wever, a 30-membered, -analog of [21] has
been made and shows aromatic stability, so the challenge
remains to prepare still larger rings to test the theory.

[19] [20]

The synthesis of cyclophanes was undertaken to test
questions of bonding, strain, and the nature of 7-electron
interactions. In graphite, the planar sheets of six-
membered aromatic rings of carbon atoms are separated
by a distance of 0.34 nanometer. In [2.2)-p-cyclophane
(22), the para bridges constrain the benzene rings to a
separation of 0.309 nanometer. A more extreme example
is provided by superphane [23], in which the separation
is only 0.262 nanometer. (The term para, abbreviated
p, refers to two positions opposite aptli:s of the berr
zene ring hexagon.) The interaction of the aromatic rings
in these compounds leads to a further delocalization, or
spreading, of the ir-electrons, so that the molecule as a
whole behaves as if it has only one ir-electron system.
The same effect is also observed in multilayered cyclo-
phanes, such as [24). An outstanding challenge is to
synthesize a cyclophane polymer. If the delocalization
of the ir-electron system in fact occurs over the entire
polymer molecule, such a polymer should be an electrical
conductor.

[22]

4rj 9 i-98.)

[23]

[24]
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The synthesis. of unusual organic structures, many of
which defy classical theories of chemical bonding and
stability, is opening new lines of thought about structural
chemistry and offers the promise of organic and organo-
inorganic compounds' with potentially useful properties
not traditionally associated with classical organic
molecules.

PHOTOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS7-8

Photochemical reactions differ from conventional ther-
mal reactions in a fundamental way that allows the prep-
aration of compounds that are otherwise difficult or im-
possible to make. When a molecule absorbs a photon
(a quantum of light), it becomes electronically and vi-
brationally excited, that is, it possesses a large excess
of energy. Absorption of a photon can excite a molecule
to a reactive state at or below room temperature and can
induce kinds of reactions that do not occur at higher
temperatures. The excited molecule can change its ge-
ometry and yield structures that are too unstable to be
formed by simple 'heating. These unusual configurations
are often preserved when the molecule loses its photo-
chemical excitation by forming a new bond or bonds,
and an unexcited molecule with a highly strained struc-
ture may result. In effect, some of the energy of the
absorbed photon is stored in the new structure, much as
potential energy is stored in a coiled spring.

Structures with strained three- or four-membered rings
are commonly produced as a result of photoexcitation
of structures that possess either no rings or unstrained
six- or higher-membered rings. For example, benzene
[251 is a very stable compound with a low-energy six-
membered ring structure. Other configurations of six
carbons each bearing one hydrogen atom are conceptu-
ally possible, but they have highly strained three- and/or
four-membered rings and therefore possess much more
energy than does benzene. Until recently, it was believed
that ring isomers of benzene would be impossible to
prepare because their high energy content would trigger
their immediate rearrangement to the much more stable
benzene structure. Nevertheless, the remarkable selec-
tivity of photochemical excitation has permitted chemists
to prepare three of these benzene isomers. For example,
photochemical excitation of benzene itself with light of
200-nanometer wavelength generates Dewar benzene
[261 and benzvalene [271. Of greater synthetic impor
tance, photolysis of the polycyclic nitrogen compound
azaprismane [281 produces three benzene isomers, in-
cluding prismane [291, in useful yields. Now, publica-
tions on the chemistry of some of these benzene isomers
are beginning to appear.

Photochemical excitation provides a way of making
chemical species that are so reactive that they have only
been obtained by trapping them in an inert environment,

NON I.-.
N

[28]

[25)

+9+
[26] [21

such as a matrix of frozen argon at about -200°C. This
technique has made possible the study of a number of
theoretically important chemical species such as unsat-
urated small-ring compounds (e.g., cyclobutadiene), bi-
radicals {e.g., trimethylenemethane and tetramethylene-
ethane), and molecular fragments (e.g., carbenes).

The last two decades have seen the development of
a wide variety of laiers that produce monochromatic
(i.e., only one wavelength) light ranging from the ultra-
violet to the infrared. The very narrow frequency band-
width of lasers allows selective excitation of very narrow
absorption ,`banis in molecules. This property lasers
is not of general use in solution photo; temistry because
most molecules in solution absorb a broad range of wave-
lengths of light. However, in the gas phase, small mole-
cules often absorb only very narrow wavelength ranges.
This property can be used to separate different isotopes
of an element, which have almost identical chemical and
physical properties. An example is a potential process
for separating the two principal isotopes of natural ura-
nium ("11, natural abundance about 0.72 percent, and
2380, natural abundance about 99.27 percent). The ura-
nium is converted to its volatile hexafluoride (UFO and
is irradiated with laser light of a wavelength that is se-
lectively absorbed by "sUF6. The photochemically ex-
cited molecules undergo a chemical reaction to give a
product that has properties different from those of 2iKUF6,
permitting it to be separated from the mixture.

The high intensity of laser light also provides a new
avenue for synthesis because it can generate high con-
centrations of reactive species. As a result, reactions
between reactive species, rather than between such spe-
cies and the solvent, become significant. Materials that
are unattainable with ordinary excitation sources may be
produced with laser excitation. For example, laser pho-
tolysis, or decomposition, of diphenyldiazomethane [301
yields totally different products than does lamp photolysis.

Photosynthesis, by which green plants convert the
energy of light into energy stored in chemical com-
pounds, is the basis for all life. Plants use the energy in
sunlight to convert compounds of low energy content,
carbon dioxide and water, into compounds of higher
energy content, such as carbohydrates, liberating oxygen
formed by the okidation of water. This process is a com-
plicated series of ,chemical reactions that involves,
among many mediators, chlorophyll, nucleotide phos-
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phates, and enzymes. The overall path of the carbon of /
carbon dioxide in photosynthesis has been determined, /
but chemists have not yet been able to devise practical/
ways of duplicating important features of photosynthesis.
The key to doing so may lie in the development of syn-
thetic enzymelike catalysts.

/

COMPUTER-GUIDED SYNTHESIS /
A chemist setting out to synthesize an organic comp and
must devise a plan, or more often a set of contin ency
plans, that encompasses such considerations/as p ential
starting materials, what reaction steps can be u ed and
in what sequence, the necessity for protecting some re-
active sites in an intermediate compound while con-
ducting a reaction at another site, how and, at what stage,
to remove site - protecting, groups, and/ 3n many cases,
how to achieve a desired stereospeci9Ci/ity at chiral cen-
ters. The complexity of such plans, ncreases exponen-
tially with the number of reaction steps required for the
synthesis. In drawing up such pimp, the chemist calls
upon an accumulation of knowledge of reactions from
the literature and his own experience and then assembles
what appear to be feasible reaction sequences by a mental
go/no-go process that is strongly biased by his own ex-
perience and intuition. The 51ements of this process are
conceptually amenable to modem computer technology.
To examine how compute technology is applied in such
planning, We will first e amine the options open to the
chemist in designing a ynthesis.

The first and mos;, basic technique for designing a
synthesis involves working backward from the structure
of the target molecule. This target is examined to find
compounds that can be transformed into it by a single
chemical step. Each of these precursors is then similarly
analyzed until satisfactory start;ng materials are identi-
fied. This method is called retrosynthesis.

A second approach that the chemist may take in de-
signing a synthesis is to examine the target molecule for
particular structural features that can be formed by either
very restrictive or extremely general routes. For exam-
ple, six-membered rings can be produced easily by many
reactions, whereas the number of known practical ways
to make rings of more than ten atoms is quite small,
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thereby cor,Atraining the flexibility of the synthetic route.
The third possible line of attack in designing a syn-

thesis is/ based on identifying a structural resemblance
of the target with common starting materials. This ap-
proacVhas potential drawbacks in that it may restrict
unreasonably the choice of pathways, but it is quite use-
ful if a fairly complex starting material, not many steps
rerved from the target, is available. This mode of
design is particularly attractive when the production of
a' family of related compounds is desired. In such cases,
ht is economical of both time and effort to find some
intermediate that can be used in the synthesis of all the
desired _compounds .

Substantial progress has been made in devising com-
puter programs for the first of these approaches, retro-
synthetic analysis. This kind.of analysis can, in theory,
be applied to a large number of possible precursors of
the target molecule and then, in turn, to comparably
large numbers of the preceding intermediate structures,
producing a vast number of possible synthetic routes. As
retrosynthetic analysis is practiced by most chemists,
only one, or at most a few, complete routes are generated;
for any synthesis that involves more than a very few
steps, it is not feasible for the chemist to lay out and
assess more than a few of the many possible synthetic
routes. This fact reflects not only the limit to the number
of structures a chemist can consider but also the amount
of time he can spend on the task and the number of
reactions in his information base (analogous to the com-
puter's memory). A digital computer is a more tireless
device than the human brain for performing this kind of
repetitive operation.

A key element in the use of computer technology fn
planning synthetic routes is computer graphics: the ca-
pability to display on a cathode-ray tube not only the
basic structure of a molecule but also its various possible
spatial configurations. In performing a retrosynthetic
analysis, the chemist "draws" the structure of the target
molecule on an electronic data tablet, using the same
conventions that he would use on paper. The structure
appears on the cathode-ray tube as it is drawn.

When the structure has been drawn, the computer Pro-
grams decipher the chemical information it contains,
such as rings, reactive sites, and aromatic character. The
chemist now calls on a stored data base to expkre types
of compounds and reactions one step back from the target
structure, and then selects those that appear most prem-
ising. Successive Iterations of this process c-table the
chemist to work back to reasonable sets of starting ma-
terials and to develop promisirg routes to the target
molecule.

Since the heart of the computer program is the data
base comprising the reactions that the program "knows
about," building these data bases is a critical activity.
Chemists must pore over the literature to extract ex-
amples of any reaction that they wish to include, as well
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as to identify those aspectspf the molecular environment
that make the reaction go well or poorly. A program can
use only the chemistry that is programmed into it. and
seemingly obvious reactions will be ignored if they are
not in the data base. The more reactions. and the snore
information about them. the better. More efficient way s
to create the data base must be found to make these
programs widely useful. There is also a need for a way
of representing reactiors so that the programs can
"learn"be giyen a large number of reactions from the
literature and be able to identify similarities and differ-
ences that affect their relative efficacies.

/ The quality of the results obtained with the interactive
/ programs for synthesis planning is a direct function of

the knowledge of the chemist-user. because he guides
title programs along directions that his experience tells

\ him are likely to be fruitful. Accordingly. these programs
give ,him frequent opportunity to interact by specifying
the/typeS' of chemistry that are to be considered. For
example. if the target molecule has a large number of
functional groups. he may choose a strategy that reduces
the number of such groups early in the retrosynthetic
plan, corresponding to adding the groups in the later
stages of the synthesis. Likewise, if there is a particular
class of reactions that he especially wants to use. he can
specify that the program select routes that use them.

An illustration of a retrosynthetic analysis produced
by this procedure is the following identification of a
series of feasible interniediate compounds and synthetic
reactions leading from a target molecule 1331 back to the
available ,starting, materials 1311 and 1321. In this dia-
gram. the open arrows indicate the direction of the back-
tward eretrosynthetic analysis performed by the chemist
and the computer; the actual syninesis would be per-
formed in the opposite direction.

)

HOCH2CH2 CH COOH

(33)
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A deficiency of existing programs is their inability to
analyze reaction sequences in the forward (synthetic)
direction. Chemists do not restrict themselves to ana-
lyzing syntheses in just one direction or the other. they
use a combination of analyses. The problems of design-
ing computer programs that will evaluate reactions in the
forward direction are at least as challenging as thosi for
the backward direction. Ideally. programs for designing
synthesis should have modules for both kinds of analysis
that operate in synchrony. This would be especially val-
uable for identifying practical common intermediates
when designing syntheses of related cor nounds.

Computer iesign of syntheses should be considered
a valuable aio to. but not a replacement for, the chemist.
The computer is able to search quickly and tirelessly for
reaction possibilities, within the scope of its programmed
memory; and this capability will surely increase as more
information is programmed into computers. What the
computer cannot th). and the chemist can. is to inject
into synthesis planning ( I) an instinctive feeling that a
certain reaction may work in a specific circumstance
while another probably will not. and (2) flie "flash of
inspiration." for example. that a reaction he read about
years ago might be modified by a technique that he read
about elsewhere, to solve a problem in a particular
synthesis.

'Computer graphics technology is beginning to be used
in teachir chemistry. For example, a student can be
given on a cathode-ray :ube screen a target molecule and
be asked to lay out reactions and intermediates for syn-
thesizing it. He proceeds to do so by "drawing" on the
cathode-ray tube successive intermediates and the re-
actions that he thinks should lead"to them. Should he
select a reaction that would not produce a desired inter-
mediate. the computer tells him that the reaction will not
work, and why. Obviously, the teaching process in this
technique relics heavily on the number and types of re-
actions that are programmed into the computer data base
beforehand. A virtue of this technique is that the student
has the opportunity to "learn by doing" more rapidly
than he could in trial-and-error laboratory work. How-
ever. the technique must be considered an adjunct to.
not a replacement for. learning in the laboratory; exper-
imental technique must be learned in the laboratory. and
the opportunity for some face-to-face contact with a
teacher must not be lost.

The current costs of purchasing and operating the
equipment for computer-assisted chemistry are a limi-
tation omits widespread adoption: Nevertheless, the tech-
nology is evolving rapidly through cooperative efforts
of users and equipment manufacturers. It is anticipated
that these costs will come down significantly and that
this powerful aid to the planning of chemical synthesis
and the teaching of chemistry will become broadly used.

e) 1
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SOLID-STATE SYNTHESIS

The synthesis of solid materials with novel electronic
properties has been at the heart of the electronics revo-
lution that has so profoundly altered our society. The
basic preparative techniques used for making semicon-
ductor compoundstechniques like zone refining, float-
zone crystal growth, crystal pulling, and liquid-phase
epitaxy*have provided the materials foundation, for
such developments as the transistor, solid-state lasers,
lightemitting diodes (LED's), and magnetic bubble
technology.

SUPERCONDUCTORS AND CONDUCTORS

Superconductivity, the flow of an electric current without
resistance (see Chapter 17, "Prospects for New Tech-
nologies"), has so far been observed only in materials
at very low temperatures, not far above absolute zero.
Widespread commercial use of superconductors awaits
the discovery of materials that have critical temperatures
(T the highest temperature at which they remain su-
perconducting) somewhat closer to room temperature.
Superconductors with the highest Te's yet found all pos-
sess a crystal structure called the A-15 phasea type of
cubic crystal structure with very high symmetry. It has
been shown receNtly that the Tc's of superconductors in
the A-15 phase are very dependent on the degree of
perfection of the A-15 crystal structuretfie fewer de-
fects in the crystal structure, the higher, the Tc." Synthetic
techniques for making superconductors with a high de-
gree of crystal structure perfection have been essential
to the manufacture of high-field superconducting magnets.

Trends of properties in the periodic table of elements
imply that compounds of niobium (Nb) with Group.III
and Group IV elements such as aluminum (Al), ga!lium
(Ga), silicon (Si), germanium (Ge), and tin (Sn), in the
A-15 phase, may have T. values significantly higher than
the highest value for any element (9.25 K for niqb-
ium).*** Some of these compounds, for example, Nb,Srr
and Nb3A1, can be prepared in the A-15 structure by
direct melting of the components and have T, values only
about 2° below the boiling point of hydrogen (20.3 K).
Others, such as Nb3Ge, Nb3Ga, and Nb3Si, have meta-
stable A-15 structures that can be obtained only by spe-
cial techniques such as sputtering, rapid quenching, or
explosive compaction. Samples so prepared have shown
T, values around the boiling point of hydrogen. There

Epitaxy Is the deposition of a thin layer from a liquid or gas onto the surface of a host
crystal. where the deposited layer assumes the crystal structure of the host crystal rather than

Its normal structure
'Actual crystals are almost nesci the perfect regular arrays of atoms that their representations

on roper would indicate They USUany Contain dCfCCti. such ac OcC3PM31 MICSIng atoms.

=panty atoms, or lattice dISC01111nUllICS analogous to geological faults

K is the unit of the Kelvin scale and is used without the degree symbol 'Lemon the Kels in

scale is about -273 I°C
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is reason to believe that still higher T. values can be
obtained with these compounds as synthetic techniques
are improved to increase the crystal pe, "ection of the
A-15 phase.

Organic materials with high electrical conductivity,
and with hints of superconductivity, have been synthe-
sized recently. One example is a "doped" polymer of
acetylene, (CH)x. Polyacetylene has a metallic appear-
ance; while it is not a good conductor as formed, doping
it by the introduction of small, amounts .of impurities,
such as arsenic pentafluoride (AsF3) or halogens, in-
creases the conductivity dramaticaliy up to 1,000 mhos*
per centimeter at room temperature, comparable with
that of mercury. It is believed that this ductivity is

...associated with the transport of 7r-elects , along the
carbon backbone of the polymer. Another example of
a synthetic conductor is the polymer (SN),. prepared by
solid-state polymerization of crystalline (SN)2, sulfur
nitride. The golden fibrous crystals of (SN), have a room
temperature conductivity twice as high as doped (CH)
2,000 mho per centimeter, parallel to the chain axis.
(SN), becomes superconducting at 0.5 K.

Another recent class of organic conductors is illus-
trated by the charge-transfer salts, such as TTF.TCNQ-
and (TMTSF)2+PF6- (these are acronyms for very long
chemical names).

TTF

r

H3C CH3

TCNQ

H3C CH;

TMTSF

PFD

-z

These sak, are ionized in the solid state, and electron
transport occurs along stacks of individual molecules
They are good conductors at room temperature and have
a phase transition at a specific low temperature, below
which they are poor conductors. The low-temperature
phase transition of (TMTSF)2+PF6- can 'lie suppressed
by pressure, and this complex becomes superconducting
below 0.9 K under 12 kilobars pressure.

SHEET STRUCTURES AND INTERCALATION COMPOUNDS9-1°

Some materials crystallize in such a way that their atoms
are bound to one another in a planar network, resulting

The mho as a urnt of conductance and is the reciprocal of the ohm, a unit of resistance
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in a rather rigid, flat-sheet on both the molecular and
macroscopic scales. Familiar examples of such structures
are graphite, molybdenum disulfide, and talc. The well-
known lubricating prOperties of these solids reflect the
ease with which one sheet can slide across another and
the relative weakness of the interaction between the
Sheets. .

Because of this weak interaction between molecular
sheets, it is often possible to insert other atoms or mol-
ecules (guests) between the sheets of the sheet-structure
material (the host). In many cases, the insertion can be
performed by putting the guest in contact with the host
at room temperature or with heating. Insertions can also
be performed electrolytically at a conducting host elec-
trode. The resulting material is called an intercalation
compound ("intercalate" means to "interpose"). These
compounds reflect specific relationships in the ratio be-
tween host and guest, as inrrmted by such formulas as
C8K, C,0K, C24K, etc., for combinations of graphite with
potassium (K) metal.

When a sheet structure is converted to an intercalation
compound, the ho'st sheets move apart to accommodate
the guest, resulting in expansion of the original material
perpendicular to the sheet plane.; expansions as great as
eightfold have been observed. However, there is essen-
tially no effect on the strength and rigidity of the host
sheet, nor is there any dimensional change in the direc-
tions of the sheet plane.

In most intercalation compounds, the host and guest
-atoms-exchange electrons, often with _significant effects

on the electrical properties of the compounds. The sheet
structure titanium disulfide (TiS2), used as an electrode,
can serve as a host and accept lithium (Li) guest atoms
to form the intercalate LiTiS, without significant change
in the physical structure of the TiS2. The process is elec-
trically reversible, and the cycle can be repeated many
times with no apparent change ill the TiS2. This system
has been proposed as the basis for an electrical storage
battery.

Intercalation can raise the superconducting critical
temperatures of sheet structures. For example, tantalum
disulfide, with a T. of 0.8 K, has been intercalated with
potassium hydroxide to give a material with a T. of 5.3 K.
Efforts to find superconducting intercalates with a 'I',
near or above the boiling point of hydrogen have not yet
succeeded.

Intercalation compounds of graphite with alkali met-
als, halogens, and inorganic anions have been known
for many years. However, only with the recent devel-
opment of a special form of pyrolytic graphite, in which
the graphite sheets are highly ordered and parallel, have
the unusual electrical properties of these intercalates
begun to attract attention. For example, intercalation of
such anions as NO3 -, HSO4- , or C104- with this form
of graphite increases the electrical conductivity in the
sheet plane greater than 20 times, to better than that of

aluminum; the conductivity perpendicular to the sheet
plane remains low.

It has been reported that intercalation of this form of
graphite avith arsenic pentafluoride (AsF5) gas gives a
compound with an in-plane electrical conductivity com-
parable with that of silver. It is not yet certain, because
of preparative and measurement problems, that the con-
ductivity of this compound, C8AsF5, is that high, but it
is certainly at least as high as that of aluminum. The
reason for the dramatic increase in conductivity is not
known, but it has been established that there is electron
withdrawal from the graphite because at least part of the
AsF5 is changed to hexafluoroarsenate anion(AsF6-) and
the neutral molecule AsF3. Graphite can also be fully
intercalated by AsF6- ions to give the product cs. ASF6- .
Curiously, this intercalate has an electrical conductivity
an order of magnitude lower than the fully intercalated
relative C8AsF5, despite the fact that the electron removal
from graphite is greater in the former than in the latter.
This decrease in conductivity with an increase in graphite
sheet charge is not yet understood.

The chemistry of intercalation and the properties of
these products are only beginning to be understood. The
development of practical uses for materials that are
highly conductive in two directions and not in the third
must await the reproducible preparation of larger and
more structurally perfect samples. Nevertheless, it is

believed that continued study of intercalation chemistry
will lead to unusual materials.

OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS"

Optical fibers have potentil information-carrying ca-
pacities (bandwidths) several orders of magnitude greater
than those of microwave radio systems, and are already
being used in some communications systems. These fi-
bers are prepared by a synthesis called modified chemical
vapor deposition that involves reacting very pure silicon
and geimanium tetrachlorides (SiCI4 and GeCI4) and
other reagents with oxygen in a glass tube to make
(SiGe)02. The reaction is controlled to provide a radial
gradient in composition, and hence in refractive index,
so that light is guided down the fiber with low loss.
When the reaction is complete, the tube is collaps,_d to
eliminate the center hole and then hot-drawn to give a
long, very fine fiber.

This process has provided fibers with losses as low
as 2.5 decibels (44 percent) per kilometer, using light
with a wavelength of 830 nanometers. These fibers per-
mit a transmission bandwidth of 0.4 gigahertz per kil-
ometer, and installations with these characteristics have
carried more than 600 two-way telephone conversations
per fiber over repeaterless spans 10 kilometers long.
Losses as low as 0.5 decibel (1I percent) per kilometer
have been achieved experimentally with longer wave-
length light (1,300 nanometers) and will permit sub-



stantially greater transmission bandwidths, more than 2
gigahertz per kilometer.

The LED or laser used to produce the monochromatic
830-nanometer light employs gallium aluminum arsenide
([GaAllAs), prepared by a liquid- or vapor-phase reac-
tion on a single-crystal gallium arsenide ubstrate. For
transmission at wavelengths equal to or greater than
1,100 nanometers, where losses are lower, transmitters
are made by depositing single crystal layers of (Galn)(AsP)
on substrates of indium phosphide (InP). The InP is
prepared by pulling a crystal from an InP melt that is
covered with molten boron oxide (B203). Methods for
growing high-perfection crystals of doped InP by thi-.
technique have been developed, giving transmitters with
improved light output and lifetimes. The extension of
these sophisticated techniques will be key to future ad-
vances in optical communications.

MAGNETIC MATERIALSI2

Amorphous (noncrystalline) magnetic materials, which
first appeared in the 1970's, continue to be a source of
new magnetic phenomcna. They offer a combination of
properties superior to those of polycrystalline magnetic
materials because they are free from the losses and other
problems that arise at crystal grain boundaries Magnetic
materials like to crystallize, so amorphous phases must
be made by an array of synthetic techniques that includes
splat cooling (propelling a liquid with an air blast onto
a cold surface), roller quenching (quenching a liquid
between chilled rollers), and spinning (cooling a liquid
against a cold, spinning wheel). With all of these meth-
ods, cooling rates greater than 100,000° per second pro-
vide amorphous forms of materials that are otherwise
obtainable only in crystalline forms.

Two important classes of amorphous ferromagnets
are made by these techniques: the transition metal-me-
talloid (TM-M) alloys and the rare earth-transition metal
(RE-TM) alloys. The TM-M alloys contain about 80
percent iron, cobalt, or nickel, with the balance being
boron, carbon, silicon, phosphors aluminum. They
are ferromagnetic at room temperature and have low
losses in power applications, and some exhibit useful
low magnetostriction (change in dimensions with change
in magnetic field) and low thermal expansion. One
amorphous ferromagnet is being used as a transformer
core because its low loss results in less wasted energy
one percent versus the five percent of a polycrystalline
core.

ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION IN CHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS

An instrumental revolution in chemistry took off in the
1950's as chemists began to realize the power of infrared,
X-ray, and the newly invented nuclear magnetic reso-
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nance spectroscopies to provide quickly information
about chemical structures that had previously been ob-
tainable only by laborious chemical study and intuition,
or not at all. Since then, advances in electronics, optics,
analytical techniques, and data processing have provided
the chemi.;: with an array of sophisticated instruments
that have added new dimensions to his ability to unravel
complex structures, to gain intimate understanding of
reaction mechanisms, and to design synthesis proce-
dures. Much of the recent progress in chemical synthesis
has been strongly dependent on the kind of information
that is obtained with modern analytical instrumentation.
Mathematicians have made an important contribution to
this advance by discovering methods for analyzing elec-
tronic signals so as to filter out background noise. Micro-
and minicomputer processing of data with these methods,
which are called Fourier transform methods, has pro-
vided substantial improvement in the speed and sensi-
tivity of spectroscopic techniques.

INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

The energy of infrared radiation matches that required
to distort many interatomic bonds in compounds. For
example, alcohols absorb infrared radiation of frequen-
cies that correspond to the energy required to stretch the
oxygen-hydrogen bond and the carbon-oxygen bond. For
this reason, infrared (IR) spectroscopy has become a
standard technique for the detection of many kinds of
functional groups in organic molecules. The introduction
of Fourier transform methods to IR has improved its
sensitivity and has reduced the time required to obtain
a spectrum from between 10 and 30 minutes to less than
I minute, an important advantage when many samples
must be run. Excellent quality IR spectra are now ob-
tained routinely with less than I microgram of sample,
whereas not long ago a fraction of a gram was required.
The use of Fourier transform IR is expected to increase
substantially.

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectroscopy, a useful adjunct to IR spectros-
copy, has been revitalized by the availability of coherent
monochromatic light from lasers. The method involves
passing a beam of light through a sample and analyzing
with an optical spectrometer the light that is scattered
at 90° from the incident beam. Raman spectroscopy
measures many of the same molecular properties as IR
spectroscopy, but is useful because it can reveal some
structural features that IR does not and because of the
high resolution that can be obtained with a very small
sample. For example, it has been possible to obtain a
good Raman spectrum of a pesticide, and thus identify
it, inside a single plant cell.
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NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is

based on the fact that the nuclei of certain elements,
when placed in a strong. uniform magnetic field, absorb
radiofrequency energy at frequencies that are determined
both by their own atomic characteristics and by the ef-
fects of the types and positions of nearby' atoms in a
compound. NMR spectroscopy is applicable to naturally
occurring isotopes of most of the elements that occur in
organic compounds, including 'H, '3C, 2H. '9F, 3IP,

and "B,* the first two being the most important to the
organic chemist. NMR provides much more detailed in-
formation about structures than does IR.

The well - established and relatively inexpensive 60-
megahertz proton swee0IMR continues to be the work-
horse instrument of the organic laboratory, giving in-
fonr...ition about the numbers of hydrogen atoms bonded
to various other atoms in the molecule. However, in-
struments with more powerful magnets, operating at 200
to 500 megahertz, can provide much more detailed in-
formation about the hydrogen atoms by spreading the
peaks of absorbed frequencies farther apart. NMR spec-
tra of the naturally occurring isotope '3C give especially
valuable information about the basic structural frame-
work of organic molecules. Thus, the "C spectrum of
even a very complex molecule shows the number of
carbon atoms in the molecule, the number of hydrogen
atoms bonded to each carbon, whether a carbon atom
is singly, doubly, or triply bonded to another cc...bon.
and whether a carbon atom is singly or doubly bonded
to an,oxygen or nitrogen atom. Synthesis chemists use
NMR to monitor the course of reactions by carrying them
out in the sample tube of an NMR spectrometer and
following the changes in the 'H or "C spectra.

The magnetic field in an NMR spectrometer must be
extremely uniform over the sample vollme and ex-
tremely stable in time; variations of the magnetic field
in both of these respects can now be controlled within
one part in 109 or less. Superconducting solenoids, which
operate without power loss at the temperature of liquid

are being used increasingly because the magnetic
fields obtained are two to four times greater than are
those that can be obtained with ordinary iron-core elec-
tromagnets. An important advance has been the intro-
duction of spectrometers that provide much greater sen-
sitivity by using radiofrequency pulses to excite the
nuclei. Although the spectra so obtained are usually very
complex, they can be computer-analyzed by the Fourier
transform technique.

Although NMR has been applicable only to liquid
samples, the advent of the superconducting solenoid and

'Thew symbol, designate ,pecific ',mopes of these elements Thu, tlf denotes the principal
isotope of hydrogen. with an atomic mass of 1, as distinguished from it, !SWN 2H ttku-
tenurni the latter ,oestituting about 0 015 percent of natural hydrogen ''C denotes the le,
common isotope fan abundance of about I I percent) of natural carbon which is principally
1,7c

pulse technology, and the technique of "magic angle"
spinning of the sample, have now made it possible to
obtain NMR spectra of solid samples. (The "magic an-
gle" technique involves spinning the sample tube with
its axis oriented at a specific angle to the direction of the
magnetic field, thus narrowing the normally broad, dif-
fuse spectrum of a solid into identifiable peaks.) These
new NMR methods are being used to study the com-
position of insoluble polymers and natural and treated
coals. Application of NMR to solid materials should
grow at a rapid pace.

X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

X-ray crystallography has been used for many years to
determine the spatial relationships of atoms in inorganic
and organic crystals. The power of this technique was
shown dramatically in its use to determine the spatial
arrangement of the atoms in DNA.

The development of theoretical tools for analyzing the
measured intensities of scattered X-rays, and the avail-
ability of automated diffractometers'and minicomputers
to perform the necessary Fourier transform of the meas-
ured data, have made it possible to determine the corn-,
plete structure of a relatively simple organic compound
in a few days or weeks. X-ray analysis can, in one
operation, provide the molecular formula of an unknown
substance as well as its conformation. This technique is
particularly useful for ascero.inipg the suuctures of
highly complex biological molecules, such as enzymes
and other proteins (although substantial time is required
for these analyses), if they or their derivatives can-be
obtained in crystalline form. It is also invaluable for
determining the ,structures of intercalation compounds
and many other types of inorganic compositions. Some
commercial laboratories will now carry out X-ray struc-
tural determinations of low molecular weight organic
compounds for as little as $1,000.

MASS SPECTROSCOPY

In mass spectroscopy (MS), the molecules of a com-
pound are converted to gaseous positive (or more rarely,
negative) ions, usually by electron impact. The ions are
then separated and analyzed according to their ratios of
mass to charge. Some of the ions may come from the
complete molecule by simple loss of an electron, and
such an ion indicates the molecular weight of the com-
pound. High-resolution mass spectrometers can separate
and distii.guish between ions that diffei in mass by only
a small fraction of one mass unit and thus can provide
the molecular weight of the compound with sufficient
accuracy that the number and kinds of atoms in the mole-
cule can be calculated. For example, 2-methylpiperazine
(C51-112N2) in such a spectrometer shows a mass of
100.100 ± .001, and methyl 2-butenoate (C5H802)

)
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shows a pass of 100.052 ± .001. These masses are
readily distinguished in the high-resolution mass spec-
trometer. Furthermore, if one enters the mass number
1001100 ± .001 into a properly programmed computer,
it will identify 2-methylpiperazine, and possibly one
other compound, as having that mass. Although the num-
ber of possible structures that the computer identifies
increases somewhat as the mass number increases be-
yond 100, it is usually possible to eliminate all but one
or two by using information from other analytical tech-
ni9yes, thus often enabling the chemist to infer the cor-
rect structure of an unknown compound. Similar infor-
mation can also be obtained from ions that are derived
from fragments of the original molecule, in some cases
allowing inference of the complete molecular structure.

CHROMATOGRAPHY

Chromatography has become an invaluable technique fdr
separating the components `of a reaction 'mixture or
biological sample and for monitoring synthetic reactions.

Gas chromatography (GC) involves passing a volatil-
ized mixture with an inert carrier gas such as hydrogen
or helium through a long thin tube that contains a sta-
tionary phase, i.e., a solid adsorbent or a liquid coated
on an inert solid. The components of the mixture are
separated 'because of differences in their adsorption or
solution by the stationary phase.

A recent development is a flexible, fused-silica cap-
illary column (30 meters long and 2 millimeters inside
diameter)`that requires only 0.05 nanoliter of sample ana
that provides 4 times the speed and 50 times the reso-
lution of older columns (2 meters long and 2 millimeters
inside diameter). This supermicro technique permits di-
rect analysis of compounds that formerly had first to be
converted to chemical derivatives for GC analysis. An
especially powerful technique for analyzing mixtures in-
volves using a mass spectrometer as a detector to analyze
the various components as they emerge from the GC
tube.

In high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
a solution of the mixture is passed under pressure through
a tube filled with a solid adsorbent that retards passage
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of the components to different extents. Thus, the mixture
is separated into its components, .which can be eluted
selectively from the adsorbent with a different solvent.
The combination of HPLC with MS is more difficult
than the combination of GC and MS, but it is equally
powerful.

Both HPLC and GC can be used for preparative pur-
poses on ,,a larger scale to isolate from a mixture a few
hundred milligrams to several hundred grams of a com-
pound in a day.

Thin-layer chromatography is a valuable technique for
monitoring the course of a reaction and for. rapid detec-
tion of the components of a mixture. Ore form of thin-
layer chromatography involves placing a small drop of
a solution of a mixture near one edge of a square plate
that is coated with a solid adsorbent, such as silica. The
solvent is evaporated, and the plate is then "developed"
by holding it vertically and just immersing the edge with
the spot in a different solvent. As this solvent migrates
up the adsorbent on the plate, the components of the
mixture are carried upward in a thin line, with each
component concentrating at a spot, the location of which
depends on the rate of adsorption of the component by
the silica. The technique is usually performed by placing
drops of several solutions along the edge of the plate
one of the mixture under test, and others of pure com-
pounds that are suspected components of this mixture.
Comparison of the locations of the developed spots of
these latter with those from the mixture indicates which,
if any, of the pure Controls are present in the mixture.

Many promising techniques are yet to come, and the
improvementin analytical instrumentation will continue.
One exciting new technique, which is not yet available
commercially, is field flow fractionation. This is a tech-
nique by which molecules or particles of high molecular
weight polymers or inorganic solids, which are not ame-
nable to liquid chromatography, can be separated into
fractions of various molecular weight ranges or particle
sizes. It involves passing so,. Dns or colloidal disper-
sions of such materials between closely spaced parallel
plates in a strong force field, such as a strong gravita-
tional field created in a centrifuge. This technique is
expected to become widely Used as it becomes more fully
developed.

Summary and Outlook

Chemical synthesis is the science of combining atoms
or molecules to form new materials. These substances,
together with similar ones found in nature, are the basis
for all the materials used by modern civilization, such
as fertilizers, drugs, fibers, semiconductors, and mag-
netic materials. Synthesis has made great progress in

recent years and will certainly lead in the future to other
advances that will affect all sectors of,society .

Catalysts and reagents are the keys to the discovery
of new reactions that proceed more efficiently or more
selectively or that permit preparation of molecular struc-
tures not previously available. The field is burgeoning
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and offers much promise for additional progress. Studies
of natural products and of ways to synthesize them have
led to much new chemistry and .often to means of pre-
paring useful natural products that are difficult to obtain
from natural sourcesparticularly pharmaceuticals. The
first steps have been taken in the preparation of synthetic
analogs of enzymes, the catalysts used by nature to carry
out many synthetic reactions, with the aim of mimicking
and even improving on the incredibly efficient way in
which enzymes control biological reactions. The knoWl-
edge so obtained should make It possible to synthesize
molecules that will catalyze reactions that natural en-
zymes cannot perform. Much is yet to be done to discover
new pharmaceutical agents to control diseases that re-
spond only poorly or not at all to chemotherapy, and the
increasing understanding of basic biology is providing
a more sophisticated approach to the synthesis of such
agents. New knowledge concerning receptors in the brain
has led to the discovery of small peptide hormones; this
discovery opens new directions in the search for phar-
maceuticals. Further study of such materials will involve
close collaboration between chemical synthesis and mo-
lecular biology.

Synthesis aimed at testing chemical structural theory
has led to many new compounds that some years ago
were thought incapable of existence. Important objec-
tives remainstructures have been postulated that have
not yet been prepared, and remarkable new properties
should be realized when successful syntheses have been
devised. Progress in this field will be aided by recent
theoretical and experimental advances in photochemical
synthesis, a procedure that permits the "preparation of
substances of high energy content.

Computer technology has advanced to a point where
substantial:guidAnce in planning synthetic routes can be
obtained. This area will progress rapidly as both hard-
ware and software are adapted to the objective.

Synthesis of solid-state materials has led to impressive
changes in the electrical, computer, and communications
industries. New synthetic magnetic materials are begin-
ning to be used to reduce energy losses in the generation

and transmission of electrical power. Superconductors
are being used in specialized applications, and, when

new ones are found that remain superconducting at
higher temperatures, a host of new uses, including even
power transmission, will emerge. Much interest centers
on sheet structures containing added molecules between
the sheets (intercalation compounds), since great changes
in properties, including electrical properties, occur as a
consequence of the insertion of Lie added molecules.

Optical fibers made of a glass of precisely controlled
composition are just beginning to 'be used in commu-
nications. They carry information in a light beam with
dramatically higher density than is possible with elec-
trical cables or microwave radio transmission systems.

Modem instruments are advancing in sensitivity and
speed and are key to building up the effectiveness of
research in chemical synthesis. It is now possible to
analyze minute amounts of materials with a sensitivity
that is orders of magnitude greater than was possible a

few years ago, and to'separate complex mixtures quickly
and effectively. Structures of crystalline solids can now
be determined with computer-controlled instruments that

provide automatic data acquisition and analysis. Contin-

ued improvements in laboratory instruments are expected

that will make chemical synthesis of new Taterials even
more productive. The very high cost of these advanced
instruments may be a constraint on realizing the full

potential of scientists working in chemical synthesis.

Not only the progress but even the maintenance of cur
civilization is dependent on the materials that have been

and will continue to be created by chemical synthesis.
Advances in the science of synthesis in the last 20 years

have made it possible to assemble structures that it had
been thought too complicated to make or even not ca-
pable of existing, and we are confident that today's

"rules" of chemical combination and structure will not
long persist without change. The challenge is to create
the new materials, to learn how to make them efficiently,

and to learn how to use them effectively and safely.

Much progress is being made in meeting this challenge,

and much more is to come.
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CHEMICAL TERMS AND CONVENTIONS

Chemical compounds are often represented by empirical
formulas that indicate the kinds and numbers of atoms
they contain. These formulas are made up of the symbols

of elements, which usually are derived from one or two
letters in the element's name. Those used most frequently
in these chapters are H (hydrogen), C (carbon), 0 (Ox-
ygen), N (nitrogen), CI (chlorine), Br (bromine), S (sul-
fur), and P (phosphorus). Others are identified where
they are used.

The unit of a compound identified by the empirical
formula is a molecule. The empirical formulas for some
simple molecules are H2O for water, CH, for methane,
and C2116 for ethane. The architecture of a molecule is
shown by a structural formula, which describes the
bonding pattern of the atoms.

H

H-C--H
H

H H /
I I- H-CC-H
I I

. H H

WATER, H2O METHANE, CH4 ETHANE, C2H6,

In these formulas, the lines that connect atomic symbols
represent covalent bonds, which are chemical bonds
formed by the sharing of a pair of electrons by two
atoms.

Each atom in a compound is said to have a valence,
which corresponds to the number of bonds it forms with
other atoms. Thus, the valences of hydrogen, oxygen,
and carbon, as shown in the formulas for water, methane,
and ethane, are one, two, and four, respectively.

In some molecules, two atoms maybe bonded by
sharing two or more pairs of electrons. Such multiple
bonds'are represented by two or more lines connecting
the atomic symbols.

H H

C/
/anC\
H H

ETHYLENE, C2H4

H-CmC-H

ACETYLENE, C2H2

These compounds are called unsaturated, because they
can be chemically combined with hydrogen to form the
saturated compound ethane, which has only single
bOnds.

The pair of electrons in a single pond, and one of the
pairs in a double or triple bond, are called a-electrons,
and the single bond is sometimes called a a-bond. Ad-
ditional pairs of electrons in double and triple bonds are
called ir-electrons, and the bonds. Tr-bonds. Tr-bonds are

sites at which many chemical reactions occur.
Many compounds are made up of, or contain, rings

of atoms. For examplel benzene, C6H6, is a ring of six
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carbon atoms, each bonded to one hydrogen and to each
other by alternating single and double bonds.

BENZENE, C6H6

Rings with such alternating single and double bonds are
called aromatic, and are generally more stable and less
reactive than compounds with an isolated double or triple
bond. Their structures are usually drawn without show-
ing the hydrogen atoms.

A given combination of atoms can often be arranged
in more than one structural form. For example, two dif-
ferent structures can be constructed for butane, C,Hm.

CH3-CH2-6H2-CH3

normal-, or n - BUTANE

CH3

CH3-C-CH3

H

iso -, or i- BUTANE

Actually, both of these compounds exist, each with its
own physical and chemical properties. They are called
isomerscompounds with the same composition but
different structures. The number of possible isomers of
the saturated open-chain hydrocarbons increases rapidly
with the number of carbon atoms; there are 75 possible
isomers of decane, CloH22. Another example of two iso-
meric substances is provided by the composition C2H60.

CH3-0-CH3 CH3- CH2 -OH

DIMETHYL ETHER ETHANOL

A different kind of isomerism occurs because two
carbon atoms joined by a double bond are not free to
rotate about the double bond. If each of these carbon
atoms bears dissimilar groups, two isomeric structures
are possible. Thus, 2-butene has two isomeric forms,
one with both methyl groups on the same side of the
double bond (cis-2-butene) and the other with the methyl
groups on opposite sides of the double bond (trans-2-
butene).

H3C\ CH3 ,
C=C/

H H

H3C\ /H

/
H CH3

cis-2-BUTENE trans-2-BUTENE

As with the two isomers of butane, both of these com-
pounds exist, each with its own physical and chemical
properties. The cis and trans isomers of biologically
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active compounds often have significantly different bi-
ological properties.

Still another kind of isomerism can occur when
four different groups are bonded to a carbon atom in a
compound, but it is not revealed by the kinds of
plane-projection structural formulas shown above. The
a-amino acid leucine, a building block of proteins, can be
represented by either of the following plane-projection
structural formulas.

CH3

CHCH2CCO2H
CH3 NH2

H

Of simply C4119C0O211

NH2

Leucine is called an a-amino acid because the amino
(NH2) group is bonded to the a, or first, carbon atom
from the acid (CO2H) group. Note that there are four
different groups bonded to this a-carbon atom. The
bonds to a carbon atom normally extend not in four
directions in a plane but rather in space toward the cor-
ners of a regular tetrahedron with the carbon atom at its
center. If we visualize the a-carbon atom at the center
of a regular tetrahedron and put the four groups bonded
to it at the corners, we find that we can arrange them in
two, and only two, ways that cannot be made identical
by rotations of the tetrahedra.

HO2C

MIRROR
PLANE

H2N

-These two arrangements are mirror images of each other
and cannot be superimposed, just like our right and left
hands; they are called stereoisomers (from the Greek
"stereo," meaning three - dimensional). Such isomers
have almost identical physical and chemical properties
but usually not the same biological properties; for ex-
ample, only one of the two stereoisomers of leucine is
a constituent of natural proteins. The carbon atom with
the four different groups attached, which is responsible
for this kind of isomerism, is called a chiral atom or
center; "chiral" means having the property of handedness,

When we depict the spatial characteristics of mole-
cules, we often use a projection of the three-dimensional
form onto the plane of the paper, omitting most or all
of the hydrogen atoms. Such a representation of n-butyl
alcohol is shown on the right,

CH3CH2CH2CH2-0H V. OH

a- BUTYL ALCOHOL

where the unsubstituted end and each point at an angle
are understood to be carbon atoms with hydrogen atoms
attached as required to satisfy the carbon atom's valence
of four.

When the stereochemistrythe spatial arrangement
about a chiral carbon atomis to be shown, a wedge-
shaped line is used to indicate a position above the plane
of the paper, and a dotted line is used for a position
below the plane. Using these conventions, the two ster-
eoisomers of leucine can be drawn as

CO2H H2N3UHO2C

The carbon atom bearing the wedged and dotted lines
is the chiral center.

A very important class of molecules is called poly-
mers. These are large molecules (macromolecules) with
a repetitive structure. in addition polymers, the repeating
segment has the same composition as that of a small
molecule, called the monomer. For example, ethylene,
CH2 = CH2, can be polymerized to polyethylene

4-CH2CH2);

POLYETHYLENE, (C2H4)n

where n may have any of a range of statistically distrib-
uted large valuesof the order 500 to many thousands.
The term copolymer denotes a polymer formed from two
or more different monomers. Thus, ethylene can be co-
polymerized with vinyl acetate, CH2 = CHOCOCH,, to
give ethyleile vinyl acetate copolymer

±CH2CH2+11 ±CH2CH)in
OCOCH3

where m has the same characteristics as n, and there, is
usually a random distribution of the two monomer units
in the polymer chains.

Polymers occur widely in nature. Proteins are poly-
mers derived from several a-amino acids such as leucine.
Cellulose is a polymer derived from a class of compounds
called sugars; table sugar (sucrose) consists of two mole-
cules of simpler sugarsglucose and fructose.

The properties of many molecules Lire strongly influ-
enced by a relatively weak kind of bondingthe hydro-
gen bond. Covalently bonded hydrogen has the property
of being able to attract electrons of some other atoms.
such as nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine. Water molecules
participate in such bonding in liquid water and in ice,
the hydrogen bond being shown by the dotted line.
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H H occur. For example, water might be expected to boil
,

0
iHOHOH blow its actual freezing point (0 °C) were it not for the

H

% / energy required to break the hydrogen bonds in \liquid.

e.' water. Numerous hydrogcn bonds recurring at regular
intervals on certain long-chain polymeric molecules have

Although hydrogen bonds are some 10 to 20 times profound effects on their molecular behavior and struc-
weaker than normal cdvalent bonds; they have important ture, as in the cases of many proteins and of deoxyri-
effects on the properties of compounds in which they bonucleic acid (DNA).



On Some Recent Developments in12 Mathematics

INTRODUCTION

Among intellectual disciplines, mathematics occupies a
unique position. It is, with the possible exception of
astronomy, the oldest. It has been taught continuously
as an integral part of school curricula for over two thou-
sand years. It is in many respects an art, but it is also
the language of science It is pursued, in the words of
the nineteenth-century mathematician C.G.J. Jacobi,
"pour la gloire de ('esprit humain," while at the same
time it serves the practical needs of business and
technology.

After World War II came a steadily growing incursion
of mathematics into more and more areas of human ac-
tivity. Even sports have not escaped: regression analysis
and related statistical techniques aided by the availability
of high-speed computers are increasingly used in ana-
lyzing athletic performance and in planning football
strategy. That overbooking on airlines leads only to rel-
atively rare inconveniences is riot a matter of blind luck
but of careful statistical analysis. Similarly, queuing the-
orya sophisticated branch of prqbability theoryhas
been used in designing telephone exchanges so as to
prevent costly and irritating backups of calls.

The staggering number and bewildering variety of the
applications of mathematics at one end of the spectrum,
combined with its abstractness at the other, render the
task of presenting a popular yet undistorted picture of
today's mathematics extremely difficult. To make mat-
ters worse, mathematical research, unlike research in
some of the scientific disciplines with an empirical back-
ground, is focused on a variety of themes and problems;
mathematics has no fundamental agreed-upon problem
at any given time. Its course seems to the outside ob-
server to proceed on seemingly unrelated fronts, leaving
an impression of division and fragmentation. Neverthe-
less, it is both surprising and illuminating that ideas and
techniques from apparently unrelated fragments of the
mathematical enterprise have come together in recent
mathematical developments with remarkable power and
effect.

Although much of contemporary mathematics is ab-
stract and not easily accessible to nonspecialists, the real
conceptual and technical advances that have been achieved
have serious applications to many problems in science
and human life. This chapter offers a few glimpses into
the problems and preoccupations of today's mathematics
and attempts to give the reader some sense of the live-
liness and excitement of the subject.

4 t) 0
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SCALING AN INTELLECTUAL MOUNTAIN

The forces that push mathematics forward are many, and
the most elemental of these is akin to the drive which
for centuries made men climb mountains because they
were there.

The mathematical analogs of the Mont Blanes and
Mount Everests are problems that for long periods of
time defied solution. When at long last such a peak is
scaled, there is jubilation, mixed in some cases with soul
searching as to whether the achievement was worth the
effort.

One of the sections in this chapter is devoted to the
conquest of the four-color problem, an example of the
"mountain climbing" side of mathematics. This prob-
lem, which concerns proving that a map on a plane, or
on a sphere, can always be colored using just four colors
so that no two countries with a common border are of
the same color, is over one hundred years old. It is easy
to show that three colors are not enough and that five
will suffice. But the answer to whether four colors will
also suffice turned out to be/stubbornly elusive. For maps
drawn on a torusa surface like that of an inner tube
the required number of colors is seven. This underscores
the topological nature of the problem, since a torus and
a sphere are topologically distinct, neither being deform;
able without breaking or pasting into the other.

The problem attracted the attention of many mathe-
maticians. In fact, a method introduced as early as 1913
led to its recent solution. In the last stages of this con-
quest, the help of the computer proved decisive, but it
also raised a perplexing philosophical question: whether
a proof which cannot be checked step by step by ht.mans,
because of the prohibitively long time that would be
required, is entirely acceptable.

Now to the soul searching. Isn't the four-color prob-
lem "merely a puzzle"? Should not one direct one's
energy, ingenuity, and resources to dealing with "seri-
ous problems"? Well, the truth of the matter is that at
any given time we do not know what are "merely puz-
zles" and what may turn out to be "serious problems."
Trisecting an angle by means of ruler and compass
seemed a mere puzzle, but attempts to prove that such
a construction is impossible ultimately led to much of
modern algebra and were responsible, at least in part,
for introducing the concept of a group, surely one of the
most fundamental and applicable concepts of all
mathematics.

To take another example, in 1917 an Austrian math-
ematician, Johann Radon, showed that it is possible to
reconstruct a function f(x,y) of two variables by knowing
the integrals along all of the lines in the plane. A puzzle?
Not quite, for, although the inventors were unaware of
it, the extension of Radon's theorem to functions of three
variables (reconstructed from its integrals over all planes
in three-dimensional space) is the mathematical basis for

the X-ray mapping technique known as computerized X-
ray transmission tomographic scanning (CAT), for which
the Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology was awarded
in 1979. It is perhaps worth mentioning that Radon's
discovery was foreshadowed as early as 1906 by Hendrik
Lorentz in the course of lectures on the theory of waves
a subject quite different from that which motivated
Radon.

FORGING NEW LINKS TO PHYSICS

The scaling of another peak is described in the section
of this chapter on the classification of simple groups.
While the four -color problem is somewhat peripheral to
the mainstream of mathematics, the classification of sim-
ple groups is unquestionably in the center of an active
and lively field of modern algebra. It, too, has had a
long history, and it, too, attracted the attention of many
mathematicians. It is much more technical, and, in con-
trast to the four-color problem, the methods used in car-
rying it out are mathematically more intricate. It is much
less likely to be considered a mere puzzle, largely be-
cause it has deep connections with seeming!) unrelated
parts of mathematics. The connection with a separate
field of mathematics called the theory of automorphic
functions, which is briefly mentioned at the end of the
section on groups, is especially fascinating and is likely
to attract much further work.

Conquests of peaks are relatively rare, and it is pure
happenstance of history that two of them can be included
in this Five-Year Outlook report. Most of the time, prog-
ress in mathematics is more like exploring a territory
with uncharted, and even undetected, areas. The devel-
opments that will probably be adjudged the most exciting
of the past five years fall into this category.

Although much of mathematics, especially the crucial
problems, can be traced to influences coming from ex-
ternal sources, the bulk of its creativity is motivated
internally. Unhampered by empirical facts of the external
world, the mathematician can let his imagination soar
with no checks save those of logical consistency and
some sense of historical continuity. Abstractions are fol-
lowed by abstractions, and generalizations yield more
generalizations.

And then once in a miraculous while the result of such
a process makes contact with physical reality. Einstein's
,theory of general relativity is a striking example. The
story, or rather one of two stories, begins with the work-
of Carl Gauss on curved surfaces in ordinary three-
dimensional space. Gauss made the pivotal discovery
that there i.; a measure of curvature (called in his honor
Gaussian curvature) that is intrinsic to a surface; for
example, a flat creature living on a surface and unaware
of the fact that the surface was imbedded in three-
dimensional space could by appropriate measurements
calculate how much the surface curves at a given point.
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Following Gauss, G.F.B. Riemann sketched a pro-
gram for generalizing the theory of curved surfaces to
a theory of curved spaces of arbitrarily many dimensions,
thus laying the foundations of the branch of differential
geometry that we now call Riemannian geometry. Rie-
mann's ideas were taken up and developed by Italian
mathematicians, and it turned out that in higher dimen-
sions curvature cannot be described by a number (a sca-
lar); one needs instead a much more complicated con-
struct called a tensor. These Italian mathematicians then
laid the foundation of tensor ca;culus, which became the
principal tool of Riemannian geometry.

Then came Einstein, who about 1907 began struggling
with the theory of gravitation and was searching for an
appropriate mathematical framework for his ideas. When
his friend, the mathematician Marcel Grossmann, called
Einstein's attention to Riemannian geometry, the search
was over. The celebrated Einstein equations of general
relativity express the equality of two tensors, one of
which is related to the curvature of space-time.*

NOTHING MORE PRACTICAL THAN GOOD THEORIES

In the past few years, mathematicians and physicists
have witnessed a similarly miraculous confluence of
ideas. On one end were physically motivated theories
called gauge fields that were developed as frameworks
for dealing with weak and strong interactions; on the
other was an inspired generalization of Riemannian ge-
ometry that was conceived in the kind of intellectual
solitude that tends to characterize abstract athematics.
The section of-the chapter on gauge theories provides
some details of this remarkable encounter, but it may be
useful here to give an imperfect snapshot of the math-
ematical side of the picture.

Riemannian geometry, rooted as it was in the theory
of curved surfaces, made essential use of tangent spaces,
analogs of tangent lines to curves and tangent planes to
surfaces. It also defined the all-important concept of par-
allel- displacement, in analogy with earlier theory. To
explain further, the underlying skeleton of Riemannian
geometry is a space manifold. This manifold is the analog
of a curved surface M which has -a tangent plane Tx
attached to each point x of M and a rule that specifies
how to perform parallel displacements of elements. In
Riemannian geometry, keeping in mind the analogy with
curved surfaces, parallel displacements are defined in
terms of measurable properties of the underlying space
M.

'In general relativity. there is an added vomplication molar as the square of the differential
distance ds is given tin appropriately chosen coordinates, by the formula

11.1v212 rds02 Idx4/2

rather than by the formula

ds2 0.1a2l1 + 11.1412.

which is a generalization to four dimensions of the familiar Pythagorean theorem The minus

sign in the first formula reflects the specs.! rule of the fourth coordinate time
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Now, one can replace tangent spaces by more com-
plicated structuresgroups of matrices, for example
that are not necessarily related to the space M to which
they are attached. One can also define analogs of parallel
displacement, loosening the intimacy that existed be-
tween the tangent spaces Tx and the underlying manifold
M. To be sure, some restrictions have to be imposed;
but the freedom gained by departing from the strict con-
fines of Riemannian geometry is greatso great, in fact,
that Maxwell's equations of the electromagnetic field can
be couched in geometrical terms, as can the much more
complicated fields that have been proposed by physicists
to deal with weak and strong interactions.

These and related developments in differential ge-
ometry tended to focus on its global aspects, not on its
local ones, which at least as far as Riemannian geometry
is concerned had been largely worked out by the 1920's.
To understand what is at stake, it is sufficient to consider
smooth curved surfaces again. On each such surface, a
small neighborhood of a point is indistinguishable from
a correspondingly small piece of the tangent plane at this
point. This is why bur ancestors, before the days of long-
distance travel, thought that the earth was flat. Thus, all
small neighborhoods of smooth surfaces look alike,
namely, flat. Only when all of the tangent planes are put
together does an idea of the overall or global appearance
of the surface emerge.

A question arises at once as to what local information
for all points of the surface is needed to reconstruct the
surface, and, analogously, to reconstruct curved spaces
of higher dimensions. Of special interest are global ques-
tions in general relativity, for these are intimately con-
nected with the most exciting problems of astrophysics,
such as the existence of black holes.

There are many questions in general relativity and
cosmology that can be attacked using recent develop-
ments in the global aspects of differential geometry, and
some of the successes are mentioned in the last section
of this chapter.

The problem of reconstructing surfaces or curved
spaces from local information requires solving differ-
ential equations. But unlike most differential equations
in mathematical physics, which are linear and in general
describe small changes and effects, these equations are
nonlinear. Such nonlinear equations are for the most part
terra incognita even to mathematicians. The oldest and
best known set of nonlinear differential equations are
those of fluid flowthe equations of hydrodynamics.

In spite of their having been intensively studied for
over a century, and in spite of their great practical im-
portance, for example, in airplane design, relatively little
is known about nonlinear equations. For example, there
is still no satisfactory mathematical theory of turbulence.
Mathematicians do knoW that nonlinear equations give
rise to unusual phenomena, the best known example
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being the shock wave, which was predicted by Riemann
befnre it was actually observed.

In recent years, progreis has been made in understand-
ing nonlinear equations, including two notable suc-
cesses. The first concerns the discovery and classification
of a class of important solutions to a set of equations
proposed by Chen-Ning Yang and Robert Mills to de-
scribe weak and strong interactions in particle physics.
This remarkable feat was accomplished with tools
adapted from the "purest" parts of mathematics, namely,
topology and algebraic geometry, underscoring once
again that one never knows what in a given situation
may turn out to be "useful."

The second success is a remarkable story in itself,
concerning a novel method for solving a whule class of
nonlinear differential equations. It started with a little-
known approximate differential equation that was de-
rived late in the last century to explain a striking phe-
nomenon observed in narrow water channels. The phe-
nomenon is that of solitary waves (solitons). These were
first observed in 1847 by an Englishman named John
Scott Russell. He saw a single standing wave propagating
along a canal leading to the river Thames. An equation
was derived by two Dutch scientists that approximates
this behavior, in the sense that the equation has solutions
of a form consistent with the shape of the observed sol-
itary wave. The matter then rested for over 70 years,
until four American scientists discovered that solving the
equation could be reduced to solving a problemthe
inverse scattering problemrelated to a linear equation
that in this case, remarkably enough, turns out to be the
Schrodinger equation familiar from quantum m chanics.
This method, which became known as the inverse scat-
tering method, was then extended to many other nonlin-
ear equations, and the game is still being played all over
the world.

.

It should also be pointed out that in the search for
periodic solutions of the nonlinear equation describing
solitons, one encounters "hyperelliptic functions," first
introduced by the ubiquitous Riemann in his treatment
of a certain class of algebraic curves. Other aspects of
this work have had an impact on algebraic geometry,
providing yet another illustration of the remarkable ways
in which mathematics develops and grows.

The first section of this chapter deals with problems
that owe their being to the computer. That does not mean
that they could not have arisen if the art of electronics
had not kept pace with the ideas of Alan Tu.;.ig and John
von Neumann that form the basis for today's computing
machines.. Questions as to whether and how easily some-
thing can be computed belong naturally to logic and have
preceded the electronic assemblies that actually perform
the computing. But the computer gave many of these
problems an actuality that they otherwise would have
lacked, and it i$ not overgenerous to credit the computer

with spawning a challenging new branch of mathematical
research.

An illustration is in order, specifically, a well-known
and widely discussed problem, that of the traveling sales-
man. Suppose that a salesman is to visit n cities, 1, n,
and that the cost of going from city i to city j is

known. The question is how to plan a route through all
the cities that will have the lowest total cost.

This problem is of a type encountered in economics
under the general heading of a 'location of resources. One
has to consider all possible itinerariesa finite number
and compare their costs. But if the number n of cities
is large, e.g., 50, the number of all possible routings is
enormous, and from a purely practical point of view the
problem may be insoluble. It is therefore of considerable
interest to have an estimate of how long it would take
a computer to solve the problem. This is not only a
difficult mathematical problem; it also has close and pro-
found connections with many sorts of questions in pure
mathematics, such P.J in the theory of polyhedra in
n-dimensional spaces.

This brief introduction and the sections that follow
.annot even come close to transmitting to the reader the
full scope of mathematical activity taking place today.
This chapter can hardly touch upon algebra, which is,
as it has been for many decades, an active field of math-
ematical research. It can allude to topology and
algebraic geometry. It has to leave out probability theory,
a mathematical field of great activity which is unique in
that it is an integral part of the whole of scientific meth-
odology. Neither is there space to deal with the rapidly
growing field of mathematical physics, which is coming
to grips with some of the thorniest mathematical diffi-
culties posed by quantum field theories and related
subjects.

Still, it is hoped that the reader will be left with some
impression of the remarkable edifice called mathematics,
which under one roof can house in harmony and unity
subjects ranging from the traveling salesman problem to
differential geometry, from the classification of finite
groups to solitary waves.

THEORETICAL COMPUTER SCIENCE

The front page of the New York Tunes of November 7,
1979, displayed the headline "A Soviet Discovery Rocks
World of Mathematics." Although the headline was a
gross exaggeration and the article itself contained serious
misinformation, the fact that a mathematical result was
considered so newsworthy accurately reflects the im-
portance of the active field of research called algorithmic
analysis, which is part of theoretical computer science.
This field, developed in large part by American research-
ers, uses mathematical methods to predict the efficiency

,
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of procedures, or algorithms, as they are called, for use
in solving problems by computer.

Some of the basic issues involved in algorithmic anal-
ysis can be appreciated from a simple example: searching
an ordered list. Imagine a given list of items stored in
a computer in a definite order, such as a telephone di-
rectory. Since a computer that is being used to determine
whether or not some particular name is in the phone
book cannot flip the pages in the way a person would,
it could instead be programmed to compare the name
being sought with each successive name in the stored list
until the name is found or until the entire list has been
unsuccessfully searched. This crude procedure, which
does not even make use of the fact that a phone book
is arranged in alphabetical order, will require at worst
as many comparisons as there are items in the list (when
the item being sought is not in the list).

A much more efficient algorithm, called the binary
search procedure, would compare the item being sought
with an item midway through the list. This one com-

parison enables the computer, because the list is ordered,

to eliminate from consideration half of the list. This
process would then be continued, the computer looking

halfway down the items that remain at each stage.
Searching a list of 128 items by the first crude method
may require as many as 128 comparisons; the binary
search procedure would require only 7 comparisons. The
reduction becomes even more dramatic for larger lists.

This example shows how an adroit choice of algorithm

can greatly reduce the number of step's required to solve

a problem. Algorithmic analysis is concerned with issues

involving the number of steps that specific algorithms
require to solve a problem, and, in particular, how many
steps are required in the "worst" case.

YES-OR-NO ALGORITHMS

Many of the most important problems studied in alga-

nthmic analysis are called decision problems; these are
problems to which the solution is a simple yes or no.
The list-searching problem just discussed is a decision
problem; either the item being Fought is or is not in the
list. An algorithm for the solution of a decision problem

is a general procedure that will work, at least in principle,

on any particular example to which it is applied. Thus,
the binary search procedure for the list-searching prob-

lem can be applied to any item together with any ordered

list to produce eithei the answer "yesthe item is in the

list" or "nothe item is not in the list." How many
steps an algorithm will require depends, of course, on

the size of the particular example to which it is applied.
The particular example is called the input to the algo-

rithm, and its size is conveniently measured by the num-
ber of symbols required to write it down.

Researchers in algorithmic analysis distinguish be-
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tween tractable and intractable algorithms. A tractable
algorithm is one that will produce answers in a "rea-
sonable" amount of time for inputs of "reasonable"
size. An algorithm that always works in principle, but
is not tractable, is naturally called intractable.

GLOSSARY

ALGORITHM In computer science, a procedure con-
sisting of discrete steps that seeks an answer to properly
formulated problems.
DECISION PROBLEM A problem that can be answered
with either a yes or a no.
POLYNOMIAL TIME ALGORITHM An algorithm that
can solve a decision problem in less than a certain number

of steps. Thik number is determined by a subsidiary

procedure applied to the number of symbols in the input
and consisting of some number of additions and multi-
plications that is fixed in advance.
NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHM A pseudo al-
gorithm that yields an answer to a decision problem by

knowing; at 'each-step in process, one of various

possible correct steps to take.
NP-COMPLETE PROBLEM A decision problem that
has a nondeterministic polynomial time algorithm and

is equivalent, via a polynomial time algorithm, to every

other decision problem with a nondeterministic poly-

nomial time algorithm.
ORACLE An imaginary device that furnishes the correct
answer to a decision problem without using any algorithm.

Since tractability is not a precise notion because of the/
vagueness of the word "reasonable," work has centered
on polynomial time algorithms for decision problerrIs.
What makes an algorithm be polynomial time is the
availability of a subsidiary complexity-predicting proce-
dure that employs only some fixed-in-advance number of
additions and multiplications. (The number of additions
and multiplications is fixed in advance of being presented
with the actual data. For example, to calculate n3 takes
two multiplications, but to calculate 3^ requires a number
of multiplications that cannot be fixed' in advance of
knowing n.) This subsidiary procedure, when applied to
the size of an input, will compute a number that is guaran-
teed to exceed the number of steps the algorithm will take
in determining whether the correct answer for the input is
yes or no.

In practice, algorithms regarded as tractable are also
found to be polynomial time algorithms, and algorithms
regarded as intractable tend not to be. A typical intracta-
ble algorithm may require a number of steps that is an
exponential function of the size of the input. The in-
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tractability is then an instance of the familiar explosive-
ness of.exponential growth. Computing an exponential
function of the size of an input requires a number of
multiplications that depends on that size, and hence this
number cannot be fixed in advance, as is required of
polynomial time algorithms.

The discovery mentioned at the beginning of this sec-
tion, which was made by the Soviet mathematician L.
G. Khathian, was that there is a polynomial time al-
gorithm for a specific important decision problem: the
general linear programming problem. A typical example,
or input, for the general linear programming problem is
as follows. Let there be warehouses in Detroit, Syracuse,
and Denver for storing shoes with capacities of 17,654,
28,231, and 19,158 pairs, respectively; and let there be
wholesale distnbution centers for shoes in Chicago, New
York, and Los Angeles with capacities of 5,215, 46,183,
and 13,645 pairs, respectively. Let the cost of shipping
one pair from a warehouse to a distribution center be
given by the following.

Origins

Destinations

Chicago New York Cos Angeles

Detroit ...... .

Syracuse ... :

Denver

5c 9c 17c

6c 4c 18c

10c 12c 11c

Can all of the pairs of shoes be moved from the ware-
houses to the destinations for a cost of less than 56,000?

Applications of linear programming are ubiquitous;
they occur in business, economics, and engineering`
Because of the usefulness of linear programming, there
has been a great deal of work on suitable algorithms for
solving the general linear programming problem. But
until Khachian's work, no polynomial time algorithm
for this problem was known.*

DOES P = NP9

It is possible that future refinements 'of Khachian's meth-
ods will lead to improved linear programming algo-
rithms, but this is not the aspect of the matter that most
excites researchers in algorithmic analysis. Rather, the
existence of a polynomial time algorithm for the general
linear programming problem is so provocative because
it sheds new and surprising light on an ambitious effort
by theoretical computer scientists to classify decision
problems according to the least number of steps required
by algorithms for these problems.

*The popular simplex method. deseloped b> George Dantzig of Stanford Unisersity is not
a polynomial time algontm Although 1>antlig's algorithm works rather well in prance. it
o known to be exponential in the NU:SI ,..Ise The real importanse of Khashian dissosery

is not that it will lead at rime to improsed practical algorithms for linear programming In
the present state of knowledge. the simplex method works far better on examples likely to
be met in practne than would algonthms densed from Khashian s work

The observation that originally initiated this was that,
for a large -class of decision problems for which only
intractable algorithms were known, polynomial time pro-
cedures could be found if an element of nondeterminism
was permitted. Such nondeterministic procedures would
not be genuine algorithms. For an input with a correct
answer of yes, such a procedure would be guaranteed
to reach this answer only if at each stage in the algorithm
the correct next steps were chosen from the alternatives.
It is as though a computer were equipped with a magic
roulette wheel which it could consult about its next op-
eration and which would always advise it correctly.

The class of all decision problems that possess poly-
nomial time procedures of this type is called NP, for
nondeterministic polynomial; by contrast, the class of
problems with genuine polynomial time algorithms is
called P. Clearly, the class P is included in NP. Evidence
suggests that many tractable decision problems are in P,
and that many apparently intractable problems are in the
class NP. These observations have strongly suggested
to mathematicians that the classes must be different, that
P # NP. However, despite the fact that the question
is P = NP'?" has been regarded as the central problem

in theoretical computer science for a decade, it has so
far resisted all efforts to settle it.

The focus of much of the research on NP has been on
what are called NP-complete problems. A decision prob-
lem A is called NP-complete if A is in the class NP and
if every problem in the class NP can be translated into
A by a procedure which works "rapidly" relative to the
size of the input. Stephen A. Cook of the University of
Toronto introduced the notion of NP-completeness in a
ground-breaking paper in 1971 and proved that a number
of important decision problems are indeed NP-complete.
A year later, Richard Karp of the University of California
at Berkeley proved that a number of other problems are
also NP-complete. Among these is the traveling salesman
problem: given various cities (the distance between them
being known) and a number D, does there exist a journey
of no more than D miles that passes through all of the
given cities?

Since NP-complete problems are all polynomial time
reducible to one another, they are, in a sense, all equiv-
alent. In particular, by using translation procedures, a
polynomial time algorithm for any NP-complete problem
can yield a polynomial time algorithm for every other
NP-complete problem. Thus, if even one NP-complete
problem turned out to be in P, it would follow that
P = NP.

The prevailing judgment among computer scientists
is that it is most unlikely that P = NP and that. therefore,
no NP-complete problem is in P. Because of the tendency
to regard membership in the class P as equivalent to
tractability, these considerations suggest that proving a
problem to be NP-complete is strong evidence of its
intractability. This has led to efforts to develop effective



techniques for deriving such proofs, and hundreds of
decision problems, many of them of considerable im-
portance, have been shown to be NP-complete over the

mpast decade, mostly by American computer scientists.
In his 1972 paper referred to above, Richard Karp

discussed the linear programming problem, among oth-
ers. It is very easy to see that the linear programming
problem belongs to NP, but Karp was unable to show
it to be NP-complete. Although no one could settle the
matter. it was widely believed that the linear programing
problem was NP-intermediate, that is, neither in P nor
NP-complete. Khachian's proof that the problem is ac-
tually in P of course ended the matter. But the rebuff to
the intuition of experts sent a .hock wave through the
algorithmic analysis community and led at least some
to wonder whether polynomial time algorithms might
not also exist for NP-complete problems, that is, whether
P might not actually be equal to NP.

THE EASY VERSUS TILE HARI) WAY

Why has the question of whether P = NP proved so
difficult to settle? Some recent results obtained by com-
puter scientists at the University of California at Berkeley
and at Cornell University can be interpreted as implying
that there is no "easy" way. These results involve an
"oracle," a fruitful notion first introduced in 1940 by
te,e great English logician and computer scientist Alan
Turing. (Turing. incidentally, was part of a team largely
responsible for the spectacularly successful effort by the
English to decipher German military communications
during World War 11Project ULTRA.) The idea is to
imagine a computer furnished with a magic deice that
instantaneously and at no cost furnishes the yes or no
answer for some decision problem when gi% en an input
Naturally, a computer enhanced by such an oracle can
accomplish more than one without. Most proofs in the-
oretical computer science remain valid w hen they are
"relativized" by introduction of an oracle. Hence. a
proof that P = NP should Imply a proof that more can
be aLcomplished in polynomial time nondeterministi-
cally than determinismally, , e% en when an oracle is al-
lowed. HOVveNCr. in 1976. it was shown that while this
is the case for some oracles, it is false for others. In the
same year. It was shown that when a suitable oracle is
chosen, the question cannot be resoled een from a
system of axioms powerful enough to den% e all of or-
dinary mathematics.

These indications that the P = NP problem is not
likely to be settled by ordinary methods suggest that
some of the more exothc parts of mathematical logit. ha% e

a role to play in computer science. This connection is
especially interesting because of the part that mathe-
matical logic played in formulating the basic concepts
of computer science. The first successful model of com-
putation was supplied in 1936 by Turing and, inde-
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pendently, by the American logician Emil Post. Turing's
work was a theoretical prediction that an all-purpose
computer was feasible. This so-called Turing machine
remains the basis of much work in theoretical computer
science. In fact, some of the concepts discussed here are
formulated more precisely in terms of Turing machines.
For example, in speaking of the number of "steps" in
a computation, as we have been doing, it is necessary
to be precise about just what constitutes a step, and
Turing's model permits us to do so unambiguously.

Turing's work was based on the work of the great
logician Kurt Gfidel and was parallel to, but independent
of, the work of the American logician Alonzo Church,
who used a mathematical system called the lambda cal-
culus, which has been of considerable recent interest to
computer scientists. Polynomial time reducibility is a
refinement of a notion introduced in 1944 by Emil Post.

The problems of theoretical computer science arise
from computing practice, and the concepts developed by
theoretical computer scientists in turn provide a neces-
sary conceptual framework for those working in the more
applied parts of the field. The next five years will cer-
tainly see much new and interesting work on the tract-
ability of decision problems.

THE FOUR-COLOR THEOREM

How many different colors does a mapmaker need? Ens-
lish cartographers of the nineteenth century noticed that
it was never necessary to use more than four colors to
distinguish the countries of any map they had ever seen.
Is this an accident of the particular political history of
Europe. or is there a more general principle at work
here? Is it true that all maps that could possibly ever
exist can be colored in four or fewer colors, and, if so,
can this be proven? The answer to both questions is
yesfour colors are enough, and this can be proven.

The four-color theorem is a curious problem. Unlike
those classically associated with mathematics. the ob-
jects being considered are neither numbers nor functions
but ordinary geopolitical maps. The operation on these
objects is not addition, multiplication, or differentiation.
it is the application of colors, the activity a child un-
dertakes with a coloring book. Even so, it is still a so-
phisticated mathematical problem to show that there can-
not exist a map requiring five or more colors. Such proofs
kW the nonexistence of a specific object are often among
the most difficult and rewarding in mathematics.

This problem, although it is so simple to state, proved
intractable to many mathematicians during more than a
century of frustrating effort. The solutions that we have
today depend heavily on enormous calculations per-
formed by computers. They are not the clear and simple
explanations of why the result is true that mathematical
proofs ideally should be. For this reason, investigators
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of this topic continue to seek a fuller understanding of
the problem and the principles behind it. It is also the
nature of the proofs we have today that has led to phil-
osophical problems unique to our age.

THE CHALLENGE BEGINS

The question of whether it is possible to draw a map,
no matter how wildly convoluted, that requires more
than four colors was first asked in 1850 by Francis Guth-
rie, who was then" a student at Edinburgh. Shortly there-
after, the problem was communicated to Augustus de
Morgan, a noted mathematician of the time, who pub-
licized it to the mathematical world.

A purported solution was published in 1879 by the
English barrister A.B. Kempe. His proof was faulty, but
it contained many interesting ideas, and its flaws were
not exposed for over ten years.

An entire branch of mathematics called graph theory
has evolved over the last 100 years in part to solve this
very problem. The development of graph theory illus-
trates the dual nature of mathematical progress. Some-
times theoretical results pursued for their own aesthetic
nature are later discovered to have practical value; and
sometimes work on specific practical problems gives rise
to general theoretical discoveries. This is especially true
of the relationship that has developed between graph
theory and computer science.

To return to the statement of the four-color theorem,
let us consider a map of the 48 contiguous states. We
wish to color each state in such a way that any two states
sharing a common bcrder receive different colors. By
the phrase "a common border," we mean more than just
one point. Utah and New Mexico touch at only one
point, and so we shall allow them to be colored with the
same color, just as the squares of a checkerboard can be
colored with the two colors red and black. One way of
coloring the United States is to use 48 different colors,
each for a different state. This guarantees that no pair
of neighboring states receives the same color. To be
more efficient, we ask the question "what is the least
number of colors with which we can color the map?"

We can see immediately that it is not necessary to use
48 colors. The state of Maine borders only on New
Hampshire. We can color the 47 states other than Maine
with 47 different colors, and then color Maine with any
one of these colors other than the one used for New
Hampshire. It is also easy to demonstrate that we need
at least four different colors for our map. The state of
Nevada borders on five states: Oregon, Idaho, Utah,
Arizona, and California. It must receive a color different
from any of the colors of_these five states. If we tried
to color the whole map in three colors, then the ring of
five states around Nevada must be colorable in two

colorsC, and C2. If Oregon is colored CI, then bor-
dering Idaho must be colored C2. Utah borders Idaho
and so must be colored C.1. Arizona borders Utah and
so must be colored C2. Now California borders Arizona,
which was colored C2, but it also borders Oregon which
was colored C,. So California cannot be colored. The
ring of five states cannot be colored in two colors; at
least three different colors are needed for them. Anti
Nevada, which borders on all five of the other states,
must then be colored with a fourth color. ;

So far, we have shown that to color the United States
requires at least 4 and at most 47 different colors. Sur-
prisingly, the final answer to the question is that four
colors will suffice to color the entire map. Even more
surprising is that even if the borders between the states
are redrawn in any possible fashiog and any number of
new states are created, we can still color the map in four
colors. This is the four-color theorem.

In the usual statement of this theorem, we refer to the
areas to be colored as countries (not states). We require
that the countries be in one solid piece and not be sep-
arated like Michigan. We further require that all the
countries be contiguous. With these stipulations, the
four-color theorem states that "the countries of any map
can be colored in four or fewer colors such that no two
countries which share a common border receive the same
color.

THE DUALITY OF MAP AND GRAPH

The concepts of country and coloring may seem very far
from the usual considerations of science and technology,
but the four-color theorem is not as remote from appli-
cation as it may appear. Consider a specific map of coun-
tries as in Figure I a. Inside each country designate a
single capital city by a point. Draw a line between two
cities if their respective countries share a common bor-
der. The lines between capitals can be drawn without
intersecting, as in Figure lb.

We shall call the points vertices and the lines con-
necting them edges. The resultant diagram is the dual
graph of the map (see Figure lc). The dual graph, an
absuaction of the map, carries with it all the information
about which country borders which, but it loses all spe-
cific information about size and shape of the countries.
This lost information is irrelevant to the consideration
of coloring.

The graphs that can be obtainec! in this way are called
planar graphs, because they can be drawn on a plane in
such a way that the edges do not meet anywhere but at
a vertex (Figure 1d).

The ploblem of four-coloring maps then becomes the
problem of four-coloring the vertices of planar graphs.
The four-color theorem states that we can label the ver-
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Figure I.

tices of any planar graph with a set of four or fewer
labels (a label is in effect a color) such that no pair of
vertices connected by an edge receives the same label.
It is in this form that the four-color theorem has its
.greatest applicability.

For example, suppose that we are Imoducing a Broad-
way musical that contains several production numbers.
The casts involved in these musical numbers are not
disjoint, in other words, the same singer may be needed
in more than one song. We wish to establish a rehearsal
schedule such that as many songs as possible can be
practiced at the same time. Of course, no two songs can
be rehearsed simultaneously if they require the presence
of the same singer, who can only be in one room at any
one time. This is a problem of graph coloring in the
following way.

Let each musical number be represented by a vertex.
Connect two vertices with an edge if the corresponding
musical numbers have at least one singer in common and
cannot be rehearsed at the same time. The result is a
graph. The problem of assigning rehearsal slots is the
problem of labeling the vertices of this graph with re-
hearsal times, instead of colors, in such a way that no
pair of vertices connected by an edge is assigned the
same-time_The_question_af_dztermkning the fewest sep-
arate rehearsal times required is equivalent to the prob-
lem of coloring this graph in the least number of colors.

4
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Consider the following concrete example. There are
seven musical numbers with casts as given below, where
A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are singers.

#1: A, D, F
#2: A, B
#3: A, B, C, D, E
#4: B, C
#5: D, E, F, G
#6: F, G

C, E, G

The graph representing these seven musical numbers is
shown below.

#1

#2 a

#4

An edge connects any two vertices whose correspond-
ing musical numbers have a singer in common. Because
they have singer B in common, #2 and #4 are con-
nected; on the other hand, #3 and #6 are not connected.
This graph is a planar graph (its edges do not intersect),
so the four-color theorem says that this graph can be
colored in four or fewer colors, as below. Notice that
if we drop song #7, the graph that results can be colored
in three colors.

Blue

Red Green Red

\ lu/
Yellow

Green

The two musical numbers colored blue can meet at
one o'clock; the two musical numbers colored red can
meet at two o'clock; the two musical numbers colored
green can meet at three o'clock; and #7, colored yellow,
can meet at four o'clock. This particular set of rehearsals
cannot fit into fewer than four different time slots.

This method applies equally well to scheduling
congressional committee meetingsthe number of time
slots for meetings should be kept to a minimum, but two
committees cannot be assigned to meet at the same time
if they have a member in common.

.25 8
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One of the most frequent uses of gi-aph coloring is
found in the operation of a computer. As a computer
executes the instructions in its program, certain pieces
of information, such as the results of arithmetic calcu-
lations, must be stored throughout the whole run of the
program: other information is only needed up to a point
and can then be forgotten. The information that will have
to be referred to in the future is stored in index registers,
which at any one time can contain only one piece of
information each. If one piece of information can be
forgotten before another piece is created, then it is pos-
sible that both may be kept in the same index register
at different times. Two pieces of information whose use-
ful life spans overlap cannot be kept in the same index
register.

Let all the pieces of information used in a specific
program be equated with vertices. Connect two vertices
by an edge if the two pieces of information cannot be
assigned to the same index register. We have now con-
structed a graph. The question "what is the least number
of index registers needed by this program?" is the same
as "what is the least number of colors with which we
can color this graph?" All the vertices assigned the same
color can be allocated to the same index register. Since
this graph need not be planar, the four-color theorem
may not apply, and we may have to use many index
registers. This is not a frivolous example. The problem
of assigning index registers is one that computers must
solve millions of times a day, and the approach used is
entirely analogous to that of graph coloring.

These examples illustrate that in general all problems
of allocation can be restated as problems of coloring
graphs, and therefore the study of chromatic graph theory
(graph coloring) should have an important Waring on
issues that can be stated as allocation problems. One of
the fastest growing fields of information science is the
development of mathematical models that use the struc-
tures Of graphs and colorings to describe and analyze
sets of data.

CRITICAL MAPS AND UNAVOIDABLE SETS

The struct9re of the p,00f of the four-color theorem, as
iehas evolved over the past century, is in the form of
a reduction ad absurdum argument. This means that we
begin by stipulating, that the theorem is false, because
there is some map (call it M) that requires more than
four colors to be properly colored. We then iouically
examine the conclusions that we can deduce aoolt M;
and when we have discovered enough informat:on, we
find that M must possess conflicting properties and so
cannot exist. The fact that no counterexample can exist
suffices to prove the theorem.

§lippose now that some maps did exist requiring more
than four colors. Most of them would be very large, by
which we mean that they would contain many countries.

Let us call a map which can be colored in four or fewer
colors a colorable map. Let us start with some uncolor-
able map M:. A map is called smaller than MI if it has
fewer :ountries than MI. L0 us look through all the
maps smaller than MI to see if there is one that is also
uncolorable. If there is, then let that map be called M2;
and let us look through all the maps smaller than it to
see if any of them are also uncolorable. We then call any
such map M3 and look for a still smaller uncolorable
map.

This process cannot go oil forever, since sooner or
later we will be down to maps of ,o.ur or fewer countries,
all of which are colorable. Let this process stop at the
map M. This map has two properties: (1) it is uncolor-
able, and (2) all maps smaller than it are colorable. There
may be other maps that also have these two properties,
but they will necessarily have the same number of coun-
tries as M. All maps with these two properties are called
critical.

Either the four-color theorem is true or there exist
critical maps. It is possible to determine some detailed
facts about critical maps.

Theorem: No critical map can contain a country with
only three neighbors.

Proof: Let us suppose,.to the contrary, that the critical
map M contains a country, A, with three neighbors, as
shown in Figure 2a.

C yellow

(b)'

C yellow

(c)

Figure 2.

(d)

Then suppose that countries A and B become united so
that the boundary between them is erased, as in ?.b. The
map resulting from this has one fewer country than M,
so it must be colorable. Let us color the whole new map
with the colors red, blue, yellow, and green. After this
coloring takes place, suppose that countries A and B
become disunited again and the ''rder between them
reappears, as in 2c.

We have now returned to the original map M, and It
is almost properly colored. Every country has a color,
and no two countries of the same color are neighbors,

t)



GLOSSARY

DUAL GRAPH A representation of a map in which each
country is indicated by a dot and lines connect neigh-
boring countries.
CRITICAL MAP A map (if there are any) which cannot
be colored in four colors and such that all maps with
fewer countries are colorable infour colors.
CONFIGURATION A grouping of countries inside of
a map.
REDUCIBLE A configuration is reducible if it can be
shown that it is never part of any critical map.
UNAVOIDABLE SET A set of configurations such that
any map must contain at least one of them.
DISCHARGING A method of producing unavoidable
sets.

except for A and B. However, this conflict can be re-,
solved. We can reassign to country A a new color so,,
that it will not conflict with the colors of any of its''
neighbors., This is shown in 2d. This recoloring can
always be performed, because country A has only three
neighbors and it is always possible to choose a color
different from those assigned to all three. i

I

In this wa) we have Jhoval that map M is colorable.
But this contradicts the hypothesis that M is critical.
Therefore, ro critical map M could exist which had a
country with three neighbors.

What we have 'shown above is that some configura-
tions, such as the one in Figure 2a, simply cannot exist
in any critical map. Any such configuration we call
reducible.

In 1913, George David Birkhoff of Harvard University
developed a powerful method of proving that certain
configurations, such as that shown below, are reducible.
Many more configurations were found to be reducible in
the ensuing years.

Reducible configurations are what must not be found
in critical maps. But there is another side to the prob-
lemdiscovering what must be found in all critical
maps. Using a formula discovered. by both Rene Des-
cartes and Leonhard Euler. Henri Lebesgue proved in
1940 that every critical map that exists must contain at
least one of the seven configurations shown in the figure
below. The configurations are so complicated that they
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are given in their dual graph forms, where a digit has
been used to indicate the. number of edges coming out
of each vertex.

i 6*

A set of configurations with the property that all 'crit-
ical maps that exist must contain at least one of the
configurations is called an unavoidable set.

If someone were to be able to show that the seven
configurations found by Lebesgue were each reducible,
then the four-color theorem would be solved by reductio
ad absurdum. Every critical map M would have to con-
tain one of the configurations, since the set is unavoid-
able, but could not contain any of the configurations,
since they are all reducible. This contradiction would
show that no critical map M could exist.

To date, no one has been able to show that Lebesgue's
configurations are reducible, but the theorem was finally
solved.along much the same lines.

PROGRESS IN THE 1470'S'

Oystein Ore of Yale University published an influential
book in 1967 devoted to the four-cOlor theorem, in which
he collected all the bits of research known at that time.
The next significant resemti came from H. Heesch in
1969, who had considerable'exKrience in determining
whether configurations were reducible, He had attacked
many large configurations and had discovered-tbat con-
figurations which he could prove to be reducible had
certain specific characteristics; he called such configu-
rations Z-positive. He did not prove a theorem that all
Z-positive configurations were reducible, but he gave
massive empirical evidence for this fact. He then mod-
ified Lebesgue's procedure for finding unavoidable sets
and looked for an unavoidable set all of whose config-
urations were Z-rsitive. This he found by using a
method he called discharging. Heesch produced an un-
avoidable set of some 9;000 configurations, all of which
were Z-positive, and so all of which he believed could
be shown to be reducible.

In ,the abstract, this appears to be the solution to the
four-Color problem except for one catch. The classical
method for demonstrating that a given configuration is
reducible requires an immense amount of calculation,
and the complexity uf this calculation grows enormously
as the size of the configuration increases. Heesch not
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only had a large number of configurations to test, but
many of the configurations were themselves gigantic, so
much so that the computation required was well beyond
the scope of the fastest and largest computers. As these
machines get more and more powerful, we may see at
some future time that Heesch was a mere computer run
away from proving the four-color theorem, but the result
of his work at the time was inconclusive.

Heesch had developed a procedure for producing an
unavoidable set with certain properties which indicated
that,the configurations were likely to be reducible. Walter
Stromquist of Harvard modified the discharging proce-
dure in 1975 to produce a smaller and more manageable
unavoidable set with even more desirable properties. But
this set was still too big to handle.

Then, in 1976, Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken
of the University of Illinois at Champaign - Urbana an-
nounced that they had discovered a modification of dis-
charging that produced an unavoidable set of some 1,900
configurations, all of which they were able to show were
reducible.

This meant that the four-color theorem was in fact
proven. The calculation had been reduced to one small
enough to be performed by a computer, albeit in

hundreds of hours of machine time. However, there was
a great amount of unhappiness about the solution, be-
cause the calculation was so large that a person could
not check it by hand.That is, there was evidence that the
solution existed. but not one mathematician knew of the
solution's details, not even Appel and Haken.

This situation has never before occurred in mathe-
matics It' presents definite philosophical problems.
There is a distinct possibility that a computer could make
an error in so vast a calculation. There is also the pos-
sibility of an error being made in the interfacing between
man and machine, invalidating the results. It is con-
ceivable, too, that a computer program does not actually
do what people believe it does. And there are many more
qualms and fears which can be expressed.

Some, however, hailed this proof as the dawning of
a new era in which mathematics will become a quasi-
experimental science. They look at a computer run as
a laboratory experiment giving inductive evidence of a
nature totally opposed to the classical conception of
mathematics as a purely deductive subject. To date, this
is still a minority opinion and scorned in most mathe-
matical circles.

There is one other confounding difficulty with this
proof In order to duplicate the experiment, a mathe-
matician must write independent programs to generate
the unavoidable set and test its reducibility and must then
spend the enormous amount of time running these pro-
grams. This no one has done.

Verification of the truth of the theorem, though not
of Appel and Haken's work, came from Frank Allaire
at the University of Waterloo in 1979. He used a different

discharging procedure, which generated an even larger
unavoidable set. However, using mathematical theorems
he was able to demonstrate the reducibility of most of
the configurations in his set, leaving only a few hundred
to be checked by computer. The result is tnus proven to
the satisfaction of everyone who will accept as definitive
a machine calculation that cannot be checked by people.

RECENT WORK AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Much evidence indicates that no breakthrough is going
to produce an unavoidable set that hand calcplations
could show to be reducible, at least using the Ili,rkhoff
method of demonstrating reducibility. Thus there are two
possible directions for new research. Either a proo\ may
be found along entirely different lines, or an impfove-
ment must be made in the method of demonstrating re-
ducibility. The latter has been done.

In 1975, Daniel 1.A. Cohen of Harvard University
proposed a method o, deternuning reducibility which
converts the problem into one of solving a system of
equations. This method was shown to dominate the clas-
sical method in the sense that any configuration which
can be shown to be reducible in the old way can also be
shown to be reducible in the new way. this new tech-
nique, called the method of block-Lount consistency , has
one further advantage--after a computer has demon-
strated that a specific configuration is reducible, it can
print out a proof of this fact, which can be independently'
checked by a human. A computer is necessary for finding
the proof but is not required to check it. The proof gen-
erated by this method is admittedly stupendously long
(each case is several hundred pages), but it can be made
complete and can be examined.

In 1980, Victor Miller of the IBM Watson Research
Center at Yorktown Heights implemented this procedure
for a computer. His goal is not to check tl.e unavoidable
sets of Appel and Haken and of Allaire (which were.
constructed with the classical reducibility method in
mind' but to create a smaller unavoidable set that will
yield to this method of showing reducibility.

Looking beyond the inevitable resolution of the four-
color problem, which someday, one hopes, will have a
short analytical proof, there are deeper and more im-
mediate questions raised by the computer's invasion of
mathematical sanctity. There are already other examples
of computer generated results that are also analytically
uncertain. One such concerns the search for large prime,,
used in making "unbreakable" codes. In this instance,
a computer calculation determines that a number is
"most likely" a pi,,ne, giving a probability estimate as
its result, such a process is difficult for a classical math-
ematician to swallow.

Historically, the great mathematicians often relied on
extensive hand calculations to guide them in their the-
orekical work. The development of new theorems has

ri



often followed the model of theoretical physics, from
hand experiments to conjectures to proofs. Mathemati-
cians had expected that computers would play an im-
portant role in mathematics only in the calculation and
speculation stage. Few believed that computers could
help to discover actual proofs, even though some limited
but interesting work was done on this subject very early
by Hao Wang and others.

The curriculum in mathematics has always been re-
sponsive to the computational needs of society and has
matured accordingly. Methods for extracting square
roots by hand and extending the accuracy of logarithm
tables by interpolation have been dropped from the syl-
labus. It may not be long before calculus courses reflect
the fact that symbolic integration is best performed by
machine algorithms totally unlike those found in standard
texts. Exactly how mathematicians will respond to the
challenge presented by the four-color problem and the
possibility of computer-assisted (if not dominated) proofs
is yet to be seen.

CLASSIFICATION OF FINITE SIMPLE GROUPS

The concept of a group is one of the most useful and
important ideas discovered in mathematics in the last
two centuries. It arose from considerations of symmetry
in mathematical systems, but has also been applied to
symmetries in many areas of science. Groups have been
one of the great unifying mathematical ideas connecting
many different fields of study. In mathematics. the-con-
cept is of great importance in topology, differential ge-
ometry, number theory, and harmonic analysis; in sci-
ence, it has been extensively employed in spectroscopy,
crystallography, atomic physics, and particle physics.

Groups are certain mathematical objectslike geo-
metrical Shapes or numberswhich are very easy to
understand. As is common in most of science, one of
the challenging tasks for mathematicians is to catalog
and describe completely the objects being studied. Often,
this is accomplished by breaking down the objects into
smaller, more fundamental objects which are the con-
stituents of all the objects and which can be listed. An
analogous breakdown in chemistry is the periodic table
of elements; in physics, it is the search for the funda-
mental particles. In the study of groups, the basic build-
ing blocks from which all groups are constructed are the
so-called simple groups, and the determination of all
simple groups has been a major theme in the history of
the subject.

Researchers working to complete a unified group the-
ory have recently finished the classification of all finite
simple groups. That is to say, they have now drawn up
a list of all the fundamental groups, as chemists drew
up the periodic table.4This undertaking, done on a scale
not seen before in the history of mathematics, has been
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carried on for the last three decades by hundreds of
mathematicians in many countries around the world. The
complete results, taken together, will occupy about
10,000 pages of highly condensed notation in mathe-
matical journals.

The next few years promise the consolidation and
checking of this project and the beginning of a whole
new era for group theory. One of the important tasks for
the near future will be to understand a startling discovery
made at the end of the classification process: a totally
unexpected connection with the theory of numbers. An-
other vast project is the representation theory of. finite
groups, which explores the way groups arise in many
applications. (Representing a group amounts to showing
a 'specific example of it, as in the manipulation of a
particular geometrical object.) An exciting period is un-
der way.

HIDDEN COMPLEXITIES

The idea of a group is deceptively easy. This is because
the applications of the idea are not immediately apparent;
a quick understanding of the basic idea does not lead
directly to an appreciation of its relevance.

Consider the symmetries of a familiar system, and one
of the simplest mathematical objects, the equilateral tri-
angle (Figure 3). A symmetry of this triangle is a way

Figure 3.

of moving the triangle so that the result leaves the triangle
looking exactly as it did before. For example, suppose
we rotate the triangle 120° in a counterclockwise direc-
tion, so that the vertex labeled u is carried over to the
vertex labeled w, the vertex labeled w goes to the one
labeled v, and v goes to u. We have simply rotated the
triangle about its midpoint, leaving it in the plane of the
page. Call this symmetry operation by the name R. We
can also rotate the triangle in the clockwise direction,
again by 120°, carrying the vertex labeled u to the one
labeled v and so forth. Call this operation C.

It is important to note that by the symmetry R we
mean the result of the operation and not the manner in

which it is performed. If the triangle is picked up out
of the plane and rotated before being put back in the
plane, this is still the symmetry operation R, provided
the net switching of vertices is the same as we just de-
scribed. The same convention applies to any symmetry
operation in mathematics.
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There are also some symmetry operations involved
with turning the triangle over. In fact, we can flip the
triangle, leaving the vertex u in place and interchanging
the vertices v and w. To visualize this, imagine a line
drawn from u to a point in the middle of the edgy opposite
it, the edge joining v and w, and rotate the triangle
around this line until it has turned over. We call this
operation U. Similarly, we can turn the triangle over
leaving v alone and interchanging u and w, and we call
this V. Finally, the operation leaving w alone and turning
the triangle over is called W.

There is also one more symmetry, one which is so
easy it can be missed, namely, the operation of leaving
the triangle completely alone. This is called I for "iden-
tity." The six operations R, C, U, V, W, and I are the
totality of all possible symmetry operations of the equi-
lateral triangle.

We are now at the threshold of a complete definition
of the concept of a group. The key idea is understanding
what happens when we combine operations. For ex-
ample, suppose that we first perform the operation R and
follow it by the operation V. What is the result? We
have moVed the triangle twice; each time the result leaves
the outline looking the same, so the result of these two
operations must be one of our six symmetry operations.
Let us trace through the steps and see what happens
(Figure 4). The operation R carries u over to w and then
V sends it back to u, as V interchanges u and w. Next,
R carries v to u and then V carries it to w. Finally, R
takes w to v where V leaves it. Hence, the combination
of R followed by V carries u to itself and interchanges
v and w. This is exactly what U does. In fact, the result
is just U. We write this in the following manner:
RV = U (see Figure 4).

RV = U

Figure 4.

In general, when we "multiply" two operations and
write a product like RV or UW, we mean the operation
that results from combining the two operations in the
order given. For example, if we perform U and then
follow it by W, we will obtain C. This should not be
too surprising, because the result of performing U and
then W turns the triangle over twice so that the result
must be one of I, R, or C. The complete table of the
results of multiplying out all the products of two sym-
metries is given in Figure 5. To see what the result of
VC is, look in the left-hand column where the V is listed

and follow the row until you are under the C listed at
the top. There you will find U, and VC = U is the
result.

I RCUVW

R

C

U

V

Figure 5.

I RCUVW
RCI WUV
CI RVWU
U VWI RC

WUCI R
W UVRCI

We now have an example of a group, namely, the
entity consisting of the six operations together with the
rule of combination. A group is then a collection of
operations and a rule for combining them to yield other
operations in the group, as in the situation above.

There are many examples of groups. As an illustration,
we chose an especially, ,easy one; it had only six oper-
ations. Such finite groups are among the most important,
but many other groups of fundamental importance are
not finite. In general, mathematical systems can be finite
or infinite. Besides the usual number systems we all learn
about in schoolwhich are certainly infinitethere are
very important finite number systems, such as the num-
bers on a clock dial.

SIMPLE IS COMPLEX

Most groups when broken up are seen to be constructed
of smaller groups, as molecules are constructed of atoms.
The building blocks of group theory, the groups from
which other groups arc made, are called simple groups.
This is a great misnomer, as the simple groups are tar
from easy to find and study. To explain this notion, we
',hall describe its oppositewhat it means for a group
to be nonsimple. In other words, we shall describe what
it means to break up a group into smaller ones; the groups
that cannot be so broken up are the simple groups.

To return to the example giVen above, the symmetry
operations of the triangle can be divided into two types:
operations that flip the triangle over, and operations that
do not. That the elements of the group can be partitioned
in this way shows that the group is not simple. We have
divided the operations into two classes, the first class
consisting of I, R, and C, the second, of U, V, and W.
Note that the first class forms a group, but that the second
class does not because UV is R, which is not in the class.

An important observation is that if we choose a mem-
ber from the second class, U. V, or W, and a member
from the first class, I, R, or C, then the product always
lies in only one class, in this case the second. Similar

4 Lo



statements can be made for other combinations of the,
two classes. We can see this in Figure 5. The 36 entries

of the table fall into four squares, each three by three
and each containing entries from only a single class. (For
an example, see below, which is the same as the lower

right-hand corner of Figure 5.)

U

V

U V W

I R C

C I R

R C I

Let us denote the first class by E and the second by
X. The above observation now gives us a way to multiply
the classes. The product of X with X is E, because if
we take any member of X and multiply it by any member
of X then the result always lies in E. A table of the
products of the classes is given in Figure 6. The entity
consisting of the classes E and X together with the mul-
tiplication just described forms a group! We have con-
structed a group by breaking down the structure of our
original group. The three operations I, R, and C also
form a simple group by themselves, according to the
multiplication table already given for them: this is also
displayed in Figure 6.

We have just given an .example of how our original
group has been broken down into a group with three
elements and a group with two elements. These two
groups cannot be further broken down in this manner,
and so they are examples of finite simple groups.

E X

E E x

X X E

R

C

1 R

I R

R C

C R

Figure 6.

As of August 1980, mathematicians know what all the
finite simple groups are. The epic task of finding these
building blocks is complete. and the results of this pro-
am can be described. The finite simple groups are of
two kinds. The first kind consists of groups falling into
one of 18 families. These are groups associated with
classical types of geometries. built up from number sys-
tems that are finite. Simple groups of the second kind
are called sporadic, and classification theorems show
there are only a finite number of these-26, to be exact.
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Table 1 gives the 18 families, denoted by their mathe-
matical symbols.

Table 2 lists the 26 sporadic groups and also gives the
order of each, that is, the number of operations that each

Table / Families of Finite Simple Groups

Nineteenth Century. ,p
n > 4

A.(q)
B(q). n > 1
c(q), n > 2
D(q). n > 3
'A.(q)
'13(4). n > 3

Early Twentieth Century: ..... . GA)
Eb(q)

1950's:

EA)
E,(q)

1960's: 313,(1)

'FJoit
.13:(2:,,, 1)

I)

:r4(2:,,.. 1)

Note In thts table. p IN a pnmc m and n ere pause integer. and y es a prone posscr

Table 2Sporadic Finite Simple Groups

Group Number of Elements

M

M..
. .

MN. ......

HS.
MC
Sz

C, ....... .

C. . . .

He

F

F:4

. .

F,

F:

26 x
7,x

3: x 5 x 11
3,x 5 x 11
3,x 5 x 7 x 11

2' x 3:x 5x 7x H x 24
2'7 x 3'x 5x 7x H x 24
27x 3'x 5, x 7

x 3'x 5'x 7 x II
rx x 5'x 7 x II
70 x 3' x 5, x 7 x II x 13
2'1 x x x 7, x II x 13 x 23
2'"x 36 x 5'x 7 x 11 x 23
2'"x 3'x 5'x 7 x II x 23
717 x 3' x 5, x 7' x 17
2" x 39 x 5, x7x II x 13
2" x 3"x 5:x 7x 11._x 13 x 17 x23
7,1 x 3'6 x 5: x 7' x II x 13 x 17 x 23 x 29

x x 56 x 7 x II x 19
71' x x 5' x T x 13 x 19 x 31
2" X 3" x 56 x 7'x II x 13 x 17 x 19 x

23 x 31 x 47
2'6 x 3,1) x 5`' x 76 x II,x 13' x 17 x 19 x

23 x 29 x 31 x41 x 47 x 59 x 71
2'x 3 x 5 x 7 x II x 19
2' x 3`x 5 x 17 x 19
29x x 5x 7'x II x 19x 31
2' x 3' x 5' x 7 .4 13 X 29
2"x 3`x 5 x 7 x 11'x 23 x 29 x 31 x

37 x 43
1.y ....... x 3' x 57 x 7 x II x 31 x 37 x 67

'Note The tiro 20 are to be lound insole I ,. to the last sot, the lost tour may bc . ,dc I ,

but the last two are definitel) not
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contains. The smallest of these. M,,. has 7,920 opera-
tions, so it is considerably bigger than our one easy
example. The largest. F,. called the "monster" because
of its size, has about 10'4 operations in it.

The first the of the sporadic groups. M,,. M,1. M.
M. and M, were discovered in the 1860's. but the
rest were found only in the last 15 years. The largest
one. F,. was just recently constructed, although its ex-
istence was predicted in 1974. It consists of rotations in
a space of 196.883 dimensions.

The key so much of the whole classification process
Much led to the complete listing of the finite simple
groups is the notion of a centralizer. It can be illus-
trated with the six symmetries of the triangle described
earlier. As noted, the order in which multiplication
is done affects the answer. For example RV = U while
VR = W. However, RC = 1 and CR = I. In this latter
case. we say that R and C commute, as numbers commute
in arithmetic. T'he totality of elements of groups that
commute with R is called the centralizer of R.

In general. if X is an element of a group, then the
totality of all e!ements Y that commute with X (that is.
all Y such that XY = YX) is called the centralizer of
X. This collection of elements always forms a group in
its own right. In our example. the centralizer of R con-
sists of 1. R. and C.

This idea is used in the study of simple groups in the
following manner. It G is a finite simple group. then it
Is possible to prose that its centralizers are groups with
special structural properties. and it is possible to deter-
mine the structure of the whole simple group from its
centralizers. This idea %as also the key to the dissosery
of most of the sporadic groups. First. t: group that looked
likely to he a centralizer in a simple group was chosen.
and. scums!. the nature of the simple group that con-
tained it was uncovered in a step-by-step procedure until
enough was known to actually build the group. This
approach has enabled theorists to prose. once and for
all, that the list of finite simple groups is now, complete.

The value of haying completed this plujeceis twofold.
First, finite simple groups are of such fundamental im-
portance that their complete cataloging was inevitable
and mandatory for aesthetic reasons internal to mathe-
matics. Sesund, finite simple groups are also crucial to
the study of many topics in applied mathematics and
science. such as discrete structures for computer science.
enumeration of sumbinaturial designs. contemporary
theoretical phySilS, defining stereoisomers in organic
shemistry, and cataloging structures in crystallography,

Ft RE DIRECTIONS IN NIATIIIININI ICS

Mathematics is full of startling and unexpected connec-
tions among its different branches These rt lawns are
a great force for unification. The largest to- he sporadic

groups. F,. the monster, has led to an amazing connec-
tion between simple groups and discoveries in the ana-
lytical theory of numbers that date from the nineteenth
century. A real understanding of this connection now
eludes mathematicians. The coming years will see at-
tention focused here and should lead to new ideas and
further exciting discoveries.

Among other topics. number theory studies auto-
morphic functions and forms, which are mathematical
operations and objects that are invariant under certain
groups of transformations. For example. some of the
most important automorphic functions are those that are
invariant under the substitution of q + I for q. The
elliptic modular function J(q) is one of these of excep-
tional interest, and it is this function that is strongly
linked to the group F,. There is a formula

J(q) = q -1 + 744 + 196.884q +

where the dots denote terms in higher powers of q. Re-
member that F, is a group of rotations in a space of
196,883 dimensions. This differs by' one from the coef-
ficient of q in the expansion of J(q), w hich is no coin-
cidence at all. In fact, all the coefficients of the powers
of q in the above formula are positive integers, and all
are the dimensions of spaces in which the group F, ap-
pears as a group of transformations.

This is just the beginning. Other numbers that can be
derived from the group F,. called character values, are
the coefficients of other very important automorphic
functions that appear in number theory but are beyond
the scope of this chapter. In fact, the functions that arise
in this way are themselves interesting objects to be ex-
plained. The impact of these revelations has been felt
in other areas. Automorphic functions also arise in the
study of Lie algebras. and connections parallel to those
mentioned abuse have been found by mathematicians
looking for just such analogies.

A second future direction will be a better understand-
ing of the whole classification program. This is a project
that will receive much attention from researchers in the
coming years. The enormous length and complexity of
the classification. achieved over a long period of time.
suggest that there are ideas to be discovered which will
lead to drastic clarification of several aspects of group
theory. The fact that most of the finite simple groups are
in the 18 families of groups. which are all of a similar
geometrical nature, suggests that there should be meth-
ods of studying simple groups whicli bring in geometrical
ideas early in the classification, something that is not
done at the present. Already a number of researchers are
involved in more studies of the structure of groups in
geometrical spaces not necessarily limited to three di-
mensions. This attention should expand in the near
future.-

A third future direction ;s representation theory the

study of the way groups relate to sector spaces and more



general objects in n dimensions. This has long been
established as a, central part of the theory of groups and
is-now earning to the forefront of research. A number
o aced topics will also be of great interest. Block
theory stu the relation between representations of
groups on vector spaces over different number systems.
This._ connects to the whole area of representations of
algebras. a subject that has experienced a renaissance
and several breakthroughs in the last decade. Homolog-
ical algebra. which mostly developed from roots in to-
pology, is having a major impact on representation the-
ory and is an area that is opening up. The study of the
representations of the simple groups will continue to
expand and make great strides. This is directly related
to work on the representations of algebraic groups and
brings many sorts of geometncal ideas to bear on prob-
lems in representation theory.

GAUGE THEORIES. RELATIVITY. AND
GEOMETRY

In his book Introduction to the Calculus. William Os-
good wrote. "It is customary in physics to take geometry
for granted as if it were a branch of mathematics. But
in substance geometry is the noblest bran& of physics."
Perhaps his statement is a deep truth in the sense of a
statement attributed to the great Danish physicist Niels
Bohr ". "A deep truth is one who's opposite is also a deep
truth." That geometry is useful in physics is not news.
It permeates mechanics. electromagnetism. and of course
relativity. What is noteworthy is the applicability of
modern global geometry to problems in elementary par-
ncle physics and relativity. It is the ann of this section
to explain what global geometry is. how in the form of
fiber bundles it applies to gauge theories in high-energy
physics. and how global methods have recently settled
old problems in relativ ity . The concepts here are so-
phisticated and unintuitive to many readers. nevertheless.
we hope their patience will be rewarded.

The physical forces known to us are four in number.
The most familiar are gray ity and electromagnetism. for
we feel or see their effects. The two remaining forces
are the weak nuclear force. which accounts for radio-
activity and the strong force. w hich holds the nucleus
of the atom together.

The notion of gauge theories (see "Differential Ge-
ometry and Physics" below) has been introduced into
theoretical physics as a Ludy ing principle. It is expected
to be the key to understanding the strong force and is
the most likely candidate for the unification of all know n
forces. It has been used successfully to unify the weak
and electromagnetic fields.

Albert Einstein. whose theory of relativ ity made grav-
ity a gauge theory. strove in his later years to find the
geometry and symmetry principles needed to unify grav-

° 21Th
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ity and electromagnetism. He failed; what he may have
been looking for is the geometry ac the basis of gauge
theories. that of fiber bundles.

It came as a revelation to many mathematicians and
physicists in the mid- 1970's that gauge theories involved
connections or vector potentials on fiber bundles. One
of the principal rchitects of gauge theories. Chen-Ning
Yang. wrote. "I found it amazing that gauge fields are
exactly connections on fiber bundles. which the math-
ematicians developed without reference to the physical
world."

"Fiber bundles" is an accurate name. It is a bundle
of fibers.The fibers can be complicated high-dimensional
surfaces. and the "bundle"how the fibers fit to-

gethercan be just as complicated. We shall soon give
some simple examples. But first a review of classical
differential geometry is in order. It will help us under-
stand the emergence of the fiber bundle concept and its
role in modern global geometry.

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY AND FIBER BUNDLES

The foundation of differential geometry IN as laid by
Gauss and Rier..ann in the nineteenth century. In Gauss'
study of curved surfaces. the primary' information used
is the distance between neighboring points on the sur-
face. If this theory is applied to the surface of the earth.
one would work exclusively with the data available from
teams of surveyorslengths of straight paths and the
angles between them. A triangle drawn on a flat plane
has three angles which sum to exactly 1800. But the
angles of a triangle drawn on a sphere sum to more than
1800. In this way the surveyors can determine how much
the earth is curving by measuring triangles. This inspired
Gauss to explain by similar means how to measure cur-
vature of a general surface. Comparing measurements.
such as those of triangles in a small region. with the
results one would obtain in a flat plane. one can precisely
define and compute ho that region deviate~ from being
perfectly flat. This important notion of Gaussian cur-
vature is an example of a "local" concept in that it
depends only on the information contained in a small
region. It does not require circumnav igation of the globe
or photographs from outer space.

The total surface, its global shape. is the concern of
a branch of mathemati . called topology. Spheres. to-
ruses. and planes are ..efferent. even when each is dis-
torted slightly.

Global geometry tries to get at the fundamental dif-
ferences in shape using local geometric invariants. The
most stunning example in the theory of surfaces is the
celebrated theorem of Gauss and Bonnet. which says in
effect that by knowing only the curvature of each small
region on the surface of the earth. one can determine
that the planet is a ball. as distinct from a torus or a
multiholed torus. For a sphere. no matter how it is dis-
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toiled, the integral of the Gaussian curvature is 4.1r. For
the torus, it is 0, While for the object Al the next page
the integral is -4.1r.

The generalization of the basic concepts of surfaces
to the differential geometry of spaces of arbitrarily many
dimensionS is historically associated with Riemann.
Sixty years before Einstein, Riemann suggested that a
curved space might give the most natural description of
the universe. Einstein's gravitational field equation gives
an explicit relationship between the energy or mass and
the curvature of a four-dimensional space-time. In this
way, Einstein identified gravitation with the curvature
of the universe. This brought new applications and di-
rections for the old techniques of differential geometry.
Global geometry becomes applicable when we try to
obtain information about the shape of our universe by
accessible measurements without stepping out of our
universe.

Auxilliary spaces are useful in studying ordinary sur-
faces and their higher dimensional analogs. The simplest
is the space of tangents to a surface. The totally, if these
tangents is the tangent bundle. It is a liner bundle of
planes, each fiber is the plane tangent to a point of the
surface (see Figure 7a). We can also make a bundle of
circles by taking each fiber to be the circle of unit radius
that is tanget to a point of a surface.

A different bundle is the normal bundle of a surface
embedded in a surrounding space. In this case, the fibers
are the directions normal to the surface at each point of
the surface (see Figure 7b). The dimension of these fibers
depends on the dimension of the surrounding space. For
example, for a surface in four-dimensional space, the
normal bundle is a bundle of (normal) planes. The bundle
of normal directions of unit length is another circle
bundle.

a

Figure 7

Until the 1930's, differential geometry was mainly
concerned with tangent bundles and their associated ten-
sor bundles. An important conceptual breakthrough oc-
curred at that time. In studying how surfaces sit in higher
spaces, Hassler Whitney was led to the study of normal
dies and then to a consideration of more general
bundk completely unrelated to the tangent bundle.

We now examine some simple fiber bundles. A cyl-
inder is a fiber bundle whose fibers are line segments,
one segment for each point of a circle (see Figure 8a).
It can be constructed by taking a piece of tape and pasting
the ends together. The Mobius bans is another fiber
bundle whose fibers are line segments, with one for each
point of a circle. It can be constructed from tape by
twisting the tape once before pasti73 the ends together
(see Figure 8b).

a

Figure 8.

A similar construction gives an interesting bundle of
circles for the two-sphere, the surface of the earth. At
each point of the earth, place a circle. Think of the two-
sphere as the pasting of the upper hemisphere with the
lower hemisphere along the equator, the equator meas-
ured by its meridian angle 0. Paste the circles along the
equator by identifying the circle from the upper hemi-
sphere at equatorial point 0 with the circle from the
lower hemispl, re by rotating through angle 0.

Other circle bundles could be constructed by rotation
through i. ale k0 for any whole number k. All the circle
bundles can be made this way. For example, the bundle
of tangent Circles for the two-sphere corresponds to
k = 2. It is remarkable that Paul Dirac, while studying
magnetic monopoles in 1932, found this classification
of circle bundles on the two-sphere outside of the stream
of mathematical development.

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY AND PHYSICS

The classification of bundles and their invariants, known
as characteristic classes, proceeded in the 1930's and
1940's with the work of Whitney, Eduard Stiefel,
Pontrjagin, and Shiing Chern. Among other things, they
found interesting integral formulas for the invariants of
bundles, generalizing the Gauss-Bonnet formula men-
tioned above.

In the 1970's, these global invariants cropped up in
physics. To explain how, we need to explore the idea
of curvature a bit further. An observer carrying a frame
of reference or clock around a closed curve can compare



his frame with that of an observer left behind. How muc
they differ measures the average curvature over a surface
bounded by the curve. This curvature for space time,
according to Einstein, is the gravitational field.

The electromagnetic field can also be thought of as
a curvature, one associated with a circle bundle. The
observer carries a circle along with him an9 records the
angle of rotation when he returns home, t us measuring
the average field in a surface bounded b/the curve. (A
component of the electromagnetic field p,u is the infin-
itesimal rotation the observer eiperietices if he traverses
an infinitesimal square in the j.ix direction).

It is believed that the weak fore/and the strong force
can be interpreted in a similar manner. However, the
circle, the group of rotations i. the plane, is replaced by
more complicated symmetry ,groups, groups of rotations
in higher dimensional planeg. The circle bundle is then
replaced by a bundle of these groups.

A gauge theory studies the ways of transporting a
complicated symmetry group along curves in space-time
and examines their asfsociated curvature (or force) fields.
Gauge theories break away from space-time in much the
same way that fiber

/
bundles break away from the tangent

bundle. Space-tiMe has global symmetries, the Poincare
group. But electromagnetism and the weak and strong
forces have additional local internal symmetries giving
extra degrees of freedomthe fibers in the bundle of
local sympetries. It is natural, then, that fiber bundles
are an appropriate framework for gauge theories.

The specific applications come about ;n the following
way Xinfortunately , we must now become more tech-
nical: Physicists try to infer the quantum mechanical
beliavior of a system from a classical Lagrangian density .

FOr pure gauge thedries, the Lagrangianaction functional
In geometric terms is the average of the field strength
squared.* The gauge fields A diVide into topologically
distinct classes determined by an integer k, often called
the topological charge.** Heretofore in physics, the dis-
crteness in quantum mechanics, represented by quan-

*specifically. for the knowledgeable reader. a Yang-Mills field is a
vector potential A with a value in a Lie algebra (say su(N). the
N x N matriczs on m, with Em = 0 and in = m). so that
A = A:T where T. arc generators for the Lie algebra The field
strength is

= +

The action functional is

S(A) = f ,F

A stationary point will sans") the equations of motion

0 = D r= + (A.1-,1

**The formula for k in terms of the field is

J
Ir(c.131-,.. 1;q0)

°In .1 manner similar to plane bundles for the twosphere. the integer
k. called the Pontrjagin index or second Chem class. classifies higher
dimensional plane bundles for the four-sphere.
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tum numbers, came from eigenvalues of operators and
ultimately from symmetries of groups. There is now the
intriguing possibility that some quantum numbers and
conservation laws may be topological in nature. In any
case, the physicist, in .calculating physical quantities,
integrates over all configurations of the gauge field. The
tact that these fields split into nontrivial topological
classes may give interesting physical effects.

If perturbative methods are used to evaluate the in-
tegral, it is essential to find the critical, or stationary,
points of the Lagrangian density Special solutions of
these nonlinear global partial differential equations on
R4, Euclidean four-dimensional space, giving local min-
ima were found. These solutions have singularities at a
single point and are called instantons or pseudoparticles.
The singularities can be "gauged away"; that is, the
solutions can be made free of singularities if we replace
R4 by the four-sphere (the unit vectors in R', or R4 with
a point at infinity added) and the ordinary bundle by a
general plane bundle. More generally, it has been found
that any solution with finite action and simply, (meaning
isolated) singularities really lives on a high-dimensional
plane bundle over the four-sphere. If fiber bundles had
not been invented earlier, they would have been. in the
1970's, in order to describe these instanton solutions
(just as Dirac found the circle bundles on the two-
sphere).

The solutions minimizing the action are called self
dual solutiors, and their degrees of freedom can be cal-
culated. It turns out that there are more self dual solutions
than the instanton count. What do they look like? It was
observed that the problem of finding self dual solutions
could be transformed into a problem in algebraic ge-
ometry. That problem amounts to finding all algebraic
plane bundles over CP', complex projective three-space,
i.e., the complex lines in complex four-space. This star-
tling observation is based on the Penrose twistor pro-
gram,* a way of looking at massless particles in physics
that is very diffe nt from the traditional view. Happily
enough, algebra,c geometers had independently been
studying the classification problem of algebraic plane
bundles over CP3, and all the serf dual solutions have
been found.

It is always striking when developments in a branch
of pure mathematics (in this case algebraic geometry.
seemingly far removed from practical matters) give the
solution to a problem posed in some other field of sci-
ence. Yet it happens often enough so as not to be sur-
prising. But one must pause and contemplate "the un-
reasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural
sciences," as Eugene Wigner put it. What is gratifying
in this particular case is that the solutions can be put ;n
the form of an "ansatz," or rule, that is usable and easily

'The twistor promo: has been successtul to finding global coluitons to other partial do lc rential

equations. gissng new nonabehan magnetic monopoles and new 1 nstein manifold.

icdu3
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understood without the language of algebraic geometry.
One can check directly that the ansatz el\ es solutions
with the right number of degrees of freedom. Now the
physicist need appeal to the mathematics only to ensure
that there are no other solutions than the ones displayed.

We have sketched above how global differential ge-
ometry and algebraic geometry have helped find the self
dual solutions, on the classical level, of the Lagrangian
equation of motion for a nonabelian gauge theory. Quan
tum field theory begins and build? on these classical
solutions. How they and their configurations, particularly
the new solutions, contribute to the nonperturbative
properties of gauge theories is still unsettled. In fact,
how to compute in continuous nonperturbative gauge
theory is unknown. Because the geometry and topology
of fiber bundles are so intimately connected with gauge
theories, it may turn out that mathematical insights will
help provide the key 'to the nonperturbative theory.'

THE POSITIVE MASS CONJECTURE

.(oturning to relativity, global methods in geometry have,
been useful in settling what is called the positive ma:,.,
conjecture. Consider an isolated physical system that
consists, for example, of a group of planet, floating
around in \ampty space under no forces but their ow n
gravity. According to the LlassiLal nieLhanics of Newton,
each object has its mass and the total mass\of the system
is the sum of these separate masses. In the setting of
general relativity, however, this apparently straightfor-
ward concept raises delicate and significant problems.

In relativity, mass is identified with energy , according
to the fornmla E mt.'. Gravitational energy must then
also contribute to the natural definition of total mass.
Moreover, relativity aLknowledges the poss;bility of neg-
ative mass. which can cancel at least part of the positive
mass of matter. The assertion that the total mass of an
isolated system, as .refined by Einstein in 1918, is still
positive is known as the positive mass conjecture. It was
shown to be true in 1979 by Richard Schoen and Shing-
Tung Yau.

The geometry of space-time is somewhat peculiar. In
order to sort out the difference between the three di-
mensions of space and the single one of time, some paths
have positive lergth and some have negative length. The
paths which light travels along have zero length. From
the early days of relativity, a rather involved study was
require.; just to understand the lot.al theory and to write
down come explicit examples in special cases, such as
a simplified universe with no matter except for a single

`They have been usetut in present -Jay attempt, to find a grand unified field the ins niter
in this chapte is a discussion of the classification of simple finite groups The s iple con.

tine us groups were classified Ir. lie artan cad) in this .entun Phssusts sec!. the vim

mew, group of a t rand unified gauge theors from among these It is aniuing that a prime

candidate is one of 'he exceptional groups it is a pin th of space dnallow s an exposition

of the rich theory of .ontinuous groups. their representations. and their applications to math

ernaocs and physics

symmetric star. However, in the last 40 years, the tech-
niques of global differential geometry', including the ven-
erable Gauss-Bonnet theorem itself, have been used very'
efficiently to deal with problems of general relativity in
the large. This is particularly true of thc singularify theo-

. rems of Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose These
theorems demonstrate, among other things, the eXistace
of regions of unbounded density' under physically rea-
sonable conditions. An example is a black hole, a star
that has collapsed so that even light may' not escape its
gravitational attraction. In addition, the occurrence of
a singularity (or unique (Ant) in the universe's past is
implied, which is commonly referred to as the big-bang
theory of the origin of the universe.

The question of positive mass arises as a result 9f
trying to retain the vital consen ation laws of energy' nd
momentum in the model of general relativity The/con-
tribution of gravity to mass is exactly defined to pbtain
these laws. It is assumed that in every small regi6n, the
positive mass of matter locally dominates the contribu- -

tion of gravity. It must then be determined that the grav-
itational effect of distant matter does not globally dom-
inate, since this would in ?oine circumstances give a
negative total mass.

In systems with negligible gravitation, relativity re-
duces to Newtonian mechanics. As mass is certainly
positive in Newtonian mechanics, there are abundant
physical reasons to believe that total mass is positive
under the assumption that the gray ;tational force is weak
Even in.this limited case, however. a rigorous proof was
furnished only a few years ago.

One reason for believing the conjecture without the
assumption of negligible gravitation is that. as giavita-
tion increases, the gravitational force causes the for-
mation of black ho;es with positive mass before the neg-
ative potential energy exceeds the positive energy
contributed from the matter. This type of phenomenon
does indeed show up in the proof of Schoen and Yau.
We now describe more precisely the positive mass con-
jecture and its difficulties. As in any' field theory, we
have the local conservation law for the energy-momen-
tum tensor, TA. which can be written

Tti =0

The fact that space is cured prevents this equation
from being integrated to give global conservation laws
Physically , this means that represe,,s matter fields
cal) and does not include' a contribution from thc grav-
itational field. The difficulty was first resolved by Ein-
stein in 1918. He proposed that for each given set of
coordinates xa one introduces a pseudotensor
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to represent the gravitational energy and momentum. It
satisfies the equation

a
a a

+ tb) = 0
30

These could be integrated to give global conservation
laws. Einstein showed that if the metric approached the
Minkowski flat metric in a suitable way at spatial infinity,
the integrated energy and momentum v-ould be invariant
under local coordinate change and alder global Lorentz
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change of coordinates at infinity. One can show that this
total energy and momentum, as measured at infinity,
could be defined simply from the asymptotic form of the
metric on an asymptotically flat, spacelike initial hyper-
surface. As in all other physical theories, one wants the
energy-momentum four-vector to be a future timelike
vector. This is an intuitive way to phrase the positive
mass conjecture. It can be formulated precisely and be-
comes a theorem in global geometry For example, a
special case says that a three-dimensional torus w ith non-
negative scalar curvalure is flat.

Summary and Outlook

From sports statistics to economic forecasts, fru.' travel'
reservations to the scheduling of committee meetings,
the increasing use of mathematics_h, altered the way
in which people go about their lives and think about the
world. Yet research at the frontiers of mathematics is
carried out at a level of abstraction that to the untrained
observer may seem light-years removed fr^., possible
applications. Relying heavily on internal sources for in-
spiration, mathematicians have pressed their explora-
tions into distant regions of abStract thought on tr variety
of fronts. One of the wonders of this pursuit i3 when a
breakthrough at the very edge of research reveals inter-
connections not only into other branches of mathematics
but into the other sciences and society as well.

One area of active recent research is the field of the-
oretical computer science, a branch of mathematics that
has developed rapidly since the pioneering work of Alan
Turing and John von Neumann in the 1930's. Current
investigations are improving an algorithm that solves the
general linear programming problem, which is a common
tool in eLonomiLs, engineering, and many other sciences.
Computer programs that solve these programs are be-
coming faster and less complex, and mathematicians now
wonder if there may not be similar algorithms for a wide
variety of o*.tr such puit-'ms. Because of the many
links between the theorem And applied aspects of com-
puter science, future re: h in algorithmic analysis
could prominently affect L dation of one of modern
society's most important machines.

The computer has also played a prominent role in a
recent mathematical triumph, in the process raising
philosophical problems that are likely to intensify in the
years ahead. This is the proof of the four-color theorem,
which. in its simplest form states that it is possible to
color any map using only four colors so that no two
adjoining countnc, are given the same color. The roots
of this problem go back more than a century. It was first
solved in 1976, and even then only with a great deal of
help from a computer. But the year:. of searching for an

answer were hardly barrenattempts to solve the four-
color problem helped give rise to an entire branch of
mathematics, graph theory, which independently has
been found to be of fundamental importance to twentieth
century electronics, especially to computers. The partic-
ular subject of map coloring can be applied all prob-
lems of allocation, from economics to the storage of
information in a computer,

The philosophical problems arising from the proof of
the four-color theorem are based on the fact that the
original proof involved calculations which were too long
to be checked by humans. Many mathematicians ques-
tion whether a problem solved by such calculation can
truly be said to be solved. Underlying this qualm is the
much larger issue of how computers will he used in
future mathematical research simply to generate de-
ductive evidence, or as an active partner in prOducing
proofs.

Another historic achieve, :ent that has occurred in
mathematics in the past few years has been the final
classification of all of the finite simple groups. which are
the building. blocks from which all larger groups are
made. This process has been a massive undertaking.
involving hundreds of researchers and volumes of re-
sults, but now that the classification is complete the field
is about to enter a new ,productive phase. The final stages
of the classification revealed an unexpected relationship
between group theory and number theory , and exploring
the byways of this surprising connection should produce
new insights into both fields.

The development of mathematics does not, however.
depend solely on ..olving specific difficult and challeng-
ing problems. There is an aspect of mathematical growth
that is more akin to pushing the field's frontiers into
uncharted territory, where one sometimes finds new and
dazzlingly beautiful worlds. Such was the way in which
geometry , w ith its roots in antiquity , grew through the
centuries. The worlds it conquered and annexed often
seemed to be purely creations of the human mind Then.
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perhaps miraculously, the new worlds created "out of
nothing" (in the words of Janos Boly al, one of the foun-
ders of non-Euclidean geometries) gave Einstein the clue
to the understanding of the global aspects of the universe.

Recently, the frontiers of geometry have expanded
still more, and there is now real hope that even the
subatomic world of elementary particles will become part
of the new world that mathematicians have created "out
of nothing."

The sense of beauty that accompanies the discovery
of interconnections within mathematics or between math-
ematics and other sciences has been a powerful driving
force throughout the discipline's history. As mathematics
expands in disparate directions, new associations are
found that link together even the remotest branches of
the field. These new relationships increase the applica-
bility of mathematics so that it continues to serve man-
kind as high alt and society's practical servant.

A
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1
Research in Europe and the
United States*

INTRODUCTION:

MAJOR CONCERNS IN THE U.S. RESEARCH SYSTEM

Since World War II, America has been a world leader
in science and technology. The partnership between the
scientific community and the -federal government has
been instrumental in achieving this high level of scien-
tific excellence. Our present system, for supporting re-
search has served us well for 30 years: first, in main-
taining world leadership in basic research; second, in
providing the educated peopleneeded at advanced levels
to meet national objectives in scienceand technology;
and third, in providing a foundation for the applied re-
search in industry that leads to improved productivity.
A great strength of the system has been that it has suc-
cessfully linked basic research in the universities with
industrial and agricultural innovation in a way that few
other national- systems have been able to match. The
land-grant tradition of American universities4s a unique
asset that has played an important part in providing ser-

si 'Although prunaty responsibility for this shapter rests with the shapter soosdinator and the
Cotnmiuee on Science and Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences. the field
work, research. and Intersieut upop ssluch the chapter is based. and preparation of drafts.
were performed by Drs. Bruce L.Ri Smith and Charles V. Kidd.

vice to the nation, as intended by the Morrill Act of
180:kjn "the agricultural and mechanical arts." Some
impottant sectors of American industry have -a long tra-,
dition of carrying on their own research, some of it
fundamental, that has enabled them to take advantage
of basic research done at universities and also to make
full and effective use of the graduates trained through,
the university.researcli system.

Over the pait decade, Americans have won 41 Nobel
Prizes. Researchers in the United States continue to pub-
lish a major, although in some areas slightly declining,
portion of research papers in a large number of scientific
fields. A predominant share of the important basic re-
search in the country continues to be conducted in our
major universities. In comparison with most other na-
tions, including the European countries reviewed in this
chapter; the United States looks more to the universities
for .the conduct of basic research. Britain is much closer
to U.S. practice in this respect than are France and Ger-
many, both of which rely heavily on national laboratories
or independent research institutions.

Approximately half of the basic research in U.S.
universities is carried out by faculty members working
closely with small nuin-bets of-graduate students. Sup-
ported largely by federal funds, academic researchers

2.;)3
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have worked in relatively small groups made up of one
or_akw_professors plus graduate students, and the re-,
search has typically beed closely coupled to teaching;
Much of this research is supported as individual projects,
the ideas:for which are generated by individual scientists
who seek outside funds to carry out their ideas. The
remaining share of research is done by' formally orga-
nized research laboratories, institutes, and centers as-
sociated with universities."'

Funding has come increasingly from federal sources,
but no single agency dominates the allocation of funds.
The share of federal support for university research by
the. National Science Foundation hai remained at ap-
proximately 20 percent over the past decade, and the

mission agenciesthose with specified functional
responsibilities such as providing for the nation's de-.
fense, health, enec-gy,.and other needsfund the rest of
the federally supported research done in the universities.

Research activity, is widely dispersed in the university
system, although a relatively small number of major
research universities perform a large share of the research
and- receive a large share of the federal reseach funds.

, There,has been considerable mobility as scientists have
moved easily from one university to another. Well-
equipped laboratories-exist in all regions of the country,
and research.in nearly all fields of science has originated
in academic departments in all regions. A decentralized
structure also prevails within most universities, with au-
thorny -for Aecisions resting with individuals and small
subunits rather than with central administrations.

While reliance on the universities as research per-
f rmers is heavy, it is by no means exclusive. Nearly
half of our basic research and much more than half of
our applied research are conducted in industrial labora-
tories, non-profit research institutions, and in-house gov-
ernmental or other national laboratories. Very large fa-
cilities, such as the great accelerator laboratories at
Batavia Stanford; and Brookhaven, and the large ob-
servatories like Kitt Peak and Mount Palomar, have car-
ried, on scientific activities requiring expensive instru-
mentation beyond the means of separate universities.
Such facilities on the whole, however, have op'eraled
less as independent institutes than as facilities for uni-
versity researchers. Organized research centers, insti-
tutes, and laboratories exist in increasing numbers within
many universities, where science is pursued on a larger,
scale than in individual projects lindertakeeby a pro-
fessor with a few graduate students. Such laboratories
are usually supported by mission agencies, which see
useful appkations in the development of particular fields
of science. The work of the lat oratories thus reflects a

n-rSts
Approumatety Sty pcnent art federally funded um.erstty rexaril proyeth of SI50.000

and under, GO percent for projects of 5250.000 and under: the remainder h for larger grants

or contacts to instrtues. centers. or laboratortes

combination of mission-oriented and basic scientific
priorities.

EMERGING PROBLEMS IN THE U.S. RESEARCH SYSTLM

This system, which in recent years has been the envy
of many other nations around the world, is facing in-
creasingly severe stresses and structural problems. Major

recent surveys of the American research system, includ-
ing that by Bruce L.R. Smith and Joseph J. Karlesky,
The State of Academic S Science' (1977) and the reports
of the National COmmission on Research *-( 1980), have
warned that, while the nation's research system remains
strong, ',significant emerging problems could pose a threat

to the long-term health of the system.
In light of these concerns, the Committee on Science

and Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences
decided to undertake a review of research systems in
Britain, France, and Germany, comparing them with the
American system. This review has not been comprehen-
sive, but has focused on aspects of the other systems that
seem particularly relevant to the American experience.
The Committee has sent representatives on site visits to
each country, reviewed, relevant national statistics, and
discussed its findings with officials and other observers
in the countries reviewed. This chapter summarizes the
principal findings in keeping with the Five-Year Out-
look's piirpose of identifying significant trends and
emerging issues for science-policymakers in Congress,
the Executive Branch; and the wider concerned public:
The chapter is written from the perspectiv'e of an Amer-
ican viewing the research systems of Europe. The ap-
proach is to discuss each nation, then compare the salient
elements of the European systems with ours, and finally
assess the potential implications for the United States.

The major stresses found to be developing in the
American situation include:

resource constraints, in part the result of inflation's
impact on research budgets;
increasing costs of instrumentation for more advanced
research activity;
growth of pressures for short-term returns on research
investments; and
the impact of demographic changes affecting the uni-
versity research system.

Despite efforts to maintain and even to increase federal
supp,rt for basic research in recent years, inflation threat-

ens to erode the financial base supporting university re-
.

search. Income from fees, tuition, andendowments, and
froin state governments and other sources is part of the
research-support system. Any serious weakening in these

areas Of support, which are also threatened by economic
and demographic forces, could have far-reaching effects.
The increasing administrative complexity of our system
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of research support has also led to frictions and burden-
some accounting requirements that divert substantial
time and effort from research to the search for funds.
Our system of 'research support, despite its many ad-
vantages, often provides for research in forms that create
uncertainty for the scientist and administrative burdens
for both the recipient and the funding agency. In the
future, tightened budgets and resource constraints could
lead to a conservative attitude among researchers, fearful
of jeopardizing their funding if they introduce new and
venturesome lines of inquiry.

A related strain on the system is the increasing scale,
cost, and complexity in many areas of research not nor-
mally considered a pars of "big science," that is high-
energy physics, astronomy, and space physics. In fields
where large-scale national facilities exist to further re-
search, the U S research system enables university re-
searchers to share access to large machines. Now, in
addition to big science fields, more areas of science have
become highly instrumented in recent years and costs
have risen sharply, although they are still below the
threshold of a large national or regional facility. How
can the nation maintain a broad base of well-
instrumented laboratories in these increasingly expensive
areas bf inquiry? Will there be a trend away from the
very small research group and toward the organized re-
search unit, toward cooperative use of equipment, or to
regional facilities? Is our research system capable of
maintaining reasonable balance between fields of sci-
ence, between large- and small-scale efforts, and be-
tween organized and individual research? The increasing
scale and complexity of scientific research will lead to
difficult choices about where facilities should be located,
which universities and which regions should remain ac-
tive in the research areas requiring expensive instru-
mentation, and many related issues.

The growth of pressures for short-term results is an-
' other serious strain on the nation's research system.

There is heightened concern with productivity and with
the competitiVeiiess of the U.S. economy. Many ob-
servers appear to believe that the research system has
not contributed Sufficiently to the solution of those press-
ing issues and that the urgency of the nation's economic
problems requires more effective application of knowl-
edge specifically to those problems. The solution of
nearly every major economic and social problem facing
the nation undoubtedli depends in part upon science and
technology How this powerful force can be harnessed
most effectively to contribute to the solution of such ,

problems As the development of new energy sources,
conservation of energy, protection of *the environment,
defense, and industrial innovation is a major challenge
to government, industry, and the universities. The need
for balance between basic and applied research efforts
also remains imperative. Free-ranging scientific inquiry
guided only by the discipline-oriented creativity of in-
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dividual scientists must be maintained. The search for
current solutions should not overwhelm free-ranging in-
quiry because of the revolutionary advancq that may
flow from such inquiry during decades to come. How
to assure the most productive balance between these
competing claims on, resources and on ale attention of
scientists will be an acute problem in the future.

Finally, demographic changes may produce lowered
science enrollments and fewer teaching positions, caus-
ing a major future concern for academic science. De-
creases in the college-age population have triggered this
complicated set of problems for the nation's universities.
The size of faculties has been linked closely to 'enroll-
ments and, as enrollments increased rapidly in the post-
World-War-II period, many. university faculties ex-
panded substantially. Graduate programs increased in
size and supplied the scientists who filled the new teach-
ing positions created in the overall expansion of the
university system. If the university system reaches, a
steady state or even decreases slightly in size, fewer new
teaching positions will be available. Many academic
departments have already found themselves over-
expanded with heavily tenured ranks. This has meant
diminished career opportunities for young academic sci-
entists and aging faculties in many universitiesa trend
that could impede the flow of adequate numbers and
quality of young scientists into research-careers. More::
over, the historic close relationship between research and
graduate education in the United States may change in
consequence of these demographic changes. The cou-
pling of research and teaching becomes less firm as the
capacity for growth in American universities becomes
more limited and as research activities eventually come
to have a rationale apart from the education function.
Growing numbers of nonacademic research staff mem-
bers in niany universities play little or no role in the
educational functions today. New forms of support for
research teams, centers, institutes, and laboratories
loosely attached to universities, in which the majority
of the researchers are not involved in undergraduate
teaching, or separate from universitiesknay emerge in
the future. Whether such changes are either feasible or
desirable in Our circumstances is unclear, but it seems
likely that such issues will become matters of growing
public debate, especially as the nation strives for a pattern
of research support that does not rest exclusively on
national or regional trends in university enrollments.

Thecdynamic forces affecting the research system add
to the concern for the continued originality, vitality, and
leadership of U.S. basic research. Looking at other coun-
tries in the light of our problems, we may see more
clearly the strong aspects of our system that we must
particularly strive to preserve. We also may see options
in the experiences of other industrialized nations that,
with suitable modifications, might be adopted here.

Before World War II, Europe played a leading role
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An the fundamental discoveries that have shaped modern
science. The war dealt a severe blo'Cv to European science
aria, for many years after the war, the major European
nations were faced with the task of rebuilding their sci-
entific.resources. They looked to the United States, in
a reversal of the earlier role, for the fundamental dis-
coveries and for the leadership role in basic science that
we had now acquired in addition to'our traditional rep-
utation for industrial and technological strength. In the
postwar period, European energies concentrated initially
on economic recovery, btu the economic recovery made
possibleand now in turn has been stimulated bythe
recovery and flourishing.growth of its science and tech-
nology. Clearly, European science has experienced n
substantial recovery in recent years. In quantity and qual-
ity, with variations from field to field and country to
country, Western Europe has regained much of the sci-
entific eminence that it lost during the upheavals sur-
rounding the war and has broken new ground in a number
of fields.

Today, total research and development expenditures
in science and engineering in the United States are still
much higher than those in Individual European countries,
but Important changes have been taking place. In Ger-
many, there has been nearly a decade of rapid growth
in expenditures for ,research and for higher education
a period of expansion reminiscent of the early 1960's in
the United States and Britain. Recently, it has begun to
moderate. The period of austerity in Britain has forced
a more selective approach to research support and gen-
erally very tight research budgets. France has been in

'a position between Germany and Britain in terms of total
national investment in research and development (R&D).
In tne aggregate, total expenditures on R&D by the major
European countries moved from less than half that of the
United States in 1965 to about two thirds of total U.S.
R&D expenditures in 1978-79. (The comparative figures
are shown in Table 1.) Defense R&D constitutes much
of the U:S. margin.

The situation is different for bask, research exclu-
sively. By1979, the combined basic research expendi-

tures of Britain, France, and Germany almost equaled
those of the United States. While these are general fig-
ures, they reflect the resurgence of science in Europe
and the shift away from post-war dominance in basic
research by the United States.

PURPOSE OF THE COMPARATIVE STUDY

It is not our aim in this chapter either to predict or to
recommend.new policies and arrangements. We seek'to
alert the Congress to siiiiificant developments in other
countries where vigorous research activities are in prog-
ress. This knowledge can potentially widen the range of
options available to us as we appraise ,)ur own research
system, seeking to preserve its strengths and to adjust
to changing circumstances. Each of the countries re-
viewed in this chapter has its own system based on its
traditions and needs. We cannot, of course, simply im-
port institutional practices ,and arrangements from other
nations. But, if we understand more fully the similarities
and differences, the strengths and weaknesses of differ-
ent ,national research systems, we may be in a better
position to cope with the coming strains on our system
Most importantly, a knowledge of the full range of op-
tions available is essential as policymakers confront the
emerging problems in the changing circumstances that
surround the nation's science effort.

In the surveys of the European nations, it became clear
that many of the distinctive features of our system either
do not exist or are 'much less prominent in thc6e nations.
Examples include:

heavy reliance on the universities as performers of
basic research;
a university system composed of both public and pri-
vate universities;
support prov ided to individual s .entists in the form
of relatively small project grants and contracts rathei
than Hock funding of centers' or institutes;
pros ision of support through several mission agencies
instead of through central science agencies:

Mble I Comparativ e National R&D Expenditures. 1978.79
(In Billions of Dollars)

Expenditures I U S.' rlr U K.' France' West Germany %

Total National 52.0 100 7.6 100 10.0 100 15.2 100

Total Governmental . 26.0 50 4.2 55 6.0 60 7.5 49

Total Non-Governmental 26.0 50 3.4 45 4.0 40 7.7 51

Defense R&D 51 46 30 12

(% of Total
Governmental)
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opportunities for independent work for the suentist
at a relatively early stage in a scientific career, and
substantial mobility for the scientific workforce be-
tween universities and aLross different institutional
sectors.

In these respects, the European nations, while exhib-
iting signifiLant differences amo'ig themselves, differ
substantially from the United States. The differences w ill
beLome_ev identin.greaterderail_in_thcdissussion.of.each___
country. Fixed points of reference familiar in the Amer-
ican scene will not be present. At the same time, it is
clear that Britain, France, and Germany are deeply in-
volved with the same kinds of problems that face our
own research system. It is their responses to these com-
mon problems that make this LomparativL experience of
considerable interest.

UNITED KINGDOM
0

MAJOR FEATURES OF THE RESEARCH SYSTEM

The basic research system in the United Kingdom, di-
verse but oriented around the university effort, shares
many of the strengths and weaknesses of the American
system. In Britain, however, the effects of resource con-
straints on.the researLh system are more evident than in
the United States, France, or Germany. Britain has been
able to avert the worst consequences of austerity by a
policy of selectivity and stability in research support.
This policy makes it likely that the quality of Briti,,h
suentists as demonstrated by the fact that no other
Lountry has produLed so many Nobel Prize winners per
million inhabitants will LontinLe to be high. However,
if present trends continue, the narrowing base of sci-
entific, exLellenLe, with declining in vestments in, instru-
mentation and in researLh support, will erode the quality
of British science in the future.

The British system is like our own in its heavy reliance
on the universities as key basic research performers;
however, British universities do not generally manage
large-sLale facilities. The universities are finanLed through
a dual system. Institutional support. used in part to cover
the operating costs of university laboratories, is provided
through the University Grants Committee. Then, in ad-
dition, funding through small-scale project grants to in-
dividual scientists is provided by five Research Councils.
In recent years, this dual support system has Lome under
increasing strains beLaase the institutional grant has in-
Lreased only slightly while Lusts have escalated, As a
LonsequenLe, some modifiLatien of the working as-
sumptions of the system seems likely in the near future

Britain deserves Lredit fur making the transition from the
era of rapid growth in expenditures for sLientifiL researa
to one of leveling Jff or even LontraLtion over a sub
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stantial period without major disruption of the research
system. But the problems thai the United Kingdom has
facedin manpower, scientific equipment, prinking
resources, and other common concerns=have tended to
be more severe than in other major Western nation.
They have posed great challenges to both government
and the scientific community.

Research in the United Kingdom is carried out in a
variety of settingsin the laboratories of private con-

sentsof .nationalized_industries,, of_industriaLresearch
associations, of military mu civil government depart-
ments and ministries of research councils, and of uni-
versities. The role of universities in basic research is of
critical importance, setting the tone and the direction of
the overall effort and lending distinction and interna-
tional prestige in many fields of modern science. Separate
publicly financed research units, primarily associated
with medical schools and hospitals, also play a role, but
a much less prominent one than in France. Large-scale
physical facilities, funded and operated by the Research
Councils for academic scientists who are the principal
users of the facilities, are a significant feature of the
British system. However, in the United Kingdom, as in
Germany and France, such facilities are not managed by
universities or university consortia, as they often are in
the United States.

Despite financial austerity, research 6f the highest
quality continues to be performed in many British lab-
oratories, especially those of the leading universities.
With exceptions in some fields in some periods, the
scientific community in the United Kingdom has not
been rich in material resources. But the country has pro-
duced outstanding investigators in many fields, many of
whom have worked in theoretical areas of their disci-
pline:, not requiring large experimental machines. The
areas of notable achievement in British science include
radio astronomy, high-energy and solid-state physics,
neurophysiology,, and molecular biOlogy. The Astron-
omy, Space, and Radio Board of the Science Research
Council reported in 1979 that

...in spite of the decrease in its budgets, which have
been declining steeply, for the last four years, the
Board can report again this year substantial scien-
tific success in each of its main fields. It is not
intended...to dwell on...individual suCcesses, sim-
ply to report that they do not yet show any fall from
the high standard of recent years.'

Part of the reason the United Kingdom has been able
to withstand the effeLts of austerity, to date at least, is
reliance on selectivity in research support. This has been
a major theme of British scienLe policy in recent years.
There is relatively little pressure in the United Kingdom
to distribute researLh funds on the basis of criteria other
than scientific exLellenLe. Competition for research
funds and for recognition among geographic regions and
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among different types of universities is less intense in
Britain than in the United States, and cultural attitudes
allow for deference to recognized elite groups more read-
ily in Britain than in the United States. Moreover, fund-
ing levels have been predictable. There has been little
growth, neither have there been many sharp cutbacks or
extreme fluctuations.

The many components of the research system in the
United Kingdom operate with a high degree of inde-
pendence,....with.-na-strong-central- coordinating, body..
Some of the major sources of governmental support for
civil R&D are the Department of Industry, the Depart-
ment of Energy, the Department of the Environment,
and the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food.
While this dispersion, at first glance, is reminiscent of
the American, system, Bntain relies less on the operating
agencies and more on central support agencies to fund
basic research. In common with the other countries re-
viewed, Britain is giving increasing attention to the prac-
tical application of research findings. This is reflected,
for example, in the establishment of the Department of
the Environment in 1973 and the Department A Energy
in 1974. There also have been important cban:,es within
departments. One of the most significant of these is the
establishment of Requirements Boards in the Department
of Industry, whose task is to identify and finance R&D
of high importance to industrial productivity and inno-
vation and to other urgent national req4irements. The
National Research and Development Corporation,' a
quasi nongovernment organization, was created to bring
inventions to the point of industrial application. The
Advisory Council for i,pplied Research and Develop-
ment (ACARD), a group of eminent scientists and en-
gineers appointed to advise the Secretary of State for
Education and Science, has been influential in directing
attention to specific emerging areas of high potential

ornmercial significance, such as microelectronics. bio-
technology, and information technology.

Turning to the dual system that supports university
research, one must note that both segmentS' of that system
are publicly financed. The first element of the system is
general support for all functions of universities, with the
most important segment of this general support being the
annual (formerly quinquennial) recurrent block grant, at
present amounting to about 51.6 billion and administered
by the University Grants Committee (UGC).*

An estimate by the Advisory Board for the Research
Councils indicates that about a quarter-5400 million
of the recurrent grant can be reasonably attributed to the
support of research. The UGC also provides capital and
equipment grants to universities for teaching' and re-
search. Finally, fees are an increasingly significant part
of the income of universities in the United Kingdom AlAl

'R&D expenditures are co:d in dollars, with pounds conserved to dollars at the rate of

I pound S2 CO

form the remaining segment of the general support part
of the dual system.

The universities have traditionally enjoyed wide lati-
tude in the use of the recurrent grants, but there is a
general agreement between the universities and the UGC
as to how the money will be spent. On rare occasions,
the Committee has earmarked part of a grant for specific
purposes and has suggested how the universities might
use the funds most effectively. The long-standing prin.
,ciple_is,that.the_recuirent-UGC grant- will cover faculty
salaries, building maintenance and services, general
university costs generated by research, and the' "basic
costs of well-found laboratories." A well-found labo-
ratory is one equipped and staffed for the research in-
vestigations traditionally undertaken by the faculty using
the laboratory. In the past, the goal has been to provide
such a base for research in all major disciplines at all
universities.

The second element of th' dual support system is funds
earmarked, for particular university research activities,
Most of this money is provided in the form of research
grants administered by the five Research Councilsthe
Science Research Council (SRC), the Medical Research
Couacil (MRC), the Natural Environment Research
Council (NERC), the Agricultural Research Council
(ARC), and the Social Science Rcrtarch Council (SSRC).
Additional funds for direct support of univf-sity research
are provided by government departments and private
foundations.

The research grants provided by the five Research
Councils currently amount to about $140 million per
year, about a third of that portion of the recurren. grant
de.itte.d to research, These grants for specific research
projects coversuch costs as special equipment, supplies,
costs of time on large experimental machines, costs of
data manipulation, and.'to an increasing degree, salaries
of technicians. They supplement the funds available from
the recurrent grants. Moreover, they provide a means for
individual scientists and teams to secure support in direct
national competition, and a means of emphasizing spe-
cial fields of science and problems.

As ith all elements of the R&D system in the United
Kingeo.o, the councils operate with a substantial degree
of Ldeper ,!ence. However, they are linked by an infor-
mal corm ,tree consisting of the heads of the Research
Councils. In addition, the influential Advisory Board for
the Research Councils (ABRC) advises the Secretary of
.state for Education aild Science on the division of funds
among, the councils: (Its advice in this respect is virtually
alway, taken.) The ABRC also provides advice to the
Secretary on general policy issues related to bask
reseal-CI.

The scientific community in the United Kingdom has
numerous informal and influential tics with the govern-.
ment departments and ministries. Scientists play an ad-
visory role that usually involves a de facto power of
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decision in connection with the standard, relatively
small, basic research projects. In.that context, the system
strongly resembles the peer review process used exten-
sively in the United States. The scientific judgments are
tempered and sometimes overridden by economic and
political judgments when the proposed undertaking is
very expensiveas, for example. a proposal to build a
particle accelerator. In policy matters, scientists partic-
ipate in a variety of formal advisory boards and councils,
neluding the Advisory- Board for the Research Councils

and the Advisory Council for Applied Research and
Development. Hence, decisionmaking on science and
technology reflects wide participation. The Committee
of Vice Chancellors and Principals acts, moreover, as
a spokesman for the universities on matters of mutual
interest affecting them This Committee is entirely non-
governmental but, like the West German Rectors' Con-
ference, interacts actively with public officials and car-
ries weight when it takes a strong position on issues.

The scientific community, like the rest of society, is
subject to the overriding priorities of the government
and, for the foreseeable future, these priorities reflect the
conditions of austerity and economic difficulty facing the
country However, within the broad limits on expendi-
ture set by general economic and political forces, the
scientific community has important influence on scien-
tifk. priorities and on the structure and membership of
the adv isory system. This influence is particularly strong
during periods when. as is now the case, the, level of
R&D support is not expanding but is irtually constant.

The decisionmaking process differs in notable respects
from that in the United States Much depends upon cus-,
tom and conventions that do not fit any simple scheme.
For example, the University Grants Committee. which
functions as a buffer organization between government
and the universities. has w ide discretion on the allocation
of funds to universities. but it has no statutory base to
legititriate its actions or to guide its decisions. In the
parliamentary form of government. decisions by the cab-
inet and by ministries are not subject to detailed review
and reversal by Parliament. as is the case with Congress
in the United States :Nevertheless, parliamentary com-
mittees hold hearing:, and their reports are of growing
significance For example. the Select Committee on Sci-
ence. Education, and the. Arts, formed in 1979, has i.,-
sued an influential report on university fee policy for
foreign students.

STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR BASIC RESEARCH

A quarter of all R&D in the United Kingdom is per-
formed in government-owned and -operated laboratories.
Theselaboratories are of two kinds. The first is the large
set of laboratories typified by the National Physical
Laboratory managed and staffed by the various min-
istries Academic scientists play little part' in their activ
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The second set consists of large basic research
facilities operated by the Research Councilsprimarily
the Science Research Councilfor use mainly by aca-
demic scientists.

Half of the total R&D in the United Kingdom is per-
formed in industrial laboratories (as compared with 70
percent in the United States). Of total R&D expeditures,
20 percent goes to university laboratories, as contrasted
with 13 percent in the United States. As for basic re-
search: half of that-in-theUnitectKingdornAs..performed
in the universities, as is also the case in the United States.
The university research is highly concentrated, with half
of all government funds for university research going to
the 13 largest research universities, of which 12 percent
goes to the two largest research universitiesWoicl
and Cambridge. The total R&D effort of the United
States is about seven times that of the United Kingdom
about S54 billion as compared with S7.6 billion in 1979.

This different scale of research activity has resulted
in several distinctive features. First. with a smaller re-
source base than Germany, France, or the United States.
the British have concentrated their large-scale basic re-
search efforts in relatively few nonuniversity laboratories
and in areas with a record of high scientific, productivity.
These large-scale research activities are rarely attached
to and managed by universities. On the other hand. the
relatively small project grants to individuals and to small
groups for basic research in universities ..c;ntinue to be
important. The project funds are largely spent for small
scientific efforts at universities, but some project grants
provide funds for experiments involving large equip-
ment. The only other substantial support specifically for
research performed at universities is aid to research units
of the Medical Research Council attached to medical
schools and hospitals. These units are similar to the as-
sociated laboratories of the French Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique (described in the section on
France) and to research centers attached to universities
in the United States.

The United Kingdom, like France'. rid Germany. has
relied increasingly on cooperative Europe-wide research
efforts, and its contributions to such efforts have been
important expressions of its research policy. While se-
lected large-scale facilities for some fields of physics
have been -;onstructed recently in the United Kingdom
(notably the Synchrotron Radiation Source at Dares-
bury), all national facilities for particle physics have been
closed down. British sc:entists in this field have carried
on their work in Europe, most notably at CERN (Eu-
ropean Organization for Nuclear Research), outside
Geneva.

Subscriptions to international organizations. admin-
istered by the Science Research Council, include con-
tributions to the European Organization for Nuclear Re-
search, the European Space Agency. v mous North
Atlantic. Treaty Organization science programs. the In-

j
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smut Laue-Langevin, the European Science Foundation,

and the European Molecular Biology Organization.
These absorb 28 percent of the Science Research Coun-
cil's budget and 16 percent of the combined budgets of
all five Research Councils. The British have decided to
remain active in the most expensive areas of modern
science through collaborative international efforts.

Although the mission agenciesespecially the Min-
istries of Defence, Industry, Energy, Agriculture, Health,

and Environmentare substantial supporters of R&D,
their role differs from that of the mission departments
in the United States. Ministries are predominantly con-
cerned with applied research--exploratory, advanced.
and engineering development work intended to contrib-
ute directly and over the short run to the solution of
practical problemsleaving the research of scientific
interest but less immediate applicability to the five Re-
search Councils. In contrast, in the United States in 1979,
the Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Energy, Health,
Education and Welfare, the Interior, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration financed 80 per-
cent of all federally funded basic research as well as most
applied research and nearly all exploratory and advanced

development work.
The decision n the United Kingdom to establish Re-

seaich Councils independent from the operating depart-
mer's of government was based on the philosophy of the
1918 Haldane Report which concluded that, if iespon-

for basic research were placed mainly in the op-
erating departments. the current problems of the de-
partments would exert pressures leading to an unhealthy

emphasis on research with short-term objectives and to
an inadequate level of basic research with long-term pay-

off. The Haldane Report led directly to the establishment
of new independent Medical and Agricultural Research
Councils.

The Science Research Council provides external sup-
port for a broad range of the basic sciences. finances

participation in international research facilities. provides
advanced fellowships, encoo:ages cooperation between
industry and universities, administers fellowships. Ind
operates research facilities. The Social Science Research
Council provides for the support of the social sciences
and operates independently of the Science Research
Council. The other three Research Councils support fun-
damental research in areas loosely related to the missions
of their counterpart operating departineinsHealth, Ag-
riculture, and Environment. In addition, they promote
certain areas of applied research of potential use to the
operating departments.

During the early 1970's in the United Kingdom, the
impression developed that the Medical, Agriculture, and
Natural Environment Research Councils as well as the
in-house department laboratories were not adequately
responsive to the short-term needs of the various gov-

ernment ministries and departments The 1972 report.
Framework for Government Research and Development.
popularly known as the Rothschild report, crystallized
these concerns, calling for strengthening the customer-
contractor relationship across the board and for the trans-
fer of funds from the councils to the user departments
to finance contracts with the councils (or other contrac-
tors) for relevant research. The report also called for the
appointment of a chief scientist for each department and
ministry with 'Substantial research responsibilities It also
recommended the formation of an Advisory Board for
the Research Councils to provide general advice on sci-
ence policy to the Secretary of S...ae for Education and
Science, to give more specialized advice on the alloca-
tion of funds among the councils. and to promote close

_liaison between the councils and the user tvartments.
g, There is a consensus in Britain that the appointment
of chief scientists in the departments, as well as a chief
scientist in the influential -Central Policy Review Staff
of the Cabinet Office, has improved both in-house re-
search programs and interdepartmental coordination.
The Advisory Board for the Research Councils is be-
lieved to have performed well. 0 the other hand,
problems have developed in administering the customer-
contractor principle. In the case of the Medical Research

Council and the Department of Health and Social Se-
curity, the new system worked poorly, as evidenced by
the fact that almost all of the transferred funds have in
effect been spent on research that the council would have
done anyway. Accordingly, the arrangements between
the department and the MRC have been modified so that
the department sets out a range of problems and the MRC
saguests how biomedical research might be applied to

them. For the other councils and departments. the Ad
visory Board for the Research Councils has suggested
that the departments demonstrate greater regard for the
long-term health of the councils by placing longer and
broader Lommissions with them and by simplifying ad-
ministrative procedures. Furthermore, the Advisory
Committee on Applied Research and Development has
urged the councils to be alert to critically important
emerging areas of technology. which may be overlooked
when there is no obvious single customer and when new
technologies will appear only several years in the future °

A case in point is the failure of departments to identify
biotechnology as a promising field

The urgent national need to increase industrial pro-
ductivity has moved the Science Research Council to-
wakd greater emphasis on applied research. on research

and training collaboration between industry and aca-
demic institutions (universities and polytechnics). and
on a large number of special problems Among the'areas

selected for emphasis are applications of numerical con-
trol to manufacturing, coal technology. mar'ne technol-

ogy, polymer engineering, advanced ground transport,

O



and energy in buildings. In total, these measures rep-
resent a substantial modification of_the priorities of the
Science Research Council.

British industries, both nationalized and private, do
extensive research in their own laboratories and contract
for research activities with profitmaking firms and uni-
versity laboratories. Industrial research tends to be ori-
ented toward applied and developments' work, to be
concentrated in large firms, and to be centered in rela-
tively few sectors of the economynotably electronics,
fine chemicals, energy an, petrochemicals, pharma-
ceuticals, aviation, communications, and optics.

To an increasing extent, British university science and
engineering departments are undertaking research ander
contract with industrial firms, and consulting with in-
dustrial firms by fac31ty members is becoming more
prevalent The Science Research Council has initiated
a Teaching Company Scheme which is providing con-
tinuing, links between industrial firms and academic de-
partments On the whole, however, these relationships
are newer and less extensive than those between industry
and the Grandes Ecoles in France, technical universities
such as Aachen and Munich in Germany, and the large
research universities in the United States.

The research role of nationalized hdustriessuch as
the U K Atomic Energy Authority. the Central Elec-
tricity Generating Board. the National Coal Board, Brit-
ish Gas, and British Steelis significant. In 1978, the
nationalized indu,tries expended about $125 million on
research and development.

FORMS OF SUPPORT AND FINANCING OF RESEARCH

Total national expenditures on R&D in the United King-
dom approximated S7.6 billion in 1979. Of this amount,
S3,4 billion (45 percent) was expended by industry (both
private and nationalized) and $4.2 billion (55 percent)
v,as expended by government. Defense R&D outlays of
S2 billion accounted for half of the public expenditures,
and the Departments of Industry and Energy each pro-
vided another $260 million (11 percent) of the total mon-
ies spent on public R&D. The complete science budget,
totaling $800 million in 1980, represents the regular out-
lays plus funds for commissioned research for the five
Research Councils (including also relatively small sums
for the Royal Society and the National History Museum).
The science budget accounts for less than a fifth of the
total government R&D expenditures, but the actions of
the councils are particularly important because they con
centrate on funtlamental research. The council budgets,
along with a portion of the recurrent capital and equip-
ment grants of the University Grants Committee and
some assistar.e from the mission agencies, provide the
principal support for basic research in the United King-
dom. The Science Research Council, the largest of the
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councils, spent $360 million for basic science in 1980.
The Medical Research Council is the next largest, pro-.
viding $140 million. The Agricultural and Natural En-
vironment Research Councils each spent about $120
million and the Social Science Research Council spent
abotit $30 million.

The Research Councils operate primarily through five
forms of support: project grants to individual university
scientists (20 percent of the total), research units (mostly
medical) attached to universities and medical schools
(10 percent); training awards and fellowships (15 per-
cent), operation of laboratories for university user groups
(15 percent) and for in-house staff (mostly ARC, MRC,
and NERC) (25 percent), and subscriptions to interna-
tional organizations (15 percent).

There are clear trends in the relative importance of the
various types of support. The rising costs and scientific
utility of advanced instrumentation have involved the
Councilsparticularly the Science Research Council
increasingly in providing costly central instrument fa-
cilities. Manpower also has become an increasingly im-
portant problem, and training awards and fellowships
have consumed a greater proportion of total resources.
Activities designed to make research contribute more
effectively to industrial innovation and productivity are
becoming increasingly important. Contributions to the-
support of the large international machines, such as those.
at CERN, are high and rising as the minimum charge
for remaining active in the forefront of particle physics
rises. These developments have reduced the proportion
of council funds available for grants to individual in-.
vestigators, now 20 percent of the total council funds,
and decreased the proportion of high quality applications
that can be funded.

A set of forces is undermining the dual support system.
The recurrent grant of the UGC for 1979-80 was $1.6
billion and the combined equipment and capital grants
amounted to about $150 million. This support, although
a substantial increase over that of a decade ago, repre-
sents virtually a level rate of expenditure when allow ance
is made for high inflation rates, and is a decline in re-
sources per student. Continuing high rates of inflation
and a policy of strict expenditure control by the govern-
ment suggest that the universities will face a period of
financial stringency.

Because of the pressure on the recurrent grant, the
UGC is unable to provide the basic support for "well-
found laboratories" for the system as a whole. There
has been a continuing shift in financial responsibility to
the councils for such direct research expenses as basic
laboratory equipment and the salaries of technicians. The
assumption of these costs by the councils has reduced
the support available for individual research projects.

The basic roles of the UGC and the Councils have
been called into question by trends of recent years. The
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possibility that the UGC will formally abandon the idea
of providing "well-found laboratories" in all major dis-
ciplines in all universities is under serious discussion by
a joint committee of the ABRC and the UGC. The UGC
probably will become more selective in support for ac-
ademic science by adjusting the recurrent grant to pro-
vide relatively greater assistance to outstanding individ-
ual teams and laboratories, and for areas of science and
problems selected for priority support by the Research
Councils. Suggestions by the UGC to the universities
may well be made more often and with somewhat greater
urgency. At the moment, this is occurring only in spe-
cialized areas. An influential minority view is that this
degree of selectivity will be inadequate, and that some
programs or even entire unversities must close down.
This probably will not occur unless enrollment declines
sharply a few years from now. Suck. greater selectivity
in the allocation of the recurring grant would involve an
important change in basic philosophy and in administra-
tive style and relationships.

The role of the Research Councils probably will
change also, with the prospect that the councils will
assume greater responsibilities for some direct research
costssuch as salaries of technicians, utility costs, and
costs of laboratory equipmentpreviously borne by the
UGC. However, there is little prospect that any portion
of general university costs not generated entirely by re-
search will be shifted to the budgets of the councils.

TRENDS IN SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER AND IN SUPPORTING
RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH

The United Kingdom faces two particularly important
and interrelated manpower policy issues. The first is the
appropriate volume of support for graduate students
called postgraduate students in the United Kingdom. The
second is the proper response to the small number of
new positions available over the next few )4 in gov-
ernment laboratories and universities.

The development of higher education in the United
Kingdom has been strongly guided by a central principle
of the 1963 Robbins Report. higher education should be
available for all who are qualified and willing to pursue
it. The pnnciple has been implemented in particular at
the undergraduate level, where all students of United
Kingdom origin who are accepted by universities for a
first degree course are eligible for mandatory, though
means-tested, maintenance grants and for full reimburse-
ment of tuition fees.

Now the system is under pressure from economic
forces. British graduate students are increasingly reluc-
tant to accept some types of stipends when the additional
:study will lead only to a series of short-term positions.
Under one category of advanced fellow ship awards, for
example, the Science Research Council awarded 33 sti-
pends in 1977 and only 19 in 1979. For the Cooperative

Awards in Science and Engineeringa special SRC doc-
torate program involving in-service training in indus-
try the number of eligible candidates was substantially
less than the number of available awards in 1979. In
general, the council in recent years has found that the
number of suitable, candidates has been inadequate for
a ,umber of its various special programs, this is remi-
niscent of the reluctance of some outstanding younger
German scientists to accept five-year Heisenberg awards.
Students have increasingly tended to seek employment
in industry after the initial degree in Science or engi-
neering rather than to follow a course of advanced study
in the face of uncertain university career prospects after
completion of their studies.

There are growing concerns over the continuation of
a large-scale graduate studentships program during a
period of financial stringency in the face of the pro-
spective low demand for scientists and engineers in
university teaching positions and in government labo-
ratories. These challenges may lead eventually to a. re-
duction in government support for graduate study, as has
happened in the United States.

Britain shares with other cormtries the prospect of few
new academic positions because of a decline in research
expenditures and restricted general university budgets.
Several modest programs have been designed to address
the problem. About 20 fellowships a year are awarded
for up to five years for carefully selected scientists unde
the age of 35 who do not hold tenure positions yetthe
Advanced Fellowship Program. In addition, a small
number of senior research scientists with tenure position
in universities will be given the opportimity to leave their
teaching duties in order to engage in full-time research.
The vacated teaching positions will provide tenure open-
ings for younger scientiststhe Special Replacement
Fellow ship Program. While these are regarded as useful
measures, they are widely viewed as modest in scope
and unlikely to have a decisive effect.

The average age of researchers in the Research Council
laboratories and the government laboratories, as in the
universities, is rising. A large proportion of the research
staffs will remain with their laboratories until the normal
retirement age of 65. Since the laboratories are not grow-
ing, they will be able to offer few permanent jobs to
younger scientists. Further, there is very little movement
of staff from nonuniversity research laboratories to uni-
versities because of the diminished academic opportun-
ities, prey iously , a natural outlet into university em-,
ployment had proinoted a greater degree of staff turnover
and career mobility. Thus the system as a whole appears
to face both depressed long-range demand for highly
trained people and decreasing mobility among the
segments.

As a consequence of the v irtual absence of new tenured
positions in universities, some university research pro-
grams are suffering, as are the Research Council labo-



ratories. Short-term contract positions are offered but it
has become increasingly difficult to recruit young re-
search assistants on these terms. Many who have ac--
cepted such positions are unhappy. Added to these prob-
lems are difficulties in recruiting and retaining technical
support staff, largely because salaries arc lower than
those in industry.

All in all, the manpower problems are becoming as
severe a constraint as budgetary considerations. How-
ever, if more of the brightest students in science and
engineering seek industrial employment, the innovative
capacity and competitiveness of the econolay could be
stimulated.

' addition to scientific-manpower concerns, the issue
of supporting resources for academic science, especially
laboratory equipment and facilities of various kinds, has
been debated intensely in Britain. Standard small-scale
laboratory equipment in British universities has been
deteriorating rapidly in recent years The standard work-
ing equipment in university laboratories was installed in
volume about ten years ago when the expansion of British
higher education took place. Much of this equipment is
now reaching the end of its useful life. Neither the
University Grants Committee nor the Researcn Councils
have been able to divert enough funds from other high-
priority programs to refurbish the laboratories generally.
The outlook is for careful selection of relatively few
laboratories to be modernized and for a much more ex-
tensive sharing of equipment.

The situation with respect to large-scale instruments
and facilities has been more favorable. The extensive
contribution of the Science Research Council to the op-
eration of European facilitiessuch as the European
Organization for Nuclear Research and the Institut Laue-
Langev inaccounted for 24 percent of the council's

/4iudget in 1978-79, an amount exceeding its total do-
mestic research grants for the year. But there also has
been an effort to create large-scale facilities domestically
in selected areasfor example, the Synchrotron Radia-
tion Source at Daresbury and the laser laboratory and
neutron-beams facility at tiie Rutherford Laboratory
Other domestic facilities, however, have been shut
down. These include the Nimrod proton accelerator at
the Rutherford Laboratory and the NINA electron syn-
chrotron machines at Daresbury.

FRANCE

MAJOR FEATURES OF THE RESEARCH SYSTEM

The French experience shows that it is possible to have
a strong and flourishing basic research enterprise that
places heavy emphasis on a system of laboratories par-
allel to and associated with universities and the Grandes
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Ecoles, rather than relying primarily upon the iniver-
sities and Grandes Ecoles. Yet the universities provide
the institutional base for a large fraction of the ..ation's
most brilliant and productive scientists, and the adv:oced
training of scientists is begun in the universities. There
is increasing recognition that the long-run t :rength of the
system of parallel laboratories depends on -the strength
of the universities and Grandes Ecoles. Ncycrtheless_the____
steps taken thus far to ensure their health have been
weaker than those taken to ensure the strength of the
parallel laboratories, this is due partly to tlye fact that
many of the universities have faced intractable difficul-
ties. An important issue for France is the extent to which
achievement of such gials as increasing scientific career
mobility, enhancing the capacity of industry t use re-
search results, and rapid development of priarity research
fields may be frustrated by weaknesses in the institutioas
of higher educationparticularly the universities. How
the obstacles to the development of the universities' re-
search capabilities can be overcome is a many-sided
question. This basic problzm, in a different institutional
and political context, also is faced inahe Un;ted States,
where the federal government finanCes research and as-
sociatacosts in universities on a large scale but provides
no funds for general university support.

Direction of the research system of France is more
centralized than those of the' United States, C.:. United
Kingdom, and Germany. This basic feature central-
ization is consistent with the structure of French gov-
ernment and society, and it is reinforced by the habits
and traditions of scientists and administrators. At the
same tinie, central planning is indicative rather than over-
riding, and many strong national sources of R&D support
operate with a substantial degree of independence.

A Secretary of State for Research reports directly to
the Prime Minister. His duties include preparation of the
R&D component of the five-year general economic plan
and coord,nation of the work of the central R&D orga-
nizations with that of the ministries and large state en-
terprises. The Secretary of State for Research receives
staff support from the DGRST (Delegation General a la
Recherche Scientifique et Technique), a small organi-
zation with both a staff and an operating role. The
DGRST manages a limited number of high-priority basic
R&D programs, called concerted-action programs (ac-
tions concertees), contracts with public and private
groups, and maintains a reserve fund for special pro-
grams. In addition, it provides staff support to the Sec-
retary of State for Research.

The most significant single organization respoir!ble
for the promotion of basic research is the National Center
for Scientific Research (Centre National de la Recherche
ScientifiqueCNRS) under the trusteeship ("sous la tu-
telle") of the Ministry of the Universities. It is a large
organization, covering most fields 'of modern science
For 1979, it had a budget of about $800 million and
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employed aporoximately 8,500 scientists and 14,000
supporting personnel in its own laboratories or in lab-
oratories associated with universities.*

At the level of national policy. R&D priorities are
developed as part of the successive five -year plans,
which set general indicative goals. Ben though these
goals are no firmly established as targets, they represent

........____a_nationaLeffortio_rnake the allocations of R&D re-
sources more coherent and comprehensive than in the
United States, the United Kingdom, or Germany. To
illustrate, priorities, for the next (the eighth) five-year
plan include steps to enhance the v alue of selected mature
fields (information, .,pace technology, and microbiol-
ogy), interdisciplinary and interregional cooperation
(materials and extension of the techniques of physics to
(it!1r and iesearch on complex interacting
systems (atmospheric sciences, oceanography. blosoci..1
interactions, and ecology).

Administratively, many critical decisions relating to
the operation of government laboratories are made cen-
trally but with the help of the scientific community. To
illustrate, the sh.,..7 of each CNRS laboratory, the total
budget, and the number of new positions are determined
centrally. flqever, the laboratory director has broad
authority to shift operating funds from one category to
another but money cannot be shifted from the operating
to the personnel categories) and to recommend staff pro-
motions. All university faculty members are civil serv-
ants. They are paid under a salary schedule that is iden-
tical for all universities and they receive their paychecks
directly from the Ministry of the Universities. not from
their respective universities. Decisions on which teach-
ing and research units in universities may offer advanced
degrees are made centrally.

The system is centralized not only in the sense that
decisions tend to be made in Paris but also because a
large portion of the physical plant and human talent for
re: .ach is concentrated there.

Yet the system is not centralized in every aspect. First,
regionalization designed to reduce the dominance of
Paris has emerged as an important objective of national
policy. Some measure of success has been achieved with
the growth of strong research centers in the Nancy-
Strasbourg, Lyon-Grenoble, Marseille-Nice, and Tou-
louse-Montpellier-Bordeaux areas. The CNRS recently
has set up regional centers that have decentralized many
kinds of administrative decisions. A number of large
government 'R&D agencies have strong bases independ-
ent of the central science agency. The Ministry of De-
fense, responsib:e for about 33 percent of all government
financing of R&D, relies heavily on its on research
establishments but also has an extensive network of con-
tracts with industry and with universities. It essentially

'R&D expenditures are cited in dollars with francs conserted to dollars at the ratc of
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pursues its OW11 research priorities. The Ministry of In-
dustry supports important cot, merate R&D activities
in the atomic energy, space, data-processing, oceanog-
raphy, and various energy programs, including solar,
geothermal, and hydrocarbon. In addition, the Ministry
of Industry has primary responsibility for stimulating
technological advance in industry, a major goal of the
seventh five-year plan. The National Institute for Health
and Medical Research (INSERM) MI5-Fined-
wally related research and research in the life sciences.
In addition, there are such significant agencies as the
National Instmite for Agricultural Research (INRA), the
National Centel lor Space Studies (ONES), the National
Center for Telecommunications Studies (CNET) and the
National Center for Exploitation of the Oceans (CNEXO).
Other officials with extensive research re.- rnsibilities,
such as the Secretary of State for the Pow: iciv ice and
TelecommunicatiOns,,also operate with cc nsiderable ill
deperjence both from each otner and fror) the .,,._...racy
of State for Research.

Both profession. Is and nonprofessionals engaged in
research tend to place long-term job security above other
career goals in the French research system. This powerful
tendency is reflected in two particularly important
waysunionization and regulations protecting job rights
The organization of both professional and supporting
staff promotes, among other goals. protection of job
rights. establishment of equitable terms and conditions
of employment, and elevation of pay and perquisites.
National laws and regulations state in detail the quali-
fications required for each level of position, criteria for
attainment of permanent status, job performance require-
ments, seniority rules and dismissal procedures, eligi-
bility for pensions, and the like. These laws and regu-
lations are not uniform among the major sectors of
research performers. "The desire for security also ac-
counts for the legal requirement that workers hired for
more than two years must be given permanent positions
(which causes a rapid turnover in research support staff).
The priorities given to security and to equity place high
barriers in the path of efforts to sustain flexibility in
research organizations and mobility among them

The close formal linkage between national goals and
the research system, wheiher the earlier focus on national
prestige or the more recent concern with economic com-
petitiveness, is an important feature of the system The
research system in France is tied closely to national prior-
ities and the most v isible spokesmen for science are full-
time officials of the national government. The S_ cretary
of State for Research is the most prominent public
spokesman on scientific matters, along with the Minister
of Industry on matters with a major technological com-
ponent and the Minister of the Universities on Matters
related to academic sciences. This link between national
goals and the research system generates strains between
government and parts of the academic community: the



latter see the system as one increasingly dominated by
political rather than scientific considerations.

Working scientists, however, are represented at a
number of levels in the system through participation in
advisory groups. The most highly placed of these.is the
CCRST (Comae Consultant' pour la Recherche. la Sci-
ence et la Technologic). This group of 16 scientists
sometimes called the Committee of Sagesadvises the
Se-C fairyoTSrate- tor Reseal di uir a wide-range cif -se I-
entific issues, but it has no influence with the technical
ministries. A special research commission of scientists,
with numerous subgroups. participated in the preparation
of the seventh five-year plan, and another group is pre-
paring background papers on R&D for the eighth plan
and for the ten-year outlook.

Research in France bas traditionally been strum!. and
remains strong. in a number of basic fields, including.
fur example. mathematics. particle physics. and nuclear
physics. In a number of,, fields of modern physics with
important practical applications, France has moved rap-
idly upward anternationally, these include optics. fluid
mechanics, information and automation sciences, semi-
conductor properties. and the physics of surfaces and
interfaces. On the other hand, some areas of physics
for example. molecular physics and material sciences-
have not developt:d strongly. There are a number of
points of strength in chemistry inorganic catalysis, the
chemistry of natural substances, and organic chemistry.
but photochemistry. thermodynamics, and electrochem-
istry are,not as.strong.

Research ubfrance in many areas of the life sciences
is of outstanding international quality. These include
cellular and inAlecular biology, immunology, intercel-
lular latormatiVhorniones and neurobiology), devel-
opmental bioltigy and the,,biology of reproductitin, bi-
ology of interactions between living organisms and their
environments..and basic bio-energy (for example, ther-
modynamics of biochemical reactions and photosyn-
thesis). In contrast, both nutntion and fundamental and
applied bacteriology are weak fields.

THE PERFORMANCE OF UAW RESEARCH

The major perfurmers of basic research in France include.
university scientists who frequently vt. ,k at laboratories
associated with the CNRS, INSERM, and other govern-
ment agencies. the in-house government laboratories of
CNRS and INSEAM. or other laboratories administered
by the Ministries of Defense and Industry and other
ministries, a limited number of private institutes, such
as the Pasteur Institute, a4 a number of collaborative
European research centers located on French soil.

A major role is played by the CNRS. whose la ora-
tories resemble Germany 's Max Planck Institutes irvsome
respects. All of them are devoted to coherent areas of
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basic ref earch, led by outstanding scientists, funded by
block grants for the work of the laboratory as a, whole
rather than by smaller project grants, and staffed by
scientists with secure tenure. They' differ notably, how-
ever, from the Max Planck Institutes and from the free-
standing research institutes of the United States in that
they are run by the government. CNRS staff members
are state employees under a special personnel system.
rind notemployees _IAA. selLgoverning...sysire .---
those in the Max Planck Institutes. Morcovei,, the CNRS
devotes about half of its resources to external grants to
investigators in laboratories associated with universities,
whereas the Max Planck Institutes and the institutes in
the United States support no external research

At the operating level, the CNRS has a National Sci-
ence Research Committee, with 41 disciplinary panels,
to which hundreds of workiip scientists contribute time.
These panels have been responsible for recommenda-
tions. almost invariably followed, on the programs,
funding. and personnel actions of every CNRS labora-
tory, including the directly operated CNRS laboratories
as well as those associated with universities Half of
these advisers are elected by two groups of electors, the
senior staff and the junior staff of the universities and
of CNRS. The remaining half are appointed by the Min-
ister of the Universitiel, after receiving recommendations
from the Director Genera: of CNRS. the DGRST, various
ministers, and politically influential groups. The min-
isterial designations tend to establish an equilibrium
among fields of specialization, background (academic
or industrial), regional origin, age. and philosophical
and political views. But, to some degree. the advisers
represent constituencies and points of view In this re-
spect, the advisers are mire than scientific peers and this
gives the adv isory system in France a political coloration
that is more visible and pronounced than in the other
countries.

The associated laboratories of CNRS (laboratoires as-
socies) are physically located on the campuses of uni-
versities and Grandes Ecoles. The largest concentration
is in the major research universities, including parts of
the University of Paris (such as Paris XI lOrsayl, Paris

o VI, and Paris VII), the University of Strasbourg. and the
University of Grenoble. In recent years, additional points
of strength have emerged in the universities at Lyon,
Lille, Montpellier (medicine particularly), Rennes, and
Toulouse. The associated laboratories, drawing ups n,
augmenting, and orienting the basic supporl provided by
the.universities, provide the conditions under whiclt the
most capable faculty scientists can conduct research,
while retaining faculty status but largely free of the rules
governing research in the universities. In addition to
providing a source of support. association with CNRS
continues to carry great prestige for a university scientist
and most serious academic researchers seek CNRS spon-
sorship for their work. Conversely, many outstanding

S.
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CNRS- investigators seek professorial status because of
the prestige and the benefits, such as superior pensions,
associated with it. The universities frequently provide
substantial-resources for the associated laboratories.

Approximately 30 percent of faculty in the "exact and
natural sciences" in French universities have some as-
sociation with the CNRS, and the CNRS support ranges
from symbolic to critical. The CNRS retains directibn
of the associated laboratories os well as its own direct
scientific operations but, in practice, there is sometimes
virtually complete cross - assimilation among faculty af-
filiates and CNRS employees at a laboratory. In a few
major research universities where research is being done
on a massive scale across the broad range of disciplines
in the physical, biological, and social sciences, the
CNRS employees enjoy faculty privileges and some of
then) teach. In turn, the faculty associated with CNRS
activities participate fully and may assume leading roles
in the direction of CNRS laboratories.

In addition to supporting taboratories as a whole,
CNRS supports the research of relatively small but sea-
soned teams (equipes) of university scientists and of
groups of younger umvasity investigators. Under this
mode of support, the research of the entire group, rather
than projects of individual investigators, is aided.

University investigators may apply, either as individ-
ual:, or as collaborators, for support of specific projects
initiated by them under the relatively small concerted
actions (actions concertees) program of the DGRST
(budgeted at $36 million in 1979) and the selected themes
program (actions thematiques programmees) of the
CNRS (budgeted at S16 million in 1979). The National
Institute of Health and Medical Research also has a pro-
gram of seleCted themes for support of individual in-
vestigators, budgeted at $8 million in 1979. Overall,
however, the total system operates primarily to support
laboratories and groups, with much less attention to sup-
port of projects proposed by individual investigators.

France, like Germany and Britain, has a dual support
system for funding universities, but support for research
in universities is not as rwortant an element as in the
other two countries. Support for the general functions
of umversities, most importantly for the functioning of
the research system, covers the salaries of faculty mem-
bers engaged in research. Some funds specifically for
research are channeled through the university itself, as
is the money provided by the Research Mission of the
Ministry of the Universities. However, most research
support is provided through channels that bypass the
university as an institution. For example, the important
associated laboratories of CNRS, whNchisupport the re-
search of a high proportion of the most able, university
Juentists, are administratively distinct from the uni-
versities. Similarly, other research support provided by
government agenues aril industry goes directly to in-
dividuals and teams.

Steps have been taken to increase the capacity of the
universities to serve as the institutional base for research.
Fol example, beginning in 1972, the universities of
Strasbourg, Paris XI (Orsay), and Grenoble began to
build research offices to define institutional policies to
help investigators and to encourage collaboration across
faculty lines. In 1977, the Ministry of the Universities
established the Research Mission (Mission de Re-
cherche) to improve the research infrastructure of uni-
versities, to strengtWen thTdisciiiliria most handicapped
by extreme scattering of faculty among the universities,
to ensure the optimum distribution of research equip-
ment, and to ercourage interdisciplinary research. The
funds available to the Ministry of the Universities for the
purpose of strengthening research in the universities to-
taled $140 million in 1979 (as compared vvith the $500
million allocated to associated university laboratories by
the CNRS in that year). The funds available to the Re-
search Mission have been, in general, widely distribute,'
in relatively small amounts. It is too early to assess the
success of these grants in strengthening the research ca-
pacities of universities.

The special French institution, the Grandes Ecoles,
trains a small number of carefully selected students for
technical and managerial leadership in government,
state-operated enterprises, and private industry, They
have not, with some notable exceptions, had strong re-
search programs in the past. However, beginning about
a decade ago, the Grandes Ecoles have developed ex-
tensive research programs of high quality

FORMS OF SUPPORT AND FINANCING OF RESEARCH

For a number of years, especially from 1958 to 1968,
R&D activities in France grew spectacularly. R&D ex-
penditures increased at a rate of 15 percent pdir year in
real terms and the percentage of GNP devoted to R&D
almost doubled, to a level of about 1.8 percent. The
increase in spending reflected concentration on enhanc-
ing national prestige as well as on advancing science and
technology. These efforts included the design and con-
struction of the Concorde airplane, the atomic bomb, an
impressive space program, and large solar and nuclear
energy efforts. The decade 1968-78 was one of slow
growth in R&D expenditures, reduction in the scope`and
scale of new undertakings, and fewer new R&D

I job,
positions. In spite of the problems facing the French
R&D system, it has continued to grow. Some increase
in new positibns in government laboratories (but not
universitiell) has occurred, large amounts of money have
been provided for instrumentation, and new research
areas have been opened up. No major research 'programs

have had to be curtailed or abandoned in France. New
priorities have emerged, in particular, there have been
less attention to national prestige and an increased em-
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phasis upon industrial innovation, encouragement of new

fields such as biotechnology, a greater degree of energy
self-sufficiency, and the international competitiveness of
French industry.

Total national expenditures for R&D in France in 1979
amounted to approximately $10 billion. Industry pro-
vided nearly S4 billion (40 percent) of the total national
investment in research. Of the remaining S6 billion,
gibtit 9 percent came from government, with the non-:
profit sector and higher education providing the remain-
ing 5 percent.

While industry provides 40 percent of the funds, it,
performs 60 percent of the total R&D in France. Gov-
ernment support for the R&D in industry takes such
forms as subventions, research contracts, or reimburs-
able advances to firms in electronic industries for the
design and construction of high-technology military sys-
tems and the testing of prototype civilian aircraft. The
other AO percent of the national R&D effort is.produced
in government laboratories, universities, and nonprofit
institutions. The largest share of the work is done in
government.laboratories.

Government financing of R&D in France falls into
two categories: funds "within the research,envelope"
and "outside the research envelope." The half of gov-
ernment R&D-outlays that are outside the research en-
velope are estimated expenditures for R&D activities not
separately identified in agency budgets. This group of
R&D activities is dominated by defensenearly 70 per-
cent of outlays outside the envelope. Estimated univer-
sity salary costs attributed to research costs jii all fields
comprise about 20 percent of expenditures outside the
research envelope. The remaining 10 percent outside the
envelope is distributed between aeronautics and
telecommunications.

Funds within the research envelope are explicitly for
research and identified as such in advance in the budget.
These funds are;dominated by the laize R&D enterprises
under the Ministry of Industry, especially atomic energy,
space, and oceanography. This ministry provided about
$1.4 (42 percent) of the total funds within the
research envelope in 1979. The two agencies under the
Ministry of the UniversitiesCNRS and the Mission de
Rechercheprovided $800 million and $140 million re-
spectively in 1979(28 percent of the total funds within
the envelope). The DGRST with $160 million (5 per-
cent), the Ministry. of Health with 5150 million (5 per-
mit), the Ministry or Agriculture with $200 million (6
percent), and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with $200
million1(6 percent) are the major remaining sources of.
funds within the research envelope. While direct cum-
pansons are difficult becaue of such factors as different
amounts spent on staff salaries, the combined budgets
of the CNRS and the Mission de Recherche are about
three quarters of the budget of the National Science
Foundation.
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is a supporter of re-
search within the research envelope by virtue of the fact
that the French contributions to CERN and the Institut
Laue-Langevin are included in its budget, since they are
international cooperative ventures. Until a few years ago,
British international scientific contributions were-pan of
the foreign affairs budget, buthey have been transferred
to the Science Research Council.
""11-e-Tdriii1Orsupport provide-Cr& bagirfalFarcHW-----

CNRS and INSERM in their external grant programs
differ from American practices. Support' tends to be in
larger aggregates than in the United States, going mostly
to teams of scientists or entire laboratories rather than
to individual investigators. The length of support is
usually foi a four-year period, with opportunity for re-
nbWal. Funding is sometimes reduced, or support for a
program may be .withdrawn altogether, if the scientific
results are judget to be disappointing. Review panels of
the CNRS play an important role in decisions relating
to research priorities andtdirections, and to funding levels
in the associated laboratories.

MANPOWER AND SUPPORTING RESOURCES

Manpower problems in the French research and higher
education systems are cause for continuing conbern,
Exposure of undergraduate science and engineering stu-
dents to active research has not been a strong feature' of
the system. Recruitment of scientists and engineers for
iligh-priority tasks has been difficult because barriers to
the easy movement of scientists between universities,

_industry, and the government research enterprises-are
substantial. But the manpower issue of greatest imnie-
diate concern is the reduction in the rate of groNigh of
the research system, resulting in a scarcity of new po-
sitions for young scientists and apprehension that too
few of the best minds will be attracted to basic science
careers.

Investigators in the government laboratories were re-
cruited in large numbers in the 1960's: Tcr.i9.y, the/av-
erage age of CNRS scientists is 40 ,years and a high',
proportion of them will remain in their positions for
many years. The age ,py ramid is such that the CNRS
envisages substantial blbcIting of promotions until 1990;
thus, the research productivity of individual scientists
almost inevitabiy will be less significant than seniority
as a criterion for promotion. The government has re-
sponded by adopting in 1979 a policy of increasing the
number of permanent positionS, primarily in CNRS and
INSERM laboratories, by 3 percent each year. This step
was taken even though' it could mean the diversion of
funds from other purposes at a time when budgets were
not increasing rapidly. Successive national budgets have
implemented the stated policy' and have specified the
number of new positions available to each agency. This
commitment to an annual increase of 3 percent, and not
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merely to a one-time or transitional action, is a stronger
measure to provide continued career opportunities for
young scientists in basic research than the substantial
German Heisenberg program or the modest equivalent
British prOgrams.

In 1980, additional steps were taken to speed the entry
of younger, scientists into the government labotatories
and to encourage mobility between government(labora-
tones, industry, and universities. A young scientist for-
merly served a -long (Six to ,eight years) probationary
period as "attache' de recherche" before entering the
lowest grade in a government laboratorythe ;"charge
de recherche." Senior scientists were not required to
follow uniform rules with respect to the length of the
probationary period served by/ junior scientists, and mat
oahem felt that the long and flexible probational) period
resulted in inequities. To improve the system qf recruit-
ment, the government has "promulgated rules stating that
scientists will be eligible for appointment .at the first
levelattaché de recherche not later than age 27 (with
some exceptions and with a phasing-in perid). They
then serve a fixed four-year probationary period at that
level. About 80 percent have typically been promoted
to the next levelchargé ,de recherche. Thole who are
not promoted must leave the laboratory and cannot be
retained in short-term or indefinite status iniany CNRS
laboratory.

The 1980 budget also provided additional positions
at the chargé-de-recherche and maitre -de- recherche lev-
els. The government has created incentives,'" !nobility
by giving preference in promotion to people willing to
move geographically and from CNRS to university or
semi-public employment, and to switch scientific fields.
These changesboth the new age limits and the con-
siderations of mobility--are controversial. Some scien-
tists believe -that- mobility should be encouraged not by
decree:but by providing incentives to attract good people.
The upper limit of 27 years for appointment to the attaché
grade is suspected of being a hidden device to move out
of the system many of the younger people who have
been hoping for permanent positions. The universities
have complained that, while the number of new positions
has been increased in both industry and the government
laboratories, they have had to face a situation ofvirtually
po growth in new permanent posts. Spokesmen for
higher, education have sought an extension of the 3-
percent principle to both universities and *Grandes
Ecoles, especially in--tne light of the ostensible commit-
ment to enhancing their capacities as research perform-
ers. The Ministry of Finances has resisted proposals for
new positions in the higher education sector.

In 1979, the Ministry of the Universities, under ex-
trethe pressure from- faculty organizations. transformed
2,900 middle- and senior - level faculty grades into
higher -level grades in order to promote those then in the
loWer positions. This satisfied some grievances of faculty

a

members but, by filling posts whose number is unlikely
to be increased in the foreseeable future and by adding

I

ito the total cost of the education budget. the possibility
0

of adding positions for young teacher-investigators in,,
the future was decreased further.

INSTRUMENTATION

France has been able to continue the construction-of a
few large and very expensive.domestic facilities, directly
administered, by the government. They include the ion
accelerator GANIL at Caen, the research reactor Saturne
Ilt at Saclay, a sumconducting tokamak (TORE Ill),

\ and oceanographic vessels. ,A large investment has been
\made in computers.;But ttie peak of investment in large

tation's total investment in instrumentation and facilities
for scientific research nor do they play a dominant role
in the country's research strategy.

The.increasing need fdr international cooperation in
scientific activities, most but not entirely occasioned
by the need to cooperate in building and operatics; large
machines, is recognized', in France as in all European
countries. In 1\979, France contributed a total of S90
million t9,11 inteknational research facilities, a $1710 mul-

lion annual contribution to CERN dominated this total.
France has not ,neglected standard laboratory equip-

menkin 1979, about 5650 million (or 15 percent) of the
total government civilian R&D expenditures of S4.4 bil-
lion were spent on scientific equipment. Over a third of
those funds were for the general-purpose civilian R&D
agencies primarily engaged in basic researchCNRS
and DGRST. Most of the equipment funds were for
standard laboratory equipment, including some relatively
large items such as. electron microscopes and nuclear
magnetic resonance machines. These are concentrated
in c NRS or other government laboratories and in the
major universities and Grandes Ecolds. Modernization
of equipment has remained a priority concern even at
some cost to current research support in times of budget
stringency. A large proportion of the instruments used
by French scientists has been imported in the past, and
a strong effort is being made to stimulate a domestic
instrumentation industry.

Collaborative use of scientific equipment has. been
widely discussed in'France, in part because of recognized
inefficiencies in current use. A review of instrumentation
at the University of Strasbourg a few years ago revealed
that there were 32 electron microscopes in the university,
all purchased, operated, and maintained Independently.
In 1977,_a DGRST report prepared-in connection with
the seventh plan noted that "Ownership and control ,of
equipment by-a team or a laboratory is giving way pro-
gressively to cooperative use atl.all levels...." Extensive
consultation has taken place within the scientific com-
munity on the technical and administrative aspects of
collaborativc uses. There has been an effort to set out

%).



the rights and responsibilities of all parties using quip-
mem collaboratively and to develop generally acceptable
principles.of cost sharing.

The state of equipnient in France and the prIspecis
for maintaining a broad base of, modern scientific in-
strumentatiori appear to be more favorable than/ in :the
United Kingdoin but not more so than in Germany i In
all three countries, there is a realization that nett' forms
of facilities management are emerging and that the way
of life of many scientists may be changing correspo dingly.

1

STRENGTHS /..\ ND WEAKNESSES OF THE FRFNCH YSTEM

The French research system has the strength th t derives
from having a concrete set of proposed policies and ac-,
tions. Explicit policy choices are suggested through the
process of preparing the five -year R&D, plan and other
priority programs. But centralization has weaknesses as
well as,strengths. lt,tendslo inhibit quick and easy re-
orientation ,of research efforts in response to unantici-
pated opportunities, to delay decisions, and to remove
the power of decision .from the operating level. These
faults have been recognized and the CNRS recently has
set up decentralized offices with authority to make de-
cisions involving substantial expenditures.

The-French research system provides for greater sta-
bility in support than exists in the United States. Support

is given largely to teams of scientists and to whole lab-
. oratories rather than to individual investigators.

The kind of detailed accounting for expenditures of
fundS requited Of investigators and universities in the
United States is not required in France because most of
the funds are spent in government establishments. Nor
do the complexities relating to the payment of indirect
costs to universities in the United States exist in France.
CNRS and the other large national research organizations
pay all of the costs of research conducted by associated
faculty memberssupplies, equipment, supporting per-
sonnel, laboratory animals, shop services, and the like.

Training in the uses and conduct of research is not a
prominent part of the undergraduate education of many
of the nation's most gifted science and engineering stu-
dents, including those who have attended the Grandes
Ecoles. This is now seen by French observers as a reason
French industry does not have a strong tradition of basic
research, and why in some areas of advanced technology
France is not in a strong competitive position linterna-
tionally. The recent expansion of research in the Grandes
Ecoles is intended to cope with these problems.

The United States can learn from the relatively ad-
vanced efforts at collaborative uses of scientific instru-
ments that France has pursued for several years. The
French have placed emphasis on collaborative ventures
at all levels=leiCally. within large laboratories, Iregion-
ally, nationally, and internationally.

The rigidities in ,the French system are viewed in
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France as a serious problem. To deal with it, the French
government has sought to encourage mobility of scien-
tists and has taken more far-reaching steps than other
European nations to address the problem of diminished
career opportunities in basic science for young
investigators.

THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

MAJOR FEATURES OF THE'RESEARCH SYSTEM

The Federal Republic of Germany has a pluralistic and
decentralized system of research performSnce and sup-
port. In the breadth and diversity of the sources of sup-
port, the German system resembles that of the United
States. Funds are provided by the federal government,
the state:governments (the Lander), private foundations,
and industry. The major research performers are also
diversified, including ,universities, nonuniveTity insti-
tutions like the Max Planck Institutes, large -scale or big
science research establishments', industrial laboratories,
and in-house government laboratories tied to mission
agencies. The principal performers of basic research are
the universities, the Max Planck Institutes, and some of
the big science establishments. The large synchrotron
accelerator DESY, for example, is one of the 12 instal-
lations belonging to the Association of BiOcience Es-
tablishments (AGF); the Association also includes -in-
stallations that support. the German space, nuclear
energy, and other large development programs.

In general, German science has made a substantial
recovery from the dramatic upheavals that shook the
nation in the 1930's and 1940's. From 1933 to 1939, 35
to 40 percent of all German scientists fled the country
in the wake, of the Nazi attack on Jewish scientistsan
unprecedented break in the scientific tradition of an in-
dustrialized nation. The war continued the disruption of
German science. But, since the war. German science has
regained some of the preeminence it enjoyed in the early
part of this century. Germans have won 13 Nobel prizes
since World War II, principally, in chemistry, the life
sciences, and experimental physical science. The out-
standing fields of German science in the contemporary-
period include biochemistry (steroid and enzyme chem-
istry, biophysical chemistry, natural products chemis-
try), physical chemistry, metallurgy, low-temperature
physics, engineering sciences (mechanical and electri-
cal), and certain biomedical clinical fields opthalmol-
ogy, eardrum surgery, neural, physics). Good research
also is being done in particle physics, molecular biology,
nuclear-structure physics, solid -state physics, certain
areas of mathematics, and some fields of humanistic
scholarship.

Despite this substantial recovery, German science has
not regained ;fully the preeminent position it once held
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in world science. The appraisal of serious observers ip
the nation is that German basic science is good in many_
fields and outstanding. in a few, but that there is -not
enouh excellence and pace-setting work. The student
disturbances in the late 1960's and the rapid expansion
of the higher education system in the 1970's have played
some part in affecting the climate for basic research in
the universities, leading to worries about a possible loss
of momentum in the general recovery of German science
or even a possible decline in the quality of scientific
research. The nonuniversity research institutions and
German participation in Europe-wide scientific activity
have remained largely unaffected by university devel-
opments in the short run, but nearly all facets of- the
German basic science effort would be affected if the

.

o
university research climate were to deteriorate.

Research activities in the-Federal Republic, as in other
Western nations, are influenced by short-run pressures.
But, to a significant degree, the German basic research
system is self-governing and relatively immune from
short-run pressures. This self - governance is assisted by
structural arrangements and operating: procedures whereby
research support is providedifor areas of inqniry largely
determined -by the scientific community itself. An un-
derlying associated factor that also helps to account for
the substantial autonomy. of.the basic science system is
the memory of the damage done by government inter-
vention in the Nazi period.

At the level of the federal government, major support
for basic research is -provided through agencies whose
purpose is to promote research rather than such func-
tional missions- as defense, health, transportation, and
the like. The Ministry for Research end Technology
(BMFT) and the Ministry for Education and Science
(BMBW) in 1978 provided more than three fourths of
the $450 million* in federal research funds going to
universities, with :he mission agencies providing the
rest. The principaL organization engaged in the imple-
mentation of research support programs with the uni-
versities is a society (the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft, or DFG) that operates outside the formal framework
.of the government. It awards research grants to university
scientists with funds provided by the federal and state
govemMents. The initiative for research proposals comes
largely prom the scientific community. The proposals are
evaluated by scientific peers, and priorities in resource
allocation are largely set by the flow of quality proposals
and by

Fields

judgments as to the readiness of par-
ticular Odds for rapid advance. Priority programs and
special Collaborative programs are selected for emphasis,
but these tend to be assessed in terms of scientific op-
portunity rather than of social priorities. Nonetheless,
many of these projects prove to be of practical benefit

.1
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to the nation (for example, the early analysis,arid iden-
tification of pollution sources in'Lake Constant e and the
analysis of toxic materials in the workplace).

With. respect to applied research programs, and es-`
pecially in the innovation-promoting ventures with in-

- dustry, federal officials have taken a more active role in
shaping research. priorities. The principal federal agency
whose mission includes support of applied research is
the Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT). The
BMFT was created in 1972, when the Ministry for Sci-
entific Research was split into two new ministriesthe
BMFT and the BMBW the Ministry for Education and
Science). Since 1972, the BMFT has been the major
federal research-support agency funding the federal gov-
ernment's share of the big science establishments, the.,
Max Planck Society, applied research, and the nuclear,
space, energy, and other development programs; it also
is a coordinating agency for all federal R&D expenditures.

The state governments have primary responsibility for
the system of higher- education and a major role in sup-
porting research in the universities. Of the total $2.65
billion spent on research in the higher education sector
in 1978, the state governments provided 80 percent, the
federal government 17 percent, and private industry 3
percent.* Another $5.5 billion are spent on instructional
activities; the bulk of these funds is provided by the
states. These figures contrast with corresponding figures
in the United States, where only about 12 percent of total
higher education expenditures, instead of nearly a third,
as in Gerniany, is devoted to research support. State
governments contribute as well to the support of the
nonuniversity research institutions, a smaller percentage
to the big science establishments- (10 percent), and a
50/50 share of funds to the Max Planck Institutes. The
state governments, besides their contributions to joint
federal-state research programs and their support for
universities, also engage in a wide variety of research-
support programs-of their own, including efforts to pro-
mote industrial innovation and the competitiveness of
high-technology firms located within their jurisdictions.

The leading figures in the Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft (DFG), the Max Planck Society, the Science
Council (Wissenschaftsrat), and the Association of Big
Science Establishments (AGF) the principal spokes-
men for science with the public and with other govern-
ment agencies. The DFG is a research-supporting entity,
the Max Planck Society and the AGF are research-
performing organizations, and the Science Council is an
advisory body that serves the;government, the DFG, and
the Max Planck Society in a variety of advisory tasks.
In 1980, for example, the Science Council conducted a
study that recommended the creation of a new Max

This 80 percent. bourscr. is an estimated figure of that portionapproximate!, a third
of iota) state government expenditures on higher edusition /minding /unit) sal-Tics/ that
can be reasonably attnbutcd to the of research.
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Planck Institute for Materials Sciences. The West Ger-
man Rectors' Conference, an advocacy organization that
speaks for the universities, is another group that occa-
sionally plays an influential role in the public debate on
university- related research issues.

None of these organizations is formally a government
organization, although all except the West German Rec-
tors' 'Conference are supported by public funds. This
pluralist science-policy leadership has the task of ex-
plaining to the public its needs, problems, and possible
Contributions. Within broad limits, it can help chart gen-
eral directions and can support the impulses for new
research priori des arising from within the decentralized
scientific community. But, when science and education
seek major new resources from society, or a research
role of a novel character, the leadership must persuade
the political leadership of the country. That political lead-
ership includes the, Bund-Lander Commission for Edu-
cational Planning and. Research Promotion, officials of
the Ministry of Science and Technology, the finance
ministers of the state governments and of the federal
government, the Ministers of Culture of the state gov-
ernments, and the state and federal legislatures. While
all research systems are ultimately accountable ,for per-
formance and for fiscal propriety, the research system
in the Federal Republic of Germany reflects a high degree
of self-governance and insulation from short-run social
pressures.

INSTITUTIONNL STRUM ES FOR BASIC RESEARCH

As in the United States pd the United Kingdom, the
universities in Germany are
research in- volume of effo

he major performers of basic
and number of research

personnel, and they perform pplied research as well.
Approximately 78,000 scientist erform research, both
basic and applied, in all fields _in,German universities,
representing an investment of $2.6, billion in 1978. The
big science establishments, which perform basic research
requiring expensive instrumentation and capital costs,
form a second important part of the system.

There is a third major element: the Max Planck So-
ciety, mystem of research institutes set up outside the
universities that is significant to the nation's basic science
effort. The Society, whose 50 institutes are the principal
nonuniversity research organizations engaged in basic
research, in -1978 had a budget of approximately $360
million and employed about 2,100 scientists. The role
of the Max Planck Society is more significant than the
figures alone suggest, since the leading work in certain
fields is performed in Max Planck Institutes and the tone
of the overall national effort is influenced importantly
by Max Planck scientists.

Other significant nonuniversity organizations that per-
form a mixture of basic and applied research are the
approximatelyt 46 joint federal -state research institutes
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institutes of the "blue list." The list was iet up in 1975
under an umbrella agreement between the federal and
the state governments, .pursuant to the authority of Ar-
ticle 9IB adopted in 1969 as an amendment to the federal
constitution. These institutes spent some $165 million
on R&D in 1975 and employed 1,400 scientists and
technicians. The Fraunhofer Society has 26 research in-
stitutes, a number of which perform basic research (al-
though the society's primary mission is applied re-
search). Some 50 independent social science research
institutes also perform some basic research as a part of
their contract research activities, which are predomi-
nantly applied in character.

Certain institutes attached to universities in the United
States, such..as the Biodynamics Laboratory at Berkeley
and the National Magnet Laboratory at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, resemble Max Planck Institutes
in many .respects. But

'the differences in philosophy,
origin, funding, and mode of operation are still substan-
tial, and distinguish our modes- of operation from the
German practice. Sigpificantly, these institutes in the
United States reflect the priorities of separate mission
agencies and philanthropic donors rather than -a central
strategy for th- development of science, as is reflects
in the Max Planck Society.

The Max Planck Institutes, despite their importance,
are not designed to be general performers of basic re;
search in all fields. Thus, -they do not have quite the
same role as the CNRS laboratories in the French re-
search system. A Max Planck Institute is created for
special research reasons: to support outstanding scientists
in fields that are deemed ready for significant research
activity. Consideration is given to whether the research !

already exists in sufficient magnitude and quality in the
universities. Unlike the German universities, there is no
general presnmption that the Max Planck SocietiCs
should be active across the whole spectrum of the sci-
ences, nor is it assumed that a Max Planck Institute
should have a permanent existence. For peak periods and
chosen outstanding scientists, certain fields are selected
for attention, but the Planck Institutes are not intended
to replace or to substitute for the normal research efforts

of the universities.
German industry performs a substantial amount re,

search, some part of which may be classed as basic. "'he
German chemical, optics, machinery, aerospace, and
electronics industries, in particular, rely heavily upoks
research; the research in optics and machinery, hoWever,
does not match the magnitude of the effort in the chem- 1

ical, electronics, and aerospace industries. German in-
dustry,,apart from these fields of endeavor, is a performer I 1

of basic research only to a limited degree. The style of 1

industrial R&D in Germany differs from that in the
United States in the sense that, with respect to the leading
industrial laboratories, there is less pioneering work in
new areas and more emphasis on solidity and thorough-

1
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ness in areas. The bulk of the R&D effort in
German industry appears to be product-oriented, devel-
opmental, and applied. As in the United States, the jn-
dustrial R&D effort is concentrated heavily in the larger
firms. Some smaller firms, however, such as Steigenw aid
in electron-beam technology, have been built around the
successful exploitation of new technologies. A clearer
division of labor, more sharply defined than in the United
States, generally exists between the universities and non-
university societies as basic research performers and in-
dustry as an applied research performer.

For certain fields, cooperation in Europe-wide orga-
nizations is a major element of the German bask. rcseakh
effort. The European Molecular Biology Organization
(EMBO) in Heidelberg. the German contribution to
CERN (the president of CERN is a German). the Institut
Laue7tangevin in Grenoble, and the European Space
Sciences Organization are important examples. Even fa-
cilities that are national, such as DESY. are being used
increasingly by international teams. The cooperative
ventures attract leading suentists and, provide a highly
stimulating nment for significant work.

FORMS OP SUPPORT AND PROMOTION 01-1 RESEARCH

The total RD' expenditures in the Federal Republic
L.amounted-u Slp.2 billion in 1978. Of this total, only

12 percent was devoted to defense R&D, in contrast to
51 percent in the United States. Public sourcesfederal
and stateof funds amounted to approXimately half,
and private inlustry spent an equal amount on research,
development, pnd technidal activities of its own. Of the
S7 5 billion irrpublic expenditure. 37 percent was spent
in universitie4, 38 percent in research support outside
the universiti s. and the remaining 25 percent Went to
research and development activities in private industry.

All univer ities are state institutions in Germany. The
German Lan er, or state governments, support university
-research in fashion that is somewhat similar to support
for-public universities in the United States, but the pro-
portion of research support that they provide is muclv
higher. Sighificantly, in Germany, each professor ha:,
a certain minimum level of basic support from the uni-
versity so Ithat the investigator typically can perform
some level of research without outside grant support.
The salary of the principal investigator, the basic equip=
inent and laboratory instrumentation, operating costs;
certain support personnel, and a certain minimum re-
search support are bane by the university. This practice
provides a measure of continuity in research support that
does not exist for most scientists in either public or pri-
vate universities-in the United States. Indirect costs are
nOt a factor since these are borne by the university and
are not .part of a.grant.

Scientists seek such additional support as may be
needed to carry out particular research projects. The extra

support goes for additional equipment, the salaries of
scientificxoworkers (usually_ graduate students or other

hyoung scientists), and other costs associated wit the
research projects or programs. Most acttve university
researchers -seek outside. research support. Tihe- prOpor-
iion of outside support_ varies greatly. Reseirch 'efforts
of a significant size normally. .require Mei unliv ersity sci-
entist to seek substantial additional funding and, in recent
years, researchers have relied upon outOe_,support for
a growing share of total support. The relati, F decline in
the universities' share of support for restearth in recent
years results from higher instructional coasts iir;sing

itly increased enrollments and front the expanded
body of university faculty now seeking Isupport.

The_ principal source of outside funding tbr basic re-
search in the universities- is the Deutsche Forschunns-
gemeinschaft (DFG). The DFG grew ou of the old
"Emergency Association of German Science' formed
in 1920, it was-reestablished in 1949 after the war and
has remained an autonomous organitititin trict..rnen. It
has the legal status of a nonprofit corporation under civil
law. The resources for the DFG are contributed. on a
50/50 basis from the federal government and the Liinder
for the Norinak,erfahren and priority programs, and on a
75/25 basis for the special collaborative programs. The
DFG's resources. like the total of public funds spent on
research and development, have grown over the past
deuide, from roughly S96 million in 1968 t25350 million
in 1978. The Federal Republic has %how n the most rapid
and sustained growth in public suppo of research of
any.of the European nations. But the growth of resources
for scientific research has begun to slow and, Ili the next
few years, tighter R&D budgets are generally expected.
Approval rates for proposals submitted io the DFG in
the first quarter of 1980 were slightly belpu -those in the
same period a year earlier, the size of average awards
also decreased slightly.

I .

Research support" from the:DFG is provided in various
ways. The largest part is in the form of mall individual
project grants of one to three years' duration (called the

4normal procedure or Norrnalverfahren)1. In 1978, the
project-grant systent comprised 42 percent; (8153 mil-
lion) of the DFG's total bUdget of $350 million. Ap-
proximately 5.000 project-grant proposals are-submitted
to. the DFG each year. They are reviewed by elected
peers in the specialty areas and, normally , the whole
review process takes place; within w four-io-five-munth
period. This figure reflects a slippage in recent years
from the earlier norm of three months fort the review of
proposals. The support provided under! the project-grant
system goes largely to pay,for extra staf associated with
the research project, principally younger scientists. In
1978, money from the DIfG in all categories of support

,paid for approximately 6;300 Scientqts, mostly in the
younger age brackets, or about 101percent of the total.
of all scientists working in universities.,

1)(1 1)



The next largest category of bFG grants is the special
collaborative' research programs (or Sonderforschungs-
bereicha Examples are "Photochemistry with Lasers,"
"Stochastic Mathematical Models," and "Energy Transfer
during Atomic L.tcl Molecular Collisions," In 1978, there
were 105 such programs and they received S I 13 million
(or 32 percent) of the DFG budget. This category of
assistance provides long-term and stable, but not per-
manent, support for groups of researchers at a single
university or nearby institutions working on common
areas. Typically, support is provided for a ten-year pe-
riod, with provision for -evaluation at three-year inter-
vals. Some clenients in the U.S. system are analogous
to the special collaborative research programs. The Ma-
terials Laboratories, started by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency in 1962 at 12 universities, were, based
originally on a minim m of five-years' advance funding.
The Joint Services El sctronres Program, sponsoring such

units as. the Researc Laboratory of Electronics at the
Massachusetts Instit te of Technology, -also featured
block funding on a st ble basis for several years-into the
futbre. But. these p grams in the United States have
suffered some erosi n of support, falling back toward
short-term funding. he research group (Forschergruppe)
programs provide s pport to teams of fewer than ten
scientists workipg I related areas at a single institution.
This-category of su sport is similar to the special collab-
orative programs b rt is smaller, amounting to only $4
inillion for 1978. S pport for the research groups is typ-
ically for a five-ye tr period, longer than the indiv idual
project:but shorter an the special collaborative program.

Another large c tegory of support from the DFG is
the -pnonty am (or Schwerpunktpiogramm). In
1978,. this progra provided S57 million, or approxi-
mately 25 percent of total DFG expenditures. The prior-
ity -programs diff cfrom the special collaborative pro-
grams in that the support investigators from different
universities arou d the country who are linked loosely
together around common disciplinary theme. This is
in contrast to ha ing investigators at a single institution
or neighboring i stitutions work on a common research
project. Like th' collaborative programs, the priority
programs provid stable and long-term (between five and
ten years), but of permanent, suppon to a substantial
group of rescarc ers. The 15 new priority programs initi
ated in 1980 (m king a total of over 100 programs with
nearly 1,500 in ividual projects) included such subjects
as "psycholog a1 ecology," remote sensing," and
"process techn )logy in foundry work."

German university research laboratories are plentifully
equipped with odern instruments. The. heavy wave of
investment in instrumentation has been so recent that
obsolescence I not a major problem yet. illowever, in
three to five y ars, the present equipment will hi out of
date. German then may be .n the same situation that
currently fad France, the United Kingdom'. and the
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United Statesserious deterioration of the national stock
of scientific instruments. Observer's of the economy and
the course of R&D investment are far from Certain,that
funds, will be forthcoming to reftirbish the laboratories
on the scale and in the style to which investigators have
become accustomed.

Apart from the laboratory equipment, the array of
German big science installations is impressive. In this
category are a number of nuclear research establish-
ments, including the Germiin 'Electron Synchrotron
(DESY);, the German Cancer Research Center, the Math-
ematics_and Data Processing Research Corporation, the
Nuclear Research Center in., Karlsnlhe, and the Nu Tear

Research Installation in Jiilich.
Finally, private foundations are important in .upport-

ing basic research -in Germany. Approximately 80 per-
Cent, of the funds distributed by the major German foun-
dations are to support research, contrasting with 15
percent of the funds given by the majorl.J.S- foundations.
The U.S. foundations no longer play the important role
in research support-that they played-before World War
II, when- foundations -were a major source of funds for
university research, however. they still provide greater
amounts of funding in absolute terms than do the smaller
Gerinan foundations. The Donors Association for Ger-
man Science (Stifterverband fiir die Deutsche Wissen-

schaft), a major foundation funded by contributions from
German industry, provided $30 million for research sup-
port in 1978 and administered some 8p other foundation
funding programs in the amount of $70 million for re-
search. The Volkswagen Foundation provided S55 2
million-for research assistance in 1978. and in the same
year. the Fritz. Thyssen Foundation provided over S5
million.for research. The Humboldt Foundation plays, it
more-spet.ialized robin pros iding for younger scientists
from other countriend in giving certain mid-career

\N.scientists-an opportunnkto spend a year ofd study and

research at a German laboratory of their own choosing
The foundations are of considerable importance to the
basic research effort because they typically can proviyde

funds more flexibly than the public sources of support
and can adapt more quickly to developing opportunities,
for research advances.

The role played-by the mission agenc es-in . upporting
research in the universities contrasts sharply vith the,
significant role played by Rich agencies in the. \United
States. Aside from the Ministry of Education and SNoce.,
(which provides the funds for the DFG and also suppins
some univenaty research directly)-and the Ministry of
Research and Technology, mission agencies have only
a very limited role as supporters of university research.
Of the S450-million in federal research, funds spent in
universities in 1978, the DFG provided about two thirds
and the BMFG nearly a quarter. The mission-oriented
agencies. most notably the Ministry of Defense. provided
the remainder. The mission agencies-in the Federal Re-

1
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public devote substantial sums to research, but -most of
their money is used for mission - oriented research (Res-
sortfcirschung), which is performed. In industry and in
in-house federal laboratories.

SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL AND MANPOWER ISSUES

The Federal Republic has experienced the problem of
a potentially unbalanced age structure in its scientific
work force. The problem consists of both an aging work
force in key research sectors and diminished opportun-
ities for young scientists. University faculties are heavily
populated by a large group at relatively, young faculty
members who will not retire for many years, a situation
similar to that in the United Stateg, but more acute than
in America because of the rapid buildup in the late 1960's
and early1970's. In many nonuniversity research insti-
tutes, the scientific staffs -have roughly the same age,
distribution becauSe they were recruited at the same time,
and there has been little opportunity in, recent years to
add younger scientists. The goal is to avoid sharp swings
in the supply of and demand for scientific, skills; in par-
ticular, the Germans seek to smooth the transition for
the current group of young scientists cOmpleting ad-

,.
vanced degrees from an era of expansion in the research
system to a post-expansion era of limited growth.

Three factors complicate the manpower issues in the
Federal Republic. First, the expansion in German higher,
education and in the research system took place later and
occurred more rapidly than in the United States. It is
expected, therefore that in Germany the effects of rapid
expansion will be felt for a longer period. Second, Ger-
mans tend to 'be less mobile both geographically and
occupationally than Americans, and adjustments through
normal turnover are not as likely to occur. Third, a very
sharp drop in enrollments is expected beginning in the
mid-1980

Access to higher education in Germany increased from
about 5 percent of the age cohort to nearly three times
that amount over the two decades from 1960 ,to 1980.*
New positions in higher education, which began to in-
crease in the early 1960's, decreased and practically dis-
appeared in 1973-74. The costs of the higher education
system have risen so dramatically that finance ministers
in the various state governments are reluctant to authorize
new positions at nearly all levels. But the number of
students attending the universities has continued to in-
crease, and projections indicate that enrollments will not
drop until the mid-1980's, when a very sharp decline
will occur. Although the number of students matricu-
lating in the universities has increased, the number of
graduates, especially at the advanced degree levels, has

'Student enrollment in higher education totaled 180.000 in 1960 and increased to 800.000
in 1980, but only 350,000 of this number were enrolled in unnersities and.lechntcal unit

.tr
sersities. narrowly defined.

not risen correspondingly. In some fields, the number
of graduates at the advanced degree levels has even
declined.

The .problems of adjusting to the:rapid expansion in
the higher education systern have been substantial and
have left significant administrative .difficulties for the
universities. The federal government, as a part of its
assertion of- wider_responsilbilities in education and re-
search, adopted a University Framework Law in January
1976, but it has not been frilly implemented yet through
appropriate enacting measures in the, states. The climate
of uncertainty has been a factor in :discouraging some
students from reeking careers in university teaching and_
in causing. some switches in fields and interruption of
studies to take jobs at an earlier stage than was. the case
a few years ago.

Thc prevailing sonng desire for job security affects
the career patterns of youpg scientists in Germany. There
is less mobility in 'career patterns in German society
generally than in the United States. In the context of the.
research .system, this means less movement from one.
university to another, from a university to a nonuniver-
sity institute, or from a university to an industrii.I firm.
German science .policymakers voice a strong need for
greater mobility in career patterns. There are some signs
of change. The increasing movement of students in the
physical sciences into industrial positions in the face of
diminished academic opportunities is a noteworthy trend.
The movement of able young scientists into industrial
positions and applied science careers is welcomed for
its hoped-for contribution to productivity and economic
growth. Students with advanced degrees have the lowest
rate of unemployment-of any group in the society. But
there is fear that gifted students may prematurely aban-
don basic research careers. The flow of young scientists
into certain fields, such as,physics and clinical medicine,
has begun to be interrupted already. Although students
in these disciplines have increasingly sought employment
rather than finishing advanced degrees, no general de-
cline in the number of graduate students is evident across
all fields of science.

The Federal Republic has developed policy initiatives
to help keep young, scientists actively involved in re-
search careers. In response to an initiative of the im-
portant scientific organizations, in 1977', the federal and
Lander governments created the Heisenberg program to
provide about 150 new fellowships each year for out-
standing young scientists to devote themselves full time
to research of their choosing ,for a five-yea. period. The
fellowship stipend is set at a generous level. Experience
with the program is still limited and no full evaluation
can be made yet, but the initial results have fallen short
of expecentions. Too few outstanding young scientists
have sought,, places in the program, and most' of those
who have accepted; appointment have cautiously 're-
mained at- their home universities in the hope that per-
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manent positions will des clop. Fe Boss ships are also
available in limited numbers from the DFG for young
scientists engaged in "habilitation" research. (Habili-
tation is a degree awarded to scientists who. typically,
have a Ph.D., are in their early thirties, have completed
a.major research project. and now are ready to seek
permanent teaching or research positions.) The Deutscher
Akademischer Austauschdienst. or German Academic
Exchange Service, also provides fellowships for overseas
study anthresearch to young scientists at the habilitation
stage. In 1980,-the Hu:nboldt Foundation started a new
program, assisted oy funds front the.BMFT, to provide
for research-abroad by, young German scientists.

Relatively well-paid permanent positions may still be
.found at various levels. 1-om scientific coworker in a
laboratory to a junior-level professorship. Since the
universities are still in a phase-of compliance with the
University Framework Law,. there are incentives for
young academic scientists to remain in their current po-
sitions. which they hope may be reclassified as perma-
nent civil sell ice positions when the states adopt their
laws implementing the University Framework Law.

A related initiative for young German scientists is a
pending plan to add approximately 700 new positions
to the Association of-Big Science Establishments (AGF),
to be apportioned among the I2 big science institutes on
a formula basis. These positions would be used for hiring
young scientists, in return for.this infusion of new blood-.
the AGF will give up an equal number of positions as
retirements come due over the next decade.

The West German Rectors' Conference has announced

its support for a further major initiative, a proposal for
.a.public commitment to the principle of increases in
faculty siie proportional to enrollment increases in- the
universities. This plan has been controversial within the
scientific community. Some university spokesmen feel,
that acceptance of this plinciple %soukd undermine an
important- strength. namely, .the belief that a university
chair carries research as well as teaching obligations and
a reciprocal obligation by the Land government to pro-
vide research support.

Support for the yot.ng scientist in Germany typically
is not provided through an individual fellowship.;Rather,
support in the early stages of the scientific career comes
through participation in a professor's research project or
through employment a.. a scientific coworker. Limited
amounts of fellowship money are available at the habil,
nation stage. The young scientist also may seek a re
search grant from.an outside source, often through the
DFG project grant or normal procedure (Normals erfah-
ren). Later, after the habilitation stage, the young s..i-
enlist will turn routinely to. the DFG, a foundation, in-
dustry. or elsewhere for support.

Students at all levels. undergraduate orgraduate, typ-
icallyipay no tuition or other fees. Two states, Hesse and
Bavaria, recently have imposed nominal registration
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fees. Students derive some nontrivial financial benefits
from their status., such as cheaper bus and train tickets.
discount theater prices,noncontributory health care, and
other benefits. Financial burdens anse for the advanced
student mainly from the %dry long periods of study (and
consequent foregone earnings) required in many
disciplines.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSI:S Ot' nil: (11;RMAN S1:111:51

A fundamental strength of bt3rinany's research system
is the enduring popular respect for learning in the hu-
manities and the social sciences as well- as in the exact
sciences. The scholar continues to be respected, the

pursuit of scholarship benefits from stable, material' sup-
port, a high degree of freedom in the choice and conduct
of research activities, and in high social' prestige

Another strength of the German system is its solid
financial -base. Research support is pros ided through a
multiplicity of sources, including the federal goy ern-
ment.-the state governiiients. industry, and private toun-
jationsfl'he latter are more important sources of finals
for science than in France or the .United Kingdom and
in relative wins, more foundation funds are devoted to
research than in the United States (although our foun°
stations still pr.vide larger absolute amounts to research)
Greater continuity of.upport is pro% ided for researchers
in the Federal Republic than in the United States The
basic support from the university pros ides a degree of
stability that generally is lacking for most American sci-
entists. even dm*: of the highest distinction The projert
grant *stein plays a role in Germany, but is a smaller
part of the total pattern of research support. The collab-
orative and priority programs of the DFG provide fund-
ing for groups of resean.hers for up to ten years The
Max Planck Institute~ serve as an additional important
element in a stable long-term pattern of basic research
support. Some of the nation's outstanding research takes
place in these Institutes. although the largest share of the
basic research effort as a vs hole continues to be in the
universities,

In the eyes of many German observers, our system
generates a measure of vs asted motion, but it also fosters
competition and intense activity , There are fewer centers
of research excellence in Germany and many German
observers would like to see greater diversity and selec-
tivity and,less uniformity in their research System They
believe that our system stimulates the rapid development
of nevv fields. It is less clear to them that our system
pros ides for purposeful exploitation of areas that are
currently not among the exciting frontier subjects but
which may be important for the health of science and
the economy in the long run.

The weaknesses of the German system are essentially
the verse of its strengths. There is a trade-off between
con .nuity of sup rt and the resources available coin-
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petitisely for new hues of inquiry. Support ,,for research
teams rather than for individual projects may produce
less strict standards of quality control for the work Jf
each scientist. Although the *U.S. *stein is perhaps
quicker to exploit new ba?ic research opportunities than
the German system. over a period of time the latter
responds to new- lines of inquiry and builds securely for
future work in a new area. The differences in the two
systems lie mainly in the greater use of research institutes
and'eenters in Germany.

Attractive pay .and job security contribute to a lack of
nobility in the system as individuals t.inig to comfortable
positions at all levels in the career ladder. The overall
costs of the research system lead finance ministers o be
wary of new initiatives, particularly with respect to new
positions, since an already large professional group of
scientists will remain for years in secure civil service
positions. Autonomy can lead, in some instances, to the
isolation of the scientific community and to its failure
to participate effectively in affairs of legitimate public
concern and in decisions that affect its own future.

The No.bel prizes won by German scientists in the
physical sciences since World War 11 haw been mainly
for werk done in the period before the rapid expansion
of the research system and the increased levels of public
support of scientific research. As social goals. such as
access to higher education. have swelled enrollments in
the nation's universities, the climate for research has
appeared to suffer. The rapid expansion in the German
higher education system may have occurred at_the ex
pense of quality. The presence of larger numbeis of
relatively -young professors with tenure limits the op;
portuniues of what may be in some cases more talented
younger scientists now coming up through the system.
Even though nonteachmg institutes playa major role,
any weakening of the basic research effort in universities
wrld seriously impede the full recovery of German
science.

COMPARISON OF THE U.S. AND EUROPEAN
RESEARCH SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATION OF M.A.:ARCH

The European nations differ among themselves as well
as with the United States in the organization .1; .I func-
tioning of their research systems. There are also common
features in tlk research systems of Europe and the United
States, and each of the nations reviewed chapteF

faces many of the same or similar problemsinflation
and rising costs, tighter budgets for research, declining
opportunities for young scientists, the increasing diffi
culty of maintaining well-equipped laboratories, short-
run pressures on the research system, and others. This
section seeks to highlight the major similarities and dif-

40U

freferences between and among the Ett,opcan countries
visitei and the United States in the taltanization. func-
tioning. and financing of their research systems.

In France, Germany , _Britam, and the United States.
a variety of organizations perform balk research. First
and foremopt are the universities. Elements of linker
cities and units attached to universities schools, de-
partments. institutes, centers, and laboratories play a
role in every country, considered in jhis chapter. Then
there are organizations performing 1)asic research that
are associated with but not integral- parts of the univer-
sities. In each country, gtivernment lithos atories
bask research into some degree and. in each country.
there are private, nonprofit. free standing organizations
that perform basic research. Finally, the laboratories of
industrial finny (including those of nationalized indus-
tries in France and the United Kiniidono-play a sub-
stantial role in basic research.

I cf
However, although these major types of research in-

stitutions exist in each country. the mix of types differs
widely from country to country, as does the importance
of each in 'the total national effort.ort. The United States-
relies inure on the universities ai rese.trch performers or
managers of large research facilities than do any of the
other three countries'. France aid Germany supplement
the universities with parallel ily stems of research labo-
ratories. In France, this includes the government
laboratories of the -CURS mid other national research
laboratories. In German, . the

1

Nlax Planck Institutes play
-

a highly important role in many of the frontier areas of
basic science. These institt,,:f's lime no direct counterpart
in the U.S. experience, althqugh some free-standing lab-
oratories such as the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
various medical research ins lanes (Salk and Wokester.
for example). and some un s attached to universities,
such as the 13kitly mimics Lab iratory at Berkeley and the
National Magnet Laboratory it the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Techhology. closely rdFinble_thein. The British
and U.S. research systems arc\ much more alike with
respect to the university's role liut. in Britain. there is
less reliance on universities for the operation of large
facilities and major laboratories than in the United States.

,Many large-scale installations in tile Unfiecl States are
managed by universities or consortia of universities. This
mode-of operating large facilities (obseivatories. particle
accelerators. owanographic research vessels, etc.), for
w !ml the government has pros kled bothionstruction
and vperating funds, is not used in Europe. The pre -
sailing European form of university participation is

through scientific ads 'sot) groups from the universities
servinglthe government installations. .

The European nations in general have relied more
heal sly than the United States on international collabo-
rative research efforts and jointly sponsored facilities.
They hase,merged their national scientific efforts or they
have augmented their separate national effort:, with in



stitutions supported by contributions -from the partici-
pating nations. Examples include the European Orga-
nization for Nuclear Research, The Institut Laue-Lanizevin,
the EuiJpean Molecular Biology Organization, and the
Joint European Torus. Within the countries. most no-
tably in France, .there is increasing emphasis on the co-
operative use of expensive, middle -level scientific in-
struments. Some of the Europe-wide scientific efforts
have displayed a ta I It) . a level of intellectual ferment,
and a degree of support that have surpassed national
efforts. For the three European countries. cooperation
offers a promising means of maintaining quality of effort
at a time when national resources for science are no
longer growing rapidly. The Europeans have collabo-
rated in a number of technologica, ventures as well, the
most successful being the airbus. which has made im-
portant gains in the world market for aircraft. Other
ventures in technological cooperation have been much
less successful. As the cost of experimental basic science
rises, the United States may have:to engage more ex-
tensively both domestically and internationally in the
kind of collaborative scientific activities that the Euro-
peansw ith their smaller-scale national efforts and re-
sourcesalready have _found necessary.

FUNDING OF RESEARCH AND RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS

The three European nations present important differences
with respect to their levels of funding for research. The
resources devoted to research vary from the relatively
nigh level of support,per investigator in German) to the
austerity evident in the United Kingdom. In Germany,
the has been nearly a decade of rapid growth in ex-
penditures for higher education and for research gener-
allya period of expansion that is only now beginning
to lose momentum. In contrast. Britain has faced a pro-
tracted period of austerity that has sharply limited the
growth of research budgets, but bUdgets have remained
relatively stable and predictable during this period of
austenty. France's rapid growth in R&D expenditures
occurred a decade ago and the past decade has been one
of much slower growth. putting France in a middle po-
sition between Germany and the United Kingdom in total
national R&D expenditures but somewhat lower than
both of those countries in the percentage of GNP devoted

to R&D. In the aggregate, total expenditures on research
and (ley elopment by the illajur European countries hay e
mo,ved from a level of less than half that of the United
States in 1965 to about two thirds of the U.S. total for
1975. But France. Britain, and German) together spend
on basic research each year an amount that is about equal
to what the United States spends. One feature of interest
ern the funding patterns is the %vide difference in the
amount spent on defense R&D within the overall total.
the United States is the highest, spending about 50 per-
cent of its total R&D investment in the defense ieva,
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Britain is quite similar to the United States. w ith 46
percent of its total R&D investment going to defense-
related activity. 30 percent -of France's total R&D- in-
vestment is in the defense area, and German) spends
only 12 percent of its total R&D investment in national
defense.

The United States also differs from the three other
countries in the relative prominence giv en to the biomed-
ical sciences and the life sciences within its basic research
effort. In the United States, the Nation'al Institutes of
Health have a total budgo roughly three times that of
the National Science Foundation and support much re-
search that in the three other nations is supported through
the general science funding agency. In France, the budget
of the National Institute for Health and Medical Research
(INSERM) is only 20 percent of the budget of the Na-
tional Center for Scientific Research (CNRS). Support
of most basic research in the life sciences is the respon-
sibility of the Science Research Council- in the United
Kingdom and the Medical Research Council budget is
only 40 percent of the Scicirce_Research Council budget.
In German) , there is .no separate agency w ith respon-
sibility for funding basic research- in the life sciences.
the life sciences are treated squally with other fields. of
basic science by the agencies responsible foi the general
'support of_basic_ science.

An important difference id the support policies for
university -based research between the three Etnopean
nations and the United States represented by the "dual
support" sy stems in the European countries. lbe first
element of such support for German and British uni-
versities is general institutional support provided -b) cen-
tral goy ernment to the universities for "well- found" lab-
oratories. It is understood that this support Should
pros ide a certain minimum level of funding for research
as well as cover educational costs. (In France. b) con-
trast, there is little pros ision for -research through the
general support mechanism.) Salaries of supporting staff.
supporting Nen ices. building maintenantx. operating
costs, and the like are paid for through thisseneral goy
ernment support. In none of the three countries are the
salaries of principal investigators, except in very rare
circumstances, coy ereq under research grants. hence, the
issue of the proper accounting for faculty time allocated
to teaching and to research does not arise. In Britain.
general support is pros ided by recurrent grants of the
University Grants Committee, while in France the Min-
istry of the Universities provides institutional support
from the national government directly to the universities.
In Germany . general institutional support is pros ided not
by the federal goy ernment but b) the states (Lander),
much as the states support public universities in the
United States. The German states. however. ty
devote a greater proportion of their general institutional
grants to research support than do American state goy
ernments. (In-contrast, in the United States the national

I
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government provides virtually no funds fondle general
support of universities.)

The second element of the dual support system is
additional public (and sometimes private) funds specif-
ically earmarked for research activities either in the
universities or in the laboratories affiliated with uni-
versities. Only this second clement support for speci-
fied research activities in universitiesis present in the
U.S. federal system of financing research. Of course,
there is no counterpart in European countries to the im-
portant private American universities (except that various
colleges of Oxford and Cambridge in the United King-
dom have sonic private funds). The differences between
tile U.S. and the othersystems of supporting universities
are therefore fundamental, although in recent years some
of the differences have-grown -less sharp.

The European practice of providing universities partial
support for research from general institutional- support
mechanisins, assisted by a system of supplementary
funding for particular research projects, has encountered
strains as the cost and^complexity of scientific research
have increased. The "well-found" laboratory no longer
can be supported in all British universities through the
UniversityGrants Committee, and the Research Councils
have had to assume nlarger share of direct research costs,
such as instrumentation and salaries of technicians. Sini-
ilarly, the base funding for research associated with the
university-chair-in-Germany_ has been- held at- very low
levels in recent years, and scientific investigators have
relied on external sources for an increasing share of their
total research support. In brief, there has been' a degree
of convergence between the support systems for basic
research in the three European countries and those in the
United States as scientists in those nations have had to
rely to a greater degree on extramural research support
The Europeans have recognized that the increasing costs
of experimental research cannot be handled primarily
through the genera' support for the universities as insti-
tutions. The gra th of external support for research per-
formed in un.versities in Germany. France, and the
United Kingdom has generated a situation that is, in
some respects, similar to the "indirect costs': problem
in the United States. The similarity is that, when sub-
stantiarfunds earmarked for research are made available
froM sources outside the universities, especially for large
and expensive research programs, the perfomancr...
this research frequently generates additional 'Costs that
must be funded from university budgets.

The -three countries reviewed provide support for.
lopger periods of time and for more aggregated research
efforts than does the United States. The American system
relies more heavily upon support of relatively small dis-
crete research projects, generally under $150,000 per
year,_proposed by individual scientists and funded for
relatively short periods (usually one to three years). In
the United States, 60 percent Of all support for university-
based research is in the form of the individual project

grant. This support accounts for half of the federal funds
provided to universities for-research. Germany, France,k
and the United Kingdom. on the other hand, give a larger /
share of the overall research budget to teams of scientists,
research groups, institutes, and entire laboratories. The
European nations do continue to use project support in
varying degrees. In Germany. the central research -
funding agency provides 40 percent of its funds for smail-
scale projects,-and the five Research Councils in Britain
devote 30 percent of their total budgets to small indi-
vidual projects. In France, research projects of individual
investigators arc financed by a number of agencies, but
such funding amounts to only about 5 -percent of the
funds supplied to teams and laboratories. Only:the funds
of the Research Mission of the Ministry of the Univer-
sities in France. however, provide support specifically
for small individual projects and this constitutes only
5 percent of the total R&D support to universities. The
American system. with its greater reliance on project
grants, tends to place power in the hands of individual
scientists as contrasted with laboratory or institute di-
rectors. and to provide the individual investigator who
succeeds in competition for funds with control over re-
search resources at a relatively early age. On the other
hand, the support is less predictable and the system forces
scientists of all ages to spend great amount: of time on
administrative work..

In France, Germany, and Britain, a relatively high
proportion of national funds for basic research conducted
by university scientists is administered by a central sci-
ence agencythe CNRS ',In France, the DFG in Ger-

. many,_ and the SRC in Britain. Some "mission" min-
istries. such as the Ministry of Industry in France. the
Ministry of Research and Technology in Germany. and
the Department of Energy in Britain, support basic re-
search in universities. That support is not, however, on
the scale of that olthe mission departments in the United'
States, where nearly 8Q percent of the federal funds for
research in universities still is provided by mission agen-
ciesHealth and Human Services, Agriculture. De-
fense, Energy. Commerce, Transportation and -not by
the central science agency, the National Science Foun-
dation. The American system for funding most of the
nation's publicly supported basic research through, mis-
sion agencies sets this nation apart from the three major
European countries.

PEER REVIEW

The system of peer review of research proposals as
known in the United States operates differently in the
three European nations. The fact that the Europeans
award funds for longer periodsand place a heavier
reliance on research teams, institutes, and entire labo-
ratorieslepds to less individual competition and a gen
erally less elaborate administrative process than is re-
quired here for the evaluation of proposals and award



of a l&rge number of small grants. In Europe, the research
communities are also generally. smaller and it is thus
more difficult to provide neutrality and anonymity in
peer evaluations-In Germany, peer reviewers arc elected
by the entire body of scientific investigators in university
and nonuniversity centers, and they sere fixed terms
with full public recognition of their roles. Some peer
reviewers in France are also elected, but =by narrower
constituencies. Yet, in each of the nations reviewed,
various mechanisms of peer evaluationsite visits, pe-
riodic appraisals, and other reviews by qualified scien-
tistsfoim an integral part -of the process of adminis-
tering public support for scientific research. The systems
differ in various respects, including the degree of open-
nests, the significance of political considerations sur-
rounding the process, the frequency of review, and the
role played by government as opposed to outside sci-
entists, but each system strives for quality control
through mechanisms of evaluating scientific work by
scientists.

IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES

In the three,European countries,. as in the United States,
there have been growing concerns over the diminishing
academic career opportunities for young investigators.
Expansion in the higher education and research systems
of the United Kingdom, France, and Germany typically,
took place later and occurred more rapidly than was,,,the
casein the postwar growth in Amencan universities, and
the rates of growth have declined more sharply than in
this country. The result has been a more ,evere problem
of.dechning. opportunities for young scientists than we
have faced in this country, but the three European coun-
tries have taken more extensive steps to address the prob-
lem. France hai taken the most significant action by
providing a 3-percent increase in new permanent posi-
tions in CNRS...md,INSERIM laboratories each year, prin-
cipally for the purpose of hiring younger scientists. Ger-
many also has taken some substantial steps, including
the creation of special long-term fellowships designed
to.hold some of the most able young scientists in research
for a transitional period. e United Kingdom has cre-
ated special fellowship grams also, but on a more
modest scale. The United States alone among the four
countries has taken no government action to address the
problem.

The shortage of new academic jobs is causing sub-
stantial numbers of young scientists and engineers in
Germany,. France, and the United Kingdom to shorten
their periods of training and to .seek early employment
in industry and government. This increasing interest in
industrial rather than academic employm,,nt is seen as
desirable by European observers in view of its potential
contribution to the economy and to stiengthening the
research base rn industry. But there are ah fears that
shortages may develop in the numbers ant, ciliality, of
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advanced students in certain fields of science and
engineering.

SHORT-TERM PRESSURES ON THE RESEARCH SYSTEM

In each of the European countries reviewed'in this -chap-
ter, as in the United States, there are increasing pressures
to apply science and technology to urgent problems such
as inflation, declining productivity, soaring energy costs,
raw materials shortages, environniental issues, and re-
gional develor ment. This effort to bring the fruits of
research to bear more effectively on such problems has
created strains in the research systems of the three cow>
tries,:as it has in our o in. New opportunities for sercice
also have emerged. Some fields of science;zantrespe-
cially certain key areas of technological devekpment
such as energy and biotechnology, hay,ebeen singled out,
for greatly'increased governmentyapPort. The European
experiences reflect rather dirk .ent assumptions in policyrather

thay does the .S. experience in this area.
The differences in app ouch relate mainly to -the more
self-conscious eff/ori by the Europeans (by France in
particular, 4/also by Germany, and, to a lesser extent.
by Britain) to set the pace and direction of technological
change through government action. France, Germany,
and Britain have all experimented more extensively than
the United States with a range of programs designed to
promote industrial innovation. The objective in particular
instances is to stimulate exports but, more generally, the
efforts seek an escape from the current economic situ-
ation of low growth, inflation, and declining economic
competitiveness. The,programs include direct and indi-
rect subsidies, rapid depreciation allowances, special
assistance -to small firms, exploitation of patents, sub-
sidies for the hiring of technical, personnel in certtt
sectors, direct support for key technologies, and a mis-
cellany of other programs too numerous and varied to
Mention in detail. Thereare also various schemes in each
,country to strengthen ties between universities and in-
dtistry, including direct support fur applied research in
industry and in universities, participation of university
researchers in efforts to, develop cooperative generic
technologies, and exchanges of scientists between in-
dustri'.and the universities. in total, these programs con-
stitute a more varied and intensive effort than exists in
the United States.

In general, the European nations reviewed here have
gone farther in the direction of intervention into the nor=
inal workings of the marketplace in the interest of pro-
moting innovation than has the United States; France has
gone the farthest in this direction, with Gerniany next
and with Britain involved in certain industrial sectors but
keeping aloof from direct government intervention in
other sectors. Despite this growing governmental activ

pity, it remains difficult to .assess whether the initiatives
have accomplished their stated purposes. At times, the
rationale for government action to 'promote industrial
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innovation in these countries is to compensate for failures

in their systems to relate .innovative technical acti\ ity to

tye marketplace. With notable exceptions, the university
stems in Europe and the nonuniversity basic research

institutes have been less characterized by applied work,
public service roles, and close links between knowledge
production and practical applications- ,than have the
American universities, especially those with land-grant
traditions. The his& between universities and the con).
mumty in the United States, most strongly exemplified

'by the land-grant tradition, is a unique American
-:, strength. The:Grandes Ecoles and :Etablissements of

France, the technical universities of Germany, and the
civic and technological universities of Britain,-in contrast

to their traditional university systems, have had close
lies with industry and have functioned extensively in a
national service roll.

U.S. leadership is still evident across a wide pectntm
of scientific activity. But European science has clearly
rebuilt much of the eminence that it held in the pre-
World-War-II period. After a period of rapid expansion,
the research systems of the three European countries
ha-ye pegun to experience a slowdown in the growth of
support, with related stresses and strains that generate
a number of concerns. A strong effort to understand ho'
others have dealt with these common concerns and to
learn from the experiences of other industrialized nations
is appropriate.

Surninary and Outlook

This:Summary and Outlook points to those aspect., of
the recent experiences of the three Europen countries
studied that seem- to be of particular interest and rele-
vance to Americans concerned with the support of
science.

The intention is not
tto

suggest that particular insti-
tutional arrangements, policy mitiatives,-or procedures
can be or should be incorporated directly irito the U.S.
system of. supporting sicientific research. The elements
of a research support system are, of course, interrelated
and derive their significance from a unique national con-
text. The aim here is to bring attention tosome alternative
approaches that seem to have worked -well in other na-
tions ana may be useful for stimulating thought about
our own system. Many observe-mon, Europe view our
system with admiration. The American research systein,
as those observers see it, has qualities of competitive-
ness, widmopportunities for scientists at a younger age,
great dynamism, and high capacity to exploit new re-
search opportunities, they do not find those qualities in
equal measure in their own systems. They seem less
convinced that our system provides as well as theirs for
the orderly development,of designated. scientific fields,
particularly those not currently on the most exciting fron-
tiers but that may have great long-term potentud for
science and for- economic development. In the spirit of
understanding more fully the strengths and weaknesses
of our own system, the following summary observations
arc offered.

'UNIVERSITY AND NONUNIVERSITY RESEARCH
INSTITUTES

Research institutesassociated-with universities or free-
standing nonprofit institutionsare a promihent part of
the U.S. research structure. Those associated with uni-
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versifies include gigantic research establishments fi-
nanced by the federal government at a level of about
S7.5 billion per year: But they also include smaller spe-
cialized researchsroups, often centered around _a special

facility and generally financed by federal -mission-
oriented agencies. The National Institutes of Health
alone finance some 600 centers at universities at a cost
of 5340 million (approximately the budget of the Max
Planck Institutes, Of Germany) in the area of the life
sciences. These university-based research institutes are-
similar to the university associated- laboratories of the
French CNRS in that' they pray ide a stable env ironment
for research centered around a broadly defined scientific
area. They differ from the CNRS laboratories in that they
are a part orthc structure of individual universities.

Nonprofit independent research organizations arc the
seeond.type of research institute. At one end of the spec-
trum, there are five large research and development cen-
ters funded by federal agencies at a total level of 5300

million per year. In the middle range are '16 large, in-
dependent, nonprofit institutions with federal funding at
a level of more than $600 million per year Their mis-
sion:, are wide ranging biomedical sciences, basic re-

search, urban research trategie adv ice to the armed
forces, and industrial consultation. At the extreme end
of the spectrum are about 300 small, specialized research
institutes quite heavily concentrated in the biomedical
sciences. These types of independent institutions have
some noteworthy characteristics. They are nonprofit or-
ganizations. They arc part of neither universities, in-
dustry, nor government. In total, their functions are.wide
ranging; but the individual organizations .tend to have
coherent central-missions. A high proportion of the in-
slitutionsreceives funds from industry and manypar-
tic,ularty inthe biomedical sciences are supported heav-
ily by private giving. They are characterized by a high
degree of voluntarism, independent local initiative-. de-



centralized decisions. and oigonizational innovation.
In contrast, such centers in France and Germany tend

tohe,administered within a simile organizational frame
-work and to.be financed almost totally by government.
These characteristics generate strengths and weaknesses.

On the one hand,_ relationships( betwe centers, move-
ment of personnel, and communication are facilitated.
This provides opportunities forthe orderly development
of fields basedson scientific rather than mission-oriented
priorities, for a greater, of overall direction in
starting up and closing down research installations, for
coordination of effort and avoidance of duplication. On
the other hand, the variety and flexibility, responsiveness
to varied needs, locaLinitiative, citizen participation, and
industrial involvement that ehanteterize the system of
independent nonprofit research institutions in the United
States-are mud less prominent in Frantic and Germany.

ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF SUPPORT FOR
RESEARCH

In Britain, 'France, and Germany, research support is
less 'exclusiviely tied to- small projects for short periods
pf time. Each of those countries has found it useful to'
'supplement project funds with other forms of support
for example, priority programs for groups of scientists.
special collaborative efforts, and teams of investigators
working on common themes The distractions and dis-
continuities that can and often do accompany the con-
tinual pursuit of funds in the United States are thus not
a problemfor scientists in those countries The United
States might benefit-from the development of alternative
support mechanisms to provide greater continuity.of re-
search support in selected fields of science and for se-
lected groups of workers.

POLICY INITIATIVES TO COPE WITH
DIMINISHED OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG
SCIEjNTISTS

The French. Germans, and-British all have felt the need
to (..tablish programs specifically to provide opportuni-
ties for young researchers to launch careers as investi-
gators. As noted aboNe, the problem is more severe in
the three European c,ountries than it has been for the
l'nited States beeausesof the rapid recent buildup in their
systems of higher education and research. The problems
faeing young scientists in this country today are also
serious, however. The f-uture productivity of the nation's
research system cannot be assured- when Lacer Jppor-

o
tunnies are as sharply diminished for young investigators
as they now are in a number of scientific and engineering
fields. In-the long run, the strength of the nation's econ-
omy requires graduate as well as- undergraduate teaching
programs and a flourishing research effort in the um-
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versifies. The variety of programs undertaken in Europe
in response to this problem fellowship programs. ar-
rangements in which senim professors devote full time
to research, coupled with the hiring of younger se ientists
in i, positions, new positions created in national
laboratories, and other plans seem to be strong practical

alternatives.

COOPERATION IN RESEARCH ACTIVITY

Another aspect of the three European nations' ever:-
enees that may offer useful lessons is their extensive use
of cooperative scientific ventures. Because of limited
resources, the Europeans have relied more extensively
than has the United States on cooperative programs at
various levels within individual laboratories, region-
ally within their own countries, and internationally with
each other. We should take careful note of thge expe-
riences with a view to learning, how the Europeans have
coped with the practical difficulties of cooperative re-
search at a time when the changing scale, cost, and
complexity of scientific activity seem to suggest that
steps in the same direction may be appropriate for us.
With fewc laboratories able to afford full instrument -
tion in a number of fields, it will be important that public
officials and the scientific community give serious at-
tention to the problems of collaboration in research son
a regional level and even locally within large research
universities. The user-group fot large facilities possibly
could work as effectively in this country as it does in
Europe. It is the experience of the Europeans w ith respect
to the fields of "small serene;," which are beginning to
require more sophisticated and expensive instrumenta-
tion that is of particular interest to American scientists.

NATIONAL POLICIES TO-STIMULATE
INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

In the European nations reviewed in-this chapter. there
are increasing pressures to apply science -and technology
to urgent problems of society. The European perception
of this problem reflects different assumptions and ap-
proaches with regard to the appropriate-degree of gov-
ernment intervention in supporting and guiding fed-

;
nological developments. The three nations rev iewed
share, with differences, more activist views of the role
of government in stimulating industrial innovation than
has been characteristic of, the United States Although
the traditional view in tifj United States has been that
technological developments in the civilian sector are b2st
left to the private marketphice, there are emerging pres-
sures for more government intervention in coupling re-
search to industrial innovation as a response to current
economic conditions. In exploring these unfamiliar
waters, it will be useful for the United States to be fully
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aware of what has and has not worked well in Europe.
Areas in which the European experience may be partic-
ularly helpful include the following. innovative activity
with respect to the technologies of small !inns. university
industry relationships, labor-management coopera-
tion in rationalizing production technology. government
policies to encourage exports, and tax treatment of in-
novative activity in industry. Perhaps most important is
the example of the cooperative. nonadversarial dialogue
between governthent and business in France and Germany.

The 'European nations, while striving explicitly ,to
mobilize their technical resources to meet national needs.

have provided substantial stability and, in varying sit-
grecs, a m6sure of insulation to the basic research ele-

ments of tl4ir systems from the increasing shCirt-run pres-
sures on the total research systems. They have achieved
this through methods stemming from habit and tradition
but also by funding practices that provide stable support
for free-ranging scientific inquiry by basic researchers.
As we seek' to achieve a reasonable balance between
basic and apiplied research, and between short-teim and
longer-I:angel inquiry, the mix of support mechanisms
and the practice.of the science support agencies in the
three countries of Europe merit our close attention
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0

INTRODUCTION

Americ n industry has been characterized by a great
ability to find tew and better- ways of meeting man's
needS, of increasing his productivity,; and pioneering in-
novative ways of solving old problems. This quality,
combined with abundant resources and an energetic pop-
ulation, has given this nation one of the highest standards
of:living in the world. Much of this success has been
achieved as a result of a multitude of new ideas, a phi-
losophy that encourages the development of these ideas,
and the financial means to carry them out.

During the past 15 to 20 yea-s; however, for a variety
of reasons, there appears to -nave been a decline in the
industrial preeminence of thefUnited States. This is best
seen in the decline in the share of the international market
formerly dominated by this country. This chapter looks
at the current level of induStrial research and develop-
ment (R&D) in the United States and compares this level
with those in other developed nations. Perhaps it should
be stated at the outset that, even though this chapter has
been motivated by a concern for our industrial compet-
itiveness, it should not be assumed that this country's
relative loss in competitive position is primarily the result
of changes in the attention which has been given to
research. Othe5r factors, such as the overall quality of

management and the cost of regulations, as well as high
interest rate's and the attitudes and composition of the
labor force, have played, important roles Here, we try
to indicate the research which some major industries will
be undertaking over the next five years and the pressures
and factors, that can be expected to affect the direction
of, that research. ± '

It is difficult to make comparisons of international
Rii12, efforts, partly because of slightly different report-
ing bases from country to country, partly because of the
variable influences of inflation and exchange rates.,and
partly because, although many large international com-
panies carry on R&D in only one country, the benefits
may be shared by many countries. Still further, a sulk.
stantial portion of the U.S. national budge! for R&D 'is
devoted to military and space research which, although
it, does have a significant impact on this country's eco-
nomic vitality, provides an input that it is dirncult to
quantify. Nonetheless, reasonable ciornparisons can be
made by noting the ratio of R&D Ixpenditures to the
gross national product (GNP) in different countries.

Table 1 shows this ratio for five of the leading indus-
trial countries belonging to the Organisation for Eco:
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD).' The
numbers are revealing, for they show that over a I5-year
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Table Expenditures for Research and Doe !opulent as d

Percentage of Gross Naiional Product
(1963.78)

1963 1968 1973 1978

United States 2.87 2.83 2.34 1.25--

West Germany .. ........ 1.41 1.97 2.32 2.28

France 1.58 2.08 L77 1.79'

United-Kiitgdom 2.30' 2.29 2.06' 2.05'

Japan 1.44 1.61 1.89 1.92'

'Estimated %aloes I
National Suence toundation St I en, 'tutu amra 19'S

Science Foundation. 197 Table I -I. p.140,

U.Mington, D,C AtIonal

period the U.S. ratio has declined steadily while the
ratios for three ,of the four other countries have gained
substantially. When space and defense expenditures are
deleted, there is an upward trend of private expenditures
for R&D in the United States, but the trends in West
Germany,,France, and Japan are for increases at a sub-
stantially greater rate.

Although there has been a declinc_in R&D as a per-
centage of GNP in the United States during the past 15

years, the division of expenditures among basic research,
applied research, and development has been-almost con-
stant, at 13 percent; 22 percent, and 65 percent,
respectively?

For many years, about 70 percent of the annual fund-
ing for basic research came from federal sources. During
the period from 1963 to 1978, however, federal support
for ind;,,,,trial basic research dropped from 22 percent to
15 percent of the total, while funding for universities/
colleges increased. from 6 percent to 10 percent.' In tears
of who has been performing the research, there also have
been equivalent changes in basic research by sector. The
university/college sector increased from 41 percent to 52
percent of the total, while the industrial sector decline&
from 27 percent to I6 percent. The work carried on by
other sectors has been about constant.'

This trend has been confirmed by a survey of over 100
firms that together account for over one half of all in
dustrial R&D expenditures in this country. The survey
disclosed that the proportion of company-financed R&D
expenditures devoted to basic research declinedsignif-,
icantly between 1967 and 1977. In four fifths of the'

industries, the proportion of funds devoted to relatively
risky projects also declined. In some industries, there
was-a substantial decline. in the proportion of R&D ex-
penditure§ devoted to relatively long-term programs.'
Thus, in aggregate, much of the responsibility for the
development of basic scientific knowledge upon which
future development will depend is passing from industry
to .the universities and colleges.

Some comment on the interrelationship of technology
and productivity may be pertinent to understanding the
impact of R&D expenditures on the national economy.
Although in absolute- terms the United States has the

a

1i
1

largest, value of real grass domestic prbduct per civilian'
employee of all of the major indtistrializ d countries (as
of 1970, this value. in France was 88.8 percent that of
the United States', West Germany's wa. 87.9 percent,
Japan's, was 66.4 percent, and the Witted Kingdom's
was 59?5 percent), the rate of growth in eroductrvity in
those other .countries has been substantially faster.° If

the current trend continues, most of theca /countries Will

surpass theUnited States by the mid-1980 .-
Concern about this trend was reflected 'n the Carter

administration's support of research and dev .lopment and

in its recognition that industry has.an imps rtant role to
play in advancing the technical capability of the United

States. An indication of this conviction is t at the 1980
budget increased the outlay for federal R& i from'I717

percent oft GNP to 1.21 percent. The driLlinal budget

showed this trend continuing to 1.25 percent/ but budget

constraints reduced this figure to 1.20 percent The outlay

for basic research has been almost constant, t 0.16 per-

cent of GNP for 1979-81 revised.'
i

ECONG.....,: SIGNIFICANCE OFtRESEARCII AND
i

DEVELOPMENT

1

R&D Expenditures and Productivity Increase.
. .

One way to explore the relationship of R&D tt the U.S.
economy and What returns can be expected fr m it-is to
measure the amount spent on R&D by an induk or firm

and its rate of Productivity; increase. During the past 20

years, a number_ of such studies for specific i dustries-
have shown that R&D seems to have had a s enificant
effect on the rate, of productivity increase In the emical
industry, for example, a study at the University f Chica-

go concluded that a firm's rate of productivity increase
was directly related to the size of its expenditures on
R&D..In the period under study, the margina rate of
returnthat is, the- discount0 rate of return-

t
from an

additional dollar spentwas about 50 percent for R&D in

chemicals."
1 I

,

Another study at the Univei:sity of Pennsylva con-
cluded that the marginal rate 'of return from R &D was
about 40 percent or more in the petroleum indus ry, and
about 30 percent in the chemlical industry if technical
change in the form of new equipment or plant tyatl; consi-

dered (but much leSs if it was not):9 Data for almost 900
manufacturing fimi§ showed a private rate of return from
R&D of about 17 percent. It seemed to be much higher

than this in the Chemicals and ,petroleum industries and

much lower in the aircraft and electrical equipment indus-

tries.0
In a study for the Committee for Economic

opment. EdWard Denison attempted to include
that were omitted in Other studiesfor example, c
in labor quality associated with increases in scho

Devel-
factors
hanges
ling

and found that technological change was responsible for



about 4C percent of he total increase in national income
per person employ d during 1929-57 in the United
States."

d _
Technological Chan e and Economic-Growth

CaSe studies designe
nologysuch as ele
economy indicate tha
role in determining th
of particular industries
petitiveness in international trade. For example, the sig-
nificant contribution o R&D-intensive products-in the
U.S. trade balance can seen in Figure 1. The technical
and economic benefits of such advances are self-evident.,
but it is not easy to obtain a quantitative summary of

- their contribution to thel rate of.economic growth. For
onething, it is difficult to separate the effects of tech-
nological change from t lose of investment in physical
Capital, since new technology frequently must be em-
bodied in physical capit4=-new machines and 'plants.
Nor can the effects,of technological change be easily

to shed light on ,how new tech-
tronic innovationsaffects the
these technologies play a major
size, viability, and profitability

andfirms, as well as their com-

separated from those of ducation, since the socialre-
turns from increased edu ation are enhanced by tech-
nological change, and the rate of technological change
is influenced by the exte t and nature of society's in-
vestment in education.

Social and Private Rates o IReturn from Innovations

By a social rate of return, 1:conomists mean the rate of
return to society as a whole (This includes the disecon-

z

R&D-Intensisc Ma ufacturcd Prodth.ts /

\INonR&D.Intensive Man lac tured Products

I I I I 1 1 1 1 4 1 1

1960 62 64 66 68 70 I72 74 76 1978

Figure 1. U.S, Trade Balance (Exrrts Less Imports) in R&D-
Intenstsc and Nun R&D Intense Manufak.tured'Produu Groups
(196048).

Souse. Naomi Science Found.urcm. &urea V4171( I 1978. Apconthx. Tat* 1.21, p.
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omies involved in the early obsolescence of older tech-
nology and the-displacetr,:.nt of labor.) Although it has
long been recognized by economists that estimates of
such rate's return are Crucialin :forniulatini public
policy toward civilian technology, no estimates of this
sort were made for individual industrial innovations until
1977, when detailed estimates were made at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania for a sample of 17 innovations. 12

Although the sample cannot be regarded as randomly
chosen, there is no obvious indication- that it is biased
toward relatively profitable innovations (socially or pri-
vately) or toward relatively unprofitable ones. In large:
part, it contains undramatic, run-of-the-mill improve-I
ments in products and processes, such as a new typeof
thread or an- improved machine tool. As many studies;
indicate, this is the type of work that accounts for most
industrial R&D.

The findings are quite striking. The median social rate
of return was about 55 percent, which indicates that the
investments in these new technologies paid off hand;
somely from society's point of view. To checri this result
the same methodology was used to estimate:for one of
the nation's largest firms, a lower bound on the social
rate of return trom its investment in new process tech',
nology in 1960-72. This result also was about 50 percent.
Of course, the sample, although large relative ,to what/
was previously available, is too small to support defin-
itiv6 conclusions, but the results certainly suggesttha
even taking into account the riskiness of. innovative ac-
tivity, the rate of return from investments in new tech-
nology has tended to be high and the social rate of return
is much higher than the private rates." This is qui e
consistentwith other, econometric studies that have relied
on more indirect methods and have used .more high y
aggregated data."

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN U.S. INDUSTRIES
1

It is apparent that there are indeed social and economic
returns related to expenditures on R&D. While, as we
have indicated, a declining R&D trend ,is evident, it is
not clear whether all industries are affCcted equally y
changes in funding, nor is it clear how different industries
Are affected by research challenges from abroad. The
task of looking at U.S. industry as a whole is far tbo
large to be undertaken here. Instead, we have chogen to
review; live major industries that are among the top dol ar
investors in R&D in this countrychemicals, pharn a-
ceuticals, aircraft, automobiles, and electronicsand
one sector energy.

Although each industry has its own characteristics and
pattern of spending, they all share some common prlb-
lems. In a practical sense, cznipetition limits the fraction
of a corporation's income that can be spent on research
and development. Traditionally, internal decisions have
had to be made to determine the funds spent for support
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of existing products and the fraction that could be de-
voted to new and perhaps more risky programs. How-
ever, a new factor has been introduced in recent years,
and that is the necessity of spending some of these scarce
funds to meet -society's expectations of industrial re-

/ sponsibilities in the form of pollution control and health
and safety regulations. While available capital funds al-
ways ,have been a constraint for many, industries, the
declining ability to generate new capital as a result of
lessening profits, rising costs, inflation, and increasing
socially required investments has limited the exploitation
of all except the most promising and safest }(but not
necessarily the most innovative) products of the R&D
process.

Obviously, these factors affect different industries in
different, ways. Those that are capital intensive, such as
the automotive andchemical industries, have b,een.heav-
ily affected. Industries such as the computer:complex,
which from a manufacturing standpoint have much
greater flexibility, are far less affected.

By looking at these industries, we hope to,Shed some
light on what is happening to technology in the United
Stateswhere it is headed, and what problems it faces.
We should note here that the-terms "basic" and "ap-
plied" research do not mean the same, thingsfto all peo-
ple. In the automotive industry, for instance; engineers
and scientists feel that their research is basic, even though
it; results in commercial applications. A general rule of
thumb might be that, in industry, basic research is long
range and applied research is shdrt range. iq examining
the health of research in the United States, one also must
differentiate between the R&D proCess and the ability
to put that process into practice. Funds for R&D are ill

,spent- if there is no capital available to implement the
results of the research.

THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

The market for U.S. electronic equipment in 1979 is
estimated to have been over S70 billion at-factory prices.
Computers; including peripherals, land communications
equipMent each accounted for about 30 perceiit of the
.total. The consumer and federal markets are estimated
at about 15 percent each, and other industrial and com-
mercial electroni4s equipment at about 10 percent. Al-
though recent growth !lac been approximately 14 percent

, per year in current dollars, with economic slowdown and
inflation, few sections of the electronics industry will
grow in real terms in the near future. Micro- and mini-
computers, data communications equipment, and inte-
grated circuits will be among the exceptions. This section
will deal primarily with these items.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN7

The history of the electronics industry shows that re-
search,, development, and design of electronic- compo-
nents and equipment have been conducted mainly by the
industrial laboratories. The industry is highly research
intensive, employing about one quarter of all of the sci-
entists and engineer's in U.S. indUstriai laboratories.
Basic research averages about 15 ;percent of all elec-
tronics R&D, somewhat above the average of 3.1 percent
for all industries, km some individual laboratories devote
up to 10 percent of their R&D funds to basic research.
However, the indUstry includes Many small equipment
design and assembly. firms with no' R &D beyond specific
product design. Fed4a4Unds,haN!e supported abdut one
third' of an' electfonics R&D; this is twice the federal
portion of the electronics mar 'I.et, due to the special re-
quirem,,nts and relatively small, manufacturing runs of
the national defense. market.

There has ,been It steady growth in the level of elec-
tronics research and development, mainly applied R&D,
performed in U.S. industrial laboratories. Expressed as
a percentage of net sales for manufacturing companies,
R&D investment, including federtirtinding, was fairly
constant in the 1970's for computing

(
and accounting

.,
machines (6-12 percent), for electronicImporients (6.5
percent), and for Qminunications4hpercent). R&D
in_radio and televgiOn \receivers dropped from 2.5 per-
cent to - 1.3 .percent. Continuing R &D 'investment and
large investnient of capital in the communications, com-
puter, and semiconductor component segr,,tents of the
industry have led to rapid price decreases.; Because of
these unit pricedecreases, the penetration Of these pioi-
ucts into the economy has made them the Major growth
segment of the industry in terms of dollar values of sales.

The electronics industry is likely to continue to invest
in applied research and develOpment since this has been
seen'as the principal factor in corporate growth, whether
in the early years of General Electric, Westinghouse, or
Bell Laboratories, or in the:more recent experience of
Hewlett-Packard, Fairchild, or Intel. On the other hand,
basic research requires building a large community of
scientists in each.area of interest and investing in their
efforts over many years, with little assurance of when
and how benefits will be realized. This investment can
only- be made (without undue burden to current opera-
tions) by 'large firms with broad areas of interest. When
ultimately applied, investments in basic research benefit
the company; the industry as a whole, and the nation.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

Three technologies seem to be central to continued prog-
ress in electronics R&Dintegrated circuits; to allow,
low-cost? reliable systems of increasing capability; soft-



ware, to di ect the achievement and operation of these
systems; an interface devices, to couple systems in dif-
ferent parts of the world.

Integrated ircuits

..continued grOwth in the capability of silicon integrated
circuits; ith commensurate improvements in cost and
reliability, has:come to be expected. This progress has
been. mad pOssible through improvements in photo-
lithograp . cOnventional optical systems of essentially
;ideal pert i rmance are being used and yet are beginning
'tó be Ma equate. Systems using ultraviolet and X-ray
'waveleng hs, Synchrotron, mdiation, and electron beams
(this last eriV,ed in part from eleCtron microscopes) are
in variou stages of development. New processes of li-
thograph, 4robably will be required by these more exotic
technOlo ies., The desired features, defined by this li-
thogmp , have to be created by deposition,: removal,
implant ionand other, modifications olmaterial in lay-
ers that ay ibe less than one micron_in thickness.

The pensions of circuit elements are being reduced
so far t t our existing knowledge of materials properties
is inad quate and new basic research is required. The
future i if very large scale ,integration is based on the

, confirm d interplay between materials, processing, in-
tercon ection,, testing, dOice structure, architecture,
softw and design automation from simulation through
test w nzUgeneration. Thei:potential for interdisciplinary
trade-ffs of these technologies represents one of the
most, 'hallenging opportunities ever faced by the elec-
tronic industry. Other basic research programs will be
neede and the new microelectronics centers such as
those t Cornell, Stanford, the University of California
at Be keley, and the California Institute of Technology
may e important models for future programs. However,
these programs undoubtedly will require costly equip-

, ment The coupling of academic and industrial research
will come more important, with new device concepts,
bette understanding of extremely thin surface phenom-
ena, omputer aids to design, and software science being
amp ;;;,,tie promising areas.

increase in the capability of integrated circuits has
been most rapid in logic and memory circuits. Integrated
circu (manufacturers now can put as many of these dig-
ital ircuits into a single chip of silicon as were used in
total to build the early ,acuum tube computers. This has
led 1. the increasing use of digital electronics in com-
mun cations systems and to increasing overlap between
com utef and communications technologies.

A continued improvements in lithography and proc-
essi g allow the fabrication of more complex integrated
circuits, new challenges appear. The foundation of the
inte rated.circuit industry is the ability to make and sell
mary thousands or millions of devices of one design.
But there is the question of what functions (other than
memory) can be put into larger and larger integrated
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circuitswithout making the products° sfecialized as to
destroy this mass market. Ass-ring that this challenge
can be met, new computer design-procedures still are
needed to lay out and subsequently test the million or

. more transistors that each circuit will use. Automatic
fabrication facilities also w.,i be needed to avoid operator
errors. Finally, all of these changes in the integrated
circuit industry involve increasing capital needs. New
ventures are possible only with massive capital from
outside sources, and the ability of nationally supported
,Japanese companies to challenge the U.S. merchant sup-

:pliers is a matter of great concern.

Software

The use of software aids in design and testing already
has been noted. These programs and application pro-
grams are becoming more complex, but programming
productivitythe number of lines of code per person per
unit timehas not changed appreciably. ,Some effective
progress has b,-n made in that lower cost memory and
faster logic circuits permit the economical use of higher
level languages and, thereby, offer more logical power
from each line ,of code. The problem fis being reduced
somewhat by the use of "'structured programming" to
facilitate debugging of programs andiby the design of
modular programs, where sections oficode are reusable
in other applications and portable between different ma-
chines. Program modules for common,applications and
language compiler modules to bring the native language
of machines closer to hunian forms will be offered on
read-only memory chips by integrated circuit manufac-
turers. However, more fundamental understanding
software scienceis needed if we are to achieve dramatic
improvements in the capability and quality of software.
Again, this suggests a closer coupling between academic
and industrial research.

We can hope to achieve a real synergy between soft-
ware and silicon. Within this decade, we can look for
research on totally new computer and program architec-
tures. Up to, now, we have used improvements in elec-
tronic components to make bigger and faster versions of
the first computer designs; in this decade, we may see
the conception of new architectures uniquely deploying
the capabilities and the richness of interconnection avail-
able from silicon integrated circuits. New software con-
cepts will be integral to the development and deployment
of these architectures.

Interface Devices -

While integrated circuits and software dominate the in-
telligence of electronic systems, other technologies are
needed to couple this intelligence to people and to ma-
chines. Display devices, ranging from glows discharge
tubes (Nixie tubes) and mechanical : flap displays to
cathode-ray tubes, gas discharge pandls, light-emitting
diodes, and liquid crystal displays, all have been pur-

7
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sued. The recent trend has been toward technologies
offering opportunities for miniaturization and providing
inexpensive mass fabrication, i.e., !toward ,appibaches
requiring large capital investment and extensive devel-
opment. Optical communication systems are a new prod-
uct of several lines of applied research and technology
development. Again, large investments are essential; by
the end of the 1980's, much of the growth in broadband
transmission will be in this neW technology, and optical
fiberguide links may well be carrying *ideband services
into, the home.

As progress in electronics offers improvements in ca-
pability, cost, and reliability, new applications in home
appliances and automobiles are being realized. These
involve new technologies and new environments, both
physical and institutional. Automotive applications will
be most significant in engine control, where requirements
of fuel economy, pollution control; and adequate per-
formance can only be met by more sophisticated intelli-
gence. Sensors for atmospheric and manifold pressures,
shaft positions, fluid ,temperatures, etc., and a similar,
range of actuators, are being developed in I number of
large and small companies vying for the very large auto-
motive market.

The incursion of electronics into the home appliance
control market also offers high potential volumes, but it is
limited now by the fact that the sensor, display, and
power-switching elements are more costly than the mi-
croprocessor intelligence to which they interface. Yet
electronic controllers, optoelectronic displays, and calcu-
lator-type keyboards have found their way into top-of-the-
line appliances. Penetration into lower cost models will
occur as voluMes rise and costs fall.

TRENDS

Research and development challenges in electronics over
the next five years are likely to be governed by tour main
factorsdecreasing costs per function in electronics .
equipment, rising e:lergy costs, foreign competition, and
the,,increasOg overlap between computer and commu-
nications technologies.

Decreasing costs will continue to make new products
feasible and will lead to ieplacement of electromechan-
ical and mechanical elements,in existing products. Rising
energy costs are becoming a significant factor in design
selection and are creating new markets such as engine
controls. These costs also may cause the increased use
of communications services as a substitute for business
travel and even for- travel ,to work. The United States
611 appe.,rs to have a substantial lead over other coun-
tries, but Japan has established a national program to
accelerate its activities in.this area. It appears to be quite
successful, with the Japanese-made I 6K-bit memory
chips now taking about 35-40 percent of the worldwide
market. They also appear to have an important position
in. the next generation of such memory chips. The work

in. this nationally supported effort appears to have gone
far beyond anything done the United States outside
IBM and Bell Laboratories.

Finally, continuing itsearch and development in dig-
ital electronics is merging computer and communications
technologies. However, the traditional_ separation be-

\ tween the regulated communications industry and the
\open-market computer industry in the.United States has
not accommodated the increasing overlap between the
two technologies. The Federal Communications CoM-
'mission's decision in its Second Computer Inquiry (April
1980) is a first step in reshaping regulations to recognize
the importance of distributed information services. The
degree to which the path that is taken by regulatdrs and
legislators accommodates the evolution of the technology
may be the largest external factor determining the iability
of U.S. electronics research and development tn serve
the nation.,,

THE IEMICAL INDUSTRY

Historically, the chemical industry has been research
intensive, accounting for about 8 percent of all R&D
expenditures in the United States during: the 1970's. It
also has emphasized basic research more strongly than
have most other industries, to the extent ug performing
nearly 40 percent of all industrial basic research. Another
characteristic has been internal funding of a; high per-
centage, of its R&D work, with consequently low de-
pendence on government funds.

Since World War II,,this high level of research activity
has resulted in a plethora of new products, in many cases
providing the foundation for major new industries and
societal eh c. The replacement of natural fibers such
as cotton, s,.. , ..nd wool by synthetic fibers is an example
of such a development. The overall result during this
period has been a chemical industry growth. rate nearly
double that of the gross national product.

In the mid-1970's, however, the world began to
undergo some basic changes, and nowhere were the ef-
fects felt more than in the chemical industry. The rapid
postwacgrowth occurred in a period characterized by
plentiful and low-cost energy and hydrocarbon feed-
stocks. As we begin the 1980's, this situation no longIr
obtains. The cost of manufacture for those chemical
products derived from hydrocarbons, particularly when
manufadured in energy-intensive processes, is increas-
ing rapidly. Thus the potential displacement of other
materials by chemical products is governed by.new and
still-changing economic relationships. Along with dras-
tic economic changes, the chemical industry also is fac-
ing new challenges in the control of toxic substances.
These problems range from the disposal of solid wastes
to the control of the atmosphere in the chemical plant
itself. This environmental challenge has been sharpened
by the enhanced capability to measure and detect toxic
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substances, as.well as by new regulatory controls that
often specify the method'of control, rather than the de-
sired result. Another change has occurred in the com-
petitive environment; now, the chemical; industry in the
United States must-face the reality of wo,ldwide com-
petition. Large, well-financed competitors in western
Europe and Japan are supporting major R&D programs,
as well as Competing aggressively across the board jn
established businesses. The major Europein companies
are spending higher percentages of their sales dollars on
R&D than are American companies and are focusing on
the same areas of research. While they have the same
problems of rising fuelstock costs, they nevertheless ap-
pear to be building a technological base that could well
make them a dominant force in world markets by the
late 198C's.

Superimposed on all of these, changes is the persistent
inflation in the U.S. 'economy. This has,radically altered
the traditional relationships governing earnings and new
investment; it raises troubling questions about the- avail-
ability of capital for continued industry growth.

GENERAL TRENDS

The world changes of the 1970's are affecting all chem-T
ical industry research in severar important ways. Pirst.1
the basic priorities of chemical research are shifting. The
rapid growth -of the industry since World War II was
fueled by a constant stream of innovative products7
which in turn had been the objective of most of the
Industry's research effort. New product research in the
next five years certainly will continue to be performed:,
but It will no longer occupy the dominant role it assumed
in thepast. Instead, an increasing share Of the industry's
R&D will be directed toward improved process econom-

ics, reflecting- the higher share of total manufacturing
cost attributable to the cost of raw materials and energy
use.

A second major trend will be in the growing impor-
tance of productivity increases. The difficulty of gen-
erating enough capital to replace and expand the indus-
try's productive capacity will call for an enhanced
research effort to maximize the productivity of facilities
already in place. In the past, productivity increases often
could be obtained by constructing new plants on an ever
larger scale. These economies of scale, however, are
rapidly diminishing as the industry matures, providing
more incentive for research emphasis on productivity.

A third general response to the changing environment
will occur in the further movelo make use of process
.automation and control. On the one hand, the improved
materials yields to be gained by better process control
will be an important source of productivity increase; on
tne other, the labor savings attendant upon automation
will help substantially the international com-
petitive challenge. Much of the industry's research will

Research in Industry

Jevote maidng use or more sophisticated coin-
in..tamentation; and industrial robots.

he trends will b' apparent across the
..n.(ca: industry. The specific emphasis, how-

ever, w oil .17..ter according to the nature of the products,
markets, and competitive situations. It is logical to com-
ment briefly on anticipated research trends under four
major headings: basic chemicals, polyn.:r products,
agrichemicals, and photographic products.

Basic Chemi
teals

Basic chemicaN include not only large-volume inorganic
chemicals such as sulfuric acid, chlorine, and titanium
dioxide but also the large group of organic materials that
are used as solvents and raw materials in the manufacture
of downstrearit products. Research in' this area will be
heavily weighted to changing the raw material bases of
the organic products from natural gas and petroleum to
domestically prcduced raw materials (e.g., coal, shale)
with more assured availability and more stable prices.
This will feature efforts to shift from the .chemistry of
ethylene and other olefins derived largely from petroleum
and natural gas liquids to the chemistry of synthetic gas,
derivable from, many carbonaceous raw materials. Al-
ternative routes to olefins from shale oil, coal, and re-
newable resources also will be actively pursued.

In iew of the rapidly escalating cost of energy, em-
phasis also will- be placed on the reduction 'of process
energy requirements. In some cases, this will involve
replacing energy-intensive processes with those having
lower energy requirements. In most cases, however, it
will involve such things as.improved insulation, recovery
and use of waste heat, and substitution of cheaper, more
available fuels.

Research and development in basic chemicals also will
be increasingly concerned with environmental matters.
The public concern for safe disposal Of solid wastes will
fall with particular heaving* on this segment of the in-
dustry. Research will concentrate on process changes
that minimize the amount of solid waste generated, on
specific treatments that could convert the waste to a less
harmful form, and on conversion of solid wastes to us-
able products.

Many manufacturing operations for basic chemicals
traditionally have been difficult to control in terms of
water and air pollution requirements, More research will
be concentrated' on determining the precise composition
of liquid waste Streams and gaseous effluents; 'this will
be accompanied by process research to minimize the
toxic components and seek more environmentally benign
processes.

Polymer Products

Polymer products (synthetic fibers, plastic resins and
films, elastomers, and finishet) were most responsible
for the explosive postwar growth of the chemical indus-
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try. Generally manufactured from hydrocarbon feed.'
stocks,.they benefited from the availability of cheap feed-
stocks and energy. It is in this area, of course, that the
changes of the. 1970's have had their most Profound
effects.

Even in a greatly changed environment, much polymer
research in the 1980's will continue to be directed at
developing new products. Many societal changes have
created demands for polymer products. For instance, the
downsizing of automobiles to increase mileage and limit
emissions has resulted in new opportunities for high-
performance plastis to replace metals. Another example
is the replacement of glass containers by plastics, the
latter. consume less energy on an overall basis. Substan-
tial research efforts will continue to be aimed at devel-
oping such products and applications. As polymer sci-
ence matures,-it will be increasingly less likely that new
polymers with high-volume applications will be devek
oped. The trend, instead, will be toward the synthesis
of new polymers with unusual properties and perform-
ance capabilities, particularly in high-stress environ-
ments. In addition, considerable emphasis will be placed
on-the development of polymeric composites, in which
the versatility of the composite structure can be used to
tailor products to varied applications. (See chapter 10.
"The Science of Macromolecules.")

Although product research in polymers will continue
to be important, it is clear that the overal? emphasis- will
shift to performing more process research than in the
past. The industry's emphasis on increased productivity,
improved materials yields; reduced energy consumption.
and increased automation certainly will apply to the poly-
mer segment. and a major part of the research effort in
this area will be committed to those objectives.

.The polymer industries will have their share.,tif en-
vironmental challenges. The finishes industry will devote
a major effort'to decreasing the solvent content *of firi-
ishes. High-solids enamels, water-based enamels, and
powder finishes.will be.the principal new products com-

- ing from this research. Work also will be concentrated
on reducing or eliminating suspected toxic substances
from polymer product formulations.

Agrichemicals

In spite of the increased demand for land for nonagri-
cultural uses. the more advanced countries have met their
needs for food and fiber with-the.aid of mechanization,
fertilizers, and crop protection chemicals. These-chem-
icals contribute to higher crop yields, better food quality,
and .enhanced food safety. Many agricultural industries
are sustained only through the use of chemicals that
control potentially devastating diseases. While these
products are of great benefit to society, their widespread
use has caused public concern about their effect on the
environment and human health. Undesirable features of
some products, such as concentration in the food chain.

have led to curtailment or outright banning. These con-
trasting factors will continue to provide the backdrop for
agrichemicals research in the 1980's. -

All plant growth, development, reproduction, and
fruiting are initiated by compounds produced- and 'cir-
culated within the plant. Some chemicals that regulate
plant growth are being sold now, but substantial research
in this area should lead to many useful new products in
the next decade. Growth promoters, defoliants to aid"
harvesting,, fruit ripeners, and fruit looseners are only
a few of the new kinds of plant growth regulants under
study.

The general toxicity of insecticides is "a major envi-
ronmental concern. Most commercial insecticides are
nerve poistms and to some extent they eliminate bene-
ficial as well as destructive insects. Many of these potent
compounds have' harmful, effects on humans, and it is

obv iously undesirable for applications of these chemicals
to spread into populated areas. One important research
objective continues to be the discovery and development
)f insecticides that are nonnerve poisons.

A promising new development for controlling plant
di.,ease is the use of biological agents, which are now
becoming commercially available.

Pheromones, the natural chemicals that insects use to
attract partners. for mating. offer a potentially valuable
tool for safer insect control. Research will continue to
focus on developing practical ways_to use these potent
but currently expensive compounds. Better understand-
ing.of insect biochemistry will lead to the discovery and
development of new insect control chemicals.

Despite improvements in pesticide safety, society will
continue to press for reduced use of pesticides and for
pesticides that do not persist in the environment. Indus-
trial research toward these objectives will continue to be
important.

Photographic Products

Fluctuations in the price of silver are leading most pho-
tographie manufacturers to intensify research efforts to
reduce or eliminate the use of silver halide as the light-
sensitive element in films. However, high-speed pho-
tographic films will continue jo use silver halide crystals
since no substitute has been found that has equal sen-
sitivity to light and equivalent image quality. Efforts to
reduce the silver halide content of current films will
accelerate.

Where high light sensitivity is not required,. research
will be aimed at non_ silvt.r systems, or at films with very
low silver content, including diazo, photopolymer, and
photochromic systems. In addition, films will be de-
signed that use, silver halide crystals in small amounts
to capture the images but use some lower cost material,
such as carbon, to provide optical density.

Photopolymer technology will be expanded to provide
films for use with projection and with.laser exposure.
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Extension to cameras and electronic exposure systems
should be a reality by 1985.

The-trend in research on imaging applications will be
toward electronic systems. For example. digital radiog-
raphyiis.being developed to achieve image quality in
X-ray applications through the use of sophisticated image
enhanceinent methods. In printing applications, both
electrostatic- and magnetic methods will be developed
That will eliminate the pollution and costs associated with
the use of ink. Electronic manipulation and storage of
color picture information in digital form will benefit frem
the accelerating developments in microcomputers. There
will be an increased use of lasers as essential components
of new systems in readout and imaging steps.

THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

The research-intensive portion of the pharmaceutical in-
dustry is directdd toward advances in therapy and pre-
vention of diseases, with an average of 9 percent of
corporate sales. invested in R&D activities. There are
'-veral factors that influence how these funds are spent.

First, the cost and time needed to develop a new drug
have escalated dramatically during the past 20 years,
with the average cost increasing from $1.3 million to
approximatelS! $50 million and the average time increas-

=ing fourfoldfrom twd to eight years. Economically.,
a company cannot support such an investment of its
resources without assurance of an adequate return. This
means that drug candidates must have a strong proba-
bility of demonstrating clear advantages over existing
compounds or of meeting significant unfulfilled medical
needs.

Traditionally. drug discovery has depended heavily
on screening thousands of compounds for biological ac-
tivity. The active compbunds were then chemically mod-.
ified until specific pharmacological properties were at-
tained. Refined through the years, this process produce/
large numbers of therapeutically significant drugs, even
though scientists often did not know how or why the
drugs worked.

In recent years, biochemical processes within the hu-
man cell, the structure and function of the cell surface
and its receptor molecules, the body's immune response
systems, and other biological mechanisms have been
elucidated, allowing researchers to design drug mole-
cules to perform specific functions with minimal side
effects.

The explosion of knowledge in biochemistry, molec-
ular and cell biology, immunology, and neurobiology
should result in a new era of drug discovery and devel-
opmentone in which drugs are targeted to interrupt a
specific disease process instead of simply treating its
signs and symptoms. The tools of the researcher also are
much improved. Better instrumentation allows more ac-
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curate measurements, Fiore sophisticated analysis of the
molecular structure of complex biochemical substances,
and faster, more accurate, and less expensive perform-
ance of repetitive, routine tests. This new environment
is an intensely interdisciplinary one in which the intuition
and skill of the chemist are combined with the knowledge
of biochemists, pharmacologists, and computer scientists
as well as other researchers in universities, industry, and
the government.

RESEARCH TRENDS

Major advances can be anticipated in a number of fields.
although not all of them-will be realized during the next
five years. One of the clearest trends is that the biological
sciences will play a pivotal role in drug discovery and
,development. The following_ paragraphs highlight some
areas undergoing rapid expansion, but space limitations
require that other important fields be omitted.

Developments in biochemistry have encouraged_ great-
er exploitation of enzymes as specific. targets for drugs.
The recent success in synthesizing angiotensin-
converting enzy me inhibitors as antilly pertensi% es is one
of the first examples of drug design based upon structural
and functional information on enzyme,. Efforts to iden-
tify, isolate. characterize. and develop inhibitors (or acti-
%ators) for enzymes crucially in% ol% ed in metabolism or
its regulation will increase. Corn entional enzy mological
studies frequently ha% e dealt with soluble. abundant.
extracellular enzymes. new efforts will deal'increasingly

ith those enzy Ines that are bound in membranes. are
present in % cry low concentrations. or occur in relati%cly

exotic life forms.
The use of radioactive ligands has permitted better

biological characterization of another class of drug
targetshormone and neurotransmitter receptors. 4The
word "receptor" refers to the specific chemical groupings
to which the ligands bind in order to exert their pharmaco-
logical effect.) The identification and characterization of
such receptors will permit increased understanding of
how hormones and neurotransmitters act and will permit
the design and construction of-specific, potent antagonists
(blockers) and .agonists (mimics). For example. little is
known about postreceptor events (those_occurring after a
substance is bound toits receptor) associated w ith recep-
tors for insulin, growth hormone. prolactin, parathyroid
hormone, and somatostatin. thus, the pathophysiology of
their receptors remains unelucidated. Such work almost
Lc.-tainly will be associated with studies of the mechanism
of transport processes. Alteration in membrane permeabil-
ities for. sodium, potassium, and calcium ions may well
underlie postreceptor eents associated with one or more
of the hormones indicated abo% c as well as w ith important
physiological processes in the cardio% ascular. gastroin-
testinal, renal. and nervous systems.
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It is anticipated that immunology will suggest novel
approaches to the diagnosis and treatment of important
animal and human health problems. Advances in the next
ten years will fall into two broad categories:

(1), technical advances which translate into better diag-
nosis and treatment; and

(2) conceptual advances which reveal novel approaches
to inhibit or stimulate immunological pathways, that
is, to control individual cellular events in thet gen-
erazion and expression of immune responses.

One example of the first is the combined use of bio-
logical engineering and the chemical synthesis of defined
antigens, which allows the creation of immortal-hybrid
cell lines that secrete a monoclonal antibody of precise
specificity. Such antibodies can be used:

(1) for the diagnosis of infectious,.endocrinological, and
neoplastic diseases;

(2) as reagents for the isolation and identification of
unique structures from natural sources; -and

(3)_ as therapeutic agents for the directed killing of tumor
cells, for example.

In the second category, an effort will be madr to
understand the regulation of humoral and cellular agents
that control the level and specificity of the immune re-
sponse. Such knowledge ,should provide the means to
control the signs and symptoms of acute and chronic
inflammatory processes resulting from this response.
such as asthma, psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis. Since
an immunological parameter has been implicated in a
majority of chronic degenerative diseases such as rheu-
matoid arthritis, modulators of the immune response
might disrupt the progression of the disease rather than
simply ameliorate symptoms.

Metabolic pathways will continue to occupy the at-
tention of scientists in the pharmaceutical industry. As
new compounds that are involved in important physio-
logical processes are isolated, it becomes crucial to de-
termine the routes of synthesised degradation as well
as to identify associated enzymes, For example, the re-
cent elucidation in the structure of SRS -A (slow-reacting
substance in anaphylaxis) should help to unravel the bio-
chemical events in asthma, and novel drugs for treating
asthma may result from compounds that interfere with
the synthesis, release, or degradation of SRS-A. The
study of metabolic pathways also may reveal unique
differences in the metabolisms of a parasite and its host
and suggest new targets in using drug therapy for par-
asitic diseases.

Neurobiology should produce some breakthroughs in
therapy during the next decade. The role pf biologically
active neuropeptides is clearly important, and the list of

such peptides is increasing rapidly. The potential therd-,
peutic implications of synthetic peptides will grow sub-
s.antially as additional active peptides arc isolated and
as peptide analogues resistant to proteolysis are synthe-
sized. The naturally occurring opiates (such as morphine) '
provide an excellent example of the potential therapeutic,
relevance of nonpeptide versions, of biologically active
peptidesin this case, the enkephalin-endorphin grovp
of miilecules. Molecules based upon the enkephalins may
lead to a family of potent, nonaddicting analgesics. In
addition to neuropeptides, neurotransmitter substances, .

their agonists and antagonists, and their roles in both
peripheral tissue and the central nervous system will
continue to provide novel targets for therapy.

Molecular biology and gene technology have shown
dramatic progress, with recombinant DNA technology,
in particular, being one of the most exciting and cnten-
tiilly productive areas in biomedical research. P ma-
ceutical applications of this technology include:

(1) the production of pdipeptides and proteins such as
human insulin. human growth hormone. and
interferon;

(2) the production of antigens for vaccine devellipment:
(3) increased yields of natural products such, as anti-

biotics; and
(4) liasic research in the regulation of gene expression.
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Although initial concern over the potential biological
hazards has- diminished, guidelines still need to be de-
veloped for production-scale processes. The first com-
mercial product probably will be human insulin.

There has been a great deal of excitement associated
with the testing of interferon,, an antiviral protein that
confers resistance to infection by a number of viruses.
It is being tested in certain viral infections. such as
chronic active hepatitis B and herpetic infections of, the
eye and the central nervous system. In addition, prelim-
inary trials against several forms of cancer have dem-
onstrated some limited activity; however, it is unlikely
that, interferon will be a "magic bullet" for curing can-
cer. The most tantalizing fact, which is of the greatest
scientific significance, is that interferon is active at all.
It appears to possess multiple biological activities, in-
cluding effects on cell multiplication, immunological.
defenses, and cancer cells, as well as antiviral activity.
Basic research on how it works may greatly expand our
knowledge of biological processes while providing new
models for drug design in these critical areas.

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS

Testing

The identification of an active compound is only the first
step in the long process, required before a drug is mar-



keted. Exterisie effort is expended in examining the
drug under in my conditions, determining the duration
of its activity, identifying and evaluating its metabolites,
studying its disposition in tissues, assessing its safety,
designing an economic process to produce it, and dem-
onstrating safety and efficacy in the target species. Ef-
forts are being made to develop new animal tests and to
create new animal test models that will help predict po-
tential therapeutic action in man.

Clearly. one of the major challenges facing the ethical
drug industry is'establishing that its products are both
effective and safe. The subtlest aspects of safety eval-
uation lie in the areas of mutagenicity, carcinoienieity,
and teratogenicity (that is. how a drug affects fetal de-
velopment). Because these subjects are little understood
and cannot be stud_ ied in man, a great deal of research
is directed toward their elucidation in tissuetilture and
animal models. Mutagenicity may be the best understood
of these subjects, because in vitro tests.have improved
our ability to evaluate mutagenic potential.

For ,arcinogenicity, . the problems are more complex
and safety evaluation is lesS certain, mainly because the
mechanisms of carcinogenesis are unknown. At present,
the carcinogenic potential cf drugs is tested in long-term
studies in mice and rats, which adds about three years
to the time required for safety assessment. However, the
results of these studieg are notalways conclusive as pre-
dictors of carcinogenic potential in man since there arc
Metabolic differences between rodents and man. In ad-
dition. the incidence of spontaneous tumors and other
pathological changes that are not related to drugs may
obscure drug-related results.

Teratugenic research has many of the same problems
as Larcinugeruuty. . Since teratogeniuty results from sub-
tle perturbations in embryonic development, the biolog-
kalliimhemiLal mechanisms remain obscure. Most cur-
rent industrial research on teratogenicity tests coMpounds
in animals and extrapolates these data to humans."

Very few compounds that possess therapeutic benefits
present no safety risk. The quantitative risk/benefit anal-
ysis of therapeutic compounds will continue to be em-
phasized in basic research and in -the development of

,improved methodologies for evaluating risks.

Metabolic Studies and Delivery Systems

In the area of drug metabolism, requests by regulatory
agencies for basic information on the toxicological sig-
nificance of metabolites and of biotransformation reac-
tions undoubtedly will increase. Studies will be required
that w.II reveal interactions between new chemical enti-
ties and known agents. It is anticipated that studies on
mechanisms of action, identification of reactive inter-
mediates. and characterization of the enzymatic, proc-
esses for metabolizing new drugs will be needed.

In the future, the dosing of drugs will be done more
preusely than at present. As the processes of absorption,
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distribution, metabolism, and excretion for pharmaco-
logical compounds are better understood, the dosage reg-
imen will be based upon sound phamacokinetic prin-

`ciples. To meet these specific regimens, controlled:
dosage systems, capable of more precise delivery of
drugs to the body, are being developed. For orally ad-
ministered dosage forins, control of the transit time of
the drug in the gastrointestinal iract will be preiequisite
to maintaining the minimal drug levels for prolonged
periods, particularly beyond 24 hours. Also, methods
for targeting drugs to specific tissues are being explored.

An area of increasing importance for the pharma-
ceutical Andustry that of devising economic and en-
vironmentally safe processq.. for $.ynthesizing com-
pounds. The challenges racing prgce,ss deVelopment have,
intensified dramatically during the past ten years and this
trend is expected to continue over the next tiecadc. Mo-.
lecular structures of new products -are more complex,
raw material and energy costs are increasing, and manu-
facturing plan' costs are growing steadily; all of these
factors combine to increase manufacturing and capital
costs.

Role of Computers

One of the most obvious methods of enhaaeing produc-
tivity and lowering costs is the effective use of computer
resources. In basic research, this includes molecular
modeling of new drugs, pattern recognition. storage, re-
trieval, and analysis of data, laboratory automation, in-
teractive graphics. and personal--computing. In devel-
opment, computers have been used in safety assessment,
in process control; in managing the vast information gen.
crated in preclinical and clinical studies, and in estab-
lishing a system to monitor adverse drug reactions. The
future trend will he toward distributed processing and
the gradual establishment of automated storage and re-
trieval of drug information.

MAJOR ISSUES

Government Regulations

Proposed congressional 7evisions to the Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act, as well as the rewriting of the Investi-
gational New Drug/New Drug Application (IND/NDA)
guidelines by the Food and Drug Administration, will
increase tile burden of the pharmaceutical industry in
complying with regulations. Although the full impact
cannot be assessed at this time, some proposals have the
potential for making research more expensive, for de-
creasing the incentive to innovate, for lengthening the
new drug approval process while easing the entry of
generic (untrademarked) products, and for driving more
research overseas. The absence of Consistent legishtive
and regulatory requirements throughout the world in-
qeases the need for harmonizing regulatory standards.
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Multinational Research.

A number of foreign countries are stimulating the local
development of high technology through accelerated de-
preciation for capital expenditures, additional tax de-
ductions for increased R&D expenditures, and pricing
advantages. As a result of regulatory and pricing incen-
tives, tax advantages, and market needs, U.S. companies
are establishing laboratories and conducting more clin-
ical research in those countries where they needto market
their products. This trend is encouraged by the disin-
centives of U.S. tax policy, which 'limit the credits for
foreign taxes paidby multinational companies.

An-analysis of the relative standing of the U.S. phar-
maceutical industry reveals that- there are no significant
differences in sales performance market Share, and sci-
entific achie'Vements among the top ten multinational
companies, Of*which five arebased in the United States.
During 1975-78, cumulative worldwide sales oldie top
ten companies increased by 8 to' 13 percent per year;
during-the same period, 9 -of then lost an average of 10
percent Of their share of the world market.

A study of the top 49 multinational pharmaceutical
companies, revealS what may be an emerging trend
namely, the increasing importance of the Japanese phar-,
maceutical industry. The breakdown-for the top 49 multi-
national drugcompanies;.With worldwide sales in 1978,
ranging from 5250 million to $1,0067Million and With
individual market -shares- .of 0.3 to 1.9 percent; is- as
follows: 22 United States, .10 Japanese, 7 West German,
4 British, 3 Swiss, 2 French, and -1 Italian. During the
years ,1975-78, worldwide sales of the ten Japanese com-
panies- increased from 30 to 60 pernent pet year per
company. Over the same period, their cumulative in-
crease in the world market varied from 25 to 100 percent.
Clearly, a continuation of this trend could have a signif-
icant impact on the future of the U.S.-based pharma-
ceutical industry.

Inflation and Profitability

Inflation has become a more significant factor than in the
past. For example, the cost of specialized chemicals,
animals, and supplies for R&D is increasing at a faster,
rate than the Consumer Price Index. Petrochemicals,

acewhich ace the starting substances for the production of
many drugs,(have increased-in price by 30 percent over
the past twelve months-alone. Laboratory animals com-
mand the highest price the market will bear; in the past
year, the prices for some species increased 20 percent
or more:The prices of specialized laboratory glassware
and other supply items .also have increased faster than
the Consumer Price Index. In addition, therapidly rising
cost of purchased medical services, including those pro-
vided by hospitals and physicians to support the clinical
development of new products, has had a major impact.
These factors can be countered only, ,through,cost control
and improved productivity.

3

PROSPECTS

The present eientific outlook for the pharmaceutical in-
dustry is optimistic. Scientists throughout the world have
made great strides in unraveling, biological mechanisms,
and application of this basic knowledge to the control
Of disease processes should occur during the next decade.
Moreover, industrial research is well equipped to per-
form the long, complex, and expensive steps required
in translating a -new drug discovery into a commercial
product.,

It is less clear, 'however, whether pharmaceutical re-
sOrch in the United States will continue in the longterm
to operate at the leading edge of science. That will de-
pend, in part, on the financial risks and rewards asso-
ciated with such R&D. Costs and time for drug devel-
opment have increased substantially and public policy
has encouraged competition, as opposed to innovation.
Two things are required if a substantial long` -term in-
vestment in mearch is to be sustained. The first is not
so much incentives as the absence of disincentives. The
second is reinforcement of the right to own inventions
for a limitedyeriod of time. Clearly, if government and
public policy are supportive in these respects, dramatic
lachievements can be anticipated'.

THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

RESEARCH TRENDS

The aircraft industry's research involves a _complex in-
termeshing of many disciplines. Its requiretnents are such
that expensive and lengthy technological refinements in
adaptation and in systems integration are necessary to
minimize any possible dangers or risks that are antici-
pated in unproved- new technology. Similarly, aircraft
manufacturing processes- and control systems place
heavy emphasis on improvements in productivity to
minimize recurring costs and program investment risks.
It is the fallout from both the requirements of aircraft
systems and the efforts, to minimize risks thit, in part,
makes the industry valuable as a." market for high -tech-
nology innovation and a source of adaptive innovation.
For instance, computer-controlled manufacturing using
aiqcraft wire harnesses has been adapted for automotive
prOduction, as have powered controls and, in recent
years, the lighter weight and more energy-efficient struc-
tural materials used in aircraft. Similarly, nondestructive
test and inspection procedures used by the aircraft in-
dustry have found widespread industrial applications.

CommerCial Technology

Today, the most significant needs and opportunities in-
volving Commercial aircraft research are to improve the
fuel efficiency of the basic airplane and its operating
environment. Research is aimed toward achieving,



through improved aerodynamics, a potential 25 to 40
percent increase in fuel, efficiency. This involves changes
in the basic configuration, wings, and airfoils of aircraft,
increases in surface smoothness, and other major de-
velopments, such as advanced boundary layer control
and fanprops.

Improvements of the aircraft's istructural efficiency
through ,thin-wall castings and increased use of lighter
weight materials-(composites and new alloys) also offer
'sizable gains: in fuel efficiency. The'research thrust over
the next five years 'will be to validate for commercial
applications the Structural integrity of potential innova-
tions. The greatest opportunities (and the greatest risks)
for reduction of structural weight lie with the non-
removable primary structures of the aircraft.

The technology required for optimizibg designs using
composites is so incomplete, however, that limited use
of its potential by U.S. manufacturers can be expected
over the next five years. The Europeans, in contrast,
have launched bold research programs to accelerate com-
posite applications.

Manufacturers of airframes and engines are conduct-
ing programs to improve propulsion efficiency by re
ducing the weight-of the turbofan engine and its specific
fuel, consumption through the use of lighter weight ma-
terials and optimized designs of inlet and exhaust sys-
tems, nacelles, and engine placement. The potential
gains may be offset, in part, by regulatory requirements
for noise and emission levels and by increased mainte-
nance costs.

Considerable fuel savings may be- realized by mini-
mizing ground burn and shortening the amount of time
spent in holding patterns. This requires incorporating
improvements into the air traffic control system, sched-
uling, and ground operations. The technology to avoid
nonproductivie burning of fuel is largely available to the
air transportation system today; however, its incorpo-
ration into the air and ground-side elements of the air
traffic control system is expensive and time consuming.

Research on alternative fuels for aircraft is receiving
little attention compared with extensive industry and
government 'efforts to maximize the fuel efficiency of
conventionally fueled aircraft; Incorporation of cry-
ogenic ,fuels (such as liquefied or solid methane and
hydrogen) into the air transportation system would pre-
sent formidable development costs in aircraft conversion
and ground-side logistics. At this time, a more desirable
route may be to produce synthetic jet fuel from alter-
native hydrocarbons. Extensive research is necessary,
however, to determine the long-term effects such fuels
may have on the engine and the environment.

Solid-state technology is receiving considerable atten-
tion, with the latest transport designs including digital
electronic systems for flight management and navigation
and situation displays provided by cathode-ray tubes.
These advances simplify cockpit instrumentation and im-

I
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prove safety, as well as fuel efficiency. Their application
to controlling load distribution will reduce structural
weight and improve aerodynamics.

Finally, the industry has incorporated computer -based
advances that integrate its technologies from research
and development' with its manufacturing technologies
and systems. Sikh integration offers a revolutionary im-
provement in the, quality and costs of aircraft design, as
well as in the recurring costs associated with manufacture.

Military Research

Excluding its fighters, the U.S. military inventory con-
tains, for the most part, aircraft whose airframe devel-
opment and initial production date back to the 1950's
and 1960's or earlier. .The nation's only strategic
bomber, the B-52, was developed in the late 19409s, and
the last delivery took place in 1962. The C-130 entered
military service in the early -1950's, and the,C-141 and
C-5A in the 1960's. With affe* exceptions, a similar
situation exists for the current inventory of helicopters,
,which are largely derivedfrom technology of the 1960's.

Later production runs improved some types of aircraft,
and a few have undergone costly modification programs
to extend airframe life or keep pace with changing mis-
sion requirements. Nonetheless, the technology of their
era represents an often serious compromise with the more
advanced technology of the military environment in
which they - operate today. This technological gap may
be even more serious as the ramifications of rapid de-
ployment forces' become better defined.

The aircraft industry's research outlook, therefore,
places heavy emphasis on improving the military effi-
ciency and the service life of the plane and its propulsive
system. For a number of types of aircraft, these im-
provers: nts will bring about efficiencies in aerodynam-
ics, structures, and propulsion similar to those previously
described for commercial aircraft.

A second area of focus will involve a greater refine-
ment and integration of the military-avionics subsystems.
These can improve crew efficiency in flight management
and boost the effectiveness of an aircraft's weapons and
defensive subsystems. There will also be increased re-,
/search on the "observables" of an aircraft's stealth char-
acteristics--its radar cross section and heat emissions,
for examplein order to inhibit detection of the craft
by enemy, sensors.

ECONOMIC TRENDS

Advances in technology are based on the premise of
economic return and the availability of investment cap-
ital. Advances in commercial aircraft in the United States
are feasible only if they provide a suitable refiiin on
investment to the manufacturer and customer alike. The
opportunities for profit and sustained research lie in
maintaining a competitive edge throughout a long pro-

J.
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duction program that may include incorporating contin-
uous incremental advances Into the product and initiating
major improvements to existing models, both of which
require sizable reinvestments. Over the lifetime of a suc-
cessful commercial program, the reinvestment factor
may, in fact, approximate the initial cost for develop-
ment. It should be added here that the long production
and testing times required for changes in.aircraft mean
that, as in the automobile industry,,federally mandated
changes are ,not instituted easily. An approach that em-
phasizes iterative government proposals and industry re-
sponses? such as that followed for regulations on aircraft
noise,. are likely to'be more successful in achieving in-
dustry compliance than regulations that are formulated
without any consideration of technical feasibility.

Market timing for new or improved products is critical
and depends on the readiness and confidence to apply
potential new technology. Without supportive federal
policy and possibly some federal funding, the technology
needed to hold the j.J.S. share of the market cannot be
applie0 in-a timely manner. Thus Tar, the industry has
maintained a competitive advantage in the world, market
by producing aircraft that are superior in cost, efficiency,
and quality. In current dollars, the aircraft industry leads
all other manufacturing Industries in its positive contri-
butions to the U.S. trade balance. The industry's World
position, however, may become uncertain as it faces
serious challenges from abroad, economic decline at
home, and a lack of cohesive .or consistent government
policy to deal with either.

.

Foreign Competition

As the research infrastructures of other nations began to
emphasize aerospace activity, the United States pursued
policies of contraction, a situation which essentially has
doubled the competitive momentum of foreign aircraft
research over the past decade. The full impact of these
counter directions will be seen in the years ahead.

The -role of an aerospace industry (particularly the
aircraft sector) in stimulating other high- technology ac-
tivities is now quite clear in Japan and the countries of
western Europe. In the late 1960's the European Eco-
nomic Community assessed its aeronautical future, rec-
ognizing that a unique strength of the American industry
was its ability to maintain proefuLlion runs of sufficient
volume and length to

expansion
the necessary economic

base and stability for expansion (for instance, it is not
udusual for a manufacturer,to require over 15 years of
production in an airplane prograM before reaching- the
break-even point). The Europeans acquired their fun-
damental research and elements Hof expansion through
government stimulation, joint ventures, and consortia.
Although several years behind the Europeans, Japan re-
cently has earmarked the aircraft industry as the leader
of its knowledge-intensive industries for the future.

These countries have linked national growth objectives
to their :aircraft industries and research inira-stru. ctures
and now represent a serious threat to U.S. aircraft mar-
kets. In 1977, foreign manufacturers had 4 percent of
the world commercial aircraft market. By the end .of,
1979, they had 30-perce:itapd U..S. manufacturers pro-
duced only 200 military aircraft for U.S. and allied armed
forces. The foreign share of the market for wide - bodied
aircraft, which contain the latest technology, increased
from 16 percent in.1977 to 36 percent in '1979.

Associated with the vigorous; challenge from abroad
is a growing U.S. dependence upon foreign technology
for state-of-the-art aircraft components such as electron-
ics and'opties. This is a further, indication of the declining
competitive state of 11S,..aircraft industry and- its pro-
ductive capacity as a whole. The scarcity of domestic
supplies of critical parts and components and-the long
lead time for their acquisition have affected 'production
capabilities already and threaten to stall the industry
should a vigorous rearmament program be instituted.

Research Ftinding

The aircraft industry generally builds on corporate
knowledge and the research programs of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department
of Defense, the Department of Transportation, other gov-
ernment agencies, universities, colleges, research insti-
tutes, and elements of the,supplier community. This re-
search provides a major portion of the theoretical seeds
which the industry refines and translates into specific
applications:The' continued instability and uncertainty
of research funding for these institutions may well impair
the long-term technological superiority of U.S. aircraft
if, in fact, this has not occurred already. The industry
needs viable alternatives for energy sources that can be
adapted for aircraft, as well as alternatives for its strategic
materials. Basic research is an essential first step to ob-
taining them.

THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

The automobile industry has undergone subStantial
changes in the past decade in response to government
mandates and changing consumer needs. Because to-
day's automobile is made up of over 15,000 individual
parts, many of which interact with each other at very
high speeds,. close tolerances, and high temperatures,
changes in one area require modifications elsewhere.
Making even small changes in automotive systems re-
quires massive investments in technical manpower and
facilities. It is not surprising then that innovations have
tended to be evolutionary in nature. For the next five
years, research will concentrate on such areas as changes
to meet environmental regulations, improvements in fuel
economy, more efficient internal combustion: engines,

1'



aerodynamics, advanced' and new propulsion systems,
safety, productivity, and the search for new materials to
meerthese needs.

RESEARCH TRENDS

Environmental Cotwerds

Research and development spending to meet safety,
emission, and fuel economy standards has grown until
it accounts for close to -half the R&D budgets of most
American automobile manufacturers. Research on gas-

eous engine exhaust s emissions will continue, with ,eln-
.

phasis on after-treatment systems that are more durable
and efficient. Closed-loop computerized engine con
will play a major role in this regard. Control of chtesel l

,particulates appeafs to be very difficult, however, and
much. work remains -to be done. At present, the :most

=

promising approach appears to be the use of traps or
filters that can, be regenerated by burning the trapped

particulates at appropriate intervals. Progres,s is needed-
on trapping efficiency and durability in the regeneration
cycle.

Emissions from manufacturing operations will con-
tinue to receive attention in the 1980's. The most promis-
ing avenue appears to be the development of paints and
coatings that use either Very small amounts of hydro-
carbon solvents (powder paints) or that use water as a
solvent. Much progress has been made to date. Solid
waste disposal research' will focus on paint sludge and
other byproducts that make poor or unacceptable landfill
Materials:

Noise is ago an environmental problem and research
will be continued to make quieter engines, improve noise
attenuation in exhaust systems, and produce quieter tire
tread patterns' (while preserving tire traction). Aerody-
namic noise, generated by fans, grills, window mold-
ings, and side-view mirrors, is being studied and, will
be reduced.

Fuel Efficiency

Our nation has had access to cheap energy since the
beginning of the Industrial Revolution. During most of
this time, gasoline has sold in the marketplace in the
United States at far below its real costs. This is the
environment in which the U.S. automobile evolved and
its patterns of use were established. As conventional
petroleu resources are depleted, these patterns must
change unless other suitable sources of economical en-
ergy can be developed. Liquid fuels from coal or oil
shale cannot be expected.to supplant a large fraction of
our petroleum needs in the next decade, even though
these distillates seem to be economically nearly com-
petitive. with today's world prices for petroleum products.

When synthetic fuels, including ethanol, do become
available, the.technology to make use of them will exist
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already, and continuing research will improve the effi-
ciency and adaptability of engines using such fuels.
Ideally, fuel refinement and engine design will be-op-
timized as a system to produce the maximum overall
efficiency. There may be additional restraints, however,
on some of these synthetic fuels, as mentioned in the
chapter -on transportation.

The' factors to which the fuel economy of a vehicle
are most sensitive are vehicle weight, the combined ef-
ficiency of the engine, transmission, and axle (the poWer-
train efficiency), and aerodynamic's. Vehicle weight re-
duction has been used as the most effective route to fuel
conservation. This can be done by making the vehicle
smaller, by making it from lighter weight materials, by
more efficient structural design, or by some combination
of these. A dramatic shift in the size of vehicles in the
American market has taken place already and,'from tl
appearance of the market trend, this shift will, continue.

More than half of the engine power of a typiCal
American car traveling at 50 miles per hour is used to
overcome aerodynamic drag. This factor, however;, is
very sensitive to the -speed of the vehicle. Improved
aerodynamics may permit fuel\ economy improvements
of up to 10 percent in the 198ds.

A significant change in the automobile in the 1970's
was a rapid growth in the use of electronics and integrated
circuit devices. This was brought about by the need for
better engine controls to improve fuel economy and con-
trol emissions. The 1980's certainly will see this continue
even more rapidly as closed-loop fuel controls and com-
puter-controlled exhaust treatment, systems are em-
ployed. The introduction of electronic or computer con-
trol systems, with sophisticated integrated circuit designs,
may well be the most dramatic innovation in automotive
technology for the 1980's.

Research on- more efficient transmissions, lubricants,
-fans, tires, air conditioning, ...nd other accessories will
produce still further gains in fuel economy in the next
decade. Regenerative braking will receive greater atten-
tion. Research and development of a variety of other
alternative engines and power systems will continue but,
at this time, it appears that the diesel engine offers the
best fuel economy.

Not to be overlooked are the fuel economy gains to
be achieved through better road and street layout, better
traffic control, and an energy-conscious driving public.
In the short run, we have no choice but to use our pe-
troleum products with greater efficiency.

Materials

More research and development are needed to accelerate
the use of alternative lightweight materials. Automobiles
are sold at S2--$3 a pound, they are made at rates of tens
of thousands per day, and they must last for more than
a decade. These facts establish the three most important
criteria for the materials used in their manufacture. These
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materials must be economical, they Mast be easy to form,
machine, and assemble at high speeds, and they must
be durable. Much work has been diverted to the search
for materials with such characteristics, and.it will con-
tinue through the 1980's and beyond. High-strength,
low-alloy steels, aluminum, and magnesium are already
in Use, replacing mild steel in metal bars, sheets, and
castings. Polymers are used extensively, and the use of
reinforced plastics will grow as economics,and produc-
tion cycle times improve.

Materials scarcity in the form of interrupted supplies
may characterize the 1980's and beyond. Recycling ca-
pOility is a must. Most metals are readily recycled with
current technology, but much work is needed to develop
Inekhods for the segregation, recycling, and use of plas-
ticaNand polymers from scrapped automobiles.

Other materials find their way into the automobile in
smakamounts. Chromium, nickel, antimony, and tin are
eicatimles. Platinum, rhodium, and palladium serve as
exhaust catalysts. The worldwide availability of most of
these materials is very uncertain. In the 1980's, research
will continue on the question of nonnoble, metal cata-
lysts. Efforts also- will continue to find better catalyst
support materials,'corrosion-resistant-coatings, more du-
rable paints, high-temperature structural ceramics, and
a lighter replacement fo window glass. In short, ma-
terials will: be a dominant area of research in the auto-
mobile industry in the 1980's. Electronics, computers,
and manufacturing methods also will receive intense
attention.

Safety

Much progress has been made in the 1970's in improving
the crash protection provided by the automobile. A better
understanding of the behavior of the human body in
trauma situations has been most important in this regard.
Research on the dynamics of the human body will con-
tinue, as will- research on more protective automobile
structures, particularly in side impact accidents. The
search goes on for more convenient and effective restraint
systems suitable for papsengers of all- ages and config-
urations. AlthOugh all new large and small automobiles
meet the federal motor vehicle safety standards, which
include withstanding a mph frontimpact into a fixed
collision barrier, field data indicate that, when small
vehicles are involved in accidents, serious injury and/or
fatalities are more likely to occur to their occupants than
those in large cars. This increased risk is primarily a
result of momentum transfer becauselpere is less impact-
absorbing material in the front of small cars.

Safe highway and road design has made progress, but
more research is necer;sary. Improvements in highway
durability and better repair techniques are required. Ve-
hicle handling and drive controls will improve. Better
driver training, particularly in developing skills that take
full advantage of a vehicle's capabilities in avoiding ac-

,
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cidents, would improve the safety record. The problem
of the drinkir driver also needs more attention.

Productivity

The next decade will see many developments directed
at improving the productivity of manufacturing opera-
tions and the quality of the product. Automated systems
to improve product quality and manufacturing produc-
tivity will receive much attention. Computer-controlled
robots. that possess vision and other senses will come
into use for assembly and inspection as they.are devel-
oped and improved. Computer control and scheduling
of worldwide materials and component sourcing, assem-
bly, and distribution will develop in the 1980's. With
these developments will come an increasing challenge
to work toward unifying standards and regulations on a
global basis in order to reduce unnecessary impediments
to worldwide commerce.

ENERGY

TRENDS IN ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Energy supplies and costs in the near-term future will
affect not only the day-to-day operations of U.S. indus-
tries but also the nature and direction of the research
these industries undertake, as well as the overall state
of the economy. For these-reasons, the following dis-
Cission reviews briefly- the currerit fiffe of energy. re-
search and development in the United States. This is
admittedly a vast subject, and there is space here for
only an indication of some general trends. While the
federal government has consolidated into a Department
of Energy (DOE) much of the research that a decade ago
was scattered among such agencies as the National Sci-
ence Foundation, the Bureau of Mines, and the Atomic
Energy Commission, research in the private sector is still
characterized by wide-ranging, diverse, and sometimes
competitive approaches. Traditionally, the- manufactur-
ing and natural resource industries have funded and per-
formed most of the R&D associated with energy pro-
duction, but the vast increases in overall national funding
levels for energy R &D; estimated as a 3.4-fold-increase
in real level of effort in the 197Q's, pave attracted other
participants, notably aerospace companies. These have
been joined by small, newly established firms building
solar equipmer and other forms of energy supply and
conversion equipment.

Some integrated energy companies have begun to
emerge recently, with oil companies, for example, di-
versifying into everything from coal mining to electric
motor controls and nuclear fuel fabrication; on the whole,
however, the energy industries are not well defined. This
makes it difficult to discuss common trends in energy
research in industry. For,instance, petroleum geologists,
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developers of solar cells,,and builders of electric gen-
erating equipment scarcely spc.ik the same technical lan-
guage ancl,vittil recently, they certa.iily. did not consider
themselves colleagues working togethel with.a common
objective. lii.a time when the funding of energy R&D
has escalated a-Imostsas rapidly as the price of oil, a wide

n
specthim of technical talent has been hurriedly mobilized
to confront a major national dilemma. It is not surprising
that no consensus has emerged yet about the roles of the
various technical approaches.

Historically, the position of the federal government
has been to call for R&D on all available energy options.
To some extent, this was a tenable position if the problem
were viewed as sufficiently long range that R&D, rather
than rapid implementation, was the appropriate strategy.
(For example, in DOE's present $3.1 billion R&D
budget, funds for nuclear fission are comparable to funds
for fossil energy, and solar, conservation, and environ-
mental research all have large budgets.) Until now, it
has prbved quite possible to satisfy both nuclear advo-
cates and solar advocates by continuing the funding for
breeder reactor development while starting new large
programs in such areas as solar thermal power plants,
photavoltaics, and ocean thermal energy conversion. The
long-range nature of these technologies was not panic-
ular:y disturbing in the years from 1974 through 1978,
when energy prices were largely stable and energy short-
ages seemed short term.

In .1979-and-1980,-a-major-change-occurred. Thelra-
nian crisis brought back energy shortages in the form of

,gasoline lines. All energy prices soared, highlighted by
an almost 60 percent increase in the price of gasoline at'
the pump in a one-year period. Finally, inexorable in-
flation resulted in calls for budgetary restraint and, in
March 1980, this was translated into a proposed 'cut of
14 percent in the DOE budget. A dramatic change in the
nation's perception of its energy problem means that we
may have to narrow.our options and make some tough
choices.

Many advocates of specific technological approaches
still consider the evolution from experiment to pilot plant
to demonstration plant as the usual course of events for

their projects, but the next five years probably will be
filled with controversy and change for energy science
and technology. Some programs must be discontinued;
already, the continuance of such a politically popular
program as the Solar Thermal Central Receiver Pilot
Plant at Barstow, California, is in doubt. The sorting out
of technical ,options in energy during the next five years
will not alWays seem /sensible, since social, political,
and economic pressures may sometimes prove stronger
than technological considerations.
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changes. However, science and technology will play an
important role in implementing or evaluating the Lon-
sequences of such policies. For example, implementation
of marginal pricing schemes for electricity has inv+ed
not only experiments on customers' reactions to new
tariffs but R&D on new communication and met ring
hardware. A decade ago, electric and gas utilities Ivel'e
not research intensive; in 1969, their funding of R&D
amounted to only $50/million, about 0.2 percent of their
revenues. It was accepted practice for the suppl4r to
carry out the necessary and often extensive R&D ori;new
equipment. This situation changed in the early 1970's
and was accelerated in 1972 with the formation 01. the

Electric Power Research Institute, followed by the+ Gas

Research Institute five years later. iThe inullistry

as a whole now spends $700$800 million per year on
R&D.

The energy demand growth rate has changed rapidly
from the 4.2 percent per year of the 1960's to the 1.5
percent per year of the1970's; orders for nuclear reactors
fell within a few years from about 10,000 megawa is of

orders per year to about the same number of- cancella-
tions; government energy R&D expenditures have glared
by as much as 60 percent in a single year. This sqrt of
volatility in objectives and driving forces will continue
to characterize U.S. energy, even though the strature
and products of the energy industry will change relat vely
slowly.

TOPICS IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

A large number and variety of R&D programs are heing
pursued by U.S. energy industries. They include;

Oil and gas exploration, drilling, fracturing, and en-
hanced recovery; transport; oil rehing.
Coal mining equipment and system, coal, cleaning,
coal transport, fluidized bed combustion. .
Shale oil, oil sands, heavy oils, underground coal gas-
ification, unconventional natural gas.'
Systems to generate electricity from coal, including
combined-cycle integrated gasification, fuel jeffs,
magnetohydrodynamics; flue gas cleaning; ga.ified
coal.
Direct and indirect liquefaction and gasification of
coal.
Nuclear reactor safety and reliability, nuclear fuel
technology, breeder reactors, uranium enrichment,
reactor instrumentation and operation, nuclear %;vaste

processing and storage.
Automotive engine technology, steam and ga tur-

There been a shift toward shorter term R&D al-
ready, and an R&D emphasis itself has been overlaid
with. an emphasis on nontechnological policy options
such ag. building up oil reserves or inducing Trice

bines, ek-Cific vehicles.
Electricity transmission and distribution, energy storage.
Heating and ventilation technology, gas and electric
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Solar heating, solar electric generation, 'photovoltaic
technology, wind energy, passive solar building de-
Sign, biOmass energy.
GeOthermal energy.
Magnetically confined fusion, inertial fusion.

.1-1ydrogen as a fuel.
'Environmental considerations associated with energy,
including acid rain effects, carbon dioxide buildup,

- health effects of ionizing radiations.

Thii listing includes only defined energy production and
conversion technologies, the frameworklor most industry
and DOE programs. More `research on such subjects as
fuel Chemistry, high-temperature materials, the physics
and chemistry of the atmosphere, biochemical processes,
heat transfer, and corrosion and wear is needed to rein-
force the largely applied emphasis of much of the work
Under why. Beyond this, continuing strong programs in
plasma physics, in geOphysics, in solid-state -physics,
and in other disciplines are needed for new energy op-
tions for the future. ;

There are many;difficult, unresolVed quOtions in en-
ergy technology. A typical question involves the relative
merits of gas-cooled nuclear reactors andllight-water re-
actors. In thel,United States, the gas reactor has not been
able to overtake the massive commercial lead of the light-
water reactor, although it still has advocates who are
convinced that it is superidr in performance and safety
potential. In..the United KingdotrLdebate_between, the
two reactor types rages fiercely; in the past, nuclear de-
-velopment in that country has been somewhat impededl
as a result.

Ekamples of unresolved questions of a similar nature,
are:

Direct versus indirect/coal liquefaction.
Fixed, fluidized, entrained, and molten bath coal
gasification.
The appropriate trade-off between energy conservation
in buildings and indoor air pollution (from carbon
monoxide, radon, etc.).

Beyond these difficult technical questions, there are
questions-about-the-best-ways-to obtain-thc-answers-.Is---
it necessary, for example, to build and test, at the dem-
onstration plant level; all of the approaches to coal lique-
faction, or can some judgment be made on the basiS of
pilot plant experience plus analysis? This question is
being debated currently in regard to solvent refining.
Present plans are for two deMonstration plants to be`buili
but, with other technical questions, this could prove an
unacceptably expensive answer.

1

influenced by legislative and regulatory initia-
tives. Several technological options, such as gasohol,
solar s..ater heating, and minihydro, are being stimulated
by taxes and other incentives nosy built into legislation.
The case of gasohol is especially significant, since sev-
eral studies in 1979 cast doubts upon the ability of al-
xohol from grains to produce more energy than was con-
sumed in the production process. Nevertheless, in 1979,
it was a pdpular and fast-growing program, with much
congressional supi5ort, since it addressed a potential
grain surplus, offered decentralized energy production
to a minor,extent, seemed to provide an additional gas-
oline supply visible to consumers at the,pump, and pro-
vided an avenue for farm self-sufficiency in fuels.

There were five significant legislative , tnd regulatory
initiatives in 1978-80 that have consequences for energy
science and technology in the next five years:

(1) Funding of $20 billion was authorized for synthetic
fuels; rof this almost $18 billion have been appro-
priated, with authorization to apply for $68 billion
in 1984.

(2), The Energy Mobilization iBoard was an attempt to
expedite the construction of priority energy projects
of allikinds, but it has been deferred indefinitely.

(3) The windfall profits tax will remove funds from, the
oil companies, some of Which would have been spent
for advancing petroleum science and technology;
and-give them-to the federal government, where it
now appears that much of it may, be spent for other
purposes.

i(4) Energy performance standards for new buildings,
if they are approved, will call for considerable re-
ductions in the energy consumption of new resi-

-dential and commercial buildings, With conse-
quences for construction, heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning technology.

(5) The National Energy ConServation Policy Act, by
making conservation an option that must beconsid-
ered on the same basis as additions to capacity by
electric utilities, will slow growth and hence may
slow the adoption of -new generation technologies.
At present, some utilities are making interest-free
loans to consumers for conservation projects; they
are, in effect, in the strange .position of paying their
customers not to buy their product, even though it
is abundantly available and its price is not rising
faster than inflation.

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FACTORS

The progress of energy science and technology in the
United States has been, and will continue to be, pro-

1

A-WORLD PERSPECTIVE

No other country has the resources to maintain as wide-
spr...ad an energy R&D program as the United States. As
a result, there has been more specialization overseas on



hnological options considered appropriate to specific
tional situations, such as the bree er reactor in France,
e United Kingdom, the U.S.S.RIIand Japan; solarand
°thermal energy in Japan; and coal conversion in West
rmany and South Africa. Multinational collaboration

1
v a the establishment of specialized-R&D fa0.:ties,Isuch

j a CERN (Centre Europeen pour la Recherche NuclOaire)

i i Switzerland- for fusion and high-energy physics,, is
sol a feature.
As a result, technological development in some energy
eas is- more advanced outside the United States than
side. The most conspicuious example is,breeder reactor
chnalogy, exemplified lv the 1,206-MegaWatt Super
hepix reactor well advanced' in construction in France

ad the 600-megawatt breeder reactor that has just started'
operation in the U.S.S.R. Nuclear fuel reprocessing,

ich has been under a cloud in the United States be-
cause of a national concern for proliferation, is being
pursued actively in the United Kingdom, France, Japan,
and elsewhere. The U.S.S.R. has proceeded with the
development of magnetohydrodynarnics and high-volt-
age electrical .transmission more aggressively than has
the United States; the United Kingdom had, until re-
cently, an ambitious program of wave energy develop-
ment; Germany and the United Kingdom are ahead of

3

the United States in automating underground coal mining
and developing new mining equipment such' as longwall
miners.

Some of these technologies may not:be appropriate
for the United States; in fact, some, like the wave power.
initiative, seem not tb.be appropriate anywhere. How-
ever, U.S. participation in multinational energy R&D
projects undoubtedly will increase in the next'five years.
Both Japan and Germany are participating in the devel-
opment of solvent-refined coal in the United States, while
this country, via the International Energy Agency, is
participating in a demonstration of pressurized, fluidited
bed combustion of coal in- the United Kingdom. The
United States, West Germany, and the United Kingdom
also have worked together in a methanization project in
Scotland. .

. Many U.S. energy industries are multinational cor-
1

ipOrations and represent a conduit by which overseas en-
ergy deVelopments reach the United States. For example,
the SoUth African experience in producing synthetic fuels
from coal could become available in the United States,
subject to suitable licensing, because a U,,S. engineering
company designed and built the latest plants there.

On the implementation side, another trend that may
accelerate in the next five years is the formation'of multi-
natior al ,consortia or new companies to handle major
energy ;construction projects. Large -hydroelectric-proj--
ects developed in Africa and South Amenca.in the past
decade have been handled in this way, ands similar ar-
rangements maybe needed for nuclear projeCts to ensure
a viable world nuclear reactor construction ;industry.

i
i
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CONCLUSION

While the national picture of energy R &D has shoWri
some encouraging signs, it is still characterized forthe
most part by uncoordinated approaches in thei and
public, sectors. Of necessity; the next decade in energy
research and development will be one of hard choices
between competing technological options. Some choices
have been made already: research on some coal lique-
faction and gasification proFesses has stopped, for ex-
ample, and some of the less plausible nuclear reactor
alternatives are no longer b'eing explored. While selec-
tion is essential, a- hurried and premature assessment of
performance and- economics may lead to choosing a
seemingly optimum system that in the end no one will
be willing to make or sell.

There are also dangers in the push for rapid commer-
cialization. In the few years that a large federal energy
effort has existed, there has been a marked shift away
from long -term research toward short-term results. The
consequence has been a decline in radically new ideas,

and even a decline in the applied research essential to
ensure the success of existing projects. The next decade
will see a continuous fight to preserve valuable, long-
term exploratory research in energy. One criterion that
might be useful in setting policy is determining the de-
gree to which the research could bring completely new
energy resources into existence.

One problem thaf-haslet.to be faced in the- selection
and commercialization of energy research options is the
probleM of low groWth. For example, there-are some
interesting innovations in oil refining technplogy but, if
no new U.S. refineries are needed, these innovations will
be slow to appear in practice. The automobile. manufac-
turers and the building industry will not be much inter-

ested in investing_in new technology for ;improving en-
ergy efficiencies at a time when they areltrying to stave
off bankruptcy. The electric ut:lities accepted new tech-
nology eagerly while electricity use was growing at 7
percent per year but, with peak loads now growing very
little, they must deal with a reduction ip demand when
their planning was based on increasedigrowth.

Choices in energy science and technology will be-pro-
foundly influenced by the availability;of capital. All new
energy supply options are very capital intensive and, as
a new energy project like the proposed Alaskan gas pipe-
line proves, putting- together a great deai of capital can
be a long, uncertain process. Partnerships and consortia
likely will become the main route for sharing the capital
burdennot just partnerships to/build new energy- fa-
cilities, but partnerships for Recoand not just indus-
triaLconsortiabut_partnership_sLinvolving universities,

r.

governments, and overseas interests as well.

In the short space of a decade, energy has become
of central concern to U.S. society. There will be no
relaxation in the next decade. Defining the best research
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options, collecting technical teams of appropriate size
and experience, 'and finding the 'proper institutions and

incentives for commercialization_ are all challenges for
the 1980's.

Summary and Outlook

Although there are some marked differences among the
industries reviewed here, there are also some common

'trends and problems.
Basic research has constituted almost a constant frac-

tion of the nation's R&D effort for the past 20 years,
taut the focus of effOrt has shifted away from industry
toward universities and colleges. In the long run, this
shift may be beneficial because the product of academic
,research will be available to a broader spectrum of in-
dustry than would industry-generated proprietary re-
search. Adequate funding is essential to carry on this
important activity.

Hov/ever, industry cannot forgo all basic research. In
many cases, academic research may not relate to an in-
dustry's specific field of interest, or the cog of such
research might far exceed the financial capacity of an
academic institution. Finally, tiv:re can be an important
interplay between research activities in the university
and those in industry that could be beneficial to both.

Rising energy costs will affect almost all industries,
not least the energy-producing 'industries' themselves.
The automotive and aircraft industries already.have mod-
ified their products to increase fuel efficiency, as well
as to reduce energy used in production. The choice of
processes in the chemicayndustry is influenced by en-
ergy costs. In contrast, rising energy prices have created
a new market in the electronics industrythat of engine
controls. Indications are that research in this area will
continue.

Increased competition from abroad has affected U.S.
industry already and will continue to do so. The success
with which this challenge is met will depend not only
on the- economic and political climates in the United
States but on the strength and vitality of the U.S. R&D
effort and on the success with which U.S. industries use
technology developed abroad. In the energy sector, for
instance, it is expected that U.S. participation in multi-
national energy R&D will increase in the next five years.
The stimulation by foreign governments of their aircraft
industries, .combined with U.S. policies leading to con -
traction,-has resulted in a serious threat to U.S. aircraft
markets. The auto induStry has felt this competition for
some time, 'as has the electronics industry in the area of
consumer_productsThe_cheinicaLindustry_ expects_ la
encounter increasing competition -from western Europe
by the end of the decade. It is interesting to note that,
at a time when several of the other industrialized nations
are setting up direct R&D support for industry, at the

I

recent Tokyo round of trade negotiations the United
States committed itself not to subsidize industrial R&D.

Federally mandated changes affect all industries. In
some; meeting such changes not only requires an in-
creasing share of the R&D budget but it also is resulting
in a concentration on short-term rather than long-term
research. In industries that are both capital intensive and
produce -a highly complicated product, such as an au-
tomobile or airplane, changes are not made easily. They
involve redesign and testing of more than one part and
often major capital expenditures. In many caseS, the
funds for such .changes are not readily available and mus'.
be obtained from budgets that are already constrained.
Standards that specify an end without considering the
means often fail to achieve compliance. On the other
hand, in industries such as the chemical industry, where
a variety of means are available, regulations often specify
the control technology rather than the result. There is a
real need for an increased government-industry dialogue
to consider both the results desired and the technological_
options available before final,, standards areset.

Productivity increases will become more important in
both capital-intensive and labor- intensive industries. But
such increases inevitably involve increased capital
spending since they call for the replacement of existing
facilities in the first case and the installation of labor-
saving equipment in the second. As mentioned previ:
ously, such funds are in short supply. It is worth noting
that recent increases in the productivity rates of 'West
Germany, France, and Japan far exceed those of the
United States. The overall productivities of these coun-
tries may surpass that of the United States by the end
of the decade.

The government has recognized the returns generated
-through-R&D by supporting an increased national R&D
effort. However, in the most recent revision of the11981
budget, the proposed funding, when regarded as a frac-
tion of GNP, has reverted to about 1980 levels. A number
of proposed initiatives for industrial innovation have
been severely curtailed. While there seems to be a com-
mitment in principle to keeping U.S. industry at the
leading edge of j2&D, such cuts, combined with the

.problems outlined above, do not promote an optimistic
view -.- In_ contrast,- X&D-investment -by other -countries
is becoming an increasing share of their gross national.
products. Finally, industrial effort is shifting away from
long-term research and from basic and applied research
toward development. These trends seem to indicate that

3 `'`)4.



little progress has been made in reversing the downward
drift of the R&D effort in the United States, which is
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declining in relation to the efforts of the other major
developed nations.
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Fuel Science and Technology

INTRODUCTION

Extensive use of fuel is an integral part of our industrial
civilization. In the last century, the sources of fuels and
the technologies for using- them have undergone great
changes, determined by the available fuel supplies, the
pressures of population growth,.demands for higher liv-
ing standards, and advances in sr 'ence and technology.
Equally great changes are fore for future.

Probably the most important such changes are those
implied by the expected decline in the availability of
petroleum and natural gas, our,dominant fuels. The ob-
vious replacements for these fuels are this country's huge
coal and oil shale deposits, as Well as biomass in the
forms of agricultural and forestry wastes and special
energy crops. However, because so many of the potential
applications require liquid or.gaseous fuels, these-solid,
fuels will need to be converted to synthetic liquid' and
,gaseous ,fuels on larger and larger scales as time goes
on. This chapter describes the state of the technology for
doing so, indicates some important areas for scientific
research, and diScusses some economic, environmental,
and social uTilAications.

Some historical perspective can be gained from Table
I. In 1850, wood accounted for more than 90 percent
of the nation's fuel; coal provided most of the rest. Ex-

o,

cept for small amounts of whale oil and other animal and
vegetable oils used for illuminations all fuel was in solid
form, with its inconvenience and high air pollution levels
and the thermal inefficiency, attendant 'upon )mbustion
equipment of the day. By 1900, petroleum, natural gas,
and hydroelectric power were making small contribu-
tions to tl'e national fuel supply, but about 90 percent
of the fuel used was still in the solid form.

After 1900, the proportion of solid fuels in the fuel
supply declined rapidly. By 1975, they contributed oniy
22 percent ar I were used mainly for generating elec-
tricity and industrial steam. Oil and gas 'supplied 73
percent of the total. This predominance reflected in part
the abundance and ToWcost of petroleum and natural
gas. Of equal importance, however, went their ease of
handling and the low cost and high performance of home
heating units, airplanes, automobiles, and other end-use
equipment.

Some perspective on the implications of these con-
sumption statistics for future fuel supplies is afforded by
one current estimate of recoverable fossil fuel reserves
and resources, shown in Table 2.

il-and-g as-con su mpt I 979-totaled-ST-quad-
rillion (57,000,000,000,000,000) British thermal units
(Btu) per year. Since the estimated ultimately recover-
able resources of natural gas and oil amount to only
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Table I-Annual Consumption of Fuels in the United States. in Quads (10's Btu)

rear Wood
_

'Coal
Natural Gas

and Oil

Total Energy
Consumption

(Includes Hydro.
Nuclear. Etc.)

Total Energy
Supplied by
Solid Fuels

(Percent)

1850 2.1 0.1 0.0 2.3 100

1875 2.9 1.4 0.0 4.3 100

1900 2.0 7.0 0.5 9.9 91

1925 2.0 15.0 5.7 23.0 72

1950 1.2 13.0 19 5 35.0 57

1975 0.8' 16.0, 56.0' 77.(1' i2

1979 1.0 15.1, 57.0" 78.2 21

U.S. Energy Supply Prospects to 2010. Washington. D.C.: National Academy of Sciences. 1979.

l'Peat Draws Attention as Hydrocarbon Source." Chemical and Engineering Nehs, November 7. 1977.

,ttorahly Energy Resiew, Washington. 17 C.: U.S. Department of Energy. DKr* Information Administration. May 1980.

Source: Adapted from H. C. nand and 7. B. Ilossanlaew Energy Techno logs. Cambndge. Mass M.I.T. Press. 1971. p, 4,

about 17 years' supply, the need for importation, con
servation, and substitution of other resources is apparent.
(The United States, in fact, iinp-orts about half its oil
today, largely from regions deemed to be unreliable sup-
pliers for the long term.)

Some estimates of ultimately recoverable resources
can be viewed as underestimates. Large quantities of
natural gas, for example, are believed to be prgsent in
the geopressured brines of the Gulf coast and in certain
low-permeability formations. Large-scale extraction of
these deposits may be economically attractive in the fu-
ture; however, they must compete with syltihetic gas
from coal. And, similarly, the-oil shale resource esti-
mates of Table 2 omit the very large deposits OfDevonian
oil shale in the eastern and midwestem United States,
because extracating oil from these shales will be difficult
and costly. In the long term, however, they will probably
become important resources. Tar sands resources in the
United States are smaller and. more difficult to process
than those in Canada; however, this could be of future
importance.

Table 2-Fossil Fuel Reserves and Resources in the United States

Heat of Combustion. in Quads

Ultimctely

Recoverable Recoverable

Mineral Reserves' P.ctources'

Natural Gas 230 500
Oil' 200 470
Oil Shale ' 13.000

Peat- 71:X11 1,4001

Coal 6,000 72,000
Tar Sands 30' 100'

Knossn resources. economicAlLextractabk with Imes ailing technologies

4Reiencs and all oiler deposits linossn or belicsed to be economically extractable.
"No resene estimates are g,isen for oil stale because connuercial exploitation has not yet

taken place

"Peat Drasss Attention as Hydrocarbon Source." Chemical aid Engineering reu. s, Nowmber

7. 1977
'References vary. entries represent aserage %alum-

Source. Adapted from LS. Erste* Supply Prospeat to 2010. R adungton. D C.. National

Academy of Sciences, 1979, p. 4

Biomass, or plant matter, might also make important
contributions to future fuel supplies. Estimates of the
magnitude of the contribution vary widely, depending
to a considerable extent on judgments about the amount
of agricultural and forest land that carybe dedicated to
fuel crops. Table 3 gives one estimate,'a "national com-
mitment" scenario for the year 2010, of 8.8 quads. Since
total energy consumptiOn estimates' for that year range
from 70 to 100 quads or more, this contribution might
be 10 percent of the 'total. Here again, the starting ma-
terials are solids that would need to be converted to gas
or liquid fuels for many uses.

Although there is much judgment and guesswork in-
volved in such estimates, they do illustrate the need to
shift emphasis from petroleum and natural gas to other
resources.

The world's ultimately recoverable oil resources are
roughly estimated at about 10,000 quads, or 20 times
the amount of U.S. oil resources.' However, growth in
world oil demand and the increasing difficulty of adding
to reserves have resulted in the rate of oil production
exceeding the -rate of. discovery of new reserves since
1970. While increases in world oil prices have brought
about increases in drilling activity, the drawdown of
reserves will probably continue irreversibly. This will,
ofcourse7limit-the supply.of oil-available forImportation_
and. accelerate the development of alternative energy
sources throughout the world.,

Table 3-Biomass as Source of Fuel in the United States Estimated
s 0 for the Year 2010

Source Quads Per Year

Municipal-Waste- L9
Agricultural Waste 3.5

Energy Crops 3.4

Total 8.8

Source. C.S. Energy Supply PrOSPC 2010 Washington, D-C: Vatio I Assdemy

Sciences. 1979. p. 172.



importation of gas in the United States and in the rest
of the industrialized world is expected to grow. While
the prospects for future as discoveries are-better than
those for oil discoveries, much of the new gas will be
found-in -areas-remote .from_major..industrial..markets.
The lack of transportation facilities will present a major
barrier to the development of those resources. Even if
the transportation system is expanded widely, resource
limitations probably will limit output of natural gas in
the not distant future.

Coal is expected to become more important world-
wide. The United States has about 25 percent of the
world's estimated-coal resources and reserves. Approx-
imately 90, percent of the world's coal is held by the

-United States, the Soviet Union, China, -and Australia.
Resource limitations will not present a-serious problem
for many decades, and coal presents a major opportunity
for world trade.

The world's largest oil shale deposits are believed-to
be in the United States. Brazil, and Australia. Exploi-
tation of this resource will help reduce oil imports, al-
though exploiting it more than is necessary to serve do-
mestic needs is unlikely.

Rapidly increasing oil and gas prices and decreasing
world resources will result in slow but major changes
in fuel use through substitution and conservation. In
electricity generation in the United States, the me of oil
and gas (now-23 percent of total energy input) is expected
to decline drastically (to around 5 percent-of the total),
with coal and nuclear energy achieving the major growth
during.this century. Oil and natural gas supply about 75
percent of industrial fuel. Substitution of coa! or coal-
generated gas is expected to reduce this share to less than
40 percent by the year 2000.' In residential and com-
mercial buildings, heating and air conditioning are ex-
pected to change to greater use of electricity and gas.
Growth in energy demand by both the indistry and build-
ings sectors is expected to continue.

Demand for transportation Eels is expected to de-
crease during the 1980's as more people turn to smaller
and more efficient automobiles and light trucks. In the
slightly. more distant future, that decline will probably
be counterbalanced by increases in truck and airplane
traffic, thus. transportation fuel consumption may grow
slightly in the .1990's.

If there were no environmental, industrial, or financial
constraints, the nation could produce enough synthetic
fuel to eliminate almost all oil imports and at the same
time slow the consumption of domestic oil. There are
such constraints, however, and science and technology
iivilrhaveloprovide-means for reducing-them,

The urgency with which the Congress and policy-
makers view ihe.fuel situation is indicated by the Energy
security Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-294). The act,
among its provisions, establishes the federal Synthetic
Fuels Corporation and authorizes it to provide up to about
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S20 billion in financial assistance to synthetic fuel proj-
ects between 1980 and 1984. The act also includes spe-
cial tax incentives and financial assistance provisions for
those who produce alcohol fuels from biomass. These
provisions.will.probably help establish commercial pro-
duction of synthetic liquid fuels over the next decade;
however, some coal gasification projects are already pro-
posed without special federal assistance.

FUEL OPTIONS

In determining which synthetic fuels should be produced,
the major considerations involve ease of storage and
handling, combustion-generated pollution potential, cost,
and efficiency of conversion from the solid raw material.
Table 4 summarizes the relative ratings of some major
synthetic fuel options in terms of these criteria.

Energy use and fuel supplies vary with time. Fuel
storage is therefore necessary. Liquid fuels receive by
far the best rating in terms of ease of storage and Handling
for use in combustion equipment. Solid fuels are readily
stockpiled, but they are relatively cumbersome to hanale
and transport. Gaseous fuels are simple-to transfer and
burn, but are relatively difficult for consumers to store.

Combustion oxidizes all fuel constituents, releasing
them as gases (water, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and
carbon dioxide) or as solids (soot, polynuclear aromatics,
and inorganic particulates). Except for water vapor, all
of these emissions can be harmful and, with the current
exception of carbon dioxide, are regulated to minimize
damage to human health and the environment. Control
technology at the point of combustion can be complex
and, expensive. For large-scale users such as electric
power stations, it is cost-effective to burn such unrefined
fuels as coal and petroleum residuum and to remove
pollutants from the stack gases. For small-scale users,
however, it is generally most effective to remove pol-
luting elements such as ash, sulfur, and nitrogen from
the fuel before combustion.

The cost and efficiency of converting one fuel to an-
other are interrelated. In-general; the purer the product,
the more expensive and energy-consuming the conver-
sion process. The cost rating for each heating value in
Table 4 is given in relative terms, with the cost of pro-
clueing gasoline from coal by direct liquefaction assigned
a value of 1. (Cost ratings are necessarily approximate
at this time.) The efficiency is the heating value of the
product divided by the heating value of the original coal
or shale in a self-sufficient plant. Efficiencies will change
with:further- development- of-the- processeS

Intermediate-Btu gas is a mixture of carbon monoxide
and hydrogen formed by reacting water and oxygen with
solid fuels. Its low cost, versatility as an intermediate
in the production of fuels and chemicals, and clean com-
bustion may result in large-scale productic for industrial
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Table 4 Comparison of Major Forms of Refined Synthetic Fuels

Fuel

I f
Storage'and Ease of Pollution
Handling Con IrOl

Approximate

Cost Mine Efficiency° Major End Use

Mixture of Carbon Good
Monoxide and
Hydrogen
(Interniediate-Btu
gas)

'(High-Btu,gus-
?Methane Difficult /Good

MetHanol and Base Case Best Liquid 1.

Ethanol

Gasoline Base Case Nitrogen Oxides a
Problem

Jet.and Diesel Fuel. Best Nitrogen Oxides and
and Heating Soot are a Problem
Oil

0.7 r 0.65

0.8

1.

0.74.8(Shale)
1.0

Industrial Fuel and
Int4rmediate Product
for Other Fuels

0.60 Home Heating

0.55

0.58

0.55

Internal Combustion
Engines

o Internal Combustion
Engines

General
Transportation

AsSumed raw material coal, unless noted, ,Cost ratings arc relause. value of 1 = the cost of producing gasoline Irom coat by direct liquefaction. ' Effi LleM) == product s heating value divided
by beating value of original coal or shale in selfsufficient plant. 4Shale efficiency not comparable.
Note. she accuracy of estimates only Justifies one significant figure. The cost difference between methane and intermediate-Bp gas is prsobably closer to 0.05 than tothe 0.1 indicated,

a I.

and power generation use. Its toxicity and low volumetric
heating value make -it incompatible with the existing
natural gas distribution systeth, requiring that it be used
near the site of production, Usually. within, 100 miles.

Synthetic natural gas, or- methane, will be manufac-
tured to maintain gas supplies for residential and com-,
Mercial heating and to replace natural gas in industrial
and power generation use.

The aleohols, methanol and ethanol are chemically the
simplest: of the liquid fuels ancli in terms of combus-
tion, the best. -Methanol does not form soot and poly-
nuclear aromatics when burned, and it allows the high-
temperature thermal fixation of- nitrogen-(forming nitric
oxide) to be much more easily controlled (by water di-
lution) than do hydrocarbons. Methanol's combination
of high octane number and lean inflammability limit, and
the' possibility of using exhaust hqat for methanol va-
porization and decomposition, can with further research
and development give efficiencies in the spark- ignition-
automobile engine matching those of the diesel engine,
but with much cleaner combustion. (Methanol-gasoline
blends, however, lose these advantages.) Ethanol is es-
tablished, as a gasoline blending agent, but has less po-
tential than methanol for ,improving engine efficiency
and for mass production. Both. alcohols clearly have great
potential and can be manufactured by available tech-
nology. The use of Methanol, however, may, be limited
because of the fuel's toxicity and low volumetric heating
value (half that of gasoline).

Gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, heating oil, and indus-
trial fuel oils can also be manufactured from solid fuels.
Pollution control with these substances is more difficult
than with alcohols. However, it is expected that contin-
ued advances in the science and technology of combus-
tion and in the storage and operating advantages of these

O
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fuels will maintain them as the major synthetic liquid
fuels for the foreseeable, future.

The specifications of fuels, which have been optimized
in the past for petroleum as a raw material and for current
combustion systems, will not remain constant. Raw
materials, manufacturing processes, and end-use equip-
ment will all change drastically with passing time, and
fuel properties will evolve with them.

I

CONVERSION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The need for synthetic fuels has been felt iln the past,
and there is a substantial base of science and technology
for the much larger scale production planned for the
future. Production of coal gas by reaction with steam
became important in Europe and the United States after
1,861, when the Siemens brothers first used this technique
with their invention, the open hearth steel furnace. The
gas (a mixture mainly of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
with varying amounts of nitrogen] was used industrially
when an ash-free fuel was required, as in glass, lime,
and steel manufacturing, and was also used for lighting,
heating, and cooking in cities. By the middle 1920's,
about 11,000 gas producers were in use in this pountry.
They were displaced by natural gas in the United States
at about the time of World War II, but coal gas remained'
in limited use in Europe and South Africa. Coal gasifiers
made- by. the German companies Lurgi, Winkler, and
Koppers-Totzek represent the current commercial gasi-
fier technology.

Nor is coal liquefaction new. Germany, with abundant
coal and limited native petroleum, built a number of coal
liquefaction plants before World War II. These provided
about 80,000 barrels per day of liquid products and
helped fuel the German war effort. This quantity is small



compared with the current U.S. cbnsumption of about
'18 million barrels per day. The gergius process com-
bined coal %Stith hydrogen at pressures of 4,000 to 10,000
Pounds per square inch. Because of its high costs, the

-$

process did not survive the war, but it was the ancestor
of the, "direct" liquefaction process nosy tieing devel-
oped in the United States. Another liquefaction process,
'Fischer-TropSch, reacts coal gas over a catalyst to make
a variety of liquid fuels. Development and Commercial-
ization of this "indirect" process have continued in
South Africa; the SASOL facilities' there represent the
state of the art in commercial coal liquefaction.

In the-United States, future petroleum supplies have
appeared inadequate enough at certain times to spur in-
terest in synthetic substitutes. During the -1930's, small-
kale feasibility, studies of the German technology were
carried out, but the, discovery of the East Texas oil field
ended this work. In 1944, petroleum supplies again ap-
peared inadequate; Congress enacted a R&D program,
and inter 4t in coal gasification and liquefaction was
revived inqndustrial and federal laboratOrip. These pro-
grams expired with the discovery of the large Middle
Eastern oil deposits: Government and industry funded
some small-scale work in the 199's, but the current,
greatly accelerated program began with the oil embargo
in 1973.

The petroleum refining and petrochethical industries,
over the yearS, have also produced science, technology,
and commercial- bases of- considerable value to a- syn-

t-thetic fuels industry. Methanol, for example, can be pro-
duced efficiently from coal by existing Commercial tech-
nology, and catalytic processes for petroleum refining
are excellent starting points for purification of coal tars
and shale liquids.

Fermentation of grains and sugars to produce ethanol
is, of course, the oldest process of current interest for
fuels production. While improvements in efficiency and
extension to cellulose and other nonfood raw materials
are needed, this old technology offers an important point
of departure.

All of the natural solid fuels, when heated, decompose
to char, liquid, and gas. This reaction is known as pyrol-
ysis. The proportion of the solid fuel's heating value
remaining in the solid char, varies with the raw material,
averaging 60 to 90 percent for coal and lignite, less than
20 percent for the organic fraction of Colorado oil shale,
and .less than 5 percent for cellulose. Development of
technology for converting coal to liquid and gaseous fuel.
therefore concentrates on attaining higher conversions
to more desirable products than can be obtained by sim-
ple pyrolysis. For Colorado oil shale and biomass, pyrol-
ysis followed by refining of the crude liquid and gas
product is promising. The char produced need not be
wasted; it can be burned to produce heat for pyrolysis.

Figure 1 presents a generalized diagram of the modules
used -to produce clean fuels from solids. The manner in
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which these six modules are combined depends on. the
raw feed materials available and the products desired.
For each module, there are many and varied competing
processes, each with its own name and its own stage of
development.

A common characteristic of the primary production
modules (gasification, gas conversion, pyrolysis, and
liquefaction) is the, production of multiple products.
Liquefaction produces gas, and gasification, liquids. If
a plant is designed to produce only gas or only liquid
products, it is necessary to convert gas to liquid or vice
versa, with a corresponding added cost and energy con-
sumption. Since both types.of products are needed, this
is wasteful. However, industry and government, for rea-
sons that will be discussed, later, tend to foster single-
product synthetic fuel projects.

GASIFICATION

An element common to most synthetic fuel plants is
gasification and gas cleanup. The vs produced can be
used as low-Btu gas (mostly carbon monoxide, hydro-
gen, and small amounts of methane, diluted with nitro-
gen) or intermediate-Btu gas (the same mixture without
the nitrogen). It can be used as a source of hydrogen,
which is required for liquefaction and refining, and it
can be converted directly to end products, such as high-
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Btu gas (methane, equivalent to natural gas) 'or liquid
fuels like alcohols, gasoline, and diesel fuel.

More than 35 gasification processes are listed in the
1977 National Research Council report on coal gasifi-
cation;4 all depend on the same set of stoichiometric
reactions:

-CH, +
co + (1 + x/2) H2

C 2H2 1) CH.,

co -) CO2 + H2

C +02 * CO2

Water gas reaction

Methane synthesis

Water gas shift reaction

Oxidation reaction (to
supply heat to the water
gas reaction)

Large amounts of heat are consumed by the water gas
reaction, which is the primary mode of gasification. The
remaining reactions liberate heat; however, oxidation is
required to liberate enough heat to balance the highly
,endothermic water gas reaction. The oxidation can take
place externally to heat char, which then is used to heat
fresh coal or char, or (more commonly) the oxidation
can take place in the same, reactor with the other
reactions.

If this latter course is used and air supplies the oxygen,
the product is diluted with nitrogen and thus becomes
low-Btu gas. If pure oxygen is used, the product is
intermediate-Btu gas, sometimes know as synthesis gas
or syngas. Because of the high cost per Btu of storing
or transporting it, low-Btu gas is normally used as fuel
in facilities within 20 to 30 miles of the gasifier.
Intermediate-Btu gas is more versatile, since it can be
economically pipelined up to 100 miles and can serve
as a starting point for tbe production of many fuels and
chemicals.

and
very high temperatures, (above 2,400°F), methane

and tars are destroyed, so carbon monoxide and hydrogen
are the onlyi important fuel products. Coal ash is molten
at very high temperatures, and can be removed as a
liquid. At low temperatures, the ash is a solid, and meth-
ane and tar 4ppear as products. In some cases, tar is an
undesirable product, but it can be a valuable fuel. As
temperatures fall below 1,400°F, significant quantities
of methane are formed, increasing the heating value of
the gas; also, reaction rates slow, and the use of catalysts
such as potassium salts' becomes necessary.

The variables that determine reaction rates are im-
portant in the design of gasification systems over this
entire temperature range. 'Knowledge of this factor
should improve over the next five years. An understand-
ing of catalysis in these reactions y especially important.

GASIFIER TYPES

The manner in which solids are brought into contact with
the reacting gases is critical to the design of gasifiers,
and the techniques employed serve to classify the many
proposed gasifiers. The major categories are illustrated
in Figure 2.

Fired-Bed Gasifiers

In fixed-bed gasifiers like those produced by the Genria,
Lurgi Corporation, coal is fed in at the top and gaseo
reactants enter at the bottom of the reactor. The coal

' moves downward as a solid plug at such a rate that ash
leaves the bottom of the bed. The major reaction zone
is partway up the reactor. The bottom section preheats
the incoming gases, and the top section preheats the coal.
The very efficient internal heat exchange yields a high-
temperature reaction zone with minimal combustion. If
pure,oxygen is used, this temperature can easily exceed
the melting point of the ash and, if "dry" ash is desired,
an excess of steam must be used for temperature control.
This type of reactor is subject to plugging,, andmeChan-
ical stirrers are used in both the top and hottonr,--tven
so, the commercial Lurgi system is limited to noncaking
coals such as ligniteg and western bituminous coals.

Slagging fixed-bed gasifiers, in which temperatures
are high enough to keep the ash molten, can process
three or four times as,much coal in a unit ;of a given size
because of the higher reaction temperature and lower
steam throughput. An additional advantage is a lower
steam requirement, which improves thermal efficiency
by about 5 percent. While not yet commercially proven,
slagging gasifiers will very probably be available in the
next decade as second-generation systems in competition
with the newer fluidized-bed and entrained-flow systems
(described below).
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Underground gasification can be considered a special
'kind of fixedrbed gasification. Air rather than oxygen is
normally used; the result is low-Btu gas, which must be
used locally. Considerable progress is being made in
technical analysis, and demonstrations have been carried
ouZ in western coal seams. Because of the need to avoid
ground subsidence and interaction with aquifers, and
because a suitable coal seam is required, this approach
is less generally applicable than mining and surface gas-
ification. However, technical progress in the near future
may allow this technology to take its .place among the
available gasification; techniques.

Fluidized-Bed Gasifiers

If the gas velocity in a gasifier is increased, at some
point the coals particles in the reactor begin to move
relative to each other. !If most of them remain in the bed,
the reactor is known as a fluidized-bed gasifier. (If the
gas velocity is high enough to draw the particles along
with it, the reactor is called an entrained-flow gasifier.
This technology is described later.) In fluidized-bed sys-
tems, the residence time of solids in the bed can be very,
long compared with the residence time of gas. This al-
lows operating. at relatively low temperature despite the
lower char gasifications rates. The heat of reaction can
be supplied by circulating char heated in a separate vessel
by combustion with air.r which obviates the need for a
special plant to separates oxygen from the air.

Dealing with caking Foals is more difficult in fluid-
ized-bed gasifiers than in entrained-flow reactors, and
several approaches to avoiding agglomeration of ash are
under development. Thete include :preheating the coal,
staged pyrolysis, rapid dilution with large amounts of
char, and the addition of inorganic materials such as lithe
and potassium carbonate; which inhibit agglomeration
and catalyze gasification. By raising the temperature to
just below ash fusion temperature, the ash in a fluidized-
bed gasifier can be induced to form balls, which can be
separated from the finer coal particles fed to the bed.
This allows more efficient Use of the bed volume and is
therefore of current developmental interest.

In principle, fluidized-bed systems offer the advantage
of allowing .pyrolysis tar acid gas to be recovered, and
they scale up to commercild sizes more easily-than do
fixed-bed systems. The fluidized-bed Winkler process
is used commercially to a limited extent, and more recent
development efforts -have produced several candidates
for commercialization. .

Entrained-Flow Gasifiers

The gas velocity 'in a fluidized-bed gasifier can be further
increased to produce entrained flow of the coal particles,
as in the commercial Koppers-Totzek system. This proc-
ess can handle a wide variety of coals. Because oxygen
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is used, the temperature is high (2,400°F to 2,800°.F-at
the exit), and ash is molten. The high temperature,gives
high reaction rates, minimizing the output of tar and
methane. Commercial entrained-flow units are limited
to low-pressure operation, but the potential for cost and
efficiency improvements through higher pressure oper-
ation, at 350 to 1,000 pounds per square inch, is rec-
ognized. A high-pressure version (Shell-Koppers) is in
the advanced development stage. Texaco has developed
a commercial entrained-flow gasifier for use with heavy
oil and is currently adapting it to use coal. Commer-
cialization plans have been announced for both of thete
second-generation entrained-flow systems.)

THE CHOICE OF PROCESSES

The choice of gasification processes will largely depend
on local coal-resources, the products desired (e.g., tar
and gas), and the end use (e.g., power generation, in-
dustrial heating, or chemical feedstock), as well as on
the states of development and the costs of particular
gasification technologies. It seems cleat' that current
Lurgi technology for noncaking coals will be a major
starting -point/ and that slagging fixed-bed and high-
pressure entrained-flow systems will fellow over the next
decade. For the third wave of developments, the post
sibilities are much more varied. Underground and ad:
vanced fluidized-bed systems are considered likely to
becoMe important as the industry develops.

GASIFICATION COSTS

Table 5 provides a breakdown of investment for the
components of one gasification facility. (Capital ex-
penditures will account for somewhat more than half of
product costs; the precise proportion will depend on raw
material costs and financing terms.) Investment in gas-
ification units themselves amounts to only 16 percent of
the total. However, the other, larger investments are to
a considerable extent set by the gasifier's characteristics.

Table 5Cost Breakdown for a Lurgi Gasification Plant

Component
Pereent of

'renal Plant
Invi:stment

Gasification 16

Steam and Oxygen Production 28

Gas Purification 22

Effluent Treatment 12

Miscellaneous

TOTAL 100

Source. Assessment of LongTenn Research Needs for Coal Gasificanon Technologies. MITRE

Tethnikal Report. MRT :9W00160. Macao. 4a . The MITRE Corporation. 19.9. p. 8.
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Oxygen-production, for example; is a major item that
can be eliminated if air is used. But the use of air pro-
duces. a- dilute, low-Btu gas of lower heating value and
can increase gas cleanup costs. For intermediate-Btu gas,
production using air requires a special gasifier that pro-
vides gasification heat by circulating char heated in a
separate, vessel or transfer line.

Much of the cost-of coal gasification, as in other syn-
thetic fuel processes, results from the discharge of waste
heat. More than 30 percent of the heat of combustion
of the coal is generally lost. (The rest is recovered in the
products.) The (1,yelopment of gasification technology
will be aimed largely at improving thermal efficiency by
reclaiming waste heat and by other means, all, of which
imply investments in equipment. Each process will have
an economic optimum. Typically, a 10 percent improve-
ment in efficiency reduces the product cost by 15 percent.

As fuel costs increase relative to construction costs,
the incentive for efficiency grows also. It can be antici-
pated that energy losses, with continued development,
can be decreased to 15 to 20 percent of the feed heating
value, with a corresponding decrease in product cost,
resource consumption, and discharge of wastes.

-GAS CLEANUP

Raw gas leaving the gasifier contains impurities, such
as tar, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide,
that .must belremoved. If the gas is to be converted to
other fuels or ,chemical products, its impurity content
must be reduced drastically. Fortunately, gas processing
in petroleum refining requires the same separations and
is a highly developed commercial technology. However',
some separations, such as particulate removal and tar
and phenol recoyry, are more severe with coal.,

Substantial energy losses occur during cleanup, and
efforts to find more efficient processes are under way.
If the gas is to be used in a nearby power plant or furnace,
for example, agreacdeal of energy could be saved if the
gas could be cleaned at the gasification temperature,
which is generally very high. The hot gases could then
be used directly iii athianced, combined cycle power sys-
tems. The use of lime to capture sulfur during gasifi-
cation is one approach being,. studied. Dust removal at
high temperatures cannot depend on the electrostatic
precipitators and bag.filters of normal industrial practice.
High-temperature cyclones provide one option.

GAS CONVERSION

A large fraction of intermediate-Btu gas will be con-
verted to other products. The cost of conversion is gen-
erally much less than the cost of producing the original
gas. For example, the additional facilities required for
converting the gas to methane add only about 10 to 20
percent to the plant investment. This step, however, de-

.creases the thermal efficiency of the total process
slightly, because of the heat released when carbon mon-
oxide and hydrogen react to form methane and water.

Hydrogen

Hydrogen production will be one of the major activities
in coal conversion processes. The manufacture zind use
of hydrogen accounts for a major fraction of the cost and
energy loss in coal liquefaction and in refining coal and
shale liquids. Manufactured from natural gas and petro-
leumiresiduum, hydrogen is at present produced in large
quantities for ammonia manufacture and, to an increasing
extent, for petroleum refining. In the future, the increased
costs and limited supplies of natural gas and petroleum
in this country will cause a shift to gasified coal and char
as hydrogen sources.

The carbon monoxide-hydrogen mixture is reacted
with steam in the presence of a metallic iron catalyst,*
producing the water gas shift reaction

CO + H2O 4-* CO2 + H2

This mixture is cooled to remove the carbon dioxide; the
remaining carbon monoxide is removed by catalytically
combining it with hydrogen to form methane. This meth-
anation reaction 'consumes hydrogen, dilutes the result-
ing gas with methane, and generates heat. The result of
these temperature sand composition changes is to reject
heat to the biosphere and to reduce hydrogen yield. While
this technology is highly developed, additional heat con-
servation and catalyst improvements can be expected
because of the Very large use of hydrogen throughout the
world.

Because of hydrogen's key role in synthetic fuels, the
search for better sources should be emphasized. 'In the
long term, heat from nuclear or solar energy and elec-
tricity could supply hydrogen directly from water without
the use of carbon. The continued search for major im-
provements in gasification technology specifically de-
signed for hydrogen production is important.

Methane Production

High-Btu gas (methane) production uses the same se-
quence of reactions as does hydrogen production. The
water gas shift is still needed, since methane synthesis
requires a hydrogen to carbon monoxide ratio higher than
that Of the gas from high-temperature gasifiers. The
methanation reaction liberates a large amount of heat,
and very large reactors that can better deal with this heat
release are needed. The heat of combustion of the meth-
ane produced is less than that of the carbon monoxide-
hydrogen mixture used in its manufacture. This loss, of
useful energy accounts for the high cost and low effi-
ciency of high-Btu gas manufacture relative to low- or
intermediate-Btu gas production. The loss, however, can
be reduced by maximizing methane production during
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gasification. Here, the heat released by methanation
counterbalances the heat required for the steam-carbon
reaction. As the gasification temperature is lowered, in-
creasing. amounts of methane are formed; while high-
temperature slagging gasifiers might be chosen for hy-
drogen production, the low-temperature dry-ash systems
are most appropriate for methane manufacture.

Unfortunately, as the temperature, is lowered, reaction
rates decrease. Use of catalysts such as potassium car-
bonate can, permit lower temperatures and increased
methane yields. This is a subject of considerable R&D
interest.

Synthesis- of Liquid Fuels

While methane production from carbon 'monoxide-
hydrogen mixtures is chemically the most favored syn-
thesis reaction, special catalysts and process conditions
can produce a wide variety of useful liquid products.
Methanol, for example, is now manufactured in large,
quantities from synthesis gas derived from natural gas.
Suppression of methane formation has been a major goal
in catalyst research and process optimization efforts. The
need for suppressing methane output is obvious when
methane in the form of natural gas is the starting point.
However, production of methane as a byproduct of coal
liquefaction is more acceptable. Acceptance of methane
as a valuable byproduct can lead to simpler and more
conomical methanol production. Production of metha-

nol offers an efficiency advantage over hydrocarbon pro-
duction; less heat is liberated in the synthesis step. Be-
cause of methanol's great potential as a fuel, important
advances in its production from solid fuels can be
anticipated. 1

Liquid hydrocarbon fuels can also be produced from
synthesis gas. This catalytic process was discovered in
1925 by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch in Germany;
it was used for part of that nation's synthetic fuel pro-
duction during World War .:I. A 7,000-barrel-per-day
American version was built in Brownsville, Texas, by
a consortium of companies (Carthage Hydrocol, Inc.)
using natural:gas as a source of synthesis gas. Increases
in U.S. gas prices and importation of low-cost petroleum
from the Middle East brought this operation to an end.
Little research on the process was done in this country
during the era of cheap imported petroleum, but the
process, using coal, has been further developed and used
in South Africa. South African production of liqui& hy-
drocarbon fuels is being expanded to supply a major part
of that nation's gasoline requirements. The increasing
cost of imported petroleum has revived research and
commercial Interest in the United States also.

While the Fischer-Tropsch process can be. criticized
for low overall thermal efficiency and for producing a
very wide range of productsfrom methane to hard
waxit appears to offer considerable potential for im-
provement. Its broad product distribution is exemplified

.,. S.*
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in Table 6. Since the majo'r objective of the operation
illustrated in the table was gasoline production, the large
outputs of both lighter and heavier products demonstrate
the unselective nature of the process.

The gasoline product tends to have a low octane num-
ber, and maximizing gasoline output results in a large
output of lighter hydrocarbons. The Fischer-Tropsch
process may be better adapted to the production of high-
hydrogen-content diesel and jet fuels. In the United
States, fuel demand projections indicate a growing
need for these mid-distillates and a decreasing demand
for gasoline. Reoptimiiation of this process for mid-
distillate production calls for advances in catalysis. Both
mid-distillates and gasoline production are the subject
of active current synthetic fuels research, and important
advances can be anticipated. of special interest is the
search for catalysts that allow more selectivity in the
choice of products. Progress toward this goal is being
made in laboratory studies.

Synthesis gas conversion allows selective production
of the single-carbon species, methane and methanol. By
first producing methanol, and then catalytically con-
verting it to hydrocarbons over a molecular sieve catalyst
recently discovered by Mobil, it is possible to obtain a
high yield of high-octane gasoline. The first commercial
application of this process is being planned in New Zea-
land, where natural gas will be converted to gasoline.
It is anticipated that the use of methanol as a starting
point for fuels or for fuel components, such as ethers
and esters, will supplement methanol's direct use as a
fuel .

LIQUEFACTION

The problem of producing good-quality liquid fuels from
solids is primarily one of increasing the hydrogen to
carbon ratios of the products. As Figure 3 shows, the
atomic ratios of hydrogen to carbon for the important
transportation fuels are between 1.8 and 2.2, while those
of coals fall in the range of 0.5 to 1.1. Shale oil and tars
are in the 1.3 to 1.7 range.

Table 6Product Yield of Fischer-Tropsch Process

Product Percent by Weight

Methane 11

Liquefied Petroleum Gas 23

Gasoline 40
Diesel Fuel 11

High-Boiling Fractions 4

Oxygenated Compounds 11

TOTAL 100

Source. Adapted from 1. C. Hoogendoom. -Experience with Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis at

Sasol." Clean Fuels from Coal Spnpostum.1 I. Chicago. 111.: Institute of Gas Technology. 1973.

pp. 353.365.
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Figure Hydrogen to Carbon Ratios for
Variotis Hydrocarbon Sources and End
Products

Source: D. D.- Whitehurst., "`: Primer on Chemistry and
Constitution of Coal." Ordue Ciemiltry of Cod, ACS
Symposium Series No. 71. Edited by John W Larsen,
Washington, D.C.: American Chemical Society. 1978.

p. 13.

The hydn;gen-content of the filel can be increased by
theirejection of c , as in pyrolysis, or by the addition
of hydrogen. BOth a proaches are important. 'Pyrolysis
involves heating the.solid fuel to a temperature at which
the molecules rearrange to concentrate the hydrogen in
gas and tar, leaving behind a char containing relatively
little hydrogen. For most coals, a yield, of 30 to 40
percent of the heating value of the coal can be recovered
in tar and gas, with 60 to 70 percent of the heating value
remaining as char. For Colorado oil shale, about 20
percent of the heating value remains as char; this amount
is small enough to beconsumed as fuel in the pyrolysis
process. If the char from coal pyrolysis is gasified and
converted to liquids, it can yield 2 to-2.5 barrels of liquid
per ton of coal. Adding hydrogen directly to coal pro-
duces somewhat higher yields.
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COAL LIQUEFACTION

If the char produced by pyrolysis can be used without
cooling; liberation of liquid and gas is efficient, con-
suming little more heat than such alternatives as hydro-
gen addition or synthesis from mixtures ofhydrogen and

carbon monoxide.. Since,transportingland marketing,char
do not appear attractive, pyrolysis probably will find its
place as an adjunct to gasification or immediate ichar
combustion.

The coproduction of pyrolysis liquids in gasification
processes, such as the commercial Liirgi process, is;often
considered a disadvantage if gas is the only desired,prod-
uct and the liquids produced are,sent back to the reactor
to be gasified. Similarly, in liquefaction by hydrogena-

tion or by Fischer7Tropsch synthesits, theinevitable pro-
duction of gas is, often considered /undesirable, and the
gas is burned to supply process heat or is broken down
to carbon monoxide and hydrogen for reuse. Since gas-
ification and liquefaction plants will both be needed, it
appears more efficient to retain gas and liquids once they

are burned.
While economic and environmental considerations'

may limit production of byproducts, marketing fand in-
stitutional considerations are also important. A gas com-
pany, for example, may not have a, ready market for
crude pyrolysis liquids, which are difficult to handle and
refine; a refiner producing liquid products may wish to
avoid the regulatory problems of interstate gas marketing
and -may lack a suitable - local market for gas. These

1.1 12 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

HYDROGEN/CARBON MOLE RATIO

problems are analogous to the problems encountered.in
industrial cogeneration of heat and electricity. In the case

of liquid and gas manufacture, success in dealing with
these, problems would favor the use of pyrolysis prior
to char combustion or gasification.

Liquefaction by hydrogen addition was 'practiced by
the Germans before and during World War II. The very
high pressure process used was expensive and consumed
large amounts of hydrogen. None of the modern; lower
pressure approaches has yet been commercialized, but
plans for demonstration plants are being formulated, and
many competitive processes are being studied. These
processes differ mainly in their approaches, to hydrogeno40-

management.
Some molecular groups in coal have been found to be

able to donate hydrogen to other coal molecules. This
occursduring pyrolysis; but if the coal is slowly heated
in 'the presence of -a solvent, generallY derived from the
coal liquids produced, less char and more liquid are
recovered. Formation of liquids can be augmented by
adding more hydrogen.

If hydrogen is dissolved in coal liquids under high
pressure and at a temperature of 800°F to 900°F, some
of the coal liquid molecules may, in the presence of a
catalyst, react with hydrogen and then donate this hy-
drogen to the coal to form more liquid. This catalytic
solvent hydrogenation can occur either in the coal reactor
or extemally. Direct reaction of hydrogen with some of
the coal molecules is also believed to be important.

Figure '4 is a diagram of the major components of coal
liquefaction processes. Pyrolysis is, represented by Re-
actor 1 without the solvent recycle stream and without

the addition of hydrogen.
The solvent-fefined coal process SRC-I corresponds

to Reactor 1 without the hydrogenated solvent recycle
stream or the addition of catalysts. This process produces
a tar, solid at room temperature, from which most of the

mineral matter has been removed. The tar is suitable as

a boiler fuel and can be converted to lighter products by

additional hydrogenati6n.
The SRC-II process also recycles the bottoms from

the separation process to yield a distillable product. The
process depends on the natural catalytic activity of the
coal ash, and results vary with ,the ash's composition.

Addition of catalysts can increase the rate of hydro=
genation. The H-Coal process, for example, uses a stand-

.ard hydrotreating, catalyst from the petroleum refining
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indu try. Research on catalysts)offers major process im-
Troy ..ments and is being carried -on very actively in a
number of organizations. Another approach is to hydro-
gehate separately a fraction of the liquid product, which
can Alen be sent to the reactor as a hydrogen donor. The

1
-- /

Exxon Donor Solvent (EDS) process uses this approach.
The process developmer.is discussed above are-per-

haps the most advanced,/;but others are being pursued.
The optimum comhinatiOn of the steps shown in Figure
Awill_depend on the coal used and on the product goals
selected: Coinpetitive developinent coupled with eontin-
ued advances in 'Coal and catalytic science will ultimately

.determine the best systems. During the next five years,
several of the competing approaches will be ready for
commercial plant design and construction. .

SHALE OIL EXTRACTION

Shale oil, because of its great potential importance, de-
serves separate discussion. A desirable feature of G5een
River oil shale (found in a small area at the juncture of
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming) is that simple pyrlysisi
can recover as liquid and gas over 80 percent of its
organic matter. The Devonian shales found easff of the
MissisSippi :form much larger quantities of coke on py-
rolysis; as with coal; higher liquid and gas yields from
these shales require heating with hydrogen i( t: elevated
,Oressure. Since large coal reserves are-aVa) able in the
'area where the Devonian shales occur, and since mining,/
treating, and disposing of' the large amounts of stone

/ involved iii, shale oil extraction there would-be costly,
Devonianshale- is less .likely than Green River shale to
be coiruneicially important in the near future. However,
the ease of obtaining a liquid relatively high in hydrogen
content from Green River oil shale makes it an attractive
option for the first generation of synthetic fuels.

Table 7 :shows a typical cost ilistribution for producing
from oil shale a synthetic crude with the sulfur, nitrogen,
and arsenic removed. Retorting and upgrading (mild re-
fining) account for 62-percent of.' the cost in this case.
(Room-and-pillar mining of a vich seam and above-
ground retorting are assumed.) Mining and solids dis-

.

posal are ajor costs and are also sources of environ-
mental p blems. Requirements for increased resource
recovery, lower local water consumption, and further

seductions in environmental impact might well increase
these costs. These factors are discussed later in this
chapter.

While room- and - pillar mining followed by surface
retorting can be considered the standard technique for
eady use of shale resources, in -situ (underground) re-
torting as well as surface mining plus retorting are major
v,4riations.
/ Surface mining is a major option for a substantial

/fraction of the Green River formation, ,which consists
largely of multiple layers of rich shale interspersed with
layers of lean stone. Surface mining can recover all of
the rich stone and, unlike first-generation room-and-
pillar mining or in-situ retorting, does not leave behind
supporting pillars or walls. Second-generation tech-
niques for using the stone left behind in pillars or barrier
walls can increase the resource recovery of underground
mines, but surface mining will retain a substantial ad-
vantage in this regard. While recovery is very much a
function of local conditions, surface mining might be
expected,to recover around 79 percent of the mined oil
content of rock in place. In-situ retorting and under-
ground mining might generally fall in the 10-40 percent
range, with in-situ retorting averaging lower than mining.

Table 7Cost Distribution for Shale Oil (Syncrude)

Operation Percent of Total Cost

Solids Preparation and Disposal Plus
Lease of Resource 8

Mining and Crushing 22
Disposal and Revegetation 8

'SUBTOTAL 1S

Retorting 41

Upgrading 21

TOTAL 100

Source: M. A. Weiss, et a:. albeit Oil: Potential Ezononues oi LargeScale Production,"
M.1.T. Energy Laboratory Working Paper No M.I.TAL79.031, July 1979.
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/Surface Retorting

Shale oil retorting has a 600-year history, but modern
continuous retorts date back only to about 1950. Since
that time, shale oil'production in the United States has
periodically been considered on the verge of commer-
cialization, and a number of retorts have been developed
by various combinations of government and industry.
While none has been tested on a commercial scale, sev-
eral are considered ready for design and construction of
commercial plants. The major classes of retorts are il-
lustrated in Figure 5.

The simplest systemthe Paraho direct heating sys-
temuses vertical lime kiln technology. Stone moves
through the vertical kiln counter currently to air; heat is
generated by combustion of the char remaining after
pyrolysis. The oil and gas leave together-at the opposite
end of the kiln (Figure 5a). This system has the disad-
vantages of producing low-Btu gas and of giving some-
what lower oil yields than do competing systems. It has
been tested at approximately 300 barrels per day and has
pioduced more than 100,000 barrels of oil for use by the
Departments of Defense and Energy and the Electric
Power Research Institute in refining and end-use studies.
Construction of a full-size (7,000 -barrel -per -day) mod-
ule is proposed.

An "indirect heating" variation of the system, also
tested by Paraho, recycles the heated product gas (Figure
5b). This- produces a high -Btu gas and avoids burning
part of the oil in the reactor. A similar system has been
developed in/Brazil and is scheduled for commerciali-
zation there: However, that system does not use the
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residual char to produce heat; thus, it consumes a sub-
stantial amount of the product gas for heating. The Union
Oil Company has been developing a version of the ver-
tical kiln in which the stone is forced upward by a "rock
pump," and products are withdrawn from the bottom.
Superior Oil has proposed construction of an 11,000 -
barrel -per -day moving -grate system that can recover
shale liquids and low -Btu gas, as well as other minerals,
such as sodium bicarbonate, soda ash, and alumina. The
remaining char is.burned to supply heat to recirculated
inert gas.

Heat can also be supplied by hot solids, as Figure
shows. The TOSCO II unit of the TOSCO Corp -ation
recirculates hot ceramic balls which, after separation
from the spent stone, are reheated by burned product.
gases. This unit uses a rotating, inclined cement kiln and
can give yields greater than 100 percent Fischer assay.*
A 300-barrel-per-day unit has been used to produce
180,000 barrels of shale oil. The TOSCO Colonyproject
proposes construction of 8,000-barrel-per-day units for
a pioneer commercial operation. Since the typical com-
mercial proposal is for a production rate of 50,000 barrels
per day, many such units would be required.

An ideal retort would have an oil recovery rate of
more than 100 percent Fischer assay, would recover all
the gas as marketable high-Btu gas, would make use of
char combustion heat, could be scaled to larger capac-
ities, wouldprocess fine shale particles, and would pro-
duce an easily handled spent stone. None of the first-
generation systems meets all of these criteria; substantial
improvement in second- or third - generation retorts seems
possible. The use of more finely divided fluidized solids,
which has been studied on a small scale, offers an in-
teresting approach. While the first-generation mining and
'retorting systems could be improved considerably, they
can probably be scaled to commercial operations by con-
servative design practices.

!n -Situ Retorting

There are several approaches to in-situ retorting. The
modified in-siiu technique, considered nearest to com-
mercial readiness, involves mining approximately 20 to
40 percent of the stone from the retort zone. For the
other 60 to 80 percent, explosives break up stone to fill
the zone with a vertical bed orubble through which air
and product gases can pass. The stone ,removed is re-

heat
torted and disposed of above ground. A substantial frac-
tion of the scam being exploited must be left.as walls
to contain the id-situ retort. After preparation of the
retort, air is passed downward through the broken rock,
the top of the zone is ignited, and a combustion wave
moves slowly downward, heating the rock and consum-
ing the char left after pyrolysis as well as the oxygen in

Figure 5: Major Classes of Shale Retort

Source. Adapted from H. C. Hatch and J. B. Howard. New Energy Technology Cambndge.

Muse Press. 1971. p. 196.

*The Fischer assay test method is a carefully controlled pyrolysis procedure used to rate oil

shale retorting processes.
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the air. The product gas is low-Btu, useful for local
steam and electricity generation. The liquids produced
are collected at the bottom of the retort. These liquid
yields are lower than those of surface retorts, where there
is more control of retorting conditions; they may ap-
proach 60 percent of the retorted stone's oil content.
This process has been brought to the point of consid-
eration for commercial use by the Occidental Petroleum
coMpany. A second in-situ technique being researched
involves 'fracturing a block of oil shale without partial
mining. The fractured block is then ignited as above.

REFINING SYNTHETIC LIQUID FUELS

The crude liquids from coal and shale must be refined
into products acceptable for consumer use. Refining in-
volves changing the boiling range of the fuel (as in con-
verting tar to gasoline), removing unwanted elements
such as nitrogen and sulfur, and adjusting hydrogen con-
tents to improve combustion characteristics.

Table 8 compares the characteristics of some refinery
feeds and products. The range of atomic hydrogen to

;.. carbon ratios in the table illustrates. the widely varying
need for hydrogen additions in refining. Use. of heavy
fuel oils is expected to decrease and the major liquid
products of the future will be transportation fuels (gas-
oline; diesel, and jet fuel) with hydrogen to carbon ratios
of 1.9 to 2.1. In the mid-distillate fuels, this high hy-
drogen content is needed to reduce smoke and emissions
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon.; and to improve
'nition characteristics. Petroleum crudes generally require
little or no additional hydrogen. Coal liquids, on the
other hand, are quite deficient in hydrogen., Coal lique-
faction processes vary considerably in the amounts of
hydrogen added during liquefaction. The SRC-I solvent-
refined coal process' adds the smallest amount and pro-
duces a low-hydrogen tar. The SRC-II process, by re-
cycling this tar, adds more hydrogen to reach, for the
particular example, a hydrogen to carbon ratio of 1.3,
still fir below current product requirements. Other proc-
esses can produce a lower or higher hydrogen content
depending on the product objectives.
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TransportatiOn fuels vaporize at temperatures below
650°F for mid-distillates and 430°F for gasoline, as set
by freezing-point and combustion requirements. A'1 re-
finery feeds require some reductions in the sizes c. the
larger molecules to meet this requirement. This reduction
can be accomplished in coal liquefaction largely by re-
cycling the components with higher boiling points and
by increasing temperatures and hydrogen. pressures. In.
the refinery, this conversion can be accomplished by
passing the feed over a cracking catalyst (catalytic crack-
ing) or by a combination of hydrogenation and cracking
(hydrocracking). Catalytic cracking iiThe major process
.in petroleum refining and will probably be important in
shale oil conversion.

Crude petroleum contains compounds of nickel, v_
dium, and iron in greatly varying amounts. These nt
tend to remain in the higher boiling fractions and are
removed by boiling range conversion or hydrogenation.
Undistilled coal liquids also contain titanium, in addition.

to the metals found in petroleum, while shale oil has an
unusually high content of arsenic (20 parts per million),_
which must be removed in refining.

In petroleum refining, metals removal has often been
avoided by marketing the high boiling point residual oil.
which contains the metals, for power generation and
industrial heating. Pyrolysis of these residual oils is also
practiced, in which case the metals remain in the coke
formed. To an increasing extent, these practices will be
replaced by special catalytic hydrocrP.cking processes in
which the metals are deposited on the catalyst and at the
same time the range is reduced and some nitrogen
and sulfur are removed. Such processes could be adapted
to the conversion of coal liquefaction products.

Arsenic removal from shale oil is a special case. Ar-
senic poisons the catalysts used in refining and must be
removed early in the refining process. First-generation
processes that involve depositing the arsenic on a low-
cost catalyit have been announced.

N:trogen and sulfur can both be removed by catalytic
hydrotreating of the oil. Sulfur removal is a highly de-
veloped technology, however, the removal of nitrogen
with current technology consumes large amounts of hy;

Table 8Sample Compositions of Various Cruiles and Typical Transportation Fuels

Characteristic SRC-1 SRC-11
Paraho

Shale Oil

Light
Arabian
Petroleum

Transpor-
tatton
Weis

Atomic Hydrogen to Carbon Ratio 0.85 1.3 1.65 1.8 1.9.2.1

Percent by Weight
Sulfur 0.9 0.3 0.5 1.7 0.01.0.2
Nitrogen 2.0 0.85 2.1 0.08 0.01
Inorganics 0.2 0.004 0.01 0.0 0.0

Percent Boiling Above 650°F 95.0 + 10.0 75.0 50.0 0.0

Source: Refuting Spuhak Liquids from Cod and Shale. Washington. D.C.: National Academy Press. 1980.
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drogen, because the conditions required for nitrogen re-
moval result in hydrogenation also of the low-hydrogen
(aromatic) components of the.fuel. While this results in
high-quality mid-distillate product's, much of this hy-
drogen must be later removed in gasoline manufacture
to increase octane ratings. Research is needed to improve

this process.
The hydrogen contents of mid-distillate fuels are set

by the abilities of combustion devices to burn the fuels
without forming soot and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons. One goal of combustion R&D is clean combustion
of low-hydrogen fuels. Similarly, combustion systems
capable of burning high-nitrogen fuels with acceptable
nitrogen oxide emissions will greatly reduce hydrogen
consumption. Strong interaction between fuel qualities
and the changing requirements of fuel-using devices is
important in minimizing the overall cost and energy con-
sumption of fuel manufacture and use.

,f

BIOMASS CONVERSION BY FERMENTATION

Solid plant materials can be gasified or liquefied by much

the same methods as those used with coal. The additional
alternatives of producing ethanol or methane by fermen-
tation have been known and practiced for many years.

Table 9 compares several conversion options for bio-
mass. Fermentation of sugars and carbohydrates by yeast

to make ethanol is an established commercial process of
high selectivity for the fermentable components of corn,
and 50 to 60 percent of the heating value of the corn can
be converted to ethanol with a fermentation time of
around two days. The solid residue from the fermentation

of some grains is useful as a livestock feed supplement.
Woody materials must first be hydrolyzed to produce

fermentable substances. Lignin and some other com-
ponents leave a residue that must be dried for burning

or other use. The process can be compared with methanol
production by coal gasification, followed by catalytic
conversion of the gas to methane and then methanol.
Here eae product heating value can be about equal to or
somewhat higher (flan the heating value of the coal fed
to the gasification reactor. This depends on how heal is
supplied to the carbon-stedm reaction, since both fer-
mentation and gasification require heat. In the case of
fermentation, the heat requirement is primarily for dis-
tillation of the 10 to 14 percent alcohol-water solution
produced and for drying the unconverted solids. The heat
can be provided by a solid fuel, such as agriCultural

waste or coal, and is approximately equal to the heating
value of the ethanol produced. For methanol production
via gasification of coal or biomass, 75 to 100 percent of
the heat of combustion of the products must be supplied
to the process, generally by burning' some of the feed.

Methane can be produced by anaerobic fermentation
of organic matter, a process widely used for sewage
treatment. Sugars and carbohydrates are easily con-
verted, producing a 50/50 mixture of methane and carbon
dioxide. Proteins and lipids produce less carbon dioxide.
Since lignin is not effectively converted, wood and other
whole plants do well to yield 50 percent of their heating
value as methane. The remaining solids can be dried and
burned. Drying the sludge, if necessary, is a major con-
sumer of energy. e

Gasification of dried biomass is similar to coal gasi-
fication, although development of special gasification
equipment will be needed. In methane production by
gasification, there are no solid fuel byproducts, and ,cg-
sentially all of the feed heat of combustion can be con-
verted to gaseous fuel. Energy amounting to approxi-
mately 50 percent of the product heat of combustion
must be supplied, however.

Wood responds very well to pyrolysis," with the po-
tential of 70 to 80 percent of its heating value going to

Table 9--tonversiontof Biomass to Synfuels with Coal Conversion for Comparison

Feed Process Product

Ratio of Product
Heating Value°
to Dry Fuel Value
of Raw Material

Holding
Time

Corn

Coal or
Biomass

Wood

Coal or
Biomass

Wood

Coal

Aerobic
Fermentation

Gasification,
Liquefaction

Anaerobic
Fermentation

Gasification,

Methanation

Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis

Ethanol

Methane or
Methanol

Methane

Methane

Tar and Gas

, Tar and Gas

0.5.0.6

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.7-0.8!

0.2 -0.4

2 days

1-2 hours

2 weeks

1-2 hours

I minute

I minute

Energy requirement of processes not counted.

1)



liquid and gas. The gas formed can be of good quality,
but the liquids are corrosive low-sulfur tars best adapted
to direct use as fuel oil. The char remaining can be used
to supply, the energy for the .process. Coal does not re-
spond as well to py,rolysis, yielding only 30 to 40 percent
of its heating value in tar and gas. The char remaining
is in excess of process heat requirements.

As shown in Table 9, fermentation is slow compared
with the alternative high-temperature process,ts. How-
ever, simple tanks and ponds are adequate, in contrast
to the high-temperature, high-pressure vessels necessary
for competing processes. For large-scale centralized pro-
duction, the high- temperature processes will probably
be more economical and efficient. In the smaller scale
operations appropriate to biomass, fermentation becomes
competitive and is probably superior for very Alan scale
operations where simplicity is a major requirement.
These fermentation processes can be -considerably im-
proved through continued R&D; they are expected to
find their place in conjunction with energy farming and
waste disposal.

CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY

The foregoing discussion has pointed out the availability
of technology for the first-generation conversion proc-
esses of major interest. In the case of coal gasification,
commercially demonstrated processes are available for
converting noncaking coals to low -Btu gas, and both
caking and 'noncaking- coals to intermediate-Btu gas.
Intermediate-Btu gas is used commercially, here and
abroad, as a hydrogen, methane, ammonia, methanol,
and gasoline feedstock. The Mobil process for convening
methanol to gasoline is approaching the point of com-
merLialization, and production of gasoline from mixtures
of carbon monoxide and hydrogen is practiced com-
mercially in`South. Africa. Production of intermediate-
Btu gas from coal or lignite offers strong enough incen-
jives that commercialization requiring no subsidy or loan

, ....guarantees is being considered for the Gun coast area.
Oil shale mining and retorting, while not commercially

demonstrated with modern equipment, can be considered
to have been carried through the large pilot plant stage
and to be ready for pioneer commercialization. Here
again, current economics indicate commercial viability,
and plans to proceed with commercialization have been
announced.

The Lommemialization status of direct coal liquefac-
.tion is less advanced. The cost of producing refined liquid
products from coal is believed to be about 10 to 40
cement higher than the Lost of produLing them from oil
shale. There are no current plans for commercial direct
liquefaction without substantial government financing.
Large pilot plant programs are under way, and demon-
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stration plants with significant government support are
planned.

Commercialization of direct coal liquefaction will re-
quire establishment of a new industrial activity; the fi-
nancial risk is nigh. Technological risks, involve the pos-
sibilities of encountering lower than expected yields and
service factors or higher than planned maintenance; the
likelihood of complete inoperability is remote. Pioneer
plants designed to minimize these risks will generally
be overdesigned, with costs correspondingly higher than
those of subsequent plants. Costs can be expected to fall
fairly rapidly, even for essentially replicated plants.

Significant improvements can be expected from
se,- ad- and third-generation technology. For gasifi-
cation to produce carbon monoxide-hydrogen mix-
tures, second-generation systems at the point of com-
mercial demonstration, such as the slagging Lurgi and
high-pressure entrained-flow systems, can reduce costs
by 10 to 15 percent from those of current systems. With
further research, development, and optimization, addi-
tional improvements of comparable or greater magnitude
can be anticipated through techniques designed to meet
specific process objectives, such as methods for produc-
ing methane during gasification.

In the production of methanol-or liquid hydrocarbons
from carbon monoxide-hydrogen mixtures, reducing
methane yields (typically 40 percent of the feed's heating
value) can further lower the cost and improve the effi-
ciency of liquid fuel production. Here, improved cats.
lysts appear to offer major opportunities. Similar im-
provements (of perhaps 30 percent) can be expected from
second- and third-generation systems for shale oil pro-
duction and direct coal liquefaction.

In a major synthetic fuels industry with very large
investment and operating costs, even small efficiency
and cost improvements would be important, an overall
30 percent saving would justify a large and sustained
R&D program, including parallel development of com-
peting technologies.

Developing a new solids conversion process is yery
expensive. Typical costs (in 1980 dollars) for developing
a new process, beginning with a pilot plant and pro-
gressing through a demonstration plant to the point of
designing a true commercial operation, are roughly S2
billion. If it is possible to omit the demonstration plant
and use just a large pilot plant, the cost may be $500
million. Without the large pilot plant, a process might
be developed for $50 to $100 million. The demonstration
plant can be considered to be a small commercial plant,
differing from a true commercial plant mainly in that its
financial support does not require as high a probability
of meeting cost and production goals. This very expen-
sive route appears justified only where the ability to scale
up from large pilot plant operations is in serious question.
Both approaches are being taken in coal liquefaction. a
pilot plant and a demonstration plant for solvent-refined
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coals, and the large pilot plant approach for Exxon Donor
Solvent and H-Coal processes.

Major process modifications can be studied in existing
pilot plants at reduced cost. However, since the cost of
developing new processes or of making major process
modifications is very high, a reasonable probability of
major industrial use,must exist. The high costs and high
risks of coal liquefaction development have resulted in.
cost-sharing for pioneer projects, with the government

' as a major partner.
As experience is gained from commercial operation,

the need for demonstration and large pilot plants will
diminish, and smaller pilot plants and lower cost pro-
grams will allow individual organizations to develop

p advances in conversion technology without government
funding.

ENVIRONMLNTAL, RESOURCE, AND
INDUSTRIAL QUESTIONS

Under the circumstances of declining domestic reserves,
establishing a synthetic fuels industry appears obviously
desirable. The first steps are being taken; commercial
production of alcohol for gasohol and synthetic gas from
coal are already under way, and plans for producing
liquids from coal and shale are well advanced. The ques-
tions of how fast and to what size such an industry should
grow will be determined by a set of environmental, re-
source, and social constraints that are not well under-
stood or predictable at this time, although there are many
strongly held opinions. Science and technology can help
alleviate or- solve many of these major problems.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Air Pollution

The large-scale solids handling and processing activities
involved in a synthetic fuels industry have the potential
for generating all the currently regulated air pollutants.
Emission control will play a major part in the choices
of technologies and sites.

The fundamental controls are the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and the requirement for
"prevention of significant deterioration" of air quality
in areas that have lower pollutant concentrations than
those allowed by the NAAQS. In Class I areas, which
include national parks and wilderness areas, air quality
must remain virtually unchanged. In Class II areas, some
additional air pollution corresponding to moderate in-
dustrial growth is allowed. For areas where significant
industrial growth is foreseen, states or Indian governing
bodies can redesignate some Class II areas to the more
liberal Class HI. In already industrialized areas, signif-
icant deterioration can be avoided by, reducing emissions

C.

from existing sources to offset new emissions. In most
western areas containing coal and shale deposits, there
is no established industry to use for offsets. The Colorado
shale area, for example, is in Class II; however, the
nearby Flat Tops Wilderness Area is in Class I, which
under current law must be protected from emissions
originating in adjacent Class II areas. Occasionally, nat-
ural sources raise hydrocarbon, and particulate levels
above those set by the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards.5

Regulations relevant to the production of shale oil
have not been fully defined. However, it appears that
with the projects, technologies, and regulations tenta-
tively planned for shale oil production, total production
might be restricted by air quality regulations to 400,000
barrels per day. If the limitation is not applied, the pos-
sible limitation of water supply would need to be ad-
dressed. (This is discussed later.) Production at this level
would supply regional liquid fuel needs but would make
only limited contributions to national' energy needs.

Closed systems, such as coal liquefaction Or gasifi-
cation reactors or catalytic conversion units, limit air
pollutant emissions to very low levels, since the gases
produced can be economically and efficiently cleansed
of particles and compounds of sulfur and nitrogen. The
combustion equipment used to supply heat, electricity,
and steam will produce substantial quantities of these
pollutants if coal is burned, and leis if clean gas is
burned. Gas scrubbing technologies have been developed
to meet the requirements of industrial areas, but they
cannot meet the requirements for establishing a major
industry in a Class II area. Further R&D will probably
improve emission control technology.

Another option would be to minimize combustion in
critical areas by importing electricity, holding the proc-
essing of mined coal or oil shale to a minimum, and

e choosing technologies. that produce relatively small
amounts of contaminated gas. A danger is that the first
few plants built might preempt allowable emissions,
making expansion even with improved technology dif-
ficult. Relaxing air quality requirements could, of course,
greatly alleviate this problem and will probably be nec-
essary, if the western states are to make a major contri-
bution to synthetic fuels production.

Unlike high-quality oil shale, coal and lignite are
found in many areas of the country; this obviously al-
leviates the siting problems imposed by air quality regu-
lations in many parts of the country. In addition, coal
can be efficiently transported to industrial locations for
further processing to liquid or gas. However, the sheer
mass of stone associated with the oil requires that oil
shale be retorted on the site of extraction. Unfortunately,
production of liquids from coal is estimated to be less
efficient and more costly than production of liquids from
shale.
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Tli Carbon Dioxide Problem

The bserved steady increase in the carbon dioxide con-
tent air' is attributed to increased use of fossil fuels
and.to eforestation. Some models of the earth's energy
balance redict a rise in temperature of several degrees
when the carbon dioxide concentration doubles the pres;
ent level f 0.03 percent. Models of the world's fossil
fuel use and of the natural removal of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere project that this may take place
within roughly a century.

Such a large change in the earth's heat balance would
result in large climatic alterations, thotigh we cannot,,
predict the exact nature of those alterations. On the con-
servative assumption that the changes will be undesira-
ble, there is concern about increased use of fossil fuels.

Growing use of coal is of special concern, since coal's
low hydrogen to carbon ratio (typically 0.75) implies the
release of relatively)arge amounts of carbon dioxide for
a given amount of heat. The best synthetic fossil-derived
fuels from this viewpoint are methane and - methanol,
both of which have hydrogen to carbon ratios of 4. Use
of biomass, which merely recycles carbon dioxide draWn
from the atmosphere by plant growth, might be espe-
cially favored when control of atmospheric carbon diox-
ide is required. Hydrogen generation from nuclear, solar,
or oceanic thermal energy sources is also indicated for
the future. This hydrogen could be used as ammonia or
added to biomass or fossil fuel carbon to produce liquid
fuels.

Minimized use of liquid fuels and maximum use of
hydrogen generated from nonfossil sources would sig-
nificantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions to the at-
mosphere. The synthetic fuel industry would undergo
significant changes under these circumstances. Dwin-
dling petroleum supplies and a contipuing need.for liquid
and gaseous fuels, however, will maintain an important
role for this new industry far into the future.

CONSTRAINTS OF RESOURCES AND FINANCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL CAPACITIES

Financial and Industrial Constraints

Establishing a large synthetic fuel industry will make
great demands on the supplies of capital, of construction
and manufacturing capacities, and of trained personnel.
New capacity of 1 million barrels per day is estimated
to require an investment of $55 billion (1980 dollars).
This large investment can be piit in some perspective by
noting that importation of 1 million barrels per day of
petroleum at $35 per barrel costs $13 billion per year.
With simplification, this investment can be said to be
somewhat more than four years' importation. Since im-
ported petroleum prices are expected to continue rising
at rates higher than those of general inflation, this ratio
can be expected to decrease with time.
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One estimate for an 11-million-barrel-per-day syn-
thetic fuel industry attained in 29106 indicates that the
investment in synthetics would be approximately 30 per-
cent of the total energy investment, and that the total
energy investment rate would remain at about 2 percent'
of gross national product (GNP), the same as for 1976
(assuming 2 percent annual real GNP growth). It is gen-..

erally believed that thes'e capital requirements, although
large, are not beyond the capacities of the private sector.

A large number of new workers will be required for
such a large industry. One estimate fora 15-million-
barrel-per-day synthetics industry developed over a 30-
year period indicates a major direct increase in employ-
ment, as shown in Table 10. Employment in manufac-
turing, transportation, housing, and service industries
would also increase. Direct employment would be ap-
proximately one million people. Since a population
growth of 25 to 50 million is projected over the next 30
years, the number of people entering the labor market
should be more than adequate to meet this need. The
problem will be one of skills and training. A chronic
shortage of experienced and skilled personnel is proba=
ble, and special efforts of both private and public sectors
would be required to deal with this problem.

Municipal growth in lightly populated areas is a more
difficult problem, since in many cases there are not ade-
quate bases for rapid growth. In the shale area, for ex-
ample, with its high resource concentration, the com-
munity could grow from the present 100,000 to around
one million people at a production rate of 5 million
barrels per day. Over 30 years, the growth rate, if con-
stant, would be 8 percent per year. Similar, or worse,
problems of high local population growth rates will be
found in most western coal-producing areas.

Population growth resulting from large industrial and
mining activities in sparsely populated parts of the West
will result in major changes in local social and political
structures and will inevitably have major and lasting
impact on the environment. A significant frac,ion of the
current population of such areas views . -e changes as
undesirable. It can be expected that these problems will
have important impacts on the development of the west-
ern energy resources.

Table /0Workers Needed in a 15Million-Barrel-Per-N,
Synthetic Fuel Industry

Industrial
Component Number of. Workers Percentage

Increase Over Current Employment

Mining 480.000 60
Process Industries 390.000 55
Construction 250.000 15

Design Engineering .. 8,400 35

Source: The Rote of Sytthetie Fuels to the United States Energy Future, Houston. Tex..
Exxon Company. U.S.A.. 1980. p, 10.
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The conversion of coal to synthetic fuels can be carried
out at sites remote from the mines, since the concentrated
nature of coal allows it to be transported economically

,4:iy train, water slurry pipeline, or barge. This can relieve
many local probt.ems. It is believed that the growth of
transportation, facilities can, with adequate planning,
keep pace with the growth in coal production, including
coal needed fbr synthetic fuels.

Water Supply

On a nationwide basis, and.especially in some western
states, the ready availability of sufficiently pure and
cheap water is becoming limited. Irtmically, a large part
of the nation's solid fuel resources are in semiarid west-
ern regions where agriculture, a major economic activity,
is already limited by the supply of low-cost water. A
large synthetic fuel and mining industry could become
a major user of this scarce resource, and the water sup -
-ply problem is frevently mentioned as a major growth-

lir' ring. -factor.
txamples of estimated water consumption in the pro-

duction of shale oil are given in Table 11. In these proj-
ects, no water is returned to streams or rivers. Abbut 40
pertent is evaporated in retorting, power generation, and
refining, -and the rest is used for dust control, revege-
tation, and so on. For mining and handling, there is, of
course, less water use (for dust control) in the modified

in -site case. In power generation, water is evaporated
in a cooling tower to reject heal.

Options for reducing local water consumption include
dry heat exchangetsfot heat rejection, gas turbine power
generation, or use ofpurchased power- generated offsite.
Heat rejection in retorting and upgrading is large, but
retorting actually produces some water from shale. Local
consumption for upgrading could be eliminated by trans-
porting the crude shale oil to 'another area for refining.
A large variation is seen in the use of water for shale
disposal, depending on whether all the spent shale is
wetted (Colony) or whether a large parttof it is compacted
in dry form (Paraho). Municipal consumption is rela-
tively small.and.can be held to a low level by recycling
municipal water for process use. By carrying out power

generation and refining outside the local water supply
area, and conserving water in the remaining operations,
water consumption can probably be held to around
1 barrel per barrel of oil produced.

At an average water consumption of 3.5 barrels per
barrel of oil, water rights held by potential developers
could support an industry of 8 million barrels per day,
and it is estimated that surplus water adequate for another
2 million barrels per day may also be available7. Also,
the large quantity of brackish ground water in mine areas
could be used, at increased costs for purification. The
difficulty is not so much the amounts of water physically
present as the allocation of Water to the various users.

Since wastewater need not be discharged to surface
streams and rivers, this potential source of water pol-
lution need not be a problem. Runoff and drainage water
from mines or disposal areas would, in general, be highly
saline and might cont.in boron or other toxic elements.
It is possible to contain this runoff by carefully controlled
operations. Monitoring and control of the problem on
a total watershed basis will probably be necessary.

Other geographical areas offer different sets of prob-
lems and other possibilities for dealing with the prob-
lems. An example is the choice of water slurry pipelining
of coal versus rail transportation or pipelining of gas or
liquid products. Because the cost of water is a modest
fraction of the cost of synthetic fuel, water conservation
technologies.like desalination and clry,cooling, while too
expensive where water is cheap and plentiful, can be
used in synthetic fuel production without significantly
increasing product costs.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

Past support of research and development on synthetic
fuels production has had two major components. One
is the relatively steady activity In basic chemical and
physical research and applied R&D in support of the
chemical and petroleum industries. The other is activity
specifically aimed at coal, shale, and biomass conver-
sion. Historically, the growth of the latter fluctuating

Table I/ Proposed Water Use in Shale Oil Production

Barrels of Water Per Barrel of Oil Produced

Retorting Paraho Colony Modified InSitu

Technology Direct (Tosco) (Occidental)

Mining and Handling 0.35 0.44 0.14

Power Generation 0.28 0.52

Retorting ands Upgrading 1.11 2.14' 1.29

Shale Disposa? and Revegetation J.70 1.65 0.62

Municipal Use 0.28 0.25 0.35

TOTAL , 2.72 5.00 2.40

Noeavallable.
Sc:curc An A veument of Oil Washington. D.C. Office of Technology Assessment. June. 1980
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component has occurred when future petroleum supplies
appeared in doubt. With major petroleum discoveries
like the East Texas oil field and the very large Middle
Eastern oil fieldsgovernment and industry support of
work specifically oriented to synthetic fuels diminished
,to low levels. A few special situationssuch as the need
for coal gasification and coal-to-gasoline conversion in
South Africa, and the near commercial viability of oil
shale production maintained moderate but sustained
efforts in these fields.

Evidence is strong that petroleum shortage is really
here this time, and government, industry, and university
research establishments are becoming increasingly in=
-volved in work specific to synthetic fuels.

In the past, technology goals were largely determined
by economic considerations of conversion efficiency and
cost. While these remain the primary criteria, greatly
increased requirementsfor resource conservation, fu-
ture land and water use considerations, greatly mini-
mized environmental change, and consistency with local
social valuesplace frequently conflicting demands on
synthetic fuels production. New technologies to deal
with these problems are needed. Also needed is better
basic and quantitative understanding of the chemical and
physical processes involved, so that optimal responses
to these`conflicting requirements are possible.

Technology and research needs cover activities rang-
ing from'hasic research on the compositions and chem-
istry of solid fuels to development and demonstration of
new mining and handling technologies.

MINING AND HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES

Mining technology will be challenged by demands for
higher levels of resource recovery.; for more controlled
interaction with aquifers;jor predictable and controlled
subsidence; for improved waste disposal; and for in-
creased safety, health, and productivity of mine workers.
These needs, coupled with a severe shortage of trained
personnel, indicate a need for stronger educational and
/research programs. Basic research on the mechanics of

solidsanil --other relevantengineering sciences in the
universities is important.

Much that is new in mining technology requires large:
scale testing and demonstration. Advances continue to
be made, but accelerating the advance may require more
sharing of costs and risks by industry and government.

Especially in the mining of shale,...the cosf of proc-
essing the solids involyed_is-late. Open pit and under-
ground mining -with high resource recovery rates will
calLfor-iiiiproved beneficiation techniques whereby the
desired organic matter can be separated. in higher con-
centrations. Such a technology, developed enough to
make it economically feasible to transport enriched solids
to distant refining centers, could relieve much of the
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environmental and social stress that will otherwise tend
limit shale production.
Solids handling on an unprecedented scale calls for

improvements in explosive fracturing, grinding, dust-
free transportation, and injection into and removal from
high-pressure process equipment. Most of the cost,
downtime, and leakage of pollutants in synthetic fuel
plants result from solids handling problems. Here, the
engineering sciences of solid and fluid mechanics can
make important contributions.

CONVERSION AND PURIFICATION

The heart of any synthetic fuel process is the accom-
plishment of the chemical changes required and the
purification of products and effluents. Energy consump-
tion and thermal efficiency are far from theietheoretical
limits, and advances in the chemistry and engineering
of these processes will bring major savings.

There are three general ways to improve a chemical
conversion process: improve the selectivity of conversion
to the desired product; combine reactions or separations
to reduce complexity and energy degradation; and in-
crease reaction rates to reduce equipment size. An ex-
ample involving all of these approaches is the production
of high-Btu gas (methane) from steam and coal. As the
reaction temperature is lowered, the conversion selec-
tivity to methane increases. This reduces the cost of the
subsequent separation and conversion of the hydrogen
and carbon monoxide also produced. Of equal or greater
importance is the balancing of heat consumption in the
steam-carbon reaction by the heat evolved in the for-
mation of methane. If these processes are carried out
separately, heat must be added in one reactor and re-
moved from another, with inevitable loss of useful en-
ergy. Unfortunately, as the temperature is lowered, the
rate of reaction diminishes to the point of impractica-
bility. The reaction rate can be increased by catalysts,
and, while some catalysts have shown considerable
promise, there is much room for improvement.

Many other examples could be cited; all of them de-
pend on improved catalysts for major advances. A partial
list follows:

Low-temperature gasification to increase methane
production.
Catalysis of coal liquefaction.
Reduced methane production in methanol manufacture
and in liquefaction.
Better control of molecular weight in indirect (Fischer-
Tropsch) liquefacticin.
Reduced hydrogen consumption in nitrogen and sulfur
removal.
Reduced formation of methane and coke in boiling-

/
range reduction processes.
Increased and more rapid conversion of biomass to
useful products in fermentation processes.
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New catalysts for such applications have traditionally
come from industrial research laboratories. However,
advances in techniques for the study of the physics and
chemistry of surface reactions are leading to greater in-
volvement by university and government laboratories all
over the world. The sum of these separate efforts may
accelerate I progress.

Study. of the compositions of solid fuels and their
synthetic fuel products, and of the chemistry and bio-
logical activities of their constituents, is an essential
component of research for improving conversion proc-
esses. Even the general chemical structure of coal is still
a matter of debate, and much remains to be learned of
the natures of other solid synthetic fuel raw materials.
In addition, liquefaction products from coal and oil 3hale
contain very large numbers of structures and compounds
that are not generally known. Full descriptions of their
compositions, by groupings of compounds with similar
properties, would be useful to chemists and chemical
engineers working on synthetic fuels. Modern analytical
tools and computer capabilities offer promise for fruitful
collaboration in the study of the reactions of these com-
plex mixtures (see Chapter 11, "Chemical Synthesis of
New Materials").

It is known that the process of thermal or hydrogena-
tive conversion of solid fuels to liquids can produce
polynuciear aromatics capable of producing skin cancer.
These compounds are also found in the higher boiling
products 'from petroleum cracking. Such oils have been
restricted to use as industrial fuel or in carbon black
manufacture, where they can be handled under carefully
controlled conditions. Products such as domestic heating
oil and diesel fuel have been protected, to a large extent,
from these materials by their boiling-point specifications,
which tend to exclude these higher boiling materials.
Knowledge of these compounds and their biological ac-
tivities is important, since synthetic fuels Can contain a
wider variety of active compounds than petroleum, and
control by hydrogenation or separation is expensive and
energy intensive...Also of-great importance is the study
of other possible health effects, such as the toxicity of
methanol and gasoline components.

Large-amounts-of -the --investment and - energy - -con-

sumption in conversion and refining are due to the char-
acteristics of the equipment used to separate such im-
purities as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and carbon
dioxide from gases. Distillation and extraction of liquid
products to meet consumer requirements, desalination
and purification of water, Clue gas desulfurization, and

\removal of nitrogen oxides and particulates are other
examples. New demands for completeness of separation
and for reduced cost and complexity require renewed

engineering,research activity in this field.
`Synthetic liquid fuels will have compositions different

from the fuels produced in the era of plentiful petroleum
End-use equipment must also change to meet higher
standards for efficiency, safety, and emissions. It does
not seem reasonable to expect that the optimal combi-
nation of end-use equipment and fuels will result in exact
imitation of the fuels of the past. Arriving at a new
optimum will require strong interaction between fuels
research and the development of engines and other com-
bustion devices_ One important example is in determin-
ing the optimal hydrogen contents of jet fuel, diesel fuel,
and domestic heating oil. Current combustion devices
produce soot, which increases in quantity as the hydro-
gen content of fuel is lowered. Coal liquids are deficient
in hydrogen, and the lowest cost processing of shale and

petroleum liquids will also produce products lower in
hydrogen than those currently used. Soot control must
be emphasized combustion design so that hydrogen
consumption in synthetic fuel production can be lowered,
Facilities for the production of experimental fuels will
be needed as a part of the effort to optimize the system
of fuels -and combustion equipment.

Government, industry, and universities are all needed
in this effort. University and government laboratories
can probably make their best contribution in basic sci-
ences and engineering. Industry is best suited to com-
petitive applied science, engineering, and development.
The cost and risk of developing new mining, solid fuel
conversion, and emission control processes are high, and
joint government-industry participation in funding some
major developments, as well as strong support for uni-
versity research and training in the applicable disciplines,

_may _well_ be_ needed.

Summary and Outlook

Production of synthetic fuels from coal, oil shale, peat,
and biomass can draw on a number of commercial tech-
nologies. Modern first-generation technologies for coal
gasification and conversion of coal gas to methanol and
gasoline, and for fermentation of grain to ethanol, are
all in commercial use in the United States and abroad.

Oil shale mining and retorting have been practiced on
large enough scales that pioneer commercial plants could
be constructed and operated with acceptable technologi-
cal risk. Large pilot plant studies of direct coal lique-
faction processes are under way, and demonstration
plants are planned for other such processes In addition.
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much technology from the petroleum refining and chem-
ical processing industries is applicable to synthetic fuels
development.

Plans for several commercial synthetic fuel projects
have been announced, and the Synthetic Fuels Corpo-
ration established by the Energy Security Act of 1980
may stimulate additional commercial application of a
variety of synthetic fuel processes. The major first-
generation systems will probably have been demonstrated
by 1990. Substantial improvements in cost and efficiency
will follow as second-generation processes continue to
be developed.

THE CHOICE OF FUELS ,

The choice of synthetic fuel products will be made on
the basis of such considerations as cost and efficiency
of conversion; pollution potential: and ease of storm.
handling, and combustion. Synthetic liquids and gases
will both be demanded. At first, synthetic fuel products
will mirror as closely as possible the natural gas and
petroleum products they will replace. Over the years,
however, the characteristics of fuels and combustion
equipment will undergo mutual accommodations. Hy-
drogenation, for example, is the largest cost item in
producing .high-quality liquid fuels from coal, and as
coal-derived synthetic fuels become more important
there will be increasing incentives to adapt engines and
other combustion equipment t burn lower hydrogen
fuels.

Intermediate-Btu synthetic gas (synthesis gas), with
a heat content about one third that of natural gas, will
be important because of its relatively low cost, its use-
fulness as a fuel for local consumption, and its versatility
m the production of other fuels and chemicals. Methane
(quivalent to natural gas) will be manufactured from
in \ermediate-Btu gas to maintain gas supplies for resi-
der\tial and commercial heating.

Methanol can be efficiently produced from synthesis
gas and is potentially a very fine fuel, with the promise
of lo\v pollution and very efficient combustion with
equipnlent specially designed for its use. Synthetic gas-
soline,lesel and-jet fuel,-and-heating-oil-presenrgreater
pollutior\ control problems than do alcohols and are
somewhat more costly, but they have the'advantage of
being adapted to existing commercial combustion tech-
nology an will be the major liquid synthetic fuel prod-
ucts for the foreseeable future.

THE AVAILABLE AND PROSPECTIVE
TECHNOLOGY

Gasification

The dominant commercial coal gasifiers are fixed-bed
systems in which the coal moves downward through the
reactor in a solid plug, is gasified, and exits as ash, with
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the gas colledted at the top. The Lurgi reactor is such
a gasifier. The current restrictions to the use of noncaking
coal and low-temperature operation will be removed in
second-generation gasification systems during the next
decade. These systems include the high-temperature
British Gas/Lurgi, the Shell-Koppers system, and the
Texaco system, which all involve high-temperature com-
bus ion and molten ash removal.

A third generation of gasifersusing technologies
such as fluidized-bed reactors and gasification cata-
lystsshould be ready for commercialization toward the
end of this decade..

Liquefaction

The problem of obtaining high-quality liquid fuels from
solid fuels is primarily one of raising the hydrogen to
carbon ratio. Carbon can be rejected as char (as in py-
rolysis), o hydrogen can be added (as in the dominant
direct coal; liquefaction systems). In the first generation
of synthetic liquid fuel processes, pyrolysis will probably-
be restricted to use with oil shale and perhaps biomass.
Coal's hydrogen to carbon ratio is too low for pyrolysis
to produce a high,rate of conversion to liquids, and high-
conversion processes in which hydrogen, produced sep-
arately, is "donated" to the coal receive the most at-
tention in today's development plans. Catalysts can be
used to promote hydrogenation. Research on catalysts
offers great opportunities for process improvements, as
does work on methods for more efficient hydrogen
production.

Shale Oil Extraction

Green River oil shale, found in one small area of Col-
orado, Utah, and Wyoming, yields liquids relatively high
in hydrogen and therefore less needful of costly hydro-
genation than coal liquids. This oil shale yields more
than 80 percent of its organic matte': (as liquids and
gases) to simple pyrolysis. \Aboveground retorting tech-
nology is regarded as ready\ for commercial use without
the intervening steps of demonstration and pilot plants.
hi.-situ.(underground)- retorting-is-possibly-an-important
alternative in favorable geological conditions.

ESTABLISHING A SYNTHET\C FUEL INDUSTRY

With the huge resources of soli fuels in the United
States and the available and emerging technology, this
nation could in principle eliminate petroleum imports
and even develop a synthetic fuel export trade. However,
an array of constraints, ranging fiom potential shortages
of skilled personnel to the requirements of environmental
regulations and state development plans, will limit the
industry's rate of growth, and the ultimate, size of the
industry is therefore difficult to predict. Science and tech-
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nolOgy -will play vital roles in reducing- many of these
diffiCtilties. Others will require attention.on a- political
and institutional level. Industrywide plannini`to,mini-

mize the local environmental and social impacts of de-
yelopment will be necessary to the establishment of a
viable industry..
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1 6,Issues In Transportation

INTRODUCTION
To observe that transportation is a critical element in the
economic \fabric of this nation would be simply to note
the obvioa. To suggest that there is a need for a long-
term strategy for establishing and maintaining the health
of the transportation system would elicit no significant
debate. To conclude that agreement on the specifics of
such a strategy has eluded legislators, government ad-
ministrators, regulators, suppliers of the services, and
users of the system would be painfully correct.

The difficulty din arriving at a national strategy for
transportation -results, in part, from the difficulty of ad-
dressing, the overall system.. The system is most often
viewed as an assemb'age of modes (that is, the individual
types of transportatiqn), with policies, regulations, and
incentives constructed\ specifically for each mode. While
recognizing that the impact of modal policies upon the
total system is not easily quantified, the fact remains that
the total system is much more than the sum of the in-
dividual parts. A national transportation strategy requires
dealing with modal issues as well as with the complexity
of the many intermodal issues in a way that integrates
the. total system.

While intermodal issues must be treated appropriately,
it should be remembered that the value of each of the

various modes depends upon its unique capabilities. Each
major type of transportation provides a service that is
responsive to a particular demand. Airplanes and trucks
transport high-unit-value freight when short delivery time
is critical; railroads, barges, and ships mainly carry bulk
commodities, for which low cost is the dominant con-
sideration; automobiles, buses, and railroads are used for
urban passenger travel where flexibility and convenience
are the prime objectives of the traveler; and airplanes are

used for long distance passenger service where speed is
the principal objective. Because of this segmentation of
service, the issues that each mode faces are different and
the response of each of the modes will depend on the
pressures to which it is subjected.

In the decades before the 1970's, many of the key
transportation issues arose from the national desire to
improve the mobility of people and goods. In the 1970's,
issues shifted to the social and environmental impacts
of the transportation system, the availability and cost of
fuel, and the safety of the system. In the 1980's, addi-
tional issues are already emerging: the growing inter-
national competition in vehicle manufacturing and freight
transport, the need to reexamine the role of transportation
in determining the quality of American life, and the
consequent need to address the broadened range of eco-
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nomic factors that affect the viability of the U.S. trans-
portation system.

This 'chapter primarily considers technological changes
,in transportation and the possible impact of those
changes. While it cannot address the many planning,
regulatory, and economic der elopment questions that
bear on the future of transportation, it is recognized that/
transportation services and the technology that supports
them- are affected strongly by internal social- and insti-
tutional conditions. Settlement patterns and transporta-
tion facilities influence each other, as when a circum-
ferential highway, built to serve a suburban population
acts, as a magnet for additional commercial and residen-
tial development. Although the regulatory environment
has a strong influence upon what is possible, economics
is probably the dominant factor. Once installed, the sys-
tem is not easily, or quickly, or cheaply altered when
new imperatives such as fuel scarcity or pollution prob-
lems arise, This is partly linked to the costs and partly
tOthe long development times involved in bringing forth
new products. The normal life span of the facilities and
many of the vehicles used by carriers can range into the
decades. Deyelopment of new vehicles also can occupy
a decade. Radical departures in vehicle design could
require the change or abandonment of supporting in-
vestments/such as highways, fuel transport and storage
sygtems,/ports, and rail lines. Employing new facilities
that duplicate or replace still usable national networks
cruld bebezond the capacity of the economy to manage.
Thus, much of the new technology will be introduced
only gradually, as *men-Fsof-the existing system live
out their useful life.

Just as substantjal changes in fuel price or supply can
cause a shift in ,demand that strains the transportation
system, so can changes in the needs of those Using trans-
port facilities4or example, U.S. coal exports are now
limited by th'e dock facilities available to handle the
number of coal ships calling in port. In this case, cor-
rective action hinges not only on the development times
but also On the course of U.S. strategy for energy
development.

. Within the broader social context, uncertainties about
such fundamental questions as regulatory policy, pol-
lution control, and national economic policy tend to de-
press private-sector spending on research and deVelop-
ment. While competitive pressures can promote
innovation, its realization is likely tq be minimized or
delayed in an environment in which the basic conditions
of operation cannot be predicted.

In spite of the many constraints and uncertainties, new
technologies have been developed and introduced. Higher
fuel economy, better safety, and lower pollution levels
have been achieved in the operation of cars, trucks,
trains, airplanes, and ships. Improved containerization
technology has helped to integrate freight transportation,
improved freight traffic management and materials han-

dling promise further gains. A continuing commitment
to transportation-oriented research can be expected to
enable still further improvements to be achieved.

Transportation technology will continue to benefit
greatly from research in many other areas. Computer
applications, composite material developments, and
combustion and heat, transfer technology are a few ex7
amples of technological understanding developed in
other contexts having found important uses in transpor-
tation. Satellites provide an important supplement to/ the
usual communications links and are having a profound
impact on port facility management and on the safe op-
eration of vessels at sea:The optical scanning tecpniques
developed for many areas, including rail, are btrtg used
now by the marine sector. This exchange of technology
undoubtedly will expand as more sophisticated trans-
portation systems emerge.

DEMAND PROJECTIONS

In considering the issues that will confront the system
in the years ahead, it is essential to tape into account the
future demands on its kapacity.. Changing demograpnic
patterns, slowing population growth rates, possible
transfers of services among the various modes, and fuel
cost and availability all present/major uncertainties in
projecting demand.

Argonne National Laboratojy has developed projec- .

tions for passenger miles and freight ton-miles to the
year 2006. They are shown in Tables I and 2. While
these projections are in general agreement with most
other current projections,/it Must be recognized that spe-
cific .numbers can vary substantially among different
projections.'

,CAPACITY ISSUES

Whether the capacity of the ()reran system will be able
to accommodate the projected demands depends on sev-
eral issues: ,

the extent to which the existing facilities are saturated,
the extent to which technology can extend the capacity
of the existing facilities;
the extent to which competing demands on the system
can be accommodated; and
the ability of the economy to support expansion am'
proper maintenance of the facilities.

While the response to each of these issues is different
for the various transport modes, a serious conflict can
arise within a mode when the same facilities are used
for both passengers and freight. One need only to attempt
to travel the dow ntown streets of most large urban centers
while freight is being delivered to recognize this limitation.
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Table 1Passenger Miles Traveled
, (In Billions)

Mode 1975 1985 1990 2000

Highway 2,369 3,247 3,637 4,400
Air 178 356 . 425 585

Rail 21 22 22 23

TOTAL 2,568 3,625 4.084 5,008

Highway modeombines automobiles. personal light two wheel sehwles. mreational
%chides. and buses.
Source: R. E. Knorr and Mananne Miller. Projections ty. Direct Energ) Curinimption by

Motif. 1975 2000 Baseline. ANL CNSV 4. Argonne. III Argonne National Laboratory.
1979.

Table 2Freight Haulage
(In Billion-Ton Miles)

Mode 1975 1985 1990 2000

Highway 534 820 46 1,210

Air 7 12 15 20

Rail 732 1,092 1,237 1.550

Water 1,047 1,481 1,597 1.730

Pipeline 905 1.037 1.131 1.040

TOTAL 3.225 4.442 4.926 5,550

°Assumes commercial and gosemment chicks: excludes personal trucks
Source: R, E. Knorr and Mananne Miller. Projections of Direct Energy Consumpuon b)

Mode. 1975 2(X)) Baseline. ANLCNS 4 Argonne. Ill Argonne National Laboratory

1979,

HIGHWAY SYSTEM

There are 3.9 million miles of highway in the United
States, with nearly 3.2imillion of them classified as rural.
The interstate highway system is almost complete, with
just over 42,000 miles in operation. The ability of all
jurisdictions to maintain this network is of great concern.
Repair costs have escalated but revenues for repairs,
generally derived from state fuel taxes, have remained
constant or even, declined. As the efficiency of travel
increases, revenues will decrease, further unless tax rates
are raised or other sources of revenue are found.
- _Much of the present urban highway system is near
saturation. One possible means of increasing vehicle
flow, that is, the usable capacity of the highway network,
is to improve traffic control. While present control tech-
nology can improve traffic flow at low vehicle concen-
trations, it has been largely unsuccessful at high con-
centrations. However, as microprocessorsare introduced
onboard the individual vehicle for engine control, it

should-be-possible-to-use-these-computers -to-couple-the
vehicle into a local traffic control system to provide an
improved demand-actuated system. In the longer ten.),
a more central control, as opposed to local intersection
control, would enable the system to adapt to changing
traffic conditions and optimize flow. In this circum-
stance, the driver must be informed continuously of op-
timum routes. The development of better traffic control
systems depends on improving vehicle sensors and com-
munication with the individual vehicle. Research on the
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development of local controls, on optimal, centralized
demand-actuated controls, and on information systems
that smooth traffic flow and reduce congestion also
should continue.

In the still longer term, there is the possibility of the
automated highway with special dedicated vehicles op-
erating totally under computer control. A variation of
this, the dual mode, is foreseen as allowing vehicles to

transported on an automated highway and also driven
on conventional roads. Neither of these long-term alter-
natives has been shown to be feasible aid thus neither
is likely to appear during this century.

AIR SYSTEM

The air system includes some 15,000 airports that serve
civilian aviation. Perhaps the most serious potential
problem facing air transportation is congestion; airports
overcrowded with flights and passengers can be expected
to create costly delays within the next decade. The
congestion threat, which began to materialize during the
1960's, abated when the combined effects of a recession
and the introduction of wide-bodied aircraft Created'ex-
cess capacity. ,It now appears that traffic growth will
overtake airport capacity again in the near future. The
Federal Aviation Administration predicts that 60 air-
portsincluding 18 of the nation's busiestwill become
saturated during the 1980's. Relief in the form of new
airport construction,is not anticipated. Further increases
in aircraft size, which might alleviate the problem to
some degree, will be limited by development costs, the
capacity of existing gates and passenger facilities, and
the difficulty of providing frequent service with very
large aircraft.

The commercial and private use of small aircraft,
called general aviation (G.A.), presents both a challenge
and an opportunity for air transportation. G.A. comprises
over 90 percent of all civil aircraft, ranging from small
home-built airplanes to multi-engine corporate jet air-
craft. G.A. aircraft are used in a wide variety of trans-
portation operations and carry one third of U.S. intercity
passengers. The G.A. fleet is expected to increase by 50
percent in the next decade. Therein lies an opportunity
for helping to solve the airport congestion problem. Such
aircraft, serving small airports, could siphon off-much-
of the passenger demand otherwise expected at larger
terminals. Insofar as G.A. operates on airways and tt
terminals used by conventional aircraft, its aircraft
should possess the smile full range of instrumentation as
the well-equipped commercial aircraft, including com-
munication, navigation, and control equipment. This is
frequently not the case and represents a serious public
concern if G.A. is to fulfill an expanded role in passenger
service.

Helicopters are being used increasingly in a variety
of new transportation tasks in which their unique flight

3
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characteristics and cost-effectiveness are important.
Business transportation, support of remote or offshore
oil operations, forest management, ambulance and other
public-service missions, and air-taxi service are among
these new applications., The increasing use of helicopters
has presented the need, and the opportunity, to improve
their performance, reliability, quietness, and smoothness

of ride. Rotorcraft technology still lags behind fixed-
wing technology, but recent research suggests that higher
speed helicopters could be developed to provide com-
petitive passenger and cargo transportation for distances
of up to several hundred miles, thereby also helping to
counter the anticipated airport congestion.

Two emerging aircraft technologies also could have
a significdnt future impact. The first is supersonic trans-
port. On the basis of research now in progress, it appears
that a second generation of supersonic transport could
be economically successful and meet the environmental
requirements of noise and atmospheric emissions. How-
ever, the current level of effort would need to be accel-
erated in order to support such a development. The
second technology is enical,short take-off and landing
(V /STOL). Although V, STOL aircraft are not judged to
be cost effective for commercial applications at present, it
may be found that they offer a means of reducing the
airport congestion problem. The future availability to the
civilian sector of supersonic transports and \,,sTOL air-
craft undoubtedly will depend on the level of support
provided by defense needs.

Airport capacity could be increased if the minimum
safe distance between aircraft, even under adverse
weather conditions, could be reduced. This would re-
quire reducing wake vortex restrictions, minimizing
landing time errors, and reducing runway occupancy
time (for example, by improving ground maneuverability
for earlier turnoffs).

New technology for the future air traffic control
system could make possible increased automation of en-
route and terminal services, improve systems capacity,
reduce delays, and consequent fuel waste, and provide
a very high level of protection against midair collisions.
The changes will entail significant shifts in responsibil-
ities between pilots and controllers and will include
automatic decisionmaking and automatic clearance

generation. Eventually, advances in electronics will lead
to cockpit devices being automatically coordinated with
groutid-based equipmentrpermittingpilots to acceptmore
responsibility for aircraft separation. A general upgrading
of the airborne and ground electronic controls, surveil-
lance, display, and communications systems can be ex-
pected. As in the case of airport capacity improvement,
the research leading to these technological advances is
in progress, but the pace may not be adequate, partic-
ularly in view of the long time typically required to

Ground traffic flow at airports (and at other intercity
passenger terminals) is aided by means such as moving

walkways, automated people movers, and the use of
television and other devices to inform travelers of sched-
ules. Since these technologies are already in use, research
is focusing on increased mobility, improved reliability,
and better communications.

MARINE SYSTEM

The marine system includes the vessel!, that carry the
nation's freight and the dock facilities that support the
transfer of goods. It is in speeding the transfer of goods
and enhancing marine safety that technological advances
can make the greatest contributions to marine transport.

Merchant Marine

While the United States is the leading nation in inter-
national trade and maritime t:ansportation is the principal
mode of this trade, the number of privately owned U.S
vessels and their share of oceanbome commute have
been declining. There are three principal segments to the
merchant marine service. liner service (ships operating
on a regular schedule over a fixed itinerary), dry-bulk
cargo ships, and tankers. In 1970, there were 825 U.S
flag, oceangoing ships, by the end of 1978, this number
had decreased to less than 600. In 1955, the proportion
of the total tonnage in U.S. foreign trade carried by U.S.
flag ships was more than 20 percent; by 1978, it was less
than 5 percent. Since 1969, the rate of decline in U.S.
flag ship carriage has leveled off. Nevertheless, the long-
term trend since World War II has been for a steady
increase in U.S. foreign trade but a reduction in the
proportion of that trade carried in U S.-flag ships.

This trend is expected to continue through the 1980's,
The reasons for this are many. There is more scope for
competition by foreign shippers in the U.S. cargo trade
than there is for competition by U.S shippers in handling
non-U.S. cargo; the U.S. tanker and bulk cargo fleet has
not been modernized, and the cost of ownership of U.S. -
flag vessels is very high. The problems are not likely to
lessen as more nations, particularly third world coun-
tries, build up their own merchant marines and place
additional tonnage in the U.S. trades.

Improvements in the way cargo is transfened between
ship and land have made the liner service the one bright
spot in the U.S-, marine service. The advent of special-
ized ships using the improved cargo transfer methods
container ships, barge carriers (LASH [Lighter Aboard
Ship] and SEABEE [Construction Battalion] vessels),
and roll-on/roll-off vesselshas allowed the share of
U.S. liner cargo carried in U.S.-flag liners to rise from
a low of 22 percent in 1969 to 28 percent in 1977.

Although some increase in tanker tonnage in the U.S.
flag fleet has resulted from the 1970 Amendments to the
1936 Merchant Marine Act, the U.S.-flag tanker fleet



generally has lacked the large tankers needed to compete
effectively in U.S. foreign trade. United States tanker
ship owners rely heavily on foreign flags, especially con-
venience registries, largely because of the relatively high
U.S. costs of ship construction, repair, maintenance, and
manning. Construction costs, for example,lre up to 250
percent higher in U.S. shipyards than they are in Japan.
In the past,_higher_wage_rates_accounted for the differ-
ence; more recently, as U.S. and foreign shipyards have
approached parity in wages, the productivity advantages
of the highly automated yards in Japan, Europe, and
elsewhere have maintained the gap in construction costs.

Dry-bulk (primarily ore and grain) carriers are active
on the U.S. Great Lakes and inland waterways but are
almost nonexistent in the U.S.-flag ocean trade. In many
ways, this part of the U.S. merchant marine fleet is an
anachronism. Compared to foreign-flag ships, these car-
riers are small, slow, and costly to operate. Operating
subsidies for U.S. ships have not offset the advantages
of foreign flags, many of which have less costly safety
requirements, labor costs, insurance premiums, and
overhead charges. As a result, U.S. bulk carriers are
used almost exclusively on U.S. government cargoes and
on grain cargoes carried under the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Mar-
itime Agreement of 1972.

Great Lakes Service

The five Great Lakes and their connecting waterways
constitute the world's largest inland fresh water trans-
portation complex. Access to the Atlantic Ocean through
the St. Lawrence Seaway enables oceangoing ships to
sail around the world from mid-continent U.S. ports.
Nonetheless, transpor,tation on the Great Lakes is limited
by several major factors and, since 1965, there has been
a decline in cargo movements. Key channels and locks
freeze during the winter, restricting the navigation season
to less, than nine months. Efforts to expand the season
have proved expensive and only partially effective. The
distances between many Great Lakes ports are consid-
erably_greater_by, water than by land, thus limiting the
competitive advantage of waterborne trade. Finally, ca-
nals and locks limit the ships that can be used in.foreign
trade to the smaller, less competitive sizes.

Almost 90 percent of U.S. domestic Great Lakes trade
is made up of iron ore, coal, and limestone shipments
moving in carriers specially designed for this trade, al-

' though tanker shipments have been increasing. The av-,
erage age of U.S.-flag ships in the Great Lakes fleet is
nearly 40 years, a program to build vessels of advanced
design and large size has begun, but few have been
constructed to date.

Inland-Waterways-Service

The weight of cargo carried by the 25,000-mile inland
waterways system exceeds the combined shipments of
the domestic oceanborne and Great Lakes services. More
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than 96 percent of the 590 million short tons of dry and
liquid cargo that moved on the waterways in 1976 was
carried in towed barges. More than half of the tonnage
consisted of farm products, coal, nonmetallic minerals,
marine products, and miscellaneous goods.

Barge transportation is relatively cheap and efficient.
Advances in tow boat and barge design, added to econ-
omies of scale, have done much_to lower and stabilize
costs in this largest segment of the domestic trades. The
efficiency and low costs of barge transportation are help-
ing inland waterways traffic to expand faster than any
other mode. The principal obstacle to the continued ex-
pansion of commerce on the upper Mississippi and Ohio
Rivers exists in the form of 13 of the existing locks. If
these small, aging locks are not expanded or replaced,
the waterways' potential for cargo movements will be
reduced.

RAIL SYSTEM

There are about 191,000 miles of main railroad lines and
a total track of about 310,000 miles in the United States.
Some 28,000 locomotives and 1,700,000 freight cars
carry nearly 914 billion ton-miles of revenue traffic an-
nually. The demands on the system, however, are not
uniform; -while some segments of the track system have
experienced substantial new traffic, the demands on other
segments have fallen so low that their abandonment is
likely.

Investment in track construction, maintenance, and
rolling stock has been high. Prior to the 1980 recession,
the railroad industry was investing over $1 billion an-
nually in the upgrading of track and about $2.3 billion
annually in new cars and locomotives. New yards are
being constructed to improve car switching and train
distribution. On the average, rail facilities on many rail-
roads are being gradually upgraded.

In spite of the large investments in freight cars and
locomotives, car shortages develop.periodically. These
shortages, and increase in the cost of freight cars, re-
quire that cars be ,hanaled more efficiently as a part of
improving the management of all capital assets. Many
studies arec,in progress on freight car management and
several railroads have adopted complex information sys-
tems that permit closer control over car and train
operations.

Railroads and suppliers also are introducing new
equipment to respond to growing intermodal traffic de-
mands. Recently completed demonstration programs
have emphasized the importance of rail service frequency
and reliability to increased intermodal services.

Other principal technical emphases are upon the re-
duction of maintenance costs. One approach has been
to lessen the stress that trains impose on tracks. In 1972,
the railroads, equipment manufacturers, and the Federal
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Railroad Administration began a ten-year program
entitled "Track-Train Dynamics" to develop train-
handling techniques and designs for cars that would
transmit a minimum of stress to the track. Improper train
handling can spread rails, break couplings between cars,
or lift cars completely off the track; the occurrence of
any of .these can cause a derailment. With the help of
sensors placed on test tracks and cars and mathematical
modeling, this-program has supplied the manufacturers

,with improved specifications for cars and the railroads
with new guidelines for train handling under a variety
of conditions, including the nature of the terrain, the
curvature of the track, and the makeup of the train.

The adoption of radically new train technologies does
not appear to be on the horizon. For instance, very high
speed, steel-on-steel (steel wheels on steel rails) opera-
tions requiring entirely new rights-of-way appear to in-
volve investments significantly beyond those Which can
be justified economically. The most revolutionary sys-
tem -under study is the high-speed, magnetically levitated
train. The intent is to support the vehicle by magnetic
forces a few centimeters above a metallic track, thus
making it technically possible to travel at speeds ap-
proaching 350 miles per hour. As a result of its own
evaluation, the Department of Transportation has dis-
continued its support of this technology. For reasons that
appear unique to their rail transportation needs, Germany
and Japan continue to support the development of this
technology.

INTERMODAL CAPACITY IMPROVEMENTS

In a general sense, intermodal transportation involves
the entire passage of goods or passengers, including pas-
sage within Individual modes as well as the facilities at
which transfer between modes occurs.

Intermodal freight transportation issues are dominated
by regulatory policies established by federal legislation
and by overlapping jurisdictions of the regulatory agen-
cies. The-prohibition -by- statute -or- regulation of multi-
modal ownership is regarded sy the rail industry as one
of the most significant constraints imposed on the U.S.
freight transportation system. Legislation prohibits the
ownership of water carriers by railroads and, until re-
cently, the Interstate Commerce Commission's policy
discouraged railroad ownership of trucking companies.
Most railroads that now own trucking companies ac-
quired them prior to passage of the Motor Carrier Act
of 1935.

Competitive multimodal transportation companies
providing door-to-door, shipper-to-receiver service would
have incentives to use technologies in the most efficient
way. The recent deregulation of the air cargo Industry
provides an excellent example of this increased effi-
ciency. The carrier can now coordinate truck and aircraft

schedules to provide a truly premium service for package
express service. Deregulation also allowed the package
express companies to contract with other carriers to com-
plete trips in areas not covered by their own vehicles.

Overlapping regulatory jurisdictions are another bar-
rier to the increased use of intermodal service. In the
1960's, largely as a result of U.S. innovation, the so-
called container revolution began in the international
maritime trades. The economic advantages of containers
were so great that billions of dollars were invested world-
wide to keep national fleets competitive.

The most important technical elements of the emerg-
ing intermodal freight system are containers, unproved
material-handling technology, and overall system man-
agement techniques. The widespread adoption and stand-
ardization of containers have been directly related to the
improved cargo handling capabilities they offer. Con-
tainerization also has brought the liner companies di-
rectly into cooperation with the railroads, creating a se-
ries of shipping linkages involving both ocean and land
carriage. These linkages are evident in "land bridge,"
"mini-bridge," and similar types of intermodal arrange-
ments. They all involve the substitution of joint inter-
modal land-water service for all-water service over some
portion of the total trip. In these cases, the movement
of cargo is no longer a disconnected series of events
involving the various carriers and the loading, unloading,
and storage activities linking each of the carriers; instead,
it embodies the integration of all of the elements of ocean
and land carriage in order to achieve a maximum eco-
nomic return.

A good example of this integration is the Port of
Seattle. In the 1960's, the port authority began con-
structingadvanced container facilities. The port installed
a computerized system that includes location control and
warehouse planning; improved cargo transfer and trans-
port equipment; and better ship-handling, mooring, and
docking facilities. By 1970, the port was able to capture
a large and increasing share of the high-value contain-
erized shipments in the United States-Far East trade. The
total weight of cargo handled by the port rose more than
50 percent in ten years, and its value increased by more
than 70 percent during the same period. Today, Seattle
is the leading container port in the Pacific Northwest,
the second leading container port on the West Coast, and
the third leading container port in the United States.

Further research can be expected to improve system
management techniques. In particular, control proce-
dures that increase the use rate of containers would in-
crease the return on container investment. The technol-
ogy needed to reduce freight transport documentation
exists already, ,although it cannot yet reduce the proce-
dure to a single waybill. The complete use of this tech-
nology must await standardized domestic and interna-
tional data formats.



AN EMERGING CAPACITY ISSUECOAL TRANSPORT

Large coal shipments to supply the emerging synthetic
fuel industry and export market could generate severe
pressure on the U.S. freight system.

Domestic Shipments

New facilities and careers will be needed by the rail,
inland waterway, and pipeline systems if they are to meet
the projected annual demand of between 600 and 1,000
billion-ton miles of coal movement by the year 2000'.
Most studies conclude that the railroads can expand their
capacity to handle the projected demand; however, the
waterways' ability to meet the growth is problematical.
It is estimated that coal movements on the waterway
system will increase from 156 million tons in 1977 to
at least 220 million tons by the year 2000, including coal
transferred from rail and movements within ports and
harbors. As already noted, expansion of the waterborne
movement of coal on the Mississippi-Ohio River system
is limited primarily by lock size. It will be necessary to
enlarge the lock system if expanded transport on the
inland waterways is to occur.

Of the three systems, only pipelines appear to require
new technology. Finely divided coal is suspended in a
medium, generally water, and pumped through the pipe-,
line. Although the process of dewatering has been de-
veloped, some concern still exists about the nature of the
resulting, effluent and ways of disposing of it. Solvent
slurries using fluids other than water are also possibilities
and appear to have the potential for reducing the re-
quirements for water and for increasing overall pumping
efficiencies.

Coal Exports

New port facilities are necessary if the United States is
to participate in supplying the rising world demand for
coal, which could be enormous.. Historically , coke pro-
ducers have provided the major demand for U.S. coal
exports. Each shipload of such coal had to be blended
from,a variety of coals to yield a mixture with the desired
coking characteristics. The railroads serving the East
Coast have been installing increasingly complex yards
near the docks so that Lars from perhaps a score of mines
can be put in the sequence required for filling a ship's
particular-order:

Recently, foreign utilities have sought new sources of
steam coal to power their plants. In 1979, the United
States exported about 14 million tons of steam coal, by
the year 2000, such exports could range between 70 and
200 million tons. At the higher rate, the United States
would be one of the world leaders in this market.

Currently, there are no long-term contracts for the
export of steam coal, a condition which inhibits invest-
ment in the transportation and port facilities required.
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The low rate of return on dry-bulk cargo operations also
has discouraged investment in such facilities by the major
ports, which have chosen to improve their financial con-
dition by -investing in container facilities that handle
high-value cargo. As a result, those ports that have the
capability to handle coal exports are now severely con-
gested by container shipments. This leads to increased
delays and costs for coal shipment. For example, in
Hampton Roads, the largest of the coal ports in the
United States, ships 4nust now wait weeks before they
secure a berth for loading; demurrage costs are high,
with charges for the large vessels exceeding $15,000 a
day. Moreover, there is no space at the port to store coal
awaiting loading; it is kept in the rail cars which, at
times, causes a shortage of cars at the mines in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania.

A modest expansion,in port facilities is now,occurring.
Major U.S. coal 'producers have agreed to build a new
coal export terminal at Hampton Roads capable of -han-
dling 20 million tons per year; one of those companies
also is planning to expand its facilities in Baltimore.
U.S. Steel is considering developing some of its reserves
in Illinois and shipping the coal by barge to the port at
Baton Rouge. This will require an evaluation of the lim-
itations imposed by the small size of the locks on the
Mississippi River. If the rise in foreign demand is sus-
tained, arrangements to link further port improvements
to long-term contracts probably will become attractive,
although the dredging and silt disposal necessary to lc-
commodate the lrge coal carriers pose environmental
problems that have not been resolved.

ENERGY

HISTORICAL SITUATION

Since 1950, transportation has accounted for about one
fourth of total national energy consumption. and high-
way vehicles have demanded about 80 percent of trans-
portation energy .' Petroleum's share of transportation
energy has grown to about 97 percent today. While the
national objective is to reduce our dependence on im-
ported petroleum through the development of synthetic
fuels, the synthetic fuels are not likely to supplant sig-
nificant-quantities-of-traditional-fuels-until-late-in the
next decade.

Because of the long time required to develop fuels
from sources other than petroleum. and despite the fact
that the choice of the passenger transportation mode de-
pends on factors other than energy , the near-term em-
phasis of government and industry has been on conser-
vation. Much attention has been directed toward improving
the energy efikiency of new highway vehicles and air-
planes and increasing the occupancy of vehicles
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In evaluating the energy efficiency of the various
modes that are used for transporting passengers, the key
iactors are the number of passengers who are carried on
each trip and the energy efficiency of the powerplant that
propels the vehicle. The vehicle occupancy is conven-
iently represented as a ratio of the average number of
passenger miles traveled to the vehicle miles traveled,
PMT/VMT. The average vehicle efficiency is obtained
by determining the fuel energy, in British thermal units
(Btu), consumed per vehicle mile traveled, and express-
ing it as Btu/VMT. The transport efficiency is then the
ratio of the vehicle efficiency and the occupancy factor,
or Btu/PMT. The Btu/gallon content used in these cal-
culations is 124,000 for gasoline, 138,700 for #2 diesel
fuel, and 135,000 for jet fuel. The year 1975 was chosen
in order that future trends can be compared to a base that
existed before major conse.vation efforts were imple-
mented. The relevant occupancy tors and the passen-
ger transport efficiencies calculated for 1975 are given
in Table 3.

For intercity passenger service, the bus was clearly
most efficient in 1975. For urban travel, light rail was
somewhat better than bus and subway. For both intercity
and urban service, automobile transport efficiency ranked
well below that of other modes.

While an analysis of the transport efficiency for freight
service could be made in terms of Btu's consumed. per
ton-mile transported, it would tend to obscure the 'fact
that the choice of mode for freight transport depends
upon many factors other than energy; thus, low-value
bulk freight often moves by water, and high-value freight
by air.

Strictly from an energy standpoint, rail and water have
the highest efficiency for general freight transport. In
1975, intercity truck transport was significantly more
efficient than urban truck hauling because it was usually
diesel powered and suffered less from stop-and-go driv-
ing conditions.

MOJAL TRANSPORT EFFICIENCIES OF VEHICLES USING
:985 TECHNOLOGY

New 1985 vehicles will have substantially improved ef-
ficiency over the average vehicle in use in 1975. The full
bend of these improvements will be realized only when
the older, less efficient vehicles are replaced by'vehicles
having the new technology. As noted earlier, this may
require many years. Actions which encourage more ef-
ficient vehicle utilization, such as carpooling and reduced
movement of nearly empty cars, are capable of making
a more immediate impact upon energy efficiency.

Rail and Marine -

Rail and marine propulsion is predominantly provided
by high efficiency diesel engines operated for long pe-
riods at the speeds at which they have been designed to
have the greatest fuel economy. It appears unlikely,
therefore, that substantial improvements in efficiency can
be achieved in either of these modes. But some improve-
ment in rail passenger efficiency can be achieved by
reducing vehicle weight through the use of new light-
weight materials. Rail freight efficiency can be expected
to improve through the application of management meth-
ods that will reduce the movement of empty cars.

Air

Within the past decade, U.S. airlines have achieved
an estimated average 50 percent increase in revenuer
passenger-miles per gallon of fuel. The improvements
have include(' more conservative scheylaiing, higher oc-
cupancy factors, and improved air /traffic control pro-
cedures. The introduction of larger, more efficient air-
craft in the early 1980's, such as the Boeing 757, will
produce further fuel efficiency gains, on the order of 30
percent. Unfortunately, existing airport facilities will,
in some cases, limit the use of the new, IL:ge wing
aircraft.

Table 3Average Modal Efficiencies for Passenger Transport
(1975)

Intercity

Heavy
Car Bus Rail Air

Urban

Car Bus
Light
Rail

Subway
(Chicago)

Average
Occupancy 2.3 22.6 24.1

(PMT/VMT)

Transport
Efficiency 3,990 990 2,630
(Btu/PMT)

69.3 1,4 12.2 21.4

6,500 7,700 2,770 2.380 2,700' .

R. E. Knorr and Marianne Miller. Projecnon of Direct Energy Con ....npnon by Mode. 1975-2000 Basehne. ANUCNSii -4. Argonne. III Argonne N4101141 Libonitory, 1979.
1,1). L. Green et al. Revonal TransportaLon Energy Conservemon Data Book Edition One ORNL 5435 Spe4.1.11 Oak Ridge, Tenn 04. Ridgc N t unal Libor.itor Energy Divnion. 1978



For the longer term, significantly greater efficiencies
can'be achieved. Research being conducted by industry
and the National Aeronautics find Space Administration
(NASA) in the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) pro-
grams is directed at a further 40 to 50 percent improve-
ment in the fuel efficiency of airplanes that will be de-
signed in the late 1980's and early 1990's.

The technology objectives of the ACEE program
include:

improved engine ,components tapplicabie to existing
engines;
increased thermodynamic and propulsive efficiencies.
and improved durability for new engine designs, with
the goal of a 15 to 20 percent reduction in the fuel
consumption of current turbofan engines;
advanced turboprops providing still further economy
improvements, resulting in fuel consumption reduc-
tions of 15 to 20 percent beyond the new improved
turbofans at equivalent speeds and even greater re-
ductions at somewhai lower speeds;
composite small-or, medium-sized primary structural
components to achieve weight savings of about 25
percent compared with metal structures;
advances in aerodynamics, active controls. and inte-
grated aircraft tlesign concepts to accomplish fuel say-
-ings on the.order of 10 to 20 percent; and
practical-technology for laminar flow controlfor ex-
ample. the use of suction to reduce skin friction drag
by minimizing turbulence in the airflow adjacent to
the surface of the aircraft.

The timely use of some of these technolog;es may require
new certification procedures.

Car.and Light Truck

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975
(EPCA)'required improved fuel efficiencies for cars and
light trucks. This act required that the Secretary oiTrans-
portation establish the fuel economy that each manufac-
turer must achieve for all new vehicles sold during each
Model year through 1985. These corporate average fuel
economies (CAFE) are listed in Table 4.

As indicated, the mandated 1985 CAFE will be nearly
double the 1975 level. Farther, all of the major U.S.
automobile manufat.turers have declared-their intent to
continue to improve fuel economies beyond those re-
quired by the EPCA regulations. Tha technologies that
have Lontributed to these improvements in fuel effluent.)
arc varied. Not all of them will appear on every vehicle.
But, as old vehicles are replaced by new ones, the fuel
efficiency of the average vehicle will increase.

(1) Gasoline 'engine effiuenues will increase through
combustion system changes that allow operation at
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Table 4Mandated Corporate Aserage Fuel Economies for No%
Vehicles, By Year

(In Miles Per Gallon)

Year Cars Light Trucks

1978

1979

18

1<)

1980 20 16.0

1981 22 16.7

1982 24 ItL0

1983 26

1984 27

1985 27.5

Note. The 1975 cori;ratt AN crag fuel economy ma. 14 miles rr gallon
.'lorporate aserage it,C1c,tmuni) is a sate. - ..alined asciagt. al IN xi somumption 01 all

.chaste. 'Anil t.) cash manuiasturct msasurcincin madi. tit ills las' summed on m4
timing schedules. as 4s:rifled b) federal regulation One (Instate sequence ts rcpmscntzts%r
of urban dnsing and the otacr a represcntatise 01 rural tinsmg. Th. ascragc noel sonsumpoon

is salsulated h sombining 55 person of lh. fuel sonsumption measured on the urban mode

ssith 4$ percent of the fuel consumption measured of. the rural mock

j
lower fuel-to-air ratios. the so-called lean bumtech-
nology. This will be accompanied by the expanded
use of electronic controls. Also, stratified charge
systems are being explored which, if successful,
could reduce fuel consumption further. In the future,
the fuel may he cut off when the engine is idling and
deceleration may be used.

(2) Diesel engines have an inherently greater efficiency
than do current low-compression-ratio gasoline en-
gines. If the mandated emission levels for passenger
cars can be achieved, these engines will find. in-
creased use. This topic is addressed below.

(3) Transmission improvements will occur through the
expanded use of overdrive. mechanical lock-up of
automatics in top gear (which reduces fluid coupling
losses), and manual transmissions with more gear
steps Work is proceeding on the continuously vari-
able transmission, a means of further increasing
overall efficiency.

(4) Friction will be reduced in the engine and between
the tires and the road; aerodynamic losses between
the vehicle and the air also will be lowered. While
the improvement of each of these probably will
amount to only a few percent, the combination will
be important.

Average vehicle weight is being reduced by replacing
steel and east iron w th thillikt gauge high strength
aluminum. and plastics. slet.reasing the size of the
vehicle to redut.c the passenger Lapa,it), and b) rcdc-

signing to maximize thi. eflei.tic use of the resulting
passenger space.

A new %chide %%, ith a i.omposite fuel economy of 27.5
miles per gallon (mpg). w typit.al of the average
required by the regulation hi 1985, likely will have an
approximate city (urban) fuel eLonoin) of 23 mpg and
a highway (intercity ) fuel cumuli.* of 34 [qt.:Assuming
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no change in the occupancy level between 1975 and 1985
(23* passengers 'per-intercity- vehicle trip and -1.4 pas-
sengers per urban. vehicle trip), the average new 1985.

gasoline-powered car will achieve efficiencies of 1,590
Btu/PMT in intercity trips and 3,850 Btii/PMT in urban
trips.

The full benefit of these gains must await the replace-
ment of the older vehicles by the new designs. The other
approach to higher transport efficiencygreater occu-
pancy per vehicle milehas proved more difficult. In-
centives have not been found yet that will increase the
occupancy of highway passenger vehicles, although the
rising cost of fuel certainly has encouraged some Move-
ment toward increased carpooling and increased use of
buses, trains, and subways. ;

Bus

Reduced vehicle weight and improved efficiency of the
engine, transmission and axle (that is, the total power-
train) also have improved the fuel efficiency. Since buses
generally have used direct, injection diesel engines, the
possible improvement in powertrain efficiency would be
less dramatic than in cars, but nonetheless important.
Improvements in the diesel engine and in the transmis-
sion, combined With *weight reductions, led to an overall
efficiency improvement of between 10 and 15 percent
between 1975 and 1980. Further improvement, however,
is uncertain because of the constraints imposed by pro-
posed emissions controls. If he proposed 1985 emission
standards for heavy duty diesel engines are enacted, the
efficiency of these engines probably will be worse in
1985 than in '1980perhaps by as much as 10 percent.

Projected Efficiencies

Table 5 summarizes the effect that the above-described
advances will have on the average new vehicle being
produced in 1985. The 1985 occupancy levels for all
modes except air are assumed to be the same as in 1975.
The 1985 bus efficiency assumes no deterioration in die-

sel fuel efficiency because of the more stringent emission
standards.

While the transport efficiency of subways in 1985 has
not been estimated, there seems to be little reason for
it, to fall significantly below the Table 3 value of 2,700
Btu/PMT. The efficiency of the BART (Bay Area Rapid
Transit) system in San Francisco has been improving but
has not yet reached 2,700 Btu/PMT, thelevel achieved
in Chicago.'

Commuter car efficiency can he expected to continue
to improve after .1985. For example, a vehicle designed
for only two passengers could achieve between 2,000
and 2,200 Btu/PMT in urban driving. Efficiencies for
intercity trips should improve another 10 to 15 percent
over those shown in Table 5, to about 1,400 Btu/PMT.

In interesting way to compare relative vehicle effi-
ciencies is to compare the average vehicle weight per
vehicle seat. For vehicles with comparable powertrain
efficiencies, equal weight per seat should yield roughly
equal transport efficiencies. For the passenger car, av-
erage weight per vehicle seat decreased from 782 pounds
in 1975 to 711Tounds in 19C0. It is expected to reach
636 pounds in 1985. For the average transit bus, this
value ranges from a low of 579 pounds for the lowest
powered 40-foot bus to 700 pounds for the higher pow-
ered 35-foot bus. The Chicago and BART subway ve-
hicles weigh 860 pounds and 790 pounds per passentipr
seat, respectively.' 6 For comparison, the 747 airplane
weighs 850 pounds per,passenger seat when not loaded
with 'fuel. This analysis of weight is consistent with the
transport efficiencies discussed above.

Three important observations can be drawn from these
considerations:

(1) Assuming no significant change in passenger oc-
cupancy levels, the bus will be the most energy-
efficient intercity vehicle, w ith the automobile a close
second.

Table 5Energy Efficiencies for Passenger Transport
(Using 1985 Technology)

Intercity Urban

Average
New

1985 Car Bus

Heavy
Rail Air

Average
New

1985 Car Bus

Light
Rail

Average
Occupancy 2.3 22.6 24.1 89.4 1.4 12.2 21.4

(PMT/VMT)

Transport
Efficiency 1,590 875° 2.500 1.800 to 3.850 2.400' 2.300
(Btu/PMT)' 3,000

Values mild be mcreaced by as much as 10 percent tf proposed 1985 heavy duty Mod engine emission standards are Implemented
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(2) Again assuniing no significant change in occupancy
levels, bus and light rail can be expected to have the
best efficiencies for urban passenger transport in
1985, with the car a close second.

(3) Urban transport efficiencies after 1985 for two-
passenger commuter cars, intracity buses, and light,
rail will be equal.

Since it appears possible to achieve generally com-
parable transport efficiencies with the four principal ur-
ban modes-Lear, bus, light rail, and subwayplanning
the movement of people should emphasize issues other
than energy efficiency . All modes must seek to develop
incentives that will increase the average occupancy level
of the vehicle, both in .urban and intercity trips.

Freight Efficiencies

The outlook for improved air, rail, and marine freight
fuel efficiencies is the same as that noted above for the
passenger version of these modes. Air appears to have
the greatest potential. Rail and marine, which already
employ highly efficient diesel engine technology, have
less potential although, as mentioned previously, im-
proved management sy stems can reduce empty car move-
ments on the railroads.

The efficiency of urban trucks will improve signifi-
cantly in the coming years. In 1975, a sizable portion
of urban freight was carried in gasoline-powered trucks.
There is a growing tendency to replace these with more
fuel-efficient, diesel powered trucks. Diesel engines
have predominated in intercity trucks for the past decade
but, even in this case, efficiency improvements will otr-
cur. The prospects for intercity and urban trucks can be
summarized as follows (again, assuming no loss of ef-
ficiency through tightened emission standards).

For intercity truck freight, there can be.

(1) an increase in diesel engine efficiency of approxi-
mately 10 to 15 percent; and

(2) an increase of up to 15 percent through the combined
use of demand-only cooling fans, radial tires, aero-
dynamic improvement devices, and smooth-sided
trailers.

For urban truck freight, there can be.

(1) an increase in diesel engine efficiency of approxi-
mately 10 to 15 percent;

(2) a substitution of diesel engines for gasoline engines.
The combined effect should improve urban truck
efficiency by about 50 percent; also,
an increase of up to 10 percent should result from
the combined use of demand-only cooling fans and
radial tires. Aerodynamic efficiency is not as im-
portant for urban delivery vehicles as it is for long-
haul vehicles.

(3)
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In addition to the engine and vehicle effects noted, there
will be some improvement in efficiency resulting from
lighter we)ght trailers and tractors. Reducing vehicle
weight yields two benefits first, less energy is required
to move the vehicle, and second, the freight weight can
be increased while the vehicle remains within restrictions
impose/el by state and federal regulations. While the sec-
ond enefit is potentially large for intercity vehicles,
stud,ies suggest that, generally, most carriers are not able
to take advantage of it because only a fraction of their
vehicles operate at the legal weight limit.

Overall, in spite of the projected energy efficiency
improvements for trucks and airplanes, the most energy-/
efficient general freight haulers will continue to be trains,
barges, and ships.

MODAL TRANSPORT EFFICIENCIES-POST 1985

While the spectacular efficiency improvements that are
expected between 1975 and 1985 are not likely to be
duplicated in the subsequent decade, a further gain of
10 'to 15 percent should be well within reach. Much of
the potential weight reduction and the direct improve-
ments possible in aerodynamic design of ground-based
vehicles w ill have been achieved. But some improvement
in powertrain efficiency will continue to be made. A
better understanding of the detailed physical processes
that determine engine efficiency will be achipcA through
expanded research. Through this improved understand-
ing, it will be possible to develop control, combustion,
and mechanical systems that nunimize friction, reduce
heat loss, and optimize combustion, so that the effluent.)
of the overall system increases 1.% hile maintaining a low
level of emission.

Two new engines the high-temperature gas turbine
and the Stirling engineare being developed that have
the potential of providing good fuel efficiencies. Projec-
tions suggest that their fuel economy may surpIss that
of the best current direct - injection diesel engine by 10
to 20 percent. However, many issues remain to be re-
solved befoie it can be concluded' that the turbine and
Stirling engines will be successful. The fuel economy
must be demonstrated, the engines must be shown to
be reliable and feasible of large-scale manufacture, and
the cost of manufacture must be established. In the
case of the turbine, its ultimate success depends upon
the development of ceramic components that will
allow high-temperature operation. And even if these
new developments are technically successful, futhre
diesel engine efficiency through direct infection,
turbo-compounding, or development of the adiabatic-
operating dieseland future gasoline engine efficiency
may equal or surpass the potential of the turbine and
Stirling engines. Many other issues must be considered
in determining whether a new engine will find wide-
spread use. But one thing is clear. The new alternative
must offer significant improvements over the mature
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technology, a step-function increase, so to speak, or it
will not be introduced.

ALTERNATIVE FUELS

Liquids and Gases

The internal combustion engines, gasoline and diesel,
and the external combustion engines, turbine and Stir-
ling, -can be modified to operate on a variety. of fuels.
But only the liquid hydrocarbon fuelsalcohol, gaso-
line, and dieselhave the high energy content that al-
lows long distance travel. Thus, the water, air, rail, and
heavy truck transport systems win continue to rely on
liquid fuels. While passenger cars can be made to operate
for moderate distances on gaseous fuels, the infrastruc-
ture for the delivery of these fuels to vehicles is presently
limited.

A national effort is under- way to develop sources of
alternative liquid and gaseous fuels from coal, shale, tar
sands, and biomass. Most observers believe that com-
mercial conversion of oil shale and coal to synthetic
liquids will commence in the mid-1980's; by 1990, this
source could contribute a few percent of the total U.S.
need for liquid fuels and 20 to 30 percent by the year
2000.

The major research efforts center on the effects that
alternative fuels will have upon vehicle durability, per-
formance, emissions, and lifetime costs. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department
of Defense, and the aircraft industry are looking for ways
to ensure the compatibility of aircraft engines and fuel
systems with synthetic fuels, and to determine the system
changes that might permit relaxation of fuel specifica-
tions. The adaptability of the diesel engine is the primary
concern of the rail industry, while the automobile in-
dustry is concentrating on the effects on the internal
combustion engine of the alcohols and gasoline derived
from oil shale and coal and the effects of diesel fuel
derived from tar sands. Major concerns are the corrosive
nature of some of the fuels, the higher impurity levels
which could result from limited refining, and the possible
degradation of properties such as octane rating, cetane
number, lubricity, and volatility.

Similar issues may arise in the distribution of the fuel.
It may be necessary to provide alternative distribution
and storage facilities if the synthetic fuel is not com-
patible with a major part of the existing fuel storage and
distribution systems because of its instability, corrosive
properties, or energy density. Since the various vehicles
used by the major transportation modes have lifetimes
between 10 and 40 years, these costly duplicate facilities
would be needed for many years. It is therefore essential
that the national strategy for providing alternative fuels
address carefully and fully all of the implications of the
distnbution, storage, and utilization of these fuels as
well as their production.

Electricity

Electricity represents a special form of alternative en-
ergy. It can be generated from a variety of basic energy
source's such as coal, nuclear fission, and, ultimately,
fusion. Although an electrical distribution system is in;
place and is amenable to expansion, its use in transpor-
tation presents some serious and; difficult issues.

In the case of rail, it is technically feasible to convert
long-haul rail transport from diesel to electric power.
But present railroad signaling systems must be changed
to accommodate the electromagnetic effects arising from
electrical transmission lines over the rails, and the cost
of installing the electric power and of modernizing the
signaling systems would be large.

Interest in electric cars and vans,is increasing. At
present, these vehicles are limited to ranges between 50
and 100 miles under typical driving conditions. Recharge
times of six to eight hours are expected with existing
technology. While some improvements in these ,chai-
acteristics will result from research, it appears unlikely
that electric vehicles will be able to achieve the operating
characteristics of the internal combustion vehicle. If pe-
troleum is the basic starting fuel, the energy efficiency
of an electric vehicle, measured in Btu per passenger
mile traveled (Btu/PMT), will be substantially poorer
than those shown in Table 5. This is because the vehicle
weight per passenger seat of an electric vehicle, with its
heavy battenes, will be about, 50 percent greater than
that of the average new 1985 car. If coal is the starting
fuel for generating electricity for the electric car and for
the liquid hydrocarbon fuel for the average new 1985
car, the transport efficiency of each, measured in Btu of
coal per PMT, will be essentially the same. The low
energy density of the storage batteries and the resulting
weight penalty reduce the overall efficiency of the elec-
tnc vehicle by an amount equivalent to the losses that
occur in the conversion of the coal to.the synthetic liquid
fuel that powers the internal combustion car. Thus, fac-
tors other than the efficiency of final use in propulsion
considerations such as the adaptability of existing storage
and distribution systemsare going to be key elements
in ultimately determining the final form of the synthetic
energy that is generated.

SAFETY

PASSENGER SAFETY

Safe operation of the transportation system is of increas-
ing concern to travelers and to citizens who are exposed
to the geographic area contiguous to the transportation
facilities.

Transportation-related accidents comprise a wide
range of events and stem from a great variety of causes.
Government regulatory agencies have been active in
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searching for Means to upgrade carrier safety, but a se-
rious stumbling block has been the lack of a generally
accepted meanssof determining the cost effectiveness of
proposed regulations. In addition, public opposition de-
feats important safety proposals that' would restrict in-
dividual action (such as the mandatory use of seat-belts
and the effective control of driving by those under the
influence of alcohol). As a result of this opposition, much
of the task of improving highway safety has been placed
upon the manufacturer of the, vehicle whereas, in the
case of air and rail, both the manufacturer and the op-

' erator of the vehicle share this task.

Highway Vehicles

In 1978, motor vehicle accidents caused more than
50,000 deaths and 2 million injuries. About 18 percent
of the deaths involved pedestrians. Automobile safety
is the subject of vigorous research and development. The
safety of passengers involved in accidents is being im-
proved by better passenger restraint systems; by increas-
ing the amount of Impact energy that can be absorbed
by the vehicle structure, by designing the car to reduce
theseverity of injury to pedestrians in collisions, and by
improving the performance of components such as
brakes, steering system, and lights. There is a particular
concern regarding the operation of small lightweight
passenger vehicles, as they have a higher passenger fa-
tality rate when Involved in collisions with larger ve-
nicles. While measures can be taken to improve the
safety of the small vehicle, it must be recognized that
this generally requires the addition of weight, with a
resultant decrease in energy efficiency. Considerable te-
search is under way in the development of new designs
that may prove to be more effective in reducing the
danger to the passenger, in new materials that may absorb
energy more effectively, and in new structures that may
reduce damage to the passenger compartment. As noted
earlier, an agreed-upon means of determining the cost
effectiveness of vehicle safety measures is greatly
needed.

Rail

In the last five years, the accident rate for railroads in-
creased from 4.15 to 4.50 accidents per billion-gross-
ton miles. Although the total cost of these accidents is
large, only about 5 percent of the incidents result in
injury and about one percent result in death. Almost 75
percent of rail accidents are mainline and yard derail-
ments, usually involving only slight damage to track or
equipment; 53 percent of these derailments are attributed
to the condition of the track, 21 percent to equipment,
and 18 percent to human L.auses. There are scores of
assignable causes within each category, no one of which
accounts for more than about 2 percent of all train ac-
cidents. Each of the causes is the subject of research
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supported separately or jointly by government and in-
dustry but, given the great diversity of problems being
addressed, progress likely will be slm.v.

Aircraft

From 1969 to 1979, the accident rate for U.S. air carriers
decline! from 1.0 to 0.5 accidents per 100,000 flight
hours. The general aviation rate has improved similarly,
but from the much higher level of 19 accidents per
100,000 hours to 11. The commuter airline rate of ac-
cidents per flight has remained essentially constant at
approximately six times that of the trunk carriers.

The differences in safety records reflect significa,it
differences in pilot training and experience, aircraft de-
sign and maintenance standards, and operating condi-
tions. The majority of accidents occur in approach and
landing; in recent fatal accidents, pilot error was esti-
mated.to be the cause in 66 percent of the cases for air
carriers, 79 percent for commuter lines, and 88 percent
for general aviation.

Current government and industry research should pro-
,
duce better pilot and crew performance, flight-deck man-
agement, air traffic control systems, and pilot/traffic-
controller interaction. Advanced simulators and flight
research vehicles are being used to aid in the study of
behavioral factors, crew work load, fatigue, cockpit de-
sign, and information systems. Research also is directed
at improving the safety of occupants during crashes.

Marine

In 1978, marine accidents were reported to have caused
179 deaths and 110 injuries. With personal injury in
marine accidents being relatively rare, the principal con-
cern, particularly in the case of large tankers, is the fate
of the cargo that is discharged into the sea This topic
is discussed further under the heading of environmental
issues.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION

The transportation of hazardous materials poses sub-
stantial environmental and safety concerns. These arise
from such experiences as chlorine gas released as a result
of a derailed tank car or an explosion caused by a high-
way accident involving a truck carrying propane.

There are some 1,600 materials now classified as haz-
ardousthat is, flammable, explosive, radioactive, or
toxic. SuCh materials are carried about 200 billion -ton
miles every year by approximately 600,000 vehicles or
vessels. Although the number of fatalikies is not very
high in this specialized segment of the industryacci-
dents involving hazardous materials transport caused 31

deaths in 1977 and 46 in 1978 the potential for disaster
is large. The response to this has been a substantial
amount of legislation that regulates the flow of such
traffic.
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In 1977, after seven years' study of the behavior of
_tank cars during derailment, the federal government or-
dered that three protective devices be installed on 17,600
tank cars: shelf couplers, to resist vertical disengagement
and help keep adjoining cars attached in a derailment;
head shields, to guard against spearing of tank ends; and
insulation, to increase the resistance of tank cars to
flames from other cars. All but 338 cars were adapted
as of October 1, 1980, and the changes have demon-
stilled their usefulneSs already.

Emergency response is also an issue of great impor-
tance. Emergent.) communications are an important as-
pect of hazardous materials control in the event of an
accident. The main problems are developing information
systems that can identify the particular material involved
in an accident and informing emerie ..nsy crews quickly
on how to handle it. The chemical industry, the railroads,
and the federal government are exploring ways in which
existing communication systems can be improved.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Environmental concerns with the transportation system
are substantial. They involve the control of undesirable
emical constituents that arise from the combustion of
fuel, reduction of the noise associated with the movement
of the vehicle along the terrain or through the air, dis-
posal of obsolete vehicles, proper allocation of land to
highways, railroads, and airfields, effects of transpor-
tation systems upon land use, and the influence of trans-
poitation on life style. Some of these, such as emission
and noise controls, have been the subject of intense leg-
islative and regulatory action.

HIGHWAY VEHICLE EMISSIONS

Highway vehicle emission standards were established by
the Clean Air Act of 1970 and the EPCA legislation of
1975. These federally mandated standards for hydrocar-
bons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of nitro-
gen (NOr) are given in Table 6. Additional mandated
standards for particulate emissions from cars and light
trucks of 0.6 grams/mile in 1983 and 0.2 grams/mile in
1985 have been established.

A key to the control of emissions from gasoline en-
gines is the treatment of the exhaust gases with the cat-

' alytic converter. The catalyst depends upon a combi-
nation of noble metals suspended upon a ceramic
substrate. As much as 0.1 troy-ounce of platinum, pal-
ladium, and rhodium are used in each converter. In some
systems, accurate control of the air-fuel ratio is critical
and feedoack control is used. Cars and light trucks em-
ploy essentially the same control techniques to meet
emission standards.

Table 6Federal Vehicle Emission Standards
(Grams/Mile)

Passenger Car Light Truck

HC CO NO, HC CO NO,

1980 0.41 7.0 2.0 1.7 18.0 2.3
1981 0.41 3.4 1.0 1.7 18.ö 2.3
1983 0.41 3.4 1.0 0.8 10.0 2.3

Note. Uncontrolled passenger car emissions lin grams/mile) are taken co be 11C x 106.
CO 84. and NO, 4.1.

A major issue in controlling the atmospheric emissions
of vehicles relates to the emissions from diesel-powered
cars and light trucks. While a diesel-powered vehicle
must achieve the same emission standards as the gasoline
engine, the proposed particulate standard creates a
uniquely serious problem for the diesel engine. The much
higher concentration of particulates in the diesel's ex-
haust requires special control,techniques. At sufficiently
low inertial vehicle weightsbelow 2,250 poundsit
is expected that the presently stated emission objectives
of 1.0 grams/mile NO, and the proposed 0.2 grams/mile
particulate standards can be achieved without exhaust
treatment. At higher inertial weights, some form of trap-
ping and disposal of the particulates will be required.
This has not yet been successfully demonstrated with a
production-feasible trap system.

There is also a major question about the carcinogenic
risks posed by diesel emissions. If they arc found to be
large, this'.highly fuel-efficient engine could be precluded
from general use. Further research is required to quantify
the cancer risk to the public and to determine the costs
and benefits of controls that might be needed to reduce
any such risk.

Stringent regulation of emissions from heavy duty
diesel engines has been proposed by the State of Cali-
fornia for 1983 and by the federal government for 1985.
The proposed regulations would require a major reduc-
tion in the combined levels of hydrocarbons and oxides
of nitrogen, and would change the test procedure from
a steady state test to a new transient test. The heavy duty
diesel engine manufacturers have indicated that they be-
lieve it is presently infeasible to achieve these emission
levels.' If control procedures are developed, it is ex-
pected that a deterioration in fuel efficiency, of about 10
percent could result.

AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS

Research results of the past two decades have been used
to reduce aircraft engine emissions considerably. Vir-
tually all transport aircraft meet EPA smoke standards,
and other aircraft will be modified to meet the standards
in 1981. Present engines do not meet the standards for
gaseous emission levels. The technology needed to bring
unburned hydrocarbons and CO emissions within the
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guidelines, using advanced diffusers and mixing geome-
tries to improve combustion efficiency, is being incor-
porated in combustor designs for advanced versions of
the CF6 and JT9D engines. The really difficult area
seems to be the achievement of the NO. standards.
NASA and industry are investigating means of providing
the two-stage combustion required for major reductions
in NO, emissions, in configurations which will be eco-
nomically acceptable and reliable in service.

RAIL EMISSIONS

The visible emissions from diesel-electric locomotives
have been regulated in a rigorous fashion compatible
with available technology and good operating practices.
Measures that would require further reductions in NO,
emissions or impose further controls on particulate
emissions could threaten the capability of the industry
to use diesel-electric locomotives.

MARINE EMISSIONS

Introduction of the large marine tanker has raised serious
concern about the effects of a spill on marine life and
coastal environments. As yet, there is no effective way
to remove or neutralize the large volume ofspetroleum
products that could be released in an accident involving
a supertanker. Not only does the design of the tanker
influence the probability of avoiding an accident butalso
the location, type, and management of ports have an
influence upon the probability of an accident and the
amount and effect of pollution resulting froin such ac-
cidents Port facilities, traffic density and patterns, types
of vessels, and proximity to environmentally sensitive
shore areas are all factors affecting accidental pollution.

Tanker accidents account for an estimated 200,000
tons, or only 3.3 percent, of the estimated 6 million tons
of oil that find their way into the oceans each year from
land and ships. Most tanker dischargessome 1.3 mil-
lion tons a year--come not from accidents but from
routine operations such as tank washing and deballasting.

Measures to reduce pollution may be characterized as
preventive or curative. Considerable research and pro-
totype development have gone into curative procedures
aimed at containing the area affected by pollution fol-
lowing a spill and breaking up large spills Into smaller
ones that can be managed more effectively, development
work also has been done on equipment to remove pol-
luted sea water, oil-water separation processes, and de-
mulsifiers that can be applied directly to the oil spills.

In spite of considerable progress on curative measures,
most of them cannot be used effectively in the high seas
in which accidents frequently occur. Existing procedures
are limited to 5-foot seas. Although further IA oik may
permit their safe use in 7-foot seas, little can be done
safely and effectively in greater than 10-foot seas. For
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this reason, as well as the long time it usually takes to
get equipment and workers to the affected area, there
is a growing emphasis on preventive measures. These
involve reducing human error through better training,
tighter licensing, and new relicensing requirements;
improving navigational equipment on both ship and
shore, and refining ship routing and ship-to-ship
communications.

Consideration is being given to requiring proved
equipment, such as gyro-compass, radar, Loran, and
Decca, to be installed on all medium and large tankers.
More modern systems such as Omega, which tracks
shore-transmitted signals in all weather, and computer--
assisted collision-avoidance equipment, are available in
prototype form and appear to offer potential for reducing
accidents.

Preliminary experience with traffic separation and
routing schemes in coastal areas with high traffic density,
such as the Dover Straits, has demonstrated their value
in preventing accidents. The final element in safe traffic
routing and control is reliable communication between
ships in close proximity. The U.S. government is sup-
porting mandatory bridge-to-bridge communication
systemg.

NOISE EMISSIONS

Audible noise also is considered a potentially serious
emission problem.

Aircraft

Although many older, noisier aircraft are still in service,
great progress has been made in noise reduction tech-
nology over the past 20 years. The modern high-bypass
turbofan transport produces at least a 25 decibel lower
noise level than did the much smaller 707/DC -8 turbojet.
Much of this reduction has taken place in the engine
itself, largely resulting from an increase in the bypass
ratio adopted initially to improve cruise fuel economy.
Nacelle acoustic treatment and noise abatement proce-
dures involving variations in flight path, power, flap
setting, and climb or approach angle have brought further
gains. As the older aircraft are retired during the early
1980's, it is expected that the transport fleet will meet
the existing Federal Aviation Regulation 36 Stage 2 noise
rules, and that most of the fleet will comply with the
more stringent 1978 Stage 3 levels for certification of
new aircraft.

Nevertheless, v, ith increased operations, "stretched"
models, and population growth near airports, aircraft
noise will remain an issue in the years ahead. Further
noise reduction appears possible, but it w ill be increas-
ingly difficult and may impose considerable eLonomit.
penalties. One of the difficulties is that during take-off
or landing large aircraft may generate airframe noise
which, apart from propulsion noise, can be expected to
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approach Stage 3 levels. Consideration of increasingly
more stringent noise regulations must include careful
assessment of technical and economic feasibility, safety,
and alternative options such as land-use planning to
minimize the population near airports.

Cars aticiZrucks

While noise levels for cars are not currently regulated
in the United States, the proposed' standards-will be
'achieved only through careful design. The situation for
trucks is much more critical. Federal regulations preempt/

state and local noise standards for trucks of over 10,000
pounds gross vehicle weight; however, for trucks 10,000
pounds and under, state and local municipality standards
apply. In 1979, these latter standards varied from 83 to
88 decibels, as measured by the procedure developed by

the Society of Automotive Engineers; some municipal-
ities specify levels.as low as 74 and 75 decibels between
1980 and 1983. These noise levels are unusually strin-
gent, in that a major portion of the noise arises from tire-

highway interaction and from the cooling fan, areas
which offer very limited 'opportunities for noise reduc-
tion. Major research efforts are under way to determine
the prospects for meeting these reduced levels.

Rclgroad

Regulation of railroad ,noise is evolving slowly. The

issues concern the amount of noise permissible from the
train itself, at property lines bordering the track, and at
other property lines.

Electrical

Radio frequency noise is becoming more serious with
the increased saturation of the radio frequency spectrum.
While the U.S. government does not regulate radio fre-
quency emissions, all manufacturers have agreed that
U.S. vehicles will meet the standard established by the
Canadian government. The principal source of radio fre-
quency noise from the gasoline engine is the ignition
system, with the interruption of high voltage at the dis-
tributor, the discharge in the spark plug, and the radiation
of energy by the wires. The diesel engine, by the nature
of its combustion process, has much less radio frequency
emission. o

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE POSITION

The international competitive position of the transpor-
tation sector is of tremendous importance to the eco-
nomic health of this nation. In 1979, U.S. airframe man-
ufacturers exported $7 billion in products (including
military exports). The United States imported $17 billion
worth of cars, trucks, and buses in the same year. Several

key factors are involved in the foreign export-import
issue.

The, petroleum shortages of 1974 and 1978 created a
strong demand for fuel-efficient cars. Since Japanese and
European automobile manufacturers have historically
served a small-car market, they were able to meet the

new U.S. demand mire quickly than the U.S. manu-
facturers. The popula perception then arose that foreign
manufacturers were achieving high fuel economy by
using advanced technology that was not available to U.S.
manufacturers. However, the fuel economy data pub-

lished annually by the Environmental Protection Agency,8

indicate that on the average. there is no consistent su-
periority of foreign manufacturers as long as the com-
parison between foreign- and domestic-manufactured
vehicles is made at the same vehicle weight. To be fully

competitive with overseas manufacturers, it will be nec-

essary for U.S. manufacturers to improve the reliability

and quality of their product.
While the United States still dominates the world com-

mercial airframe market, foreign-competition is devel-

oping the capability to produce transport, commuter, and

helicopter designs as technically advanced as those of

our own industry. England, France, West Germany, and
the Netherlands, as well as other countries, support sub-

stantial aeronautical research and development in gov-
ernment-operated and-funded laboratories in a manner
patterned after the NASA approach to aeronautical re-
search. It is significant that, unlike the United States,
companies in these countries tend to join forces in civil

aircraft development partnerships.
The European A300 large transport aircraft is suc-

cessfully competing against U.S. models in the world

market. The European share of the world helicopter

market has grown from 32 percent in the 1970-74 period

to 47 percent in the 1975-79 period.
The market for transport aircraft is likely to exceed

$10 billion per year Over the next decade. In order to
compete successfully for this business, industry and gov-

ernment advanced technology programs must be carried

on for five to seven years a1a cost of hundredS of millions
of dollars. These program will continue to be a prerequi-

site to private investment of the billions of/dollars needed

to develop the new aircraft.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

The level of research effort, both in the government and
in private industy, varies greatly by sector.

There is little research and development in the private
marine sector. Those few companies which had research
and development divisions have generally disbanded
such operations because of the depressed shipping mar-
ket. Most research and development are now done by
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the Maritime Administration in the Department of
Commerce.

The highway vehicle industry has established major
research and development facilities. Reports to the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission indicate that U.S.
industry as .a whole spends more than $4 billion annually
on research, development, and testing. It is estimated
that about one fourth of this relates to advanced product
development and research. Support for basic research
could be as much as $40 million annually9.

The fiscal year 1979 federal research and development
budget for highway vehicles was about 5250 million,
with less than $40 million devoted to basic research on
the long-term needs of the automotive industry. This
modest federal spending for long-term research repre-
sents a serious deficiency in the support of the relevant
technology that industry requires. In the rail industry,
research facilities and resources are generally very lim-
ited. The annual expenditure is about S75 million, almost
all of it provided by the federal government. Much needs
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to be done to increase the level of research and to expand
the capability to apply the results of it.

The aircraft industry and the government have a long
history of supporting jointly the long-term needs of that
industry. Starting with the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics and continuing under NASA, the federal
government has regularly carried on the long-term re -_
search that has been necessary to maintain the commer-
cial aircraft industry at the forefront of technology. Major
research and development facilities are provided by
NASA. While the industry conducts limited research and
technology programs, primarily with respect to specific
problems encountered or anticipated in current devel-
opments, it is principally involved in the effective ap-
plication of existing technology in the desia, devel-
opment, and production of new products rather than in
the generation of new technology itself..The industry
also, devotes a significant effort to ensuring that it is

technologically alert.

Summary nand Outlook

The challenge of sustaining and expanding the trans-
portation systeth over the coming years exists at two
levels. to improve the operating characteristics of r
transportation modeits efficiency, environmental im-
pact, and safety, and to improve the functioning of the
system as a wholeincluding the linking together of
each mode to provide the maximum system efficiency.
While it has a large role to play at both levels, technology
is mandated at each level by social, economic, and po-
litical forceS-. The ability of technology itself to effect
radical changes in the national transportation system is
limited by the system's immense size, complexity, and
cost, and by the time that is required to develop and
introduce new vehicles and facilities. No miracle vehi-
cles or fuels promise to revolutionize the way we travel
or ship goods in the next five years. However, incre-
mental improvements will continue to be made in 1,e-
hicles, in the flow capacity of existing facilities, and in
the integration of the overall system. Each of these is
necessary to meet the rising demand for transportation
while minimizing investment in new facilities and low-
ering the energy required for each passenger mile and
ton mile.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

Energy Efficiency

The greatest improvements in energy efficiency by 1985
will occur in the automobile and the commercial airplane,

it is expected that the energy efficiency of new cars and
airplanes will almost double between 1975 and 1985.
Diesel- and electric-powered modesbus, train, ship,
and truckwill realize smaller gains. As a result,
whereas the bus was about three times as efficient as the
automobile in 1975, it will be only 60 percent more
efficient in 1985 (at 1975 levels of occupancy). In the
years following 1985, two-passenger cars may be mail-
able that will match or ex.,eed the efficiencies of bus and
rail in urban transportation. These comparisons are %Aid
internationally, When vehicles of equal weight are tom-
pared, the energy efficiency of domestic automobiles
matches those of imports. This is expected to continue.
Energy efficiency comparisons among the modes will
becoire less of a factor in policy decisions. A key chal-
lenge 111 improving the energy efficiency of passenger
transport will be to increase the average number of pas-
sengers per trip.

Alternative Fuels

Various fuels derived from nonpetroleum sources are
candidates for use in the transportation system. While
it is expected that engines and fuel distribution systems
can be developed that will operate on most synthetic
liquid fuels, existing systems and engines are not com-
patible with some of the synthetic fuels, and gaseous
fuels offer only a relatively short vehicle range. Elec-
tricity is an alternative. The electrical technology exists
for trains, but the costs are high. Battery-powered 1,e-

.
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hicles using electricity generated by coal would be about
as energy efficient as 1985 cars powered by coal-derived
synthetic liquids. Thus, an overall system analysis is
necessary if alternative fuels are to be introduced in the
most efficient manner.

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION

Important opportunities exist to improve the overall per-
formance of the system by smoothing the flow of people

and goods at the point where modes intersect, and to

increase the capacity of each mode. Better air traffic
control technology can help to increase airport capacity

by reducing delays in take-off and landing. The extension

of commercial aircraft technology to smaller (general

aviation) aircraft and better helicopter designs could ex-

pand their ase on short-haul trips from major airports to
smaller ones.

Computerized freight control systems are increasing
the fraction of time that railcars carry goods and are
helping to expand the integrated use of trucks, railroads,
and ships to haul containerized, cargo. Greater use of
integrated transportation will be aided by the elimination
of remaining regulatory prohibitions.

Improved ground and satellite communications are
also vital for safer ship navigation, monitoring the trans-
portation of hazardous materials. and improved highway
traffic flow.

RESEARCH NEEDS

The long-term challenges to the transportation sector
demand new answers for long-standing problems. Re-
search is a key to this. An improved understanding of
the fundamental limitations upon energy efficiency de-
mands that research continue on basic combustion phe-
nomena, on finding new materials and better ways of
using materials that will reduce vehicle weight, and on
understanding more completely the basic limitations im-
posed by friction and aerodynamic losses. Exploration
of new propulsion'systemsthat is, engines and their
accessoriesmust continue. Passenger safety will im-
prove through a better understanding of energy dissi-
pation in a collision, through improved management of
vehicles in circumstances where collisions are possible,
and through improved communication systems. Reduc-
ing the environmental, impact of the transportation sector
in a cost-effective manner will require an improved un-
derstanding of the processes that generate pollutants and
the relationship of these processes to the operating modes
of the transportation system. Reducing the dependency
of the transportation sector upon imported petroleum
demands careful evaluation of the alternative energy
sources and the means by which they can be introduced
into commerce. While the transportation sector will con-
tinue to benefit from advances originally developed in

other contexts, many of the fundamental woblems con-
fronting transportation are unique to it and will .require
the continued support of research by industry and
government.
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17 Prospects for New Technologies

INTRODUCTION

Many attempts to look far into the future of technology
fail in part because events often move faster than all but
the rarest of minds can predict. Moreover, unforeseen
discoveries may accelerate, inhibit, or divert the course
of what seemed to be obvious developments. The in-
yention of the transistor, for example, sidetracked the
gradual'evolution of vacuum tube technology. The dis-
covery of the relatively simple stricture of the molecules
that contain the genetic code stored in the cell has ac-
celerated the development of genetic engineering to a
point far beyond what one would have guessed as re-
cently as 15 years ago.

But, even though many past predictions have failed,
new technology can change our lives so much that we
are obliged to speculate as well as we can both on emerg-
ing technologies and on emerging situations that have
large technological components. This chapter focuses on
seven such areas. The topics were chosen without con-
cern for merging them into a seamless whole, but each
involves technological issues that could exert major in-
fluences on the course of industry and hence on our lives
and the course of society.

The first two areas are innovations in mec;cal tech-
nology and the uses of recombinant DNA (deoxyribo-
nucleic acid) methodology. Both reflect the strength of
the biological sciences.

Third and fourth are superconductivity and energy
storage, intensely active areas in physical science and
technology.

Fifth is the prospects for finding deposits of minerals
other than fossil hydrocarbons, a subje.t that is apt to
be slighted in this time of great concern with energy
resources.

Sixth is the import of the space Shuttle and particularly
of the space telescope.

The seventh area is more long range and speculative
than the others. It concerns the extent to which infor-
mation- processing devicescurrently undergoing rapid
evolution as a result of dramatic gains in the capacity,
speed, and sophistication of microprocessorscan ue
expected to reach a point where they can be said to think
in a manner approaching our perception of thinking in
living systems.
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MEDICAL TECIINOLOGY*

Over the years, medical science has benefited increas-
ingly from work in other fields, as is evident in the new
technologies that continue to emerge from the laboratory
Those outlined here reflect contribetions from electron-
ics, materials science a- ' engineering, nuclear physics,
biology, and several branches of chemistry, among other
disciplines. The ubiquitous computer also has found a
solid foothold in medicine. although its effectiveness
suffers somewhat from a lack of standardization both in
programs and in protocols. These new technofogies
shOuld find many uses in diagnosis and treatment during
the next five years; in the longer range, they should
contribc.,e subAantially tc, our basic understanding of the
body and its interactic us ith its environment. In ad-
dition, recombinant DNA methodology (see next sec-
tion) will be exploited not only in scientific research but
also irk medical and commercial technologies

MICROCOMPUTERS

The new microelectronics is influencing medical tech-
nology profoundly: the trend is evident in developments
cited below. Application of the computer to medicine
has spawned a host of new technologies whose devel-
opment has been accelerated by advances in the manu-
facture of integrated circuits. Today's microprocessors.
which consist of tens or thousands of transistors and
related components on silicon chips a quarter of an inch
square, have markeoly shrunk both the size and cost of
computers. The resulting microcomputers are finding an
expanding range of uses One recent survey has projected

a market of more than S1.3 billion for microcomputer-
based medical devices during the next decade.

The pewly developing medical applications of micro-
computer technology fall into three broad categories
incorporation into laboratory instruments for control.
sequencing, and computation; use in clinical devices to
aid in physiological monitoring, diagnostic or therapeu-
tic procedures, and rehabilitation; and use in interfacing
older equipment to automated data collection and anal-

ysis systems.
In clinical and rc,earch labc Tries, microcomputers

are widely used in analytical trams for expediting
the acquisition, processing. a rage of data; com-
putations; and printing or plotti: results Clinical ap-
plications include monitoring systems for intensive care

'The toilowing individuals helped to prepare. this uun N U Anderson, Argunnt. National
Laburator.I. F Dunn. Lniversity of III.nois n lrbana Champ....gn. %f Gunein Sf.issa...husett,
General Hospital, Flamm, Medical School. E C Gregg. Case Western Reserve University.
C. fleidelberger, University of Southern Cant urilld 44 Los Angus. R M kraus,. Natun,ti
institute of Allergy and Intecluus D 11.C.MC . the V.itturial Institutes of Health H R Lchne.
Institute of Rehabilitause Mtilicine. Nev. York Unisersity Medical Center, A R Slargults

University of California at San Franc. A Pratt. NAD011.11 Institutes ui Health. L noon

of Computer Researth and Tahnulogy, G Rosenthal Netional Center for Health Sers itcs
Research: IL R. Rusk. Institute of Rehabilitatise Medici..e. New York Umsersity Medical

Center

and cardiac catheterization units, infusion pumps for
constant-rate administration of intravenous fluid, and
vanous devices for microscopic and radiographic imaging.

Future applications include systems for improving ac-
cess to medical information in computerized data bases,

assisting in history-taking and diagnosis, monitoring
patient care, auditing routine decisionmaking, and ex-
pediting communication. Other applications will include
increasing use in prostheses (replacement of body parts)

of various kinds, including devices for replacing lost
physiological or sensory functions.

IMAGING SYSTEMS

Rapid progress in means of obtaining images of the
body's interior is leadmg to steadily improving ability
to diagnose ailments and study physiological function-

ing. Pronusing new imaging systems include X-ray sys-

tems, positron emission tomography, ultrasound sys-
tems, nuclear magnetic resonance, and the germanium

camera.

X-ray Systems

In the short time since its introduction, computerized
axial tomographic (CAT) scanning has come to play a
key role in the diagnosis and manattement of many dis-
eases. The technique involves computer reconstruction

of X-ray data :o give images of plane sections through
the body. In the foreseeable future, advances in CAT
technology should bring improved resolution and scan-

ners in which election scanning of crescent-shaped

sources produces focused X-rays. The latter development

would eliminate moving parts and permit extremely rapid

scanningin the millisecond rangefor capturing tran-

sient events in the body. Such scanners should facilitate

dynamic .tudies of various kinds, notably m patients
with circulatory disorders. Now be'ng designed for port-
able me in the fieldby the military, for example are
CAT scanners that use isotopes such as gadolinium-153
as sources and so do not require a conventional X-ray

generator.
Further application of the computer to X-ray imaging

systems will result in a gradual shift toward all-electronic
computerized detection, storage, and replay of radio-
graphic information. Such a shift ultimately may permit
the physician's judgment.to be strengthened by computer
diagnoses of certain diseases, given improvements in
resolution, contrast, computer storage and analyst; of
information, and the capability for random computer
access and retrieval. Such developments also will permit

more rapid and accurate communication of information
in the course of making diagnoses and caring for patients.

, Another important foreseeable advance is the deel-
opinent of new contrast materials with increased X-ray

absorption, decreased toxicity, and enhanced specificity
for particular organs and disease states.

,;:,! 3 0 1.,
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Positron Emission Tomography

The use of positron cameras employing computed torn -
ographic reconstruction techniques makes possible the
quantitative measurement of the activity of positron-
emiuing isotopes throughout scanned sections of the
body. (The positron is a positively charged particle with
the mass of an electron.) By labeling appropriate chem-
icals with cyclotron-produced, short-lived, positron-
emitting isotopes such as carbon-11, one can determine
patterns of blood flow, blood volume, oxygen perfusion,
and various other physiologic, metabolic, and immu-
nologic parameters. This technology, still in its infancy,
should enjoy increasing use in medical diagnosis and
research within the near future, especially in studies of
brain and heart function.

Ultrasoun. cl Imaging

Ultrasound imaging, already an established tool, should
be used increasingly in medical diagnosis in the years
ahead. In contrast to X -radiation, ultrasound radiation
is not known to be mutagenic, carcinogenic, or terato-
genic. Thus, it offers the advantages of lower potential
risks in mass screening of humans. The further employ-
ment of computers in ultrasound imaging, along with the
development of techniques for producing focused ultra-
sonic fields, should lead to major improvements, in res-
olution, bringing the capability for dynamic studies of
cardiac function and other physiologic parameters.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Another promising imaging technique involves the ap-
plication of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) zeug-
matography. Protons in hydrogen atoms, when placed
in an external magnetic field, respond to an applied radio
frequency by reemitting radio waves of the same fre-
quency. Thus, images can be obtained which are com-
parable in resolution and contrast with those obtainable
with CAT. In principle, many different atomic environ-
ments can be imaged, making NMR a particularly fruitful
field for investigation.

The method has been used with animals and to obtain
images of the human brain. There is some evidence that
cancer cells can be distinguished from their normal coun-
terparts by NMR signals. Also, macroscopic movement
affects the NMR signal, and an instrument based on this
fact has been developed to measure blood flow. The
ability to image atoms of fluorine-19, phosphorus-31,
and other elements in addition to hydrogen also raises
the possibility of using labeled compounds for various
tracer studies.

Germanium Camera

Among noteworthy advances in Imaging techniques is
the development of germanium cameras for use in nu-
clear medicine. The development is promising because
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of the high efficiency of germanium detectors for photons
in useful ranges of energy. Such cameras should' yield
films of significantly improved. resolution and image
quality for a given dose, thus reducing the doses involved
in diagnosis. The technique is applicable to organs such
as the thyroid, liver, and spleen and recently h'as been
used to obtain an image of a wrist that shows every
tendon.

RADIATION THERAPY OF CANCER

Imaging techniques mentioned above, by better local-
izing and delineating the extent of cancer in a patient,
will aid greatly in the choice of appropriate therapy and
in monitoring the patielf s response to treatment. In ad-
dition, although treatment of cancer with radiation is a
long-established practice, several newly developing
methods radiation therapy will. find increasing.appli-
cation in years to come.

New treatment methods include the use of ionizing
particlessuch as neutrons, protons, mesons, alpha par-
ticles, and heavy ionsof high-linear energy transfer
(LET). Experience to date with high-LET radiation ther-
apy has been limited to small clinical trials, primarily
with accelerators designed for physics research. Al-
though the results are promising, full evaluation of the
potential value of high-LET radiation in cancer treatment
will depend on expanded studies now being mounted
with new particle accelerators designethexpressly for
radiotherapeutic use. In principle, high:LET radiation
offers the advantages over conventional X- or gamma
radiation of more selective localization of the dose to the
tumor and greater tumoricidal action for a given dose
(although. neutrons, the most widely used high-LET ra-
diation, while offering greater tumoricidal action, pro-
vide less localization of dose).

Another noteworthy approach is the development of
drugs that sensitize oxygen-deficient cells. Such drugs
increase the radiosensitivity of poorly vascularized parts
of tumors, which otherwise might escape destruction
during radiotherapy with X-rays or gamma rays. To date,
the most serious limitation of such drugs has been their
high toxicity, but research to develop less toxic analogs
appears promising.

Also noteworthy is growing evidence that hyperther-
mia, or heating, can increase the sensitivity of cancer
cells to radiation and anticancer drugs. The combined
use of hyperthermia and radiation promises to improve
the cure rates for, certain malignancies.

CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS

New techniques for chromosome analysis have increased
more than 50-fold the number of bandlike markings by
which different chromosomal regions are distinguishable
from one another. The technique involves microscopic
examination of human cells in late prophase (the initial
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step in cell division). Further refinement and application
of this approach should advance greatly the mapping of
the human genomethe full complement of genetic in-
formationand our understanding of the role of genetic
determ. inants in health and disease.

PROTEIN ANALYSIS

High-resolution, two-dimensional electrophoresis using
acrylamide gel provides in theory a resolving power- ca-
pable of separating virtually all of the protein products
of the structural genes of man. These genes are estimated
to number 'between 30,000 and 50,000. To attain the
resolution needed for such a.. exacting analytical sepa-
ration, two -Lmensional mapping systems are being de-
veloped which resolve both highly acid and highly
alkaline peptides ( ragments of proteins). Such systems
would reveal, for example, what proteins are present in
a tissue sample under differing stresses and, ultimately,
even What genes are turned on. The refinement and ap-
plication of this technology to the analysis of biochemical
correlates of health and disease should prove useful in
research on normal growth and development, detection
of genetic` variants, and early diagnosis.

PROSTHETICS AND ORTHOTICS

Within the near future, advances in biological materials
should improve the quality and durability of the two to
three million prostheses and orthoses (reinforcements
and supports for body parts, such as metal pins and rods)
that arc implanted yearly in this country. We can now
create biological materials with biological and physical
propertieS heretofore unattainable. But, until we know
more about the substances that normally control the
bonding of cells to each other. it will be difficult to
achieve optimal adherence or lack of adherence between
implant devices and tissues.

Other advances are expected to come from the ex-
panding use of microprocessors in prostheses. Micro-
processor-based devices offer several advantages. the
ability to pruLess signals and thus partially compensate
for impaired neurological function, adaptability to the
special needs of individual patients through modifica-
tions in software, and the capacity to be mobile and
portable. For example. microcomputer -based prostheses
can control motorized artificial hands by responding to
myoeleLtriL signals imparted from forearm stumps, al-
lowing the prostheses to be manipulated naturally like
normal hands. Among applications under development
are aids to hearing and sound perception, synthetic

owes, voice actuated control systems for wheelchairs,
gaze-controlled devices,,and other aids.

SYNTHESIS OF NEW BIOCHEMICALS

In addition to the use of:recombinant DNA technology
to expedite the production of selected compounds (dis-
cussed in the next section), new chemicals with desired

_molecular structures are being synthesized using other
innovative approaches.

One exaenple concerns the development of new anti-
cancer drugs. Recent advances in enzymology have led
to two concepts, among others, that promise to permit,
the synthesis of increasingly powerful and irreversible
inhibitors of enzymes that play key roles in the metabo-
lism of cells. The idea is to use such inhibitors to interfere
selectively with the metabolism and growth of tumor
cells. One concept involves the design of analogs that
mimic the target enzyme, leading to powerful inhibi-
tions. (An example of this type of inhibitor currently
under clinical study is PALA, or phosphonoacetyl-L-
aspartase.)

The second concept involves what is called a suicide
inhibitor, which is chemically inert but resembles the
substrate of the enzyme and thus binds to it. Once bound,
the inhibitor is promptly converted by the enzyme into
a highly reactive compound that irreversibly inactivates
the enzyme. Both of these approaches hold promise for
the development of new anticancer drugs.

A related approach is the developmenof chemicals
that inhibit the multiplication of viruses, by exploiting
their ability to code for the biosynthesis of enzymes not
present in uninfected cells. The discovery of interferon,
which inhibits the multiplication of viruses while leaving
host-cell functions relatively undisturbed, indicates the
feasibility of this approach. Recent progress in virology
is revealing a growing number of virus-coded proteins
that should be candidates for specific inhibition by chem-
ical reagents. Application of the same approach to the
development of agents for treating parasitic and other
infections should be similarly productive. (Chapter 11
offers further examples of such tactics.)

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

Another powerful new technique is a method for pro-
ducing large quantities of monoclonal antibodies that can
be used like well-defined chemical reagents. The method
makes use of hybridomas, hybrid cells formed by fusing
antibody-forming spleen cells with mouse tumor (plas-
mocytoma) cells. The hybrid cells so formed produce
a single type of antibody moleculenamely, the one
elaborated by the parental spleen cells. The cells can be
grown as a continuous line from which large quantities
of the antibody may be harvested. By immunizing the
spleen-cell donors against specific antigens, antibodies
of corresponding specificities may be obtained. This
technique should have wide application in the develop-
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ment of reagents for diagnosing and treating disease and
for bioinedical research,

..-

RECOMBINANT DNA

Only a few years ago, recombinant DNA was arousing
concern if not fear among the public and some specialists;
it seemed to some to be another scientific bogeyman.
Today, although the expression recombinant DNA re-
tains a slightly pejorative flavor, it is used commonly to
describe a technology 'for corstructitig and isolating
beneficial molecules using techniques developed by mo-
lecular geneticists. This technology evidently is spurring
the formation of a new industry. At the same time, in-
tensive research with recombinant DNA is steadily ex-
panding our basic understanding of molecular genetics.
The rapid movement of knowledge in this fieldonly
recently considered esoteric and impractical from the
laboratory directly into industry illustrates strikingly how
unpredictable are the uses of new knowledge.

RECOMBINANT DNA DEFINED

Recombinant DNA is defined in guidelines issued in the
early 1970's by the National Institutes of Health to ensure
safety in research in the field, The guidelines define
recombinant DNA molecules "tis either (i) molecules
which are constructed outside living cells by joining
natural or synthetic DNA segments to DNA molecules
that can replicate in a living cell or (ii) DNA molecules
that result from the replication of those described in (i)
above."

A recombinant DNA experiment has three compo-
nents: the DNA to be cloned or replicated (the foreign
DNA); a segment of DNA (the vector) that can replicate
in a host cell, and the host cell itself. The foreign DNA
is spliced into the vector DNA, and the combined seg-
ments are inserted into the host cell for propagation. The
host cell and vector usually are closely related, the DNA
to be cloned can come from any organism (hence, foreigi

DNA).
This technique makes available for study specific seg-

ments of the chamlike DNAthe substance of genes
from any organism. The DNA can be analyzed down to
the level of its individual subunits, called bases. There
are four such distinct bases. The sequence in which they

occur along the DNA chains of genes constitutes the
coded information that makes up the genetic heritage of
organisms. When a cell propagates. most of the genetic
inforinatiOn coded into its DNA directs the synthesis of
proteins. These long-chain molecules comprise most of
the working machinery of the cell. They are formed in

several steps, including transcription of the genetic in-
formation into the long-chain molecule RNA (ribonu-
cleic acid) and subsequent translation into protein.
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In some cases, the function of a specific segment of
DNA can be ascertained and its gene product isolated.
Recombinant DNA experiments, therefore, provide in-
formation on the organization, structure, and function
of genes; they also can lead to the making of usefulgene
products.

PROCESSING DNA

Molecular geneticists have performed thousands of ex-
periments using recombinant DNA, and the basic tech-
nique is well established. Specific fragments of the for-
eign DNA are produced by enzymes, called restriction
enzymes, that recognize certain short sequences of bases
in the DNA chain and cleave it where those sequences
occur. The desired fragments of foreign DNA are isolated
by standard methods for insertion into the vector. The
two major classes of vectors are the DNA viruses and
the plasmids, naked rings' of DNA that occur independ-
ently in cells. The vector selected is cut with a restriction
enzyme, and the foreign DNA is spliced into the gap
using another enzyme, DNA lipase. The host may be
any cell in which the recombined vector DNA can rep-
licate; the major limiting factor is the existence of means
of inserting the vector into the cell. The most widely
used host to date has been a strain of the bacterium
Eschenchia colt. With the vector inserted, host cells are
propagated in a suitable medium to produce ;:lone cells
containing the identical segments of DNA. At each step
in the preparation of recombinant DNA, it is possible
to use experimental variations to suit special needs

RESEARCH USING RECOMBINANT DNA

The recombinant DNA procedure is a powerful experi-
mental tool. At the current stage of development, at least,
it is more important to basic science than as the basis
of a commercial technology A few findings obtained
with the procedure will illustrate its reach.

Gene Structure

In bacterial genes. a continuous sequence of bases codes
for a given protein. Resiiarch using recombinant DNA
has shown, however, that in many genes of higher or-
ganisms the sequence is in segments separated by long.
noncoding sequences. The entire DNA sequence is tran-
scribed into.RNA, and the noncoding sequences are then
excised by a mechanism still incompletely understbod
Enzymes join coding sequences into a continuous
chain for translation into protein.

One author has described as amazing this discontin-
uous structure of many eukaryotic genesthat is, genes
of organisms whose genetic DNA is bound in the nuclei
of cells. The structure is important in two respects First,
since a primary transcript must be processed to form a
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message, the mechanisms that regulate the expression
of,genes might work at this level Second, the segments
of genes could be moved around in the genome, thereby
providing the raw material for the evolution of new gene
functions.

Antibody Diversity

Studies with recombinant DNA also have shown that the
many theories proposed to explain the enormous diver-
sity of antibodies, important elements of the body's im-
mune System, have been premature. There are several
classes of antibodies. An antibody molecule is composed
of two light and two heavy chains of protein. Each chain
istcompnsed of one region of variable amino acid se-
quence and one in which the sequence is the same in all
antibodies of a particular class. An antibody interacts
specifically with one of thousands of antigens, or foreign
substances, and the problem has been to explain this
diversity in terms of the basic structure of the molecules.

Work with genes for the light chains of antibodies has
revealed that,the constant (C) and' variable (V) regions.
are on different DNA fragments. A new DNA sequence
(.1) was found to be associated with the constant region
and to code for about a dozen amino acids at the junction
of- the variable and constant regions. There are about 5
different J regions and 20 different V regions. Sometime
during the development of an organism, light chains are
made when a V gene is moved near enough to C-J genes
to be-part of the same transcription unit. Recent findings
show that a heavy chain is generated in a similar if
somewhat ,more LomphLated fashion. These unexpected
arrangzinents and rearrangements of antibody genes pro -
vide a strong clue to the ,mechanisms of generation of
antibody diversity. The numbers of combinations made
possible by several V and J genes in each antibody chain
and in each class of antibody could be sufficient to ac-
count for this diversity.

Functionless DNA

A third finding of research with recombinant DNA con-
cerns a class of DNA known as intermediate repeat DNA.
The fruit fly Drosophila, among other organisms, has
this DNA dispersed throughout its genome. It has been
assumed to play an important regulatory role, providing
a simple network by which the functioning of disparate
parts of the genoqe might be coordinated. nowel,er,
msearLh using the giant salivary gland chromosomes of
Dru.sophda has raised considerabie4dOubt that interme-
diate repeat DNA has a regulatory or any other function,
since the same elements. are found in different places in
different strains.: These and similar results have led some
to speculate that a considerable fraction of the eukaryotic
genome is Lomposed of DNA that is functionless and
exists only because it can be replicated and does not
harm the organism.

Fundamental Questions

The deeper the eukaryotic genome is probed, the more
surprises occur. More questions have been raised than
have been answered. Still, only with detailed and clever
exploitation of recombinant DNA techniques is there_anY.......
hope of answering the fundamental questions relating to
the development of an organism- from a fertilized egg.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

Recombinant DNA technology in theory should permit
any protein of small set of proteins to be made in con-
venient hosts. Organisms perform an almost infinite va-
riety of chemical conversions by means of enzymes
(protein catalysts), the genes that specify the synthesis
of the desired enzymes could be recombined and used
to produce the enzymes. The limiting factors arc the
ability to isolate the particular gene and to arrange mat-
ters so that it functions efficiently in a host that-replicates
well in an inexpensive medium.

The isolation of the desired genes will require great
ingenuity. Proper functioning of a gene in its host de-
mands accurate transcription and translation However.,
at least fqr modest rates of synthesis. knowledge of cer-
tain base,sequences involved in directing the major steps
of transcription and translation may suffice These se-
quences can be synthesized or isolated from known host
genes and added to the foreign DNA inserted into the
host cell. For E. coil, base sequences that regulate tran-
scription and translation are already known The amounts
of the desired substance produced can be increased by
increasing the rates of transcription and translation, in-
creasing the number of copies of the recombinant DNA,
or both. The number of different host-vector systems
needed for the various syntheses envisioned- probably
will be small. On the whole, therefore, the special knowl-
edge needed to exploit recombinant DNA technology
commercially should be finite and readily transferable
to industrial operations.

MANUFACTURING PROSPECTS

Prodt.cts will be made either directly or indirectly In

some instances, the gene product itself, such as insulin,
will be the compound sought. In others, the desired prod-
uct will be an enzyme or enzyme system to be used to
perfonn some subsequent chemical conversion. Produc-
tion generally w ill involve fermentation. one of the oldest
of man's technologies It is now highly, developed and
readily adaptable to the new needs. Sugar, the basic
feedstock for Many types of fermentation, might become
limiting if the industry flourishes. However, recombinant
DNA technology itself might help to produce modified



organisms, that can produce sugar efficiently by fer-
menting.farm, forest, and municipal wastes that contain
cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. The ability to use
such surplus biomass would prevent the new large-scale

_fermentation prokesses_from_commting. with the _roost_
supplyfor examples grain.

What products will be made by recombinant DNA
technology? At this early stage in the evolution of the
indiqtry, it is difficult to say. It must be recognized that,
in general, the ability to make a particular product will
be less important than the ability to do so at a profit or
at a greater profit than by competing methods. Still, long
lists of chemicals to be made. have been drawn up; they
include products generally associated with the pharma-
ceutical, chemical. energy, agricultural, and food
industries.

The first commercial products of recombinant DNA
technology undoubtedly will be pharmaceuticals. -A
number of them, such as insulin, growth-hormone, and
interferon, are closest to large-scale production. Vac-
cines for different viruses should not be far behind. The
chemidal industry will be considering, if not soon ini-
tiating, the production of compounds such as acetone,
butanol (butyl alcohol), 'and ethanol (ethyl alcohol) by
this technology. The energy industry is interested in
ethanol and methane.

Considerable innovation would probably be stimulated
if biomass could replace the ever more expensive petro-
chemical feedstocks as a source of chemicals. Moreover,
biochemical reactions are highly specific and efficient
and have no real byproducts. In a pollution-conscious
society. this fact in itself should lend impetus: to con-
version from chemistry to biochemistry in the chemical
process industries. Organisms caulperform many of the
oxidations, reductions, hydrolyses. group transfers, and
other transformations that are important to these indus-
tries. he difficulty will be engineering the proper strains
of org nisms for efficient production.

Food processing and agriculture also are prospects for
recombinant DNA technology At present, a few amino
acids are made by fermentation. Others, such as lysine,
present in small amounts in food protein, can be made
by construtting the right organisms. The ability to grOw
many plants from single cells has stimulated much
thought about genetically modifying plants by means
beyond the usual species-limited method of breeding in
new germ plasm. Coadaptation of free-living, nitrogen-
fixing bacteria and nonleguminous plants would be one
way to provide a ready source of nitrogen fertilizer, now
largely a product of the chemical industry. Application
of recombinant DNA technologies to food processing
and agriculture probably will take time because ,the basic
biology of plants is not well known. However, the evi-
dent prospects already have stimulated a considerable
research effort.
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UNPREDICTABLE FUTURE

The future of the nascent industry based on recombinant
DNA technology cannot be predicted now. But the in-
dustry's size andss domain are potentially very large.

--Whild-threnierprise grov7§7basic research on recom-
binant DNA will continue. As new ideas and techniques
emerge and develop, application of the technology will
grow more and more feasible.

SUPERCONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY

Superconductivity was discovered by Kamerlingh Onnes
in 1911, but not until the early 1960's did the phenom-
enon begin to emerge from the laboratory. It has done
so along two paths, one leading generally to micro-
deyices, the other to macrodevices. In both areas, sub-
stantial applications of new technologies lie not far
ahead.

A. superconducting material does not resist the flow
of electricity and so conducts current without the loss
of energy caused by the resistance of conventional con-
ductors. Such a material loses its electrical resistance at
a characteristic temperature called the critical tempra-
ture, and the critical temperatures of all known super-
conductors are not far above absolute zero (0 K [Kelvin]
or 273.2°C [Celsius]).. To reach these temperatures,
the materials must be refrigerated with liquefied gases;
the higher the critical temperature, the lower the cost of
refrigeration.

Microdevices based on superconductivity include mi-
crodetectors of electromagnetic energy having unprec-
edented sensitivity. They also include digital switching
elements that permit the design of computers potentially
more powerful than can be anticipated by extension of
present semiconductor technology. Such thin-film su-
perconducting devices are fabricated by .processes al-
ready developed for semiconductor integrated circuits.

Superconducting macrodevices potentially can revo-
lutionize the technology of generating, transmitting, and
using electrical energy. Ingenious methods have been
developed for producing long lengths of composite wire
that incorporate superconducting filaments, and com-
mercial quantities have recently become available. As
a result, intermediate prototypes of some devices have
been built, and the first full-size units are being planned.

THE FINAL STEPS

The most important technical challenges posl by these
ennAging technologies involve the final steps the jour-
ney from the laboratory to practical use. Thy .upercon-
ductors required for switching elemonts have found,
their intrinsic properties are understood, and they can be
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fashioned into devices that work as designed. but ques-

tions remain: can these devices be assembled into sy s-

'ems having the reliability and nianufaeturing yield that

will make them economically attractive,' Similarly. can
_........,____Sinegmammtc_rodgvtcs be sealed up 1001o1(11 The

next live years should pros ide the alts1VCI, to tiiesc
questions. ,

MICRODEVICES

Bardeen. Cooper, and Schaeffer de% eloped the bask
microscopic theory of supercondueti% ity in 1956. In this

theory. conduction electrons ut equal and opposae mo-
menta form correlated pails. all has ing the same quantuni

mechanical phase. Superconductor in which the cor-
relation e,I.Ltends user huge distances on an atomic scale
are called type 1. those in Min( it is relatively short are

called type II. The type II materials hold much practical
interest because they can he penetrated by lines of mag-

netic flux.
Brian Josephson noted in 1961 that if two supercon-

ductors were weakly coupled separated by a thin oxide

layer. for example one could have 0111C111 through such

a junction without voltage. The size of the current de

pends on the phase difference between the two super-
conductors. The phenomenon is knov.ii as the direct-
current (DC/ Josephson effed, and the do ices based on
it are called Josephson junctions. The phase difference

can be made 'to vary by placing the junction in a magnetic

field and. ift this way. the device can be switched
zero to finite voltage and back (it also can he switched

by exceeding a critical current). Such des lees are called
SQUID's (superconducting quantum interference de-
vices) and are basic to superconducting electronics.

An external voltage applied to a Josephson Junction
leads to oscillations in the supereurrent. Conyersely, if
the Junction is exposed to an alternating-current (AC)
signal. the current-voltage characteristic develops a step
structure. These effects are called AC Josephson effects

and are the basis for oscillators and detectors.

Digital Electronics

A Josephson switch is attractive for digital ele :tronics
for two reasons. it can svitLh its state in as little as six
picoseconds (a pieosecork: is 10 seeond), and its power
consumption is exceedingly small In these respects. Jo-
sephson devices are far superior to semiconductor de-
vices. The relevant figure of merit is the power-delay
product. 1 he smallest power -delay product for a Jo-
sephson device is 10 '4 joule. compared to 3x10 joule

for the smallest bipolar semiconductor des ice.
Within the past few years. all of the functions needed

for a computer have been implemented in Josephson
technology. These functions int..ludk, the logic and mem-

ory devices and even the power supplies these various

components arc being assembled alio huge systems to

study their architecture and design It seems feasible to
construct a computer with a cycle time of four nano-
seconds (a nanosecond is 10° second). Since information
travels along a superconducting transmission line at

about 11 centimeters per nanosecond. such a computer
a volume of the order

of 20 x 20 x 20 centimeters to take advantage of its
speed.

Analog Devices

The most mature Josephson devices are measurement
instruments that employ SQUID's. They arc ,everal or-
ders of magnitude more sensitive than compel ng instru-
ments for detecting magnetic fields and field (-adients
Commercial systems have found use, in medical ,esearch
(for example. monitoring magnetic fields associated with
organs like the heart and brain), geophysics (for dxiim-
plc. gray unetry and rock magnetism). and prospecting.
Since the mid-1970's. the U.S. legal standard for the
volt has been maintained using the Josephson voltage-
frequency relation.

By combining Josephson sensors. AC, DC converters,.
and computer Lirvuits, it should he possible to construct
very powerful measurement systems. New regimes of
real-time anal) zers and digital filters appear possible. A
last multichannel spectrum analyzer coupled to a proc-
essor to examine data in real time could be used to reduce

2ubstannally the amounts vf data that need to be stored
or transmitted in certain situations.

Mwerials and Fabrication

Circuits of the type described above actually have been
realized at the level regarded as characterizing large-scale
integrated (LSI) circuits. Indeed. with the important ex-
ception of the formation of the tunnel junction. Joseph-
son LSI technology 'employs processing ols and pro-
cedures very similar to those of semiconductor
technologies.

The primary materials used at present in Josephson-
junctions are various lead (Pb) alloys. The underlying
ground plane (both electrical and magnetic) is of ele-
mental niobium (Nb). Silicon wafers are used as the
substrate. Lead was chosen as the primary supercon-
ducting material because of its relatively high critical
temperature (approximately 7 K). the insensitivity of its
properties to impurities, and the good dielectric prop-
erties of its oxides in tunnel junctions

Tunnel junctions has ing electrodes of materials with
a high transition temperature would be very advanta-
geous. If they could be operated at. say. 15 K. the re-
frigeration problem would be eased considerably for
small-scale applications. since small, portable. Stirling-
cycle refrigerators are available in this range Another
advantage is that transition-metal alloys of niobium, tan-
talum. titanium, and zirconium and intermctallic com-
pounds such as the niobium-tin compound Nb,Sn, whose



critical temperature is about 18 K, are very hard and
resistant to chemical change. Recently, Nb3Sn and
related superconductors of high critical temperature
have been fabricated into Josephson junctions. Un-
doubtedly, there will be_fa-thet.progress in the synthesis
of transition -metal superconducting films, which possi-
bly could lead to a second generation of junctions with
the advantages mentioned above.

MACRODEVICES

The transformation that superconductor technology could
be expected to make in the electric power industry would
focus on the replacement of Copper-wound. iron-based
electromagnets by coreless superconducting coils housed
in vacuum-insulated vessels and cooled by liquid helium.
There would be two major advantages: less energy would
be dissipated as heat, and the available magnetic field
would be increased 5-fold, or even more than 20-fold
in second-generation devices.

The superconductors, that will be used in tnacrodevices
in the next five years probably will be the brittle inter-
metallic compound Nb3Sn mentioned earlier and the
relatively ductile alloy of niobium and titanium
(Nb-Ti). Nb3Sn has superior superconducting properties,
but Nb-Ti is easier to fabricate and is adequate for many
purposes.

The diamete. of the superconducting strands in a su-
perconducting magnet must be quite small to avoid cer-
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lain effects of the strong electromagnetic and mechanical
forces that develop during operation. With Nb-Ti alloys,
strand diameter is reduced by extruding a copper billet
containing several rods of alloy. The resulting composite
rods -are drawn tO -Wire size es and redrawn
until the diameter of the superconducting strands ap-
proaches one micrometer. As an extra refinement, the
wire is twisted about its central axis to reduce the area
of the eddy-current loops between neighboring super-
conducting filaments. An additional advantage of this
type of conductor is the great mec.anical strength arising
from the reinforcement of the copper matrix by the alloy
filaments.

It is more difficult to produce filamentary composites
of inherently brittle intermetallic compounds such as
Nb3Sn. An ingenious solution for the latter, and for a
related compound of vanadium and gallium tV3Ga) that
is used occasionally, involves a postdrawing diffusion
reaction. Both of these systems are in liouted commercial
production.

Existing Devices

Table 1 gives a representative but far from complete list
of the many successful superconducting devices devel-
oped recently. Two characteristic numbers for every
magnet are the maximum field strength and the effec ,e
working volume. Table 1 gives these values as well as
the maximum stored energy and the power level of the
entire system where it is relevant. The CERN (European

Table ISome Recently Built Superconducting Systems

Applications

Particle

Physics

Magnetohydro
dynamic
Power

Generation

Electric
Power

Alternator
Materials
Research

Device . Bubble Duct Rotor High Field
Chamber Magnet Magnet Research
Magnet Magnet

Locat,on . Geneva. Argonne Westinghouse Inter-
Switzerland National magnetics

Laboratory General

Superconductor .. Nb-Ti Nb-Ti Nh -Ti Nb,Sn-V)Ga

Maximum Central
Fief& (testa) . 35 5.0 55 17.5

Field Volume
(cubic meters) .. 80 40 x 10-2 7 x 10'5

Maximum Stored
Energy (megajoules) 800 20 1 1.7

Maximum System
Power (megawatts) .. 25 5

C_onventicnal ironbased electromagnets are limited to a maximum field on the order of two tcsla
Source Adapted from Tit Geballe and 1 K Hulm Superconductors I n Elettnc Power lethnology .S,tentift Amentan, %01 243 tNusember 1980) p I (4)
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Organization for Nuclear Research) bubble chamber
magnet is distinguished by its enormous stored energy,
the maximum so far achieved with superconductors. The,
magnet for the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power
generator was 6Iiirtin-iffelliiileirSiates and sinpfied16
Moscow in a C5A cargo plane for use in a Soviet 25-
megawatt MHD system. The rotor magnet for the electric
power alternator represents a significant step forward in
applying. superconductors to rotating machines. Finally,
the high-field research magnet, built in this country for
use in Japan, holds the record for maximum central field
strength ,using superconductors alone.

FUTURE DEVICES

Fusion Magnets

Superconducting magnets areessential for containing a
thermonuclear plasma by magnetic means. The fusion
power research community recently has embarked on a
major project, the large coil program, to build very largo
superconducting magnets for use with tokamak systems.
Six contractors, including teams from the United States,
Europe, and Japan, will construct six prototype magnets
The project is managed by Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory, where the coils ultimately will be tested.

The six coils, each D-shaped with a 2.5- x 3.5-meter
bore, will be mounted in a toroidal arrangement at 60°
intervals. They will be housed in a vacuum-insulated
vessel common to the entire system and refrigera-
ted to 4.2 K by liquid helium. The superconductors in the
coils will be multifilamentary composites. These giant
experimental coils are merely precursors of the even lar-
ger magnets that will be required for practical fusion

power reactors.
An alternative magnetic containment for thermonu-

clear plasma is the mirror machine being developed at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Currently, the
laboratory is building a set of superconducting coils for
the Mirror Fusion Test Facility. The total weight of the
conductor will be about 50 tons, so the system will be
comparable in size to the tokamak coils.

MHD Power Generation

In magnetohydrodynamic power generators, hot ionized
gas is passed through a channel in a magnetic field and
thexlectric current thus generated in the gas is extracted
by an array of electrodes along the edge of the channel.
There are no moving parts. The efficiency of an MHD
generator increases with the temperature of the gas and
with the strength of the magnetic field. The maximum
gas temperature,,is limited by the durability of the con-
struction matenals in the channel, so a practical generator
requires a fiel strength that can be achieved economi-

cally only with a supprconducting magnet. Design stud-
ies for a full-scale, 600-megawatt MHD electric power
plant call for a superconducting magnet weighing about
2,000 tons. A 400-ton magnet is being designed for the

191HDT-Ornponent Development and Integration Facility
in Butte, Montana.

Particle Acceleiators

Particle accelerators have been important research tools
for physicists since the 1930's. The largest accelerator
in this country, at the Fermi National Laboratory, uses
normal electromagnets to accelerate the proton beam. By
switching to superconducting magnets, designers at Fer-
milab hope to reduce power consumption dramatically
while doubling the beam energy to 1012 electron-volts
per proton. This new azcelerator, the TeVatron, will re-
quire 5,000 liters of liquid helium per hour for refrig-
eration; the helium will circul rte in a closed system. An
even larger colliding -beam accelerator, Isabelle, is under
construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Generators and Motors

The simplest use of superconducting magnets in rotating
machinery .s as replacements for DC magnetic field coils
in electric generators and motors. It also may be possible
to replace AC coils with superconduct:,.s, but technical
problems remain to be solved.

To use superconductors instead of copper in the rotor
magnet of an alternator, it is necessary to rotate the
magnet plus its insulating vessel and to feed the liquid-
helium refrigerant into the device through a rotating cou-
pling. These tasks have been accomplished in small
machines (see Table 1). A 270-megawatt alternator is
being designed and will be constructed by 1984 by West-
inghouse in a joint program with the Electric Power
Research Institute; plans are being made to test it in an
electric utility power plant.

Several advantages ate expected to accrue from using
superconductors in large alternators. Energy losses in the
machines should be reduced by 50 to 65 percent, an
attractive saving over the life of the alternators. A su-
perconductink alternator would be more compact than
a conventional machine with the same electric output;
this si,oulc; reduc'. installation costs and, in the long run,
first c,:st. Finail) , it i-; hoped that the use of supercon-
ductors will contribute to the overall stability of the
power network in which the alternator is situated.

Power Transmission

Superconduc ,ors may be used in long-distance trans-
mission lines "or electric power, but the technology is
n.)t far advanced. Such systems will be attractive in lo-
cating central power stations away from densely popu-
lated areas. Normal underground liras, which in some



cases may be the only practical way,to bring power into
large urban areas, are subject to upper limits on their
power ratings, whereas superconducting lines have much
lessrestnctive limits. Studies ar Brookhaven National-
Laboratory, with utility company participation, indicate
that typical AC (three-phase, 60-cycle) superconducting
power lines would become economically attractive at
power levels above 1,000 megawatts.

For both AC and DC lines, the conductor must be
fabricated in a form that can cope with the large thermal
contractions that occur in any cryogenic power line. The
total electric losses must be very low. For short periods
the few cycles necessary to throw control switchesthe
lines must be able to carry fault currents arising, for
example, from lightning. Fault currents can be several
times the rated current. The superconductor itself con-
ceivably could be fabricated to handle them, but present
designs provide for handling them with parallel copper
paths. A 100-meter AC superconducting line is being
built at Brookhaven to serve as a flexible coaxial system
for demonstration purposes.

PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

In addition to the major engineering problems of scaling
superconductor devices to commercial size, there is gen-
eral concern about the efficiency and reliability of re-
frigerating systems. Most of our experience with helium
liquefiers has involved small-scale production in the lab-
oratory, where continuous operation is not a majorcon-
cern. Currently available refrigerators of about one -watt
capacity also are not really appropriate for microscale
technology; they are too large for cooling the few chips
required for analog devices and too small for large com-
puters. The very large-scale refrigeration required for
macrodevices poses an even greater challenge.

It is possible that more efficient superconducting sys-
tems using liquid hydrogen at its boiling point (20.4 K)
eventually will become a practical option. Reli..ble op-
eration requires that the superconductor operate well
below its critical temperature, so superconductors with
critical temperatures above 25 K would be required.
None is known at present. although an intensive search
is proceeding in some laboratories. It would be an un-
warranted gamble at this time to base any technological
planning on devices operating above 15 K, where gas-
eous:helium or possibly supercritical pressurized hydro-
gen can be used as a refrigerant. Nevertheless, many
superconductors with critical temperatures above 20 K
and with other interesting properties are know n, and new
ones should still be forthcoming. While Nb-Ti and Nb3Sn
undoubtedly will remain the major materials of super-
conductor technology for the next five years, research
under way to find better superconductors may produce
even faster progress tow and superconducting technology .
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ENERGY STORAGE

Interest is justifiably high in using energy more effi-
-eiently-and -energy-fesourees -more- flexibly. One way to
improve efficiency is to avoid the need to use energy
where and when it is produced. To improve flexibility,
one must be able to produce energy from the resource
of one's choice and use it in the form of one's choice.
The necessary manipulations often require that energy
be stored between production and usefor periods rang-
ing from minutes to days, weeks, or longerand much
work is under way on better means of doing so. Major
targets are conventional electric power generation and
electrically powered vehicles, but there are other appli-
cations as well. For example, energy storage mechanisms
are essential to any major solar technology.

Power Systems

The demand on electric power systems varies greatly
with time during the day and week, as wc..11 as with the
time of year. The base loadthe minimum continuous
demand As a suitable margintypically is met by the
system's most efficient generating units. As demand rises

vto the peak load, it is met by bringing progressively less
efficient generating units on line. If the load can be made
more uniform, therefore, more of the total energy can
be provided by the most efficient equipment. This goal
can be achieved, in effect, by storing power from the
least-cost equipment when demand is low and using it
when demand exceeds the capacity of that equipment.

Vehicles

Improvd onboard storage of energy is essential to the
development of practical electncally powered vehicles.
About half of the petroleum we consume is used by
vehicles; driving them with centrally generated electric
power would permit the mix of fuels used for transpor-
tation to be shifted away from petroleum toward coal,
uranium, and other resources. It is also possible that
electric cars would use energy more elTectively (in
kilowatt-hours per passenger-kilometer) than w Juld cars
powered by gasoline, but the point remains to be re-
solved. There is no question, however, that vehicles
powered by centrally generated electricity would be more
efficient than current liquid-fueled cars if the electricity
and the liquid fuel were both denved from coal. Electric
vehicles also should have an environmental edge. it

should be easier to control g. eons emissions from can-.
tral generating plants than emissions from many, indi-
vidual vehicles using liquid fuels, and this problem does
not exist with nuclear or solar sources.

Other Effects

Further shifting of the nairon's energy economy toward
electrification,, whether fossil fueled or nuclear, bolstered
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by better ways to store energy, would provide means of
using new energy resources as they become more prac-
tical. These include nondepletable resources such as solar
energy, wind energy, and perhaps nuclear fusion.

Improvements in energy storage technology can affect
many products and technologies. The recent substantial

improvement in the storage capacity of small primary
(nonrechargeable) batteries, for example, is important
to a number of new devices. Among the most visible are
the cardiac pacemaker, electric watches, calculators, and
myriad small portable electric products.

Energy can be stored in many different ways. Some
are well developed, and their future depends primarily

on cost and the availability of materials. Others are not
so far along; there is good reason to be optimistic about
. ,chnical improvements, although the degree to which
they will materialize is not easy to estimate. The potential
market for energy storage devices is immense. One result
is growing industrial interest in technological improve-

ments that might lead to commercial products.

ELECTROCHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS

Of the ways to store energy now being pursued, the
electrochemical approach is the most likely to have com-
mercial imnact in the next five years. Many electro-
chemical systems rill* be used to store energy or con-
vert it fre....1 one form to another, but all employ
electrodes separated by a solid or liquid electrolyte The
electrodes are of different materials, and a chemical po-
tential exists between them. This potential drives ions
through the electrolyte from one electrode Jo the other
and electrons (electricity) ) through an, external circuit
When the external mum is 'open, the chemical energy
in the cell remains in storage. when the circuit is closed.
the chemical energy is converted to electrical energy

Batteries

Secondary. or storage, batteries arc those in which the
overall chemical reaction can be re ersed by applying
an external voltage. In this recharging process, electrical

energy is converted to chemical energy for storage. Pri-

mary batteries are those in which the chemical reaction
cannot be reversed simply. On the-other hand, the chem-
ical reaction products from some primary cells can be
reprocessed externally, so that the cell can be recharged
either chemically or mechanically. Fuel cellswhich are
not storage devices, strictly speakingproduce electric-
ity by the reaction of ,a gaseous or liquid fuel at one
electrode and oxygen at the other. The flIel is stored
outside the cell. and the preferred source of oxygen is
air. The cell's electrodes and electrolyte arc not changed

by the reaction.
The largest-volume product of the battery' manufac-

turing industry is rechargeable batteries for lighting,

starting, and ignition in automobiles. Essentially all of

them are now based on the conventional lead-acid cell.
However, production of new types of nonrechargeable
primary cells of modest size has been growing rapidly
in recent years. -These celistillect considerably more
technological progress than does the typical vehicle
battery.

Most of the present interest in the large-scale use of
electrochemical systems involves electrically recharge-
able secondary cells. The commercial technology and
market have changed little as yet, but new winds are
blowing through this relatively conventional area. A
major reason is the recognition that the theoretical limits
of performance of a number of new systems are much
higher than are those of traditional syste.ns such as the
lead-acid cell.

Materials Dependence

A hallmark of much of the recent work on electrically
rechargeable secondary cells is its direct dependence on
new materials for alternative electrochemical systems.
New electrolytes include organic liquids, crystalline ce-
ramics, thin films and very fine filaments of ionically
conducting polymers and glasses, various molten salts,
and alkaline aqueous electrolytes. These electrolytes are
being used with a variety of different electrode materials,
including alkali metals and alloys that previously could
not be considered because they react vigorou,ly with
traditional aqueous electrolytes. In addition, new con-
cepts employ lag liquid electrodes w ith solid electrolyte,
new solid electrodes w ith novel types of solid-state re-
actions, and all-solid-state cells have been introduced in

laboratory-scale configurations.
Some of this work has reached the point of engineering

development, in other cases, the work remains primarily
exploratory. Supporting the overall effort is a growing
amount of scientific research aimed at elucidating the

relevant phenomena and principles.

MECHANICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS

Energy can be stored mechanically in three major ways
One is the flywheel, in which kinetic or inertial energy
is stored in a rotating mass and (to a much smaller extend
elastic of potential energy is stored in stressed structural
members. A second involves storage of potential energy
in water pumped from a lower to a higher level The
third is storage of elastic energy in a working fluid, such
as water, air, or steam, and (to a lesser extent) in the
container that holds the fluid.

Flywheels

Flywheels have long been used for purposes such as
smoothing pulsed mechanical power, but the energy Stor-

age capacity of conventional flywheels is quite limited
and the cost is high. Because of considerable progress
during the past decade, however, flywheels of modest



size with attractive characteristics now seem technically
feasible, if still quite expensive. These flywheels employ
new design concepts and materials optimized- forthe
purpose. An example of the latter is composite materials
in which the reinforcing fibers are oriented preferentially
in the direction of maximum stress. Further progress
with flywheels depends directly on advances in such
materials.

Pumped Storage

A number of electric utilities have stored energy in
pumped-hydroelecnc systems .for some years, and the
technology is well established. Water is pumped from
a lower to a higher reservoir, using relatively cheap, off-
peak electric power. When demandion the utility system
rises, the water is fed by gravity thrOugh turbogenerators
that reconvert its potential energy to electrical energy.
The major constraints on greater use of such methods
are topographical and environmental. The development
of underground facilities, involving natural or manmade
caverns, is. being considered. Such schemes could use
greater vertical distances and thus higher pressure dif-
ferences, giving more power per unit volume of water.
This high-head approach is feasible now, but its attrac-
tiveness depends partly on the development of improved
iong-life, pump-turbine technology.

Compressed Gas

Storage of energy in compressed gas, usually air, is

Inherently a more compact approach than pumped-
hydroelectnc storage facilities. It can be economic in
smaller sizes and can use a broader range of geologic
formations. However, because of the temperature changes
accompanying the compression or expansion of any gas,
provision must be made for cooling during the compres-
sion part of the cycle and for heating, typically by burn-
ing a fuel, as the gas is expanded through a turbine to
generate electricity The first major facility of this type
started operating recently near Bremen, in West Ger-
many, so the advantages and disadvantages of this
method for utility -related energy storage should become
evident soon. Compressed air at the German facility is
stored in caverns in a salt dome.

CHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS

There are a number of schemes for storing energy in the
form of readily recoil% ertible chemicals. The potential
advantages include the possibility of coupling the initial
Lonversion to various primary sources of energy, such
as solar energy, the relatively low cost of storing and
transpJrting energy in the form of bulk chemicals, and
the flexibility of reconverting energy in at least some
chemical Jtorage media to other forms, such as heat or
electricity.
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Hydrogen

Some of the most interesting implications of this concept
may -be illiigtated by a scheme in w icii hydrogen Is
generated from water, stored or transported (or both) as
desired, and subsequently converted to thermal, me-
chanical, or electrical energy. Each step could be handled
in several ways, and the overall approach has attracted
sufficient attention to warrant an informal name of its
ownthe hydrogen economy. Nevertheless, it appears
that storing energy in hydrogen would be inherently less
efficient and would involve higher capital costs than
some other methods of energy storage under conditions
in which they conk'. compete directly.

A major challenge of the hydrogen system is to Im-
prove the efficiency of generating hydrogen from water
by electrolysis. The problem is one of electrocatalysis.
We may see substantial progress as we learn more about
physical prOcesses that occur on the surfaces of solid
electrodes and develop new catalytic materials.

A second aspect of the scheme is the storage of hy-
drogen in the form of solid metal-hydrogen compounds
(hydrides). Such storage is needed to optimize the match
between generation and demand. A number of metals
and metal alloys react with hydrogen to form hydrides.
At the moment, these systems are either expensive, re-
quire operation at inconvenient pressures or tempera-
tures, or store too little hydrogen per unit of weight or
volume. However, scientific investigations are clarifying
gradually the processes involved in forming hydrides and
regenerating the hydrogen, and it seems reasonable to
expect a good deal of technological progress in this area.

O

STORAGE IN ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Electric Fields

Storage of energy in electric fields is Illustrated by the
capacitor (of condenser), a common component of au-
tomotive ignition systems and many other devices. En-
ergy is stored in capacitors in the form of separateil
positive and negative charges, often at an insulator-metal
interface. As capacitors discharge stored energy, the
voltage drops, which is a disadvantage in many appli-
cations. Furthermore, the cost per unit of energy stored
is quite high, so the devices are used foi large-scale
storage only where considerable electrical energy is re-
quired in a short time. One example is the use of large
capacitor storage banks to provide energy for high-
powered lasers.

It was demonstrated a few years ago th.:t capacitors
using a Jolid electrolyte and an ionically blocking ma-
terial can store up to a million times as much energy as
those using the typical insulator-metal interface. To date,
however, this approach has not been developed
commercially.
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Magnetic Fields

Energy also can be stored in magnetic fields. The use
of fierd-srprodiiced by superconducting magnets is po=
tentially attractive because it would permit direct storage
of electrical energy at high efficiency, also, high power
levels could be handled. But predictions based on current
technology indicate that the capital costs of such a system
would be very high, to be economically competitive,
such installations would have to be very large, with stor-
age capacities of the order of 10 million kilowatt-hours.
This requirement is a serious challenge to the designer,
since he must avoid the possibility of temperature ex-
cursions that could lead to the quick release of immense
amounts of energy. The pictare could change markedly
with the discovery of materials that remain supercon-
ducting at temperatures significantly higher than the pres-
ent maximum.

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE

Various studies have indicated that storing thermal en-
ergy in hot water or pressurized steam on a scale suitable
for electric utilities is likely to be less efficient and more
costly than mechanical methods such as pumped-
hydroelectric or compressed-air storage. On the other
hand, thermal storage at the point of consumption instead
Of at the utility can be quite beneficial. For example,
electric water heaters and refrigeration units, controlled
by timers or signals from the power plant, can be Used
for space heating or cooling or for refrigeration' Such
dispersed storage of energy, which is becoming quite
common in Europe, can be used by the utility to reduce
peak demand and shift some of the load to the time of
day when it can be served by more energy-efficient and
lower cost base-load equipment.

Thermal energy generated by solar converters at the
home or other local site can be stored in hot water
can be used directly as such or indirectly for space heat-

ing and cooling. This approach already is marginally
economic in some areas, and its use is growing. Con-
tinued growth depends primarily on the provision of
economic and institutional incentives, as well as on the
development of other alternatives.

Thermochemical storage systems are being explored
for several uses, such as the stabilization of local tem-
peratures. These systems, which can be quite large, rely

or the absorption and release of large amounts of heat
associated with the decomposition of Water or phase
changes or reactions of certain chemicals. The primary
question is cost. There are also problems with lifetime.
however, because of corrosion or other kinds of degra-
dation. Furthermore, in schemes where the working
material moves, the prevention of clogging is a challenge

to the designer.

HYBRID SYSTEMS

Energy storage and conversion methods can be combined
in several ways Towti mize-performanre-in-speci fic-ao-
plic at i on s Indeed, such hybrid systems are a central
issue in the integration of storage technologies with elec-
tric utilities.

Hybrid systems also are especially important in ve-
hicular propulsion. The most prominent possibilities are
engine-battery and battery-flywheel combinations. The
general idea is to-couple a subsystem of relatively high
efficiency and specific energy (energy stored per pound)
but of low power capability with one that can handle
higher power demand for short periods.

No storage system now in development approaches
the energy-storage capacity of liquid petroleum fuels.
Thus, small engine-generator systems can provide uniquely
long range with= refueling, and they can be supple-
mented by flywheels, or battery systems to handle tran-
sient power loads. However, this approach do,;s not fully
avoid consumption of petroleum. One of the chemically
rechargeable primary batteries, because of high specific
energy, might offer a way to extend the range, but the
ultimate practicality of these systems is not known yet.
Liquid- or gas-consuming fuel cells also might be used
to extend the range. Some of these cells could use fuels,
such as ammonia, that can be made from coal.

The battery-flywheel combination would use an elec-
trically rechargeable battery as the primary energy
source. The flywheel could meet transient power de-

mands and also could be used with regenerative braking
to recover power that would be wasted otherwise.

The future of the many possible hybrid systems de-
pends on improvements in individual subsystems and on
matching their characters tics to particular applications.
In general, such improvements can be anticipated. Al-
though one may thereby achieve substantial improve-
ment in system efficiency, the inherent complexity of
hybrid systems suggests that many of them inevitably
will have higher capital costs than nonhybrid energy
storage systems.

ANCILLARY PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

The commercial advent of new energy storage systems
would introduce correspondingly new questions, prob-
lems, and opportunities. Among them would be issues
of resource availability, materials recycling and disposal,
environmental impact, and safety.

Materials

Some materials in energy storage systems now in de-
velopment differ from those in commerce today; this
raises questions of availability and price Electrochern-

ical systems based on sodium and sulfur, for example,
would pose little difficulty, since both elements are cheap
and readily available. For systems involving lithium, on



the other hand, the picture is not so clear This element
is plentiful in the earth's crust, but the market has never
beeiLlarge_enough to determine the price of the metal
if used in quantity. If fusion were to become practical,
it would probably create another large demand for lith-
ium, which could make lithium-based briteries more
attractive. Extensive new uses of candidate metals such
as titanium, vanadium, nickel, or zinc, moreover, would
require significant changes in the infrastructure now in-
Vohed in their supply, processing, and distribution.

Recycling

The large-scale use of materials required by sonic pro-
posed energy storage schemes would raise various ques-
tions of disposal and recycling.. Any approach involving
substantial a. founts of scarce or expensive materials
surely would require a closed system. In some cases,
such as recycling ?luminum hydroxide to make.alumi-
num, today's industry would need no appreciable changes
in'practice but would have io be expanded substantially.
In others, requiring the recycling of large amounts of
sodium, lithium, nickel, zinc, and organic solvents, cur-
rent industrial practice would have to change markedly.

Safety

Several prospective energy storage systems are inher-
ently hazardous. Any device containing a large amount
of energy that might escape rapidly is potentially dan-
gerous. Flywheels pose the hazard of disintegration.
Thermal storage devices can leak, chemical storage sys-
tems can react with their environment in a harmful man-
ner, and all of the possible electrochemical systems pose

'characteristic hazards.
In short, the new energy stop age systems contemplated

would represent major deviations from current technol-
ogy. and attendant problems can be expected. Such prob-
lems are not reason for pessimism, but they must be
faced and solved before the new systems can enter the
marketplace.

NEAR-TERM OPPORTUNITIES

It is ev ident that improv ing our methods of storing energy
poses substantial challenges to both science and tech-
nology Several major applications not only are impor-
tant to the national welfare,,but also will provide ex-
tremely large markets if suitable systems succeed
technologically. In some cases, there is a good deal of
room for improvement, and the incentives are clear.

In 'Accent years, some innovations in both independent
storage systems and combinations of erre), conversion
and storage have opened avenues that ha4e not been fully
explored yet, this arena of old technology is thus infused
with greatly renewed vigor. A pervasive characteristic
is that major progress clearly depends on progress in
inaterials. It is important to learn more about the fun-
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lamental phenomena in several areas in order to optimize
the use of high-performance active materials. Prominent
examp:es arc electrochemical systems that involve com-
plex mass-, heat-, and electron-transport processes. Such
systems surely will undergo significant change in the
next five years, during that time, as noted earlier, they
promise the greatest advances in energy storage.

Questions about new materials and about approaches
in areas such as solid electrolytes, organic electrolytes,
rapid ionic conductivity, reactions in electrode materials,
and catalysts and related matters represent a broad list
of new scientific and technological opportunities. Es-
pecially important will be the building of closer coop-
eration in this area between the nation's fundamental
research community and industrial developers, for this
is an outstanding example of an area of great economic
importance in which further understanding and new ap-
proaches can have a very large impact.

RESOURCE EXPLORATION .

During the 1930's and early 1940's, the United States
produced and consumed about half of the world's tot;-
nage of nonfuel minerals. By the late 1970's, U.S. con-
sumption had doubled, but production and consumption
in the rest of the world had risen more than tenfold.
Thus, this nation is' no longer the dominant producer
and, as a consumer, now must compete with a much
larger foreign demand.

In dollar value of refined metals, we import about half
of our needs (see Table 2). Canada remains our main
supplier, but a disquietingly large part of our critical
materials such as manganese, cobalt, chromium, tin,
and platinumcomes from remote foreign sources of
uncertain dependability. Moreover, environmental pol-
icies have diminished the economic viability of some
domestic resources, and withdrawal of large tracts of
public lands from mineral entry has reduced significantly
the accessibility of -*hers.

A WEALTH OF RESOURCES

The world still has a wealth of mineral resources, al-
though the supply of readily found, high-grade ores is
shrinking inexorably. Certainly, there are more deposits
to be found, and some will be of high grade and/ very
large. The question is how to find them. In this context,
there are two broad types of deposits. conventional de-
positsthose generally recognized by the mining. In-
dustry as possible economic sources of minerals, and
unconventional depositsthose that are not so recog-
nized and hence may have been overlooked. It also
should be noted that "ore" is generally defined as ma-
terial that can be mined legally at a profit.

Discoveries of exposed conventional deposits in de-
veloped lands. have been comparatively uncommon in
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Table 2New Materials ded to the U.S. Economy
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recent years, indeed, most of Europe's big deposits have
been known for centuries or even millennia. Frontiers
like Alaska, northern Canada, northern Australia, Si-
beria, the Antarctic, and the jungle regions of Africa,
Asia, ,and the Americas are-the last refuges of exposed
but un,'scovered conventional deposits. As these fron-
tiers are explored and their deposits developed, the em-
phasis must shift to unconventional deposits, lower grade
conventional deposits, and conventional deposits con-
cealed at varying depths by unmineralized material.

Unconventional deposits may provide a few pleasant
surprises but, generally, will be unlikely to meet long-
range demands. Lower grade conventional deposits will
become ever more important through advances in mining
and metallurgy,. However, concealed conventional de-
posits hold'the greatest promise for the next few decades
and offer the greatest challenge and opportunity to the
geologic sciences.

UNDERSTANDING OF ORE DEPOSITS

Our understanding of ore deposits appears to be devel-
oping parallel to, but two or three decades behind, our

understanding of global geology. Extensive studies since
1945 of the morphology of ocean basins, global seis-
micity, and magnetic patterns in the ocean crust, com-
bined with the development and application of radio-
metric dating methods, culminated in the 1960's in the
theory of plate tectonics, which dramatically systema-
tized geologic thought. The groundwork for an analo-
gous culmination in the understanding of nonfuel mineral
resources has been laid in the past few years by accom-

plishments that include:

The firm establishment of the study of fluid inclusions,
which not only reveal the temperatures of ininerali-
zation but also produce the best evidence on the nature
of ore-forming fluids. Inclusions also demonstrate that
many ore-producing hydrothermal systems. were boil-
ing, thereby indicating that the depth of formatior was
relatively shallow.

An understanding of stable isotopes and other geo-
chemical indicators, which have provided criteria for
distinguishing and selecting among alternative sources
of metals, sulfur, and ore-forming fluids.



Improved isotopic geochronology, which has per-
fected-the-ability-to-relate-ore-forming- processes-to-
regional geologic history.
The combination of theoretical studies of the stabilities
of minerals with elaborate mass- and energy-transfer
computer programs. These tools can be used to model
ore-forming processes and predict flow patterns and
sites of mineral deposition in ground waters set in
motion, for example, by intrusions of hot igneous
rocks.
A growing ability to predict the properties of hydrous
silicate melts and thus the behavior of magma as it
moves through and interacts with the earth's crust.
The ability to relate the occurrence of many types of
mineral deposits to the tectonic- paleogeographic setting.

NEW TYPES OF DEPOSITS

A recent example of the prediction of new types of min-
eral deposits began in the 1960's with the conclusion by
the German geologist Adolph Maucher that areas of a
certain geologic character in the Alpine chain would be
suitable for tungsten and antimony deposits of a sub-
marine hot-spring origin. Exploration based on Maucher's
predictions uncovered dozens of tungsten occurrences,
including Fe lbertal, Europe's largest tungsten deposit.

Other novel types ofideposits have come into produc-
tion in recent years. One example is the Carlin type of
disseminated, very fine-grained gold, deposits now in
production in Nevada; a second is the.unconfornaity-vein
type of uranium deposits in Saskatchewan and Australia
that have proved to be fabulously rich. Both types of
deposits are essentially unreported anywhere else. Surely
elsewhere on earth there are similar types of deposits
that have not been recognized yet.

SEABED RESOURCES

Only at a few near-shore, shallow-water operations are
nonfuel minerals taken commercially from the three
quarters of the earth's surface covered by the oceans.
The seabed has had much less opportunity to accumulate
minerals than the continental masses have had, but still
there is a potentially large resource at or near the ocean
bottom.

By far the most promising seabed deposits are the
sedimentary nodules of manganese oxides o^ and just
below the surface of the deep ocean floor, especially in
the near-equatorial regions of the Pacific. These nodules
contain up to a percent or so of copper and nickel and
a few tenths of a percent of cobalt. The resource is
immense, and its use is limited less by technological
problems than by the inability of nittions to agree on
Mining rights.

The continental slopes, rises, and shelves contain nod-
ules and pavements of phosphate in certain areas, but
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these deposits cannot compete economically with the
older,.- higher grade deposits on land. The continental
shelves at some points may contain enough placer ma-
terial to be of interest for tin, platinum-group metals,
gold, rutile (titanium dioxide), and a few other inert
heavy minerals. But again, except for tin, these deposits
generally cannot compete with those on land.

SUBMARINE HYDROTHERMAL DEPOSITS

One of the greatest successes of science in the past two
decades has been the concept of plate tectonicsthe
demonstration that the earth's crust and mantle interact
dynamically. The huge crustal plates atop the mantle
separate and converge at net rates of the order of a few
centimeters per year. They separate at linear oceanic
spreading zones marked by material flowing upward
from the mantle. At convergence zones, one crustal plate
(usually oceanic) slides under another (usually continen-
tal), dragging downward the seafloor plus sediment shed
from the continent. Over millions of years, the process
renews the'floor of the oceans and adds new material to
the continents. In some tectonic events, such as occurred
a few million/years ago in Cyprus, immense slag of the
seafloor are shoved onto the continental mass, and min-
eral deposits formed deep in the oceansin this case,
copper oreare exposed for study and use.

Spreading Centers

Two types of deposits are recognized to form near
oceanic spreading centers. The first is represented in an
embryonic ocean, the Red Sea, at the spreading axis
between Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. Heat from
igneous activity along the spreading axis and water per-
colating through salt deposited along the margin of the
basin unite to create warm pyils of brine in low spots
on the seabed,.two kilometers below the surface. Metal
oxides and sulfides precipitate from this brine, and the
value of the metals in the sediments below the pools is
in the multibillion-dollar range For a combination of
economic, political, and technological reasons, there are
no plans at present for immediate development of this
resource. Examples of this type of deposit that have been
preserved in land have not been clearly identified; never-
theless, some known deposits possibly originated in this
way.

Not Springs

A second type of deposit is exemplified by the submarine
hot springs discovered in 1978 along the spreading axis
of the East Pacific Rise just off Baja California. The
springs are fed by seawater that penetrates deep within
the underlying basalt, extracts heat and metals from the
hot rock, and eventually circulates back to the seabed.
As the water reenters the sea and cools, it precipitates
chimneylike deposits of minerals around its points of
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entry. These deposits, if abundant on land, would be
very rich zinc and copper ore. Similar but cooler springs
with much less mineralization occur along the same
spreading axis near the Galapagos Islands. Many more
such sites are probable along the 50,000 kilometers of
oceanic spreading ridges not yet explored by manned
submersible vehicles.

None of the known active deposits of this second type
is large enough to excite economic interest. It is en-
couraging, however, that the famous copper ores of Cy
prus apparently represent the fossil result of such an
environment. The next few years should sedramatic
growth in knowledge of this type of deposit. Ore bodies
large enough to exploit may be found, and the knowledge
will lead also to more effective exploration for similar
deposits on land.

Convergence Zones

Seafloor matenal dragged downward, or subducted, in
zones of convergence when one crustal plate slides at
an angle under another may be partly remelted at depth
and return as igneous intrusions that penetrate the upper
plate, and may erupt at the surface. Many conventional

sore deposits are associated with such volcanic activity.
Improving our ability to predict ties between subduction
and ore is a limitless opportunity for the future.

An additional type of mineralization occurs under-
water where deep marine basins overlie the intrusive-
eruptive setting above convergence zones, Seawater is
heated by -magmatic intrusions below the seafloor, ex-
tracts metals and hydrogen sulfide, 'and finally is dis-
charged to the seafloor to form sulfide deposits contain-
ing iron, copper, and zinc with variable amounts of lead,
silver, and gold. The deep-sea setting favors the burial
of such deposits by sediments and subsequent meta-
morphism to incorporate them into the continental mass
Such volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits are impor-
tant suppliers of metals and sulfur Much has been
learned of their origin, especially from the young (12
million years), unmetamorphosed kuroko (black ore)
deposits of Japan. We have not observed the formative
stage of such deposits yet because preoccupation with
oceanic spreading centers has precluded deep exploration
of the basins that most favor their development. Ancient
volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits on land range in
size up to hundreds of millions of tons. If found forming
on the seabed, they might well prove to be multibillion-
dollar targets.

LOWER GRADE DEPOSITS

Over the years, the minerals industry has developed mass
mining and concentrating methods for treating re:atively
low-grade deposits (0.3 percent copper, for example).

Such deposits have produced much more total metal than
the high-grade deposits mined almost exclusively, acen:
tury ago. The recovery of byproduct metalsa form of
tapping low-grade depositshas a long lend profitable
history as well.

Sometimes, the use of low-grade ores has proved ad-
vantageous in itself. With the exhaustion of high-ge
hematitic iron ore in this country, companies turns to
the immense domestic resources of taconite, a magnetite-
quartz rock that contains less iron than does hematite.
Magnetite is extracted from taconite as a fine dust that
must be pelletized before it is fed to the blast furnace.
The pellets turn out to be better blast furnace feed than
the hematitic ore preNTed prey iously and, despite the
extra grinding required to prepare them, reduce the net
energy consumed in making iron.

A current issue is the availability of chromium. The
United States has little high-quality chromite and imports
most of its needs. However, the U.S. Bureati.of Mines
has shown how to use the abundant low-quality chromite
from the Stillwater deposit in Montana. The choice of
whether to use the more extensive domestic ore or to
rely on imports fronyhe U.S.S.R. and southern Africa
will be made on political grounds. Still, the technology
available for treating the domestic ore gives political
policymakers a strategic option, if not an economic one.

Solution Mining

The use of low-grade ores can entail the handling and
disposal of vast amounts of rock, but the problem may
be addressed by solution mining. Nature emplaces many
ores through the agency of solutions, and man might
reverse the process by using the proper solvents. Ura-
nium already is being extracted economically from low-
grade disseminated ores by solution mining. Attempts
to apply this process to copper ores have not yet suc-
ceeded. But, as we consider means of mining at depths
of perhaps two kilometers or more, where roof support
would be a crushing problem, solution mining would
appear to be the only feasible approach.

Byproducts Recovery

In the recovery of byproducts, new options are appearing
continually One is the possible recovery of rutile from
porphyry copper mines in the West. Copper porphyries
already rank highly as producers of byproduct molyb-
denuei and gold, and the rutile now going to tailing piles
could meet much of our national need for titanium. A
second example is the sphalerite (zinc sulfide) present
at up to half a percent in some Illinois coals. So much
coal is processed that recovery of the sphalerite might
meet a substantial part of our need for zinc, of which
69 percent is now imported. Removal of the sphalerite
is desirable, moreover, in order to reduce sulfur dioxide
emissions when the coal is burned.

c,
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LONG-RANGE CONSIDERATIONS: THE ULTRALOW-GRADE
MATERIALS

A fundamental question for the long range is the avail-
ability of materials from ultralow-grade deposits. This
question is much more complek than is recognized by
some economic experts.

A critical point is whether more and more of a com-
modity can be obtained simply, by using progressively
lower grades of ore (see Figure I). In other words, if.we
are willing -to raise the price a little, can we have all we
want? The alternative, unfortunately a distinct possibil-
ity, is that deposits of marginal grade are not extensive
and that mining ,progressively lower grades will thus
yield a disproportionately small increase in supply (see
Figure 2),

The data needed to determine which pattern is correct
are difficult to obtain. In the main, such data are produced
by mining .companies in a nonsystematic fashion, be-
cause companies seek ore, not high-grade waste. The
only bright spot in this dimly, lit corner is data from the
Department of Energy's recent National Uranium Re-
source Evaluation Program, which suggest (but unfor-
tunately do not prove) that uranium may follow the first
patternthat supply may be limited essentially by the
price we are willing to pay. Still, one would expecl
neither.that'all commodities follow the same pattern nor

GRADE (.%)

Figure 1. °Typical Distribution and Mining of Selected Abundant
Metals.

The curve represents the typical distnbution of geochcmically abundant
metals such as iron, titanium, and aluminum in the.earth's crust. The
proportion of the total amount that has been mined up to the present
is indicatc. dt the right. The highest grade ores have been mined first

but, because the same kinds of minerals occur regardless of grade, the
concentrating techniques used in current mining processes to extract
metal from, high-grade ores also can be used in the Inure with less
rich materials and even common rock. As the grade, or percentage of

metal in un ore, declines anthmetically, the curve indicates that dr
amount of metal available will increase geom e molly to a grade cur

responding to the peak of the curve.

Source: Based on Brian 1. Skinner "A Second Iron Age Ahead." American Scientist, Vol.

64 (1976). p. 258.
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I Muteralogical limit

Current
mining

Figure 2. Probable Distribution and Mining of Scarce Metals.

The bimodal curve represents the probable distnbution of geochemi-
cally scarcc metals in the earth's crust. The'large peak is the distribution
in common rocks, where scarce metals occur not as separate minerals
but as atomic substitutes for abundant metals; the small peak represents
deposits produced by ore-forming processes such as those resulting
from the circulation of bnnes in the crust. current mining has reached
the point where the distnbution curve for easily accessible scarce min-
erals turns downward. Further reductions in the grade of ore mined
will produce declining tonnages of ore.

Source. Based on Brian .1'. Skinner. 'A Second Iron Age Ahead." American Scientist. Vol.
64 (1976). p 258

that today's cutoff grade is necessarily on or even close
to the low-grade side of the small maximum in Figure 2.

A second serious aspect of the use of ultralow-grade"
ores is t at the valuable material almost always occurs
as higher de grains in a waste matrix. It also occurs,
however, within the crystal structures of the minerals of
the waste matrix and, today, this usually minute fraction
of valuable material is knowingly discarded when the
high-grade grains are separated for refining. If we are
forced to ever lower grades, eventually we will reach the
mineralogical limit (Figure 2), where all of the metal
values lie in the waste matrix. Then, it will nel longer
be possible to prepare a concentrate without refining the
bulk rock; this would increase cost and environmental
degradation very considerably.

CONCEALED CONVENTIONAL DEPOSITS

In the next few decades, the greatest liope for discovering
new mineral deposits lies in improving our ability to find
conventional deposits concealed by unmineralized ma-
terials such as lava or sediments. In seeking such de-
posits, geophysical methods based on density or mag-
netic or electrical properties are very effective; so is the
detection of halos of anomalous concentrations of trace
elements that resemble the rings around a bull'steye..
Nevertheless, therP,must be many deposits undetectable
by current methods, and work is underway on hew onos.
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=Recent studies under COCORP (Consortium forcon-
tinental Reflection Profiling), funkd by the National
Science:Foundation, have revealed deep seismic reflec-
tors that may lead us to bread targetareas for very deep
exploration. Deep discoveries almost surely would have
to be minedqv solution techniques, however, and both
exploration and deVelopment Would appear to be far in
the future.

Mineral exploration and development require exten-
sive analysis of the rocks penetrated bytthe drill; fur-
thermore, the cost of-recovering and assaying samples
is considerable. A promising advance in analyzing the
walls of drill holes in situ is down-hole neutron activation
and counting. This techniee activates elements, with
appreciable neutron-capture cross sections an&,tietects
radiation emitted by the unstable nuclides as they decay
to their stable state. Trite two most frequent uses of
neutrons in bore holesin petroleum and. uranium ex-
plorationrely not on neutron activation but on the time
dependence of return of scattered or secondary neutrons,)

Studies of the distribution of metal values in the veins
of the Julcani district in Peru have provided valuable
guiks.to the directions of flow of .the mineralizing so-
lutions. They have led,to .uccessful exploration for. ex-
tensions of mineralization. The method has great promise
for many of the base and precious metal deposits asso-
ciated with the relatively shallow volcanic .activity typ-
ical of much of the cordilleran regions of North and

'South America.

Uses of Models

One of the-most significant trends of- recent years is the
characterization of mineralization tit terms of genetic
models and_ empirical patterns of-occurrence.. A model
of porphyry copper deposits, for example, suggested the
location of several hundred. million tons>of ore at Kala-
mazoo, Arizona. ADmolybdenuma model developed by
industry has led to many molybdenum deposits, includ-
ing the huge Henderson deposit in Colorado. Model's in
general, and the more flexible, theoretical genetic models.
in particular, offer great potential for appraising and ex-
ploringland for, mineral deposits.

One of the most exciting models being developed deals
with the systematization of the occurrence of metal con-
centrations in mafic:and ultrannk rocks. These rocks
form immense bodies whose metal content is truly gi-
gantic. The metals of economic interest are nickel, cop-
per, the platimim-group elements, gold, Iron, chromium,
vanadium, and titanium. These elements are widely dis-
seminated in the parent magmas, but economic concen-
trations, in the rocks occur only when some geologic
process concentrates theinetals. The model should make
it possible, by analyzing trace Metals in the- rock, to
distinguish potentially productive'bodies, from probably
barren ones. The impact on exploration is expected to

be significant and should' be even more -so when the
dynamics of magma circulation during crystallization are
understood more fully.

;
Such studies_are aimed Ultimately at models of,entire

formative systems. The stale will vary with the type of
deposit, from individual magmatic bodies, as in the pre-
ceding paragraph, to the relation between the movement
of crustal plates and Coe development of massive Metal
sulfide deposits on the seabed.

A TIMELY CONFLUENCE

This nation today is experiencing they disappearance !of
the sorts of deposits that prospectors could find with a
pick and shovel and a lot of hard work; in a few years,
the experience will be worldwide. New deposits
ever more difficult to find. At the same tithe, demands
for materials are rising steadily. The 198Q's-will see the
timely confluence of the need to find, 'identify, and Pro-
duce resources withlhe scientific and technological op-
portunities for real progress. Each new exploration tech-
nique, each neW predictive model, each' new type of
deposit, and each new commodity found to be useful
offers new:targets for exploration and the strong chance
of providing materials that otherwise would have re-
mained undiscovered and unused.

THE SPACE SHUTTLE AND TELESCOPE

The Space Shuttle developed by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (and first:flown successfully
in April 1981) introduces a new era in space technolOgy.
The shuttle, or Space Transportation System. is designed
to be:a potentially lower cost means of placing paylciads
in low earth orhit. Being partially reusable, lit will avoid
the one-mission use cif expensive boosters. ,

The Most striking features of the shuttle are that people
Will be able to do experiments on board and that it will
be able to retrieve, maintain, and service free-flying.and
automated satellites. These capabilities will make it pos-
sible to takr advantage of opportunities in space that are
either too costly or too risky to be pursued using existing-

-expendable-unmanned systems. They will-permit-an unT.
usual variety of payloads to be launched for government
agencies,-private industry, acrd national and international
organizations. Of the scientific payloads being prepared
for launch, the space telescope most aptly matcheS in-
strument requirements with the shuttle's capabilitiesi (the
telescope's,potential is outlined below).

The Vehicle

The shuttle itself is a mannedQorbital vehicle launched
vertically by three identical main rocket engines built
Into the vehicle and two strap-on boosters. The main
engines use liquid propellant (hydrogen)", and the boost-



ers use solid propellant. The boosters are jettisoned about
two minutes after Ipunch, some 25 miles up, but are
recovered and reused. The liquid fuel for launch is car-
ded in a very largi; disposable tank that is jettisoned
when the vehicle reacheS orbit. The shuttle can stay in
orbit for about ones and each operational vehicle
will ,be designed ui make at least 100 trips into space
On reentry, the vehicle maneuvers like a glider to land
horizontally on a _designated runway.

SHUTTLE TECHNOL GIES

The development of the Space Shuttle has required many
advances across- al wide spectrum of technology. The
most important areas of progress are probably hypersonic
aerodynamics, th4rmal protection during. reentry.. corn-

-plex flight-controi systemS. and ,very high-pressure.
liquid-fueled engi es.

.Hypersonic Aerot 'tut mics

The speed of the fhuttle from launchlo recovery -- ranges
from very .1Ow through subsonic. supersonic,. and hy-
personic speedS. The maximum Mach number reached
is about 25. The:shuttle has enough aerodynathic effi-
ciency at reentry :speeds to nianeuver gently, producing
some 1,000 niileq of cross range. On reentry, the vehicle
is a very large. high-drag glider with difficult' aerody-
namic problems 'right down to approach and landing
The aerodynamic characteristics of the shuttle were rea-
sonably well known -from analysis and wind-tunnel test-
ing, but, until the first flight, actual control of such a
reentry to approah anti landing had never been attempted.

Thermal Protectri. on

During reentryl the shuttle's skin- reaches close to
3,000°F (Fahrenheit) at the leading edge of the wing
and On the nose find 500° to 1,500°Fatother points. The
conventional aluminum structure of the shuttle is pro-

f

tected against !such temperatures by means of some
30,000- insulati g, silica-foam tiles developed specifi-
cally for the p rpose and applied with a special new
adhesive. This approach is a wholly new technology.
Installation of t e tiles and the testing of each comprised
an enormous rogram, which was one of the pacing
elements of thel shuttle's development.

Many other 'material technologies have been devel-
oped for the shuttle. For example, graphite-reinforced
epoxy is used for the cargo-bay doors, and boron-rein-
forced epoxy is bonded to diffusion-bonded titanium
members in the. thrust structure. While they.are not yet

Iin use, low-right, high-temperature-resistant poly-

imides for control surfaces are being- developed in the

Space Shuttle research and development program. Much
of this technology will have uses in the future in civilian.
and military aircraft.

i4

i
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Flight Control and Avionics

The shuttle has a digital, fly-by-wire flight-control sys-
tem. This relatively new system has entered operational
service recently on military aircraft. In essence, the pilot
controls aerodynamic surfaces by means of electronic
signals from the cockpit= to iremote actuators. Incorpo-
rating a digital computer between the pilot and the ac-
tuators allows the fly-by-wire syglem to be operated

either manually or automatically.
The electronics system on the Space Shuttle employs

five identical computers for 'sensor computatiOnaly re-.
dundance; ii employs coniPuter hardware in addition to
software to manage redundancy for controlling thrust
vectors and aerodYnafitic surfaces during reent9r. In go
doing, the system pushes thestate of the art in operational
reliability. Moreover, it offers improved 'and -advanced

-control technology, lot earth-based applications that re-
quire very high reliability1

Main Engines

The main engines of the Space Shuttle :use liquid hy-
drogen for Nei and liquid oxygen. to burn it. To.trneet-

performance requirements: the three engines must op-
erate at pressures much higher than in-previous opera-
tional hydrogen-oxygen engines. The very hii,h 'lower
required for pumps operating at very high rrlutions
per minute and' very highlpressure, and associate1 with
valves and intercoolers. entailed a technical development
program of great complexity. At the present writing, it
appears that the -work is approaching successful

1 Icompletion.

THE SHUTTLE IN THE 1980X

1

II
Perfection of the shuttle System and its evolution ito op-
erational status will take place in the early 1980's, Once
operankinal, the shuttle open the space env ironment
to many activities including:

Insertion of satellites from the shuttle into card orbit.
This approach will lessen the need for pxpendable
launch vehicles and ease limitations on the, weight ard
size of payloads.
Retrieving malfunctiOning satellites from low earth
orbit and repairing or refurbishing them in space. or
returning them to eart h.
Employing the shuttle a test bed for inst ments

and related equipment for use in meteorqogy, ocean-
ography, and assessment of earth resources.
Development of major manned and unmanned labo-

ratories to support a range of scientific disc'plines.
Examples include the Spacelab, the space telescope
(discussed below), and the Long Duration Exposure
Facility. The possibi Wes include a life: sciences lab-
°rata), a materials research laboratory, an infrared

stronomy facility, and a solar optical telescope.

Li.
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Carrying deployable satellites on a space-available
basis to exploit resources available on the shuttle, such

1 as power, data collection equipment, and thermal-
conditioning.
Deployment, assembly, and fabrication of new kinds
of large structures in space to serve as ecenomical,-
multifunction, unmanned, shuttle-serviced platforms
and large-aperture communications antennas.
Launch and intorbit servicing of upper stages for the
interorbital transfer of cargoes and planetary probes.
One new-technology upper stage may be the solar
electric propulsion system. whose propulsion will be
derived from low-thrust, high-efficiency ion engines.

7HE SPACE TLESCOPE

The space telescope being prepared: for shuttle launch:
is the next major step in the revolution in astronomy that
has occurred in the twentieth century. The telescope is
only. 2.4- meters in:diameter, compared to the 5 -meter
telescope at Hale- Observatory on Mount Palomar in
California., which is second in sike only. to a 6-meter
telescope- ih the Soviet Union.. However, the advantages
of.makinsobservations from beyond the earth's atmos-
phet.,:3far outweigh the size differences. With the Hale
telesdope, astronomers can see clusters of galaxies about
2 billion light-years (12 x 102! miles)-away. The space
telescope will extend that range sevenfold, bringing into
view a volume of space 350 times that accessible to the
Hale telescope. Quasars and galaxies 50 times fainter
than those which can be seen now will become detectable.

Ground-based astronomers must struggle with the dis-
tortion of intages produced by fluctuations in the density
of the earth's atmosphere. Long-time exposure with the
space telescope will produce images ten times sharper
than those obtained. from the ground. Another 'great ad-
vantage is- the broad spectruin of ultraviolet light ob-
servable without atmospheric absorption.

The sharper images will appear against a background
sky that is free of scattered -light add airglow. Concen-
trating the starlight into a smaller area will ennance pro-
portionately the contrast with the background. In place
of conventional photographic film, a televised recording
systein'of much higher sensitivity will be used. Whereas
film responds linearly over only a small range of ex-
posure, the photon-counting mode of the television cam-
em will permit very long peiiods of integration and cor-
respondingly fainter limits of detection.

Finally, the--weather in space is always perfect for
observation. Exposures of 10 hours may not be uncom-
mon, and all of:the sky is accessible almost 24liours a
day: The space telescope should achieve 5,000 hours of
operation per year, compared with 2,000 hours, at hest,
for ground -based equipment.

v

Basic Features

Themptical aslenibly of the space 'telescope will consist*
of a 2:4-mete ri (8Jobt) Mirror?, a meteoroid shield, and
a sun shade. They mirror will be 'made of material with
a coefficient et thermal ckpansion 100 times smaller than
that olthe Pyiex!of the Palomar mirror. Still, it will be
necessary to heat: the mirror in space to the temperature
at which it wai polished to preserve the original precision

of the surface The telescope and its focal-plane instru-
ments and guidance module will weigh about 9,000 kilo=
grams (20,006, pounds); the package willlbe 13.1 meters
(43' feet) long and 4.26 meters (14 feet) in diameter. It,
will' be a snug fit in the shuttle's cargo bay.

-I
BecauseW the great cost,of the space telescope, it is

essential that it operate for at least ten years. Such long
life can achielled only if the shitttle.vitits, the telescope
periodically sl.) that astronaut - scientists can Make repairs
and replace instrument modules ifor new experiments.

r
If extensive overhatil is needed, the shuttle can retrieve
the telescope_ and return it to earth.

Instruments I

The foCal-planeistructure of the 'telescope will carry five
principal instruments: a wide-field land planetary camera,
a faint-object camera, a faint-ohjecl spectrograph. a high-
resolution spectrograph, and 'a hith-speed photometer.
Each instrument represents the most advanced state of
the art in optical components and photon detection sen-
sitivity. In addition to these instruments, tine-guidance
sensors will be used to make astfornetric observations
of very high precision. The resulting data will permit3he
accuracy of the fundamental astronomical coordinate
system to be improved by an order of magnitude. I

Scientists will be able to communicate with the space,
telescope at high data rates for about 20 minutes perterbit
by means of the tracking ;and data relay satellite. 'Low
data-rate transmission wil( be available through the sat-
ellite for the remaining 80 minutes per orbit. Most ob-
servations will bepreschetiluled, with commands loaded
in the onboard computerts well in advance. But; de-
pending on the availabilitJ of the tracking satellite,rreal-
time interaction between the telescope and astronomers
on the ground will be possible.

Uses of the Teas'cope

Astronomers will use thypace telescope to scan every
realm of the mysterious universe. They will search for
planets orbiting nearby sitars and probe the large-scale
structure of the universe to the edge of visibility. The
key to cosmic evolution is to be found in objects so
distant that the time it takes for their light to travel to
earth is comparable to the age of the universe.

Ground-based observations reveal an expanding uni-
verse, born of a cosmic explosion, the big bang, between



10 and 20 billion years ago. Ifthe rate of expansion is
slowing .sufficiently so that eventually it will halt and
reverse, creating an eventual -collapse, that means the
universe is closed. It may then oscillate between explo-
sion and collapse on a time scale of a hundred billion
years. But, if the expansion continues forever, the uni-
verse is open. Creation never repeats; all the stars burn
out and their dead remains spread to infinity.

The observed velocities of galaxies to- distances of
about a billion light-years give no clear indication of the
ultimate coarse of the expansion. The deeper search with
the space tel may finally permit a choice to be
made between an open and a closed universe.

NearbpGalaxies

Cosin6logical interpretations of astronomical data can
be,only as good as our knowledge of nearby galaxies.
With iii. space telescope, every step in the derivation
of distance scales will be greatly improved. It is unlikely
that individual planets outside the solar-system -will be
distinguished, even when focusing closely on-nearby,
stars. But a star-planet system is on a gravitational see-
saw. A the planet orbits the center of massof the system,
the star does the same at a much shorter distance. The
apparent oscillatory, motion of -the star tells us -that a
planet, is present as well as its mass. Barnard's wigglaig
star is now the only persuastveif not fully accepted
case -for a star-bound planet-beyond our solar system.
The,space telescope; hqwever, may detect planets around
as many as 80 stars within 30 light-years of the sun. If
such evidence is ohtained, the case for abundant cosmic
life will be greatly! strengthened.

THE SHUTTLE'S PROMISE

This brief examination of the Space Shuttle and but one
of its associated missions can hardly convey a sense of
the enormous effort that is going into the program. The
shuttle is a great technical and operational departure from
the present -way of operating in space. Its development,
is being pursued at the frontier of aerospace technology.
Success promises to bring by the mid-1980's a broad
new set of opportunities with potentially large scientific
and technological payoffs.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

ORIGINS

Scientists doing research on artificial intelligence are still
far froth their Ultimate goala computer-based analog
of the human brain. Nevertheless, their efforts have pro-
duced regularly results useful in applied computer sci-
ence. For example, the design of programming-languages

1
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in general
I

use has benefited-from concepts developed in
work on artificial intelligence.

Many. branches of, science have profited from-the re-
ductionist apProach-7-the dissection of complex phenom-
ena into elements whose simple interactions account for
these phenomena. This approach is, particularly charac-
teristic of computer science, which uses dissection as a
universal technique for system design. For example, to
produceia full-blown graphic display system, a software
designer will first analyze, the geometric functions to be
provided into vector and matrix operations which can
represent these functions. Then he will decompose these
vector and matrix operations into standard-arithmetical,
data- movement, and condition-testing operations and,
if necessary, decompose these simple standard opera-
tions into absolutely eleMentary patterned openings and
closings of transistorized, switches. This method of sys-
tematic reduction can begiplied now with considerable
sophistication, sometimes as many as a dozen interme-
diate conceptual -layers appear between the elaborate
functions that certain computersystems proVide and the
billions of elementary switching steps on whizh these
functiOns ultimately rot.

From the! start, this habit of dissection, coupled with
,,the realization that the computer can manipulate perfectly
arbitrary inl'ormatiOn patterns, has suggested that the
broad complex of abilities that constitutes human intel-
ligence might itself, be dissected and then reconstructed
artificially. To do so would be to build an artificialin-
lelligence, a systeth of prograrits that, when run on a
sufficiently powerful computer, could imitate alllof the
intellectual 6apacities of the human brain: apptopriate
responses to spoken language, visual perception and
manipulation.of .ohjects in three dimensions, and even
the 'ability to plan successfully in an environment of
varied and complex contingencies, to invent new math-
ematics and 'new science generally, to play all games
brilliantly, and to converse with wit and verve in many
languages.

Potential Impacts a

The construe ion of artificial intelligences would affect
the circumstances of human life profoundly. The ap-
pearance of intelligent beings.other than mail would
surely create a new economics, a" new sociology, and a
new history. Moreover, if artificial intelligences can be
created at al , there is little reason to believe that they
could not lead swiftly to the construction of artificial
sUperintelligences able to explore significant mathemat-
ical, scientific, or engineering alternatives at a-rate far
exceeding individual human ability. Such expectations
motivate many computer scientists, whether they con-
cern- themselvesthemselves directly -with computer realization of
some intelligent function or with efforts such as computer
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systems, design, development of programming tech=
niques,,or invention of specialized algorithms. The posi;
sibility has been mentioned often in wider circles, but
public discussion has not begun to reflect this perspective
in any-adequate way.

The efforts of a growing body of determined research-
ers in artificial intelligence have produced real successes,
and the general scientific and industrial influences of
their work are steadily increasing. Nevertheless, the
basic techniques available to the worker in artificial in-
telligence. are still modest.

CURRENT STATUS

To assess the current situation, we can contrast the tech-
; piques of prograniming with the more ambitious goal of

learning. A computer -is programmed by. supplying it
with a carefully composed sequence of instructions
which guides its actions in all necessary detail. But to
learn, a computer would have to ingest relatively un-
structured masses of information, much closer to the
highly-fragmented information that people deal with rou-
tinely, and itself supply the elusive steps of error Cor-
rection and integration needed to turn this broken ma-

' terial into polished instructional sequences which can be
followed literally. Only to the extent that a computer can
absorb fragmented material and organize it into useful
patterns can we properly speak of artificial intelligence.

Researchers in artificial intelligence have therefore
sought general principles which, supplied as part of a
computer's initial endowment, would permit a substan-
tial degree of self-organization thereafter. Various prin-
ciples that allow useful structures to be ,distilled from
masses of disjointed infonnation have been considered
'candidates in this regard. These include graph search and
deduction from axioms.

'Graph Search

Many problems can be reformulated as one of finding
a path between two known points within a graph/Plan-
ning and Manipulation problems, both physical and sym-
bolic, illustrate the point.,Such problems are described
by defining (1) an initial condition with which manip-
ulation is to begin, (2) some target state or states that
one aims to reach, and (3) a family of transformations
that determines how'one can step from state to state.

The. problem of chemical synthesis is an example: the
target is a compound to be synthesized, the initial state
is that in which easily available starting substances are
at hand, and the allowed manipulations are the- elemen-
tary reactions known to the chemist. The problem of
symbolic integration is a second example: a given for-
mula F containing an integral sigrL defines our starting
state, any formula of the class mathematically equivalent
to F but not containing an integral sign is an acceptable

target, and the, transformations are those that loathe- I,

matics allows. I
In all such problems, the collection of availabielrans-

formations -is a heap of relatively independent items,
since transformations can be listed in' any order, any I
arbitrary collection of transformations defines a graph,
and a collectiOn of transformations can -be freely ex- ,

panded or contracted without the appearance of any forf,1
mal obstacle. Thus, the construction of a path through
the graph defined by a collection of transfomiations does
represent a situation in which a structured entity, a path,
arises via a general principle -from something unstruc-
tured and indefinitely extensible, a collection of trans-
formations. One can try, therefore, to use this construc-

t
tipn as a universal principle for the automatic derivation
of structure.

Deduction From Axioms /
I

The work of numerous mathematicians in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries has shown that the aassical cori
bus of niatheniatics can be based on la hangful of aStont
ishingly simple axioms and inference mks/ The resulting
formalism, -the logician's "predicate calculus," is

straightforward language.of formulas; in which any a,
sertion of classical mathematics can be stated- readily
1ln this system, a simple and easily programmed set 1

rules suffices to define; all-possible, mathematically ,fu
i t

+tifiable lines of reasoning. Thus, the predicate calcul4
gives us a simple butt universal -formal framework en-

, compassing all logicall reasoning.
Arbitrary collection's of axioms that express the laws

of particular mathematical and nonmathematical domains
can be written readily, in this calculus; then, if we are
willing to search a sufficiently large space of,proofs, the
consequences of these axioms can be extracted auto-
matically. Since axioms-can be listed in relatively un-
structured f hion, We have here another situation 'in
which highly structured entities=niathematical proofs
arise via a general principle from something unstructured
and indefinitely extensiblea collection of axioms. This
construction (clearly can be used as a universal principle;
a considerable amount, of work has been done toward
adapting thii fundamental logical mechanism to other
uses, such as the automatic generation of plans!and pro-
grams. Generally speaking, such adaptation proceeds
without difficulty.

I
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THE EFFICIENCY rROKEM
i

Nevertheless, neither the use of this very general logical
machinery nor of the graph-searching technique can be
regarded as more than_alragmentary key to the problein
of automatically deyeloping significant structures out of
fragmented masses of sinformation. The reason is the
overwhelming ineffiCiency, of these methods. Unless care
is taken, any attempt to search the space of all ,proofs

;-;" r)t %,,j



possible in the predicate calculus will founder almost
immediately because of the immensity of this space.
Similarly. representatiOn of significant Problems such as
graph searche. generally requires consideration of
graph far too large or the largest imaginable computer.

This realization-,has inspired two decades of effort to
prune the searches needed tci find either significant proofs
in logic or paths or Hier interesting combinational sub-
structures in graphs-Lrthat is, to tiqd ways of distinguish-
ing profitable from unprofitable directiOns of exploration
in order to increase:, the-efficiency of these searches by
the very large factbrs necessary. SeVeral -general and
quite useful pruningpnneiples have been found, but even
-the very best general proof-finding and graph-searching
techniques known currently are incapable of handling
More than small examples:

From this disappointing -f,act, Many researchers have
drawn the conclUsiOri that significant progress will be
possible only if the sought-after, structure - generating
Mechanisms somehbw use-hot-only very general tech-
niques, such as those reviewed above, but also use larger
amounts of information specific to particular domains.
.Hqwever, it is not at,all clearhow such information can
be represented or organizechbest. Moreover, unless one
is Careful, the use of such information can be considered
a covert retreat froM the basic goal: general Principles
allowing self-organization Indeed, the prdsence of
enough manually supplied, 0-reorganized inforniation can
lead us to classify a systemJsimply as a clever program

-.rather than as a recognizable step toward- constructing
artificial intelligences.

Rule Systems

This objection:need not apply to systems to which in-
formation can be supplied in the form of separate rules
of the kind that an expert in ,some area might use to
transmit his expertiscto a beginner. For this reason, Ach
rule systems have begun to attract attention recently.
Attempts have been madep use large collections of rules
to build artificial expert systems, such as programs able
to diagnose human or plant diseases onto recognize clues
to the presence_of minerals.

Once rules have been supplied-to 'ach systems, the
systems ingest lists of specific clues or symptoms visibly
.1n the situation to be assessed. To each clue or symptom,
a numerical -indication of the degree of reliability may
be attached. The rules specify how these clues are to be
combined to yield estimates of the likelihOOd that par-
ticular expert judgmentsrdiagnosis of a specific disease
or detection of a mineralare correct. If the estimated

. likelihood:is high enough, _the 'corresponding judgment
is pronounced.

In simple -rule systems of this kind, computation of
the relevant internal estimate may involve' little more
than a polynomial combination of the presence/absence;
reliability indicators for the clues. When this is so, the
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rules merely define the cod/fin-elents if the polynomials
or oe.-.cr functions that will beAised. Even in such simple
cases, the system -may proVide a specialiked language
for defining rules that allows the expertsfor example,
physicians or mineralogistsfrom Whom the rules are
to be acquired to express theniselves in a language more
familiar to them than the mathematical language Of poly-
nomials and functions.

The estimation procedures used in the simpler'. expert
systems of this kind are not very different.from some of
the mathematical grouping techniques used w ith ;limited
success for niany years to catalog, and look-,up Journal
articles and other scientific citations automatically. These
procedures are admittedly crude,,but evidence is begin-
ning to appear that they may not be too unrefined for
practical application. (Conceivably, their crudity may
reflect that of some of the internal processes that a, human
expert uses to form a snap judgment of the evidential
value of combinations of familiar clues.)

LINKS WITH APPLIED COMPUTER SCIENCE

In one sense: the rule systems, the .graph and transfor-
mation systems, and even the logical forinaliSm that
workers in artificial intelligence have tried to use are
simply specialized programming languages. The partic-
ularly interesting point about these languages is that they
ain't, in a more single-minded way than Ordinary pro-
gramming languages, to decompose the p,rograins they
express into small, independent fragmentS. As,empha-
sized above, the ability to deal with fragmented material
and. integrate it automatically is a fundaMentah goal of
research in artificial intelligence. Languages that make
it possible to Use small independent fragMents to define
complex processes are of great interest to programmers
even outside the field ofiartificial-intelligence. Such lan-
guages eliminate a most troublesome source of program-
ming error and can increase programming speed very
considerably. For this ream*, research im artificial in-
telligence has been a fertile source of concepts that have

into the design of generally used programming
languages.

Another connection between work in artificial intel-
ligence and the more technical part of ,:bniputer science
can be noted. To describe and analyze the syntactic struc-
ture of programming languages, computer scientists
customarily use a kind of formal mechanism called a
context-free grammar. grammars of this kin ) specify
how statements in a programming language are to be
parsed (a preparatory operation very closc,to theisentence
diagraming taught in high school English classes a gen-
eration ago).

These formal grammars ;were invented more or less
simultaneously by workersin computer Science and stu-
dents of natural language. Althotigh simple,, they are
remarkably effective in capturing, at least roughly, the
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general grammatical constructs that people seem to coin:
prehend easily and naturally. Variants of this same for-
mal mechanisro have been used in systems for analysis
(and, to a limited extent, understanding) of natural 'Ian-

.guage and in systems for decoding spoken utterances.
Although context-free grammars are used in many areas
and are not always thought of as belonging specifically
to artificial intelligence, they do represent a genuine case
in which significant aspects of an important human func-
tion can be captured by a simple computer model.

EXPECTATIONS k

Research in .artificial intelligence is still immature. As
yet, it can boast of few significant general principles and
of little theory capable of directing the work of its prat
titioners. Nevertheless, the field is not without its suc-
cesse.. In particular, the expectation that artificial syn-

of intelligence will be possible has inspired
pts to computerize functions, such as the decodin,

spoken utterances and analysis of visual. scenes, of
subtlety that might have seemed unreachable otherwise.
ull' duplication of human sensory and intellectual ca-

pabilities, which are rich and subtle indeed, still lies far
beyond our reach. But attempts to mate !' them arc be-
ginning to be successful enough to furnish items valuable
as components of,practical systems.

It should be noted that the efforts at artificial vision,
while still .far short of the full capabilities of human
vision, can have a major impact when joined with par-
ticular developing industries. An example is the work
on robotlike automatic devicesnow generally being
calied industrial roboticswhich has much to contribute
to industrial productivity. The artificial intelligence work
in vision is beginning 'to add substantially to the capa-
bilities of these deiices and wilt play an important role
in the development of the field during the coming decade.

Seen from a more fundamental point of view, the most
successful applied programs that have grown out of the
work on artificial' intelligence may be judged to exhibit
only limited degrees of self-organization but nevertheless.
to represent the application of ingenious programming
to unusual areas. Such fragmentary successes continue
to accumulate. We may expect that they w ill cohere
gradually, suggesting eventually more adequate general
principles of self-organization than are now available.

Summary and Outiciok

The seven emerging technologies described briolly
above, although generally disparate, have common
threads. An important one is that they arise from_a wed-
ding of science and-good technology. While much of the
basic knowledge that supports Most of these technologies
was in .hanclas long as 20 years-ago, the rate, at which
they woulsi emerge was difficult to assess because of the
time needed fOnevelopment. Forecasting remains risky,
but the technologies now available have reached a stage
at which short-terM trends, at least,. can be defined with
reasonable confidence.

There are more palpable common threads. The im-
portance of the rapidly evolving computer as either a
poi or a beneficiary of progress is noted explicitly, if
not comprehensively, for each technology except recom-
binant DNA and energy storage. These two benefit, for
example, from computer-based, analytical instrumenta-
tion of steadily increasing power.

A third common thread is dependence on the devel-
opment and refinement of materials. Many emerging
technologies rely strongly on our ability to develop and
manipulate materials at levels..ranging from the bulk or
macromolecular to the subatomic Recombinant DNA-

, has a materials aspect in the sense that it involves the
need to develop organisms.and, associated systems that
can-efficiently convert biomass to chemicals that could
serve as starting points for useful substances.

Energy and the related issue of feedstock enter into
the consideration of several technologies. More efficient
use of energy resources is the goal of energy storage
and, in part, of the practical application of supercon-
ductivity. The conversion of biomass to chemicals with
the use of the methods of recombinant DNA could ease
the pressure on petroleum and other fossil resources now
used as fuels and feedstock. The resource assessment
functions of the .Space Shuttle could contribute to the
discovery of both new energy resources and materials.

There is always the question of arousing public uneas-
iness when new technologies appear. The furor over
research on recombinant DNA has faded, for good rea-
son, but it is conceivable that the large-scale use of the
technology could rekindle the controversy. Work on ar-
tificial intelligence has not stirred dissent yet, but the
potential does exist.

Of the technologies considefed here, the most uncer-
tain futur... lies in the ultimate development of artificial
intelligence. Although such research is far from its real
goals, it can be expected to continue as a central issue
for the most innovative minds and will lead in one way
or another to results of practical:value in computer sci-
ence and technology.

Advances in medicai technology based in part on tech-
niques borrowed from the physical sciences are gener-
ating commercial apparatus and techniques useful in di-
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agnosis and treatment. Progress in the field will conic
steadily and,will continue to expand our ability to provide
diagnosis and treatment and thereby upgrade the quality

The use of recombinant DNA technology, to make
.pharmaceutiOls is probably close to commercialization,
and its use 11 making other chemiCals is not far behind.

of health care./
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An important question will center about the economic
competitiveness of such processes relative to otheroleans
of producing the same products. ln a sense, tie -tech-
niques of recombinant DNA remain to date more im-
portant as a source of basic knowledge than ass the basis
of commeccialproduets.
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